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CHAPTER 1

Introduction: Queer and Trans Feminist
Performance

Sandra D’Urso, Tiina Rosenberg, and Anna Renée Winget

Introduction

The Handbook of Queer and Trans Feminist Performance presents a new gener-
ation of performers and theorists, as well as senior scholars, who engage and
redefine the limits of performance. The chapters demonstrate how queer and
trans feminist theories enhance our understanding of developments in feminist
performance today, and how these discussions have given rise to new ways of
theorizing contemporary performance. The Handbook addresses students and
scholars of theatre and performance studies as well as gender, queer, and trans
studies scholars.

The emergence of new queer and trans feminist intersectional episte-
mologies prompts a reorientation regarding performance and identities in
a twenty-first-century context. In the introduction, we discuss cultural and
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political shifts that affect performance and performance studies, the eclectic
character of The Handbook, queer and trans feminist tensions, and, give an
overview of the structure of The Handbook.

Cultural and Political Shifts

The Handbook suggests close links between the formation of queer and trans
feminist identities alongside recent key political developments with transna-
tional resonances. As we write, the COVID-19 pandemic rages on acting as a
global stressor on daily life, ushering in the closing down of formal theatres
and other informal spaces of gathering for performance. It is also the back-
drop to the ongoing #BlackLivesMatter movement and the #DefundThePolice
protests in the U.S., which further ignited globally following the brutal police
killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis on May 25, 2020.

Recent cultural and political shifts over the last two decades, such as the
war in Syria, conflicts in Africa, Afghanistan, Hong Kong, the Middle East,
and Ukraine are some of the major events that have contributed to a new set
of global conditions and border conflicts playing out on the macro-political
stage. Mexican/U.S. border politics under Donald Trump’s presidency have
generated increased securitarian practices of incarceration of undocumented
and of children. Anti-LBGTQI+1 legislation globally has led to a surge of
requests for asylum on the basis of sexuality and gender in the West. We note
the implementation of anti-trans legislature in the U.S., as well as the over-
turning and reinstating of reproductive freedoms via abortion legislation as
key features of as well as responses to these political shifts.

We also acknowledge that these shifts have affected some parts of the world
and its citizens disproportionately; governmental responses to statelessness
and disenfranchisement from OECD countries, the U.K., Europe, and U.S.
have ranged from the implementation of harsher border restrictions, increased
police powers, indefinite incarceration of asylum-seekers, austerity politics for
the poor, growing suspicion and pauperisation of artists and workers, and
the cultural promulgation of suspicion and fear of “outsiders,” PoC, First
Nations Peoples, and transgender people. In Australia, the struggle towards
establishing a treaty with its First Nations Peoples (the only Commonwealth
country not to have done so) by activists such as W.A.R (Warriors of Aborig-
inal Resistance), intersects with the aims of queer activism, of the #Black Lives
Matter movement, and its anti-police and abolitionist stance.

With these shifts, new possibilities and challenges for the field of perfor-
mance studies, as it relates to intersectionality, queer and trans feminisms, have

1 Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, and others. The acronyms signi-
fying identity markers included under umbrellas of “queer” and “trans” frequently change
and can be referred to using such tools as the Trans Student Educational Resource
(transstudent.org). In this Handbook we refer to the acronym LGBTQI+ to refer to coali-
tional movements, but generally refer to the umbrella terms “queer” and “trans” to refer
to disciplines, theories, and people.
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arisen. We see an energized uptake of current political themes by performance
and theatre artists, who are keen to parse the macro-political through the inti-
mate lenses of gender, sexuality, disability, and race. There is also growing
interest in this kind of performance by cultural theorists, queer, and trans
feminists, popular media, and online audiences. As a field then, theatre and
performance studies scholars need to establish precisely what are the unique
interventions made by twenty-first-century queer and trans feminisms to the
performance studies literature. This requires a mapping of the performance
terrain, which has been unfolding contemporaneously in our theatres and
streets as we write and collate these chapters.

This critical and theoretical work, especially of trans feminism, is and has
been already taking place in many other disciplines at the time of writing, and
we further observe an increasing engagement with these interventions in our
field. We are in an exploratory phase and necessarily so. The Handbook then
is a launching pad for further elaborations on the topic as new performance
work is made, as well as a pedagogical tool for enhancing the teaching of
contemporary queer and trans feminisms in performance.

Eclectically Academic

The Handbook captures a range of voices, writing styles, and localized ways
of using English. Academic essays and creative pieces offer case studies on
the histories of feminist, lesbian, trans, and queer identifications in perfor-
mance. There are also several important interviews with contemporary queer
and/or trans feminist performers and scholars including Eric A. Stanley,
Emi Koyama, Alok Vaid-Menon, D’Lo, Cassils, The Butch Monologues , and
Sarah Ward. The interviews with artists offer a behind-the-scenes perspective
into influences, processes, and struggles for performance making today. As a
pedagogical tool, the interview format is especially helpful to performance-as-
research students, early career performance artists, and theatre practitioners,
who commonly look to those already practising for practical knowledge. The
interviews have broad appeal, are important historical documents, and provide
crucial source-materials for future researchers investigating queer and trans
feminist performance.

Additionally, The Handbook includes an English translation of a sociolog-
ical text originally written in French (then Italian), by queer and trans feminist
theorist and activist Sam Bourcier on the political strategies of queer trans
feminist collective Smaschieramenti based in Bologna, Italy. The work of trans-
lation goes towards accessibility and transmission of important knowledge
otherwise lost in an Anglocentric world. There are several creative reflections
by performance artists and ensembles that combine theory and performa-
tive life-writing. These contributions may be approached as a bridge between
knowledge produced by academic and artistic knowledges.

Furthermore, we acknowledge that university and publication systems are
complicit in practices that disproportionately exclude black, Indigenous, and
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people of color (BIPoC), people who are trans, disabled, poor, from the
Global South and (formerly) colonized nations, and generally those who have
lacked the privilege of obtaining degrees of higher education. We editors
acknowledge our own privilege, power of curation, and complicity in these
discriminatory practices. Though we have made an effort to center voices
typically marginalized, we also recognize that there are still gaps in the repre-
sentation of voices offered here, and that there is much more work to be done
toward decolonization, accessibility, and inclusion when it comes to queer and
trans feminist approaches to performance and performance studies. Regardless
of style, method, approach, convention, or institutional standing in the forth-
coming chapters, we find the chapters to all be valuable contributions to the
field.

Overall, with the broad, eclectic, and intergenerational mix of scholars and
artists represented in this Handbook, we are interested in the rich dialogue,
and at times familial tension, between approaches to queer and trans feminist
performance as it has evolved today. The purpose of the eclectic blend as it
unfolds in this Handbook is to give scholars, students, artists, and activists
with an interest in this emergent subfield a representational picture of queer
and trans feminist performance in this current political moment.

Performance and Performativity

Many of the chapters in The Handbook engage with the concept performa-
tivity, which has a foundation in linguistics and ritual studies. Philosopher
Judith Butler’s model of performativity has been profoundly transformative
in aligning feminist and queer approaches and understanding what it means
to do gender.2 However, as Butler writes in “Critically Queer,” the reduction
of performativity to performance would be a mistake (1993, p. 234). Her
statement explicitly critiques the concept of will and choice by distinguishing
performativity from performance. However, as she observes, performativity is
not an act but a reiteration or citation, while performance is the site in which
performativity materializes in concentrated form.

Performativity’s location inside a tradition of speech act theory is indif-
ferent, and in some cases hostile to all things theatrical. Theatre scholar
Shannon Jackson has observed that for theatre scholars, the relation between
theatricality and performativity is a cause for defensiveness in relating to
theatrical performance acts and practices of role-playing, illusion, false appear-
ance, masquerade, façade, and impersonation (2003, p. 209).3 Performativity,

2 Alexander Doty is one of the first to call Judith Butler a queer feminist theorist in
Making things perfectly queer: Interpreting mass culture (1993, p. 128, footnote 41).

3 Theatricality has been condemned by philosophers from Plato to J. L. Austin. Such
opposition illustrates the dichotomy between appearance and reality. Thus, a series of
related antinomies are in operation here: real versus false, genuine versus fake, intrinsic
versus extrinsic, original versus imitative, true versus counterfeit, honest versus dishonest,
sincere versus devious, accurate versus distorted, revealed versus disguised, face versus mask,
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however, is a concept with multiple meanings. As an adjective, it comes
close to theatricality in indicating that behavior which is performative is
somehow similar—in form, intent, and effect—to theatre. Its adjectival form
also invites scholars to consider events and behaviors as performance. As a
noun, the term performative is an utterance or speech act that has real-life
consequences (Jackson 2003, pp. 186–213). As Jackson writes, these two
equally useful understandings of performativity may appear in conflict: one
indicates something done to show, while the other indicates something done
for real. As devoted to studying performance and theatre, we value the notion
of performativity as a concept because of its ability to hold both meanings
simultaneously (Bial and Brady 2016, p. 203; Jackson 2003, pp. 186–213).

However, it is exactly this closeness to performance and theatre that is an
obstacle to many trans feminists. Trans-bi activist and performer Julia Serano
(2010), like many other trans theorists, resists the notion of gender as a perfor-
mance: “If one more person tells me that ‘all gender is performance,’ I think
that I am going to strangle them.” As queer scholar Jack Halberstam points
out, Serano and others worry that adopting performativity as a theoretical
rubric implies, in a transphobic way, that transgender is not real, material,
and authentic. This resistance operates alongside the radical versus trans femi-
nism divide—namely, queer theory versus trans theory. In the early days of
trans theory, some of this antagonism was directed at the work of Butler
(Halberstam 2018, p. 120).4

The work of Butler that has been so influential within both feminism
and trans theory advances the idea that all bodies must submit to gender
norms, “but that some bodies can repeat those norms to the point of absur-
dity, shaking loose from some of the confinement that those norms enact”
(Halberstam 2018, p. 122). This is a part of Butler’s overall discussion of
social intelligibility. She explains that a norm differs from a symbolic position.
Heteronormative preconceptions are embedded in traditions, institutionalized
rules, and procedures. They manifest themselves in the social consequences
of rules and procedures when they are widely accepted and obeyed. In the
spirit of Michel Foucault, Butler notes that both compliance and resistance
take place within the norm. Therefore, norms should be perceived as active
doing, whether by restricting or liberating.

serious versus playful, and essential versus artificial. All things theatrical seem to be on the
negative end of the polarity (cited in Davis and Postlewait 2003, p. 4).

4 Poststructuralist theory, indeed, mostly offered theorizations of gender that deny the
anchoring of social identity to some concretely and immutably gendered body. Judith
Butler’s concept of ‘gender performativity,’ despite becoming the target of so many
trans*critiques, actually furnished trans* theorists with the theoretical framings necessary
to push back on essentialist accounts of normative identities, on the one hand, and the
fetishizing gaze at transgender bodies, on the other. Butler’s extensive work on gender and
sexuality has been generative within queer and trans* and feminist circles partly because
in it we find not only the principles that have created deep divisions but also the seeds of
rapprochement (Halberstam 2018, pp. 121–122).
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In A Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives, Halber-
stam draws from a critique of Butler waged by Jay Prosser and uses the term
“realness” in order to expound upon the notion of trans people’s occupation
within certain gender norms (2005b, pp. 50, 114). Venus Extravaganza, a
prominent drag queen who was featured in the film Paris Is Burning (1990),
makes a distinction between realness and the real. Drag queen ball elder
Dorian Corey describes realness “as close as we will ever come to the real” (as
quoted in Halberstam 2005b, p. 145). For those with intersecting marginal-
ized identities, “realness” is not only about performance of gender, but how
one “measures up” to other normative categories such as race and class.

Halberstam describes realness as “not exactly performance, not exactly an
imitation; it is the way that people, minorities, excluded from the domain
of the real, appropriate the real and its effects” (145). Differentiating from
“realness,” Halberstam explains, “The real, on the other hand, is that which
always exists elsewhere, and as a fantasy of belonging and being” (ibid.).
Queer and transgender people may choose to inhabit categories of their own
making, embodying realness in their own way (146). Importantly, Halberstam
notes that realness, then, is not a constant unattainable striving, but occupying
categories in new and revolutionary ways.

Queer Feminisms

The Handbook embraces various understandings of feminist, trans, and queer.
We recognize pluralist feminisms and understand queer as the sign for
academic and activist movements that analyze and challenge heteronormative
systems, practices, and their attendant binary assumptions about sex, genders,
and sexualities. However, queer feminist theories and activisms may foster
divergent and even conflicting projects both in politics and in scholarship
(Warhol and Lanser 2016, p. 2).5

5 Queer theory is not a homogeneous or systematic school of thought, but concerns
interdisciplinary studies that focus critically on heteronormativity, i.e., those institutions,
structures, relations and acts that maintain heterosexuality as a natural and standard sexu-
ality. Queer theory is based on the theoretical discussions within lesbian feminist theory
and gay studies relating to the dominant and normative position held by heterosexuality
in the West. See further: https://actupny.org/documents/QueersReadThis.pdf.The term
heteronormativity was established as a theoretical concept in feminist and queer studies in
the 1990s. In the early 1990s, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Judith Butler had previously
used terms such as heterosexism (Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet, 1990,
pp. 30–32) and heterosexual matrix (Judith Butler, Gender Trouble, 1990, p. 151, foot-
note 6) or heterosexual hegemony (Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter, 1993, pp. 4–12).
Monique Wittig in the 1980s used the heterosexual contract (Monique Wittig, The Straight
Mind, 1992, pp. 40–43), while Adrienne Rich launched the term compulsory heterosexu-
ality (Adrienne Rich, Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence, Signs no. 5/1980).
The first use of the term heteronormativity is usually attributed to Michael Warner in his
introduction to the anthology Fear of a Queer Planet, 1993, pp. vii–xxxi). Already in 1991,
Warner had discussed similar issues in an article, “Fear of a Queer Planet,” in Social Text
no. 29/1991. Another early reference to the term heteronormativity is found in Chris

https://actupny.org/documents/QueersReadThis.pdf
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Queer feminisms bring queer theories to feminist theories, and feminist
theories to queer theories (Warhol and Lanser 2016, p. 2). They have much
in common as both address intersecting issues of genders and sexualities.
In the case of queer theories, the emphasis has been on sex and sexualities,
and in feminist theories, on genders. Historiographically speaking, the various
definitions and mixed genealogies make the term queer (used as an adjec-
tive, a noun, and a verb) notoriously difficult to define. “Although the word
‘queer’ is commonly associated with sex and sexuality, queer theory is a way of
understanding, not just sex and sexuality, but also gender. Specifically, queer
theory avoids the binary and hierarchical reasoning usually associated with
these concepts” (Marinucci 2016, pp. 191–192).

There is a fraught history between mainstream white feminisms and women
of color feminisms, the evidence of which can be seen in the Combahee
River Collective’s statement which asserts the need for a “combined anti-
racist and anti-sexist position” within feminism. Following the emergence of
queer theory and queer politics, in her 1997 article, “Punks, Bulldaggers,
and Welfare Queens,” political scientist Cathy Cohen critiqued the LGBTQI+
movement for centralizing the cisgender gay male and refusing to acknowledge
other layers of oppression that many LGBTQI+ people face.

Queer feminism, as this Handbook frames it, acknowledges both the need
to decenter cisgender gay male voices as well as white voices. As white editors,
we acknowledge that while we attempt to leverage our whiteness to help
open further space and dialogue around queer and trans of color experience
and perspective, we are also unwitting participants in the systemic failures of
academia and artistic institutions to more meaningfully and successfully do this
work.

We also understand theory as a form of academic activism, in that it
continually overturns assumptions which have served to keep gender and
racial inequalities as well as heteronormative epistemologies in place (Marin-
ucci 2016, pp. 139–166; Warhol and Lanser 2016, p. 7). However, we
recognize the importance for many trans people to identify with a stable
gender within the binary. Whatever their personal identity, in order to receive
gender-affirming care, in many cases operating within the binary becomes a
necessity.

With our twenty-first-century approach to this Handbook, we find it crucial
to include both queer and trans feminisms in our discussion, which we
acknowledge are sometimes in a dialectic relationship. Cohen’s critique of
LGBTQI+ oppression of groups marginalized based on race, gender, and class
is highly relevant for our approach to trans feminism as well. Trans activists

Brickell, who quotes an article by Rosemary Hennessy and Chrys Ingraham, “Putting
the Heterosexual Order in Crisis” from 1992 (Mediations, 16 [2], pp. 17–23). In the
anthology Fear of a Queer Planet the term heteronormativity was used by Steven Seidman
(1993, p. 130) and Diane Richardson discussed the term in her introduction to Theorising
Heterosexuality (1996).
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such as Sandy Stone, Leslie Feinberg, Emi Koyama, and Julia Serano especially
critiqued exclusionary practices surrounding trans people in feminist spaces.

Trans feminism as it was initially constructed by trans feminist activist Emi
Koyama was “not merely about merging trans politics with feminism, but it
[was] a critique of the second wave feminism from third wave perspectives”
(Koyama 2003, p. 2). Significantly, Koyama’s trans feminism reveals how the
presence of trans women in feminism “exposes not only the unreliableness of
the body as a source of their identities and politics, but also the fallacy of
women’s universal experiences and oppressions”(Koyama 2006, p. 207).

The absence of essentializing biological characteristics in our feminist
approaches yields more inclusionary possibilities and naturally dovetails with
Kimberlé Crenshaw’s theory of intersectionality. Furthermore, the “trans”
prefix in relation to transgender has been utilized by many trans scholars
to signal both the resistance to remaining static, and the trans-gressiveness
of radical politics. Indeed, Nicholas Birns finds trans feminism as “maximally
heterogeneous” (Birns 2008).

Trans Feminisms and Trans Studies

What is it that constitutes the subject matter of feminisms varies from one
form to the next. Mainstream white feminisms have a troubled history with
transgender issues (Halberstam 2018, pp. 107–128). There are many examples
of anti-transgender white feminists, such as Germain Greer who in her 1999
book The Whole Woman shared her trans-exclusionary views.

However, the most blatant anti-trans attitudes within feminist discourse
are from Sheila Jeffreys and Janice Raymond. In Unpacking Queer Politics,
Jeffreys refers to sex reassignment as “mutilating surgery” and regards the
practice of packing as evidence that “the worship of masculinity had triumphed
over the lesbian feminist project of ending gender hierarchy” (2003, p.
i). Janice Raymond’s The Transsexual Empire (1976, 2006), compares the
surgical pursuit of female genitalia by trans women to an act of rape.

Although not all radical feminists, such as Andrea Dworkin, did see trans-
gender women as enemies, the anti-transgender voices–Jeffreys and Raymond
in particular–were according to Halberstam so strident and so inflammatory
that it has been hard to overcome the damage done (2018, p. 109). The
term transgender has largely replaced the term transsexual as a broader term
which allows freedom of expression and identity to be controlled by the trans
person her/him/themself. Trans historian Cristan Williams, in a special issue
of Trans Studies Quarterly (TSQ), recounts the following: “In 1965, […] Dr.
John Oliven proposed that the term transsexualism be replaced by the term
transgenderism, arguing that the concept of sexuality could not account for the
‘all-consuming belief that [transsexuals] are women who by some incredible
error were given the bodies of men’” (Oliven as quoted in Williams, 2005,
p. 233).
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The term transsexual places the emphasis on the medicalization which some
trans people choose to undertake and others do not (either by personal choice
or lack of access). Sex is a biological term, and instead of placing emphasis
there, which can have harmful implications (such as the supposed actuality
of a gender identity), today the term assigned at birth is generally used to
distinguish from one’s true gender, i.e., the gender with which one identifies.
Trans people may or may not align themselves with trans identity (and may, for
instance, prefer to be called simply woman instead of trans woman). However,
utilizing the term “trans” in our volume is to employ an umbrella term that
signals a diversity of gender identities and expressions, resisting transphobia
and policing of gender which are so deeply rooted in patriarchal society.

With the diversity of gender identities and expressions—including trans
woman, trans man, genderqueer, non-binary, genderfluid, etc.—so too is there
a diversity in pronoun usages. It is important to note that pronoun use as well
as gender identity may or may not correlate with particular gender expressions.
Many trans people regardless of identity may choose to utilize a gender neutral
pronoun such as the singular they/them, and others may use she/he. We have
included both scholars and artists in this volume who use the gender neutral
pronoun they and request that inquiries and further discussion about these
scholars and artists employ the pronoun they indicate as their true pronoun.

Beyond pronoun uses, surgeries, and related theories, we recognize that
there are urgent concerns of survival for many trans people, and particu-
larly trans people of color. It is important to acknowledge this struggle for
trans survival is grounded in colonialism. Feminist philosopher and activist
Maria Lugones’ argues in her groundbreaking article, “The Coloniality of
Gender” that gendered hierarchy emerged through colonialism and modernity
when the “human” was marked from the colonized “non-human.” Decolo-
nial thinkers in trans studies have extended Lugones’ theories of coloniality
with regard to gender to the abject transgender subject. For instance, in
Jessica Hinchy’s Governing Gender and Sexuality in Colonial India: The Hijra,
c.1850–1900, she details how the transgender hijras were viewed as a threat
to colonial rule and were therefore criminalized toward their “extermina-
tion” (Hinchy 2019). Nevertheless, the hijra resisted and were able to keep
alive their customs and traditions. These decolonial feminist and transgender
scholars show the important interconnectivity among capitalism, modernity,
colonialism, and the policing and punishing notions of gender and sexuality
which continues to oppress queer and trans and in particular BIPOC queer
and trans people today.

Our understanding of the term trans feminisms is grounded in Emi Koya-
ma’s use of the word today, as it has evolved over the past two decades. For
Koyama, trans feminism is necessarily intersectional. In order for trans femi-
nism to be relevant, she argues in an interview The Handbook’s editors did with
her, “trans feminism needs to be anchored to the history of feminist struggles,
especially those of Black, indigenous, and people of color, trans people, and
others who had to establish spaces within feminism as well as in the larger
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society” (Koyama 2020, pp. 4–5). Trans feminism is not only about including
trans women in feminist spaces, but about radicalizing feminist discourse to
be a movement centered around alleviating violence and poverty for trans
folx. Koyama further contends in the interview that “Focusing on Black trans
women’s and other particularly marginalized trans women’s experiences of
state violence forces us to recognize actual day-to-day experiences of trans-
phobia intermingled with racism, sexism, and anti-poor and anti-sex worker
sentiments [....] Feminist theory is incomplete without a movement”.

Intersectionality

Kimberlé Crenshaw introduced the concept of intersectionality in two legal
studies articles: “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black
Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Anti-
Racist Politics” (1989) and “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Iden-
tity Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color” (1991). She argues
that analyses of gender applied to black women’s experiences of oppression
when encountering the law are insufficient when they discount the dimen-
sion of race as the mutually constituted feature of that oppression. Crenshaw
observed that both feminist analysis and anti-racist discourses have displayed
a troubling tendency; that is, both have overlooked the specificity of Black
women’s compounded experiences of oppression: “I argue that Black women
are sometimes excluded from feminist theory and anti-racist policy discourse
because both are predicated on a discrete set of experiences that often does
not accurately reflect the interaction of race and gender” (Crenshaw 1989,
p. 140).

Sociologist Sirma Bilge identifies three main developments occurring within
intersectional literature dating from the 1980s to today. In the first phase,
the different axes of oppression (gender, race, class) were treated as co-
constituted—a view that rejects the “hierarchization of the axes of social
inequality.” Its next phase tended to emphasise “ideological presuppositions”
(i.e. Marxism for class and or feminism for gender) to form an “overarching”
axis of inequality, from which other categories of inequality/identity would
follow. In its current phase, Bilge observes a tendency to leave “relationships
between categories of differentiation as an open question” (Bilge 2010, p. 70).

Since its coining in 1989, intersectionality has become an influential tool
for highlighting experiences of compound oppressions but has also attracted
some criticism. In its more troubling usage, intersectionality appears as a “buz-
zword” in scholarship, the media, and elsewhere (Carastathis 2016). Others
have noted its uptake in the promotional materials and policies of organiza-
tions and corporations aiming to produce optics of “diversity” within their
employment practices, in casting for popular cultural content, and in other
forms of artistic production. Several other critiques emerging in the 2000s
scrutinize the superficial uptake of intersectionality, addressing instances where
it produces the “reification of racial-difference,” an effect that centers white
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feminisms, and thereby positions WoC (Women of Color) perspectives, experi-
ences, and subjectivities as white feminism’s Other (Puar 2017, pp. 596–597).
Others note a troubling reliance on positivist accounts of identity within
intersectionality, with scholars encouraging a more provisional and coalitional
emphasis on identity positioning, one that is fluid and can therefore more
accurately accommodate social and political shifts.

The reification of identity and of whiteness also contributes to the
misguided impression of having arrived at “a post-racial” moment (Caras-
tathis 2016, pp. 11–12). As an antidote to these sometimes unintended effects
within intersectional analyses, political theorist Anna Carastathis argues for
the application of a rigorous and historical critique of colonial oppression,
which is a long “diachronic process,” a destructive force that decolonial theory
exposes as ubiquitous, ongoing, and deeply connected to other oppressions
(Carastathis 2016, pp. 11–12).

The complexities of the fight against colonialism and racism set the stage for
the notion of postcolonial, decolonial, and critical race studies. Those women
who were drawn to the anti-racist movement and black feminism in the early
days are therefore central to the emergence of intersectionality. Classic texts
such as Gloria Hull et al. All the Women Are White, All the Blacks Are Men,
but Some of Us Are Brave (1982) and Angela Davis’s Women, Race, and Class
(1983), with their explicit intersectional perspectives, were some of the first
challenges to hegemonic white feminisms.

Because of these protests and the unrelenting efforts that lay behind them,
class, gender, nation, race, and sexuality have more and more been brought
together on a theoretical and historic level, rather than being pursued as
isolated phenomena. While there have been white feminist scholars, theo-
rists, and activists who have analyzed multiple matrices simultaneously, they
have been exceptions. The reason intersectionality has been resisted within
white feminist theories and politics is that its perspective engenders many
complicated and often disturbing questions that unavoidably need to be
addressed.

Intersectionality has been foundational toward crucial new theoretical and
practical approaches across disciplines; however, further work has also been
necessary to explore more pointedly and rigorously the particular challenges,
needs, and experiences of certain intersecting identities. For instance, Black
queer studies importantly build upon these Black feminist contributions to
more deeply explore specific intersections between Blackness and queerness.
As E. Patrick Johnson and Mae G. Henderson argue in their volume Black
Queer Studies: A Critical Anthology (2005), Black studies and queer studies
are similarly grounded in social and political activism. We note the increasing
emphasis placed on social and political forms of activism informing the work of
contemporary artists, who are turning to newly networked, global frameworks,
for situating their artistic practice.

Furthermore, Johnson and Henderson note that both “Black” and “queer”
are signifiers of difference, that “as a productive and progressive political and
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analytical paradigm, the intersectionality of Black and queer studies marks [....]
also a generational shift mandated by the complexity of contemporary subjec-
tivities” (2005, p. 6). This is particularly relevant for this volume, which seeks
to engage the theoretical and performative interventions being made by a
new generation of artists. Gender and critical race studies scholars Roderick
Ferguson’s Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of Color Critique (2004)
and C. Riley Snorton’s Black on Both Sides: A Racial History of Trans Identity
(2017) have become foundational texts which build on Crenshaw’s seminal
work, explicating the connective tissues between anti-Black, anti-queer, and
anti-trans oppression. Performance studies scholar José Estaban Muñoz was a
crucial figure in applying the queer of color critique to performance through
works such as Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics
(1999) and Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (2009).
Gender studies scholar and filmmaker Eric A. Stanley and Nat Smith bring
queer of color critiques into the pathological and criminal context of the prison
industrial complex where gender, sex, and race are literally policed through
terrorization and confinement.

Stanley and Smith, therefore, argue for the abolition of prisons (to be led by
Black trans women) and are currently tirelessly working to #DefundthePolice
in the U.S. Trans feminist cultural interventions into these questions appear
in African-American studies scholar L. H. Stallings’ seminal work Funk the
Erotic: Transaesthetics and Black Sexual Cultures (2015) in addition to Eric
A. Stanley, trans activist and artist Tourmaline, and Johanna Burton’s crucial
volume, Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility
(2017), which reveal the doubleness of captivity and freedom in the cultural
representation of trans lives today.

Healing in Queer and Trans Communities

In light of global events in 2020, including COVID-19 and political upris-
ings in support of black lives which demand eradication of anti-blackness and
defunding of the police on a global scale, these fields of study are in a particu-
larly transitory time. The COVID-19 virus disproportionately impacts queer,
trans, BIPOC, and disabled people. There are additional concerns of poverty,
domestic violence, and mental health risk in the face of this pandemic. Anti-
Chinese (or presumed Chinese) violence has increased with the spread of
the virus, as have white supremacy backlashes in response to global #Black-
LivesMatter demonstrations. If it was not already before, it is certainly now
a crucial moment for conversations on radical care, healing, disability, queer
community, and anti-Black and anti-trans violence.

Healing has been an important concern for queer and trans feminisms for
decades, particularly community-based healing, since queerness and transness
have historically been pathologized. Furthermore, while queer and trans
people have gained some rights, trans people’s rights are under attack by
the Trump administration, and queer and trans people have been particularly
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targeted in recent years in countries like Russia, Uganda, and Brazil. Queer
and trans people are statistically at higher risks of suicide, abuse, and trauma.
Furthermore, in spite of historic rights won for queer and trans communities,
documented anti-trans and anti-queer violence is only on the rise globally.

As queer of color feminists like Audre Lorde, bell hooks, and Gloria
Anzaldúa have long called for, more and more queer and trans commu-
nities are viewing and practicing healing, wellness, and self-care as a social
justice issue. Organizations and collectives such as the Audre Lorde Project,
Kindred Southern Healing Justice Collective, Fireweed Collective (formerly
Icarus Project), and the Nap Ministry (for BIPOC folx to heal from trauma)
are just some examples of this kind of important new feminist healing activist
work. In psychology, sociology, and anthropology, more and more studies
show that racism, homophobia, transphobia, disability, gender inequalities,
and poverty can take a serious toll on mental health, and in the cases of BIPOC
queer and trans people, these mental health concerns may also be generational.

In the context of queer and trans communities, the term “healing” may
signal traumatizing practices (historically and today) within the predominately
white and western medical industrial complex rooted in colonial systems,
such as gay conversion “therapy” or institutionalization of queer and trans
folx. Challenging dominant discourses, crip theory resists notions of healing
that center around “completeness,” “wholeness,” and “wellness,” which are
important interventions into how to approach healing. For instance, Alison
Kafer in Feminist, Queer, Crip (2019) insists on a “crip futurity” which
insists on an “elsewhere” and “elsewhen” in which disability is valued and
integrated. This is a queer intervention into the classical western binary of
cured future vs. disabled unfuture. This Handbook explores healing as a subju-
gated knowledge, reclaiming and centering decolonial, queer, trans, and crip
approaches to healing. In this way, queer and trans healing modalities are
often constructed as a collective empowering practice which may be both
performative (culturally) and performed (theatrically).

Though healing was not explicitly part of our call for contributions to this
Handbook, it emerged as a significant and timely theme for artists, activists, and
scholars working in queer and trans feminist performance today. As editors, we
find it important to offer space in this anthology to artists and scholars actively
engaging in performance for healing. Queer and trans artists are describing
using their art as a means to cope, transform, and even heal from their trauma.
For South Asian American queer trans non-binary spoken word artist, Alok
Vaid-Menon, for instance, performance art is a matter of survival.

They explain, “For communities like mine we can heal from one incident
and then another one happens right after it. There is no ‘break,’ so the healing
work has to be integrated, has to be about: How do I prepare myself to go
outside not if I will be harassed, but when? How do I understand that I am
worth more than this mistreatment, that I am not the problem, but them?”
(Read the full interview in this Handbook). These questions of healing are
all the more urgent and relevant in light of the global pandemic and global
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protests for racial equality and we hope the collection of contributions on
healing helps facilitate important conversations on how to heal ourselves and
our communities within and beyond this current crisis.

This healing work is ongoing and necessarily community-based. Because
societal oppressions account for much of the cause as well as the environmental
context for this healing work, coalitions and solidarity movements can play an
important role in the healing process alongside and through the social justice
work they perform.

Toward Queer and Trans Feminist Coalitions and Solidarity

The sense of solidarity is based on the idea that all people are entitled to
equality of rights and opportunities because discrimination does not only
impact the people toward whom it is directed, it affects everyone (Halberstam
2018, p. 135). Judith Butler’s coalitional feminisms, account for the possibili-
ties of and tensions in queer, intersectional alliances, during times of precarity,
U.S. occupation, and war. We note that while Butler’s work is foundational
to performance studies, feminist theories, and queer studies generally—by
arguing consistently for the power of coalitional feminism to intervene in
times of precarity and war—we also acknowledge that part of the intersectional
project, is de-centering cis-gendered, white voices. This includes the project of
decolonizing theory and artistic practices, whilst re-centering queer and trans
people of colour, thus avoiding re-inscribing the very modes of power The
Handbook is interrogating.

Jack Halberstam aligns with both Stefano Harney and Fred Moten who
write of a coalition of interests—not an interest group or even an inter-
ested group—but a coalition—that understands that change for some means
change for everyone (2018, p. 135). Judith Butler has also for long empha-
sized the importance of coalitional politics. However, there exist no coalitions
without communities. As Audre Lorde wrote in her 1984 seminal speech,
“The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House”:

As women, we have been taught either to ignore our differences, or to view
them as cause for separation and suspicion rather than as forces for change.
Without community there is no liberation, only the most vulnerable and tempo-
rary armistice between an individual and her oppression. But community must
not mean a shedding of our differences, nor the pathetic pretense that these
differences do not exist. (Lorde 1984, p. 112)

In a queer and trans feminist context, intersectionality makes us cooperate
with each other across borders, rather than act at the expense of the other
and encourages us to refine our analysis with multiple parallel perspectives.
One form of discrimination recognizes others and conveys such thoughts and
concerns to a larger social movement in which political questions are raised
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and negotiated. Freedom requires interpersonal solidarity, ethics, meaningful
work, cultural richness, and shared prosperity (Rosenberg 2018, p. 96).

In addition to the importance of intersectionality for coalition building, in
a recent article by American lawyer and trans activist Dean Spade, “Solidarity
not Charity,” Spade argues that although they are often overlooked in “rad-
ical approaches” to activism, mutual aid strategies “will be the most effective
way to support vulnerable populations to survive, mobilize significant resis-
tance, and build the infrastructure we need for the coming disasters” (Spade
2020, p. 131). Mutual aid strategies, for Spade, are about moving away from
institutional solutions and fostering possibilities to collectively meet the needs
of those directly impacted. According to Spade, the collective resistance that
is needed, and which is echoed by many voices in the Handbook, is both
a dismantling of existing harmful systems and working to build alternative
infrastructures that help and are led by the communities in need.

The Structure of The Handbook
The Handbook provides an overview of key developments in queer and trans
feminist theories and their significance to the field of contemporary perfor-
mance and theatre studies. It presents new insights that highlight the ways in
which rigid or punishing notions of gender, sexuality, and race, continue to
flourish in systems of knowledge, faith, and power, relevant to new generations
of queer and trans feminist performers and scholars today.

In Part I, “Subversive Performance: Breaking Through Codes of
(Un)Intelligibility,” The Handbook offers academic chapters and creative pieces
that discuss how performance and performativity seek to break through
normative codes of (un)intelligibility. The chapters survey main debates in
intersectional, queer feminist, and trans feminist theories, focusing on discus-
sions of gender and sexuality, lesbian and butch identifications, activism,
translation, blackness as queerness, Black Muslim identity, and trans aesthetics
through different performance genres, such as theatre, social performance,
hijab performance, and performance as activism.

Sue-Ellen Case’s (U.S.) offers a meditation on two terms that mark her
gender and sexuality: “butch” and “woman (feminist understood).” Focusing
on meditation as a practice that poses a contemplative encounter with one’s
memories and an approach to the set of principles that guide one, the chapter
also draws attention to theater’s capacity to offer strategies for including the
visual and the sonic into writing, which can serve as important markers in
the associative wandering of meditation. Alyson Campbell (Australia) looks
at The Butch Monologues (TBM ) by Laura (Doc) Bridgeman, directed by Julie
McNamara (Mack) (2013–present). Based mainly on interview with the writer
and director, and Campbell’s own multiple viewings of the work, the chapter
examines how the collection and, more precisely, the productions of it, make
an intervention into the contemporary context, and history, of “‘border wars’
between butch lesbian and trans men.” She suggests that TBM manage to
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blur these borders, or at least niggle this negative framing, and argues that the
stories it tells are more relevant than ever, given this current tension.

Sandra D’Urso introduces and translates an excerpt from queer activist and
trans feminist Sam Bourcier’s 2017 book, Homo Inc.orporated The Triangle
and the Farting Unicorn, originally published in French. Queer translation also
emerges as a theme in Stefania Lodi Rizzini’s contribution, which discusses the
performance work of French artist Phia Ménard and Compagnie Non Nova.
Rizzini tracks the translation of queer theory and feminism between the anglo-
phone and francophone academic contexts, from the 1990s until now. She also
focuses on the artist’s development of works alongside their attempts to make
changes to their civil status as a transgender woman.

Jan Mendes (Canada) analyses Islamophobia, gender, and settler-colonial
rationalities discussing Black Muslim identities and how Black Muslim converts
are received as performing an “incorrect staging of desire.” As part of exam-
ining how the cultural intelligibility of difference can be disrupted however,
the unanticipated longings reflected in Black conversion to Islam is explored as
a hyperbolic strangeness. The attempt to then “re-stylize” converts back into
intelligibility is revealed through familiar Islamophobic discourses of hatred
and incompatibility. Even so, convert Black Muslim women’s unpredictable
ways of wearing the hijab present a performative interruption to the demands
of stable difference. Claire Pamment (U.K.) reflects on British-Asian Muslim
drag artist Asifa, whose work and reception contends with multiple iden-
tity negotiations including British, Pakistani, Muslim, queer, genderfluid, and
transgender. Pamment also discusses LGBTQI+ salvationist rhetoric by U.K.
media and press, including social media that presume homophobia in Muslim
communities, and how the artist as a queer member of the South Asian dias-
pora to the U.K. negotiates both sides. Jaye Austin Williams (U.S.) offers a
close reading of the play Pickling (1998) by Suzan-Lori Park’s and the play’s
productions in New York (1993–2003) and uses Saidiya Hartman’s “counter-
histories of slavery” as framing for the play as well as the concept of “being
under erasure” to describe the reality faced by queer people of colour during
the AIDS epidemic in late 1980s–early 1990s New York.

In Part II, “Whose Queer Currency? Ex/Changing Cis White Fragility,”
The Handbook offers academic chapters and creative pieces on the produc-
tion of whiteness as a form of cultural currency and a function of history.
Whiteness is a central signifier of privilege. The case studies analyze the use
of performance art, public performances, activism, and trans identity in drag
performance to highlight developments in queer of color critiques. They
analyze how whiteness determines privilege, how the gaze functions in perfor-
mance, the problem of commodification, and biopolitics. Furthermore, the
contributors ask how a deeper engagement with trans histories might help us
to reorient thinking about whiteness and the economics of the gaze in and for
performance and contemporary feminist theory.

Leelee Jackson (U.S.) offers a critique of the whiteness of theatre institu-
tions in the North American context. The essay blends prose with poetry to
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offer a searing insight into the carelessness and presumptions of white “cus-
todianship” over Black women’s playwriting. Beck Tadman (U.K.) discusses
Travis Alabanza’s London-based performance as part of the Tate Modern’s
retrospective Queer British Art Exhibition (1861–1967). Alabanza, a Black,
queer, trans writer and performer, critiques the institution for its so-called
queer inclusiveness while extracting free labor from PoC artists. Esther Neff’s
(U.S.) experimental life-writing reflects on the methodologies of blending
“low” and “high” theory to counter the market logics over performance
art, and to insist on the messiness of the creative act. Mess and abjection
become key in a methodological and activist struggle against the monetiza-
tion of the body and its place within the ephemeral frame of performance art.
Zane McNeill and Kyra Smith (U.S. and Canada) discuss Columbus Ohio’s,
Stonewall Columbus Pride march in 2017, a #Black Pride event occurring
during the 2016 Black Lives Matter march in Toronto, raising questions and
themes of lack of intersectionality in queer pride, police violence against Black
and trans people, and the call for the abolition of the police force and racist
incarceration practices.

Tiina Rosenberg (Sweden) is concerned with the question of whether the
testimonial performances of the #MeToo movement were a liberating feminist
revolution or only a social media hype for white, cisgender, and privileged
women. Rosenberg’s discussion of Sweden’s iteration of #MeToo takes in
other connected developments, such as the rise of right-wing populism across
Europe, and the interventions made by PoC actresses via Black Twitter. Finn
Lefevre (U.S.) explores trans drag and Lip-Syncing as a form of queer dissent
from the perspective of dramaturg. Lefevre details the developments of a
long-standing lip-syncing project for trans folx emerging out of a pedagogical
context.

In Part III, “Queer Crossings and Transformations,” we offer case studies
that call upon theories of embodiment and pain to analyze performance as
activism, performance art, South Asian dance, multi-modal artforms, and
queer poetics. Theorizations of the body are central to performance studies
analyses, and these case studies illuminate the ways in which performance
can interrogate received notions of the body and subjectivity in artistic
representation.

Sandra D’Urso (Australia) moves into the French context to discuss insti-
tutional reactions to the nude performance art of Deborah de Robertis. In a
discussion detailing charges of indecent exposure against the artist since 2014,
D’Urso shows how second-wave feminist analyses of biopower dovetail with
and are complicated by queer trans feminist insights. We note that this takes
place against a backdrop of anti-austerity debate in Europe including the jilet
jaunes movement, the European Election over Brexit in 2019 to suggest the
central role of the artist in the important work of reimagining democracy and
civil belonging. Joel W. Abdelmoez pivots toward the development of queer
and trans feminist movements and collectives based in the Arab-speaking world
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to include analyses of LGBTQI+ organizations and movements within Pales-
tine, Egypt, Iraq, and Lebanon. These include IraQueer (2015), Palestinian
Queers for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (PQBDS) in 2010, Palestinian
feminist-queer group Aswat (2002), and Meem a Lebanese group for queer
women and non-binary people.

Tatiana Klepikova highlights the Russian context to discuss the trans and
queer inspired aesthetics of the Maailmanloppu group based in St. Peters-
burg. The formal innovations of Maailmanloppu are discussed in terms of their
aesthetic synthesis of the literature-centricity of traditional Russian culture
with trans and queer genealogies in feminist post-humanisms and cyber-
netics, associated with U.S. theorist Donna Haraway. The presentation of the
queer/cybernetic/textual body in Maailmanloppu theatre is at odds with a
spike in cultural and political conservatism in Russia, which saw the ushering
in of amendments to the Russian Constitution to protect traditional notions
of family and marriage, in a nationwide referendum on July 1, 2020.

Amarilis Pérez (Mexico and U.S.) turns to Gloria Anzaldúa’s theory of the
New Mestiza, which brings together a critique of structural racism borne out
of Mexican and U.S. relations with the internal cultural politics of the Mexican
state’s Mestizaje ideology concerning race. Pérez folds this historical account
detailing multiple oppressions over time into a reading of the performative
elements of Chicano/a muralism in L.A. since the 1970s, which has been
both community building and transgressive. We note that Pérez’s uptake of
Anzaldúa’s insights and discussions of race with ties to Chicano/a muralism
touch on developments in queer anti-gentrification and anti-racist movements
in L.A. today.

Sandra Chatterjee (Germany, Austria, India), Cynthia Lee (U.S.), and Shya-
mala Moorty (U.S.) take us into the U.S. context, where the performers of the
Post Natyam Collective revisit the work of “queer ancestor” Maude Allen and
her performance Vision of Salome, with links to early German expressionism.
Using a definition of queer drawn from the German context, in its sense
of “going against the grain” the performers engage gestural elements from
the Indian classical dance style of abhinya to deconstruct Salome’s orientalist
roots. In an interview, multi-disciplinary trans artist Cassils discusses the role of
queer and feminist performance/visual art genealogies that have informed the
visual poetics of their work. More recently, a large-scale interdisciplinary art
project co-led by Cassils was undertaken in the U.S. to highlight the prolifera-
tion of camps for detaining undocumented people, who are daily experiencing
the threat of violent ICE (Immigrations and Customs Enforcement) arrests.
Queer and trans feminist epistemologies and genealogies via artistic practice
come together with the humanitarian and anti-racist aims of Latinx activists
and organizations toward exposing the proliferation of these necropolitical
camps. Ben Spatz (U.K.) writes from the perspective of a non-binary Jewish
scholar and performer using the avant-garde oeuvre of Jerzy Grotowski to
reflect on the possibility of BDSM strategies of “switching” in order to queer
the traditional power dynamics between actor and performer.
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In Part IV, “Healing and Revolution: Activism as/in Healing,” we offer
case studies that discuss the role of transformation in theories of performance
and performance reception. We identify the ways in which contemporary
performers are increasingly centering notions of healing in their performance
activism to frame encounters with institutional power. In this section we ask
how practical applications of theories on healings of resistance might push
contemporary queer and trans feminist performances to new possibilities of
re/clamation and re/centering of subjugated knowledges.

In a moving and timely meditation drawn from life, trans femme non-binary
performer and activist Miss Barbie-Q (U.S.) offers insights into the precarity
of Black trans lives within and against the backdrop of global protest, police
violence, and the impacts of the current global pandemic. Deni(se) Li turns
to the durational performance works of major American artist and philoso-
pher, Adrian Piper, to discuss how Piper’s use of psychedelics that informed
her early figurative paintings, often self-portraits, had later contributed to her
development of a queer performance aesthetic Li describes as “psychedelic
drag.” In Sarah French’s interview with Australian queer feminist cabaret
performer, Sarah Ward, a discussion on queer femme drag aesthetics intersects
with themes of Australian politics, sexuality, and gender. The interview also
discusses how the artistic process involved in the creation of larger-than-life
and narcissistic cabaret persona, Yana Alana, contributed towards personal and
communal healing in Melbourne’s queer community. Some of Ward’s appear-
ances as Yana Alana coincided with and satirized a divisive debate during a
plebiscite on same-sex marriage in Australia (2017), which reprised damaging
homophobic and heterosexist discourses on “family values.”

Riffing on the form of life-writing, Camilla Damkjaer (Denmark/Sweden)
turns to auto-ethnography to discuss yoga as a discipline of the body and its
potentially queer orientations within the Scandinavian environment. Damkjaer
considers yoga’s limitations regarding the gendered body while acknowl-
edging vestiges of its colonial formations today. In an interview with Anna
Renée Winget, Tamil Sri Lankan U.S.-based performer D’Lo discusses inter-
sectional identity, including queer and trans as well as postcolonial framings
in his creative work, which ranges from comedy stand-up through to spoken
word. D’Lo touches on properties of healing and laughter and how these
count toward transformative justice. The idea of queer magic is referenced
connecting to themes of community versus institutional belonging.

Also hinging on themes of healing is Krizia Puig’s creative reflection upon
their performance practice, which in its pastiche style of blending queer femi-
nist theory and life- writing orbits Gloria Anzaldúa’s sentiment of the need
to “put your shit on the paper.” Reflecting on their performance practice as
an artist now living in San Diego, California, having migrated from Caracas
in Venezuela, they turn to Spanish acontecimentos to re-frame experiences of
depression and cutting through the prism of magic and healing. Threaded
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throughout this eclectic and stirring reflection is a challenge to ableist prac-
tices of knowledge production. We acknowledge the indebtedness of this kind
of performative challenge to the developments within crip-theory.

As complimentary material to the foregoing chapter, Anna Renée Winget
discusses in an interview with Alok Vaid-Menon, trans non-binary South Asian
American performer and former member of the spoken word duo Dark-
Matter, how artistic praxis counts towards community-based forms of healing
from transmisogyny. In their chapter, Winget turns to discuss DarkMatter’s
performance workshop at the University of California at Irvine. Designed
for millennial queer students, the duo realizes via performance and poetry
“a pedagogy of failure” taken-up as deliberate method towards decolonizing
the neoliberal university. Far from being pejorative, “failure opens up the
possibilities of a new world.”
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Part I

Subversive Performance: Breaking Through
Codes of (Un)Intelligibility



CHAPTER 2

ButchWoman: AMeditation

Sue-Ellen Case

Meditation

[Dark. Single round light center]
Meditation is a practice that offers a contemplative encounter with one’s

memories and an approach to the set of principles that guide one. It is easier to
say what it is not than what it is. Meditation is unlike the form of a traditional
play in which differences neatly divide into characters and where the streaming
that runs atop the unconscious becomes a plotting of intentions. The tradi-
tion of scholarly writing is somewhat similar to that of the traditional play. In
scholarship, the voices of others are carefully repeated as if in dialogue, replete
with quotation marks and source duly noted; the authors appear, in the course
of the argument, as something like a character, with motivations. However, in
discursive writing, these cited characters operate like ancestors, read before the
writing, but continuing to inform its development.

Moreover, a thesis, should one persist, proceeds like a plotted intention,
often with a resolution at the end. Perhaps meditation could be regarded as a
kind of friendly break with as well as memory of the theatrical and the discur-
sive, in which the personal and persons may enter as known, but appear as the
froth of some storm in the unconscious sea, in which identity floats like the
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detritus of a former wreck and logical, empirical, and historical knowledge are
fashioned as life preservers.

But what about the possibility of poetic language? The unconscious wants
its metaphors to run naked through any meditation. Here, in this meditation,
hapless metaphors will abound, but severed from the lines of poetic thrum-
ming. In this meditation, the naked metaphors of the libido are sometimes
costumed as remarks, or idiomatic interruptions of the discursive. Let’s just say
Sappho’s lineage remains in the fragments, like islands (yes, Lesbos) in that sea
of the unconscious. Maybe identity claims, then, are dry land, in more ways
than one.

Aside from language and character, theater does offer strategies for
including the visual and the sonic into writing, which can serve as important
markers in the associative wandering of meditation. So, I am taking advan-
tage of stage directions to invite elements traditionally unpopular in discursive
writing.

[Single light emerges as motorcycle headlight. Sound of engine starting and
revving]

To begin, I want to stake my frothy identity claim on two terminals in
the detritus that mark gender and sexuality: “butch” and “woman (feminist
understood).” As an identity, the two terms together remain unresolved in
their differences and unschooled by transfiguration. I have experienced the
reception of the claim of butch woman as both pathologized and celebrated as
perversion; as generational and conservative (thus nostalgic and historical); too
stable, and too exclusionary, marked with unexamined privilege and retaining
binary gender in a time of revolutionary movements away from its force. In
meditation, I also experience the claim of butch and woman as overcompen-
sated by the elements of scholarly argument, often still situated within the
practices of the “academic industrial complex.” The habit of the discursive is
difficult to break.

However, the two terms of butch and woman continue to float up from the
“four fathoms five” of my unconscious, serving me well as an interface with the
social. I remain steadfast, then, at the intersection of butch and woman as an
identity, or a character, if you will, and inscribe it here, feeling that I have been
too much of a bottom to the corrections of essentialism and deconstruction,
and, finally, too cowed by aggressive cliques of association that would or would
not invite me to their parties based upon the currency of my identity politics.
The punishments of popularity. The bouncer at the door asking: “Are you still
really a feminist? Still identify as a woman? Then are you a TERF? Do you
even qualify as queer?” I am going to enter, anyway. As someone once said,
sadomasochism is ok as long as no one gets hurt.

That’s the social, all right, but what about the feeling of desire, which is the
root, or as Freud would say, the Drive of the matter. Claiming butch woman
in a time of primarily gender identification, I feel like I need to womansplain
the necessary relation between gender and sexual practice to remind myself
not to take it for granted. Desire, I notice, continues to frolic in that sea of
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the unconscious, surfacing as identity, but seducing in the subtext. So here, as
a meditation, the public face of identity still persists, but, hopefully, does not
make any truth claims, such as ethnographic specificity, or historical chronicle,
as it sidesteps becoming the hostess of any parties. Though in some way all
of these habits must persist, and, in many ways, notions of what one should,
or should not be or be like still continue to haunt the prose, especially in the
grammar of declarative sentences. I resist it becoming an argument, though. I
can only hope to practice the inscribing of meditation in a grammar both in
and apart from these influences.

[Listen: Kaija Saariaho’s Passion of Simone, a harmonic Station Play around
Simone Weil’s meditations without Weil’s appearance]

2019 Psychosis
Diassociating, feeling tension, unease, and anxiety, I remove myself from the
scene, feel as if I am looking out from behind a window, or a screen. Through
it, I see gender identity wars raging with a force of judgment and defini-
tion that is reminiscent (to me) of the hot era of the 1970s. Revolutions can
be both promising and dangerous. A memory surfaces: a play, BLASTED,
by a playwright who knew psychosis and dared us to receive its staging. In
BLASTED two people are having seemingly private sex in a room, when the
wall is blasted open and the war spills in. I think, eventually, they even eat a
baby. They are both perpetrators and victims. There is no outside. Surrender
not even an option. So, I might as well welcome what was relegated to the
other side of my protective, disassociating screen, allowing the identity wars
to rage within, even as I try to meditate at a remove.

The 1970s identity politics, indeed. I want to bring memory and history
into today’s thoughts, but have been chastened by what I call “presentism”
or which my friend deems “currentism”: the need to use the latest terms and
examples from the briefest period of time that stretches back from the “now.”
It could be that the memoir aspect of this writing influences my sense that the
past is, in part, shaping the present. I think I always thought that though and
not because of the memoirish mood of this time. Is it the censoring effect of
ageism that makes me fearful of hailing the past in understanding this present
moment? Voices do come to me, even though I wanted to distance myself
from reining them into citation. But I can’t seem to forget, say, Sappho, or
Hrotsvit von Gandersheim, or Teresa de Lauretis, or Elin Diamond, or Split
Britches, or Anna Deavere Smith, even as I read Kara Keeling, and listen to
Claire Chase. Beyond these guiding spirits, the failures of those 1970s lesbian,
feminist, queer movements, and performative strategies are blatant and should
be brought to light; exclusions are in need of an opening up.

But dysfunctional as the strategies may have been, the movements still seem
to be ancestors. Pioneers. Caretakers. Living and speaking within. In part, the
fractious language of the time revealed the call to intersectionality. Lesbian
rights were involved in and at issue with women’s rights; frazzling and fragile
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interweavings with women of color; the need to develop some theoretical base
that wasn’t simply an adaptation of Marxism or other gender–sex blind polit-
ical theories, and working at the invention of activist strategies that could make
interventions into the dominant.

Allowing myself the influence of the past even in this presentness, these
current identity politics do remind me of when I wore the terms butch and
woman (feminist woman understood) on my sleeve, or more precisely, on my
t-shirt and on the sign on my shoulder. First, I seem to remember that in the
1970s the wars were Us, meaning lesbian/gay/queer feminists against Them
meaning the dominant culture, but in this contemporary climate it seems like
it is Us against Us and the Us is ever more fragmenting. Asserting that’s a joke,
really, since by the late 1970s, lesbians and feminists were engaged in heated
arguments that soon would be theory versus experience, anti-porn vs lesbian
erotica, and some feminists versus trans. Ableism was not yet even imagined.

So, my own memories of something I called liberation, coming out,
forging a path into the academy, creating sisterhood, exiting capitalism for
the commune, etc., are those kinds of memories that really operate to forget
something else. (thanks Joe Roach) The fray. Yet, in spite of the experience
of the identity of butch challenged by feminism and that of woman (femi-
nist understood) slapped back by butch; still, as a butch woman, I felt, well,
desiring and desirable. Some headway was made that makes this new wave of
identity politics possible and also contentious.

Right now, though, I also feel a great irony about the current insistence of
identity politics. And you know, Greek tragedy (well, some anyway) is full of
irony, but I can’t really identify with those men wearing masks playing women
in ancient Athens, and yet, butch has sometimes felt like that, especially as a
tomboy who had to wear a dress, ok I know what the dress was covering,
but what was butch covering? What was beneath it? I can’t think about this
right now; I am, in my academic overcompensation, trying to maintain a train
of thought. So, let’s call it irony, what I am feeling: to witness the resurrec-
tion of identity politics. I mean they have made a return, even after all that
Queer spanking with the paddles of essentialism and deconstruction. (Not to
say spanking can’t be fun.)

Anyway, I keep saying to myself that it is ironic that identity politics have
made such a great come back after the damning charge of Essentialism that
Queer politics of the 1990s leveled against them. Some of the best, lesbian
critiques disappeared or ran dry under the big umbrella of the Queer template
of the non-normative. I bottomed to some of that and dropped the ontolog-
ical (scholarly overcompensation term) “I am” a butch woman to “I identify
as,” pocketed among multiple and obediently unstable other terms. “I’m white
and from the bottom of the working class” got dropped, too.

Feminism, which is about the term woman, began to rock on her high
heels, or her low heels, or her bare feet. In some circles, she is no longer
invited to the identity party. Back to the irony, though it’s ringing through all
of this. It sounds to me like “I am” is sounding through pronouns this time
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rather than nouns, proclaiming “he” and “they” and less often, I think, and
here goes woman again, “she.” It’s really revolutionary, this pronoun uprising
and what is under it. Smart. And personally, I am into ontology. Maybe it’s
my age speaking, but I want to exist as long as I can. My sister, who is even
older than I am, reports that every morning she wakes up, she is relieved. Is
that an ontological greeting to the morn? Anyway, pronouns are nounish. So
they are, according to that Queer judgment, ontological, and they are identity
politics, which were soooo out. How did they get to be back “in”? And what
do they have to say back to all that Queer smarting?

[Project scene of running from T Rex in Jurassic Park]
OK, it’s a movie, not theater, but I used to feel like I was in Jurassic Park,

running from (also running with) those now-nearly-extinct dinosaurs called
Lacanians and other deconstructionist/poststructuralist queer theorists who
celebrated their recognition of a mucked up, phallogocentric grammatology
(talk about academic overcompensation) that revealed, among other things,
how the referent of the noun that represented “woman” was essentially really
a lack. That emptying out of woman certainly didn’t help feminism proceed,
though we thought so at the time. Maybe the Lacanian ghost is informing
the problematic space for woman now in queer identity politics. I mean, femi-
nism still has the referent of women. Pivot to #MeToo here. Wresting woman
from the careless hands of men. Assertively a woman, genealogically linked to
uprisings, that radicalized caretaking beyond the maternal. The strong choice
to take care against abuse or invisibility. In these times, I want to take back
women in feminism and call them sis(ter) women, instead of cis women. more
about the latter later.

Still, while these Lacanian dinosaurs have been somewhat abandoned, just
like little Jackie Paper abandoned Puff the Magic one,

[Listen to that part of Puff the Magic Dragon by Peter Paul and Mary]
I sense those Lacanians and deconstructionists all lurking, helping, along

with other demons, to create what is now called trauma. (I love using italics.
For a butch bottom, it’s an adventure to top ordinary typing.) Trauma seems
to be everywhere, well, especially in me, so maybe I’m projecting, but I hear
about it in the current identity politics movement. (Rachel Luft is starting an
entire project on its study.) Why not? I see identity politics running around
in the post-apocalyptic landscape of queer deconstruction, avoiding nouns,
picking among the ruins to collect pronouns and adjectives that create identity
strings that lead back to the self. Maybe they are streaming gender, while we
were only scratching records.

Anyway, those identity politicians, who appear so strong in the revolution,
are now also able to say, within the movement, that they are or have been
hurting. That’s new to me. I always thought of politics as stolid and perse-
vering, like old-style butches. But trauma is in there because underneath the
strut, we are scar(r)ed. I mean, it’s the interior of oppression. Yes, it springs
from the nasty normative, and from horrifying collective memories, but I think
part of it also stems from the ghost of that deconstructive mandate that is still
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haunting identity proclamations. The new identity politics are haunted by the
old ones and are in active denial of them because of getting their ontological
spanked. The trauma they feel is ghosted by the need to deconstruct identity
even as they assert it and that’s painful.

[Bring on a chair. Sit in it. Get uncomfortable. Stand. Look at chair.
Reverse its direction. Sit. Get uncomfortable. Sit next to it on floor. Lean on
it. Discomfort. Take it offstage. Return. Sit on floor. Get uncomfortable.]

One way I can see the ghost of Queer punishment is in, as the term ghost
implies, an absence. Identity politics today have an emphasis on gender identity
in their focus on pronouns, but the earlier celebration of sexual practice as an
identity (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual) seems to have become indistinct, at times
absent. Not altogether. “He” plus “gay” seems to be hanging around, but the
term of two women together? The term “lesbian?” Out. A painful betrayal
of all the lesbian activists and authors who invented the language that the
deconstructionist devoured and spit out.

I mean lots of terms go out of fashion without a lot of baggage attached
to their disappearance, like, say, “thee” and “thou.” So maybe lesbian just
had her day. Of course, lesbian is implied in the term butch woman. At least
historically. “Queer” isn’t really the same. I mean gay is gay, but queer is
other than lesbian and more than gay. Remember: it means non-normative.
The visibility is in the “non.” Kind of like woman as lack. Still, there remains
some desire for sexual identities with the gender ones, that bring butch and
woman to appear in agglutinative streams, like “trans butch woman” or “trans
dyke butch,” or “butch, transmasculine/transfeminine non-binary” or “AFAB
butch” (assigned female at birth also butch). As I meditate, I begin to wonder
why I want to identify with butch woman outside of these agglutinative
streams—to have the identity stand on its own two terms.

Suddenly Last Summer at Bluefish Cove

Syncing the title of a play by Tennessee Williams (if those sex mongers in
BLASTED eat a baby, the sexual colonist in Williams’ play gets eaten at the
beach by the boys he buys, so sex in the colonial war zone) with a play by
Jane Chambers (a desirable, desiring butch appears in a lesbian beach colony
but has to die of a disease) fuses into the feeling that now it is suddenly, as the
tide turns, the last stand of the butch woman (feminist understood) or butch
lesbian (woman understood), dying both from cannibalism and disease.

[screaming is heard]
I have put it off. I have no operating definition of butch. Alright, I have to

face it now, even as I identify as a woman (feminist understood), butch implies
a stable sort of masculinity.

[more screaming is heard, though distant. Several people are seen to walk
determinatively, out and some enter]

So, first, in spite of feminist cautionary tales, let me try to consider butch as
gender, still remembering sexuality necessarily implied in the term. I will get
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to that later. Lying on the couch now, supine, not resistant, without analyst
behind, I return to memories of my childhood, anyway. I was basically invisible
to myself (in spite of Lacan’s insistence on a mirror stage) except as a cowboy,
or a detective, or worse, a hero. Once TV and movies were in the room, it
was like living onstage. (I bet Lacan didn’t have a TV) Butch was the action
of figuring out where the real danger resides, finding the perpetrator, and
restoring the social. A cigar was not a cigar, it was a clue. Not wanting to
be normal, nor feeling there was another, more “real” me, not normal in the
world, but normal in the imagination, in the figuration. For me, that’s a big
difference.

I mean, theater as a way of life. Not coming down off the stage. Later,
for me, that figurer-outer became an activist, who figured out the politics and
sought justice, and a professor, who figured out the theoretical strategies that
identified how the structures of oppression work. The strength of it remained
to me as masculine, especially in struggles for feminism, and other causes
specifically related to women. (Irony accepted, even brought into the self-
definition.) So, is butch, then, a character one is living out in order to inhabit
strategies of self-protection and assertion? I wrote somewhere that butch is a
performance. That was when I was enamored of semiotics. The seduction of
signs, I called it. The cry of the dinosaur.

I come to this self-identification with butch under the influence of those
current physiological strategies of gender: the hormonal and surgical revo-
lutions of gender that are taking place around me. So now, rather than a
mode of semiosis, I want to understand butch masculinity as something like
an exoskeleton—a structural element in relation to the body, which remains
that of a woman. Not to be confused with grasshoppers and cockroaches,
(thanks to my analyst’s clarification) the butch exoskeleton is composed of
the accretion of those strategies of masculinities. It rides the motor-cycle of
the unconscious and negotiates with the normative as masculine—a tough,
successful negotiator.

It’s not just me. I’ve seen those butch exoskeletons made into sculptures
by Phranc, that fabulous butch singer/composer, who went by “All-American
Jewish Lesbian Folksinger, “but also calls herself the “cardboard cobbler.”
Phranc exhibits life-sized cardboard exo-garments that are starchy solid,
standing on their own. Her show “Swagger” (2018) began with a butch
parade. On the wall, she had installed exo paper lifejackets that Phranc said
are “strong enough to float me in a world that wants me to drown.” But
the butch exoskeleton is not just a silent guardian; it speaks in spells. The
butch spell takes grammatology back from the Lacanians, takes performative
language back from the institutions, turns iteration (think Judith Butler) into
incantation. It’s structural like grammar, rather than performative. It speaks
spells like that poet, Raquel Gutiérrez, who named the structural relationship
with butch “Butch Cleavage”:

He and I are
not forlorn over testicles
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On the contrary, that we are borne from brown men that lack
mostly effectiveness
We rise from the ashes of eunuchs and
Fly with phallus wings pieced together with the wax that mourns us as it melts.
He and I are a nucleic acidic force
Split us wide open in this uninterrupted plateau of concrete,
a parking lot composes a version of the world where I’m not dead
and he is yet to be alive.
We meet in the middle, in the sharpest part of the chasm.

“Cleavage” is a more enticing structure than exoskeleton for sure. And Gutier-
rez’s masculinities are explicitly racialized class forces that deny them the
effectual, so I see my accretion of masculinities as decidedly marked with white
privilege, in its abduction of efficacy. Yet her cleavage is a strong structure,
where my exoskeleton marks a paranoia of expectation. Gutierrez sends forth
a “nucleic, acidic force” of the live.

So, then, I could see my butch exoskeleton as a physiological, structural
accretion of white masculinities that form the butch of woman, speaking spells,
the spelling of new worlds.

[Scene: At the shore, Phranc on surfboard with guitar, like on the album cover,
her song Bulldaggar Swagger is playing in the background. blackout ]

Wait. I’m not finished. Here, anyway. [lights up] I came up with woman
(feminist understood) as part of this identity. In the past, woman was simply
understood by me. I didn’t need to name it. After all, supreme butch
performer/composer Peggy Shaw didn’t change her name or her pronoun.
Her play Menopausal Gentleman tightly binds butch to woman in the title
and the playing, without any troubling of the bond. But I’m influenced by
some identity/queer/trans circles today that have resituated the term woman,
so that it only appears within a set of genealogical terms further refining its
meaning. Adjectives like AFAB (Assigned Female at Birth), or cis accompany
woman. I get that. Identifying as a woman without those modifications is
a sign that I am playing a bottom to the hetero/dominant/social/medical
establishment that managed my birthed appellation. Moreover, I get how
without the adjective cis the noun woman seems to establish its meaning as
natural, thus casting trans in the role of an antonym to the natural. Probably
this is just my paranoia surfacing again here, but there often is something in
the sound of cis, well, maybe hiss, that feels like a negative judgment. It seems
sometimes to bear an overdetermined association with TERF (Trans Exclusive
Radical Feminist). As if the emphasis on trans as an identity rests upon the
difference to woman and does become something like an antonym.

Feminism understood inspires me to say sis woman back to the hiss in cis.
The fray again. I remember how I felt this way before (beware

memoirism)—straddling lines between queer and feminist. It was in the
anti-pornography debate, in which being against the exploitative, capitalist
mechanisms of the porn industry were set against the rights and pleasures
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of lesbian s/m erotica. Sexual practice not gender, though, was the topic and
the identity and I’m coming to that, but not yet. So, then, where does woman
(feminism understood) reside for me?

As a butch woman, I find myself straining to retain woman in my gender
identity to be able to pivot, in identifying, with, for example, the #MeToo
movement and other feminist concerns; while butch puts me in consonance
with the adoption of masculinity that becomes even more complete in the
transman movement. The forced sexualization of and violence against women
in social, political, and economic realms is addressed by #MeToo with regard
to women taking back the signification of their own bodies; for Transmen,
the action is of resignifying their gendered bodies. Why does it feel like a
butch woman finds herself riding those two rails right out of town, creaking,
perhaps, alongside another musty woman, whom the butch still desires, down
the overgrown path that once led to imagining an Oz, or at least somewhere
out of the cyclone and over the rainbow. Liberation. That Oz thing is still
there in the memory of liberation that I mentioned before.

I just read that book Weeding at Dawn about a lesbian separatist common
land that was set up as a utopic retreat from, rather than in the punishing
violence of the patriarchy, and the violence against nature. #NotMe rather
than #MeToo. I know, it seems I’ve strayed from woman, but I can see her
better this way. The powerful spell of casting woman outside of the patriarchy.
I see the privilege in such a move, especially historically when those spaces
were pretty much all white and some were even transphobic. Did those butch
women pull up the rainbow behind them? What really happens when you
force men off the land and cultivate the land rather than doing anything else?
Can one move from transgressive to just gressive? (Very sad to think, now,
of those tree-lined spaces in Oregon that were taken for granted by those Oz
denizens before their current reduction to ash in the massive forest fires that
the drought of climate change has wreaked.)

That Weeding book describes just how the women were busy all the
time cultivating and clearing and once in a while meeting together to read
their poetry aloud. Women alone together bring woman into focus for me.
What they can do. Even in flannel shirts. In her novel Parable of the Sower,
now important in the Afro-Futurist movement, Octavia Butler illustrates the
violence of those walled-off spaces, plotting her protagonist as wandering
outside of them on ruined roads; but, still, in the end, she does find a place
and a community in which, literally, to plant. The communes, many full of
butchy women, were sowing. Is it separatism that’s a problem? I’m rambling
here. Skipping along the crooked, dangerous path to Oz. Imagining libera-
tion. Oh, those scary monkeys! Fields of poisonous poppies. I saw the movie.
Isn’t there anywhere left to plant?

I mean, does the butch at the end of Jane Chambers’ Bluefish Cove still have
to die? But I have wandered from exoskeleton. (I remember a time when the
invention of a term made a career in academia. Not that.) But oh, the string
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of metaphors, this endlessly stringing of metaphors. Where do they lead? Do
they go around something rather than articulate it?

Anyway, this may seem simplistic, but there are women, even without
genealogical adjectives. They have their issues. Butch women (feminist under-
stood) are part of them. Ach. I have become cowed by the force of what I
have called the trauma in current identity politics: identity as gender without
sexual practice within its meaning. I wander over to my bookshelf to look for
guidance again in the complex, theoretically and juridically informed article by
Dean Spade. He empowers the choice of trans through a reading of Foucault.
Commandeering Foucault’s genealogy of sex that traces the institutionally
enforced speaking of sex rather than the repression of sex, Spade moves the
strategy of normativizing away from sex (meaning sexual practice) to the
demands the medical institution makes on the candidate for the trans proce-
dure to describe the choice within its normativizing terms. Powerful move for
his argument. Here, though, I’m interested in how Spade turned Foucault’s
genealogy of sex (practices) to gender. This move from sex to gender is what
is in the current trauma in identity politics. But I want to go the other way,
turning the choice of gender as necessarily tied to sex.

Vagina Duologues

Audre Lorde: “And there is, for me, no difference between writing a good
poem and moving into sunlight against the body of a woman I love.”

Shaking myself back to the meditation, I remember a recent production of
the Vagina Monologues titled simplyMonologues in order to retain some notion
of woman, but not to be exclusive of trans women, who weren’t born with
vaginas. I get that. But to me vagina has something to do with how women are
treated in the patriarchy. Vagina is part of imagining that there is something
genitally sexual that is specifically about women. In patriarchal cruel measures
of control and hate, hailing the vagina as woman gives rise to rape. There are
vaginas and they do get hurt because they are vaginas. But also, not to identify,
in an exclusive sense, the term women by traditional definitions of vaginas, or
other parts, but to also assume those parts as resignified. Juno Roche suggests
neo-vagina. So, let’s just say, some have what has traditionally been called a
vagina, but also in denoting vagina as the genitals of a woman, let’s say the
genital area of a woman, however, constituted, is a vagina.

A butch vagina. A butch vagina.
Alarm bells are going off in my head now as I reconstitute binary gender

identification. Well, they have been going off during all this writing. It’s deaf-
ening sometimes. The bells are both a warning signal and a death knell.
[hearing Resonant Bells by Jonathan Cziner] Yes, butch woman remains in the
binary, in one sense, but the amalgam of butch masculinity with vagina seems
to cross the binary line or stand on it between exomasculinity and woman.

When I first started reading about butch (why do that? intellectual over-
compensation) it was authors like Joan Nestle, who inscribed butch as the
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appearance, the visuality, and the behavior of a woman who desires women
and is going to do something about it. Yeah. The call of the pinkie ring. The
gender identity is locked with a sexual one. Women pleasuring women sexu-
ally. Pleasure: always straining to be included in politics. Giving thanks to the
feminist recall of erotic pleasure today by the Audre Lorde project and The
School of Our Lorde (ah, Alexis Pauline Gumbs) revitalizing Lorde’s The Uses
of the Erotic. But here I go again, bringing all that “pleasure activism” into a
meditation specifically on butch woman.

So, when I think of butch women and sex, right away I am reminded
that much has been received about the stone butch. The butch pleasuring
without a vagina. As I see it, stone presumes that having sex is primarily
genital, naming the butch as one who doesn’t want hers fondled in the act.
No, not vagina denial, but vagina everywhere. Zoned butch, not stone butch.
It happens that whole bodies have, unfortunately, been mapped by something
called erogenous zones. Not only do gender norms shape how we understand
the composition of the body, but here, the desiring body has had its pleasure
zoned into distributed areas of sensuality.

Perfectly patriarchal to extract the breasts, bottoms, and vaginas out to
create a sex doll of woman. Privates properties. Capitalist marketing of certain
parts of the bodies as sexual sells. Thinking back to anti-capitalist feminism,
let’s go for the communal body, where vagina means the entire woman’s body.
[Think unfurling of stars] Sex happens everywhere on the butch woman’s
body. Every stone turned here, for the Butch woman’s sexuality.

And not only that, but it’s as if sex is solely physical without the sense
that someone may rise up with the orgasm of her sexual partner. The butch
woman knows what it feels like and feels it, too, when the other woman
climaxes and that brings my thoughts to desire. As an exoskeleton, butch could
also be an accretion of desiring women. The desire for another woman that,
for earlier lesbian feminists, like Teresa de Lauretis, confounded traditional
paradigms of libidinal formation and their relationship to gender all in one.
So, butch woman signifies gender, sex, and desire all necessarily bound (don’t
get distracted here, why not, by thinking of that movie Bound. Susie Bright
helped stage the sex scenes, didn’t she? And the Wachowski Brothers are now
the Wachowski Sisters so transwomen are here in this thought) up together.
It’s that woman is embraced as in butch and by butch, and desired as butch.
Accretions of masculinity here does not mean as untethered from woman.

Now what happens if I put sex back with gender in identity? What differ-
ence does it make? What happens when pleasure is affixed to identity? Of
course, sex isn’t the only pleasure, but it is a major corporeal/duological one.
It’s about the body. Well, someone’s body in the duologue. It Is also about
hormones—maybe not as transfiguring the body, but flooding it.

Oh, how I hated the white middle-class good boy Pat Boone, when I was
just coming into my sexual desires, but he did sing that line “I give to you
and you give to me.” I mean, not every butch is stone, in the traditional
sense of the term. There’s butch woman and woman butch. So, I know it
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isn’t in right now to emphasize this in the identity politics world of trans and
streaming masculinity/femininity, but the vagina duologue is not only like the
OZ of gender and sex, where women alone together having sex have utopic
separatist splendors, but vagina duologues put masculinity into an intervaginal
space. So, there.

When meditations end, where do they go? Ask Little Jackie Paper.

Appearances and Visitations

Sappho: In lesbian lore the ancient poet of lesbian love; the term lesbian
derived from her Aegean island, Lesbos.

Feminist understood: Simply a note to say that the category of woman here
always means a feminist woman.

Academic industrial complex: Adapted from President Eisenhower’s term
“Military industrial complex” refers to developing relationships between
corporate sponsorship and academic scholarship; the commercialization of the
university; scholarship and neoliberalism. Many authors have published on this
or referred to it in their work. For example, David L. Kirp. 2004. Shakespeare,
Einstein, and the Bottom Line. The Marketing of Higher Education. Boston:
Harvard University Press.

“full fathom five” from Ariel’s Song in The Tempest by Shakespeare.
Thinking of next part of line “thy father lies.” Here, as there, a play on the
materials down in the unconscious.

TERF : Trans Exclusionary Radical Feminist. Hotly debated term. Gener-
ally, a slur against certain feminists who contest trans women as women
as transphobic when they argue that only women assigned female at birth
are those addressed in the struggle for women’s rights. Janice Raymond
considered a prime author.

Freud’s notion of drives: Freud admits two basic drives beneath it all—Eros
and Thanatos—the Greek gods of love and death respectively. Here, Eros is
the singular drive.

Passion of Simone: An oratorio by Kaija Saariaho, the woman composer
who has broken the glass ceiling, and who composes in a revolutionary new
structure of harmonics.

Simone Weil : Subject of the oratorio. A brilliant mystic and activist. Her
notebooks, published in 1952 as Gravity and Grace, ed. Gustave Thibon.
London: Routledge. The oratorio available with Dawn Upshaw singing,
Esa-Pekka Salonen conducting.

2019 Psychosis: A wordplay on Sarah Kane’s play 4:48 Psychosis (2000) and
later also her play Blasted (1995). Kane suffered psychotic breaks. Both a
psychotic break, and a dissociative one, is the result of trauma, inducing an
experience of removal from life through numbness.

Hrotsvit : Tenth century nun who wrote six plays about women. Arguably,
the first woman playwright in Western literature.
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Teresa de Lauretis: Sexual Indifference and Lesbian Representation, Theatre
Journal, May 1988.

Elin Diamond: Unmaking Mimesis. New York: Routledge, 1997.
Split Britches , see Split Britches: Lesbian Practice/Feminist Performance, ed.

Sue Ellen Case, 1996. New York: Routledge.
Anna Deavere Smith actress/playwright, created new form of social perfor-

mance. See original production Fires in the Mirror on Youtube 2011, or off
Broadway 2019.

Kara Keeling, see Queer Times, Black Futures. 2019. New York: NYU Press.
Clair Chase: Flutist, performer of music, MacArthur Fellow, thinking of her

playing new music by Owomen composers, including Kaija Saariaho.
Joseph Roach: Theory of surrogation in Cities of the Dead. New York:

Columbia University Press, 1996.
Essentialism Queer Politics: The charge that identifying as a lesbian, say, is a

fixed identity and “naturalized” according to the charge. Set by queer theory
as against the social construction of identities.

Ontological: As if “I am” acquires meaning as part of Being, perceived
by queer theory to be derived from Plato’s idealism, his notion of essence
(essentialism) in contrast to historical and social conditions.

Lacanians: Those who adopted Jacques Lacan’s theory of psychoanalysis as
within the social, as a correction to Freud’s within the individual.

Phallogocentrism: From Jacques Derrida about Lacan as identifying domi-
nant metaphysics based on logic and language and the phallus as the signifier
that drives the ascriptions of meaning.

Woman as lack: See, if you dare, Jacques Lacan. 2006. Écrits. The First
Complete Edition in English. New York: W.W. Norton.

Puff the Magic Dragon by Peter, Paul and Mary (1963). On YouTube. A
silly folk song.

Trauma: A painful event that charts an invisible course in one’s life, say,
from events in one’s childhood, or in collective lives (slavery or Holocaust).
It may organize triggers, seemingly unrelated to anything currently traumatic,
but invoking the underlying dynamic.

Rachel Luft : Scholar of sociology at Seattle University working on collective
trauma healing strategies in the current activist movements.

Last Summer at Blue Fish Cove by Jane Chambers opened in 1980. First
American mainstream play about lesbians within a lesbian community.

Semiotics the seduction of signs: I’m referring to my article Towards a Butch-
Femme Aesthetic first published in Discourse 1988–1989, but republished in
several places.

Butch Cleavage by Raquel Guttierez maybe be accessed online at raquelgut
ierrez.net.

Weeding at Dawn: A Lesbian Country Life: A novel-length description of
daily life on lesbian land Alice Street Editions (2000).

http://raquelgutierrez.net
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Dean Spade: Lawyer, trans activist, professor, identified as transman. For a
full treatment of his original and brilliant analyses, see his 2015 book: Normal
Life:

Administrative Violence, Critical Trans Politics, and the Limits of Law.
Durham: Duke University Press.

Vagina Monologues (1994): A play by Eve Ensler composed of inter-
views with women about rape and abuse. Considered radical in 1990s to
say Vagina onstage and discuss these experiences. Toured U.S. V-Day actions
were inspired by it, with productions around the world. Performances against
violence against women. So, productions of the play and performances inspired
by it have become a kind of activist movement concerning sexual violence
against women. The script published and republished in various translations.

Joan Nestle: A founder of the lesbian herstory archives in New York in the
1970s, see her 1992 anthology The Persistent Desire: A Butch-Femme Reader.
New York: Alyson Publications.

Alexis Pauline Gombs : Founded The School of Our Lorde, who writes in an
original, experimental spell-induced, brilliant political voice in books like Spill:
Scenes of Black Feminist Fugitivity (2016) based on work of Hortense Spillers
and Saidiya Hartman and M Archive: After the End of the World (2018) and
Dub (2013) which is what the style and search of this essay failed to even
approach, but admires.

The stone butch: The experience of butch masculinity and stone sexuality
made widely available in the novel Stone Butch Blues by Leslie Feinberg
published by Firebrand Books in 1993, also treated in relation to trans
in an early essay Transgender Butch: Butch/FTM Wars and the Masculine
Continuum by Judith (Jack) Halberstam in GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and
Gay Studies (1998).

Bound: 1996 movie by (now) Lana and Lily Wachowski with a scene in a
lesbian bar and a sex scene with scissoring and a hand job never shown in a
non-porno film before. s/m also.

Pat Boone: The representative voice of the sappy, so-called “wholesome”
1950s devoid of sensuality, self-identified as conservative Christian. Crooning
wholesomeness. This song, True Love begins “Sun-tanned, wind-blown/
Honeymooners at last alone”. Let’s leave them that way. I just borrowed the
lyrics “give to you” as a campy move. One among many.



CHAPTER 3

The ButchMonologues: Performance as a Bridge
from “BorderWars” to “Playground”

Alyson Campbell

Introduction

Social scientists Genny Beemyn and Mickey Eliason (2016) posit that “[t]he
discourses around cis lesbian and trans identities and communities have been
represented almost exclusively in negative terms—framed as border cross-
ings, trespassing, battlegrounds, and conquests” (2016, 2). As feminist and
queer performance scholarship has long argued, as a mode of representation,
theatre can question and disrupt popular understandings of gender and sexu-
ality (e.g. Aston and Case 2007; Campbell and Farrier 2016; Case 1988,
1990, 2009; Dolan 1988, 1993, 2010; de Lauretis,1987; Solomon 1997;
Weaver 1998) and in this chapter I look at what The Butch Monologues (TBM )
by Libro Levi (Doc) Bridgeman, directed by JulieMc McNamara (Mack)
(2013–present) does in performance.1

TBM is a phenomenon in lesbian, or queer or feminist theatre terms: it has
been running for seven years, since its premiere on London’s Southbank for
the WOW Festival in 2013, and has found an innovative making, performance
and touring model that allows it to shift and move with each new iteration,
belying the apparent identity politics and fixity of the “The” of its title to be,

1 https://www.thebutchmonologues.com/. Date accessed 27 August 2020.
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in actuality, a queerly fluid and open process that marks the enormous changes
in these communities over this period of time—in modes of self-identification,
activism and legal rights. The “collection” (rather than “play”) is based on
interviews with people from a broad cultural and geographical span, who
identify deeply with the term “butch” in some way and, while the published
script offers one version, the collection of stories grows with each new tour or
production as Doc continues to interview and build what can be understood
as an autoethnographic repository (Holman Jones and Harris 2019) and, with
Mack, they choose an appropriate selection for each new production, inserting
local stories and language.

Based mainly on an interview with the writer and director2 and my own
multiple viewings of the work,3 the chapter examines how the collection and,
more precisely, the productions of it, make an intervention into this very
painful contemporary context, and history, of “border wars between butch
lesbians and trans men” (Mackay 2019b, 399; and see Halberstam 1998). I
suggest that TBM manage to blur these borders, or at least niggle this nega-
tive framing, and I argue that the stories it tells are more relevant than ever,
given this current tension. In conversation with Doc and Mack it becomes
clear that a major achievement of TBM is the way it can hold this tension
and sit with it. As such, it is a performance response to arguments that we
move away from border-thinking to find something altogether more open and
hopeful (Mackay 2019a; Trigilio 2016; see also Detloff 2006; Johnson 2007)
(Fig. 3.1).

The chapter posits, further, that the model of making and touring TBM
is a genuinely innovative, ecologically and socially sound way of addressing
the telling of many stories from people of diverse backgrounds. As I outline
below, the model of a cast of “readers” rather than trained performers playing
characters opens up a diversity that avoids the need for a single performer,
or group of performers, to stand in for or carry the whole of butch identity,
and instead gives access to a multiplicity of butch identifications that ends up
offering a resistance to the stereotypical assumptions about butch identity –
that it is somehow monolithic and stuck in the past. Finally, I propose that as
an event the work has something to show us about what it means to assemble
in a theatre and how rarely, as a femme-identifying, cis, queer woman, I get
to feel that particular sense of kinship in a theatre space. To sit and watch
the audience arrive is like being at the lesbian disco, bringing an erotic thrill
as the room fills with folk who identify as butch, lesbian, femme, trans, trans
masc, masculine of centre (MOC), bi, queer, non-binary (NB), gender non-
conforming (GNC), genderqueer, gender rebels … As such, TBM comfortably

2 Interview with Libro Levi (Doc) Bridgeman and JulieMc McNamara, 24 August, 2020;
Zoom. Ethics approval for this chapter was granted by the University of Melbourne, July
2020. Reference: 2057155.1.

3 My analysis is based on five viewings of The Butch Monologues : in Belfast (Black Box,
Nov 2017), twice in Melbourne (Theatre Works for Midsumma, 2019) and twice in Sydney
(Seymour Centre, for Mardi Gras, 2019).
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straddles feminist, trans and queer longing and belonging in the theatre, or at
least rests easy in discomfort.

I’d like to start by offering two disclaimers on my analysis of TBM and this
chapter as a whole:

1. The director of TBM , Mack, is former lover;
2. She knows that, aesthetically, TBM is not usually “my sort of theatre”,

leaning as I do towards the postdramatic and experimental that resists
the centrality of “fable” or story (Lehmann 2006). The dramaturgy of
TBM is designed precisely to offer a voice for marginalised people, so a
form that prioritises getting their “story” across is more important than
formal experimentation. This aesthetic bias sneaks into my analysis, as a
first response and, while it ends up upended when I considered the show
more deeply as an event, I’ve left this initial reticence intact here.

In the analysis below I weave several strands together, perhaps awkwardly at
times: the voices of Doc and Mack (indented), my own personal experience
of the show (in italics) and subsequent critical framing of it within queer and
feminist scholarship. I’ve wrangled this into three main parts:

1. Butch identity and its place in a context of deep tension.
2. TBM—crafting a multiplicity of voices.
3. What performance, in this case TBM , can do in this context.

The People

D: Libro Levi Bridgeman, otherwise known as Doc or Doctor B. I identify as
non-binary – my pronouns are they/them, but also, she/her.
M: JulieMc McNamara. I direct The Butch Monologues and its many itera-
tions… And my pronouns are she/her – sometimes I get called all sorts of
other things. That is fine as long as you’re respectful and as long as we’re
smiling. I prefer she/her, but there we are. How else do I identify? I identify
as a proud working class butch dyke. Thank you.
A: Alyson Campbell: queer woman; femme work-in-progress; she/her.

Part 1: Butch Identity and Its
Place in a Context of Deep Tension

Butch

Let me start with my own experience of The Butch Monologues , before I had all
these conversations. I’m a femme. Not high, just fairly normative, femme. I pass
easily. I have all the privileges of cis, white, educated, Anglo-Celtic femininity.
The past twenty-plus years of my life have, in intimate terms, been spent with
masc of centre women, but it actually had never occurred to me, really, to see
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or define those relationships as butch-femme. Perhaps because my previous rela-
tionships never identified themselves in that way; or because I hold my queerness
and its ambiguities and ambivalences dear; maybe because I feel I don’t have
a long, deep, embodied relationship with lesbian social culture as I spent from
1993-2011 largely in what was in many respects a normative family situation
raising my daughter. I say all this because, when I sit in the audience for TBM–
and I felt this particularly in the small Sound Lounge of the Seymour Centre
in Sydney, which was packed each night with lesbians , queer women, and MOC
audience members squeezing in there together – I experience it as a community,
albeit one that, given my history, I feel I only half belong to – but the point is, I
long to belong to it (Freeman 2007).4

In her article “Always endangered, never extinct: Exploring contemporary
butch lesbian identity in the UK” Finn Mackay’s sociological survey leads her
to suggest:

1. ‘butch’ is widely considered outdated; 2. it describes a masculine presentation;
3. that this should not always be conflated with the masculinity of men and
thus could be considered a female masculinity or lesbian masculinity; 4. that
there are overlaps with and distinctions from new terms; 5. that there exists a
stubborn hangover from the ‘sex-wars’ resulting in continuing suspicions that
butch identities are synonymous with sexism; and finally, 6. that despite such
popular negativity the identity of butch is powerful and affirming for many.
(2019a, 4)

I start the interview with Doc and Mack by asking them about their personal
relationship with the term “butch” and their feelings about it, noting that
maybe that is something that shifts over time.

§

M: Well that’s quite interesting, I suppose it does shift over time. When I was
a kid, I was always called a tomboy, and I really liked that. I embraced that.
But for the first few years of my life I was raised as a boy, and I always thought
of myself as a boy, until I first encountered a penis at school… So I think my
relationship with the term butch has grown and changed over years. I love it
and I hold butch space nowadays, no matter what other people’s projections
onto me might be. Yeah… tomboy I still like. I know some people would say
that’s a very middle-class cis kind of interpretation of gender variance nowadays,
but actually, it was a working-class response to kids that didn’t sit well with their
femininity – and I never did. I enjoyed being raised as a boy, I enjoyed thinking
of myself as a boy – and then I enjoyed being a woman, actually, but a wrong
woman: a woman who doesn’t perform femininity in the traditional way that

4 I felt this less in Melbourne, in Theatre Works, perhaps because the festival multiple-
show arrangement meant the audience was in a conventional raked seating bank rather
than the more convivial and audience-focused cabaret seating, and also because it felt like
I was in a more heterogeneous audience: the lezzers and trans folk joined in the mix by
Melbourne’s lefty Indie theatre denizens.
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we’re supposedly socialised to live in. And my relationship now… I like the
mischief “butch dyke” causes on the streets, between the sheets, and, sadly, at
TK Maxx last year,5 where I was escorted out of the building…

D: Yeah, a lot of what Mack is saying I can relate to – we’re from similar time
periods of growing up as well. I was born in 1967, I had a predominantly male
family – two male cousins, two brothers. My mum was very, very keen to have
a little girl, so I was kind of shoved into dresses and made to have long hair and
pigtails, and she worked very, very, very, very hard to make me this young female
that she wanted to have and she wanted to raise. But it completely backfired.
So like Mack, I used the term tomboy, and I think that was also thrown on me,
and that seemed to work for a really long time. …

So when I first came out at the age of 20, I kind of just felt that I was a
dyke. I didn’t really use the term butch, and I wasn’t really thinking about
butch/femme or any of the sort of sexual dynamics; in terms of “owning” that
as a mantle, or feeling that butch was a representation that I wanted to take on
– that came to me much, much later in my life.

I joined the Drakes, which is a private members group6 that Mack is also
part of, in 2009. And there was again a kind of terminology around what we
were trying to do, which was a group of masculine-presenting females. Butch-
identified gender rebels. The term “non-binary” still wasn’t common parlance,
but also trans guys revolved in the group as well. So then it kind of became a
slow discovery for myself of what the term was, and how it sat with me, and
where my placing was on the scale of it, because butch is also a relative term.
So I think towards 2009 onwards I would use the term and own the term, but
also within that, the idea of non-binary was coming up and being something
that young people seemed to be using, and people on the trans spectrum were
using, and I really love that term, because I also don’t adhere to the binary
either.

So Mack uses the term “woman” – I would never use that term for myself. I
would use the term “female”. I love all these intersections and splittings that
we have – the points of connection and points of departure – and I think that’s
what we try to encapture in the collection of The Butch Monologues . The points
where we come together and we sing one note, and then we sing many, many,
many different notes. So, in terms of that, I think “butch” is also a playground
– you know, you can jump on the see saw, and then you can go on the merry-
go-round, and then you have a go on the swings, and then you climb the rope,

5 TK Maxx is a high street store in the UK and Australia (TJ Maxx in the US) that sells
clothes and household goods at vastly reduced prices because of its purchasing strategies.

6 “The Drakes is a group of butches, transmen and masculine-identified people who
joined together in the spirit of masculine solidarity in early 2012.Our aims are to promote
female masculinity and butch pride. We get together regularly to socialise and strut our
stuff on the queer scene. We run our own parties and strive to create a welcoming and
intimate atmosphere. We are involved in a number of creative projects.” https://thebut
chmonologues.com/the-company.html. Date accessed 27 August 2020.

https://thebutchmonologues.com/the-company.html
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and then you fall in the mud, or whatever. It feels like people own it on their
own terms, and for me that’s really exciting. And I think it’s something that
we’re trying to do in the room when we get the company together to do The
Butch Monologues , that everybody comes in at a different entry point.

I’m more non-binary now and I guess that might go on changing, and I’ll
become old and non-binary. Do you know what I mean? And I’m not fright-
ened of the change, either, or the new language, or the new possibilities that
we all have around our identity.

§

The “Temporal Paradox of Butch”

What is clear from Doc and Mack’s responses is that the makers of a show with
“butch” in the title are not purveying a fixed idea of the term, nor do they see
it as stuck in the past. The title is an invitation. For them it is the shifting floor
of butch, its fluctuating relationship with each person who takes it on over
time, rather than an “outmoded” identity (Freeman 2010, xxiii) that still sticks
determinedly to “butch”, that drives them and TBM . Elizabeth Freeman’s
concept of “temporal drag”, which she notes has “all of the associations that
the word “drag” has with retrogression, delay, and the pull of the past on
the present… that “lesbian” sometimes seems to exert upon “queer”” is an
obvious place to turn to. I would add “butch” as the archetypal “lesbian”
here (2000, 728).

In a theoretical move that mirrors the conversation and reframing
happening in social spaces and popular discourse, Jack Halberstam builds on
Freeman’s concept to argue for what he calls “the temporal paradox of the
butch”:

it is out of time and ahead of its time and behind the times all at once. Butch
is simultaneously a marker of what Elizabeth Freeman calls “temporal drag”
or “the visceral pull of the past on the supposedly revolutionary present” and
of certain forms of what Juana María Rodríguez terms “sexual futures”. The
uncanny, uncertain, dislocated and indefinable terrain of the butch competes
with our sense of the stubborn, recalcitrant, unmoving and unmoved essence of
the butch. (2015, n. p.)

In a sense this chapter is about words, and Halberstam’s “paradox” strikes me
as a more multidirectional term than “drag”, however positively Freeman has
conceived it. TBM’s creative team plays with this paradox in its approach to
the casting, structure and performance model of the show.
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Part 2 TBM: The Show

Experiencing TBM

So, I’m sitting in the cabaret seating in Sydney, watching this audience, noisy
in anticipation of the rare sighting of the representation on stage of butch iden-
tity, whose disappearance is so frequently invoked (Halberstam 2015; Mackay,
2019a). What I witness is a frisson as people greet friends they have not seen in
years. TBM , this show, is the catalyst to bring them together (and I suspect they
diverged as some went off to exist exactly in that same world of lesbian child-
rearing I’d experienced, and some were out fighting for the marriage equality
that I am deeply suspicious of, while others stayed in queerer, non-procreative or
homonormative relationships). This audience is heterogeneous – and yet there is
no sign of this border tension; at least not yet.

I watch the speech change, bodies and attention shift as the cast of ‘readers’
enters, suited and booted, to the punchy strains of The Gossip’s “Where the Girls
Are”. What is this quality in the air? What is this relationship between audience
and performers? The “costuming” is interesting and I don’t know if it’s an Oz
thing, or more specifically a Melbourne/Sydney thing, that the butchness enacted
here is less the 1950s tailored suits and ties that are so present in the marketing
images for TBM (from the UK seasons) and more a personal and contempo-
rary manifestation of each reader’s relationship with their own butchness. I have
never felt attracted to suits and ties ’ – and perhaps that is my feminist and
queer resistance to that iconic emblem of white, patriarchal masculinity (and I
know I’m discounting the subversion and I’m definitely not aligning myself here
with those radical feminists of the 70 s and 80 s “lesbian sex wars” who were so
fundamentally and philosophically opposed to the butch-femme dyad along with
their denial of sex, especially kinky, BDSMy sex (Healey 1996).

§
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Fig. 3.1 The Butch Monologues, Theatre Works, Melbourne, 2020. L-R Fiona Jones,
Dan Harris, Quinn Eades, Jax Jacki Brown, Jacques de Vere. Photo by Margherita
Coppolino

A: Why did you decide to make something called The Butch Monologues?

D: I did a collection with my press Hotpencil Press called There is no Word
for it: The (Trans) Mangina Monologues [2009].7 That was myself and Serge
Nicholson, and it was verbatim theatre – so we’d taken interviews from trans
guys and we’d spliced their stories together. And then a few years later, I’d
joined the Drakes, and I think I was having different conversations with people
about the trans guys taking up a cultural space and talking about their expe-
rience and authentic lives, and it felt like nobody was talking about the butch
experience – nobody was stepping into that cultural space.

A: What was the process and how has it evolved?

M: Doc had to literally creatively carve sometimes four hours of interview into
a one-sheet monologue. And then we started editing and processed the collec-
tion into themes so that we had, you know: butch beginnings, clothing, butch

7 The (Trans) Mangina Monologues was premiered in 2009 (https://www.cityofwomen.
org/en/content/2013/project/there-no-word-it-trans-mangina-monologues). Hotpencil
Press began in 2010 “to promote high-quality, unique, contemporary, and re-visited
works largely ignored by the mainstream” (https://thebutchmonologues.com/the-com
pany.html). See also the Hotpencil Press Blog, https://pressthepencil.blogspot.com.

https://www.cityofwomen.org/en/content/2013/project/there-no-word-it-trans-mangina-monologues
https://thebutchmonologues.com/the-company.html
https://pressthepencil.blogspot.com
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vulnerability, butch desire, butch desire again, butch desire again, stuff around
butch violence, bravado…

D: Parenting … vulnerability.

… Initially I was concerned that it would be a collection of rage – a collection
of anger – and we were looking to get a lightness of touch and several different
tones within it, and a humour within it.

M: And actually, I loved that, because there were so many notes in there
– emotional notes – and textures to the lived experience. We’ve got a huge
collection now. I think there’s over 120 stories at the last count. It has grown
and grown as Doc has carried on collecting stories wherever we’ve travelled
across the world. We re-edit the collection if we go back to the same festival, and
we always reconsider: what’s the collection going to look like in each cultural
moment, wherever we are? It’s exciting.

But there’s been other times where we’ve had particular criticism about the
potential racist undertone, a sort of violence or negative trope that we were
worried about tipping the flavour of the whole collection. And we listened to
that really hard, because we have to be so cautious: we’re speaking from white
privilege, we’re collectors and editors of stories. … We’re guardians of people’s
lived experience, and that’s quite a responsibility. When we share the stories
out [with the readers], you might be reading the story of somebody who uses
a wheelchair. You might be reading the story of somebody whose identity is
black, or a person of colour. You might be reading the story of somebody who
was a butch dyke and is now a trans person – self-identified. And mixing it up
in terms of class, culture, age.

Borders

Back to those border tensions. The differences in response among the audience
start to emerge with the monologues themselves, for me particularly around the
work’s admirable refusal to look away from difficult aspects of butch life such
as misogyny. I find it satisfying to see the work not shy away from this, particu-
larly given the lingering “suspicion of sexist stereotypes lurking in femme-butch
relationships and sexual practices” that is a hangover of the “lesbian sex wars”
(Mackay 2019a, 1) that contributes to the current, generational resistance to
“butch” as an identifier.

§

D: We were challenged about one of the stories inside the collection being
misogynistic, and that story is Butch Olympics, where we get a kind of a barrage
of voices.
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“Great ass.”

“Great tits.”

“Nice legs.”

“I’ve banged her.”

“She’s mine.”

“I’m great in bed.”

“I give good head.”

“I’m a don between the sheets.”

“I fuck better than any man.”

“I’ve had more girls than hot dinners.”

“I’ve fucked her and if you want to fuck her you’ll have to run it by me.”

(Bridgeman 2017, 47)

D: And when we were questioned about that story – why it was included in the
collection when it’s inherently misogynistic, I said “because the story turns”.
And also, because I’ve been inside butch spaces and I’ve heard people talking
like that, so we don’t want to be the “shopfront window” of the butch expe-
rience and just say, you know, we all dress like this and we all behave like this
and we’re all sort of evolved people, because, unfortunately, those things are
not always necessarily true all the time.

We want to include stories that don’t necessarily sit comfortably, and I think
The Butch Olympics is a good story to have in there for that reason.

M: The pushback in that turn, though, Doc, is so important. It gives people
huge breadth – huge opportunity – to play with gender, to push back against
the stereotypical role that’s given to people with female-sexed bodies at birth,
and in that sense it’s a feminist piece of work for me. I think some of the stories
in there are inherently feminist. They come from that perspective. I think The
Whole Hog fits in there.

D: The Whole Hog is about holding a butch space, and the challenge in that
story has come from someone who’s looked at a butch and said “why don’t you
take hormones and go the whole hog? I’m trans and why don’t you take…”
And, actually, it’s not a critical note; maybe, it’s just a conversational tone that’s
come from a trans person. So it’s about holding a butch space and, actually,
about who’s going to challenge you about holding a butch space. Well, you can
go out in public and you can be challenged about “why are you wearing that,
why are you wearing a suit, why have you got your hair short, and why have you
got those clumpy shoes on, and why do you wanna look like a guy?” But also,
it can happen within the community as well. … Inside the community, who’s
onside? Who are the butch allies and who are the butch critics? And I think
that’s also another conversation that we’re trying to have within the collection.
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A: I think those two moments in the piece are really crucial ones. The Whole Hog
encapsulates that argument about how you hold that space in this environment
where there is perhaps a generational shift towards – a movement towards –
trans identity, and questions about butch as an outdated or outmoded form.
I’m also really interested in what Halberstam calls a “temporal paradox” – it’s
past but it’s also the present …

D: I believe it is the future. It is the future, and people have said to me initially
when I was taking it on, “oh butch is a dinosaur… you’re not gonna get any
young people that define that way”, do you know what I mean? I do think we’re
up against that, but it will always be with us. And I don’t resent it, but for me
there’s always a bit of pushback if there’s a hierarchy of it, that you’re considered
“trans lite” if you’re butch. And so that, for me, is very, very problematic.

M: Hmm. Trans lite.

D: Yeah, and we try and show it withinside the collection – the pride that people
feel owning the space and owning the identity, but also within it, there is a
conversation with the trans experience, and almost everybody that I interviewed
has had a relationship with either thinking about transitioning, questioning it,
seeing what the possibilities are for it, whether their life might be “easier” if
they did it, whether there’s pressure from outside people saying “if you look
like that, why don’t you do it”, etc. So we’re always in conversation with the
trans experience and with trans people, and also non-binary people within that,
obviously. … We will be around for all time, and we will be around moving
forward, and not every butch person is going to transition in five years’ time,
do you know what I mean?

M: And also, those words will change – not everybody will use the word
“butch”, nor do they, which is why I keep going back to the list of butch names
that bookends the piece, from so many different sources. So many different ways
of describing that energy and that subversive lifestyle, really, that completely
fucks the status quo and fucks with gender. Don’t tell me how to behave, don’t
tell me to wear pink lipstick and a frock, don’t tell me I’m now butch in a frock,
do you know what I mean, whatever. Just don’t tell me. I am what I am.

A: I’m still thinking about those two moments that you’ve referred to – well,
actually, three now that have come around: the lists for you, Mack, and then The
Whole Hog, which I think encapsulates that idea of the butch as suspended in
time, on their way to somewhere else, or suspended in a past, where possibilities
were different or “less”. But I think back to the Butch Olympics that does
engage with butch misogyny – for me, that was really important and I really
admired that; that it was there and set in the room with whatever fissles or
frissons, or rippling back, or discomfort that would cause. And I think that’s
something to do again with the arrangement of the stories, or the particular
setting up that allows that to sit there and play out.
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D: Yeah. And I think I was conscious of … there’s always a counterpoint within
the collection: so you can talk about butch bravado if you also talk about butch
vulnerability. If you just talk about butch bravado, we look like a bunch of
dicks up there. So it’s always about that. We can play a story like that, which
frames us in a very negative light, but also, as I say, a realistic light, and I’ve
sat around tables and heard butches talk like that. So it does happen and we
can’t say it doesn’t. So there’s the possibility of that story being held there and
placed there, and then the way that it turns, obviously: a butch comes in and
saves the day, and says:

I hated being in that space.

Hearing that.

All the competition and bravado.

The ownership. Butch privilege. The misogyny.

Butch identity can also be respectful.

It doesn’t have to be a body count.

Or The Butch Olympics.

(Bridgeman 2017, 47)

So I think within that, we were looking for the stories of being unsafe in a
social context, and being violated in the street, or being followed back home,
or being aggressed in the street by whoever, and feeling conscious if you go out
at night, or you look a certain way, or whatever, but also being not safe within
your own community and within your own group of allies, or group of “friends”
or “colleagues”, or whatever. So there always seems to be a conversation within
the collection: this is where I feel safe, and I’ve made my home, and I’ve got my
partner, and we’re doing our thing, and I feel safe within the butch clothing and
the armour, and that makes me feel safe. I think we’re trying to find places of
risk, places of comfort, places of safety, places of exposure. How do we navigate
a world which is hostile towards us, essentially?

A: Mack, is there anything you’d like to add?

M: I was just thinking wistfully of favourite stories and what those stories do
for us; about charm, as well as a kind of cunning around survival and bravado.
And you read those stories again and again, and you think: how the hell did
that person survive that moment?

§
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The show starts. It begins with the writer onstage with the readers introducing
the show and how it works. We become clear these are “readers” and not actors.
This is crucial; it is a key anti-mimetic device that sets up the possibility for this
small group of people to convey stories from butch women and trans folk who
range across all sorts of identities, including their ethnicity, disability, class , and
gender-identity. I understand this device as aligned to feminist theatre strate-
gies that draw on Brechtian traditions (Aston 1999; Diamond 1988; etc.)
to highlight the gap between the reader and the text they are reading. With a
longer run, as in Melbourne and Sydney, this starts to play out in interesting
but unhelpful ways: as the week goes on there is a tendency to performance which
is not there on the nervy adrenalin-driven opening night in which the readers
are at their most vulnerable. As a director, there is a delicate balance to be
struck between “good” reading and a firm resistance to virtuosic performance;
what should be slick and what needs to stay a little rough around the edges. This
strikes me as a queer performance strategy: a “failure” to perform according to
mainstream heteronormative expectations of theatre (Halberstam 2011). It is a
recurring issue that work that sits outside these normative dramaturgical frames
is still largely reviewed and “measured” according to them, despite their inap-
propriateness (Campbell 2020, 121). Here a lack of virtuosity in performance
is vital.

§

A: How did you come up with the model of readers?

D: I think when Serge and I did The (Trans) Mangina Monologues we were
doing that thing of going to the community saying: “we’ve got a collection
of stories from this community. Are there people out there who would like to
have an opportunity to stand up on stage and read authentic lives?” So we were
already working with that idea…

M: One of the things that’s really important to me is the model that we devel-
oped– actually 3 years ago [2017] – when we went to Ireland and said, right,
let’s use local readers, let’s work with the local community – people with lived
experience of, or who identify as, butch. All that kind of spectrum of female
masculinity and trans. Local voices in this story matters most.

Thereafter we thought, right, every time we take this out on the road, we’re
going to work with local readers. And their stories become part of the collection
as well. So for me that’s been hugely important in terms of how the work
shifted, moved, changed and what we present depending on where we are.

§

TBM has created a genuinely innovative staging and touring model, one which
strikes me as feminist, and particularly ecofeminist (Chaudhuri 2015; Stevens
et al. 2018) in its ethos. It simultaneously works sustainably to minimise
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travel, but also capitalises in a moving and important way on the relation-
ships that exist already between local audiences and known members of the
community. So in Belfast, Melbourne, Sydney it is already “doing” some-
thing, adding another layer to the stories, to have local butches—some known
as LGBTQI+ “personalities” and others who are putting themselves in front
of their community in a public way for perhaps the first time—reading the
stories. This mix both relies on, and produces, a sense of interdependency and
trust throughout rehearsal and on stage, which is perhaps one of the greatest
and trickiest tasks for the director to hold.

Part 3

What Can Performance, in This Case TBM, Do in This Context

Formally, the staging is very minimal: single reader steps forward and reads a
monologue, steps back and the next reader steps forward. This repeats, broken
up three or four times by a moment of group speech that is usually a list, such
as ways of self-identifying (“Breau, Big Boi, Bad Boi, Prince, King, Hus Butch,
Butch, Aggressive, A.G.” etc, Bridgeman 2017, 1) or underwear. For me, on
first encounter, the form is repetitive and static—but there are two things to
say here: firstly, this form has its own power. It places the emphasis squarely on
the stories, and we are asked to envisage or imagine the scene for ourselves as
there is, rightly, no attempt to represent or “become” the giver of the story,
but simply the reader of it. Secondly, the form is not really the point. The
show’s affective capacities lie in the relationship between the givers of these
stories, the readers of them and the audience who has come to hear them,
rather than in theatrical bells and whistles.

The strength of the piece is the variety of personal stories that move us through
the delight in self-identification to the anguish of violence enacted on masculine
women, trans folk and gender rebels. We need to hear it. Young queer audiences
need to hear it. I need to hear it: in my comfy passing femininity I am still
shocked that a man will cross a street in London in 2019 to strike my butch lover.
Butch is a dangerous position to inhabit – dangerous enough already negotiating
mainstream life without “border wars”.

Jill Dolan talks about what theatre, or the shared space of performance, can
do in terms of its ability to create “a space of danger without quite the same
consequences” (1994, 158). If this felt true in 1994 it is quite clear from the
experiences recounted in TBM that in the late 2010s this is still the case. And
as Jo Trigilio notes, this danger or dismissal is most painful when it comes from
within our own community: “What makes debates about identity line drawing
particularly painful is that the parties involved all believe they are attempting
to secure a spot in a safe space” (2016, 244).

§
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A: You’ve mentioned TBM being spoken word, and it’s definitely about stories,
but I’m really interested in that thing that happens at the event – what it means
to put those stories in a space and share them with a group of people.

D: I think Mack and I were always interested in that social contract between
what’s happening on stage and what’s happening as people are coming in. Actu-
ally, all we’re asking people to do is come in and take a seat and listen to a
collection of stories. So we always had the idea of the pared-back style, people
on stage who don’t necessarily have stage experience. And the people that come
into the audience aren’t necessarily theatre-goers, and the social contract is we’re
sharing stories and some of these stories might have come from people sitting
next to you in the audience, for instance, or some of these stories might be
from the people standing in front of you, telling you these stories.

But alongside that, I think Mack and I were also interested in giving people
some kind of a ride that isn’t necessarily going to be easy listening – that is not
just going to be “kick back and listen to a few stories”. [Because] also within
that, there might be experiences that might be challenging and situations that
we’re going to describe that might feel scary, might feel intimidating, might be
surprising to you, might feel triggering for you.

…
But actually, people sitting in that space and listening to the stories, and some

people in tears and saying “I’ve only ever heard these stories in the privacy of
my bedroom, or the privacy of my front room. I have never come into a public
space, bought a ticket, sat in a chair next to other people that I might not
necessarily know at all, and heard these kind of perspectives and these kind of
voices.” I think we were tapping into that, and I hadn’t really thought about
that at all, but I think that was also the currency of it.

M: I’d never heard those stories at all on stage. Ever. And that was a comment
we got many times over, wherever we took this piece of work.8

§

This reminds me of Jean Genet talking of the impossibility of putting certain
things on stage, they were so secret and stigmatised they could only go into the
novels (to be bought in brown paper bags from under the counter and read alone).
It brings into the foreground what shifts when we move into the shared space of
live performance/reading.

8 This is borne out in reviews, e.g. Carissa Lee, “Midsumma: The Butch Monologues”,
Witness, 1 Feb 2019, https://witnessperformance.com/midsumma-the-butch-monolo
gues/. Date accessed 27 August 2020; Chloe Cordell, “Review: The Butch Monologues”,
8 November 2017, https://thespyinthestalls.com/2017/11/review-butch-monologues/;
Anne-Marie Peard, “MIDSUMMA: The Butch Monologues” 31 January 2020, https://
sometimesmelbourne.blogspot.com/2019/01/midsumma-butch-monologues.html. Date
accessed 27 August 2020.

https://witnessperformance.com/midsumma-the-butch-monologues/
https://thespyinthestalls.com/2017/11/review-butch-monologues/
https://sometimesmelbourne.blogspot.com/2019/01/midsumma-butch-monologues.html
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Borders: Past/Present and Tensions

§

M: What I love about the kind of human connection that I feel we’ve created
across this collection, and the many iterations of these testimonies, if you like,
I think it’s precisely because of the vulnerability, the kind of careful curation of
people’s lived experience that really touches people. It’s that connection with
the journey that people have been on: the vulnerability, the desire, the secret
stories, the things that we’ve never revealed, you know, the things we’re most
fearful of – the risks! The risks that people have taken in living the lives they’ve
lived, in daring to be human, to be fully yourself, even though that’s taboo. …
Initially I thought this was like a sort of queer feminist piece of work that for
me is like a bridge, if you like, in the many notes of female masculinity. It is
like a bridge between the extreme position of separatist lesbian feminists and the
extreme position of trans activists who have been so wounded by some of those
arguments that have been around over the last few years, and that have been
quite painful to be in the middle of, and be part of, and be on the receiving
end of. There’s been quite a viciousness and the sad, sad thing for me is, d’you
know, we’re all fighting to dismantle gender. Is there not some place we could
have a conversation together?

And what I feel in my heart of hearts is that at the heart of this very collection is
precisely that: reaching out the bridge that makes it possible for a trans activist
to sit in the same audience as a hard-line feminist on the front row. … I love the
fact that we can have those people who would ordinarily be so suspicious and
so fearful and so defensive around each other in the same audience enjoying
the same piece of work. They may not enjoy the same stories, they may not
enjoy the same emotional notes, but, actually, that collection is what brought
them together in that space. And for one night they sat in the same room, they
breathed oxygen in the same air – you know! And that is why it matters, and
that is part of the great success of this piece of work.

D: Yeah, and I think off the back of that as well: when we were curating the
collection and putting the stories together, I think it was always really exciting
that we could have, say, three stories about chest surgery: one where somebody
has chest surgery and is delighted with the result, the next story was some-
one’s considered chest surgery and didn’t do it, and these are the reasons why
they would never do it. So you could have a story which might put forward a
kind of experience inside the community, and these are the sort of issues that
we’re talking about inside the community, and then the next story could be a
consideration of that subject matter but also be totally oppositional – and for
me, that was really exciting as a writer: that it works almost like a flicker book.
That you could have this multi-varied set of experiences. So in one minute,
as Mack said, an audience member might be thinking “oh yeah, that’s abso-
lutely, I’m absolutely behind that story”, and in the next story, they might be
“oh god, that’s a bit problematic for me”. But how incredible is that also as
an experience, because I think when Krishna Istha was interviewing Serge and I
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about The (Trans) Mangina Monologues,9 Krishna was also saying quite often in
work that talks about gender diversity it’s a solo experience, and you’ll get one
person’s experience, but this is the plurality of voices. So I think that’s always
been exciting for Mack and myself to do and to have that possibility: why not
throw one story that says this thing next to another story, and is that possible
to do?

A: I was just going to say that that multiplicity is, I think, so crucial, because
we do in the queer community, or the LGBTQI+ community, see a lot of solo
works because that’s what we can afford to make in our bedrooms – but it’s
not even that you’ve got the five readers, but actually, because of that reading
model, you’re not even limited to five representations of butchness. You’ve got
five bodies there, but they’re kind of conduits for these many, many other stories
and so it’s this ever-growing evocation that I do think grows layer upon layer,
that allows this.

Because no one person on that stage has to hold so much all on their own. For
me, the really amazing thing about it as a piece is that it treads into that area
where, actually, we’ve become very fearful, in terms of the extremes of different
ends of the activist spectrum, and what it is to be in a room where you can
hold all of those things together.

§

Jack Halberstam posits that “the butch represents a piece of queer history that
remains unspeakable and unspoken and all the more resilient for it” (2015).
The existence of TBM is temporal paradox in action. Most interestingly it is
the way it holds generationally and culturally diverse manifestations of butch
expansively in one space; one room. While Halberstam riffs magnificently on
the ellipses in the song “Ring of Keys” in Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home (2015),
noting that they “convey[] the unspeakability of [an] articulation of butch
cross-generational identification”, TBM takes a different approach, relying
precisely on speech, drawing on the multiplicity and layering of story upon
story to make the case for an identity that can’t be represented by one butch
on the stage, or even the four or five of a cast line-up, but by this concatenation
of divergent narratives, with all their deep pain and deep pleasure enunciated.
Here what is absent (unlike the “acting” of the character in Fun Home), is the
attempt at mimetic representation. Oddly, this distance between reader and
story does not diminish our affective engagement but enhances it through a
phenomenological and charged awareness of the bodies actually in the room.

The impact of our proximity to these bodies—beside us, around us and
on the stage—in the shared space and time of live performance has been

9 Krishna Istha interviewed Libro Levi (Doc) Bridgeman (Doc) and Serge Nicholson
as part of Trans Creative’s Trans Vegas Digital Festival 2020: “Been There, Done That”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOOfi98VbuE. Date accessed 27 August 2020.

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DIOOfi98VbuE
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theorised in now well-established strands of queer thinking around its affec-
tive capacity (Campbell and Farrier 2016; Dolan 1994; Muñoz 2000; Walsh
2009). Through the juxtapositions and layering of its many stories, TBM
produce a complex set of affects that accumulate and swirl around us, creating
a new temporary community that, for this suspended moment in time, can sit
with those disagreements and hurts, however uncomfortably. As such, it might
produce an example of what Dolan (2001, 2005) calls “utopian performa-
tives”: “small but profound moments in which performance calls the attention
of the audience in a way that lifts everyone slightly above the present, into
a hopeful feeling of what the world might be like if every moment of our
lives were as emotionally voluminous, generous, aesthetically striking, and
intersubjectively intense” (2005, 6).

I suggest this has something to do with the performativity of assembly as
Judith Butler conceives it, too, and allows us to view the politics of TBM not
just through the content of the monologues but through its manifestation as
event. While Butler’s work here is mostly about demonstrations, she refers to
public spaces more generally, and, returning to my rapt experience of watching
this audience come together, I’m aware of the importance of assembling. As
Butler puts it:

when bodies assemble on the street, in the square, or in other forms of public
space … they are exercising a plural and performative right to appear, one that
asserts and instates the body in the midst of the political field, and which, in its
expressive and signifying function, delivers a bodily demand for a more livable
set of economic, social, and political conditions no longer afflicted by induced
forms of precarity. (2015, 11)

In this assembly for TBM , perhaps for a short time this bodily demand over-
whelms the ideological differences to produce a tentative sort of kinship, one
that will, hopefully, leave its trace on us, for a while at least.

Conclusion

While my initial aesthetic or dramaturgical leaning was to struggle with the
theatrical form of TBM , the experience of it as an event goes well beyond
this internal dramaturgy to a wider sense of occasion. It is an event and, as
its makers make clear, it is an ever-changing, shifting, fluid event that refuses
to disown a past (“outmoded”) identity, or draw distinct markers around an
understanding of butch or stick with it unchangingly. TBM is unquestionably
feminist in its motivations and modes and, in its staging of these identities
across time, can be seen to queerly hold past, present and future in its inclusive
embrace.

Jo Trigilio proposes a politics of inclusivity in organisations and organ-
isational structures within the LGBTQI+ community, suggesting that “the
challenge for organizers who are committed to an ideal of inclusion is to find
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a way to honor multiple perspectives and intersecting identities while main-
taining networks of community” (2016, 242). I suggest that the form, rigour
and care of TBM exemplifies a performance response to this call, with Mack’s
“bridge” and Doc’s “playground” lovingly curated into the event that is the
collective reading of The Butch Monologues .
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CHAPTER 4

On Translation: “Homo Inc.orporated: The
Triangle and the Farting Unicorn”

Sandra D’Urso

Introduction and Translation by Sandra D’Urso

Introduction

Sam Bourcier is a queer theorist, sociologist, activist, and transfeminist, who
has played a pivotal role in the translation of queer theoretical texts, concepts,
and queer politics outside of the anglophone context, especially France, but
also Spain and Italy. In 1996, he founded the first queer collective in France
named Le Zoo, which is credited with the introduction and popularisation
of queer and gender theory there. He has translated queer and transfeminist
works by Paul B. Preciado, Monique Wittig, and Teresa de Lauretis and is the
author of Queer Zones: La Trilogie (2018), and co-author with Alice Moliner
of Understanding Feminism (2012).

The following translation is an excerpt selected from Sam Bourcier’s 2017
book, Homo Inc.orporated The Triangle and the Farting Unicorn, originally
published in French by Cambourakis Press (Bourcier 2017). An abridged
Italian translation of the book by translators Andrea Zanotti and Goffredo
Polizzi was subsequently published by CRAAAZI1 in 2018. Based in Bologna,
Italy, CRAAAZI is the Centre for Research and Autonomous Transfeminist

1 See https://www.craaazi.org/.
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Queer Archive “Alessandro Zijno”. Rooted in a legacy of Italian autonomist
Marxism or “workerism” (Operaismo in Italian), CRAAAZI’s members are
drawn from queer trans feminist activist circles and from the academic precariat
for whom it is crucial to foreground embodied modes of knowledge produc-
tion “from below” (dal basso), forged in the social and political movements
of subaltern and transfeminist subjectivities. The translation of the text into
Italian then, takes part in a queer transfeminist activist context, and it
may be approached as a mode of knowledge production drawing from an
anti-capitalist tradition within Italy concerned with working-class struggle.

On the Politics of Translation

CRAAAZI emphasizes the “politics of translation” and its ability to perform
a critical decolonial and anti-capitalist function. Connectedly, CRAAAZI
contends that the circulation transnationally of local transfeminist and queer
nomenclature and ideas have the capacity to disrupt the hegemony of anglo-
phone articulations of queer, which have a tendency to easily couple with
neoliberal marketing strategies, insist on an origin within the English language,
and or override the specificity of queer embodiments and epistemologies “else-
where” (Espineira and Bourcier 2016). In a statement about the work of
translation AG Arfini and Goffredo Polizzi of CRAAAZI state:

…the work of translation of materials is a fundamental part of CRAAAZI’s
project: translation not as static interlinguistic transposition of text/models, but
as a critical process of resignification and reactivation of knowledges. In this
sense, the practice of translation is the basis for the formation of an archive of
knowledges, practices, affects, successes and failures produced in the struggle,
that conserves the movement and the possibility of movement—a space to care
about, a repertoire to share, remodel, and perform—to the point of exploding
the concept of the archive, of nostalgia and the pretense of originality. This
explosive performativity establishes our position: on the same level (livello), but
on another platform (piano) with respect to the institutions that produce official
knowledges and private wealth.2

If we are asked to imagine how and where “queer” travels, we might be
tempted to set its place of origin in the English-speaking centres of the Global
North from whence it travels South, to borrow a crude metaphor drawn from
economic theory’s “trickle down” effect. Alternative readings contend that
queer circulates rhizomatically, and moreover, it already exists in non-English
speaking locations and in different linguistic forms. Translation Studies expert,
Michela Baldo traces the entry of queer into the Italian speaking context from
1992 and notes that its use sometimes attracts an association with “elitism and

2 A. G. Arfini and Goffredo Polizzi, ‘CRAAAZI Archives: A Repertoire of Practices to
Make Stories out of the Transfeminist Movements While They Are Happening’, paper
presented on June 27th, 2019 at the Queering Memory Alms conference Berlin 2019.
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modernity” in Italy, while losing an understanding of its etymological origin
as insult (Baldo 2017). In this sense we might say that translation is unstable:
it can be accumulative, amnesiac, but rarely unidirectional.

It is with this irregular, queer, and decentred pattern of transmission in
mind that I hoped to approach the work of translation from the Italian
to English, as a queer second-generation Australian from Southern Italian
migrant parents, living in a settler-colonial context. Firstly, I was compelled
to consider the ways in which words travel along with patterns of migra-
tion, the opaqueness and untranslatability of certain terms and colloquialisms.
For the words that contain injurious affect, such as froce (faggot), terrone
(racialized slur for describing Southern Italians), or puttana (whore), the ques-
tion was: how can the eviscerating power of words shape-shift, to peel away
stratified layers of racialisation, sexualisation, stigmatization to be readopted
honorifically as talismans of survival, and as evidence of queer class struggle?

Through the work of Michela Baldo, I learned that the term terrone
for instance is being reclaimed, along with other racialized and sexualised
pejorative terms to activate decolonial notions of queer within anti-capitalist
transfeminist movements within Italy today (Baldo 2017). I recall how
when growing up in Australia in the 1970s–1980s this insult terrone circu-
lated within the Australian-Italian community, reinforcing the idea that the
Southern Italian dialect we spoke at home was associated with a kind of
cultural and intellectual backwardness. Certainly, within the English-speaking
communities in Australia, speaking dialect or Italian in public was not toler-
ated. As a language then, it was doubly racialised as well as perceived as class
based. The migrants/terroni of my parent’s generation learned English in their
contexts of work largely as factory workers. Thus, their English proficiency not
being considered very high was labelled factory English—a class-based label
with racialised overtones. The better your English, the better your chances of
transcending the conditions of factory work. There was an unspoken rule that
standard Italian was to be used in official contexts within the Italian commu-
nity, and English to be used in every other context. A double taboo was at
work, such that I learnt to actively forget or discipline my capacity for an
intimate language, which was my mother tongue.

It is with this complex linguistic heritage in mind, its layers of racialisa-
tion, sexualisation, potential for disruption, and circulation across generations,
times, and geo-political zones that I attempt to understand translation’s
decolonial and anti-capitalist capacity. This is crucial in Australia’s settler-
colonial context since, unlike Canada, we are the only Commonwealth country
to have not established treaty with sovereign First Nations people. What can
the reactivation of a terrone subjectivity with a memory of its former racialisa-
tion and sexualisation offer queer and anti-racist struggles in Australia in the
here and now? I do not have a precise answer for this yet, but my instinct
is to begin with undoing the obligatory erasure of language, culture, subjec-
tivity, due to the imposition of English cultural imperialism and its colonial
imaginary. Translation is a reactivation of things that have been lost.
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I am taken with the idea that the work of translation—although it has been
historically undervalued and feminized as passive and un-authorial—has the
capacity to activate the intimate and decolonial threads of queer and transfem-
inist affect and politics within and across languages, propelling these historical
echoes across geo-political zones (Baldo 2017). This small translation then will
mark a route from Bourcier’s original French to Zanotti and Polizzi’s Italian
and then down south to Naarm3 (Melbourne, Australia), where I translate the
text into English as a split political subject, i.e., a settler and terrone.

In this sense, the work of translation is more than a technical or academic
exercise in linguistic transmission. I find it is an act of residing, queerly, inside
and between languages as a child of Italian migrants. For me this “in-between”
cuts through the Southern Italian dialect of my mother tongue both preserved
in and worn-away by a situation of migration, and the obligatory English
of a formal school system inimical to dialects, other European and BAME
languages, and violently opposed to Aboriginal languages and lore. Translation
then carries historical, political, and personal tensions within it; for the children
of working-class migrants such as myself, it can mark a loss of capacity for and
stigmatization of a familial language. Second-generation migrants are often
burdened by the need to act as a conduit linking racialized and non-English
speaking family members to official and often disciplinary government services.
Conversely, it has the potential to activate the memory of familial resistance
to racialized stigmatization and activate the potentiality of a political subjec-
tivity—terrone—embedded in language, acting as a kind of dormant irritant
that is awakened by encounters with official culture.

In connecting with the critical queer and transfeminist activist work detailed
in Bourcier’s text and conducted by groups such as CRAAAZI, I begin to
understand how the decolonial processes of the Italian political experience
might be incorporated at home, in solidarity with queer anti-racist groups,
coalitional activism for refugees and asylum seekers in indefinite detention, and
with Aboriginal abolitionist/anti-penal activism towards restorative justice,
establishing treaty, and recognising Aboriginal sovereignty. I also acknowledge
that my capacity for translation is threaded into historical colonial assemblages
expressed culturally and punitively in the implicit dominance of English (and

3 Naarm is the Aboriginal place name for Melbourne, Australia. My parents migrated
to Naarm (Melbourne) as Southern Italian migrants in the 1950s. They were part of
a larger wave of post-war migration at a time when Australia was opening its borders
to immigrants from parts of Europe, including Southern Italy, that were not previ-
ously considered to be appropriately racially white. The pejorative and racialised term
Terrone to describe Southern Italians within Italy, also travelled to Australia along with
these waves of migration. Southern Italians were anthropologized as agricultural, non-
industrialised people with a proximity to Africa and these connotations resonated in
Australia both culturally and politically. We see the attitudes and forms of early-mid-
century racism towards Southern Italians in Australia revisited upon Muslims and Sudanese
migrants and others today. See Jack Sparrow’s article on anti-Italian racism in Australia
and its after-effects. https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/nov/20/austra
lias-history-of-anti-italian-racism-is-a-grotesque-echo-of-rhetoric-about-sudanese-people.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/nov/20/australias-history-of-anti-italian-racism-is-a-grotesque-echo-of-rhetoric-about-sudanese-people
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French); nonetheless, it is with this queer and decolonial activation of the
settler/terrone in mind that I undertake this small translation.

Smaschieramenti in Bologna: The “Gender
Strike” and the Paradigm of Gender as Work

This excerpt from Bourcier’s book has as its focus the activist work of queer
transfeminist collective Smaschieramenti, based in Bologna Italy.4 It traces
the collective’s uptake of political strategies such as “gender striking” devel-
oped alongside a larger anti-austerity movement, which has been gaining
traction in Italy since 2010. It also draws upon the legacy of 1970s Italian
Marxist feminism of the second wave with links to left-wing Operaismo
(“workerism”) of the 1960s and beyond (Wright 2017). Aspects of historical
workerism—including class self-organisation, the analysis of class composition
via self-enquiries,5 such as interviews and surveys of workers’ experiences from
within the condition of struggle, frequent striking, mass illegality, and ulti-
mately, the refusal of work (Wright 2017)—are carried over into the current
moment within the activist work of queer and transfeminist collectives in Italy.

In this excerpt, Bourcier also discusses the insights of Silvia Federici who
was co-founder in the 1970s of the international Wages for Housework
(WfH) campaign. Federici, among others of the feminist-workerist strain such
as Leopoldina Fortunati and Mariarosa Dalla Costa, had problematized the
existing paradigm of class analysis—within workerism—which had overlooked
the crucial category of reproductive labour and its relation to capital. This
feminist strand of critique would seek to expose the conditions in which repro-
ductive labour remained hidden, was obligatory for women, consigned to the
privacy of the home, and thus unremunerated even while it generated surplus-
value. The campaign argued that demanding wages for housework would
expose the conditions of reproductive labour as work in the first instance and
denaturalise the idea that women’s work was simply part of their reproductive
destiny. Furthermore, as the “wage” on this view represented the cementing of
the bonds of the worker to capitalist power, it was imperative to use this gain
as the basis ultimately for the “refusal of work”, along with its class dynamics
as structured under capitalism.

While Federici and the workerist-feminist critique was/is sound, Bourcier
highlights how queer trans feminist collectives more recently have identified
the need to reappraise definitions of what constitutes reproductive work, as

4 See https://smaschieramenti.noblogs.org/.
5 Self-enquiries were a method of analysis and praxis used within workerism (Operaismo)

or the Italian autonomous Marxist movement, as a way of producing knowledge of and
about the working class from the perspective of workers situated within the sites/condition
of their labour, such as in the factory. See Steven Wright’s Storming Heaven, Class
Composition and Struggle in Italian Autonomist Marxism (Wright 2017).

https://smaschieramenti.noblogs.org/
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well as expanding the understanding of who performs it today. The condi-
tions of reproductive labour remain largely unchanged, i.e., it continues to
be unpaid, invisible, often dangerous, exhausting and oftentimes humiliating.
Bourcier draws insights from Smaschieramenti’s and other collectives’ prac-
tices—such as gender striking, and workerist inspired self-enquiry workshops
on the theme of gender as work—to underscore the reality that the exploitative
condition of reproductive labour is not exclusively limited to bodies assigned
as women, and to people figured as “housewives”. Reproductive and invisible
labour is performed by bodies that may or may not be cis-women but are
racialized, gendered, as well as sexualised, to include the undervalued in the
service industry, the unemployed, precarious, undocumented migrants, inden-
tured labourers, the incarcerated, trans* sex-workers, “whores”, “disreputable
queers” and “fags” who may be cis, masculine-presenting, or non-binary, etc.
On this account, Smaschieramenti’s work and that of the queer transfeminist
movement go toward the emergence of a new paradigm, i.e., that not only is
work gendered, but gender is work. Furthermore, that the paradigm of gender
as work includes genders lived outside of the binary (feminine/masculine).

In the text, the concept of performance itself is not treated necessarily as
a privileged category. However, in the form of a workers’ self-enquiry and
as class-analysis—as in the case of Smaschieramenti’s drag workshop—perfor-
mance can play a role in making aspects of gender as work intelligible. Bourcier
illuminates how the “visibilization” of the hidden labour of gender by collec-
tives, through street performances and “gender strikes”, are strategies towards
redefining how political subjectivity is made, and inventively remade, in its
relationship to work, society, and by extension to the economy and law. The
“gender strike” then, adopted by a range of queer anti-capitalist collectives
across Europe, acts as a temporary break from the exploitative conditions
of obligatory work and of gender as it is defined and exploited by capitalist
relations.

A Note on the Use of “Lesbians and Gays (LG)”
as Distinct from “Queer” and “Transfeminist”.

Bourcier considers the category of Lesbians and Gays (LG) as distinct from
queer and transfeminist. As such, you will see the use of this distinction along
with the acronym LG throughout the text. He associates Lesbian and Gays
(LG) as a political grouping with the neoliberal city, and its assimilation to
the respectability politics that have helped usher in same-sex marriage and
other policies and marketing practices connected to pink washing evidenced
in modern cosmopolitan cities such as Paris, Bologna, and elsewhere.

Where same-sex marriage has passed into law, argues Bourcier, other sexu-
alities, genders, and racialized minorities are penalised through neoliberal
management of private and public spaces. This occurs via seemingly innocuous
town planning and zoning policies across cities, which, while affirming their
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LGBT-friendly status, effectively ghettoize and restrict the circulation of sex-
workers, trans people, migrants, and the poor. The ‘gay-friendly’ city then
hides a darker homonationalist reality: one in which an LGBT-friendly status
covers over the expedient passing of laws and decrees to increase police powers
over the bodies of sex-workers, migrants, and the undocumented as they go
about their daily lives, exposing them to more frequent episodes of violence.

However, Bourcier is careful about the terms upon which he makes this
distinction between LG, and queers and transfeminists, noting that:

…in this book, the terms “queer”, “transfeminist”, “respectable-gay” and
“gay inc.” designate certain positions rather than identities or persons. I am
describing political options available to everybody. However, if one thing is
certain, it is that the queers and the transfeminists don’t want anything to do
with, and they dis-identify with this [process of] “becoming population”. (2017,
p. 12)

It is important to remind the reader that the following translation is nestled
within the pages of a much longer work, in which Bourcier gathers insights
from Foucault’s theories of governmentality, biopolitics, and biopower, as well
as Federici’s and the WfH feminists’ insights on gender, work, and the expro-
priation of labour power and surplus-value from proletariat bodies. Bourcier
takes up these conceptual threads, among others, and casts them ironically
through the queer figure of the eponymous farting unicorn, which has come to
be associated with homonationalist agendas including practices of pinkwashing
by governing officials and corporate workplaces. The unicorn is reappropri-
ated and redeployed in the text as a “symbol of gender fucking, of human
fucking and of work fucking” concerned with productive acts of undoing
(i.e., expelling/farting/shitting out), turning away from conditions of capi-
talist extraction and exploitation, to signify zones and ways of being rooted in
the uneconomic and in experiencing pleasure for its own sake (Bourcier 2017,
p. 208).
–––––––––
Sam Bourcier
Queer Zoning and Queer Praxis: Politics of Performance and Neoliber-
alism

Part Three: Gender as Work: Smaschieramenti6

In Italy, the discussion on precarity and on gay consumerism began with a
seminar on gay subjectivity organised by the collective Antagonismogay in
Bologna, 2001. This discussion continued in 2002, in particular at the Forum

6 The word Smaschieramenti is not an Italian word as such but is a play on words
translating to “unmaskings”. In correspondence, Goffredo Polizzi adds: It’s a play
on words, “smaschieramenti” (unmaskings), but it contains “maschi” (males). It
also contains “schieramenti”, from “schierarsi” (taking sides).
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Sociale Europeo7 in Firenze, with a meeting organised by the association
Azione Gay e Lesbica of Firenze. Ten years later, the queer transfeminist
collectives of the SomMovimento NazioAnale network had conducted actions
in relation to Occupy Wall Street and to the Puerta del Sol. SomMovimento
NazioAnale is a network of collectives and militants*8 who reside in Italy
or who are emigrants* to Europe. Their objective is to develop reflections
on and actions against economic crisis and the politics of austerity from a
queer transfeminist point of view. Antagonismogay, one of the collectives
that had introduced queer theory to Italy, had in 2008 given life to Labo-
ratorio Smaschieramenti, a queer and transfeminist collective that is a part of
SomMovimento NazioAnale.

Those who take part (in this network), work upon and construct alter-
native forms of life and of intimacy that do not depend on the couple, nor
on the family, nor on property. They explore creative and performative ways
of opposing the museification of activism and of “social movements”, the
gentrification of cities, oppose those who are “anti-gender”, anti-abortionists,
catholics, oppose transphobia and the homophobia of the right, the extremist
right, violence against women and sexual and gender minorities. They perform
actions against the Sentinelle in piedi9 (the equivalent of the veilleurs in
France), against racism and fascism, against the israeli occupation of Palestine,
against pinkwashing, homonationalism, the management of diversity, against
austerity, neoliberalism and precarity. Until 2015, the collective Atlantide had
occupied a two-story building situated at the door of Santo Stefano, before
it was cleared on the 9th of October by seventy-five cops in riot gear, by the
order of the center-left mayor of the city, Virginio Merola.

In this autonomously led space, there were organised assemblies, parties,
concerts, performances, workshops, encounters, and seminars.L’Atlantide also
hosted a queer and trans* health service (la consultoria),10 it served as a base
for two other collectives (NullaOsta and Clitoristrix), hosted groups of DIY
artists and musicians, and is home to a research centre and independent queer
archive. In other words, its life force was drawn from a transfeminist queer
politics.

7 A recurring conference held in Europe by anti-racist, anti-capitalist, pro-refugee,
NGOs, and other social movement groups to coordinate campaigns criticizing develop-
ments in Europe such as austerity politics, the rise of the right wing, homophobia and
anti-immigration policy etc.

8 The asterisk is part of Bourcier’s system of de-gendering nouns as they are used in
Italian and French. While nouns are not gendered in English, I kept the asterisk to show
traces of the work of de-gendering the Italian/French.

9 Sentinelle in Piedi are a right-wing Italian based group and self-professed activists
who among other things cite Catholic values to protest anti-homophobia laws to defend
the “traditional family”. https://espresso.repubblica.it/inchieste/2014/10/09/news/ide
ntikit-delle-sentinelle-in-piedi-1.183549.

10 See https://consultoriaqueerbologna.noblogs.org/cose-la-consultoria-queer/.

https://espresso.repubblica.it/inchieste/2014/10/09/news/identikit-delle-sentinelle-in-piedi-1.183549
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In May 2013, Smaschieramenti had organised with L’Atlantide a drag king
workshop led by Rachele Borghi, Roger/Olivia Fiorilli, Lou Shone and bibi,11

in the context of a seminar on the performative resources of “pornactivism”
(fanzine Gender Crash). During this workshop, while performing a drag king
persona, the* organiser*12 proposed that participants return to those gestures
that most occupied their time during the day. Otto, one of the participants, a
member of Smaschieramenti and a bookseller had the idea of working on the
gestures they used at work: to lift up and shift the books, etc. To integrate the
question of work in a drag king workshop was a new thing. And moreover, it
was the creation of a paradigm and instrument for deconstructing gender,13

performing masculinity, and critiquing work in the neoliberal context.
Gender as work and gender at work is the paradigm proposed by Smaschier-

amenti and SomMovimento NazioAnale alongside specific political actions
such as the gender strike (sciopero dei/dai generi). This conceptualisation of
gender as work is the result of a self-enquiry,14 similar to those undertaken
by the collective on many other subjects, inspired by the practices of feminist
workshops, of consciousness raising groups, and the collectives of the Italian
operaist movement (among whom self-enquiries were conducted from the
60s). Smaschieramenti focuses on collective intelligence to reflect on and start
acting from the experiences and needs of everybody*. In the depths of polit-
ical austerity actualised in Italy from 2010, the question is of knowing “in

11 “Bibi” is a colloquial French word to mean “me”.
12 Appears as l* organizzator* in Italian trans, which in standard Italian would be

“l’organizzatore – gli organizzatori” or “l’organizzatrice – le organizzatrici”. The Italian
translators explain that for this noun they invented a female plural form and then added
the asterisk to indicate its queered/degendered state. Overall, the use of the asterisk *
in the French text and in Italian translation refers to a rule of de-gendering, which is in
use throughout the book. Bourcier explains “I feel an uneasiness with so-called ‘inclusive
writing’ becoming more commonly used in France over the last 2 to 3 years. It consists
in always spelling the feminine and masculine marks in words. Doing so, reinforces and
reifies the sexual difference and its binary. I do not want to use the neutral pronouns
(iels like ‘they’ in English) for everybody, because I mean both queer and straight. So, I
came up with this way of cutting the words with an * to de-gender them and queer the
writing so as not to reify the binary of sexual difference. Using * leaves the marks of the
de-gendering.”

For instance, the article and noun “the teacher” would be in Italian “il maestro—
i maestri” (singular/plural masculine form); “la maestra – le maestre” (singular/plural
feminine form). If we apply Bourcier’s de-gendering system, the noun could be rendered
l* maestr* (feminine form that is then queered by adding the asterisk). According to
another strategy associated with “inclusivity” the noun could be rendered as maestra/o
(feminine/masculine), but as Bourcier notes this has the effect of reifying the binary
of sexual difference, denoted in the slash that separates the vowels at the end—a/o
(masculine/feminine).

13 I have translated “i generi” (literally “the genders”/plural) as “gender” in the
singular. To say “the genders” in English, I feel, risks alluding to the binary sense of
feminine/masculine rather than its queered/non-binary/multiple sense.

14 See also, https://sommovimentonazioanale.noblogs.org/post/2017/12/27/autoin
chiesta-cose-per-noi/.
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what ways are fags15 and women differently hit by crises and by neoliberalism”
(Smaschieramenti).

In fact, they do not share the same familial context, they (queers) are
captured by diversity management or by pinkwashing practiced by councils
or by companies responsible for the crisis. It’s those same companies that
render queers even more poor and precarious, that declare themselves gay and
lesbian friendly who use politics of recruitment to make their appeal to LG
(Smaschieramenti). It’s the very same councils that adopt very aggressive, gay-
friendly tourism politics, as testified by the recent politics of the mayor of Paris,
Hidalgo,16 with her unpalatable plan subtly entitled “Paris, the beacon city of
inclusion and diversity” (Paris ville phare de l’inclusion et de la diversité) and
that takes Tel Aviv as its model.

Smaschieramenti begins with the following definition of work: «Il lavoro
(alienato) è qualcosa che prende del tempo e dell’energia, che è obbligatorio e
che produce del plus-valore» “(Alienated) work is something that takes from
your time and energy, is obligatory and produces surplus-value” (Acquistapace
2017). The necessary work that goes into the production of normative and
intelligible gender, including fashionable LG (Lesbians and Gays) of the
following kind “ the homosexual creatives of H&M or the tattooed lesbian of
Leroy Merlin”, is naturalised; but in reality, this is work that takes from your
time, is obligatory, and that produces surplus-value appropriated as capital.
And not only in Italy. There is the case of a trendy bar in Faubourg Saint-Denis
in Paris, which employs queer waiters and barman (visibly queer, because it’s
very cool). It is in the end, the bar’s owner that recuperates the added value of
the (worker’s) painted nails, a certain cut of hair, in other words, of a gender
queer aesthetic; meanwhile, the queers in question must manage and weather
the blows of all of the homophobia and gender violence in those same straight
spaces (Adèle).

In preparing oneself (for work), it is necessary to repeat the right atti-
tudes, the correct gestures, and the correct comportment. Everything you do
plays a role in what needs to be done to produce gender in and of itself, as
well as producing the appropriate gender expression required in professional
settings. The collective notes how all genders are increasingly mobilised, such
that people accept that they must put gender to work more and more while
being paid increasingly less. This applies to all genders, not only to heteronor-
mative masculinity or femininity. We need therefore to expand the definition
of gender as work. Federici applied this only to femininity, whereas Smaschier-
amenti applies it to all genders. To speak of gender as work involves different
things. It is a well-known fact that gender plays a role in the exploitation
of labour; the new fact is, it is necessary to integrate into this analysis how

15 In correspondence, Andrea Zanotti explains that “in the original (French) text
“queer” is used instead of “froce” (fag). In Italian we used froce because in a kind of
way “froce” (feminized and not “frocio” the masculine) is sometimes also used as queer.

16 Ann Hidalgo is Mayor of Paris since 2014.
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new sexual and gender identities are mobilised, such as those of the produc-
tive respectable-gays and of LG. (For trans* people a similar scenario (of
appropriation/exploitation) is developing: consider firstly the military, cele-
brating as Israel does through a series of misfiring campaigns the good work
of cleansing—in the sense of ethnic cleansing—according to the tenets of
Schachar Erez, the first transgender official to come out within the military,
and who participated with enthusiasm in the Negev 2000 plan).17

And then there is the fact, less noted or less perceptible, that the production
of gender can be conceptualised as work in and of itself. So, we have an interest
in seeing gender as a production more so than as a simple construction (finally,
a sociological paradigm!).

Making Money, upon Our Delicious
Cooking, upon Our Smiles, upon Our Arses

The Italian queer transfeminist movement updates the political reflection on
the relations between reproductive work and productive work pioneered by
Federici and other Marxist feminists working with the WfH campaign (Wages
for Housework) during the 70s. They had put things in place, reversing the
hierarchy between the field of production and field of reproduction. They had
made it clear that the conditions of possibility for the work of production, in
the factory and elsewhere, rests upon the unpaid and invisible labour of repro-
duction, namely, the production of wage earners by women at home: from
the bedroom to the kitchen with a detour to the delivery room. The work
of reproduction, in fact, also includes fucking and meals: “Capital has made
its money and continues to accumulate its wealth with our delicious meals,
with our smiles, and with our arses” (Federici 1975); (“Il capitale si è fatto i
soldi e continua a guadagnare con i nostri manicaretti, con i nostri sorrisi, con i
nostri culi”). Capable of making this concept visible, in a way that is undoubt-
edly different to what Federici foreshadowed, but in accordance with her on
the necessity of making remuneration visible, are for instance the sex-workers
and dominatrixes who are paid for encounters in which they give blow-jobs
or spoon-feed their clients (Schaffauser 2014). As in the 2016 performance
by Marianne Chargois titled Golden Flux, where you see her giving blow-jobs
to her clients on a film projected behind her, meanwhile in the live scene we
are able to listen to her off-screen commentary. We must keep track of the
fact that the respectable-gays who have children come to be placed within this
sphere of reproductive work and that it is necessary to think critically upon
the problem of what may, or may not, fall within the definition of work.

The revolutionary Marxist feminists insisted upon the porosity of the
boundary between reproductive and productive work. With the growing
importance assumed by cognitive and affective work—productive work

17 For more on Lt. Erez and pinkwashing in Israel see Prof. Dean Spade’s online letter
https://www.deanspade.net/2017/03/29/resist-pinkwashing-in-seattle-now/.
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without tangible products as it once was across all sectors—along with unpaid
work, precarity, and unemployment, the redefinition of work and taking into
account its new forms, is crucial. It is necessary to account for the deterritori-
alizaton and the dematerialisation of work. The queer transfeminist collective
has therefore integrated within their investigations forms of post-Fordist work
along with their characteristics of “bio-capitalism” “(Fiorilli)”: relationship
skills, communication, affective work, immaterial work, and cognitive work.

Collective self-enquiry has made it possible to list “the tasks and the quali-
ties required of you to work in the neoliberal context: care (la cura), commu-
nication, relationship skills, seduction, creativity, glamour and obviously the
motivation and love for the job” (Smaschieramenti).

The Wages for Housework campaign had a double objective. A salary was
to make unpaid domestic and reproductive work visible, since the lack of
remuneration was the main factor of its invisibility. But it was also a matter
of keeping in mind that “attitudes of femininity” and the traits of femi-
ninity are in reality “professional functions”, and of using the power of the
wage to demystify and denaturalise “femininity” and to make visible the fact
that “our femininity is work” (Federici 1975). The emergence of the paid
profession of the “Lady of the House” (the equivalent of the CHO—Chief
Happiness Officer) within the company, who is in charge of smiling, and
responsible for the conviviality and happiness of the employees,18 as in the case
of Boiron19 for example, demonstrates this sufficiently, given that feminised
work continues to be predominantly carried out for free.

According to Federici, one was necessarily tied to work in its immediate aspect
(domestic work) and in its most insidious form: femininized labour. It is both
women and femininity that are exploited. The objective was to understand that
femininity is work and that this situation needed to end; it was necessary to
refuse work as an expression and prolongation of “our feminine nature” and
therefore to refuse the role of gender as it is invented by capitalism. The call for
remuneration was not about the improvement of working conditions nor was
it for the recognition of workers through a wage. The wage is a relationship
of the worker to capitalist power. Remuneration ought to have been the point
of departure for the refusal of work and of opposing the divisions inherent
in capitalist organisation of work. This is very clear in Federici. Generating an
awareness of gender as work with a view to refusing it indefinitely, including in
a context of precarity; this is also what Smaschieramenti proposes when they
suggest going on a gender strike.

18 In Italian, the gendered article and noun “the employees” is rendered “dei/lle
salariati/e”. The slash maintains both the feminine and masculine form of “employee”.
In other cases, Bourcier uses the asterisk rather than the slash when denoting queered
subjectivity, i.e., a subjectivity not aligned with the binary form of feminine/masculine.

19 Boiron is a pharma specializing in homeopathics.
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Going on Gender Strike «sciopero dei/dai generi»

How can we, LG and queers included, go on a “gender strike” to resist the
exploitation of gender by work and the fact that gender is work? You may
set up an automatic email reply of the following kind: I cannot reply today,
I am on strike. You may go on a smiling strike: there will be no smiling for
customers across the service industry. You may go into work in drag or think
about doing it. Perhaps you do not shave, etc.20

Marxist/materialist feminism of the second wave had put into relief the
dimension of the gendered nature of work conceptualising the “sexual division” of
labour drawing attention to women’s work as invisible labour. For the majority of
feminists, remediating the dimension of gender inequality of the sexual division
of labour (where women are relegated to domestic and private spaces, or other-
wise put into inferior and precarious positions within the job market) used to pass
and continues to pass through professional standards of equality. Waged work is
the panacea. Italian Marxists never believed that the solution would be passing
by the laundry and into the factory. Not to mention those who knew only too well
that they had worked for free during times of slavery and who, even when they
had work, continued to be given the most shit and badly paid work, having been
considered unskilled: these were the racialized people who did not figure exten-
sively in the white feminist agenda, reformist or revolutionary, of the first or
second waves, which continues to have a ripple effect into the third wave through
to today. Today more than ever, keeping this degradation in mind, to say nothing
of the disappearance of work, the strategy of becoming saved through work needs
to be rethought. To say that gender is work is not the same as saying that work
has a gendered dimension, and this leads to different political practices.

Smaschieramenti takes as its target the capture of subjectivity (the LG,
the fags, and the* others*) by neoliberalism and post-Fordist capitalism, the
mobilisation of the affects this generates, the kind of generalised expectation
of productivity that it imposes and constantly measures and the corporeal
dimension of these phenomena. In fact, the production of identities, including
gender identities, on the side of capitalism and neoliberalism are played on
the material level of desire and of affect understood to be constructs and of
belonging to cultural and social practices.

To go on a gender strike (sciopero del/dal genere) allows us to be cognisant
of this kind of alienation at work, of the fact that gender is put to work, and of
the measures by which we often accept all of this without always being aware
of it; of the ways in which our gender but also our emotions, our passions, our
relationships, our attachments, our identities are produced and put to work in
the neoliberal context: Of the way in which we still believe in work and how
difficult it is to assume a position against it; how work continues to be seen

20 See https://sommovimentonazioanale.noblogs.org/post/2014/11/12/scioperiamo-
cosi-14n/.
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as a formidable reservoir of hope, of gratification, of emotional, narcissistic,
symbolic and identitarian benefit.

As for the self-management denounced by Federici, it is by now joined to
the auto-management required by neoliberalism where the subject becomes
an enterprise, becoming—and it seems nightmarish—in and of themselves
a corporation, via a statute, often obligatory, of auto-entrepreneurship. The
worst news yet is to discover that the enterprise has a soul, as Deleuze had
said in the 1990s. Imagine his face and his terror witnessing the spirit but also
the form-of-the-enterprise install itself everywhere, outside of the factories and
offices, in homes and right up to the state with Trump and Macron.

By striking, Smaschieramenti proposes an action upon the performance of
gender and productivity as it is imposed upon bios, upon life in general. This
biopolitical response to biopower creates a rupture: it puts a stop to produc-
tivity and to an omnipresent “biopower from above” «biopotere dall’alto»! The
gender strike allows one to pull away for a period of time from the exploitation
of gender at work. Like the demand for wages for domestic labour, striking
makes it possible to render as visible the putting of gender to work and of
gender as work. The same way in which a drag king workshop allows the
denaturalisation of masculinity, to create an awareness of it as a construct but
also of its plasticity, of the potential that lies in the act of denaturalising it, in
the invention and practising of alternative, different, dissident masculinities, in
being disloyal towards hegemonic masculinity. In other words, in doing and
in living differently.

In November of 2014, the coalition SomMovimento NazioAnale had
conducted their first gender strike (sciopero dei/dai generi), thought to be
complimentary to a social strike launched alongside other anticapitalists in
the context of a discussion that has existed in Italy over the past ten years,
on the possibility of striking whilst a precariat* (precarious). A declaration
posted on their blog proposed to* future* gender* strikers* to identify the
aspects of their gender that had been put to work and that they could there-
fore put on strike. A series of striker’s* profiles were uploaded and shared
across their social networks. Some* had sent autobiographical testimonies
upon the theme of work; others* had written songs. The queer collective in
Padova, Fuxia Bloc, published a catalogue of prices for unpaid work experi-
enced by their* members*21 meanwhile BellaQueer of Perugia undertook a
street performance.22

21 See https://sommovimentonazioanale.noblogs.org/post/2014/11/11/tariffario-
del-lavoro-nonpagato/.

22 Page 22 of Italian translation includes the published catalogue of itemised free labour
undertaken by members of the collective Fuxia Bloc. Each item of free labour undertaken
is shown to be priced at the value of 0 Euros. While I do not include a translation of
the catalogue, which displays 19 items of free labour, I will include some items here to
illustrate its point: “Installing work email on my smartphone so that I can respond to
emails 24 HR, weekend included. Smiling always and in every situation, even when there
is #neveranyjoy.

https://sommovimentonazioanale.noblogs.org/post/2014/11/11/tariffario-del-lavoro-nonpagato/
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During a large demonstration “Veniamo Ovunque” (“We Cum Every-
where”)23 on the 21st May 2016 in Bologna, workers* and queer ingrates*
gathered to communicate their ingratitude via performance in public space,
specifying everything they* thought was wrong about the management of
diversity and just how ungrateful they* were to gay-friendly companies. All
these actions aim to queer anti-capitalist struggles, which is greatly needed,
seeing as though many have remained straight and with very few feminists, as
was demonstrated by Nuit Debout,24 and to reinsert the class and economic
dimensions [of analysis], as these have disappeared from LG politics: «Queer
struggle is class struggle». Considering that the subject defined by class is not
a revolutionary subject for the fags and the transfeminists, is none other than
because it fails to account for the differences in the ways in which neolib-
eralism captures subjectivities. The lesson of Marxist feminist critique of the
1970s has been well understood. But it’s not always like this.

For instance, a leaflet distributed by the Féministes Révolutionnaires still
invited participants from États-Généraux LGBT to events held in 2016 in
Paris to gather the “working class”, in an assembly where the contamination
on the part of neoliberalism and its management of subjectivity was perva-
sive. The point of view of queer transfeminism allows for the integration of
other aspects, other forms of work, other genders, and much else that Marx-
ists don’t always seem able to digest. Joining the notion of domestic work to
work that consists of getting children up in the morning is insufficient. Closing
off a discussion on work within the frame of sexual difference or as limited to
women is no longer possible. It is even counterproductive.

As in every strike, a gender strike (sciopero dei/dai generi) can only be
sustained temporarily, for no other reason than it is impossible to strike upon
the reproduction of oneself for too long. The idea is not to put a stop to repro-
duction, communication, affection, performances of gender or the general
intellect, but to find collective means of arriving at different modes of social
reproduction, of the creation of different kinds of genders and subjectivity,

Mini-skirt, make-up, and hair for a position in a call center. Cramps in my calves and
facial paralysis after 72 hrs of being a hostess at a fair, etc.” https://sommovimentonazioa
nale.noblogs.org/post/2014/11/11/tariffario-del-lavoro-non-pagato/.

23 Regarding this political slogan, Goffredo Polizzi explained to me that: “The verb
“venire” in Italian is very often used colloquially with a sexual meaning: It means “to
climax” sexually, “to have an orgasm”. So, the slogan means: “we can climax everywhere”,
“we are able to have an orgasm everywhere”. The sense of it was a bit like a threat, since
this was the first big demo we organized after we were evicted. It was to say—ok… you, the
city administration, have taken away the space which has been our headquarters for over
ten years, but, rest assured, “we are able to have an orgasm everywhere”, “We can have
sexual pleasure everywhere”, outside, in the streets…you are not going to get rid of us so
easily… That same day in fact we tried to force open and occupy an abandoned building
which was not too far from where Atlantide was, but we were not successful unfortu-
nately. See also https://sommovimentonazioanale.noblogs.org/post/2016/05/05/declar
ation-of-indipendence-of-the-people-of-the-queer-lands/.

24 Nuit Debout is a French movement that was created on March 31, 2016, during a
period of protests against the proposed labor law known as Loi Travail.

https://sommovimentonazioanale.noblogs.org/post/2014/11/11/tariffario-del-lavoro-non-pagato/
https://sommovimentonazioanale.noblogs.org/post/2016/05/05/declaration-of-indipendence-of-the-people-of-the-queer-lands/
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ones that are less exploitable, and to build forms of social help and care that
are autonomous. The gender strike is also a way of initiating counterproductive
forms of work, of overturning “for our profit” «a nostro profitto» the biopo-
litical instrument, the power of work, including of the affective kind. Just as
there is an ambivalence in legal rights and an ambivalence in drag, there is
also an ambivalence in biopower. If the omnipresent biopower “from above”
«dall’alto» is the power to create life, including forms of life, subjectivities,
sociality, and society, then an omnipresent biopower “from below” «dal basso»
can and does assert itself. If it is true that in our forms of life the impor-
tance assumed by affective work and the weight of an omnipresent biopolitics
“from above” is such that the boundaries between reproductive labour and
productive work, between economy and culture are exhausted, if it’s true that
it is reproductive labour, caring work and affective labour that have become
the most exploitable spheres; the question then becomes of knowing how to
become the most “uneconomic” we can be (Federici 1975), leaning upon our
communities, our subcultures, upon our micropolitics and microstructures,
upon our capacity to create a commons.
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CHAPTER 5

TheUndisciplined Body: PhiaMénard andHer
Experience of Organic Performance

Stefania Lodi Rizzini

The work of artist Phia Ménard, founder of theater company Cie Non Nova,
stands out in the context of French theater and performance, both for her
artistic research as well as her critical point of view relating to the subjects
she investigates, in particular, the transgender body and individuality. Within
the “complicated” reception of queer theory in France, it is clear that trans-
gender subjects are assigned the position of liminal subjects in both academic
theory and in French civil society. Despite the increasing attention transgender
subjects have drawn in recent years, specifically in relation to the representa-
tion of the transgender in the mass-media, the fields of television, theater and
performance are relatively poorly theorized with respect to queer theory.

This is due mainly to the resistance of French cultural and civil institu-
tions to queer theory. Without any pretensions to comprehensiveness, due to
the wide range of disciplines and knowledge that it implies, the first part of
this chapter attempts to underline some of the many elements in the cultural
framework that may have contributed to the prolonged and evident resistance
to queer theory. One reason for this has been the long delay in getting Judith
Butler’s book Gender Trouble, translated into French in 2005. As an important
queer reference source book, this caused a late dissemination of her work in
France, which was quickly followed by a highly critical response from both the
cultural and social communities, including the academic field. The introduc-
tion of sexuality into the direct sources of the so-called theory of gender and
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social norms, social and civil life, along with Butler’s criticism of the binary
sexual system and the American polysemic word “queer,” were viewed with
great suspicion. There was also the linguistic issue of other terms introduced
by queer theory, such as “gender,” “agency,” “performance”, and “perfor-
mativity,” which required a linguistic and cultural translation into the French
language.

After framing the context in which queer theory is being discussed in
France, I will analyze the work of the artist Phia Ménard, whose personal
and artistic research intersects with and promotes the current queer and trans-
feminist debate currently taking place in France. Through her career spanning
more than twenty years in the fields of theater and performance, the artist
leads the spectator to re-examine the concepts of identity, body, representation
and non-normative subjectivities. To paraphrase Pierre Bourdieu’s well-known
reference, she intentionally criticizes the stereotyping codifications of gender
produced within an oppressive patriarchal regime and masculine domination.

In a cultural environment where the exploration of sexual and gender iden-
tified minorities in theater and performance is increasingly drawing attention
on French stages and in French festivals, the work of Phia Ménard is often
associated with queer theory by the media and academics. She defines herself
as a feminist “guérillères,” clearly inspired by the work of Monique Wittig,
and in the French panorama she is notably one of the rare public figures1 to
come out as transgender person. As early as 2008, she revealed her intention to
change her civil sex assignment from a man to a woman, from Philippe to Phia,
and since then has identified herself primarily as “transgenre” (transgender).
Her decision to publicize her experience was made in order to raise aware-
ness about the issue of transsexuality and sexual minorities and to give voice
to the political debate, to claim civil rights which exclude these groups. We
must bear in mind that the French context in which this artist lives and works
is very different from the American one. A brief survey of the French cultural
backdrop will help us to contextualize her unique and singular work in order
to understand it as well the tension which pervades French society, a society
situated between conservative norms and new social and civil perspectives
introduced by queer and trans-feminist theories.

Resisting Queer: The French Experience

Queer theory was born in the USA in the 1990s in the context of academic
world, and was initially connected to the work of Judith Butler and Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick. Their research represents a direct continuum of two

1 The first and most famous cabaret artist as well activist in France is considered
Coccinelle, who worked in the renowned Parisian cabaret Le Carrousel de Paris since
the 1950s and 1960s. Coccinelle was an artist and activist for transsexual rights. She was
the first French public figure to undergo a sex change assignment operation, in Morocco,
in 1958. Le Carrousel de Paris became a famous place where she performed with others
transvestites and transsexuals.
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decades of gender, race, and sexuality debates inherited from the identity
politics movement of the 1960s and 1970s, a movement closely related to
feminism. At the academic level, the proliferation of perspectives claimed by
these minorities led to the creation and institutionalization of a wide range
of disciplinary fields of research linked with identity issues, such as Women’s
studies, Black studies, Latino studies, etc.

In comparison to the American academic world, which is permeable for
queer theory, the structure and organization of French academia is dealing
with it in a completely different way. The long tradition of the disciplinary
fields of sociology and history in French Academia has inherited all topics
such as identity and minorities (race, ethnic, sexual, gender). In contrast to
the American academic world, the institution of gender studies in the univer-
sity environment was only officially recognized in the year 2000, partly thanks
to the support of European institutions and gender policy campaigns at the
European level. The French anthropological perspective and social construc-
tivism inherited from the 1960s have had a massive influence on the French
approach to the subject, which takes “gender as a norm” and does not develop
it in its epistemology, methodology and other perspectives, as Sam Bourcier
underlines (Borghi et al. 2016).

As a theory originally based in American scholarship, the key element in
introducing queer theory into the academic French world was the transna-
tional experience of French researchers and scholars in the USA and England,
specifically in the late 1990s and early 2000. Among these pioneers we can list
French theorists such as Didier Eribon,2 sociologists Marie Hélène Bourcier
(currently known as Sam Bourcier) and Éric Fassin, Bruno Perreau, currently
working at MIT, and the Spanish philosopher Paul B. Preciado.

The dissemination of queer theory in France has been very slow. This is
evident in the delay in translating the book Gender Trouble by Judith Butler,
which took sixteen years to be published in French as Le trouble dans le genre
in 2006. Sociologist Éric Fassin, who wrote the preface for the French version,
labeled this process “differed reception”. He identifies two main factors, the
commercial and the ideological, in order to explain this “non-reception”
(Fassin 2007). The commercial element is related to the economic evaluation
of the market and includes the considerable expense publishers must under-
take in order to have works translated, while the ideological aspect is rooted
in the cultural and civil environment of the two reference countries.

No less important is the academic world’s impact on the cultural envi-
ronment. Sociologist Sam Bourcier has repeatedly exposed the normative
character of academic and disciplinary boundaries, disclosing some of the

2 Sociologist, journalist Didier Eribon was the promoter and organizer in 1997 at the
Centre Pompidou of one of the first conference devoted to queer studies, Les Etudes gay
et lesbiennes. For many years Didier Eribon was journalist for Libération and then moved
to University of California, Berkeley from 1994. He is one of the most active promoter
of queer studies in France. His book Réflexions sur la question gay is an international
reconnainse.
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elements and specific mechanisms of French academia. He is currently a
Professor at Lille University and along with other scholars/activists (including
Paul Preciado), facilitated the first workshop dedicated to gay and lesbian
studies, named Le Zoo, at the Sorbonne Panthéon University in early 2000. As
he states, the purpose of the workshop was the creation of “épistemopolitique”
in French universities. This is a combination of epistemology and politics
in order to produce queer knowledge and queer methodologies for sexual
minority identities in order to give them a voice in academic institutions.
This new production of knowledge and practices requires the creation of a
new pedagogy and knowledge within current universities. As Bourcier under-
lines, the hierarchization in the formation of the so-called savoir/pouvoir,
(knowledge/power) imbued into the neo-liberal tendency of French universi-
ties overlays a vast heteronormative intellectual environment. This means that
many of the discussions and research concerning minorities are traditionally
taken over by straight intellectuals, resulting in an under-representation of
the minorities themselves. The result is an environment where whiteness is
still privileged, rooted in a country that doesn’t recognize and identify itself
as post-colonial, and as a consequence does not recognize and support the
intersections between sexuality, gender and race (Andrieu 2008).

In addition to examining the mechanisms of the university system, the
author also emphasizes the difficult and ambiguous relationship it has to the
first queer wave. Sam Bourcier recalls that during the initial phase of poten-
tial expansion and collaboration, the Anglo-American representatives of the
first wave behaved more like tourists in Europe than as possible and potential
political and theoretical partners. Their disinterest in the local cultural trans-
lation was and is still evident. To this we must also add an important and
significant misunderstanding. Americans have adopted certain French thinkers
and have actually called their work “French Theory,” (Jacques Derrida, Michel
Foucault, Gilles Deleuze) in addition to inventing “French Feminism” (Julia
Kristeva, Luce Irigaray, Hélène Cixous), and have used both to build a critique
of political identity in the USA, by drawing on the Foucauldian critic and
theory of the gay identity (Andrieu 2008).

French queer theory, which could be identified as very American from this
point of view, does the opposite. It uses the constructivist identity potential
of queer theory in a post-identityway to break from structuralist formalism,
as well as the political paralysis (not to mention the sexual politics) in which
Derrida, Lacan and Foucault had immersed gays and lesbians in the1980s,
even as it fights against the universalistic and abstract French anti-identity
republicanism (Andrieu 2008).

Bourcier also points out another obstacle in the French reception of queer
theory. The American passion for psychoanalysis, whether “queered” or not, is
not one of the priorities of the French environment, as it specifically relates to a
phase in gender queer theory, trans theory and the issue of post-pornography,
topics which are extremely under-represented in the French Academic context.
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Moreover, sociologist Éric Fassin points out how French universalism inher-
ited from the eighteenth century denies all particularism-centered theory and
identifies itself with an “ideal unmarked universal subject.” This vision of
mono-culturalism permeates academia and impacts the relationship between
queer theory and feminism. Fassin adds that despite the fame of some French
feminist theorists, feminism itself was and is experiencing difficulties as it
attempts to gain space and visibility in French academia. Furthermore, the
dominant wave of the feminist movement as it has developed in France is
the materialistic aspect, (except for Paris 8 where Hélène Cixous promoted
the differentialist vision), and it has been unable to destabilize the hierarchy
of savoir/pouvoir. No less important is the fact that American and French
feminism are not aligned because they have not focused on the same topics.

Consequently feminism, much like multiculturalism and the politically and
“sexually correct” came to be considered ideologies which could threaten the
social unity of the nation envisaged by French republican universalism.

American communitarianism was used as a scarecrow and held in direct
opposition to the concept of the unity of French Culture. The ideal of indi-
visibility was being challenged and was used as a foundational concept against
the communitarianism of American culture and also applied to gay, lesbian and
queer subjects and political activism. As Bruno Perreau (Perreau 2018, p. 170)
reminds us, the first amendment of the 5th French Constitution, dated 1958,
states that France is an indivisible, secular and democratic social Republic. This
idea of indivisibility does not allow any space for the productive tensions which
are expressed by minority groups, allowing them to claim minor gains which
comfort the legitimization of the French republican space more than they
transform it. This was the case for trans activism in 2015, when the Inter-
LGBT decided not to support the demands of Existrans, which requested
that a change in civil status be free and without charge for trans people.
It also demonstrates an important point: how the fragmentation of move-
ments identified as queer occurs within the freedom of actions and sometimes
thought.

Éric Fassin states that the critique of identity formulated by Judith Butler
allows us to imagine and envisage a micropolitics of identity which is not
embraced in communitarianism, and that in fact, the rhetoric of French univer-
salism cannot directly refute it. Butler’s theory was not consistent with the
debate and discussion occurring in France in that period. From 1997 on,
the battle to have the Pacs (Civil Solidarity Pact) recognized as a civil union
for all citizens despite their sexual orientation, the fight for gender equality
and debates on prostitution and pornography created the ground for the
emergence of the politicization of sexual issues.3

3 Fassin reminds us that’s why the gay and lesbian studies are still very rarely translated
in most of their significant writers in France such as George Chauncey, Leo Bersani, David
M. Halperin, Esther Newton or Ellen Lewin.
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The core of Judith Butler’s critique is rooted in the concept of identity
subjectivation positioned in the liminal area of the society, but as a result, her
examination interrogates the whole concept of the dominant culture and the
process which regulates subjectivation and normalization. That is why Fassin
declares that there is an ideological issue behind cultural justification that also
relates to the concept of nationalism.

To Fassin, the social order is interlaced with the sexual order, founded on
the presumption of heterosexuality as natural, which refocuses the analysis of
heterosexism and heteronormativity, connecting it to the heart of feminist
action and thought. Decentering the critique around the concept of norms
directly opposing non-natural norms, as well as the effects of the process of
normativity, provides the opportunity to reveal its construction and how it
functions. Therefore, even if the theory emerges from the marginal sphere, it
reexamines the whole dominant culture and the unity of the French national
identity, as a consequence threatens it. It touches on the wholeness of French
culture and subverts it in two ways, from the margins to the center. The hesi-
tation in the translation of the subtitles for Butler’s work is telling. In 2005
the subtitle was “Pour un féminisme de la subversion”, but just a year later it
became “Le féminisme et la subversion de l’identité”.

The troubling of these norms is also noticeable in the gap between the atti-
tude of tolerance and the recognition of same sex marriage, highly discussed
and debated after the scandal of the wedding of Bègles,4 because it is not
about granting a space and a place at the margins of the dominant culture,
it is about directly interrogating the culture which produces it, and it there-
fore reveals the normative machine. This is what Fassin calls the “inversion de
l’homosexualité” (Fassin 2003).

Debating the unity of identity in the context of the French republic and
its relationship to French feminism becomes an important issue. Second wave
feminism and queer theory meet on the grounds of gender theory in their
concepts of critical and political notions of gender, aimed at getting rid of
the naturalistic vision of the woman/man binarity. Major differences emerge
around core topics and how to pursue political action. While feminism wants
to modify the femininity model, queer theory wants to pluralize the model of
feminine and masculine and question the cultural construction of the subject,
underlining the disconnection between gender and biological sex. This is an
important point of “frustration” for French feminism, which in its dominant
wave of materialistic vision, needs a stable woman subject on which to build
its political action.

4 The wedding of Bègles is a notorious civil case dated back 5st June 2004, when the
mayor of Bègles married a homosexual couple. The Supreme Court didn’t recognize it
because based on the French constitution, the institution of marriage is exclusively between
a woman and a man.
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The sex/gender paradigm evokes multiple possibilities for identity. Here we
are witnessing a displacement of approach, from the oppositional one of mate-
rialist feminism, related to class, to a system of oppression linked to “woman”
as a category. Judith Butler’s theory displaces the attention to the subject of
the term “woman,” opening it to multiple varieties and questioning the cate-
gory itself. “Woman” as a category is highly criticized by the author, in both
the singular and the plural, “woman” and “women”. To pass from a singular
category determined by the biological to a plural category determined by and
founded upon the social, as most second wave feminists do, is not enough,
because within the term “woman” there are still elements of the ethnocen-
tric, the white woman, heterosexuality, and the bourgeois. “Woman” in itself
is a coercive and featured normative on which the feminist fight is founded.
When the category is understood as a set of values or dispositions, it becomes
normative in character and, hence, exclusionary in principle. The concept of
identification and exclusion is central to the creation of an organized political
policy on the subject of women.

In 2006, when Gender Trouble was translated, the body and sexuality were
not priorities in French research and the American invention of French theory
and French feminism (Luce Irigaray, Julia Kristeva) represented marginal real-
ities of feminism on which research and political activism was built. The main
concerns and focuses of French feminism were socially linked issues such as the
right to abortion and the problem of violence against women, not sexuality.
This also may explain why some of Judith Butler’s works, and even works that
came later, were translated before Gender Trouble, for example, Marché au
Sexe, and Antigone: la parenté entre vie et mort (2003) or La vie Psychique du
pouvoir (2002), Le pouvoir des mots. Politique du performatif (2004). All the
theorists linked with queer theory have experienced the same situation. Teresa
De Lauretis’ foundational works are still only partially translated into French
and she has had only two conferences in France, while Eve Kosofsky and those
whose theories dealt directly with the category of sex and gender as well sexu-
ality in a critique of the hegemony of the heterosexual matrix are subject to
the same treatment, as some of their works are still not translated into French.
This also means that once Gender Trouble was translated into French it was
almost detached from its original theoretical context. Some of the debates that
Judith Butler, along with other American feminists such as Nancy Fraser or
Seyla Benhabib, address no longer appear in their correct framework, because
the sources they reference remain inaccessible to the majority of the public
due to the lack of translation.

Further to this, disclosing the normative mechanism behind the social order
and refocusing attention on the micropolitics of the individual means re-
questioning the paradigm of French republican thought, which is based on
a rigid separation between the private and public sphere. The belonging and
identification of communitarianism based on sex, gender, sexual orientation,
religion and/or ethnicity that is a feature of the multiculturalism of Amer-
ican society doesn’t have the same appeal or correspondence to the unity of
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French identity, and in addition it opens private issues to the public sphere.
This doesn’t mean that France is ignoring the existence of these groups, or
denying them respect, but this contamination between the private and public
is not aligned with the implications of the foundational value of laicity, which
resists and prevents the politicization of private life.

Lending My Body to the Spectator,
Feeling What I Feel, Seeing What I See

In 2008, in the midst of this cultural context, of these debates and the claims
of sexual minority identities, artist Phia Ménard publicly comes out and reveals
her intention to transition from a biological male body to a female identity.
Prior to this process of coming out, the artist had already enjoyed a career that
encompassed more than twenty years of experience, taking her to more than
forty-five countries all over the world.

According to philosopher Paul Preciado, who introduced the artist at
Documenta in 2017 in Kassel, the work of Phia Ménard represents an explo-
ration of the political status of performative action at the boundaries between
the biological and the theatrical body. The artist’s body is central to her
performance, in particular between 2008 and 2017, the period of the solo
performances cited in this article. The artist is an important reference for queer
and trans-feminist discussion in France for different reasons. First of all, she
is perhaps the only transgender performer and director to gain success in the
mainstream French theater, conferring visibility on the transgender subject.
The associations concerning trans subjects are still very fragmented and the
current academic reality is that Trans Studies is still far from being recognized
and supported. Bourcier, Preciado and Karine Espineira are among the rare
predominant figures in the subject who work in the French university system.
The presence of Phia Ménard leads to reflections about the existence of an
archive for trans people in France and the need to retrace a history in which
they were made invisible or defined as transvestites.

Her work can be considered as a reflection on the concept of the trans-
mission and translation of identity politics debates, perhaps even implicitly,
although she is extremely aware of her position. Her performance results
are intentionally extremely political because she brings the public’s atten-
tion back to the problematization involved in embodying a subject in a
political discourse. She is contributing to changing the representation of
the transgender body and subject, distancing it from fetishization and the
stereotyping of roles. She is investigating the embodiment of her body in re-
discussing and recoding the relationship between surface and depth, between
the inside/outside of the body, between the self and the other. She is re-
questioning the body as a given and the boundaries imposed between identity
and body. She claims the point of view of those subject to the dominant
culture using her experience and personal transition. As Donna Haraway states,
we have to situate our knowledge, the artist’s position relocates the point of
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view to where she is performing, creating her art and bringing her experience
onto the stage and to the public.

Her vast theater experience in mixing and exploring different languages,
from the circus, theatre and dance to performance, marks her work as some-
thing that cannot be easily placed into one category or definition, resulting in a
unique and singular artistic language. It is a form of theater that can be read in
accordance with the performance and post-dramatic influences and heritage.
The constant contamination and hybridization of her work is imbued with
heterogeneous sources, from autobiographical elements to family heritage,
including life experience, broad ranging theater experience, and a diversified
background of artistic research in which she investigates the recurrent main
themes of her explorations: the concept of identity, representation, body and
power.

It is important to underline how the creative evolution of this artist has
been deeply marked by her quest for a personal and singular language that
requisitions the codified norms and aesthetics of theater, a search that is also
evident in the long process of the re-appropriation and relocation of her body
that is at the center of her performance, a process that we could define as
moving from a state of invisibility to visibility, from a state of identification
with a practice to disidentification.

Her artistic evolution tends to connect with her personal autobiograph-
ical evolution to such a point that sometimes we, as spectators, are trapped
in the dichotomy of fiction and reality and tend to overlap the two aspects,
almost fusing them together, even when the artist herself admits that these
performances are not autobiographical. Her performances are meaningful
to spectators because they feel they have experienced the events of her life
transformed through her creative language.

Phia Ménard grew up in northwest part of France in the early 1970s. Her
family never took her to the theater but by mere chance, at the age of eigh-
teen, she attended a circus performance by French artist Jérôme Thomas. She
was extremely intrigued and started training as a juggler, in the art of vélocité
et de l’escamotage (the art of speed and trickery), as she defines it. During
that period, she began her career and worked extensively in the contempo-
rary French circus, specifically with actor/director Jérôme Thomas and then
later with Hervé Diasnas, from whom she learned the indispensable notions
of body, rhythm, space, dramaturgy, music, control and mastery of gesture.
These concepts led her to become conscious of how physical and time frontiers
are a privileged field of exploration for the artist’s body. She also developed her
abilities in dance with one of France’s most famous choreographers: Maguy
Marin. The more she progressed in her exploration of different languages, the
more she found herself led by her creativity to move from what is the core
concept of jongler in French, traditionally defined as the art of manipulating
the object, to a new perception of and attention to the body and its presence
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on the stage. The strictly coded art of circus,5 the art of jugglery, is tradition-
ally built on a foundational skill: the search for virtuosity, which sets the body
of the performer purely in relation to the object itself. This means that it is the
object being manipulated that defines the kind of juggler, as well as his/her
capacity to be skillful in mastering every single gesture, in order for action and
timing to coincide, ensuring the objects don’t fall. Virtuosity is the ultimate
result of perfect synchronization between gesture and object.

After almost ten years of juggling and touring around the world, she began
to question the essential norm of virtuosity imposed by the circus art, and
consequentially, the concept of perfection. She changed her approach towards
the rules of the circus and started perceiving juggling as a pure aesthetic
and pre-defined codified art, a figure/form without content, a sign without
a signifier, turning it into almost an empty form. This new perspective was
a major first step in Ménard’s displacement and de-structuring of the tradi-
tional codes of representation and performance in relation to the language of
jugglery. She researched how to dismantle the codified relationship between
virtuosity, object and body. Ultimately, she came to the conclusion that virtu-
osity is connected to the concept of beauty, and that it requires one to replicate
static, predictable, immutable reality, connected to a body that is not allowed
to grow old, that cannot grow old in the tradition of circus, as well as a body
which is located behind the object.

In 1998 she set up her theater company, Compagnie Non Nova, in which
she inscribed her foundational precept from the Latin sentence, Non Nove
Sed Nove, meaning “we do not invent anything, we see it differently”. Her
first performances following this new artistic consciousness would investigate
the breaking point, “la rupture” in the pre-defined code of the relation-
ship between the juggler and the object. She started replacing the traditional
objects used by jugglers with objects taken from daily life which represent a
huge challenge for the performer’s body and ability, bringing it to the limit
of injuries and pain, and to the limits of manipulation. She began juggling
with broken glasses, with cactuses, with dangerous objects, with things that
defeated her body and the code of beauty and perfection inscribed in the
materiality of performance practice. Consequently, she deeply changed the
performer’s relationship with the spectator in a completely new way. Instead
of admiration, bewilderment, amusement and entertainment, the spectator
experiences feelings of shock, trouble, unease, fear and danger. Spectators
are thus reconnected with the experience of their senses. It is in this period
that she created “Zapptime#remix” and “Doggy Bag”. Ultimately, the process
of disidentification with the language of juggling, and the autobiographical
evolution became conscious and, as she recalls, allowed her to move on
within her personal search: “J’ai jonglé tant que j’étais en représentation de

5 The art of modern circus appears notably from military field during the decade of
1790, invented by a military horsemen, the English Philip Astley, who has transposed into
a circular space the exercise of the equestrian art.
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moi-même, dans l’apparence, dans la peau et un genre sexuel qui ne m’ap-
partenaient pas. Le jour où j’ai pu affirmer ma différence, revendiquer un autre
sexe que celui que la biologie m’imposait, le jonglage n’avait plus de sens”.

Initially, the art of juggling served as a medium for the artist to reconnect
with the potential of her body, as well as to impart a sense of safety given
by the object manipulated, which became something behind which she could
hide, but then the process of disidentification, both within the artistic language
and the gender she was living became so evident that she started reexam-
ining both. In 2008, the performance P.P.P. (Position parallèle au plancher)
marked a turning point in the artist’s career. It is often referred to as Phia
Ménard’s coming out performance, mingling the personal life of the artist
and her creative process. The P.P.P. performance represents the beginning of
a wider project, I.C.E. (Injonglabilité Complémentaire des Eléments), with the
objective of studying the imagery of transformation and sublimation, as well
as the erosion of material and of natural materials and their interaction with
the human presence and body.6

Her new research led her to work with the plasticity of the elements, substi-
tuting the obsolete objects of the circus with a series of different materials such
as ice, wind and water. From an artistic point of view, she selected material that
requires a lot of time to manage, to be able to control and to work with.

P.P.P. is part of the “Ice performances series” and the entire performance is
pervaded by the concept of transformation, time, representation and imperma-
nence. The boundaries between her personal life and her stage representation
are constantly re-discussed and presented in the performance, to the point
where it is impossible to distinguish what is related to the personal and what is
related to the theatrical body. The blurring of the margins brings the spectator
to a different dimension, between reality and fiction.

At the beginning of the performance, the artist’s wiry body is dressed in
female clothes, a coat, long socks and make up, sitting on a chair made of ice.
A lonely figure in an almost empty space. The simple and bare scenography on
the stage is constituted by three refrigerators, the ice chair on which she sits
looking diagonally, a standing woman’s dress frozen rigid right in the center,
and a mat made of ice at the left of the scene. To complete the scenography,
ninety ice balls hang from the ceiling at a height of approximately four meters,
positioned in a squared linear network pattern.

What are the refrigerators for? What do they hide or contain? Objects, food,
perhaps a body? In the artist’s vision the refrigerators play with and solicit
curiosity in the spectator’s mind. They are repositories in which her personal
story may be hidden, or perhaps a part of her intimacy may be found. With
the exception of the refrigerators, and part of the frozen dress, all the objects

6 I.C.E is an ongoing project related to material and creation which includes the perfor-
mance of the ice: 2008 P.P.P, 2009 Ice Man, 2010 Black Monodie; the performances of
the wind L’après-midi d’un foehn, version 1 (2008) Vortex (2011) et Les Os Noirs (2017);
performance of the water: Belle d’Hier (2015), and new projects: Comptes immoraux,
partie 1 Maison Mère (2017) and latest performance Saison Sèche (2018).
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on stage are made from ice. From the first scene she creates strong symbolic
and evocative imagery. From the ice chair she sits in at the beginning, she
starts creating a series of images in succession, based on her body language
and visions. She moves to the first refrigerator, opens it and takes out a small
ice ball, she begins interacting with it, touching it, devouring it, licking it,
biting and spitting, until it is shredded.

In the following scene she goes to the second refrigerator, while in front,
an ice ball hanging from the ceiling falls and is grabbed out of the air by
Phia in perfect synchronization. She starts juggling and playing with this ball,
in a very energetic way, juggling with every part of her body, her head, arms,
back, legs and the surface of her body until the ice ball is almost melted. It is a
frenetic and physically demanding part of the performance. In contrast, in the
next scene she changes out of her clothes into another set of women’s clothes
using one of the refrigerators as a changing room, underlining its function
as place of intimacy and secrecy. A new, bigger ice ball is then taken from the
refrigerator, and used to mime the femininity of her body, evoking a pregnancy
and playing with the difference and the new balance that this body requires in
relation to the ball, which she moves around her body. These first sequences
are accompanied by the sound of a train, then the sound of two indistinct
electronically modified voices, most probably a male and female, but it is not
possible to understand what they say. Next she puts on a bathrobe and sits on
the block of ice, while the refrigerators move on stage on motorized wheels
and a recorded, metallic voice, speaking in English, pronounces the words
“what’s your name, what’s your name”.

In subsequent scenes she creates images of juggling with small ice balls
taken from the refrigerators. She juggles the dozens of small balls in an erratic
rhythm, almost integrating them into her body in a compulsory way. Ice
becomes body matter, and she throws herself onto the mat of ice on the
stage. At this point the audience’s response is evident. Whispers of empathy
are clearly heard in the silence of the theater. She then takes a large knife out
of a refrigerator and, in a sort of dance, passes it across her skin, her throat
and every part of her body, in full awareness of the risk she is taking, due to
the floor being slippery from the amount of shredded ice.

The transfiguration and sublimation of this changing material, which is
constantly in flux and dissolving into water, in relation to the body of the
artist is powerful and poetic. In juggling the ice balls of different sizes, there
is a constant projection of contamination between the two states of materiality
on stage. The ice balls are eaten, touched, played with, and manipulated in a
multitude of ways by the artist, evoking multiple images and possible mean-
ings for the spectator, although the predominant image brought to mind is
the hormone treatment that the artist is undergoing to transform her body,
a form of self-determined contamination that she is pursuing, the inside and
the outside melting together in the process of transformation. Paul Preciado
underlines the importance of the practice of intentional self-experimentation.
For the philosopher this practice is even more important than the practice
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of representation sentation concerning the definition and development of the
micropolitics of gender, and sex as well as sexuality. Specifically, Preciado
recalls the psychotropic experiments of Walter Benjamin, Sigmund Freud and
others throughout history which can be identified as foundational practices
for their capacity to resist and to contrast the norms in order to create new
projects of action and subjectivation (Preciado 2008). The philosopher himself
compares hormonal treatment to a project of action and the creation of
new subjectivation. In fact, the spectator is aware that we are witnessing the
creation of a new self-determined subjectivation on the stage. And the role of
the body in this process is not docile, it is active, affirmative.

There is another important element in the performance: the awareness of
the unexpected, of uncertainty, and of danger, which is created by the relation-
ship between the body of the artist and the two-kilogram ice balls hanging in
linear patterns from the ceiling of the stage. The ice balls are designed to
fall onto the stage, in various locations and at precise times, nearly striking
the performer’s body every night, putting her in a state of permanent danger
throughout the performance, as well as keeping the spectator in a sort of anes-
thetic and anxious anticipation. This sensation is further enhanced when she
picks up the large knife and runs it over her body, which is on unstable footing
due to the ice on the floor.

The whole performance plays with the concept of the unexpected, a
movement of becoming, creating a tension between the concept of identity
resistance and the spectacular dimension added by her almost naked body.
Her thin but muscular body is challenged throughout the performance, as
she manipulates ice and throws herself almost naked onto the ice mat lying
on stage. The ice is an extremely hard, fragile and metaphoric element,
contrasting and incarnating the body transformation of the performer herself,
while the spectator listens to water dripping from the dissolving ice accompa-
nied by a few excerpts from songs that include one from South East Asia sung
by a transsexual girl the artist met during her travels. The repeated sound of
dripping recalls the metaphor of the tears falling. Any change, any transfor-
mation in the performance is not linear. The changes affect the body and the
emotions. It is the wholeness of the subject which is questioned, the body and
its embodied emotions.

In the last part of the performance, the artist is wearing a woman’s dress,
the same one that stands frozen upright on the stage in the opening scene.
Over the course of the hour long performance it slowly folds to the ground as
it defrosts. As Ménard wears it, she takes on the image that she identifies with.
Then, with a shovel, she shapes all the broken and melting pieces of ice from
the performance into a circle. She sits in the centre on the block of ice, still
inside a space where she has confined herself and which was given to her, a
space that she broke and then reconstituted. She sits in a wet dress on a block
of ice, exhausted. After a certain time, she stands up, but the dress is frozen
to the ice and she cannot separate it from the ice block. She fights and moves,
until she finally liberates herself from the dress. Then she stands before the
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audience in only a bra and panties, and as she softly stares at them, she takes
off the artificial prosthesis she is wearing under the bra, and launches herself
onto the stage.

Certain questions seem to emerge at the end of the performance: What
stereotype of women do we seek to incarnate? How can I identify myself as
a woman even if I am not in a stereotypical woman’s body? Will I ever be
the woman I idealize? The potential of the movement of becoming and of
action, of the unexpected, is evoked in the performance. It forms a sort of
reflection on it, allowing the spectator to access this singular aesthetic expe-
rience, and perhaps even participate. It makes visible what cannot otherwise
be seen and experienced. It tries to share modes of awareness, in a sort of
partitioning of the perceptible, affecting the senses of the spectators. The
experience recalls the work of Jacques Rancière, where the double meaning
of sharing and dividing occurs both on stage and within the spectator.

As Phia Ménard states, the theater is a trou noir, a black hole, and a place
of power, because everything that is shown on the stage has repercussions:
“Pour nous artiste du geste, notre pouvoir réside dans notre faculté à déjouer
la facilité de la parole et la complexité de l’imaginaire de l’autre. Je m’adresse
à la chair du spectateur: pour l’imprégner je dois convoquer des subterfuges,
l’empathie, le trouble, la peur ou le désir”. This is the artist’s own definition
of her theatre. It is an organic theatre, one that I would argue is a theater of
the flesh, which can be addressed to the flesh and blood of the spectator, in
which the actor or performer lends his/her body to the spectators to allow
to them to feel the action, to feel the sensations, rather than simply listening
to a speech or discourse. It is a theater created to be experienced, a theater
conceived to be lived by the spectator, a theater that claims forms of subverted
genders not in order to provoke, but to feed the needs of otherness, as Phia
Ménard herself described at a conference in Paris in October 2018.7 It is a
theater which is built on an empathetic relationship between actor and spec-
tator, where the spectators become connected with their senses. Through the
artist pushing the limits of the body in the performative action on stage, the
spectator is constantly importuned and led to identify with the actor’s body.
This identification is what Phia Ménard seeks. She declares: “I want that the
spectators to feel how it feels to be in the body of a transsexual”.

To paraphrase Paul Preciado, the moment of transition is when you realize
that any text is sacred (Preciado 2013).8 It is when you realize that anybody
can be re-organized and re-codified, liberating it from the abstract materiality
and unity where it was relegated. Just as the P.P.P. performance deals with self-
determination and transformation, the performance Vortex, also performed by
the artist herself, deals with the concept of intelligibility and embodiment,

7 Conference EASTAP: Decentring the vision(s) of Europe: the Emergence of New Forms,
Paris 25–27 October 2018. Intervew by Stefania Lodi Rizzini: Title of the Masterclass
Pour l’Indiscipline des Corps.

8 “La filosofa Beatriz Preciado”, Pienso, luego, existo, TVE (Online).
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as well as subjectivation. Vortex9 was created in 2011 and is part of the Wind
series, which reinvents the puppetry tradition in the form of plastic bags, which
have a human shape and are transformed and choreographed by a system of
wind fans. The performance requires a high level of technical precision, neces-
sitating the ability to control the air currents and the precise functioning of
fans within a circular space. When a small number of spectators is brought
into the circular space, they see a huge figure kneeling down. This figure is
oversized, huge, and undefined in its gender and identity. The figure’s face is
covered and it is wearing sunglasses and men’s clothes. Once all the specta-
tors are seated, with very slow motions, the figure starts constructing a small
puppet in the shape of human being out of plastic bags, using scissors and
tape.

This first part of the performance varies in length between eight and ten
minutes and is intended to put the spectators into the state of anesthesia, to
slow them down, to bring them to the edge of boredom and anticipation.
The performance is built around four main sequences, the puppet section and
three other parts in which the artist unveils herself using chromatic codes. The
puppets represent the birth, the fight and the disappearance of the subject
itself. As the creator of the puppet, she becomes inanimate. After the puppet
scene, she takes the puppet’s place, walking in a concentric circle around the
border of the stage. She acts like a puppet herself, presenting her body as an
object, a creature of animated matter jostled by the wind. The puppet is a
creature without any clearly identified gender, covered in multi-layered plastic
material. It is not a transvestite, neither does it possess any sexual connotations
or gender. Like the puppet, she too belongs to an asexual category.

The artist is a figure in search of its form, of the shape of its essence. As
the artist undresses, taking off the human clothes, we are faced with a black,
unformed figure, with no face and no human shape. Then, in a choreographed
dance, the artist progressively takes off the shapeless black plastic, revealing a
being covered in white. There is a sense of the double, of the other, in this
scene. The being is created by the disappearance of its own material, it is
constituted by the layers of what we are. There is a strong symbolic meaning
in the contrast between the original black layers jostled by the wind and the
white cover that still leaves her identity undefined that connects with the imag-
inations of the various spectators. This figure with no definite shape may call
to mind the mythical figure of the Golem, or Saartjie “Sarah” Baartman, the
Hottentot Venus, famous for being the first Khoikhoi brought to England
from South Africa, and exhibited in a freak show, as well as the English
performer Leigh Bowery. As Umberto Eco recalls in “Opera Aperta”, the
interpretation of “open door” that he conceived for visual poetry, through
the unusual coupling of elements, the interpretation of a work is based on the
way we are perceiving it or on the mental associations we are driven to. We

9 Vortex is also related to the Aprés-midi d’un Foehn, which uses the same kind of
puppets.
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are in multiple fields of action and possibility, resulting in multiple opportuni-
ties for interpretation which are intentionally created to stimulate the personal
world of the spectators. Here the artist is intentionally working in the vast
territory of the imagination.

To find herself in a gender, a word, a language, an identity that can be
found or not, she walks in a circle as she extracts a red tarp from her vagina,
in a sort of rebirth that recalls the previous scene, she simulates birth with
an image that recalls Interior Scroll by Carolee Schneemann. She then uses
the tarp to wrap herself and to dance with. We however, realize that on her
sexualized female figure, there is one last very subtle layer that covers her body
and face and that is so slight that it can almost be confused with her skin. She
positions herself in the center of the stage and tears off this last layer, delicately
showing her skin, her girdle, her face and her breast.

How can we escape the artificial to allow who we are in reality to appear?
How many layers do we need to have in the world? Who can claim his/her
a-normality? In the arena of Vortex norms do not exist anymore. In a kind
of utopian vision, Vortex presents a genderless body that has generated itself,
and for whom the interlocutor is nature. Vortex raises the question of our
body’s intelligibility, and of our subjectivation. It is here between order and
disorder that Ménard becomes intelligible, that she becomes a subject. She is
considered by the law and culture as an impossibility. It is through the destruc-
tion and rebuilding of gender and sexuality that the normative conception
of gender is revealed. But as Judith Butler recalls, gender is a doing and an
ongoing activity, partly unconscious, and partly improvised, that is based on
certain foundations and norms. To the extent that we never adhere completely
to a norm, we exceed the norms, and we are not wholly aligned with them.

The aesthetic selections of material, as well as the mixture of languages, is
a direct choice by the artist in order to envisage all the possibilities, to inter-
rogate identity again and again, to defend one’s right to be outside of the
norms, to be a-normal. This is the meaning of the creative artistic search, to
exceed predetermined identities to include and accept the human being as it is,
or as something we can’t even imagine. This requires imagining yourself and
what surrounds you in multiple connections, integrations and relationships.
This also means locating your body in temporality. For Judith Butler, fantasy
is an essential element of this process, because as she reminds us, fantasy is
what allows us to imagine ourselves and others in a different way. It makes it
permissible and possible to exceed the real, indicating another place, and even
if it is somehow incarnated, it leads us home.

The transgender body (Preciado 2013) enters into politics because it
compels us to reconsider what is real but it also compels us to debate and rede-
fine the actual concept of reality and to establish a new one. Fantasy doesn’t
represent a merely cognitive exercise, but an interior film we project inside the
theater of our mind. It structures our relationships and takes part in the styl-
ization of incarnation as well. Bodies acquire spatiality. In this spatiality, they
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actuate, get older, change forms and change meanings based on their inter-
actions, and the relationship of visual connections, discourses and tangibility
which becomes part of their history, past, present and future. As a conse-
quence of being constantly in the process of becoming, of always living with
the possibility of becoming somebody else, the body represents a medium to
occupy the norms in multiple ways which can exceed them, re-elaborate them,
and reveal how the reality in which we are confined is open to transformation.
This kind of displacement and incarnation of possibilities is evident in the solo
performances P.P.P. and Vortex.

The institutionalization of our modes of reality occurs through embod-
iment, in which the body is not fixed or static, but is in the process of
maturation, becoming the other, integrating the other, exceeding the norm,
and reworking the reality in which we think we are confined, revealing that
it is not inscribed in stone, as Judith Butler reminds us in Undoing Gender.
The body of the artist is real, it is there, it is embodied by a subjectivity. The
body is inscribed in a temporality that reveals the transition from a past, to a
present, which coincides with the time of the performance, towards a future
that remains unknown. The performance integrates different temporalities: the
one the spectator and artist are living and experiencing on stage and the one
which projects the transformation of the artist’s body into the future, chal-
lenging the spectator’s imagination. The artist herself recalls the experience of
some spectators who went to see P.P.P. several times over a long period to see
how her body changed as she continued taking hormones. We could define
the ten years over which P.P.P. was performed as a durational performance,
which sets the becoming of the artist body in fragmented temporalities. The
artist also seems to remind us that our body status and reality resides in the
process of becoming and not in a fixed body identity.

The creative embodiment of Phia Ménard and of the transgender in
France represents a battlefield between the private and the public that inter-
sects with concepts of the body, autonomy, medicine and biopolitics. In
January 2014, the artist was appointed “Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des
Lettres” by Madame the Minister of Culture and Communication, Aurélie
Filippetti. Ménard conditionally accepted the honour. At the ceremony, the
artist requested the presence of the Minister of Justice in order to publicly
recognise her civil name change to Phia. Her request was declined, and she
refused to take part in the ceremony. The artist raises a fundamental issue
concerning the situation of civil recognition and rights for transsexual and
transgender individuals in France. Her singular experience is connected with
a situation that has been long denounced by different organizations advo-
cating for transsexual rights: the difficulties and treatment that transgender
and transsexual persons undergo in an attempt to obtain recognition from
their civil state and the depathologization of the transgender condition. These
organizations denounce French legal rulings on the issue as a product of the
“transphobia of the State". Compared to other countries such as Germany,
Spain, and Portugal, French law is particularly behind on this topic. It was
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only in 2015 that the Council of Europe, solicited by the European asso-
ciation for the defense of transsexual rights, took note of the growing and
alarming discrimination towards transsexuals and adopted resolution 2048.

This resolution set up guidelines, including a request to stop recognizing
sex change based solely on medical treatment and surgical operations, as well
as a request to establish transparent, accessible, rapid procedures to recog-
nize gender based on the concept of self-determination. As Judith Butler
reminds us, medicine produces the norms, and her body is regulated by the
intersection between medicine and the civil state. In the process of gender
reassignment, laws and government procedures are based on medical advice
and proof of effective sex change surgery, requiring that the biological body
match completely with the gender identity.

In 2017, at the request of three French citizens, France was publicly
condemned by the European Supreme Court of Justice for Human Rights,
underlining that the legal procedure used for sex changes runs contrary to the
fundamental human right of privacy. Criticism was particularly focused on the
procedure that implies that civil name change requires the confirmation of a
surgical operation by a medical institution, a surgery that threatens the indi-
vidual’s reproductive capacity. “Why does the French state want to have the
right to look in our pants?” Phia Ménard recently asked during an appearance
on a TV show. The sex change procedure is directly linked to becoming sterile,
and the French panorama is not very far from what Michel Foucault described
in Herculine Barbin or Les Anormaux. According to the ORTrans association,
the governmental system can take between three and nine years to process a
transition from one sex to another, making for a very lengthy, difficult and
painful experience.

In the newspaper Libération, Paul Preciado, following Judith Butler’s
theory, states that the performativity of gender not only characterizes what and
how we act, but also, because we are conditioned by authority and institutions,
bends us and makes us act in relation to what we define as our “actions”. We
should be able to determine the course of our gender life. Preciado underlines
that the gender reassignment process is an individual act and occurs strictly
on a volunteer basis, while the process of transition is absolutely collective
and open to constant confirmation and censorship. To use the words of the
anthropologist Philippe Descola, in the process of recognizing gender and sex,
there is no fight between nature and culture but rather between two different
cultural paradigms of sexual difference: one which is normative and the other
dissident, one personal and one social (Preciado, Libération 2018).

As A. Honneth, C. Taylor and J. Habermas all state, in some ways “we
begin existing in a virtual and fundamental sight built in relation to the
other (West and Zimmerman 2009)”. This is not a symmetrical or ethical
process, but a process situated inside a recognition system circuit that can be
built inside or even outside this system. This circuit or system implies the
vulnerability of the subject itself, which is very evident in the transsexual and
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transgender subject. Although the jurisdiction shifted in France in 2016, dele-
gating the decision to local courts, the arbitrariness of local judges has been
an influence against the concept of self-determination. The de-medicalization
of the process has also been approved but the judge’s role has been preserved.
This is where the debate is now concentrated.

Over the last 20 years, the French state’s resistance to sexual identity
minorities and its effects have been highly debated, and it has been a process
of progressive, though not exhaustive, acquisition of rights for these minori-
ties. Transsexual and transgender individuals are still very vulnerable subjects
within French institutions, both socially and legally. The visibility and voices
of these individuals are still relegated to the margins of society. That is why
artists such as Phia Ménard, through her work and experience, are unique
figures who bring the issues and reflections concerning these singularities into
the public sphere, drawing them out of the invisible space to which they
are relegated. Dismantling the stereotype around the transgender body and
subjectivity is equally important. Although she speaks from the first person
singular, Ménard’s “I” doesn’t relate directly to a singular person. It broadens
the singular individual person to the concept of community, to a “we”. The
“we” is the community of transgender and queer identities that needs to be
reorganized as political subjectivities.

Queer theory, and notably the work of Judith Butler, has marked and still
holds a great importance in the discussion of these topics. As Bruno Perreau
has underlined in the last few decades, the debate around sexual identity
minorities positions France on the side of tradition in its abstract republi-
canism, in opposition to American multiculturalism (Perreau 2018). Judith
Butler has established a presence in French universities, but although queer
theory has attracted and is studied by an increasing number of students and
researchers in France, it is important to underline that it has not been fully
accepted at the academic institutional level.

The transnational element of queer, both in terms of theory and activism,
remains fundamental in building a new paradigm of analysis at the local level.
While advocacy has addressed its dialogue to Europe as a whole, the primary
references in academic studies on queer theory are still the American theo-
rists, whose vision and perspective is now being confronted and debated by
French queer theory, despite the fact that the works of most of these Amer-
ican authors, including the representatives of trans studies, are still in the
fundamental process of translation.

The current and future development of queer theory and trans-feminism
requires us to consider the conditions of this reception, not as an appro-
priation of thought but as an element to be integrated in our reflections
and practices, as well as an invitation to engage with the different theorists
in a constant debate, developing new paradigms and methodologies. In this
process, the integration of feminism and trans-feminism into the debates is
extremely important for queer theory experience. In this on-going process,
the fields of theater and performance play a key role in the discussion and
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dissemination of this theory, opposing the universalistic with the particular,
the community with society, and reconsidering codes of space assignation and
performance, as well as codes of representation, that like the work of Phia
Ménard, are based on empathy with the spectator.
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CHAPTER 6

Performing Improper Desires:
TheUnintelligibility of Convert BlackMuslim

Women

Jan-Therese Mendes

How might the intelligibility of Black and Muslim bodies in Canada demand
coherence between the surface of the skin and the substance of desire? In what
ways would the unanticipated desires of Black Muslim women then destabi-
lize racial logics and interfere with the normative principles national belonging
at once depends upon and rigidly upholds? Said with even more precision:
How does the hijab’s unpredictable presence or absence witness an embodied
performance of improper desire that enables women to slip out from under
the restraining terms of intelligibility, however transiently? In her seminal
text Gender Trouble (1990) Judith Butler puts forth a description of gender
that though oft-cited is worthwhile reproducing here at length. According to
Butler’s reasoning gender is “the repeated stylization of the body, a set of
repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame that congeals over time
to produce the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being” (33).
Going on Butler explains that “‘[i]ntelligible’ genders” are those that assume
“relations of coherence and continuity among sex, gender, sexual practice,
and desire” (17); this provokes a broader query into the ways the regula-
tory practices that govern gender might also dictate “culturally intelligible
notions of identity” (17). Entering into the analytical space that Butler long
ago opened-up I question whether the social dogmatics of racial Otherness
are generated through a process of regulation similar to what we find in the
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making of gender. Throughout this chapter, I specifically consider the ways
Black and Muslim subjects are stylized into forms of difference that “con-
geal.” If our thinking is to align with Butler’s the varied cues for strangeness
that inscribe Blackness and Muslimness would appear not only as “natural”
but also as dependable and unrelenting through the stable nature of their
Otherness. What I therefore encourage us to contemplate are the ways being
a “culturally intelligible” subject demands that Black and Muslim persons prop-
erly perform their differences so that they remain comprehensible. To put it
slightly differently, these Others must invest in that which makes them strange
to uphold the continuity of their strangeness, which is itself recognized and
confirmed through certain practices, gestures, or markings. From here the reli-
ability of Black and Muslim Otherness can provide definitive points of strange
contrast against which the hegemony of whiteness and the normativity of the
white subject can congeal into a “natural sort of being.”

Yet, if Black people decide to convert to Islam and thus become Muslim
they plausibly disrupt the dictates of intelligibility by assuming a different or
heightened strangeness. Likewise, the wish to convert exhibits an inappro-
priate desire that infringes upon the continuity of difference and violates the
investments expected from the Black subject. Contemplating how this disrup-
tion can be embodied or otherwise signified upon the body’s surface this
chapter argues that interruptive and performative possibilities particularly arise
for convert Black Muslim women through the mutability of their hijabs. By
performing the visible cues for their Otherness in unpredictable ways through
fluctuating practices of veiling, women would trespass on the terms of intelli-
gible difference by performing racial and religious identities not as fixed but
rather, as fluid and highly changeable.1

Exaggerated Strangeness, Performativity, and Passing

It is important to acknowledge that Black and Muslim Otherness is firmly situ-
ated in regulatory structures that come well before any form of interruption
that persons located within these identities might perform. Enforced in part by
processes of interpellation the signifiers for racial and religious difference read
onto Black and Muslim bodies must be taken-up by these persons in order
to access subjecthood. By assuming the Otherness that controlling discourses
inscribe one into the subject interpellated into Blackness or Muslimness occu-
pies an intelligible identity. It is from this place of nascent subjectivity that
they can then begin to interrupt and evade the anti-Black racism or Islamo-
phobia that animate their social alienation. In other words, there must first be

1 A note on methodology: this chapter is largely an exercise in critical theory. The
suggestion that the hijab can be taken off and put back is loosely inspired by the research
of my MA thesis at McMaster University. I conducted qualitative interviews with Black
Muslim women as part of my fieldwork in Toronto, Canada from September 2010 to
January 2011. In passing a number of interviewees mentioned that they sometimes remove
their hijabs. This chapter explores the significance of such a removal.
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a self before there can be the possibility for a resistive self (see Hall 1991).
It is from such stipulations that we are left to contemplate the significance of
convert Black Muslim women’s multiple Otherness as well as the scope of the
upset introduced with the hijab.

In yet another of her influential works Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive
Limits of “Sex” (1993), Butler examines the concept of gender performativity
by questioning what it means to conceive of “gender as an impersonation”
(20). Butler interrogates whether such an understanding of gender presumes
a pre-discursive self that “puts on a mask or persona” (20). If Black women
initially come into subjecthood through the citation of racist inscriptions
Butler’s query impels us to consider whether their Muslimness is to be under-
stood as an impersonation since it is not a part of their original interpellation
as racial Other. The Muslim identity of converting Black women is indeed put
on through the process of conversion itself and is made visible not with the
donning of a mask but with the donning of the hijab, if women so choose.
To conceive of the converts’ religious identity as fraudulent or as mere imita-
tion would however, be misguided. This chapter contends that it is more apt
to engage with this willful adoption of Muslim strangeness on the level of the
hyperbolic. Butler instructs us that the subject “queered” into discourse hyper-
bolically (and in a seemingly “theatrical” manner) cites homophobic hailings
by way of opposing, reversing, and “exposing” the “homophobic law[’s]”
loss of control over its terms (1993, 232). Accordingly, Black women who
have already (and, necessarily) cited the racist dictates that Other subjects into
discourse exaggerate their strangeness by acquiring even more difference than
the racist laws intended through a conversion to Islam. Of course, such would
be the case for any Black convert regardless of their gender. What makes Black
women’s adoption of Muslim difference particularly disruptive, again, appears
with the wearing of the hijab.

Islamophobic discourses play a large part in shaping the terms that deter-
mine what it is to be Muslim and essentialize the veil as if it were an
indisputable symbol for the Muslim woman (Zine 2012). Hence, we must
recognize that by putting on the hijab Black convert women would be
inscribed by and have to cite this Muslim essentialism as they reiterate “norms
which precede, constrain, and exceed the performer” (Butler 1993, 234).
Black women who convert to Islam neither will the terms that define the
difference of Muslims nor that of “the veiled Muslim woman.” Even so, if
converts choose to wear the hijab in such a way that it appears and then disap-
pears the overdetermined signifier for their Muslim identity would fluctuate as
would the physical signifiers for their Blackness. The racist law’s inability to
wholly control the terms of the discursive directives used to decide and regu-
late Others becomes apparent. Convert Black women both exaggerate their
differences through conversion and render the otherwise reliable cue for this
kind of difference (i.e., the hijab) unpredictable. In this manner, the distur-
bance illustrates the improper “put[ting] on” of the hyperbolic identity as
well as a capacity to indiscriminately step out of it.
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Bryant Keith Alexander’s (2004) exploration of “cross-racial movement”
and the performativity of passing function well as a companion to Butler and
to the matter of impersonation. Alexander asserts that “performative identi-
ties are not false” but are what problematize the presumption of a coherent
realness (378). The act of passing is bound up with the performative since
one assumes certain expected traits (e.g. of race, gender). The performance is
judged as acceptable or “inappropriate” by those who control one’s passage
into authentic identity and cultural membership (378, 380). We can reason
that convert Black Muslim women could be perceived as engaging in a perfor-
mance of passing because the wearing of the hijab is an appropriate gesture
for Muslimness. Because the particular kind of Otherness into which one is
located should persist as stable and discrete it is nevertheless inappropriate for
Black bodies to make these sorts of gestures towards Muslim identity. Even
as controlling discourses deem this passing improper however, Black women
have to be allowed passage into “authentic” Muslim identity for the sake of
re-aligning them back into intelligibility. The presence of the hijab means that
one has to be accepted as a “real” Muslim. In this same vein, one also must be
recognized as “authentically” Black each time the hijab is removed to re-order
the subject back into a comprehensible Blackness. Who qualifies as a “natural”
Muslim (or an authentic Black person) is then blurred as the need to fix some
subjects into a consistent racial or religious strangeness begins to contradict
the repetitions it relies upon as the racist law becomes uncomfortably subject
to itself.

Indeed, Black women who choose to convert to Islam and wear the hijab
would understand themselves as occupying a Muslim identity and would
likely invest in the hijab as a meaningful religious symbol. The reading of
their possible passing is not meant to invalidate such attachments. The point
here is that the performativity of convert Black women’s veiling refutes the
essentialization of a true or false Muslim self while also destabilizing the
cultural intelligibility of Blackness. Dominant methods for measuring realness
are instead problematized as the type of passing women deploy confuses the
criteria for culturally intelligible subjectivities. In particular, women’s ability
to move back-and-forth between identities through an erratic donning and
removal of the hijab would interrupt conceptions of: the naturalness of Muslim
subjectivity; the unchangeability of Blackness; and, the knowability of Black
womanhood (see McKittrick 2006). Any attempt that might be made to re-
inscribe these bodies into a Muslim or Black absoluteness would encounter
the continuous interference of women’s unpredictable veiling or unveiling.

Racial Logics: Intelligible Blackness

To acutely grasp the complexities of convert Black Muslim women’s discon-
tinuous inhabiting of difference and why such an act of non-compliance is
a pivotal exercise it is critical to first engage with some of the racial logics
that would make these performative disobediences perplexing to the ideologies
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that sustain white hegemony in Canada. Frantz Fanon’s celebrated analyses of
Black subjectivity in Black Skin, White Masks (1994) articulates the profound
state of psychic dissidence that manifest in the moment of being hailed into
a Black subjecthood. Through a process of interpellation the dehumanizing
tropes and subjugating histories that frame Blackness come to encircle the
body that has now become abruptly Black though the violence of hailing
(92). Fanon describes the initial longing for anonymity as the inferiority of
Black subjectivity seizes the self. The Blackness one desires to have uncou-
pled from their body or forgotten altogether remains “dense and undeniable”
(96). Although the Black subject is prepared to love and attempts to hail the
idealized “white world” they find that their participation is barred beyond the
“expect[ation] to stay in line and make [oneself] scarce” (94). If the “white
world” in Fanon’s narrative can be transposed with a contemporary white-
dominated Canada national belonging would presumably grant the Black
subject the anonymity that Fanon fruitlessly yearns for. Following this same
line of reasoning we can deduce that one can be freed from the degradations
that historically enwrap the Black body if they simply succeed in becoming one
with the nation that they seek to hail and are so willing to love.

The perpetual foreignness that renders Black bodies as culturally intelli-
gible, however, already dictates that Black subjects will never fully enter into
the white world of the white nation. There is no room for a Black self within a
Canadian national membership that invests in the authenticity of white belong-
ings (see Bannerji 2000; Park 2013; Thobani 2007) and the continued denial
of Blackness from racial-national and human communion (see Maynard 2017;
Walcott 2019, 2003). From Butler (1993) we have already learned that to
“qualify and remain [as] a viable subject” (232) one must invest in the iden-
tity into which they are forcibly situated. Even if Black persons recognize and
abhor the ways that their bodies are made to racially signify Canadian non-
belonging they must nevertheless begin by citing the racial inscription—with
its degradations, refusals, and rejections—to come into subjecthood, as I have
previously indicated. There is a moment in Fanon’s (1994, 95, 101) narra-
tive where the overdetermined subject grasps the impossibility of ridding the
self of the “innate complex” of racial inferiority and decides instead to assert
a Black identity by way of affirming a self. Albeit a powerful instance of self
re-articulation we must note that a readiness to invest in one’s strangeness is
part of what makes such subjects coherent. Hence, the positive affirmation of
oneself as Black is not wholly outside of the intelligible, with the caveat that
the subject must continue to pine for the white world. It is from here that
convert Black women’s investment in Islam as an “un-imposed” identity can
begin to be revealed as troubling the conditions of intelligibility.
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Becoming Unintelligible Subjects, Becoming
Muslim: Mixing with the Wrong Others

Gender formation, as Butler asserts, “presupposes and enforces” a binary
whereby being “one’s gender” means to “not [be] the other gender” (1990,
22). Applying these disciplining criteria to productions of the Other we can
infer that one properly occupies their inscribed Otherness to the extent that
they do not inhabit a type of difference reserved for and made dominantly
comprehensible through the particular forms of other Others. While norma-
tive conceptions of gender divide along a binary an intelligible racial Otherness
may, by contrast, allow for a multiplicity of differences to be inhabited by a
single subject. Still yet, these differences are to remain predictable and thus
comprehensible as elementary to the knowability of racial Otherness.2 Tres-
passing into a kind of Otherness that dominant directives do not locate or hail
one into is potentially one of the places where the threat of an unintelligible
Blackness looms as we see with conversion.

Islam is often made to represent that which is threateningly incompatible
with Canadian values and dangerously alien to the normatively white national
subject (see Hamdon 2010; Razack 2007; Zine 2012). Black subjects who
decide to convert to Islam arguably take on an identity that a national imag-
inary perceives to stand in terrorizing opposition to itself (see Bakht 2008;
Kassam 2011; Razack 2007; Zine 2012). The desire to become alike to
that which is so distinctly unlike to the nation is culturally improper. As we
see chronicled in Fanon’s most rapid longings, any performance of yearning
should aspire for incorporation into the white national body. Notwithstanding
the fact that the white hegemony of Canadian membership refuses that such
desires should be requited (Ahmed 2014; see also McKittrick 2006; Thobani
2007). Black conversion can appear as a yearning away from rather than
towards the white national ideal (Ahmed 2014). It is improper for the sort
of likeness that the intelligible Other aspires for to be unlike the dominant
subject. Here is an incorrect staging of desire.

Paradoxically the commitment of Western liberal democracies to racial toler-
ance often persists alongside their simultaneous investment in the supremacy
of whiteness. As a testament to the former, Sara Ahmed (2014) conveys that
the Western nation does indeed allow for the difference of Others in order to
verify its benevolent “love for difference” (134). Yet, this benevolence is condi-
tional. A tolerance of the strangeness that outsiders bring with them (Derrida
2000) into white national space is contingent on the demand that Others,
“refuse to keep their difference to themselves but instead give it back to the
nation through speaking a common language and mixing with others” (134).
Even so, there are some differences that cannot be accepted if they infringe
upon the national ideal and thus fail to demonstrate the stranger’s desire to
one day belong to the legitimate body of the nation (137). If Islam is deemed

2 A difference that is measured against white normativity.
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to be irreconcilable with Canadian norms and values then Black conversion to
Islam can likely be read as a refusal to “speak a common language.” Converts
willfully embrace more Otherness rather than that which can be claimed by or
given back to the nation. The terms of tolerable difference are thus infringed
upon since the adoption of Islamic foreignness fails to witness conforming
aspirational desires that fixate on Canadian belongings. By becoming Muslim
Black subjects mix with the wrong sort of others.

In spite of such encroachments Ahmed suggests that the tolerant white
nation ultimately invests in the failure of the stranger to contribute to the
national ideal’s fulfilment (2014, 134). Black Others who convert to Islam can
therefore be easily rendered back into place through this anticipated incom-
petence so that this failure of the will would not alone be the source of the
convert’s unintelligibility. Rather, it is the incoherent desire to become Muslim
that gives rise to the unintelligible along with what this desire can signify.
What I argue here is that the Black subject is expected to remain pure in their
Otherness as a condition of cultural intelligibility which “stick[s]” these selves
into historical narratives of outsiderness (67). To adopt a Muslim identity
might then partially un-stick subjects from dominant imaginings of Blackness
by “mixing” the blood of intelligible Others in unintelligible ways (44). In
the economic circulation of hate—once again following Ahmed’s logic—the
negative affects tied to Islam would also come to enwrap the bodies of Black
converts (47); thus, repairing the disturbance of un-sticking. To hate Black
converts as other Others of an Islamic threat offers a form of continuity for
regulating categories of Otherness and frames of (un)likeness. Black bodies
that align with this Islamic threat must therefore be reorganized into the other
not me’s of Islam (i.e., Muslims) “who are already recognized as the ‘hated’”
(54). What disappears in this urgent gesture of repair is the Blackness of the
convert. By re-stylizing converts out of and away from Blackness and into the
rigid regulatory frame (Butler 1990, 33) of Muslim strangeness, the purity of
Black Otherness is preserved through this ejection of the troublesome Black
Muslim.

The Hijab as Trespass: The Incoherent
Movement of Black Muslim Women’s Veils

In converting to Islam Black Muslim women are among those who trespass on
the terms that fix the purity of Black Otherness and are to be re-stylized into
the cogency of an Islamic threat and Muslim’s “cultural incompatibility” (Zine
2012). It is the intricacies and failings of this re-stylization into intelligibility
that the remainder of this chapter explores through a concentrated analysis of
the performative aspects of Black convert women’s veiling practices. Engaging
with Julia Kristeva’s analysis of the “veiled/Muslim woman” Ahmed (2014)
states that the hijab runs in counter to the Western nation’s conception of
its values as fundamentally bound to “freedom and culture” and therefore
represents a “betrayal” of the national ideal (Kristeva 1993, 47; quoted in
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Ahmed 2014, 133). As such, “the veiled/Muslim woman” signifies “what the
nation must give up to be ‘itself’”—which means to call for her “unveiling”
(132). Muslim women are broadly positioned within “the hated” of Islam.
The expectation that they unveil as part of adhering to liberal national values
however, indicates that as saveable subjects unveiling Muslim women may have
access to national belongings in ways that Muslim men do not (Mendes 2019).

If convert Black women have been re-stylized away from Blackness and
into a coherent Muslimness it would follow that they too are imagined
within neo-imperial narratives of rescue and thus included in the possibility
of belonging extended to the unveiling, liberalizing Muslim woman (see Abu-
Lughod 2002; Cooke 2002; Mahmood 2008). Even so, the very presence
of Black converts’ hijabs can be understood as a further trespass and betrayal
of the national ideal by the already improperly desiring Black subject since
these women choose to take-up the very signifier that the nation requires
them to give-up (i.e., the veil). In putting on what the conforming, appro-
priately saveable, unveiled, Muslim woman properly labours away from—as
part of reaching towards national belonging—hijabi Black convert women
thus move and desire in the wrong direction. In “Culture’s in Between”
(1993) Homi Bhabha writes that “borderline negotiations of cultural differ-
ence” infringe upon the construction of “cultural diversity as a plural choice”
and are explicitly depicted through liberal discourses that boast of principles
of multiculturalism (4). We see that Black subjects’ audacity to choose the
Islamic faith can be regarded as a menacing threat to the normative values and
populace of Canada; and, convert Black women’s donning of the hijab can
be derided as an incorrect movement of the unveiling subject. The stranger is
thus plainly directed towards a single rigid choice: reaching towards national
likeness.

As part of the nation’s effort to correct the disturbance of Black Muslim
converts’ improper desires and unexpected movements it is probable that
women simply remain within “the hated” and are omitted from unveiling’s
rescue. What can then be made of re-stylized convert bodies that do not
remain still in the re-organized site of Muslimness? What is to be said of
those who congeal into and away from the frames that make this identity
culturally intelligible? Dominant conceptions of identities, as Butler reminds
us, approach identity as something “persisting through time as the same,
unified and internally coherent” (1990, 16). More pointedly, Butler explains
that gender identity enters intelligibility through “the cultural matrix” that
demands that “certain kinds of ‘identities’ cannot ‘exist’” (17). Invoking
Butler I suggest that converts who move back-and-forth between the control-
ling signifiers for race and religion provoke a further disturbance by inter-
rupting expectations for identity’s enduring sameness. Ways of wearing the
hijab can therefore come to acutely signify unintelligible forms of movement.

Considering that the hijab can be put on and taken off women hold the
capacity to step into and out of an invisible and visible Islam. This generates a
shift between signifiers for the Otherness of Blackness to that of Muslimness
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and back again in a potentially perpetual cycle. The sameness expected from
bodies that have been written out of Black subjectivity and re-aligned into
the intelligible Otherness of Islam unhinge from what are intended to be the
persisting and coherent indicators for a particular kind of difference. What I
propose here is not the compliant unveiling of Black converts but a decided
removal of the hijab closely followed by its re-donning. Hereby the visible
marker of Islam disappears and reappears without the relinquishing of reli-
gious allegiance. The ability to move back-and-forth between (or converge)
distinct stylizations of Othered bodies should not be possible following the
rules of culturally intelligible identities. The unintelligibility of fluid identities
incited with Black women’s fluctuating hijabs interrupts the fixing of Black
and Muslim subjects into a reliable, “natural” difference.

The Hijab as Drag?

The performativity of veiling by convert Black women speaks to aspects of
the performance of drag as taken-up by Butler (1990) and other scholars
on gender. Referring to the character Divine’s performance of drag in the
play “Hairspray,” Butler suggests that they destabilize the distinctions made
between “natural and the artificial, depth and surface, inner and outer” that
often organize discourse on gender (viii). She thus inquires if drag imitates
gender or rather “dramatize[s] the signifying gestures” that construct gender
(viii). Butler’s analysis can here be drawn into conversation with that of Sheila
“Dragon Fly” Koenig (2003). Koenig asserts that drag reflects how genders
are “appropriated, theatricalized, worn, and done” (148). We are to under-
stand that drag does not imitate an “original or primary gender” since there
is “no original” that gender imitates (148). Applying these suppositions, I
contend that convert Black women’s unintelligible movement in the taking
off and putting on of the hijab enacts a form of drag by dramatizing the
repetitions and gestures that signify and construct Muslimness.

The trope of the “veiled Muslim woman” here surfaces as a difference that
can be “worn” and adopted by different Others. There is thus a theatrical
element to inhabiting a kind of subjectivity whereby one is able to put on
the garb of the hated/saveable to which the nation will immediately respond
as both the injured and charitable party. What becomes evident is that there
is a way that being the threatening or incompatible Other can be “done” as
well as undone. The hijab in motion also exposes—in the way of drag—that
the natural/normal presentation of the Muslim foreigner emerges from “a
set of disavowed attachments or identifications” (Butler 1993, 236). Specifi-
cally this means that the notion of an original Muslim body is a social-cultural
construction that emits from: (1) the nation’s establishment of “white apart-
ness” (Ahmed 2014, 63) in a manner that necessarily dis-identifies from and
discursively maintains this Other; (2) the regulating assumption that these
“natural” Muslim bodies are wholly disparate from Black subjects who could
only and forever reach towards national belongings; and (3) Orientalist and
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neo-imperial fantasies of “the veiled Muslim woman” who disavows her attach-
ment to Islam in exchange for Western freedoms, liberties, and acceptance (see
Fanon 1965; Yegenoglu 1998).

Reductive imaginings of a pure Otherness continue to unravel as the criteria
meant to determine which bodies are definitely and authentically Muslim
blurs. Bobby Noble (2002) proposes that drag kings are able to lay bare
the “impurity of categorizations [of gender] itself,” particularly those that are
positioned as “distinct” and “separate” (259). Black Muslim women’s fluid
unveiling and re-veiling similarly upset the notion of pure Otherness. The
idea that a pure Blackness or Muslimness can be discretely categorized and
remain as such throughout multicultural time is problematized with a prac-
tice of veiling that resists stable and clear subjectivities. Movement invokes or
enacts a kind of ambiguity whereby the particular selves and markers by which
a pure Otherness can be reliably found become illusive through the tempo-
rary vanishing of the hijab. Bodies are un-stuck from their directing histories
not through the idealized un-sticking of imperial rescue but as women step
into and out of or, between histories whose binding stuff unravels amidst
such confusion (see Koenig 2003, p. 149). Alana Kumbier (2002) writes that
“traditionally ‘feminine’ modes of presentation” can be “disruptively queer”
through particular drag-like enactments (194). The hijab is quite indisputably
the expected “feminine” presentation of what would be “pure” Muslim Other-
ness. Directly building on Kumbier however, I propose that the hijab is
queered in and through its disconcerting disappearance and re-appearance.
Convert Black women who veil would indeed correctly model this gendered
marker of difference. Yet, through its on and off the hijab is the proper signifier
performed in distinctly improper ways.

Unintelligibility: A Deliberate Subversion?

Returning once more to Gender Trouble (1990) Butler elaborates that the
subversive emits from within and through the cultural law as it “turns
against itself and spawns unexpected permutations of itself” (93). Cultur-
ally constructed bodies find liberation in the “cultural possibilities” that in
effect become available (93). The multiple forms of unintelligibility that Black
subjects’ conversion to Islam and the fluidity of Black Muslim women’s veiling
appears to invoke can be read through the lens of the subversive. The criteria
deciding non-belonging within Canada are the laws whose controlling terms
are applied in ways that national ideals do not intend. In this manner, the
laws governing the granting or refusals of national membership unwittingly
become the very vehicle for enacting disruptive re-imaginings. In discursively
regulating subjects as Black dominant directives instruct these persons on both
the acceptable parameters of this racial Otherness and the unacceptable prac-
tices that signify its infringement (i.e., conversion to Islam, donning the hijab).
It is unexpected that these strangers would decidedly partake in the latter by
performing acts of embodied disobedience and satisfying inappropriate desires.
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If we can agree that the requirement for subjects to invest in the differ-
ence into which they are hailed entails not inhabiting the kinds of Otherness
reserved for other marginalized subjects (see Butler 1990, 22), Black people
would of course have to know the attributes and performances of difference
that are said to comprise other Others (i.e., Muslims) under the pretext of
ensuring such acts are avoided. Black subjects’ conversion to Islam can there-
fore be understood as a subversion of the cultural laws that regulate concrete
Otherness. They properly perform the cues for Muslim Otherness yet improp-
erly do so from the Black body. Black converts to Islam turn the law “against
itself” in a manner that might work to resist the fixing of their bodies into
subjugating narratives of strangeness. In particular, convert Black women’s
willfulness can be located in the unintelligible movement of the hijab since
there is a “variation on [the] repetition” (Butler 1990, 145) that stylizes
bodies into rigid social locations. Convert Black women potentially create
“new possibilities” for how difference is occupied by subverting ruling signi-
fiers from within (145). In the way of drag converts “expos[e] the naturalized
status” (Butler 1993, 231) of Otherness/sameness as constructed.

In spite of our subversive readings I must concede that it remains debat-
able whether Black converts intentionally partake in such social disturbance. In
Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (1999) Gloria Anzaldua writes of
making “the choice to be queer” (19). For Anzaldua, occupying a marginal-
ized queer identity in heteronormative society acts as a channel for knowing
the legacy of one’s cultural oppression (19). Black women’s decision to wear
the hijab might arise from a recognition of the anti-Black racism that inscribes
Blackness as perpetually foreign within Canada. Regardless, this neither neces-
sitates that choosing Muslimness is an act of resistance nor does it require
that converts decidedly enter into unintelligibility through their veiling prac-
tices. It is thus critical to ask: What is it to live as the unintelligible? I chiefly
pose this query to problematize conclusive readings of unintelligibility as a
site of emancipation. To be unintelligible through one’s improper movement
towards Islam and incoherent fluctuation between invisible and visible signs
for Muslim identity may not in fact offer forms of psychic liberation or other
good feeling. For instance, by upsetting the purity of Black Otherness and
the stable marker for the hijabi converts potentially become unintelligible not
only to a white-dominated Canada but also to Black and Muslims persons who
do adhere to the authority of regulatory frameworks. By labouring away from
the national ideal and occupying inconsistent identities converts are potentially
giving-up a place within racial or religious community if these groups are also
unable to comprehend their fluid selves. Convert Black Muslim women are
then interruptive bodies whose subversive potential is not necessarily paired
with an alternative avenue for a sense of belonging.
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Conclusion

The discontinuous and fluid performance of difference by Black female
converts to Islam potentially interrupts the Canadian nation’s strategic
construction and regulation of natural and stable Others. Black converts there-
fore un-stick from what are intended to be cohesive forms of pure racial
Otherness by reaching not towards a dominant national sameness but, incom-
prehensibly towards that which they should not be—that is, “the hated” not
me’s of Islam. The desire to become Muslim thus appears as culturally unin-
telligible from the site of Black subjectivity and is responded to with the
nation’s effort to fix this improper desire by re-stylizing bodies out of Black-
ness and into the coherence of the Islamic threat. Even so, the fluidity made
possible through convert Black women’s hijabs interrupts the cultural repeti-
tions that endeavour to authoritatively re-organize them back into the purity
of a definitive category of difference.

In the capacity to take off and put on the hijab convert women move
between an invisible and visible Islam. In this manner, women confuse and
further disorganize the Canadian nation’s efforts to conceal bodies into an
enduring form of difference. The unintelligibility arising from the incoherent
movement of the hijab also speaks to the performativity of drag by illus-
trating the ways construction of “the veiled Muslim woman” relies upon
signifiers that can be hyperbolically “worn” or “put on.” Hereby, the capacity
to disturb actually emits from the terms of “the law” that shape racial logics
and national ideals of belonging. The hijab is the correct “feminine” presen-
tation for Islamic Otherness yet is troublingly performed by the trespassing
Black female body. The task of locating the “real” Muslim foreigner is blurred
into impossibility. It nonetheless remains uncertain whether converts Black
Muslim women who choose to wear the hijab willfully enter into the site
of intelligibility as a subversive practice. Rather than conclusively interpreting
fluidity as emancipatory or as a site of good feeling the potential placelessness
of Black convert women’s performative and perpetually unhinged identities
can be reflected upon. Finally, we can contemplate the ways unintelligibility
might bar subjects from multiple forms of belonging even as Black converts
perform their identities in discontinuous and unexpected ways.
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CHAPTER 7

Im/Possible Un/Veilings: Asifa Lahore
and British-AsianMuslimDrag Performance

Claire Pamment

Asifa Lahore, heralded as “Britain’s first out Muslim drag queen,” describes
herself: “I’m British, Pakistani, a drag queen, trans-woman, a disabled person,
a Muslim and above all a bloody brilliant person” (Lahore 2018b). She
asserts, “All these labels shouldn’t fit well together, but here I am, and this
is who I am, and I refuse to give one up for the other” (in Saraf 2017).
This chapter explores Asifa Lahore’s drag and/as activism within mainstream
British media to expose the “traps of visibility” (Gossett et al. 2017), wherein
liberal discourses of gayness foreclose alternative embodiments of identity such
as veiling, affiliations across gay/trans/Pakistani trans communities of khwaja
sira, and being Muslim. Asifa’s performances, through their dynamic play with
veiling and unveiling, invite consideration of the possibilities that Islam offers
for queerness, both within socio-political dimensions and beyond, into the
affective dimensions of faith, community and belonging.1

1 Versions of this chapter have been presented at International Federation for
Theatre Research, Hyderabad in 2015 and America Society for Theatre Research’s
Queer Night Life Working Group in 2017. I am particularly grateful to Kareem
Khubchandani for his generous and critical insights on drafts of this paper.
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Framing the Veil

Appearing in a Facebook post on the public page of UK Muslim LGBTQI
support group Imaan (Faith) on the eve of Pride 2017, Asifa Lahore flaunts a
brightly colored rainbow burqa/niqab, locked in arms with a friend similarly
veiled (in black), in the scene of a busily populated parade, below the caption,
“What are you wearing to march with us at Pride tomorrow?” (Figure 7.1)
Amidst its limited circulation in the Muslim LGBTQI platform, the post
received hearts and admiration, but it also generated a predictable burst
of oppositional rhetoric about Islam and queerness. Facebook respondents
rather than addressing their own Pride fashions instead redressed the burqa
at Pride. One commentator condemns “disgusting,” while another professes
sympathy, “Oh no are these people covering their faces because they’re afraid
to come out as gay publicly? That’s very sad. I hope I’m wrong.”

The first attaches the abhorrent to Asifa and her friend’s bodies, suggesting
the veiling, and by extension Islam, to be polluted by the LGBTQI context,
urging invisibility, a return to the closet. The other situates Asifa and company
as closeted queers, victims of Islamic persecution, in a neo-colonial inter-
ventionist logic, that feminist anthropologist Lila Abu-Lughod critiques,
where “veiling [is taken to be] the quintessential sign of women’s unfree-
dom” (2002, p. 786), to imply they need saving “to something” (788). In
this LGBTQI context, such salvationist rhetoric demands visibility through

Fig. 7.1 Imaan
Facebook post of Asifa
Lahore (right) with friend
(left), 7 July 2017.
Permission by Asifa
Lahore
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unveiling, exemplifying the neo-conservative values of liberal gay discourse or
homonormativity (Duggan 2002; Puar 2006, 2013), which as Puar notes is
weighted with Islamophobia (2013), positioning a repressive Islam to assert
the exceptionalism of a secular Occident (Massad 2002; Puar 2006, 2013).
These opinions perform a divisive clash of religious and secular ideologies and
collude to frame the veil as the closet, urging an unveiling that seeks to strip
Asifa of her queer/trans/Muslim identities, which are constructed as essen-
tially incompatible. Ibrahim Abraham insightfully articulates the competing
but converging epistemologies of the closet and the veil (2007, p. 2):

Just as the institution of the closet brought about the development of particular
sexual identities, keenly aware of the construction and policing of public and
private space, within the discourse of Islam—especially Islam in the “west”—
the veil may open a variety of possibilities of critiquing and transgressing
the cultural and political norms of both heteronormativity and newly defined
“homonormativity,” of which Islamophobia is a common trope. (Abraham
2007, p. 1)

Drawing from Abraham, I turn to the performances of Asifa Lahore’s veilings
and unveilings to ask how she critiques both heteronormativity and homonor-
mativity, transgressing their religious and secular legibilities, and offering
affirmation of both her queerness and spirituality.

The burqa itself has been part of Asifa’s repertoire since she entered the
world of drag in 2011, in acts which incorporate bold sartorial choices,
singing, dancing and DJing. I begin analysis of these performances in the
spaces of national drag competitions, to the minoritarian sphere of the queer
club and independently made YouTube videos to show how Asifa teases the
edges of the epistemologies of the closet and/as the veil, to comment on
homophobia, racism and Islamophobia. I proceed by exploring mainstream
media visibility that accompanied Lahore’s fame since BBC3’s programme,
Free Speech in 2014, with its debate “Can you be gay and Muslim?” Arguably,
this televised debate exemplifies media interests that have been less about
her performances as a drag queen—rather, about unveiling the drag queen,
“behind the burqa” (Allen 2015), interrogative of homophobia within Muslim
communities. Undergirding these media framings is what feminist anthropol-
ogist Saba Mahmood defines as a “reading practice” through a secular lens
(2009, p. 862)—one that performance scholar Sandra D’Urso notes, “misin-
terprets Islamic agency, and emotion, as backward” (2015, p. 169). Reading
the Muslim drag queen backwards—strips the drag and in so doing performs
what Ibrahim has described as a hegemonic “veil[ing of] difference through
its very unveiling” (2007, p. 3), through attempts to constrain aspects of
Asifa’s performances that express both her Muslimness and queerness, and
her critiques of racism and Islamophobia.

Against these limited regimes of legibility in mainstream visibility, Michel
Foucault’s provocative warning that “Visibility is a trap” (1995, p. 200)
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is pertinent. In his seminal Discipline and Punish (1975), Foucault draws
from Bentham’s panopticon in which the incarcerated, school boy, madman,
patient, is seen by the supervisor, but the supervisor can’t be seen, to remind
us that such “invisibility is a guarantee of order” (1995, p. 200). Gossett et al.
in their introduction to Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics
of Visibility find similar traps in the present US moment of trans visibility with
the accompanying violence upon trans people of colour:

trans people are offered many “doors”- entrances to visibility, to resources,
to recognition, and to understanding. Yet […] these doors are almost always
“traps”—accommodating trans bodies, histories, and culture, only insofar as
they can be forced to hew to hegemonic modalities […] Yet in addition to doors
that are always already traps, there are trapdoors, those clever contraptions that
are not entrances or exits but secret passageways that take you someplace else,
often someplace as yet unknown. (Gossett et al. 2017, p. xxiii)

I am interested in the ways in which Asifa Lahore, the Muslim drag queen,
is permitted to articulate and how she skirts these limited regimes of legi-
bility, finding her own trapdoors that critique and transgress the cultural and
political norms of both heteronormativity and homonormativity, remapping
gendered, racial and religious/secular identifications. As such, this chapter is
concerned with what Gayatri Gopinath in her seminal work on queer diasporas
and South Asian public cultures calls the “impossible,” exploring “the ways
in which those who occupy impossible spaces transform them into vibrant,
livable spaces of possibility” (2005, p. 194). Heeding recent calls in Trans-
gender Studies, advocating for “transing religion” (Strassfeld, 2018), which
might rethink the “constructed incongruity between religion and transgender”
(2018, p. 39), Asifa’s performances open doors for considering the possibilities
that Islam offers for queerness and transness.

Playing with Multiple Veils

Asifa’s drag personae emerged in response to frustrations she felt about
the limited and often stereotypical roles available to her in the main-
stream performing arts industries.2 After graduating from the British School
of Performing Arts, running an MSM (men who have sex with men)
activist/support group for Naz London, and hungry to perform, Asifa Lahore
was a creation that enabled expression of her various identities, which at the
time she articulated as “being British, Pakistani, Muslim and a gay man.”3 She
began performing in 2011 on the London queer cabaret circuit of the (then)
mainstream (mostly white) gay London club venues (London’s Halfway To
Heaven and West 5) and in queer South Asian circuits (such as Urban Desi),

2 Author interview with Asifa Lahore, 22 July 2014, London.
3 Author interview with Asifa Lahore, 22 July 2014, London.
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with an act of unveiling the burqa. She describes her act as very much targeted
at a non-desi (non-South Asian) cabaret crowd, intending to unveil “British
Asian Muslim LGBT stereotypes”:

It starts with me in a rainbow colored burqa, talking about being a Punjabi
girl in a Punjabi world, and my experiences of being an Asian person and a
Muslim person on the gay scene. I talk about being born in Pakistan and settling
in Southall, my dad owning a curry house and not really knowing that I am
performing. I tell the audience please don’t tell my daddy because he’ll force
me to marry. I don’t want to marry. I talk about being a waitress in the Lahore
tandoori that my dad owns and gradually the burqa comes off. I’m wearing a
sari. I call a few people up on stage, I express my love for British men, and
how they find me exotic, and how I find them exotic. The sari comes off, on
most occasions by a member of the audience, and I’m wearing a very British
lacy dress. I talk about assimilation of gay Muslims, gay Asians or Asians in
today’s society. I talk about how British society is forcing me to look like a
Katie Price or a Jordan wannabee. The songs change from much more of a
Bollywood formula at the start of the set to Rihanna and Jennifer Lopez. I end
the show by saying, look I have to run back to Southall because my daddy will
be wondering where I am, and I thank people, goodnight, come again, and I
run away in my British lacy stuff.4

In the performance arena of (mostly) white gay culture, Asifa arguably disrupts
stable identity categories. Asifa explains her character “was born in Lahore
[the capital of Punjab, Pakistan], I was actually born in London.”5 Apparently
Othering her Pakistani identity, she plays into dominant stereotypes of the
oppressed daughter of the patriarchal curry house owner, sequestered from
mainstream white British society. This character construction coupled with her
spectacular act of burqa unveiling, captivates the imagination as being wedded
in the western gaze of Orientalism (Said 1978), drawing upon long (neo-)
colonial fantasies of liberation (Abu-Lughod, p. 789). However, Asifa Lahore
avidly rallies against any notion that this gay brown British-Pakistani Muslim
needs saving, even if she has to run back home to her daddy.

If Pakistan and Islam are conceived by liberal/secular readings, as being
repressive, so too, for Asifa, are the aesthetics of the Katie Price/Jordan
white-British busty woman role model. This “self-proclaimed curry queen”
(Lahore in Nichols 2013) doesn’t simply mix cultural flavors from burqas to
Jordan, Bollywood to Lopez, simply to pander to a multicultural audience, but
rather to demand space beyond the policing forces of Muslim/South Asian
hetero-patriarchy and white assimilationist gay liberation agendas, turning
impossibility to possibility. These tactics can be productively read through the
lens of José Esteban Muñoz’s disidentificatory performance, “descriptive of
the survival strategies the minority subject practices in order to negotiate a

4 Author interview with Asifa Lahore, 22 July 2014, London.
5 Author interview with Asifa Lahore, 22 July 2014, London.
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phobic majoritarian public sphere that continuously elides or punishes the
existences of subjects who do not conform to the phantasm of normative
citizenship” (1999, p. 4).

These tactics are pertinent in Asifa’s early independently made music videos
(2012–2014), cultivated through her live club performances, in parodic covers
of UK chart toppers and Bollywood film hits. In 2012, Asifa made a name for
herself as the first Asian and Muslim queen to enter the UK national drag
competition, UK Drag Idol, for her performance Punjabi Girl, a parody of
Danish-Norwegian Aqua’s 1997 pop hit Barbie Girl, and also inspired by
Meera Syal’s desi version of it in TV sitcom Goodness Gracious Me (Virág
2011). Syal’s parody features a cis woman character (played by Syal) looking
for romance, but is instead faced with her husband’s persistent sex cravings
and misogyny. He crudely demands her to “strip off, find my gear stick”
and, “come on moti [fatty], wash my dhoti [loin cloth], and while you are
there, trim my nose hair!” Syal’s character bemoans, “no one told me about
matrimony!”

Asifa’s version departs from the naivety of Syal’s female character, and
instead presents her with sexual agency and queers the heteronormative marital
references. Into this adaptation, Asifa brought her burqa stripping act, which
Asifa reports, raised anxieties among the LGBT judges. Some responded to
her deployment of the burqa as constituting exciting boundary pushing while
others found it offensive (Homo Sapiens 2018). Asifa compares the judge’s
response to reactions that greeted her in the gay club world, where white
queens would ask her why she should be going to the mosque (Homo Sapiens
2018), implying gayness to be secular, and irreconcilable with Islam. While
Asifa won the bronze medal in this competition, she explains that to have
been crowned first place, Drag Idol would have had to give her gigs in clubs
across the country, and they were unsure how the burqa could circulate in
these commodified networks. C. Winter Han argues that in the US gay sexual
marketplace, where whiteness, youthfulness, able-bodied muscled physiques,
masculinity, and hypersexual activity are “valued and desired,” Asian Amer-
ican men are Othered (2015, pp. 1–2). Such logic of the gay marketplace,
coupled with anxieties about the veil, unfold in the marginalization of Asifa’s
burqa wielding acts on the UK gay club circuit.

Asifa Lahore turned these impossibilities into possibilities, subverting the
capitalist structures by translating Punjabi Girl into an independently made
music video (2012), offering her own circulation on social media. She asserts:
“I can’t be a pop star in the mainstream sense, but I want to be a pop star
somewhere. I can do that by having a music video, by someone not control-
ling my creativity and artistry.”6 With Punjabi Girl (Lahore 2012), Asifa
draws from her live club performances, appearing variously in a burqa and
body-hugging spandex. She flirts with her male counterpart, a Punjabi drag
king, “you can’t see my face, the boys they like to chase.” (Figure 7.2) Asifa’s

6 Author interview with Asifa Lahore, 22 July 2014, London.
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Fig. 7.2 Still from Asifa Lahore’s video Punjabi Girl (2012). Permission by Asifa
Lahore

video offers a tacit nod to the Goodness Gracious Me parody with its femi-
nist critique of oppressive patriarchal structures, but ventures further as Asifa
now chastises the male, “make me cook, make me clean, Asian men are so
mean! You want me to be your wife, then you play on the scene.” Pouting
and gyrating, she claims her own sexual agency, flagrantly upturning both
Islamic conventions of veiling and modesty, and liberal associations of veiling
and victimhood. Asifa and her collaborator in their flaunting of burqas, blond
wigs, pink spandex dresses, and bhangra gyrations disorientate the oppressed
woman character of Syal’s Punjabi Girl, and also the heteronormative white
capitalist constructions of Barbie and Ken.

Her follow up item in both live drag (Lahore 2013b) and a music video
(Lahore 2013a) was Jimmy, which playfully peeled back the veils on white
cisnormative gay majoritarian culture in this remaking of the disco-tastic
worldwide hit Jimmy Jimmy Aaja from the Bollywood film Disco Dancer
(1982), and equally inspired by M.I.A.’s intercultural cover (1997). Evocative
of the original film item where the Bollywood support actress (Kim Yashpal)
boogies alluringly around the sullen and wounded disco king, the hero Jimmy
(Mithun Chakraborty), Asifa in her club performances struts around a white
sculpted muscular man in tight jeans (2013b). He offers a stereotype of the
white gay YMCA aesthetic, or what Han defines as that which is “valued and
desired” in the gay community (2015, p. 1). While he does a strip tease, Asifa
flirts with him in her spandex mini, pulling him close and then pushing him
away, chastising, “time and time and time again you keep cussing me, what
you saying? You can’t pronounce my name and the P word [P is for Paki] is
so lame and you still don’t know what I am saying […] Oh don’t try to make
me angry I’ll start swearing in Punjabi!’’
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Asifa exposes and decenters whiteness, prodding at the legacies of British
colonialism in South Asia, “Paki” racism that is carried into post 9/11 Islam-
ophobia, and a liberal gay dominant culture that, as Han argues, rewards a
particular white muscular masculinity while disparaging femininity (Han 2015,
p. 2). Asifa cultivated affective solidarities particularly among South Asian
audiences in her adaptation of this Bollywood number. In September 2012,
she had launched her own South Asian/“gaysian” (Gay Asian) club night,
Disco Rani (named after the Pakistani film or Lollywood heroine), hosted in
the lounge area of an otherwise mostly white gay club space. If the geog-
raphy of this space, in its interchange of traffic placed its minoritarian South
Asian queers under the gaze of the dominant white club culture, Asifa’s Jimmy
reverses this gaze.

Asifa’s reversal of the gaze is further amplified in her video version of Jimmy
(2013a), where she revamps the supporting female film role into the powerful
personae of a glitzy South Asian Malika or queen, decked in golden satin,
jewels, at one point a tiara, against grand Mughal architecture, seductively
pouting, “Don’t tell my daddy, I like white guys.” The scene cuts to a white
muscular man in underpants, absurdly cloned on screen as if to suggest the
majority, with Asifa a lone figure in the crowd (Fig. 7.3). Asifa again decentres
the white scene. Amidst a steamy background, she dances part-androgynous
Shiva Nataraj and part-adaptation of M.I.A’s take on the Thousand Hand
Bodhisattva, a so-called exotic image. The camera lens returns to close up
pans of the white boy’s eyes, showing off his biceps, flexing his abs, making
him into an exotic creature. Asifa chastises him with her very long eyelashes:
“the P word is so lame.” She continues to sing her love for the white boy:
“he’s a sexy English guy […] takes me on the London eye […] gora [white]
boy in my life, Big Ben and a hot sex drive, dark hair and a big fat [beep, the
camera pans to his crotch] naked on my iPhone 5.” Gayatri Gopinath argues of
queer desire which inheres the possibility of “rever[sing] the historical avail-
ability of brown bodies to a white imperial gaze” (2005, p. 2), so too here.
Asifa’s reversal objectifies the white male, to playfully poke at the racism that

Fig. 7.3 Still from Asifa Lahore’s video Jimmy (2013). Permission by Asifa Lahore
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underlies what Gopinath describes as an “erotics of power” (2005, p. 2), and
reasserts herself in the centre, drawing possibilities from symbols of South
Asian feminine power.

Asifa’s Jimmy garnered mainstream media attention, interestingly not from
the UK, but from the Pakistani channel GEO, one of Pakistan’s largest and
most watched news channels. Asifa is featured on the entertainment section of
a regular news episode, and introduced by the studio compere as a “khwaja
sira in London who is setting a new rage” (apmlpk 2013). Gay identities often
remain covert in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, with homosexuality a crim-
inal offence under the long-held British colonial imposed legal provision of
Sect. 377, and illegitimate under mainstream understandings of the Quran.
On the other hand, transgender people and feminine identified gender-variant
persons known as hijras or khwaja siras , while subject to much social discrim-
ination, have been granted legal status in Pakistan after human rights hearings
of 2009. While the Pakistani media misidentifies Asifa as a khwaja sira (rather
than as a gay man as she then identified), rather than contesting this identifica-
tion and placing herself into the so-called illegitimate realm of homosexuality,
she uses the opportunity to draw solidarities. This fluidity between khwaja
sira/gay/trans/drag queen is one which Asifa is familiar—in Disco Rani itself
some khwaja siras of Pakistani heritage perform in the club night as drag
queens. At the gay club world of London’s Ember, a GEO reporter cele-
brates Asifa as a drag artist, with clips from Jimmy and an interview with
Asifa (apmlpk 2013). Asifa praises the progressive measures for trans rights
in Pakistan and explains the concept behind her video: “we also have dreams
for love, the white boys don’t like the South Asians and the South Asians
don’t like the whites, so my song is about interracial relationships” (ibid.). In
this veiled performative, Asifa expresses love beyond racialized and geographic
borders, navigating multiple cultural spaces: homophobia in media and state
legislature in Pakistani, and Islamophobia of white British gay culture, carving
spaces of affiliation and possibilities in each.

“Coming Out” of the Veil

There appears to be a shift in Asifa’s work in what Asifa describes as an emer-
gent activist role (though I would argue activism was very much present in her
earlier work) that comes with her music video cover Tum Hi Ho (You’re the
One, Lahore 2014b) and the mainstream British media attention that followed
it. Asifa in the video’s funding campaign, addresses Asian audiences, critiquing
the lack of visibility of LGBTQIA+ British South Asians, and urges, “It’s time
for us as a community to stop hiding behind the veil” (2014a). Designed to
offer a platform with, and for, queer British South Asians, amidst the lack of
visible queer role models, Tum Hi Ho draws from the popular Bollywood film
Aashiqui 2 (2013).

Asifa supplants the male singer’s voice and queers its images of heterosexual
love. The erotic rain scene of the original film in which the muscular hero
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shelters the delicate heroine, and takes her home to bed, is replaced with a
range of queer struggles and partnerships: a South Asian mum and a white dad,
Asif and a white marriage partner, and a South Asian trans man and woman
marriage. Asifa describes the video as a showcasing of her female and male
personas (2014a). Asifa sings the ballad, only to then appear without drag, as
her male alter-ego Asif Quraishi, a thwarted lover rapping in English, in a song
of love and resistance, “Don’t hide me away, I’m not your sin, Lets fight this
battle, I know we can win,” urging visibility and community (2014b). This
anthem of resistance generated significant community funding and interest
in December 2013 when the Indian Supreme Court re-imposed Sect. 377—
bringing back the old colonial law to again criminalise same-sex relationships.
The video’s release also accompanied the passing of UK’s Marriage (Same-Sex
Couples) Act, and gathered interest from British media. Despite the video’s
statements about resistance and protest, media foregrounded the victimization
of South Asian queers at the hands of an oppressive Islam and “traditional”
culture.

As the drag and veils came off in Tum Hi Ho, they also came off in other
public appearances. Asifa was invited to BBC3’s programme, Free Speech in
March 2014, for a special debate “Can you be Gay and Muslim?” (see Muslim
Debate Initiative 2014), which was scheduled to be held in Birmingham’s
Central Mosque, until the mosque decided to pull out just hours before the
programme’s airing. Various claims circulate as to why the mosque didn’t want
the debate, whether over security concerns or perhaps as the mosque leader
Dr Naseem alleged, the BBC had only informed them two hours before the
filming what the debate concerned, while stating that Asifa Lahore was igno-
rant about Islam (Elgot 2014). Censorship brought its own flurry of media
attention with headlines declaring, “Mosque leader compares being gay to
pedophilia and murder” (Edgar 2014). When the debate finally did happen in
a new site (27 March 2014, Muslim Debate Initiative 2014), it was already
loaded with a binaric discourse, fueled on the one hand by homophobia and
on the other a white exceptionalist gay liberation narrative, undergirded by
Islamophobia. Asifa appearing on the programme without drag, treads the
binary carefully, stating that she is made to feel her identity labels don’t fit
together “Muslim, gay and British,” but then speaks of the acceptance of her
own Muslim Pakistani family to her sexuality. Asifa points out the trauma other
gay Muslims experience and asks when will it be okay to be gay and Muslim.
The host turns to the one Muslim cleric in the audience, who states that
discrimination begins with identity labels, “We don’t label as Muslim. That
was introduced by the Victorians,” hinting at Britain’s colonial persecution of
alternative genders and sexualities in the subcontinent.

While the white host tries to provoke him to judgement, the cleric diffuses,
noting that it is not his job to judge, that he himself is a “sinful human
being. You can still do all these things and be a Muslim. It depends on your
personal belief.” Yet the imperative to judge comes from the audience, a white
British woman who jeers at the cleric, “you don’t even allow them to have an
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identity!”, and one Muslim woman of colour in hijab retorts to Asifa, “why
would you choose Islam when you know these things are not allowed […]
you either be gay or you be Muslim.” Asifa defends that she is not talking
about Quranic interpretations of a particular Ayat (verse), but rather princi-
ples of (Muslim) love and acceptance. In this noisy discourse of impossibility,
Asifa reflects on the encounter, “It was the first time in my life where I was
attacked for being who I was […] I was never ever told I had to leave Islam.”7

Evocative of Massad’s critique of the aggressive universalization of gay rights
as promoting backlash within Muslim communities (2002), attacks on Asifa
have been vehement in the aftermath of this programme. The Islamic website
5 Pillars describes Asifa as the “new poster boy for ‘gay Muslims’” while
strongly condemning homosexuality and denying its place in Islam (5 Pillars
2014). In turn, with this new visibility, an abundance of homophobic rants
began to appear in the comments on Asifa’s YouTube videos.8

With the enactment of the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act (29 March
2014), Asifa Lahore’s activist plea for British South Asian communities to
“come out,” and thus give visibility to queer South Asian struggles, was
diffused by mainstream media into what Abraham has articulated as a “neat
dichotomy”: a binary of “our” progressive freedoms/“their” problems (2007,
p. 3). In a BBC World News discussion that had invited Asifa to the panel, the
host states: “when you look at the countries around the world-Cameroon,
India, Afghanistan… people like that are actually dying and in Africa and
Uganda… you know being criminalized for something which in our world is
completely normal” (Lahore 2014c). This celebration of “our […] normal”
hinges on the mere few months old marriage legislation, while absolving
Britain of its long colonial histories of criminalizing same sex relationships
and continued military incursions of many of those countries (and continents)
the reporter names.

Similar exceptionalist narratives frame BBC’s documentary segment Being
Gay and Muslim (Lahore, 2014d), where special correspondent Katie Razzall
enters with cameras into Asifa’s club night Disco Rani to report that, “all
the progress for gay rights in Britain seem a long way from here” where
“cultural attitudes […] remain stuck in the past.” Asifa Lahore is figured as
equally exceptional, “a rarity where being gay is still a big taboo.” The drag
queen is displaced in these narratives to advance the thesis of cultural and
religious repression of gay sexualities, through interviews with Asifa and gay
South Asian men on their personal experiences of leading “closeted lives” to
appease family and community, specifically through arranged marriages.

Namaste’s critique of the “autobiographical imperative” that limits the
speaking trans subject at the whims of a curious “non-transsexual” person,

7 Author interview with Asifa Lahore, 22 July 2014, London.
8 For a sample of the hostile rhetoric on Asifa’s online music videos, see comments on

Punjabi Girl after 2014 (Lahore 2012).
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here applies to the media’s singular focus on sexuality and cultural and reli-
gious repression. As Namaste asserts, such focus “ensures that we will not
have the time, space, or authorization to address the underlying political and
institutional issues that make [their] lives so difficult” (2005, p. 49). Despite
such imperatives, the queer aesthetics of Asifa’s club night subtly dislodge
these framings. Asifa’s drag act Punjabi Girl runs in the background, with
its lyrics, “You can’t see my face,” hinting at the affective and interior realms
of faith and belonging that are inaccessible to the camera’s gaze, possibil-
ities that Abraham describes of the veil. In Being gay and Muslim, one of
the interviewees parades a T-shirt “I am not a terrorist”—reminding viewers
of the increased racialization and surveillance of Muslims post 9/11 that co-
constitutes marginalization. The site of the club with its dancing South Asian
bodies in celebration of queer kinship, further works to dismantle the victim
narrative otherwise levied.

Guardian’s short documentary Muslim Drag Queens: “The Clubs are Busier
Than Ever” (Guardian 2015) and Channel 4’s full-length documentary
Muslim Drag Queens (Plowright 2015), while working with similar framings
of Muslim hostility to gay sexualities, partake in a shift from Asifa Lahore
being labelled as the “rare” Muslim drag queen, to her bringing to these plat-
forms many Muslim drag queens. Muslim Drag Queens follows four queens,
Asifa, Rezia Irani, Zareena Khan and a young queen under Asifa’s mentorship,
Ibrahim. Asifa opens the film with “I’m a Muslim, a British Pakistani and also a
drag queen.” While donning the burqa (rather than unveiling it), she prepares
to perform and speaks of death threats she has received. She asserts: “Now is
the time to come out […] You’ve got to be big, bold and have balls of steel.”

The film’s narrator, Sir Ian McKellen, a white cismale gay actor, activist
and co-founder of the UK organization Stonewall, introduces Asifa. As Asifa
enters her room and opens her closet displaying a glitzy attire of her drag
costumes (that in a 2014 interview, Asifa told me were often designed by
her aunt), McKellan narrates that Asifa was born to a “conservative British
Pakistani family.” Asifa tells that it is here, (viz this closet), where she dreams
of changing the world. We return to Disco Rani, where Asifa is preparing her
abaya (the cloak-like garment often worn with the face covering of niqab),
and McKellen narrates, this is the “Most controversial Asifa has ever been […]
as with all of her performances she aims to address the conflict between Islamic
tradition and sexual expression.”

What follows is a sequence which looks like Jimmy, but unlike the critiques
of “Paki” racism and “erotics of power” embedded in previous renditions, this
version centres the actions of the Jimmy character. Here the white muscular
YMCA man is featured doing situps back stage, before carrying Asifa like a
bride over a threshold, and then unveiling Asifa, as if to liberate her. Asifa
descends to his crotch as if about to give him a blowjob. While she gyrates
around his groin, there is an overlay of Asifa’s voice: “I pray, I go to the
mosque every week, I fast during Ramadan, I’ve finished the Quran, I’ve been
on pilgrimage, I give to charity, I am a very good Muslim.” Asifa’s recounting
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of the five pillars of Islam, like her veiling, are positioned anathema to the
queer subject—something to be stripped away, an obstacle to the object of
desire, the white muscular male. Sexual expression is here constructed in white
cis-patriarchal terms, offset against a supposedly antagonistic Islam, advancing
the documentary’s thesis of what it calls “a conflict between sexual expression
and Islamic tradition” that perhaps essentializes experiences of those lives it
claims to represent.

This disjoin between the white master narrative and the queer Muslim
subject is pertinent in Ian McKellan’s introduction to Ibrahim, a young Mauri-
tian queen under Asifa’s mentorship. We are instructed that Ibrahim is from
a “conservative” and religious Muslim family (a refrain throughout the film),
which seems to blatantly contradict Ibrahim’s own narration of coming out
to his family a week earlier. Ibrahim explains having great support from
their father, who told Ibrahim “I don’t give a damn” about possible homo-
phobic backlash from within the Muslim community. In this film, Islam is
largely figured in fundamentally repressive terms, despite the sentiments of its
adherents.

There are moments in the film’s diegesis where this dominant repres-
sive thesis, and its undergirding secularist liberal progress narratives are
complicated. Ibrahim, the queen under Asifa’s mentorship is alerted to asr
(afternoon) prayer amidst rehearsal with Asifa in the space of the empty club.
Ibrahim proposes to pray in the club, a suggestion that even makes Asifa
uncomfortable, despite her playing with Muslim veiling within the nightclub
space. Asifa seems to affirm the secularity of the space, edging boundaries
around the proper place for piety, urging Ibrahim to instead take his prayer
to a local mosque: “I’m not comfortable […] we are in a venue that does
serve alcohol.” Ibrahim does not relent, “I’m a Muslim here, I’m still going
to do my prayer.” Ibrahim later reflects, “it doesn’t matter where you are […]
you’ve got to pray […] I know people are going to say […] he’s haram, all
kinds of things […] I’m fine with it […] I believe in my bond with Allah,
with God.” Ibrahim counters narratives of impossibility, challenging the split
between spirit and flesh, and religious space and secular space.

The film’s final moments turn on its notions of impossible traditions under
the custodianship of “conservative Muslim families” when Asifa’s birth mother
attends the Attitude Pride Awards, where Asifa is being honoured. Her mother
appears quietly in this LGBTQ forum in hijab. Asifa takes to the stage
unveiled, in chic midi dress and bob, “proper British” (to use her words from
earlier in the film). Asifa accepts the award in honour of her mother who she
tributes as, “the strongest woman and the bravest woman in my life.” Like her
own uses of the veil, she upturns notions of Muslim repression, and codings
of Muslim women as weak, in this powerful tribute to her mother. Asifa’s
mother tells the cameras in the closing moments of the film, “I’m happy to see
my son, Asifa, Asifa Lahore,” a gesture towards accepting her gender fluidity.
Asifa ends the film, harnessing possibilities that exceed the tradition/progress
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narratives that otherwise undergird the film: “This is it. I feel this is the start
of something brand new.”

The documentary’s treatment of gender is less fluid. The male narrator
denotes all of the featured queens in the film with male pronouns. This
includes Zareena Khan who offers feminine presentation consistently through
the film in public markets and with private acquaintances such as her white
English friend Donna who refers to Zareena as “she” and at one point
a “tranny.” The gender spectrum inhabited by these queens is negated to
advance a narrative of repressed male gay identity, that we are led to believe
is closeted by Islam and hidden under the drag. Here, femininity is figured as
inauthentic. Even Zareena seems to affirm this at the end of the film “Being
Zareena is a cover up—like a clown—a clown who is crying inside.” While
I do not wish to undermine the varying subjectivities of these queens, the
fluid trans/khwaja sira/hijra/kothi/zenana and gay worlds of the desi club
community remain unexplored in the documentary’s singular emphasis on gay
men as structured by the voice of the white cismale gay narrator.9 McKellen
hints at these exclusions after the screening of the film: “I’m ashamed how
little I know about drag and trans” (Sweney 2015).

Hijabi/Hojabi

Further fissuring representational paradigms, in May 2017 Asifa released a
confessional YouTube video, where she announced that she was coming out
for a second time—now as a transgender woman (Lahore 2017). While the
emphasis of mainstream media productions has been on stripping the drag,
Asifa explains “every night I took my make up off […] my heels and my
clothes and my hairpieces off, a huge part of me would die” (Homo Sapiens
2018). She affirms, “Drag is also a stepping stone to being Asifa, I am Asifa, I
am a woman.” (Lahore 2017) Asifa affirms the performative possibilities of her
drag, asserting her femininity which mainstream productions have devalued.
In an emotional appeal, she explains that she has “always been a woman […]
it was easier in this world to be gay […]. Being trans was so not visible—
it is visible in my parents’ home country in Pakistan.” (Lahore 2017) Asifa
debunks the progress narratives that herald British LGBTQI freedoms over a
conservative South Asian Muslim culture by gesturing to recent legal protec-
tions extended to khwaja sira and trans people in Pakistan—and with that
the Muslim spiritual legitimacy that many claim (Pamment 2019). She further
underscores such religio-cultural and legal sanction in a later interview with
BBC Radio 5 (BBC, 26 April 2019) which is accompanied by photos of Asifa
warmly embraced by her extended family during her recent visit to Pakistan:

9 For an orientation to overlapping gender and sexuality categories, see Aniruddha Dutta
and Raina Roy’s description of the kothi-hijra spectrum (2014).
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Mum and dad were […] very supportive because in my heritage country of
Pakistan, it’s legal to be transgender. There’s been a lot of visibility of trans
people in Pakistan recently […] I think the notion out there is that Muslim
communities and Asian communities are—you know—transphobic, are homo-
phobic and I didn’t have that experience because my parents really supported
me in transitioning. They were way more supportive on being trans than me
being gay. My faith is really important to me. I’m from Islamic background,
I identify as a Muslim. I’ve been told to leave Islam so many times. LGBT
Muslims are such a minority within a minority of the LGBT community itself.
If you are getting racism, if you are getting Islamophobia, that does cause a lot
of LGBT Muslims not to put their heads above the parapet. (BBC 2019)

By highlighting Pakistan’s transgender legislation, she asserts her Muslim faith,
South Asian cultural legitimacy and familial support, offering an “out” from a
discourse of oppressive Islamic tradition, which in turn enables her to return
to critique of oppressions within LGBTQI communities, that she was edging
even in her earliest performances in 2011.

If, as Asifa notes, drag has been enabling of her femininity and trans iden-
tity, then her dragging the veil has also channelled spaces of possibility for her
and others to affirm religion. While mainstream media may have conceived
the veil as something to be stripped away, Asifa suggests that like her other
feminine adornments, this too offers an extension of herself. In social media
posts she appears proudly in hijab outside of London Central mosque in a
selfie shot after offering prayers there for the first time as a woman (asifalahore
2018; Scherschligt 2018), while also headlining London Pride 2018 wearing a
rainbow silk hijab. Carrying the religious signifier freely between the religious
space of the mosque through to the secular space of Pride, she complicates the
binaric regimes of the closet and the veil, religion and secularity and spiritu-
ality and queerness, asserting the possibilities of inhabiting space across each of
these spectrums. She defies efforts to strip away her fluid identities, making it
impossible to fix her on either side of the religious-secular binary. In so doing
she is able to return a deeper critique—as she asserts in an interview feature in
Time Out:

I’ve had drag gigs turned down because I’m “too political”, and I still get
abuse from the LGBT+ community for bringing my religion into it. On the
other side of things, many say my drag career and sexuality goes against Islam,
even though I follow the five pillars of the religion. I get regular death threats
and online abuse, especially from hard-line Muslims and far-right conservatives.
(Quoted in Carnegie, 17 Oct 2018)

A social media post, just days following this interview, featured Asifa in full
black hijab, without the makeup that usually accompanies her drag perfor-
mances, titled: “Saturday night at the family home with my mum. Once a
hojabi, always a hojabi ” (Lahore, 20 October 2018a). Romaissaa
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Benzizoune in a New York Times opinion piece explicates the feminist
implications of hoejabi/hojabi:

“Hoejabi” […] refers to women who see themselves at the crossroads of being
“hoes” and “hijabis.” But deeper than that, it mocks all of the negative impli-
cations that come with “hoe,” all of the negative implications that come with
“hijabi,” and all of the ways that people who are not us try to define our sexual-
ities for us. For me, “hoejabi” symbolizes the way that Muslim women are never
granted that middle ground—the word itself is a bridge. It’s empowering, and
more important, it’s hilarious. (Benzizoune 2018)

Asifa Lahore’s ambivalent use of the hijab, inheres such liminal qualities of
the hojabi, queering both the hijab and its liberators. Abraham drawing on
Frantz Fanon’s analysis of the veil that “frustrates the colonizer” (2003,
p. 48), advances that the veil, “is considered a threat to secular or non-
Muslim space by the mere fact of its impenetrability […] suggest[ing] that
the subject has a privileged, hidden space” (Abraham 2007, p. 4). Asifa’s first
song-writing venture, “You Don’t Know How I Feel” (in collaboration with
Frazer Kingdom-Barrett and Nicky Stevens) released in August 2018 (vincen-
tavenue 2018), hints at such impenetrable spaces outside of the circulations of
dominant discourse. A music video of the item was released in July 2019 as
the official Croydon Pride anthem. Assertively retitled Who I Am, it features
Asifa moving through the city in a shifting range of attire, finally emerging
proud in rainbow hijab, smiling at the camera to the lyrics, “When I get to
be who I am, you won’t leave me on the shelf” (Fig. 7.4). Against the inter-
rogative logic of the media and its backlash, that has tried to veil or unveil,

Fig. 7.4 Still from Asifa Lahore’s video Who I Am (2019). Permission by Asifa
Lahore
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Asifa frustrates these efforts. If the veil is figured as impossibility, a closet,
coded as repressive and restrictive, Asifa veilings and unveilings transform into
liberation—performances that bring possibility to Islam and queerness, family,
belonging and becoming.
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CHAPTER 8

Alienated Flesh at the Place of Trauma andDeath:
Unearthing the Black (Queered) In-Human

in Suzan-Lori Parks’ One-Character Short Play
Pickling

Jaye Austin Williams

Mother’s m[ilk]—Oooh! Ssscold. Ha! If I’d taken it straight from the icebox
and put’t on thuh table then it would uh gone from cooold tuh—warm. Rum
Tempachur. Now there’s something. Like flesh tone: What temperature is the
room what tone is the flesh? Taut! Taut flesh.—Your icebox, Miss Miss, what
has happened to your lovely icebox? Ssgone.

—Miss Miss, in Pickling by Suzan-Lori Parks (emphasis added)

[N]arrating counter-histories of slavery has always been inseparable from
writing a history of present, by which I mean the incomplete project of freedom,
and the precarious life of the ex-slave, a condition defined by the vulnerability
to premature death and to gratuitous acts of violence.

—Saidiya Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts” (emphasis added)

It is said that if you look at the sea long enough, scenes from the past come
back to life… If I concentrated hard enough I could see it all happening again.

—Saidiya Hartman, Lose Your Mother
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Re-Tracing the Roots of Trauma

This essay chapter is part of a larger examination of the works of playwright
Suzan-Lori Parks, by whose advent upon the New York theatre scene in the
late 1980s/early 1990s I was profoundly impacted. That scene was a cultural
microcosm of a larger landscape set reeling by an AIDS epidemic that was
killing young gay men in droves. There was virtually no knowledge about its
genesis, and there appeared to be no end in sight. (For AIDS demographic and
mortality statistics between 1981 and 2000, see Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) 2001). The overwhelming surrealness of the death toll and its rapid
escalation obscured another reality glaring only to those suffering in the sub-
terrain of major cities across the United States: that queer People of Color
were also dying of the syndrome, and in disproportionately higher numbers.

The nation’s primal terror and revulsion stemmed from the possibility of a
spread into the “mainstream” (heteronormative) population, even though gay
sex appeared to be the primary mode of transmission (and so painfully little
was known at the time). As such, the brutal introduction of AIDS to the nation
was not a racialized, but “queered,” “de-normalized” one. This is to say, that
the face of AIDS was largely white (unraced) and cismale (gendered), despite
the available statistical evidence suggesting that in the aggregate, the majority
of AIDS sufferers were actually black and Latin-x. They were likely both
(cis) genders; however, the statistics about intravenous drug use transmission
(impacting both queer and heteronormative sufferers amongst many popu-
lations) were also drastically under-reported. In other words, what emerged
in the starkest relief in the United States was that AIDS’ tragic twinning of
queerness and fatality was decimating the most privileged and essential of
hegemony’s next generation of humans: young, vital white men. For the hege-
monic project, this boded worse than the irretrievability of classic literature’s
doomed tragic hero, because this phenomenon was not merely a tragic flaw’s
undoing of a gods-defying individual, but a moral flaw’s potential undoing of
hegemony itself: queer promiscuity, in that moment, seemed to exceed Chris-
tianity’s universal (human) fear of God, and to magnetize God’s wrath like
nothing else could.

In the meantime, Parks seemed to be pursuing her dramatic analysis in and
of the sub-terrain: the already undone(ness) and quintessential queering out of
being; or, the unthought realm that might be notated as black being. I invoke
here and throughout this chapter, as I do elsewhere in my work, the sous rature
(in this instance, “being under erasure”), as means of locating, in writing,
Parks’s protagonist, Miss Miss’s no place in relation to the “world” (and by
this, I do not mean the planet, but the global exchange that is structured
by language, social and cultural normative practices, and legal procedures).
The tacit, unbearable paradox here is that “being queer” did not recuperate
blackness into the national concern about this overwhelmingly fatal disease—
this moral flaw that was a threat to humanity (where whiteness has always
equaled humanity, and blackness, its antithesis), that must be rigorously fought
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and snuffed out, religious transgression, notwithstanding. Frank Wilderson
observes, for example:

Black people cannot bear witness to the coherence of prior plenitude because
their “loss” is overwhelming and irreparable—without a past, with only a body
count in the present, and with desire for redress that must be channeled through
conceptual frameworks and cognitive maps which crowd them out as subjects.
(Wilderson 2011, 20)

In other words, black “subjectivity,” transgressive or not, is tantamount
to the obliteration of its antithesis: those who are a part of the human
social order, even if their performance is objectionable to God. The gener-
ation of white homosexual men who were felled during AIDS’ most virulent
period (between approximately 1980 and 2000)—reviled as they were by the
Judeo-Christian, heteronormative majority, who viewed their homosexuality
as anathema to God’s “natural” laws—were human, nonetheless, and would
have their reckoning with God upon their death. Moreover, the implications
of such an unthinkable loss to the work force (in which sexual orientation
is largely irrelevant to the ability of white males to achieve relative hege-
monic power) and its impact on the global marketplace across time were
overwhelming. Miss Miss is gendered (cis) female, which might seem to be
what signifies her absence of hegemonic power. However, black males do not,
in the strictest sense, have the structural capacity for such power, even though
some may perform as if they do. Further, there are contingencies to this seem-
ingly gendered hegemonic “power” that, in the end, point to an absence
of contingency where blackness is concerned. At the performative level, for
example, the absence of context has borne this out. The case of Dr. Henry
Louis Gates, Jr., the acclaimed Harvard Professor and public intellectual is an
exemplar. When Dr. Gates was witnessed, by the visiting friend of a neighbor,
struggling with the front door lock to his home, he was arrested and taken
into custody for breaking and entering; his professional identity and economic
status, notwithstanding. (Goodnough 2009).

Dr. Gates’ situation, one of so many in which blackness is, de facto, corre-
lated with criminality (what amounts to a societal “queering” out of the
civil/social world, and into the abysmal re-instantiations of slavery: prison,
abject poverty, etc.) exemplifies the positioning of blackness as uncivility
in the (societal) collective unconscious which, in turn, banishes it, through
sundry violent means, beyond the organizing frameworks of the civil/social
sphere. As Patrice Douglass and Frank Wilderson point out, “[t]he anxious
intent to sidestep blackness…cannot underwrite the reality of an existence for
which space and time do not shift” (Douglass and Wilderson 2013, 119).
We tend to think so much in terms of performance as quintessential signi-
fier of all things associated with “human being,” that we often miss the ways
in which performance can be a symptomatic diagnostic tool used to expose
the deeper dilemmas associated with the apparatuses deployed in positioning
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who is human and who is not. If we were to consider performance beyond
the mandate of catharsis (Aristotle) and the ruse of (presumed) universality,
and more as a heuristic through which to expand and deepen social discourse,
we might move beyond bankrupt tautologies of “hope and change,” toward
a robust set of analytics explicating what Wilderson might describe as “the
hydraulics of antiblackness.” And I would offer that these hydraulics are what
catapult blackness, in perpetuity, into an exponential locus of “queerness”.

Parks’ short play is such a heuristic in its performative illustration of a
locus (blackness) that is positioned as unsalvageable and discardable. In his
essay, “The Obscurity of Black Suffering,” Jared Sexton points to the nation’s
outpouring of concern for the stranded dogs after Hurricane Katrina, and the
ways in which this expression of care starkly exceeded that demonstrated for
the (mostly black) people stranded on rooftops and wading through toxic
water, hoping to be rescued (Sexton 2007). This is no less true for Miss Miss.
There is, in fact, a direct connection between her abandonment by Charles
(the lifeguard in her story), and those in the real world who cannot attain to
the social value that deems them recuperable by and within the human sphere.

My present aim is to reflect upon how my relationship to and under-
standing of Parks’ work—as someone who has watched, performed, directed
and analyzed it since the late 1980s—has evolved across these last thirty
years of engagement with it. In particular, I am compelled by the continuum
between Parks’ textual performance as theoretical incision, and the actor’s
performance of the character’s performance of a very particular (black) being
with strikethrough suffering. This continuum destabilizes the presumption of
Miss Miss’s capacity to “ascend” toward a place of becoming. Her shards of
memory reveal a longing easily mistaken by the conscious mind as (be)longing.
Parks provides here a point of departure at which the most compelling exca-
vation can begin, of Miss Miss’s “queered,” (non-) relation to human being;
and of the scant relics of the vast, unrecoverable loss wrought of racial slavery,
including the massive severance of the slave from Mother Africa (heritage).

Few could easily or entirely comprehend what Parks was up to, with her
daring, intricate language and its centering of blackness and the dilemmas
unique to it. I suspected then, and suggest here, that Parks was launching
an intervention that radically disturbed conventional theatrical discourses and
applied practices that tend to valorize the Aristotelian mode of dramatic
story telling. More specifically, her work posed the black dramatic figure as a
particular signifier of paradox—especially where notions of political ontology,
psychic and corporeal integrity and loss are concerned. P. Khalil Saucier and
Tryon P. Woods, for example, render distinct the “‘loss’ [that] the social
movement schematics of non-black subalterns…, the dispossessed of capital
and empire…, [and] the disenfranchised of heteronormative patriarchy [suffer,
from the] ‘absence’ that partitions blackness from the temporality that renders
these and their respective struggles legible.” Specifically, they note, “you
are because you once were; your self-activity is recognizable in the present
because it is geared towards recovery in the future”. I emphasize those
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outside (what I’ll call) the “normative-performative” mandates of heteronor-
mative patriarchy, as means of carrying through the distinction this chapter
is forging between queer identity formation and blackness as quintessen-
tially queered beyond human agency, no matter how existentially put upon,
the prior is. This is not to say that black folks can’t or don’t identify as
politically “black” or culturally “African American” (or “Afro-Cuban,” “Afro-
Dominican,” “Afro-Puerto Rican,” etc.). Rather, it suggests the import of
honoring the distinction between existential and structural analyses in order to
track that which often goes untracked: the continued relegation of blackness
to precarity, violence and captivity in and by the newest modernity, and their
obscuring by performed identity politics, including those of queer identity writ
large.

By stark contrast, Poetics, Aristotle’s now infamous formulaic for the poet
(the dramatic wordsmith in antiquity), prescribes the quintessential narrative
design for the most complete, effecting, universal Tragedy (the Drama in
antiquity). Spectacle, song, diction, character, thought and plot (the engine
driving all of these by way of characters’ inter-and counter-actions) are its
constituent elements (Aristotle 1961, 65, 46). But what happens when a
dramatic figure is pitched outside of cohesive emplotment? To recap, the
majority of those who succumbed to AIDS, with whom the headlines and
CDC reportage were concerned, might have been deemed to defile God’s
sacred tenets, but they were front and center in the national (quite dramatic
and indeed tragic) narrative. Those suffering the epidemic in perverse isola-
tion, dying at even greater rates from the disease, by contrast, were predom-
inantly black and brown people; both queer and heterosexual. In short, they
suffered and died in excess of the national narrative’s overwhelming shock and
grief.

I theorize Parks’ short, one-character play, Pickling , first published in 1988,
to be seminal not only to an oeuvre that would continue to hobble privi-
leged notions of dramatic linearity across the next thirty years, but also, to a
dramaturgical interrogation of black “subjectivity” that warrants examination
within not only the realms of theatre, drama and performance studies, but
the humanities and social sciences, as well. This is because Parks ingeniously
captures, dramatically, a character outside of Aristotle’s schema; one who has
pursued her own version of quantitative and qualitative data. Moreover, my
initial realization of the play, while critically successful, nonetheless missed
the deeper aims of Parks’ intervention; namely, that the character, Miss Miss
embodies a constellation of (politically) ontological symptoms particular to
blackness, including the absence of legible (to the non-black world) signifiers
of loss. As literary theorist Barbara Christian might observe, Parks’ trajectory,
through the fragmented psyche of Miss Miss, deploys the hieroglyph, through
which her narrative labors pointedly, and paradoxically, to ponder the untrace-
able genealogical path back to the dead Mother whom she mourns in the
course of the play (Christian 1987, 41). The figure of “Mother” signifies far
more vastly than I apprehended during my initial exploration of the text as the
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actor. The question arises: how does one perform untraceable, illegible loss?
Selamawit Terrefe extends Christian’s architecture, and also invokes Hortense
Spillers, in her essay, “Speaking the Hieroglyph,” when she asserts:

[A] hermeneutic lens attuned to the hieroglyphics of Black female flesh trans-
lates the muteness and ideological purchase of the Black female imago, and by
extension the Black female psyche, from temporal aphasia towards Spillers’ goal
of “an articulated syntactic particular[ity]. (Terrefe 2018, 126)

In attempting to think into and through the challenge of performing such
“translation,” it might be useful to contemplate the making of the transat-
lantic slave as the crafting of a thing that signifies, at once, synonymous with
time as marker of the seismic shift in commerce and exchange, as well as
the transmogrification of black “being” into “flesh,” such that it becomes
a marker and locus of death, as Spillers points out in making the “distinc-
tion…between ‘body’ and ‘flesh’ … as … central [to that] between captive
and liberated subject-positions[.]” She goes on to suggest that “[i]f we think
of the ‘flesh’ as a primary narrative, then we mean its seared, divided, ripped-
apartness, riveted to the ship’s hole, fallen, or ‘escaped’ overboard” (Spillers
1987, 67). This aptly anticipates the “choice” Miss Miss will embrace at
play’s end. As confounding as this paradox to which Spillers and Terrefe point
may be, the slave—which is to say, an utterly controlled, “accumulated and
fungible,” captive flesh-object—vexes humankind in that “it” becomes tanta-
mount to time itself, which might be described as a confluence of construct
and phenomenon, the latter of which cannot be controlled at all.

In re-thinking Parks’ work as an analysis of the black captive, I am also
indebted to Angela Davis’s address of the black woman as neo-slave within
modernity’s prison industrial complex, and to Christina Sharpe’s formulation
of “wake work,” in which she describes antiblackness as “the climate” that
normalizes black premature death. I consider this re-visitation to Parks’ play
a function of that “wake work” and of reflecting upon and articulating how
the “community of slaves” (Davis) and/as black folk weathering the weather
(Sharpe) suffer at various crossroads. For the purposes of the present analysis,
at the paradoxical nexus of blackness and queerness, such climate is, again,
distinct from an anomalous crisis precipitating premature death through the
virulent spread of a disease. One way to help distinguish them is to speculate
as follows: What if an autopsy of the anxiety precipitated by the uncontrolla-
bility of mortality that AIDS prompted revealed that anxiety to be the phobic
compulsion to exact the three key constituent elements of racial slavery (total
powerlessness; natal alienation; and generalized dishonor) upon the African’s
body, specifically, such that all those reading the autopsy report could under-
stand that this “crafting” (of the human into slaveness) effectively forecloses
any perceptible deliberations over sovereignty, territoriality, property owner-
ship and/or the moral and ethical implications attendant to these matters for
the slave? (Patterson 1982, 1–14). It would certainly explain why the slave
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was not and need not have been an interlocutor in the drama of the moral rift
between “north and south” over the institution and practice of slavery as it
manifested in the United States. It was sufficient that the slave was the prop-
erty (matter) that animated the conflict and thereby—and this is key—gave
meaning to one’s “moral” integrity, without any consideration of the ethical
weight of slavery or its afterlife upon the slave; only the desire not to be impli-
cated in or by either. Cognizance of the slave’s suffering was neither requisite
nor constitutive to such meaning; only the value of “its” fungible flesh was
important.

A Re-Orienting Process

Had I understood then what I do now, my starting place as the lone actor in
Pickling would have been to make a direct connection between the contents of
the jars Miss Miss collects and the desolation and neglect that define a “life”
deemed not worth saving because it exhibits the symptoms of that neglect.
Put another way, how do I, a black, queer woman, perform the “ontological
tautology” of having been “queered” out of social existence and caught in a
psychic loop of grief, memories that no longer access living, and the longing
to reconstitute them? How do I perform the ways in which Miss Miss mirrors
me? To ethically engage these questions is not the same as appealing to either
empathy or catharsis. Rather, to do so is to prompt a new mode of reading
plays that elaborate blackness; one that suggests these questions may never be
answerable, but will always be means of a sustained diagnostic process.

Rhetorically speaking then, the figure of the slave comes center stage: Miss
Miss—a figure whose status as non-(human) being is the matter that enables
the location of meaning and the structuring of feeling for the human. It is
no accident that the synonyms for “matter” range from “material,” “stuff,”
“stock,” and “staple,” to “trouble,” “problem,” “difficulty,” “worry” and
“complication.” The first four nouns constitute inanimate objects at their
“best”—when they simply perform their utility; the latter five nouns consti-
tute the anxiety that arises for the human “when objects [props] betray” (to
borrow an expression from the craft of acting). It is this notion of “betrayal”
that subtends my present meditation, especially as it is overdetermined by
the human onto the slave-object whose betrayal (insurrection or merely the
contemplation of it, as a move toward liberation) is always anticipated by the
human. As such, the very idea of object betrayal piques a constant anxiety,
prompting an ongoing array of antiblack violence: preemptive firewalls against
black liberation.

Parks’ now more than thirty-year-old work speaks directly to the present; or,
more accurately, to the longue durée of global antiblack anxiety that has struc-
tured the “civilized” world by positioning blackness as quintessential captive
locus; “quintessential” because it is not merely at the margins, but beyond
them. This is “queering” of the highest order. I now understand, in ways I
only intuitively did when we were first exploring the work between 1996 and
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2000, that it is the unrest of not being free; of being lost to Mother, that
haunts the virtuosic figure of Miss Miss, and that moves her toward the play’s
end which—contrary to what I may have believed when I was performing the
work—is moving against Aristotle’s definition of and demand for catharsis at
the resolution of a dramatic arc, even though black death would appear to
be the constant objective of civil/social life and its myriad dramas. We must
consider the conditions that foreclose catharsis for Miss Miss, as our exemplar,
who seeks death as relief, rather than catharsis as renewal (of life), contrary to
those who can do so by way of the solidarity of shared identity formation and
the victories that its cohesion can afford. This is a different predicament from
that of the queer-identified person under (even severe) assault because of their
performative dissent from heteronormativity. That performance constitutes a
transgression in response to which is a contingent taxation.

Miss Miss fixates upon two types of object-signifiers: those that are, at best,
metaphors for the desire to belong, or to be in relation to (social) life; and
those that no longer approximate aliveness unless they are associated with
Charles, the lifeguard (e.g., sand from the beach, a used condom, a cup from
which he drank, and his breath, among them). The signifiers for her Mother
are far fewer and signal that which no longer lives (her dentures and dyed hair
are primary among these). Current institutional projects mandating “diver-
sity, equity and inclusion,” lean toward the notion that including those less
represented in certain settings will ameliorate the ills they suffer, universally.
The liberation project’s incompleteness tells a different story, however, and
extends into the contemporary moment, as Hartman’s first opening epigraph
suggests. Further, the conditions of incorporation often come with a mandate:
to perform not only hopefulness and gratitude, but an investment in the larger
project, as evidence of service to the greater, collective “good.” To do so
(as I intuitively, if not intellectually, understood at the time) is to perform
the strain(ing) toward a be(com)ing that can never actually be, beyond the
performative illusion (the seeming) of “being.”

For Miss Miss, there is something more that subtends her strain(ing). It
is the fact of her unattended grief; her grief in (des)(is)olation; the soci(et)al
neglect of her suffering. That suffering is a response to a monumental, incalcu-
lable and illegible absence. The expression of Miss Miss’s suffering manifests,
as Calvin Warren describes it, as the polyvalanced “inhabit[ation] [of] the void
of relationality—relationality between it and Being, and relationality between
it and human-being-ness and the world itself” (Warren 2018, 32). Moving
through the hieroglyphs afresh now reveals that there are two different gram-
mars we are navigating: Aristotle’s dramatic arc, and the slave’s demand for
liberation in the wake of an unimaginable process of disintegration (that which
immediately preceded each and every tumble into the abyss of the Middle
Passage/the ship’s hold/hole).
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A Different Grammar: Thinking
Alienated Flesh Beyond Character

The disarticulation and obliteration of the black’s integrity at every tier
of human (epistemologically ordered social) interplay—i.e., that involving
the bodily and psychic integrity presumed to signify inclusion within the
civil/social context—constitutes the imperceptible scandal that forecloses the
black being from (truly) free navigation of the affective register (i.e., unfet-
tered performance of/within daily life). Put another way, while blackness
is perceived of and treated as a scandal to civil/social life at every level,
this perception, particularly in the zeitgeist of today’s colorblind, multiracial
discourses, is often missed, or more correctly, disavowed, since everywhere
can be spotted “evidence” of black “people” performing as respectable,
(seemingly) incorporated “beings” (i.e., black actors, athletes and politicians
receiving accolades for their exceptionalism) who can (and most certainly
are) counterposed by those black “people” performing “badly” (i.e., un-
respectably, resistant, criminally, recalcitrant, “wayward”). There is, however,
a “frequency” at which another level of “being” exists: as supernumerary,
extraterrestrial and in the sub-terrain. Sexton describes these longitudes of
“blackness [as] theory itself, [and] antiblackness the resistance to theory,”
since “black life is not lived in the world that the world lives in, but it is lived
underground, in outer space” (Sexton 2014, 1). This all points to a continuum
of violence against blackness that makes “its” systematic ruination illegible in
the human/social register—and that includes subaltern formations who might
be embattled but are still incorporated into the human project. There can be
no such recognition or incorporation of that which has been obliterated. One
can, perhaps, as Miss Miss does, retrieve fragments, but this is not the same
as recuperating the integrity (wholeness) of one’s past or arguing for one’s
equality and acceptance within a societal context.

This is where blackness as queer(ed) and queer identity must be thought
separately, as the prior is a structural predicament that magnetizes atmospheric
(social) pressure for its very being, and the latter is a performative formation
that may, as I have suggested earlier, magnetize the same, but contingent
upon its non-conformity to societal norms. James Bliss’s essay, “Hope Against
Hope: Queer Negativity, Black Feminist Theorizing, and Reproduction with
Futurity,” for example, makes the distinction between queer negativity’s
privilege to refuse a futurity that centers the cherished (metonymic) Child
which, in turn, morally sanctifies human futurity, from the black feminist
critique that “anticipates, or rather, haunts the political imaginary articulated
in queer negativity” (Bliss 2015, 83, 86). In refusing heteronormative futurity,
however, Bliss suggests that queer negativity (in particular, the formulations
of Lee Edelman) positions queerness as black. From within the black feminist
dramatic, the strain between the two poles of impossibility to be(long) and
(longing) to be; between no place and the performative sense of place, is the
exaggerated outstretch of Miss Miss’s hand, grabbing hold of the promise that
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lies within the jars: the signifiers of an unrecoverable past. My own theoretical
gesture conjoins with hers, and in so doing, I take my cues from Parks’ text:

Havent been out since. Synce uh comedinlass. Hee! Got it all here. Been saving.
Savin it up. For guests. Its time: mmm. This is good. Good sounds. Very—oh!
And the applause. Yes. That was from. I had guests. In my home. In here.
Home. They come for miles. To see me. I sang! Beautifully. Accompany myself
with my jars. (Parks 1995, 94)

I imagine the (née) Africans, having tumbled into the nightmarish vertigo
of the slave ship’s hold, singing out, “accompany[ing] [themselves],” in search
of a “home” that is nowhere findable or discernible amidst so many unidentifi-
able tongues. One of Parks’ exemplary rhetorical strategies is to write without
possessive or contractive punctuation, suggesting her cognition of the absence
of capacity to own anything, including language, while at the same time deter-
mining to fragment it; using it as plainly and effectively as possible toward
an ethics beyond the unethical context that enslaves her characters. In other
words, in the speculative realm, the strength of a character is not predicated
on any identity claims or desires to own the signifiers of accumulated success
within a register in which ownership and consumption (or, accumulation and
fungibility, as Hartman and Wilderson describe it) have currency. Rather, the
character’s intuitive cognizance of those unethics are what drive the character
toward the only “choice” they can make; one unencumbered by the attach-
ment to identity formation and the presumed history that “being empowered”
or “having agency” or even, being “here … queer … [and] everywhere,” as
an individual in possession of a human narrative provides. Parks’ meta-analysis
illustrates the raw extent to which these do not apply to Miss Miss, which in
turn, and paradoxically, allows her to say a great deal more in and through the
play’s (intentionally) fragmented, hieroglyphic grammar.

There are many periods (declaratives, but without benefit of either agency
or empowerment) with which Parks respells the grammar of suffering, by
moving fugitively through it. In other words, Parks can critique that grammar
by way of distorting it toward a sonic acuity: “Havent been out since. Synce
uh comedinlass,” signifyin’ on the ways in which slaves have always taken the
master’s tools and bent them toward the accuracy of the situation. Miss Miss
does not pin down a linear time marking when she was last “out” (free). In
her fragmented wordplay, she first establishes her captivity. She then respells
the multi-grammatical word “since” (which can function as either a preposi-
tion, conjunction or adverb) to blur any definitive notion that slave time is
anything but timeless/out of time/unmarkable time—and all through a mix
of complete and incomplete sentences that center us inside her imaginary,
where sonic life and plenitude abound. So, her present (bereft and captive)
condition is foregrounded, while the past blurs into the background, much
like the “background blur” created in photography and cinema isolates the
subject from their surroundings. Again, however, it is important to note that
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this articulation happens in the vivid, sonic imaginary of Miss Miss’s head;
not in the “real” that has, conversely, blurred/queered her out of subjectivity
and into subjection. Parks labors throughout by designing variations of such
fragmentary wordplay—all designed to bring into focus how out of focus Miss
Miss is to the world.

The fallacious critique of the “black/white binary” gives way to the thun-
derous multi-cultural/multiracial demand that we set down that framework,
when the term “binary” was never an accurate description of the ratio between
blackness and the (epistemological) world writ large. The gender binary is
likewise an insufficient yardstick by which to measure the breadth of black
disaffection—what Achille Mbembe aptly terms “the terror and the symbolic
sealing off of the slave” regardless of their gender (Mbembe 2003, 22). Put
another way, gender inequality is not constitutive to the degree to which black
“presence” scandalizes civil/social life. (I have placed “presence” in quota-
tions rather than (under) erasure here to emphasize the performance of black
“being” in the civil context, which tends to be confused with actual Being (in
Martin Heidegger’s formulation of it as the existential relation to space and
time, and the intellectual or philosophical concept of the (universal) self as
being in relation to a larger context) (Heidegger 2010 [1953]). For example,
black men are often afforded, and critiqued (through the feminist lens) for,
possessing the same societal agency as white (or other non-white/non-black)
men, which does not account for the difference between their performance
of masculinity and actual male subjectivity, when context becomes the back-
ground blur, and blackness is foregrounded in the frame (e.g., the black male
CEO’s unsuccessful attempt to hail a taxi after a board meeting; camel hair
coat, cashmere scarf and briefcase, notwithstanding). In this example, the
performative signifiers are drowned out by the figure of the black imago that
looms large in the foreground of the taxi driver’s psychic frame, like that of
the neighbor’s friend who called the police on Dr. Gates.

In the present rereading of Parks’ play, I am underscoring the performa-
tive illusion of “being” (and the yearning to be) that Miss Miss “inhabits”
(theatrically/illusorily) and represents (in her perverse isolation/deadness to
the world). She conveys the deep and ongoing absence of belonging, and the
fragmented, decayed relics (traces) of a past she can only grieve for, but cannot
access. This is to emphasize the mis recognition of such performance(s)—no
matter how “well wrought,” and no matter whether heteronormative, queer
or trans; of able athletes, savvy investment bankers, competent office workers,
entertaining personalities, scholarly professors or diplomatically facile heads of
state—as having transcended the fact of social death, when the will to “queer”
them out of the frame, for fear that their blackness will smother or otherwise
consume humanity, presents itself. (I recall here once again, Bliss’s comparison
between the white queer will to refuse normative futurity versus the overde-
termined will to queer blackness out of life). By contrast, there are demands
and expectations of black performance in the civil/social sphere—what Frantz
Fanon formulates as the “overdetermination from without” (Fanon 1952,
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1967, 1986, 87)—that rely upon those performances to cohere that sphere,
yet do not save the performers from the (sometimes spectacular, sometimes
mundane) violent reminders of their non-relation to the soci(et)al context, no
matter how facile their performances. This suggests, at least in part, that the
slave’s entitlement to the rights and privileges that protect anyone who is part
of a societal construct is non-existent; and that being gendered male does not
recuperate this absence.

This is certainly the case for Miss Miss, who happens to be gendered female,
is an isolate and is mourning the dual absence of “mother” and of something
that was never hers to lose, whether she’d been gendered female or male, or
identified as queer or straight: a fleeting intimacy with a lifeguard who ulti-
mately forsakes her. I am suggesting that while queer identity is most certainly
embattled, it is nonetheless incorporated into the human sphere. Blackness
may perform identity or a confluence of identities, but it nonetheless exceeds
integra(l)(ted) identity formation, and, as the Snap Queen Miss Roj declares
of “herself” in George C. Wolfe’s satire, The Colored Museum, is “queered”
beyond its margins, into the “extraterrestrial” realm (Wolfe, 14–15).

The annihilative scandal, then, is itself a paradoxical fold, insofar as the way
in which civility scandalizes blackness remains largely “non-communicable”—
which is to say, its articulation is often elided from even the most credible
critiques of violence, in the face of which the intricacies of antiblackness
become garbled in the precarious performances—some more successful than
others—that reflect a more desired and palatable approximation of black
“life” in the world. So, we must think the entire architecture of Parks’ work
differently; i.e., not in terms of dramatic arc, but rather, its rupture.

Undoing Identity: A Queer(ed) Black Drama

And so, as a black, queer feminist artist and theorist who now understands
that the four markers that follow “black” in this description of me cannot
save me from the scandalous irritant to society (and its myriad progressive
discourses) that my blackness signals in an entirely different way than do
either my queer or feminist identities. I am a black feminist, after all, and
as such, I bring a different critical lens to the table than that which insists that
wrongs be righted and inequities be balanced. My blackness recognizes that in
the grand (meta) scheme, antiblack violence is not only overt and brash, but
is also stealthy, complicated, saturated and pervasive. It is the “world”—the
epistemologically cohered, global and vertically integrated civil/social/capital
project. So, I must return to this seemingly “little” play, and to Miss Miss,
where I left her. I must radically retrace my earlier steps within the condi-
tion that I mistook for a “retreat,” and that was, in fact, preparation for
the only “choice” she could make within her desolation—one that is obfus-
cated by Aristotle’s demand for catharsis (relief). I have embarked upon this
retracing in hopes of (re)cognizing this “farewell dramatic performance. Well
wrought. Lots of sighs init” (Parks 1995, 95) as the unbearable, yet clearest,
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most ethical response to that condition. I do so, understanding that Parks is
working mightily and deftly to bend, contort and thereby append the devas-
tating insufficiency of language to articulate Miss Miss’s performance of the
“deathliness” that engulfs her, and to, in turn, facilitate my own performance
of the predicament Miss Miss and I share, yet, as David Marriott prompts,
“to see beyond the void,” despite the formidability of the task, enough to
articulate artfully about it (Marriott 2016, 12). That void is not blackness
where “black folks” converge—the cave, in the cosmos, in the stratosphere
and beyond, unmarked—but blackness as it is captured and positioned by the
purview of civil/social life in the world; the “life” that has been defined as
“human(ity).”

I have come quite a distance, to the realization that identity formation,
within the context of an antiblack world, and its attendant, often messy poli-
tics, won’t save me from either the spectacular or mundane assaults upon
me in that context, no matter the degree or intensity of solidarity I might
feel with Miss Miss, other black “women,” other queer people, other black
queer “people,” or, for that matter, with non-black people. Put simply, I
am subject(ed) to the random determinations by and desires of an array of
human external drives toward the coherence that their perceptions of my
identity bring to bear for them, no matter the cost to me. And, as I have
been suggesting, this scale ratchets up to capital accumulation on a global
scale, where “linkages between capitalist accumulation, state complicity, and
anti-Black violence” are consistently and increasingly trackable through their
“rel[iance] [up]on the dehumanization of Afro-descendant populations and
the treatment of Black geographies as unviable” (Bledsoe and Wright 2019,
8). Miss Miss comes to terms with this in the course of releasing the shards of
memory of her ephemeral relationship to her now dead “Mother”. For us to
bear witness to the hieroglyph that is Pickling , and still presume to take solace
in the demands of linear dramatic narrative would be as much a fool’s errand
as any presumption that my identity as a black, queer feminist can somehow
retrieve me from the “auction block” which, in modern terms, is the excessive
presumptions upon black women’s labors.

I embark here, upon the sobering process of re-membering, in order
to analyze the unspoken, unconscious, insatiable appetites, expectations
and consumption that both determine and overdetermine expectations and
consumption of black dramatists’ works and their black characters’ actions;
a process that has been difficult, lonely and at moments frightening. This is
because the rules of performance, and the training by and through which they
are applied, tend to focus on internal needs, desires and motivations, rather
than on the external, structural factors that bear down on characters. As a
result, they are often presumed to be motivated solely by their inner drives
which, in turn, comprise the “conflict” constitutive to compelling drama—as
if these drives operate independent of the external world. Structural analysis
enables a different mode of understanding dramaturgy and character develop-
ment. This is why Parks’ work is so deeply important; because it exposes the
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core of what is most radical about black drama—that which exists, is alien-
ated/queered—beyond existential “human” drama (by which I do not mean
dramas modeled after the narrative boiler plate that casts blacks in them and
then expects them to comport with conventional narrative story lines). Rather,
black drama is the continual meditation on black liberation and both what
that might look like in some inconceivable future and the fact that the very
concept constitutes struggle in the present. Sylvia Wynter alludes, for example,
in discussing her late 1950s novel, The Hills of Hebron, about Jamaican planta-
tion laborers toiling under the press of British colonialism, to Frantz Fanon’s
distillation of the black laborer as an “expendable” category of worker, not to
be confused with workers who were part of the “normal proletariat” (Scott
2000, 135). Wynter’s expansive examination of the category of “the Human”
is staggering, and is prompting an increasing number of scholars to think
more deeply about this in relation to blackness as an “unthought position”
(Hartman and Wilderson 2003).

Miss Miss finds restless sanctuary in re-memories that haunt the “past-
presents” within which I, along with Parks, must confront the daunting task
of reconstituting ourselves in some semblance of “story”—whether it be theo-
retical, historical, narrative or, a meld of the three, and lend these melded
sensibilities to Miss Miss, a collector of relics, who labors, desperately to
locate a coherent narrative that in some unlocatable past, across a life-altering
threshold, has been “crumbled” (Parks 1995, 97).

Neo-Marxian economic anthropologist Claude Meillassoux examines
slavery in its nascence, bringing to light Africa’s structural susceptibility to
the lure of Europe’s profiteering, thereby exposing the emergence of slavery
on the Continent. He asserts:

[I]n that [slavery] involves class relations, [it] can emerge only (1) through the
dislocation of the productive and reproductive cycles on which kinship is based,
and thus through the emergence of the absolute alien, the non-kin; [and] (2)
through the incessant renewal of this social category excluded from kinship
reproduction relations and thus through the creation of substitute apparatuses.
(Meillassoux 1991, 40)

This anthropological orientation and the particular way in which it situates
slavery as a semiotic framework (the structure of which is girded by identity
formations predicated on stratification) balances the American perspective that
often unwittingly lops off racial slavery’s beginnings in much the same way
that the European Enlightenment thinkers, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel,
chiefly among them, lopped off Africa from the intellectual discursive field.
James A. Snead’s analysis is helpful here:

In his by no means atypical nineteenth-century view, Hegel said that black
culture simply did not exist in the same sense as European culture did. Black
culture … had no self-expression (i.e., no writing); there was no black Volksgeist,
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as in Europe, and not even particular tribes or groupings of Africans seemed in
the least concerned to define themselves on the basis of any particular Volksgeist.
(Snead 1981, 147)

Snead goes on to note that Hegel wondered where Africans fit into world
history, and as we now know, racial slavery was and, many argue, remains (in
its neo-instantiations) the world’s enacted response to Hegel’s query. Orlando
Patterson’s analysis of slavery’s ramifications are crucial to reading Moderni-
ty’s saturation with racial slavery. He articulates how power defines, absolutely,
the master’s dominion over the slave and the demand of “total obedience” the
master can then make because of that absolute power (Patterson 1982, 332).
Patterson shifts the lens yet again from one closely examining the insidious
machinations of racial slavery as an enterprise; a dynamic paradigm replete with
prurient sexual exploitation; duplicitous notions of identity and of freedom;
the painfully and curiously circumscribed, stratified or confiscated social lives
of blacks seeming to survive within the enterprise which had grown into a
monstrous hybrid of economic and social institutions at the expense of those
who, in fact, had lost all connectedness to social existence within the ongoing
Transatlantic transaction(s). Miss Miss’s continual opening of jars in search
of that past resonates loudly with this imperceptible loss and the subjection
to absolute power that is part and parcel of it. Patterson’s incision suggests
power as the fulcrum upon which the master/slave dynamic crystallizes. While
Michel Foucault suggests, in a decidedly Marxian vain, that power imbalance
depersonalizes the master/slave dialectic, Patterson implores us to examine the
intricacies of that interplay and how they expose this relation as (a) not at all
dialectical as Hegel asserts in his now infamous formulation (the Master-Slave
Dialectic); (b) exponentially violent and, as such (c) a non-relation (Foucault
1995, 73–103). One of the most striking elucidations in Patterson’s anal-
ysis occurs in his chapter entitled, “Patterns of Manumission.” The prurient
social politics involved in the determination as to whether an individual is
freed or not, are fraught with shady complexity. In particular, Patterson artic-
ulates that “[i]n nearly all slaveholding societies female slaves were manumitted
at a higher rate than males, whatever the overall manumission rate, primarily
because of their frequent sexual relations with the master or with other free
males. Prostitution was also an important source of income for slaves and in
many cases for owners, and a path to manumission” (Patterson 1982, 263).
Patterson’s unmitigated braiding together of sex with slavery and (question-
able) manumission lays bare the inclusion of sex-as-commodity and sex-as-tool
of subjugation upon the discursive field, underscoring his notion “that slavery
and freedom are intimately connected [which enables us to better] understand
the essence and the dynamics of slavery” (Patterson 1982, ix). This suggests
that the slave’s overarching dilemma extends far beyond that of appealing for
understanding, acceptance, equality and other civil rights as queer persons
and/or women on the basis of sexual or gender difference and/or preference.
The slave is absent the capacity (structural) to make such an appeal, and their
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desires in this regard, exceed the sphere of preeminent social concerns. Even
their manumission (remittance from slavery) remains imbricated with some
form of bondage.

In contemporary terms, the slave position is reflected, among other things,
in and as the absence of social sentiment or care about black suffering that is
manifest in the magnified scale of police violence, exponential representation
in prisons, disproportionate sentencing for lesser crimes and spectacularized
captivity within ghettoized areas. I am mindful, once again of Sexton’s refer-
ence to Hurricane Katrina, which, along with Warren, Sharpe, Wilderson,
Hartman and Wynter, points to the absence of societal care for—in essence,
the discard of—the black. This is not to say that any of these thinkers are
making appeals to society to provide such care; rather, they are diagnosing its
absence, everywhere within it. This distinction is crucial in accurately reading
Parks’ dramatic analysis. For example, in the “present” of the play, Miss Miss
can only conjure a memory of appealing to Charles to give her “something to
remember you by” (Parks 1995, 97). Whatever relics she has kept in remem-
brance are a result of her labor. Charles has no desire to care for or retain ties
with her. Her self-care, such as it is, is tantamount to her straining toward that
memory.

Properly synthesizing these distinctions enables us to see that Miss Miss
represents and performs a captive (state of being) such that she can neither
transcend the hold (of the slave ship) nor the hole it has left in and through
her. Put another way, the (w)hole of/in history and the hold it has on us, an
idea upon which Parks has meditated throughout her career, and which was
inspired, at least in part, by one of her teachers, James Baldwin, whose now
infamous 1986 speech to the National Press Club confronts America’s blatant,
ongoing non-confrontation with its history.

A Dramaturgy of Anti-catharsis

I performed Pickling at four off-Broadway venues in New York City between
1999 and 2003 (HERE Performance Space, the Mint Theatre, Joe’s Pub at
the Public Theatre and the Cherry Lane Theatre) in collaboration with Allison
Eve Zell, whose dedicated direction was astute and supportive. We spent that
four-year period exploring a text at the heart of which we had every faith was a
true narrative nugget. Our tandem gaze was trained on a fixed cathartic field,
which I presumed a traceable dramatic arc deeply embedded within the lyrical
weave of Parks’ imagining, and the unearthing of which promised Miss Miss’s
salvation from her suffering. That salvation anticipated her return to a life
she’d once possessed prior to the loss of her mother, the pivotal event of the
play; one that, like Plato’s allegorical prisoner who ascends out of the epistemic
dearth of the cave into the light (Plato 2015, 247–283), would redeem Miss
Miss from the bowels of psychic dearth (Fig. 8.1).

Our dramaturgical journey yielded an embarrassment of astonishing
metaphoric and semiotic riches, evinced by the virtuosic word play for which
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Fig. 8.1 Jaye Austin Williams as Miss Miss in Picking by Suzan-Lori Parks. Photo
courtesy of Allison Eve Zell

Parks is now legendary. Specifically, the narrative reveals a woman, Miss Miss,
who has witnessed her mother’s sudden collapse:

She was on her way out to let out the dog. Dog would go roll in thuh yard sniff
grass then squat. Such uh funny face when it would squat. I would watch from
here. On her way to let him out. Standing at the threshold with the doorhandle
in her hand she just—crumbled—. Puddle of her own pickling surrounds her
wig like a halo. Guess she had to go too my lips on her lips and blew—(Parks
1995, 97)

A spectacular disruption of the quotidian, out of which spills a legacy of grief
and suffering that are perceived in and by the main as “madness.” As she falls,
Mother drops a jar that shatters into a “[p]uddle of her own pickling,” belying
an even deeper quest for acceptability (signified by “her wig”), surrounded by
the closest thing to “a halo” Mother will ever acquire, by way of the wig’s
obfuscation of her blackness. The dramatic arc comprising Miss Miss’s “recov-
ery” from this (seemingly) pivotal event that prompts her self-assessment as
“a little off” (Parks 1995, 95), is traceable through her labyrinthine adhe-
sion of the shards of traumatic “memory.” She attempts this by opening the
sundry canning jars that both entomb and buttress her. What recomposes is a
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“mama’s girl” who has spent many summers in a beach enclave canning with
her mother. The re-memory is evocative of communities such as Sag Harbor,
Long Island and Oak Bluffs on Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts. The first,
a community largely comprised of Black and Native Indigenous whalers who
had begun to gravitate there in the late 1800s. At the turn of the twentieth
century, it became a place where working-class Blacks began to take summer
refuge. The second was an area inhabited by predominantly seafaring slave-
descended folk, as many whites, in turn, spent their summers on Nantucket
Island.

After her mother’s death, Miss Miss has apparently remained alone in the
house. She meets a lifeguard named Charles, with whom she has a sexual
encounter that stops abruptly when he discovers her strange ritual of canning
unusual things. Of Mother, Miss Miss recalls, for example:

[S]heeeeee had. The most beautiful smile. Oh.__. In thuh red stained jar I keep
it. Kept her red gums too. Pickledem. Red gums gone uh little black now.
(Parks 1995, 96)

Miss Miss is a name Parks has constructed as a sign for a plethora of psychic
signifieds: absence of (missing) belonging by way of either matrimonial or natal
filiation; yearning for (missing) those lost; yearning for (missing) the self; one
that intones a disquieting repetition (a ghosting forth) of all of the above. She
commences this (seemingly) archaeo-semiotic dig, singing:

… I wiped his brow.
I. Wiped. His. Brooooooooow.
He grabbed the frail cloth
Ripped it roughly in two,
Gave my half to me—I give his half to you.
“Farewell! Farewell!” So turns the wheel.—
_____.
“Farewell! Farewell!” So turns the wheel—ah-la-la-uh-uh—
_____. (Parks 1995, 93)

The meld of ephemerality and precarity is evoked starkly by the image of
“the frail cloth,” suggesting a soul in need of rescue. Miss Miss speaks ador-
ingly and effusively about Charles throughout the play, and hints at her having
been retrieved from precarity into sociality. For example, Charles apparently
once pulled Miss Miss out of the freezing cold ocean water where she has
tried to drown herself:

Such arms he had. Such bicepts. Like steel. Steal away steal away my home is—.
Such bicepts. He lived next door. Close. He was uh lifeguard. We met on thuh
beach. “Don’t go in it’s much too cold!”: Those were his words. Not mine.
Saved my life. Was winter. He worked year round. I saved sand from that day.
Uh whole jar full. Had tuh dig under thuh snow tuh get at it.” (Parks 1995,
95)
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Clues loom large here, as to Miss Miss’s irreconcilable psychic unrest and
her, in fact, not having been retrieved at all. Given that this strapping figure
has “grabbed the frail cloth [and] ripped it roughly in two,” then given her
half, suggests a not entirely successful rescue; for Charles has pulled out but
a fraction of the whole that was pitched into the water. The “half” she gives
“to you,” her audience, present by way of the fragmented rehearsal of deep
trauma, is ephemeral. Charles’ act of perfunctory “lifesaving” is undone by his
eventual rejection of the symptoms of unrecoverable loss that deem Miss Miss
discardable, as were the Jamaican laborers in Wynter’s literary analysis above.
In short, Charles ruptures her connection to him (as signifier of “the world”
and) as a contemporary fellow traveler. The psychic terror and isolation that
Mother’s demise has ignited and from which Miss Miss attempts to retreat,
does not register as comfort-worthy in or by a world that instead rips the frail
cloth in order to preserve its own coherence (derived from her disintegration).
It is this coherence that enables social, normalized capacity. Miss Miss, to the
contrary, must soothe her own soul, in this jar-walled abyss, fashioned—and
we might ask, by whom? By her? By her Mother? Or by the world? From
what, then, is she retreating? From what do black being retreat when in need
of respite, even on an island with others marked like themselves? How are they
(re)treated when the encroachment of their absence of presence looms large
enough to signify the theft of human coherence, necessitating their casting as
intrinsically pathological, mad, malfeasant or otherwise worthy of captivity or
(social or sentient) death?

Swerving Toward the Abyss

In the opening epigraph, Miss Miss alludes to an icebox she once possessed—a
psychic morgue to preserve and reconstitute that which has succumbed, and
that will, if left at “[r]um [t]empachur,” further decay. But now, Miss (Parks
1995, 98) Miss declares her icebox “Ssssgone,” and continues her decaying
process, which lends vivid resonance to her attempt at drowning in winter.
During one of their sexual encounter(s), Miss Miss declares, indicating one of
the jars, that she:

told him to do it in here. I didn’t want to waste it. … Something to remember
you by? (Parks 1995, 97)

Some of the sundry other remainder-signifiers of those liaisons are:

The cup with his lips mark. Here. The sand from his bare feet. In this one. His
wind: breath; gas. The prophylactic: our love object. Thuh light likes this one.
Our love. (Parks 1995, 95)

When Charles decides Miss Miss is mad, he accuses her of practicing
Voodoo, which she tells us has prompted:
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uh x-change uh huhnn. Uhbout we spoke of. And—uhbout thuh great-nigger-
queen-bee-who-lives-at-the-center-of-Mars. He said “center.” I said “Uh little
off.” We had words he and I. … Understood thuh nigger-queen but didnt
understand thuh jars. (Parks 1995, 95)

This rift marks the junction at which, if we are thinking merely narratively,
we might imagine an altercation after which Charles has left Miss Miss, unable
to abide her apparent madness. Thinking paradigmatically might prove more
fruitful, however. First, a motif throughout is the association of Charles with
tautness; in particular, with “taut flesh” (Parks 1995, 93). Second, Charles
dubs Miss Miss with the exotic brand of “nigger-queen bee,” situating her
on Mars, and then abandoning her. With this, Charles the lifeguard, in effect,
queers Miss Miss out of the world. Put another way, contrary to extending a
lifeline to her, Charles revokes her social life as penalty for her madness. His
abjuration further stymies and traumatizes her, reifying an existence marked by
alienation. Yet, along what graph does one plot the profundity of such trauma,
when there is no avowed accounting for the loss it constitutes?

While Miss Miss’s past might be traced narratively, Parks dramatically (and
aptly) situates her as an isolate in the present; from beginning (when we
discover Miss Miss soothing her grief with music and the illusory adoring
fans for whom she “performs”) to end, when she commences her exit (what
I presumed to be an “ascent” out of the deep, dark place in which Miss
Miss is interred). To this end, we dissembled the enclosure, opening the
jars throughout the course of the play, ultimately releasing the imprisoned
memories and, by extension, Miss Miss:

Slip back into thuh river lingo gentle-like then from thuh river we float out tuh
sea. Nothin tuh carry along. Nothing saved. No mementos. —No saviors—all
left. Gone out. (Parks 1995, 98)

It was a formidable Platonic trace—a notion of not only ascent into spir-
itual redemption, healing and the end of suffering afforded by the light,
but also ascent into civil/social filiation—that was the anchor tenant for our
dramaturgy as I understood it, and which drew the following New York Times
declaration about the play’s ending:

[S]he grabs a hat from the debris she is walking out of and strolls toward a
bright, bare yellow wall, looking, in Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s fine phrase,
“a little sunburnt by the glare of life.” As she lifts her face to the sky, she leaves
you with the feeling that she’s looking right at you. It is a blinding moment of
elation so unexpected it makes you want to yell, and most people in the theater
do.” (Bruckner 2000, E5)

It is this cathartic response to Aristotle’s call that now constitutes the point
of departure and re-examination of Parks’ richly enigmatic text at which I find
myself; namely, back to “the river lingo” toward which Miss Miss is about to
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venture “out” and “back”), to the impending “rest” she charts in the end
as “to thuh worms” (Parks 1995, 98). Miss Miss’s solace is, paradoxically,
situated in this psychic alienation—this exchanging of one form of death for
another—as much as it is a by-product of what Fred Moten so exquisitely
terms “an improvisational immanence—where untraceable, anoriginal rooted-
ness and unenclosed, disclosing outness converge, where that convergence is
articulation by and through an infinitesimal and unbridgeable break” (Moten
2003, n. 255). Moten sees this break, or fold, as an easement toward a kind of
liberation. I agree, in part, but only provisionally, because Miss Miss’s resolve
to return “to the worms” is indeed to escape from an untenable position into
an unknown, but certainly, she must relinquish her sentience in order to do
so; and that exists in a void, in effect, outside of, yet also in certain respects,
useful to, the human construct. James Baldwin refers to this as the paradoxical
“cho[ice] between amputation and gangrene” (Baldwin 1955, 36).

But what if the untraceable, infinitesimal rootedness of Miss Miss’s linguis-
tically musical genius could be thought as coterminous with the incalculability
of her suffering. In other words, how does Miss Miss’s “grammar of suffering”
(as Hartman and Wilderson refer to it throughout their respective projects)
help to define freedom for others by way of her arrested, illegible aria? I
use “arresting” here deliberately, noting Parks’ allusion to the Greek myth
of Orestes, who kills his mother, Clytemnestra, and then is driven mad by the
Furies, a trio of sisters who torment and punish wrong-doers. Referencing a
door handle as the site of her Mother’s sudden death, Miss Miss cautions:

Door handle was soiled! Coulda washed it. But. No. Soiled with mothers milk
Miss Miss. Mothers milk never comes clean. Look what happened to—wasshis-
name—Aresting. Mr. Aresting ha he kills his mother raggedy women follow him
around yelling. Mothersmilk. (Parks 1995, 93)

According to the myth, Orestes (in tandem with his sister, Electra) holds his
mother, Clytemnestra, in contempt for colluding with her lover, Aegisthus, in
the murder of their father, Agamemnon, the King, and so, kills her (Euripides
1972, 297–361). Parks’ masterful embedment of this myth by Euripides
within Miss Miss’s aria signifies on a mythology of madness run amok. But
that madness is consequent to a genealogy of wrong-doing and its avenging.
Miss Miss, by contrast, is neither guilty of her mother’s death, nor an agent in
the complex and violent embroidery of history with (both political and exis-
tential) ontology that has positioned her as she is—a black being mourning
a compound loss that is “heard”/avowed by no one. There is no chain of
causality, no transgression from performative norms, that warrants her alien-
ation and the madness it begets. This suggests a point of departure from
the context of human existence. While Miss Miss’s fossilized, dead remain-
ders might signify “loss” within a theatrical conceit, as inanimate traces, they
cannot provide her a capacity to recover that loss were she in the real world.
Her brilliance may possess an “immanence” to realization in the world, as
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Moten (understandably) aspires, but the promise of that immanence, and the
timeline across which she is expected to patiently, faithfully await its realization
in and by the world, has, in effect, bankrupted and exhausted her.

Conclusion: Ending a World Without End

The presumed antidotes or solutions to Miss Miss’s suffering are analgesic, at
best; the gesture of going back to Africa’s “river lingo,” of imagining our roots
in the Motherland are findable, or that donning the vestments that suggest as
much constitute a restorative panacea that connects the slave-descended to
our former identities as Africans. But such reclamation is encumbered by the
repeated, violent refusal of black “being” in the present; one that is constitu-
tive to social cohesion, because blackness is only clearly definable as beyond the
conceptual construct of the human; as enabler of human coherence because
it is positioned as the abysmal—the place where human being is not. Even
armed with a mighty will to undo a madness that is trained on a partic-
ular object of interest, as Miss Miss’s “farewell dramatic performance” (Parks
1995, 95) is, the self-possessed, Afro-centric black “being” performing in the
civil/social context remains subjected to the strange, unrelenting headwinds
(the “weather”) of captivity in some manifestation or other. This is to say, it
is no longer solely the enactments of Jim Crow and Klan members wearing
pillowcase masks and brandishing torches. Rather, it is the mundane neglect,
discard, ignorant assaults and the spectacular violence that continue to accrue
to what Hartman identifies as the unrecoverable, illegible archive of the slave.

In revisiting Pickling , I have awakened to a discourse that has been going
on around me for lifetimes and death times in the outer dimensions of what
contextualizes the “human” world: the (black) intramural exchange between
slaves and the slave-descended. It is an ever-evolving exchange. It is also a
particularly turbulent discourse at present, largely because of the pressure that
has built up between those longing to be and are so deeply grateful for having
been incorporated, and those who deeply and radically question, not so much
the longing—for we all want to live; but what it is that those who long to be
incorporated into—what so many mistake for universal “life.” But, as rife as the
black intramural discourse is, it is also, in many respects, as close to “home” or
“Mother” as I have been or will ever be. And when the rumble from within the
cave disrupts the world with what some call “black noise”—what Fred Moten
describes as “the inter-articulation of the resistance of the object with Marx’s
subjunctive figure of the commodity who speaks” (asserting a shortsightedness
in Marx’s subjunctive usage; and that the object does indeed speak and even
resists) (Moten 2003, 1, 5)—glimpsing the potential for rupture of the world.
For example, Moten is “interested… in the implications of the breaking of…
speech, the elevating disruptions of the verbal that take the rich content of
the object’s/commodity’s aurality outside the confines of meaning precisely by
way of th[e] material heritage across which separates slavery and ‘freedom.’”
(Moten 2003, 6; emphasis mine). It is this potent and urgent curiosity of
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which I am in address, because it points to a critical divergence between those
who imagine speculatively, spaces and galaxies beyond the human construct
that is so coveted, understanding that those imaginaries do not constitute the
present for black folks; and those who insist upon the rights and privileges that
come with being included by and within it. I would agree with Moten that
sentient objects/commodities do indeed speak. But in the face of persistent
and exhaustive evidence of societal and worldly dereliction of those, where
does the lion’s share of that object’s spoken labor land, but in the same abyss
as the proverbial gob of spit after its interface with a powerful wind? Who hears
Miss Miss’s aria? For whom does she perform it? It is the object’s labor to be
legible that makes it so or, is it whether, how and for what purpose/utility it is
rendered legible by the gaze that frames it? I am not suggesting that Moten’s
longing is to be legible in and to that framing, because that would be to
misread him. But the fact that the “black noise” in response to the acquittals of
the police who were witnessed and replayed, millions upon millions of times,
viciously beating Rodney King—and to all the subsequent acquittals and non-
indictments of police for having fatally shot unarmed black being—continues
to produce more violence from the police state, and suggests a queering (out)
of being; i.e., beyond that which seeks recognition as part of a “queer” identity
formation within the human project.

The Lifeguard, Charles, for example, does not apprehend—in fact, will-
fully misapprehends, in his exacting of the malignant neglect that has so
wrongly diagnosed Miss Miss’ mode of expression as the problem. In fact,
it is the Lifeguard’s refusal to read the logics of her expression. Put another
way, the posture that the world takes when confronted by the fact of black-
ness: its beating, shooting and/or malignant neglect of blackness, rather than
exerting an ethical interaction in response to its predicament and complexity.
For Charles, Miss Miss’s virtuosity and grief add up to madness, and so, he
marks, positions and discards her. It is this overwhelming, ubiquitous and
unrelenting will to obliterate blackness that summoned my rereading of Miss
Miss’s articulation of the inarticulable depth of black suffering which its, at its
core, inextricable from black joy and which, I maintain, the world cares just as
little about; save for any useful, entertaining reassurance it provides that black
insurrection is still at bay.

This essay has aimed to access that core; one which deeply subtends
both the performative and dramatic narrative layers, wherein a black being is
positioned as outsider-inside, ensconced in calcified signifiers of the sundry
formidable forces that isolate her within a compendium of suffering. The
mother she has “lost,” whose “puddle of her own pickling surrounds her wig
like a halo,” is the signified of the closest thing Miss Miss has to a legacy—a
handle on a door into a heritage, in both effect and affect, severed at the incal-
culably vast threshold of the Atlantic Ocean, toward which Miss Miss looks for
release.

In this light, Miss Miss’s dead Mother is most usefully read as signifying
the “Mother” whose children Hartman labors to conjure in the opening
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epigraph—straining to see the scenes of “Mother” Africa at the threshold
where the inestimable, irretrievable severance from Her took place (Hartman
2008a, 136). Miss Miss ends her “farewell dramatic performance” longing for
an impossible return, while doing an incalculable accounting:

Slip back into thuh river gentle-like then from thuh river we float out tuh sea.
Nothin tuh carry along. Nothing saved. No mementos. No saviors—all left.
Gone out. Aint nowhere else tuh go but out. Now. Begin: I told him to do it
in here. Save it. Now begin: Put it in here. Now begin: Dont want tuh waste
none. Now begin: People going. Without. And out. Oh. Like steel he was. Hee!
Begin: Steal uhway. Glide-it uhcross. Oh. Warm steal. Oh. Warm. Warm. Oh:
To thuh worms. To thuh worms. To thuh worms. (Parks 1995, 98)

It is this ending—one without closing punctuation (grammatical, vestmen-
tary or scenic) that poses a counter to the notion of Platonic ascension as
equaling freedom. In this way, Miss Miss becomes a theatrical embodiment of
paradox; and paradox, by definition, defies logical, finite and cathartic resolu-
tion. This is to say, she sings, speechifies and signifies—performs—evoking her
own brand of jazz—not as means of escape, but as means of respite precisely
where she is. The point of departure from Moten’s brilliant incision then, is at
the notion of “escape,” particularly where it assumes an argument of “unenclo-
sure.” Miss Miss’s aria anticipates her “farewell dramatic performance” (Parks
1995, 95) which, in the end, promises (sentient) death as her “return”; her
“out”—an inevitability that is, in fact, still becoming in the script. As such, it
presciently invites a different consideration of, as Jared Sexton posits:

the nature of a human being whose human being is put into question radically
and [as such, represents] a human being whose being human raises the question
of being human at all. (Sexton 2011, 4)

From this vantage, Miss Miss can be understood to be inestimably, incal-
culably brilliant inside of her perpetual captivity—a position that, while not
yet human, signifies what Saidiya Hartman refers to in the second epigraph
opening this essay as the “incomplete project of freedom” (Hartman 2008b,
1–4). It is at this juncture that I propose Miss Miss’s predicament be thought
in this new century, from within (and without) the societal and institutional
apparatuses that continue to entomb those for whom she stands (if only in the
subjunctive) as allegory.
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Part II

Whose Queer Currency? Ex/Changing CIS
White Fragility



CHAPTER 9

You Can’t HoldMy Baby: AnOpen Letter
to PredominantWhite Institutions of Theatre

Arts

Leelee Jackson

“Maybe when we say mothering in this book, we really mean the creative spirit
or love itself.”

Alexis Pauline Gumbs,

Revolutionary Mothering Love on the Front Lines

I birth plays. You may not think they’re perfect but dammit they’re mine. I
spend time feeding them, nourishing them, caring for them as I imagine I
would with my own children, if I ever have any. Having spent the last eight
years in the university; from a small community college to earning a Master’s
degree, I’ve walked a long road and learned a lot about myself. I learned the
power of storytelling and how the art of it is a gift. A divine gift. And like all
things precious and divine this too demands protection, love, and attention. I
learned the burden, joy, and honor that comes with being a mother of art. I
learned they need protection from you.

mother.
I’ve learned what that feels like. Kinda. To be responsible for bringing

something into this world and able to take it out…if I wanted to. To have life
first privately conceived inside of me and then one day, no longer secret. To
be the creator, yet not god. To have control and wonder what kind of legacy
this life I’ve created will lead. Who will they change? Who will change them?
To be a mother is to birth life. Art is life. Precious Gift. Divine responsibility.
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“Hold the babies neck ‘til it’s strong enough to hold its head up on its own.”

I’ve birthed strong babies and weak babies too, but I care for them all the
same. I approach them with sensitivity and humility and never am I afraid to
correct, mold, revise—“This hurt me more than it hurts you.” And it does. I
feel every strike when correcting those errors, not even sure if I can fix them
or if I am making it worse. Worried that my work may venture so far from
the truth that I long for what I tried to change about my baby in the first
place. I have to trust myself, which has always been hard for me. I’ve been
taught to question every decision I make, to consider how I’m wrong…a bad
mother. But because I’m Black, non-blacks reject my concerns, “Everything
ain’t about race.” Because I’m queer, my brothas (and some of my sistahs too)
ensure me that it’s cool now…until they get mad. Then I’m a sinner and they
are suddenly religious. Even still, I had to learn to listen to myself. Which
can be hard when everybody has parenting advice, even parents that aren’t
that great. Even people who aren’t parents at all! So I learned to be particular
about what I let in and whose wisdom would serve me well, nourishment.
Wisdom from mothers I wanted to reflect. Queer mothers like me.

But you are not a mother I want to be like, I’ve noticed.
I’ve watched you, I’ve watched many of you so closely. How you look at

these beautiful, Black babies and become both envious and full of greed. Me
and another mother friend of mine heard you during the tech rehearsal of
an early production of my first one act play Comb Your Hair (Or You’ll Look
Like a Slave) when you flippantly said, “Yeah, well you know black plays are in
now.” You asked permission to hold my baby because you thought she was in?
In where? My baby that explores anti-blackness on the Black womxn’s body
from the top of our heads down to the tip of our longest toe. My baby who
gives Black trans, queer, and cis folks space to sit with one another for hours
sharing secrets and tears during rehearsals.

“I did not realize more of us were going through this. I thought it was just me.”

My baby denormalizes racism and offers community and healing. But most
importantly, my baby freely gives mental liberation however she can. But you
did not see that value, or worse, you saw it and said, “There is no place for
that in show biz” and restricted the budget and stage hands.

I-mother sent the email.

“Hi,
I was recently informed that we were not given a stage manager for our
rehearsals and the show is set to open in 2 weeks. So far, my director has been
picking up the slack. It’s important that you, the producer, are intentional about
making sure the Black folks a part of this project have the resources that are
promised. When we don’t, we pick up the responsibility and never are we compen-
sated for it, nor do we complain about it because of the fear that we might
jeopardize our job or be considered hard to work with.”
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I had to explain that to you and honestly, you should have known. You
have babies, too! But your baby had more help, bigger cast, and more money
than mine did. Your privileged baby was fat and you withheld food from my
child. Shame on you.

You can’t hold my baby.
Can’t—cannot: because I said so and because you have no clue.
I was told in the university that I have to learn how to make new babies

that you can nestle in your weak arms.

“Make some babies that some theatre companies can hold and others can’t.”

Mixed babies. I can do that. I can make a mixed baby because I sought
parenting advice from Dr. Jared Sexton in his work Amalgamation Schemes,
where he shares with me that even a little mixed is still Black. So I made the
mixed babies because they make you feel better, or at least you think they do.

But you showed me quickly that you couldn’t hold them either!
My most complicated pregnancy was The Shit Show: An American Alle-

gory, a reverse minstrel play. 120 pages of detailed pictures of negrophilia.
Entertaining and engaging, this dark comedy borrows from the most tradi-
tional constituent of American theatre: the minstrel stage. I went back, way
back, and took hold of all that you loved with hopes that you’d do better. Be
better. I made it easy for you, birthed a sturdy baby that you said you could
take care of, “I know what I’m doing, I’ve held black babies before.” But you
hadn’t, only thought you had because no one ever told you that you were
holding their child wrong or that there was no baby at all, but an elder that’s
already established—August Wilson, Lorrainne Hansberry, and other parents
who were so meticulous and skilled with their legacy that even you couldn’t
damage the healthy child (though I’m sure you’ve tried). You thought they
were a baby because you rendered them inefficient, helpless, cute, and accom-
modating and they needed the money so what difference does it make. You,
like Harriet Beecher Stowe, convinced yourself that it’s better this way, with
you telling the stories you didn’t believe in outside of its engagement with
entertainment.

“Hey, I’d like for my small theatre company to produce your play. I read it and I
love it.”

You LOVE it? Now I know why I love my baby. I know what this one has
gone through. I knew that if I was to entrust you with what’s mine, I’d have
to make sure it was tough, knew how to advocate for itself. But tough children
can be hard to love, especially to the invaders, perpetrators, and predators that
regularly disrespect with no regard for consequence—the very same people
my baby calls out. What exactly did you love about it? Was it the frequent
use of nigga? Or the complicated take on anti-blackness through negrophilia
that makes you feel comfort? Safe? Love? Was it the Black actors in white face
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or the brutal ending that caught you by surprise? Let’s be clear, you never
loved my baby but only loved my craft which is not the same thing. But I
was a young mother then and responded with gratitude that you had taken
a liking to my trailblazing child. You showed me that was a mistake when
you talked without stopping for forty minutes straight on our first phone call.
Asking questions just to answer them yourself, “What did this mean, because
how I took it was blah blah blah” and more showing off nothing I cared to
see. But I listened and you communicated that because you are white, you’d
hire a co-director who identified as Black. I heard you say that your company
would license the play to be a part of its season for an agreed-upon fee and
that I could choose to either be involved or hands-off. I told you my first
lie that day, “I trust you with my baby.” I offered my help if needed. And
boy, did you need it. I didn’t trust you and my baby suffered for it when you
decided to direct the play on your own without a Black co-director. When you
changed your mind and decided to do three stage readings in three different
states instead of the full production that was promised. You told me, “I’ve had
twenty-one different black actors agree to do the show and then drop out.
How do you get your actors to commit?” My heart sank. I’d never had that
many people back out on a commitment with me and my work. I had never
met you in person but I wondered if those twenty-one were smart enough to
get out early. Still I responded, “I’m consistent and treat their time like it’s my
own.” I tend to the folks who are on and off stage because I acknowledge and
consider them as integral parts of my babies’ well-being. I’m just a mother
but it takes a village ya know? You didn’t pay me the full agreed-upon fee
because I changed my mind and decided not to give any more of my time
to the project. Time: casting, finding rental spaces, answering your unsolicited
phone calls after work hours so you can talk about your personal problems,
recording audio files with little notice, explaining parts of the play you didn’t
understand though you swore to me you understood, and more work for me.

But I needed the money and exposure. I pimped out my baby and we both
suffered for it. I will never do that again. I thought it was clear in The Shit
Show when the narrator said, “I’m your Black friend that you can cast all your
troubles on. Not that you needed my permission, I know you were going to do it
anyways, but it makes me feel good to think I got a choice.” That I in fact was
not your Black friend and do not need the extra work that comes with you.
But you did it anyway. Glossed over that line like it was just there as strong
lexicon. Never considering the fact that it was a testimony to the Black folks
who are expected to do free labor.

All mothers aren’t created equal.
Sure, we know you aren’t all bad. I’ve watched some of you approach my

baby with the care and love that they deserved. After my engagement with
another small theatre company based in Los Angeles, whose staff and volun-
teers sat with me and my baby for hours to help strengthen, toughen, refine
the work because they saw the potential and were dedicated to its growth.
Patient and loving and as careful with my baby as they are with their own.
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I felt that mother’s touch. They understood the language, I never had to
translate. This theatre made themselves available at that table reading and the
refinement from it has gotten me so far and more importantly, has shaped my
baby to be who they are today. They showed me that not all have to be the
way that you are, but so many (too many) of you make a choice to be that
way. And for that reason, you can’t hold my baby.

Hell, you can’t even understand em’.
My babies are bilingual, speaking theory and my mother’s tongue at the

same time. English that needs translating to you. More often than anything
I’m told, “It’s beautiful but it does not fit our season.” Your focus on craft
distracts you, I believe. Craft is coded language that is rooted and estab-
lished in whiteness. Crafty babies are clever, witty, and popular. I went to craft
and did well there, but quickly got bored when I realized how many plays
were exactly the same. I learned the elements of drama according to Aristotle-
plot, characters, dialogue, sound, and spectacle. Ok then what? But I detoured
from craft to pursue healing in alternative languages of English. I speak in
my mama’s tongue which to you are violence and grammatical errors. I made
babies my professors would rip to pieces, yet still bring tears to my mom, as
she looked at her heritage on stage and shouted, “That’s me!”

My babies assume queerness as the norm. After coming out to them they
came out to me too. Reminded me that they did not have to serve a heteronor-
mative narrative nor justify queerdom. A white mother once asked me for
parenting advice, “But don’t you think you’re going to want to define your
protagonist relationship?” Rochelle and Rhonda, two Black women who work
at the university, married and in love. “What’s there to define?” Writing Black
characters who aren’t arguing or centering a male character but in love and
enjoying life no longer needs defining.

But none of that has value to you and I cannot fix that. But you, predom-
inantly white institutions, must figure it out. We, Black mommies, have given
you hundreds of years’ worth of supplies, sacrifices, resources. What’s my little
ole explanation in comparison to Suzan Lori Parks, Tarell Alvin McCraney,
Alice Childress, Ntozake Shange, and so many more. You gave them money,
awards, fame, holding their babies inside out and upside down and still,

here we are.
You can’t hold our babies.
So, I will do it. I will exhaust my community to make certain that our

creation is safe and prosperous. We have to for the sake of the children.
In 2019, I got together twenty mothers to figure out ways to protect our
children. Black Light Arts Collective (BLAC), a group of people who have
committed to give their time and talent to seeing Black heritage and artistic
culture flourish outside of the peripheral of you PWIs that take pleasure in
our pain and in our creations. We are raising our children away from your
habitual contribution to our suffering. We work to protect the sanctity of the
babies of those who are also committed to their growth and longevity. We
are a collective committed to not be deterred by establishments money. We
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offer workshops, readings, and artistic resources that center’s Black art. We
reach out to the community for help, as mothers often do. It is crucial that
we consider another way, for what we have now doesn’t work for us. For me!
And if it does/will/cannot serve us, then we (my family and I) will take our
ass somewhere that will.

You can’t hold my baby.
So I will do it instead.
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CHAPTER 10

Activating Cis-White Fragility: TheOppositional
Gaze in Travis Alabanza’s Left Outside Alone

Beck Tadman

The Problem of Visibility

Travis Alabanza is a black, queer, trans writer, performer and theatre maker
living in London, whose pronouns are they/them. Alabanza’s performance art
uses poetry, spoken word performance, performative storytelling, soundscape
and lip-syncing to disrupt, protest and oppose normativity and the boundaries
of genre, gender, race and class. Referencing the UK and US (as Alabanza has
heritage in and tours most in these contexts), this chapter deconstructs the
visibility of queer, trans, black and people of colour (QTBPOC), problema-
tising the equivalence of visibility with acceptance and safety. Concurrently it
archives an important contemporary voice that challenges monolithic precepts
of queerness as white and cisgender.

In 2017, the UK marked the 50-year anniversary of the partial decriminal-
isation of homosexuality and the repeal of Section 28 laws, which prohibited
the ‘promotion’ of homosexuality through teaching or published material.
Events across the UK marked these anniversaries, with LGBTQQI+ chari-
ties and organisations harnessing the talent of QTBPOC performers through
events intended to combat heteronormativity, homophobia and transphobia.
Even as queer venue closures across London continued at an unprecedented
rate (Campkin and Marshall 2016), a thriving queer performance scene edged
into mainstream venues such as the Tate Britain, the Southbank Centre and
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the V&A. Alongside an increase in the number of events led by QTBPOC,
this presented a challenge to the cis-white-male domination of the queer
performance scene in London.

Alabanza uses performance to reveal how QTBPOC are denied cultural
capital, safety and representation in ‘everyday’ spaces, institutions and in visual
culture. Disidentification, the process by which ‘a minoritarian subject [makes]
a space to situate itself in history and thus seize social agency’, is highly rele-
vant to conceptualising how this generation of QTBPOC performers produce
a niche art form that might be considered as simultaneous performance art
installation/protest/call-to-arms and radical inclusionary community building
event (Muñoz 1999, p. 7). Alabanza is part of an increasingly visible vanguard
of QTBPOC artists who use their versatility, resourcefulness and queer
disidentifications to deconstruct and resist their erasure (Muñoz 2009). In
doing so, they contribute to an expanding critical discourse about represen-
tation that rejects tokenism, colonisation and the fetishisation of the ‘other’
(Said 2003). Presenting an agential subject position, they activate audience
member’s fragility and counter the desubjectification of the spectator’s gaze
(hooks 2003).

This analysis augments Alabanza’s performed response to the Queer British
Art (1861–1967) exhibition at Tate Britain in June 2017 entitled Left Outside
Alone, alongside interviews. Applying Jones’ (2012) queer feminist dura-
tionality (QFD), performance and archival visual methods through interdisci-
plinary reflexive micro-ethnography, it offers insight into queer mixed-method
enquiries, queer embodiment and affect, disidentifications, transmisogynoir,
the cis-white gaze, white fragility, and cis-fragility through demonstrating how
performance might work as an oppositional gaze.

The Gaze, Normativity and Fragility

This chapter draws on Mulvey’s (1989) proposal that the presumed active
observer/subject position of a spectator (the ‘norm’) is white cisgender
male and the passive/object is white cisgender female. The ‘male gaze’
paradigm, extended to include whiteness and cisgender, provides the foun-
dation to this investigation. Normative paradigms consider objects as passively
material—true in themselves—without considering hermeneutic processes of
interpretation. However, gaze theories propose that the ‘boundaries of the
body establish the pleasures of looking, which is centred on the viewer having
far more power than the viewed’ (Monks 2010, p. 107). If the gaze ‘is trained
to look for the norm – whatever that norm may be – and to decode subjects
in terms of their conformity to it’ (Klonaris and Thomadaki 2002, p. 143),
the cis-white gaze acts as a tenet of wider white cis-heteropatriarchal systems
of bodily regulation within a cultural matrix of categorisation that collapses
gender and race into the visual. This codification creates a binary opposition
between individuals conforming to norms—the ‘normals’—and those who do
not: as Garland-Thomson (1996) puts it, the ‘freaks’.
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Normative cis-white-heteropatriarchal concepts of corporeality create a lens
through which the hypothetical cis-white spectator views non-cis-white others.
Bodies outside the ‘norm’ are ‘other’, and by applying intersectionality (Cren-
shaw 1994) we might understand how they are then subjected to colonisation,
pathologisation and biopolitical control. Observation and framing of trans-
ness and race in relation to cisgender and racial ideologies undermine the
legitimacy of self-designated genders and stereotypes racial identifications. This
way of seeing might be considered a racialized cis-gaze that views the ‘other’
in a desubjectivising, objectifying and fetishized way.

Alabanza’s performance art presents a disidentificatory liminal narrative,
challenging the audience to ‘free the gaze from the burden of norms’ (Klonaris
and Thomadaki 2002, p. 143). Alabanza displays self-determination and
agency, evoking the emotional quality of staring by staring back (Garland-
Thompson 1996), challenging spectators to reflect on their cis and white gazes
through a confrontational oppositional gaze. hooks explains that ‘attempts to
repress our/black peoples’ right to gaze […] produced in us an overwhelming
longing to look, a rebellious desire, an oppositional gaze […] a gaze of defi-
ance and protest, a political rebellion that has been and is a site of resistance
for colonized black people globally’ (2003, p. 94).

Alabanza uses their performance art to encourage spectators to see them,
to engage, to question how they understand what they see, producing a
subjective narrative that ‘gazes back’ at the power structures that objectify,
silence and inflict both symbolic and physical violence on them. The concept
of white fragility (DiAngelo 2011) provides an important conceptual frame
within which to consider the effect of the oppositional gaze. White people
‘particularly fear being called racist […and] grow uneasy whenever issues of
race emerge […] tend to back away, change the subject, respond defensively,
assert our innocence and our “color [sic] blindness”, denying that we could
possibly be ethnocentric or racist’ (Kiselica 1999, p. 14).

Systems of privilege create a supremacist ideology and ‘the most indelible
element of [this…] feeling oppressed by being asked to be accountable’
(Schulman 2013, p. 129), is a hallmark of the cis-white fragility that this study
concerns itself with. White fragility is

a state in which even a minimum amount of racial stress becomes intolerable,
triggering a range of defensive moves. These moves include the outward display
of emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and behaviours such as argumen-
tation, silence, and leaving the stress-inducing situation. These behaviours, in
turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium. (DiAngelo 2011, p. 54)

Cis-fragility is a similar phenomenon. Despite having received little academic
attention to date, the concept is well developed in trans-inclusive activism
(Potts 2016). Cis-fragility is framed around cis-normative repudiations of trans
experiences and the ongoing silence of cisgender people around challenging
discrimination and violence against trans individuals. This chapter proposes
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that a multiple fragility occurs when Alabanza questions spectator’s norma-
tive gazes. Consequently, it asks whether cis-white fragility might be activated
through an oppositional gaze.

Many transgender narratives concentrate on transition and dysphoria,
contributing to a unified meta-narrative that reinforces a view of trans embod-
iment as abject. Haritawon and Snorton consider the production of ‘a
transnormative subject, whose universal trajectory of coming out/transition,
visibility, recognition, protection, and self-actualization largely remain un-
interrogated in its complicities and convergences with biomedical, neoliberal,
racist, and imperialist projects’ (2013, p. 67).

Normative discourses around trans identities typically work to reinforce
biological essentialism, constructing trans bodies as incomplete without gender
confirmation surgery. Building on this, Serano (2007) argues that trans-
misogyny forces trans-femininity into hypervisibility, where it is scrutinised
and presumed superficial. Normativity creates an impossible demand; to both
‘pass’ and not deceive (Stryker and Aizura 2013), and ‘before’ and ‘after’
gender confirmation surgery pictures construct an ideal transgender subject,
presenting a triple bind for trans individuals such as Alabanza who do not
identify along the gender binary.

Assimilationist, cis-normative ideals position trans and non-binary bodies as
sources of danger while enacting violence on those bodies, especially those
marginalised in other ways such as QTBPOC (Ritchie 2017). Historically,
invisibility through ‘passing’ has been sought by trans individuals to avoid
transphobic violence (Stryker and Aizura 2013). Consequently, gender-variant
stories are largely hidden in the archive, subsumed by gay and lesbian history,
dematerialising trans bodies into invisibility and erasing their lived experi-
ences. Latterly, archivists have been challenged to question what is missing
from archives and why (Brereton 1999, p. 574). This call to action argues
that although archiving trans narratives is: ‘paradoxical because it represents
the desire to narrate lives that may wilfully defy narrative… [it is] necessary
because without such histories, we are left with only a bare trace of life lived
in defiance of gender norms’ (Halberstam 2005 p. 49).

The paradox of seeking knowledge about QTBPOC lived experiences
accentuates their unknowability while underscoring the need to resist
conflating a singular narrative of ‘trans identity’. As Klein asserts, ‘identity –
and identification – continue to matter, particularly in the realm of the visual’
(2013, p. 1). The presentational and representational elements of Alabanza’s
performances generate new understandings of fluid (dis)identifications (Jones
2012) and normativity, thus filling a crucial space in archiving the multiplicity
of QTBPOC experiences without creating a singular narrative. Disidentifi-
cations are deliberately liminal: they ‘tactically and simultaneously work on,
with, and against, a cultural form’ (Muñoz 1999, p. 12) in order to nego-
tiate ‘historical trauma and systemic violence’ (Muñoz 1999, p. 12, 161). The
heterogeneity of QTBPOC experiences, indeed any lived experience (including
Alabanza’s) and the unknowability of the everyday defies a singular narrative,
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offering the opportunity to consider narratives as one representation of one
corner of a lived experience.

Power structures are enfranchised through embodiment and materiality,
and thus inextricably entangled with space (Ahmed 2006, pp. 133–134).
Spaces are ‘simultaneously real and imagined, concrete and abstract, mate-
rial and metaphorical’ (Soja 1996, p. 65), lived through language, storytelling
and narratives, and potentially estranged through social attitudes. In everyday
spaces, cultural spaces and cognitive spaces subjectification, codification and
systems of social hegemony such as class, age, (dis)ability, race, religious affil-
iation, cis-normativity, chrononormativity, heteronormativity and homonor-
mativity are performed. Ahmed suggests that institutions insist that bodies
inhabit whiteness or a binary gender, making non-white non-cis bodies ‘feel
uncomfortable, exposed, visible, and different when they take up this space’
(2007, p. 157).

Alabanza’s work extensively explores safety and space, unpacking how it
feels to have normativity imposed upon them when they simply occupy a
space. Their spoken word piece Before I Step Outside [You Love Me] and
one-person show Burgerz both centre around their experience of having a
burger and transphobic slur hurled at them on London’s Waterloo Bridge
in broad daylight, witnessed by hundreds of passers-by. Nobody called out
their attacker or asked if they were OK. Alabanza’s embodiment in public
spaces challenges cis-white normativity and resisting this through an opposi-
tional gaze is both a coping and survival technique. By demonstrating that
they are an embodied, human subject with a past, present and future—a
human with multiple corporeal realities that resist categorization, they disrupt
object-subject power relations in both theory and praxis.

Queer Feminist Research Methods

Performance theory has been criticised for neglecting the unique interplay
and complex temporal and spatial relations between performer and audience
that occur during live performances. Affect-driven close readings of perfor-
mances provide space to explore embodied responses to these encounters.
While performances are often considered to be ephemeral, the body is implicit
in behaviour and perception, determining the construction of meaning and
the value given to that which is encountered (Salamon 2010). This study did
not attempt to conflate QTBPOC narratives with Alabanza’s performance;
instead it applied queer concepts of the instability of the self over time and
space—accepting that the self is not coherent and stable, but performative
and mutable.

Queer feminist durationality (QFD) is ideal for studying QTBPOC embodi-
ment, as ‘queer is that which by definition troubles the idea that we can know
what we see and installs durationality, and its corollary qualities of undecid-
ability and unknowability, at the heart of meaning’ (Jones 2012, p. 174).
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QFD considers the role of performances qua representation versus presen-
tation, proposing that through the process of hermeneutic encounter, the
interpreting present body connects with bodies referenced or performed in
the past, a conceptual body acting as instantiate and medium, transforming
the viewer’s inner and outer experiences into a dialogic situational event taking
place in space and time, in which the viewer is taking part in the action (ibid.).
This hermeneutic process has political potential; for ‘as we enter into new ways
of knowing in and engaging with our environments both our self-identities
and understandings shift’ (Pink 2009, p. 55). QFD recognises a viewer’s
complicity in the determinations of the intersubjective meaning of ephemeral
phenomena. Simultaneously, QFD resists habitual modes of knowing, insisting
on recognition of the multiple relations between performance, performer and
viewer, creating space for nuanced encounters in the liminal spaces between
subjectivity and intersubjectivity.

Understanding the role of spectators in live performances means chal-
lenging the entanglements ‘of externality and separation, of mediation and
simulacrum; the opposition of collective and individual, image and living
reality, activity and passivity, self-possession and alienation’ (Rancière cited
in Freshwater 2009, p. 274). This is especially relevant to investigating how
queer performance, such as Alabanza’s, might operate as an oppositional gaze.
Campbell and Farrier (2016, p. 4) provide further indication that this inter-
action is critical to queer performance, through introducing opportunities
for narratives that challenge dominant accounts, ‘especially when those chal-
lenges emerge from the affective experience of being in the room with them
performing’. Through using an archived visual recording alongside ethno-
graphic field notes, I simultaneously addressed the weaknesses in ethnography
and championed performance and encounter over textuality, the latter privi-
leging ‘distance, detachment, the said, and not the saying, the done, and not
the doing’ (Conquergood 2006, p. 31).

This performance elicited visceral responses during my encounter, evoking
memories and bodily sensations and transporting me cognitively into spaces
outside the encounter itself. Exposure to the content over an extended period
allowed the hermeneutic processes around the work’s personal and political
potential to be intensified. By using my senses to ‘mediate the relationship
between self and society, mind and body, idea and object’ I encountered the
somatic affect and coded and symbolic meanings of Alabanza’s performance
(Bull et al. 2006, p. 5).

Queered knowledge production deepens understandings of lived experi-
ences and simultaneously problematizes normativity and the status quo,
disrupting boundaries, interlinking multifaceted inquiries, identifications, char-
acteristics and incongruous experiences. Queer academia frequently integrates
features of academic enquiry with activism. Ahmed argues that by queering
institutions and practices, queer vandalism is a mode of resistance that
is thus proximate to violence, both symbolic and actual (Ahmed 2019).
Queer vandalism provided a paradigm for investigating how Alabanza’s work
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queers performance art, practice, spaces and institutions. It also provided a
rationale for structuring my analysis, which vandalises traditional modes of
academic inquiry through an interdisciplinary writing approach. By privileging
Alabanza’s performance narrative in bold font and intertwining it with my
observations, I archived their narrative while vandalising the concept of an
objective reading.

In undertaking this investigation, I was aware of the potential for accusa-
tions of trans-fetishisation, appropriation, generalising, stereotyping, cultural
imperialism and centring myself. Informed by self-awareness of my posi-
tion as a cis-white researcher and to embrace the critical importance of
QTBPOC framing their own narratives, I conducted a semi-structured inter-
view with Alabanza and collaborated on the final analysis to ensure their direct
input. I iteratively reflected on hooks’ warning that outside-in research can
‘pervert and distort one’s perspective [… and that] without rigorous inter-
rogation of intent [this] is rooted in the politics of race and racism’ (hooks
1992, pp. 152–153). In response, I chose not to position myself as an un-
subjective interpreter. By making connections between the personal, social
and political and reflexively acknowledging the relationships between Alabanza
as a black, trans, queer person and myself as a cis-white queer person, my
approach disrupts the traditional hierarchical relationship between researcher
and researched. My position as an activist and producer invested in the diver-
sification of voices in performance art, both professionally and artistically,
affected my experiences of watching, analysing, and critiquing Alabanza’s
performance. By documenting the activation of my cis-white fragility and chal-
lenges to my own white, cisgender privilege and cis-white gaze, this study
expressly aimed to reflect on my complicity in the processes of othering
despite my anti-racist, trans-inclusive stance. By exploring what the perfor-
mance represented to me while acknowledging that many interpretations
exist, I aimed to demonstrate that interpretation can simultaneously produce,
re-produce and challenge structures of power.

Left Outside Alone

Alabanza’s Left Outside Alone was performed as part of the Tate Britain’s
Queer and Now programming in response to the Queer British Art (QBA)
1861–1967 exhibition. Frenetic and disconcerting, it served as a multi-layered
critique of Tate Britain as an institution and Alabanza’s place within it. The
performance acted as a commentary on the QBA exhibition, exposing the
institutional racism and intersectional marginalization of its curation. Outside
Tate Britain large orange signs adorn the entrance, proclaiming Free for All.
During the QBA exhibition, from 5 April to 1 October 2017, rainbow Pride
flags also flew atop the building. The building’s imposing colonial architecture,
its historical relation to the Henry Tate & Sons sugar company and connec-
tions to slave trading in the public imaginary, its location within an exclusive
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part of south-west London (Pimlico, in the shadow of the Houses of Parlia-
ment—places not generally accessible to marginalised populations) created a
powerful stage for Alabanza’s performance, questioning this ‘freedom’ and
‘inclusivity’. During the same period, the exhibition Soul of a Nation: Art
in the Age of Black Power took place at Tate Modern. This juxtaposition of
colonial-era Tate Britain hosting an exhibition about the ‘old’ world (1869–
1969) with only one BPOC in the entire exhibit, and brutalist Tate Modern
holding an entire exhibition of ‘new’ world (1963–1983) art by black artists
was significant, bringing into question the influence of Tate’s reputation,
patronage and site audiences in the timing and programmatic contrast of these
exhibitions, points worthy of deeper academic enquiry not possible here.

The 1840s gallery was filled with over a hundred people standing and sitting
on the floor, red roses and copies of the exhibition programme strewn on the
ground, creating a semi-circle for the performance. Abuzz with anticipation,
people shifted on their feet and bottoms: it was hot and stuffy inside. Captured
on the amateur film of the piece, audience members fidget, checking phones,
flicking maps (Alabanza 2018b). A palpable sense of expectation preceded
Alabanza’s arrival in the room, marked with dimmed lights. A soundscape
started over loudspeakers: White walls…White people, White walls/ . The
audience was mainly white, the walls were indeed white, the repetition of these
lines causing us to look, in a moment of recognition of where and who we were
and are. Startlingly, I came to realise that the whiteness in the space was my
default concept of normalcy.

As Alabanza gingerly made their way up the aisle created by the audience,
people straining necks to see, they appeared in a pool of light, in a pastel pink
bridal gown, their hair and make-up done but not, I noted, in the immaculate
and deliberate style of their other performances. Alabanza’s apparel gave the
appearance of a child playing at royalty, scattered roses providing the impres-
sion that a flower girl had paved the way for the bride, their innocent facial
expression radiating a demure naivety or bridal piety. I thought of the saying
‘always the bridesmaid, never the bride’, and wondered if Alabanza felt that
way: always the support, not the main act.

The repeated opening lines White people, White walls/ referred to the audi-
ence and the content of the QBA exhibition. This conjured Rankine’s poem
‘Sound & Fury’ (2016):

Who said there is no hierarchy inside white walls? Who implied white owns
everything even as it owns nothing?

These questions set up Alabanza’s response—their very presence in the space
alone appearing to protest and reject the hierarchy inside the white walls, their
performance perhaps attempting to oust structures and systems of control by
forcing the audience to bear witness to the pain and erasure that the walls
cause. The repetition of the line white walls reinforced the suggestion that
walls are everywhere: physical ones, such as the gallery walls, and metaphysical
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ones; Alabanza’s performance striking against walls of race, class, sexuality and
gender.

The soundscape of Alabanza’s voice continued, I think these galleries paint
their walls white to remind us that we are never going to be accepted…/Yep,
I see the white walls as a reminder that we are never going to be let in/ .
The sounds distorted on let in, echoing a blip of exclusion, barely perceptible
unless the listener was attuned. I perceived the ‘we’ Alabanza alluded to as
the QTBPOC community, but also marginalised communities more generally,
who are statistically poorly represented in mainstream galleries and cultural
institutions in the UK (Arts Council England 2018). Alabanza elaborated on
this exclusion in a later artist talk at the Royal College of Art, explaining
that the first time they attended a gallery their school group was ejected
for being ‘too loud’. The group had consisted mainly of non-white children.
Simultaneously another school group comprising mainly white children were
undertaking the same tour, without the same conclusion (Alabanza 2018b).
This experience was their introduction to the art world; swift expulsion, being
put outside. Left outside because they did not know the rules of engagement,
an erection of a white wall, telling them that they were never going to be let in.
Alabanza explained: ‘I grew up on the outskirts of a council estate, and as my
mum was a single parent, we didn’t have time or money to go to the theatre.
I always knew I loved to perform, I just didn’t know a job existed where you
could do it’ (Alabanza quoted in Murray 2017). In this context, Alabanza’s
emphasis on the word never drives home their concern that there will always
be a wall in the way of their own and other QTBPOCs’ access to mainstream
cultural institutions.

Alabanza was one of two queer and black resident artists at Tate Britain
during the time the QBA exhibition was curated. Both artists raised concerns
about the lack of QTBPOC representation in the proposed exhibition, but
Alabanza felt these concerns were drowned out by Tate Britain’s effusive
self-congratulation on having their first QTBPOCs as artists-in-residence.
Reflecting on this dynamic, Alabanza lamented: ‘The irony of having two
queer people of colour as your resident artists for like, the first time and then
falling short in the exhibition […] when you have this wealth of knowledge
on your doorstep’ (Alabanza 2018a).

When contacted by Tate Britain staff to provide a critique of the exhibi-
tion, Alabanza initially turned down the offer. They felt Tate Britain ‘could
have listened in the first place’ (ibid.). Eventually they agreed on the condi-
tion that other QTBPOC artists were offered paid slots in the Queer and Now
programme. This underscores their prioritisation of actions of solidarity and
resistance over individual gain. This was also evidenced in them sharing the
opportunity to exhibit their works in Transmission Gallery with twenty other
BPOC artists in 2017. Alabanza consciously disrupted both Transmission
Gallery and Tate Britain’s approaches by using both individual opportunities
to instead create QTBPOC community-building events.
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Alabanza’s disruption extended to subverting the Tate Britain team’s expec-
tations of them. Alabanza declined to provide an artist talk, explaining to
me that programmers make an incorrect assumption that their use of critical
theory comes from an academic background. They admitted that the labour
involved in producing what was requested was beyond what they wanted to
offer, given that their warnings about the QBA exhibition content had been
dismissed. They noted that to those familiar with their work, the performance
is clearly unpolished—they borrowed a wedding dress from a friend, wore
black socks with white boots and only spent 10 minutes on their make-up,
confiding in me later that ‘I would never do that’ (Alabanza 2018a). Alabanza
explained that the pressure to over-perform throughout their residency had
led them to feel that this reflected upon them and their worth as an artist, and
this made having their concerns ignored feel as if they were devalued person-
ally and professionally. In response, they provided the minimum effort to fulfil
their contract; two hours of work the day before the performance, not through
insouciance but as a disruption and opposition to this erasure (ibid.).

I recognised Alabanza’s frustration in the piece. Following the opening,
they raised the tempo, exploding I have had enough of it, I’m sick/ . This
line conjured the (micro)aggressions that QTBPOC individuals experience in
their everyday encounters in public and private realms; from family members,
friends, medical providers and workplaces to strangers (Kidd and Witten 2008)
in an exhausting cycle of rejection and exclusion. In the background Wagn-
er’s Bridal March played, creating a distortion between the traditional setting
and music and the vision of this person subversively dressed, pretty in pink,
playing at propriety, and playing into a subject position that they cannot
occupy outside the fantasy world they had created within the space. A person
who would not be let in. A person who was sick of being left out.

The soundscape continued as Alabanza smiled serenely, I look at this gallery
and I wonder who the fuck is this art for?/Queer Britons?/Read: not me/.
Explicit language indicated their deep frustration and anger with the ongoing
lack of representation of themselves and other QTBPOC in cultural insti-
tutions. I smarted at the word ‘fuck’, each viewing exposing more of the
rage behind it. The collocation of the angry recorded words with their calm,
demure waves at the crowd as they turned, so that everyone could look at
them, created a cognitive dissonance that required a double take; they are
queer, they are British, but where were they? Except here and now (Queer and
Now?) in that moment, in the room with white walls, mostly full of white
people who had just consumed an exhibition entirely by and for white people,
in a building built on the wealth of a white person in an industry renowned
for profiting from black slavery.

There was a pause, and the audio exclaimed The one black person is a
sitter!/ . This references the highly exoticised photograph of Berto Pasuka
(1911–1963), Jamaican-born dancer, choreographer and co-founder of the
first black ballet company in Britain, the critically acclaimed Les Ballets Nègres,
taken by white photographer Angus McBean. While the QBA exhibition
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guide states that Pasuka was ‘actively involved in creating these images and
managing his public representation’ (Barlow 2017, p. 76), this image exem-
plifies the historical racist objectification and fetishisation of colonised bodies.
The portrait appears not necessarily as a representation of the subject himself,
but as a version of blackness congruent with the contemporaneous prejudices
of his audience. Alabanza’s view of the sitter as passive, inactive, objectified,
reminded me of the depersonalisation of traditional portraiture. Alabanza’s
exclamation felt like a direct appeal to consider how the lack of representation
within cultural institutions contributed to their feeling that the exhibition’s
target audience was ‘not me’, nor other BPOC. The target audience was white,
cisgender, queer, me.

When Alabanza asked I wonder when will a black body be allowed a
space/When will a black body be allowed in this space?/ , they activated these
questions within me. My assumption was that black bodies were already
allowed in this space, but I quickly understood that the question was not
rhetorical. A substantial body of literature documents the exclusion that many
multiply marginalised people feel in galleries and museums (O’Brien and
Oakley 2015). Alabanza’s previous experience of being turned out of a gallery
is an exemplar of the implicit rules on decorum that label any contravention
as ‘troublemaking’, followed by prompt eviction, illustrating the barriers to
inclusion inherent in these spaces. Exclusion is central to the performance,
it is ‘about whitewashing of spaces […] about you know, how we helped
make that building physically and culturally […] but we’re not allowed in
or we’re allowed in under certain conditions…it’s about gatekeeping and
whitewashing’ (Alabanza 2018a).

Building on this theme, Alabanza continued: We are not just here to liven
up your one event/ . This speaks to the lack of representation of BPOC in
visual culture and issues of tokenism. Academics and activists alike have argued
that the inclusion of BPOC and other minorities in the cis-male-centric art
world is often a tokenistic approach to diversity (Daboo 2018). Alabanza
then pivoted from exclusion to the conditionality of inclusion and commod-
ification: When will we be allowed to stay?/Come in [black person] and
do a vogue ball and leave/. The vogue ball reference critiqued the pack-
aging of queer, black culture for mainstream (read: white) consumption and
entertainment, including the appropriation of ideas and emotional/creative
labour and the consumption of black bodies and culture without repara-
tions. Critical literature has documented how gentrification has increasingly
accepted queerness that can be commodified and marketized (Casey 2017).
Early prominent work critiquing this practice examined white documentary
maker Jennie Livingston’s film Paris Is Burning (1991), following QTBPOC
in the New York ball scene. The white singer Madonna’s international chart-
topping song Vogue released the same year featured a dancing style by the
same name, introduced to her by QTBPOC Jose Gutierez and Luis Xtrava-
ganza, ball scene regulars whose House of Xtravaganza was referenced in Paris
Is Burning. The appropriation of vogueing by non-QTBPOC performers is
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widely argued to be based on voyeuristic and predatory commercial interest
(Chatzipapatheodoridis 2017). hooks (1992, p. 154) labelled this practice an
extension of embedded white cultural imperialism that ‘allows white audiences
to applaud representations of black culture, [but only] if they are satisfied
with the images and habits being represented’. This selective acceptance can
further marginalise QTBPOC such as Alabanza, whose political resistance aims
to challenge all forms of social oppression, not just racism, homophobia and
transphobia.

Next, Alabanza pondered When will a black body be able to create and
not just interject?/When will my art be able to create and not just inter-
ject?/. This drew me back to Pasuka’s portrait. The singular presence of a
BPOC in the QBA exhibition strikes me as an interjection, an afterthought,
pure tokenism. Likewise, I sensed that Alabanza saw their inclusion in the
programming of responses to the QBA exhibition in the same way. This
tokenism demonstrates how colonisation is written onto black bodies while
whiteness and its corollary privilege are inscribed upon cultural spaces such as
galleries. Alabanza’s performance suggests to me, as Ahmed (2006) proposes,
that the racist epistemology of others’ (cis-white) gaze on their body leaves
them hyper-aware of their own embodiment and corporeality, especially the
negativity written onto their body by normativity. Yancy (2016) disavows this
dispossession; arguing that black bodies are phenomenologically inscribed,
‘fixed’ by the white gaze and consequently interpellated as sites of violence,
normalising their exclusion and rendering them unable to create their own
corporeal or identificatory meanings.

Alabanza shifted from the personal to the institutional, interrogating the
event: Queer British Art/British Art [come in]/Queer Who?/ in doing so,
they returned to their central theme of who is visible, who is queer enough,
who deserves to be archived and who is archived. This posed the question:
is all queer art liberating? Their exclamation Sixteen pound?! I’m gonna
be left outside! enunciated in a high pitch of outrage, gestured towards
the economic disadvantages of blackness and queerness, the intersections of
race and class disadvantage, the elitism of bourgeois arts institutions and the
exclusionary nature of excessive charges for events, prohibiting attendance
by socio-economically disadvantaged people. The lines prompted a laugh of
recognition from the audience, who had paid sixteen pounds to enter the
exhibition. I flinched, embarrassed that a professional connection gave me
their free ticket. On every later viewing I imagined Alabanza, fabulously
frocked, left alone outside Tate Britain, trying to find the best way home after
watching other people with more money, or better connections, go inside.
And I thought of myself, oblivious, inside those white walls.

The first chords of Anastacia’s power ballad Left Outside Alone filled the
space making my stomach flip with excited recognition. Alabanza joyfully and
conspiratorially described their reasons behind the song choice:
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I wanted to create a moment that we could share […] the exhibition didn’t
create this […] I picked a song that would immediately separate the room.
Anyone that had been to a queer club, grown up gay, whatever - would know
Anastacia’s Left Outside Alone is an absolute banger. Anyone that’s outside the
community would be like, ‘This song is so dated! What the hell? What a weird
song!’ You can actually see that in the video, some people rejoice and go ‘Yes!’
when the song comes on and I wanted that moment, of declaring who the
room was for and who it wasn’t for, and that’s why I used lip syncing as well.
(Alabanza 2018a)

Alabanza explained that this device of signalling solidarity and of community
building was also part of their deliberate disruption of the expectations of Tate
Britain. They continued, ‘lip syncing [is] something you can do in your bath-
room, in the shower. I gave a performance that I coulda gave in my shower,
and that was really important to me’ (ibid.). This confession juxtaposed the
clarity and precision of their lip-sync and the impact of their impassioned
movements, which appeared deliberate and rehearsed. It also demonstrates
that the performance was designed to be provocative and to challenge the
expectations of what Alabanza correctly assumed would be a predominantly
white audience.

This approach positions Alabanza’s work with the domain of activist art,
which rejects the concept of ‘high culture’ as determined by the white canon.
Alabanza’s performance worked to underscore the radical political identity of
the artist as social critic (Denzin 2003, p. 200), through the jarring appo-
sition of the ‘high culture’ of the revered artwork in the gallery and their
‘low culture’ lip-synched response to being ‘left outside alone’ after their
year-long residency. Remaining authentic to their working-class background
and inclusive ideologies, they created a simultaneously intimate and exclusive
atmosphere, dependent on audience positionality.

Alabanza’s belief that they may never fulfil their aspirations to be a profes-
sional performer meant that opportunities like the Tate Britain residency
seemed like the fairy tale ending Anastacia (2003) sings of waiting all her
life for. The fairy-tale evokes Alabanza’s chapbook poem Gender dysphoria: A
meeting with the Fairy Godmother, in which they say:

I Wish I Had -

I Wish I Had -

I Wish I Had Three More Wishes.

(Alabanza 2017).

Their preoccupation with escape to a make-believe land of fairy godmothers
and wishes, in which they can be a princess or ingénue and the next lyric
about living in a fantasy without meaning emphasises how unrealistic their
dreams are. While they perhaps imagined an opportunity that would elevate
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their craft and status, instead of a ‘happily ever after’, their fantasy for the
residency seemed just that—unreal, improbable, impossible, perhaps.

Alabanza followed this with an appeal to the audience to consider how the
lack of representation within the world-renowned institution of Tate Britain
could lead to their conclusion that, as Anastacia sings, It’s not okay, I don’t
feel safe/. Being left outside alone creates conditions of erasure and precari-
ousness, contributing to the feelings of insecurity that are a daily part of their
life as a QTBPOC. As I struggled to focus on the performance and not just
the song (that later echoed in my head for hours and months on end) I inter-
preted this as Alabanza signalling that for them, being outside alone, being
inside white walls or simply being is not safe.

The next lyrics about being left broken and empty in despair could be
construed as both a metaphor and literal statement. I perceived broken as refer-
ring to the violence enacted on black, femme bodies and emptiness describing
an emptiness of hope, yet at the same time I also sensed a literal meaning
to do with poverty, a stereotype I later recognised as highly racialized and
problematic, yet related to Alabanza’s earlier exclamation about the exhibi-
tion entrance fee. The next lyrics, Want to breathe, can’t find air/ , evoked
the Black Lives Matter slogan ‘I can’t breathe’ (Aymer 2016). I felt chal-
lenged that the asphyxiating nature of the cis-white gaze, my gaze, is part of
this suffocation. Cognisance of my complicity in this process activated my cis-
white fragility as I struggled with emotions ranging from distress and guilt, to
anger and embarrassment.

I sensed the successive lines as another direct challenge to Tate Britain and
Alabanza’s dashed hopes for the residency, moving my response back from the
individual to the institutional. The song lyrics imply that rather than an oppor-
tunity sent from above, Alabanza had no love for the institution and while
there was much more to say, they would need help to find a way to express
this, to be understood and accepted by the institution. Alabanza’s position as
a leader within the QTBPOC activist community gives this statement gravitas
beyond the individual: speaking to feelings of the wider ‘queer community’
that they do not have a voice anywhere. In doing this, Alabanza beseeched
those who whitewash and cisgender narratives of who queer Britons are to
allow them to speak. To show them what they must do to be able to create,
and not just interject. Simultaneously, they appealed to the audience to join in
their resistance through collective action, to help them find a way.

Next, Alabanza went for the jugular using Anastacia’s lyrics to question
whether the audience knows how it feels to be left outside alone in the cold,
suggesting perhaps they should. Alabanza aimed to make the predominantly
cis-white audience, and the whitewashed institution, feel how it feels to be
left outside alone. Engaging the oppositional gaze, they used their platform
to protest the erasure of QTBPOC in public spaces, in this case the QBA
exhibition and institution of Tate Britain. By evoking this technique, Alabanza
stared down the audience, suggesting maybe they should know how it feels to
be tokenised, ignored, excluded and erased.
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The next line about being played like a game was delivered with increasing
malice, suggesting to me a direct link in Alabanza’s mind between the
tokenism of Tate Britain, erasure of QTBPOC history and the devaluation
of QTBPOC lives. A cruel game played with their safety and wellbeing,
reminding me of jokes and vitriol incited at QTBPOC people’s expense and
the dehumanisation of transphobic slurs like ‘faggot’ and ‘sissy’. Turning these
words over in my mind, stomach churning, I thought of how vicious they
sound, almost onomatopoeic in their normative venom. While many people
have reclaimed the terms, to me they still represent a malevolence that I
associate with violence, curling me up into an awkward wince.

Perhaps anticipating the cis-white fragility that this section of the perfor-
mance would activate, Alabanza continued lip syncing lyrics about there always
being someone else to blame; a careless, helpless little man. This ‘man’ might
refer to the cis-white-male gaze, or to the cis-white-heteropatriarchy, and how
it is upheld by those who might play them like a game, their very existence a
surreal divertissement. I imagined some red-faced man in a suit yelling slurs
and throwing a burger at Alabanza on Waterloo Bridge while running to a
meeting about Corporate Social Responsibility. Yet perhaps I was too ready
to make this all about Tate Britain, or some anonymous man, and not about
my own complicity as a silent cisgender white person. During later viewings,
I asked myself whether I would have stopped to ask if Alabanza was OK that
day. I’d like to think I would have, but perhaps I would have rushed along,
thinking there’s always someone else to blame.

Alabanza delivered the next lines as if spent, disillusioned and without hope,
directly appealing to the audience for collective resistance, by hoping they
might understand someday, that they might help find a way, to stop leaving
others outside alone. I felt this was said directly to me—encouraging action.
The repetition of the chorus and refrain reinforced the sentiment of these
sections of the song, emphasising the message that walls built by white culture
oppress QTBPOC, but so too do individuals who do not contest this oppres-
sion. The duplication of accusations on both institutional and individual levels
solidified Alabanza’s activation of cis-white fragility, as captured in the archived
visual footage of the audience’s multiple reactions ranging from amusement,
discomfort, boredom, defensiveness, awe and confusion.

Watching the live performance, I was deeply moved by my proximity to
Alabanza, their body moving within the space, gesturing with their arms,
creating sparks of energy in a fierce display of derision and defence. I wanted
to get up and dance with them, mirroring their anger and fury. Yet the self-
realisation of being a target of their rage simultaneously made me feel like
shrinking back to the wall and disappearing. Self-consciously I considered my
whiteness and the exclusivity of the space, thinking about how in my working-
class youth I too felt cultural spaces such as galleries and universities were
inaccessible, and how as my economic and cultural capital increased, my feel-
ings of being an impostor in these spaces decreased. Despite their success
and recognition as an artist, Alabanza made clear that this privilege had not
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been afforded to them. While excited, I worried about what I was witnessing,
wondering what the repercussions might be for Alabanza and whether the
performance would be abruptly shut down.

Wilful misconstruction of the intentions of critical black voices is arguably a
silencing technique, revealing who gets to speak or be critical and who doesn’t.
Those who are silenced are asked to respond as if criticisms levelled at them
are legitimate. Alabanza spoke directly about this issue: ‘[the curator] walked
out of my performance midway […] I’m sure there were a lot of people that
were pretty angry in the [Tate Britain] building that day, but then they also
couldn’t be angry because my performance was the most tweeted about, most
attended and had the most people feedback about it afterwards’ (Alabanza
2018a).

In the video, the cis-white female curator can be seen exiting the gallery
around two minutes forty-five seconds into the seven-minute performance.
This response, which I did not observe in the moment but later detected in
the recording, could be interpreted as cis-white fragility, and we might deduce
that Alabanza activated this fragility through their performance.

In questioning why Tate Britain staff would be angry about the perfor-
mance when they had asked Alabanza to perform a critical reflection on
the exhibition, their response might be taken as indicative of the ‘prob-
lems inherent in producing ostensibly radical, political performance within the
framework of [the institution]’ (Freshwater 2009, p. 21). Perhaps, as with my
own interpretation, the curator felt the critique moved from institution to indi-
vidual. Despite disrupting the labour expected of them and causing an uproar
with Tate Britain staff, Alabanza received positive responses on social media
and from allies in the audience and beyond, like myself, who understood the
performance’s transformative potential. As their residency was coming to an
end, it was a spectacular parting shot. Remorseless, Alabanza concluded ‘it was
the nicest invoice I’ve ever sent’ (Alabanza 2018a).

Queer Performance as Resistance and Survival

Eight years on from the so-called ‘Transgender Tipping Point’, amidst a
discernible rise in global neo-conservativism, the question remains whether
it resulted in actual improvements in quality-of-life for trans individuals.
Allen’s (2017) argument that visibility is not an antidote for transphobia
provides an important lens to understand Alabanza’s work and the ineffec-
tuality of confusing visibility with liberation. Alabanza’s performance does
not accept the visibility of the ‘trans tipping point’ as enough. Instead, they
used their visibility to resist the presumed superiority of the cis-white gaze,
to disrupt and create new narratives that celebrate and embrace difference
and defy normativity, actively resisting simplistic binary understandings of
emancipation.

While rising visibility of trans-individuals in popular culture might have
raised trans-consciousness and awareness of transmisogynoir, including higher
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rates of homicide, incarceration and discrimination experienced by QTBPOC
(particularly in the Americas) (Ritchie 2017), as Alabanza vividly demonstrated
through their work, in many ways visibility has done little to improve the
everyday lives of transgender individuals. Paradoxically it may have created
new barriers, including increased surveillance by the mainstream.

In many ways the ‘tipping point’ can be seen to have ‘opened transgender
people’s lives to an unprecedented new level of [discriminatory] legislative
scrutiny’ (Allen 2017) and public discourse. This scrutiny has influenced
debates around altering the Gender Recognition Act (2004) in the UK,
and related state-level legislation in the US. The media frenzy around these
matters, including transgender people’s legal right to use facilities and services
matching their gender, have created a milieu of trans-moral panic and hypervis-
ibility (Barker 2017). Moreover, in critical discourse, many feminist academics
and public figures have contested gender self-identification. A surge in trans-
exclusive radical feminism has mirrored a sharp rise in transphobic rhetoric
in the media in the UK and the US. Concurrently, LGBTQQI+ individuals’
frustration at the fixity of labels means that ever smaller (dis)identifications are
created, arguably manifesting geographies of exclusion and distorting gender
discourses. Spivak (1990) suggests looking beyond the nuances of labelling,
or strategic essentialism, to create a non-conforming gender politics. This
is key to Alabanza’s approach. When they criticise tokenism and appeal to
the audience to help them ‘find a way’, they are suggesting that resistance
is a collective endeavour, made possible through strategic essentialism. By
opposing the de-humanising cis-white gaze, they indicate that their audience
doesn’t actually have to understand them, because their humanity transcends
binary understandings of lived experience.

In 2017, Allen described the ‘Transgender Dipping Point’, detailing
multiple discriminations and harassment faced by trans people under this new
legislative and public scrutiny. This dichotomy is described by black, trans
activist Reina Gossett:

While trans visibility is at an all-time high […] violence against us has also never
been higher. The push for visibility without it being tied to a demand for our
basic needs being met often leaves us without material resources or tangible
support and exposed to more violence and isolation. (Gossett cited in Bishop
2018)

Transgender narratives hold potential for radical social transformation through
exposing the micro-realities of intersectional disadvantage but Gossett argues
that ‘now more than ever […] trans and gender nonconforming people [need]
to be the architects of our own narratives’ (ibid.). Alabanza’s performance
rejects tokenistic visibility , denouncing the complicity of both individuals and
institutions in the violence they face. Positioning themself as architect of their
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own disidentificatory narrative in that very public moment before an audi-
ence, Alabanza accentuated their ability to activate a politically potent cis-white
fragility.

Many QTBPOC, feminist and critical artists, including Alabanza, are politi-
cised and unapologetic in their pursuit of radical social change, influenced by
queer, anti-colonial, radical intersectional feminist and Marxist theories. This
‘politics of hope imagines a radically free democratic society, a society where
ideals of the feminist, queer, environmental, green, civil rights, and labour
movements are realised’ (Denzin 2003, p. 203). Understanding the rela-
tionship between the intersections of disadvantage provides an antithesis for
individual resistance against neoliberal globalising hegemony, calling instead
for collective action and opening ‘new spaces for social citizenship and
democratic dialogue’ (ibid., p. 189).

Increased representation of QTBPOC can raise critical consciousness by
revealing how power differentials are enacted, even in so-called ‘safe spaces’.
But this work is not without risk. Countless activists, volunteers, performers,
artists, producers, venues and organisations have increased QTBPOC visibility
and representation by striving to foster spaces that are genuinely inclusive
and diverse. This has frequently involved countering cis-white fragility and
opposing it, often at great risk in terms of professional reputation and personal
safety. Alabanza (2018a) explained that this approach has earned them the
label ‘troublemaker’. Critiquing powerful institutions and social structures
carries risks for QTBPOC performers including being blacklisted for entrance
and future work, falsely accused of inappropriate behaviour, trolling, doxxing,
being sent death threats and actual violence. These attacks are part of broader
societal violence aimed at QTBPOC. We see through Alabanza’s performance
a strong call that on both a personal and professional level, visibility without
structural change is not enough—indeed, it is dangerous.

In societies not attuned to social justice, holding power to account and
seeking freedom is positioned as inappropriate ‘troublemaking’ and ‘dismissed
until that behaviour is finally just not seen’ (Schulman 2013, p. 72). Tate
Britain’s erasure of narratives that do not fit with institutionalised ideas of who
deserves to be given an audience and archived and their response to Alabanza’s
Left Outside Alone performance evidence this dynamic. Yet Alabanza refuses to
be policed, dismissed, silenced or erased. I propose that they do this through
their performed oppositional gaze.

Feminist epistemologies contend that making stories of survival visible is a
political act that can reveal and oppose structures of oppression. Alabanza’s
performance does just this, creating subjectification and connection, simul-
taneously revealing how cis-white silence impacts on ongoing violence and
discrimination towards QTBPOC. This lens is applied by Alabanza in their
appeal to cis allies to: ‘See that we are currently in an epidemic of violence
against trans people […and] the urgency of the situation […] We no longer
need silent, passive bystanders – we need cisgender people to actively support
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and uplift trans people – particularly those that are further marginalised or
erased’ (Alabanza in Butcher 2018).

In this regard, Alabanza simultaneously acknowledges their audience’s
capacity for becoming active agents of change, while recognising that apathy
and inaction are the usual, well-worn paths of least resistance. This explains the
confrontational nature of their performance. Alabanza appears to aim to galva-
nize the audience into action in the tradition of Artaud’s Theatre of Cruelty
through the activation of their cis-white fragility.

Often, allies ask what they can do to support anti-racist and anti-transphobic
resistance. What allies should do is contested and too expansive a debate to be
considered here, but what is noteworthy are repeated requests to listen, to
not erase or marginalise QTBPOC experiences and to be active in their libera-
tion. Alabanza realises that audiences are not passive: rather, they interact with
the performer in a dialectical construction and encounter of radical potential.
The effectiveness of Alabanza’s approach might be indicated by the differ-
ence a year made at Tate Britain. After the institutional negative reaction to
Left Outside Alone and the curator walking out before their performance was
even half-way through, the entire Queer and Now festival 2018 programme
was curated in liaison with the Museum of Transology founder E. J. Scott,
featuring several QTBPOC artists and trans-inclusive charities. Arguably, this
sensitive programming was motivated by an acknowledgement of the earlier
lack of representation of QTBPOC, compelled by the consciousness-raising of
Alabanza’s performed critique.

My investigation directly responded to the relative absence of QTBPOC
in the archive, aiming to create an archival record of Alabanza’s perfor-
mance work and ensure that documentation within the academy acknowledges
their presence. In using an archival approach, I considered the subversive
potential of performance to displace power relationships and challenge social
inequalities. This objective recognised the transformative potential of:

bearing witness, together, to possibilities wrought in telling. The queer means
making conversations about harmful situations go, working to improve the
world […] The reflexive means listening to and for the silences and stories
we can’t tell - not fully, not clearly, not yet; returning, again and again, to the
river of story accepting what you can never fully, never unquestionably know.
(Adams and Jones 2011, pp. 111–112)

Thus, diversifying the archive, an inexorably political institution, can be seen
as a form of activist resistance to the institutionalised erasure of QTBPOC.
In adding to this academic activism, I do not aim to speak on behalf of
Alabanza, nor present a didactic text on QTBPOC marginalisation. Situating
the analysis as my own embodied response to their performance will, I hope,
deflect this accusation. Instead, through the act of documenting and archiving
their performance art this chapter aimed to amplify the subversive potential of
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their work to disrupt, protest and challenge the cis-white gaze, simultaneously
collaborating with their resistance.

Alabanza used their performance as protest by purposefully challenging and
making cis-white audience members uncomfortable, concurrently creating an
environment of inclusion for QTBPOC. The use of this approach ties in with
Alabanza’s comment about the audience’s role in their performance art:

So often in public I’m making myself smaller, looking down, being quiet, hiding
- and onstage I can reverse that […] It is interesting what happens to a room
when we see a trans person be dominant; it is not something we are used to.
It feels so often our liberation is tied into us being submissive, and I enjoy the
stage being a chance to change this. (Alabanza in Fluide 2018)

Alabanza’s description positions their work within a tradition of performance
art grounded in resistance and emancipation, and thus as an oppositional
gaze. Performative techniques, including spoken word, lip syncing and poetic
devices, when used in this manner can be seen as a form of protest—to
return and oppose the cis-white gaze which aims to render them invisible.
Alabanza took significant personal risk in exposing underlying structures of
inequality by providing a progressive viewpoint within a context entrenched
in systems of power and control. Through exploring how Alabanza’s perfor-
mance techniques activated my cis-white fragility, and how these tactics might
raise racial and trans-inclusionary consciousness, I conclude that their work
created negative affect, operating as a productive and political oppositional
gaze.

The questioning of cis-whiteness and how it impacts on space and culture is
key to decolonizing minds and institutions. While some cis-white people might
say they are allies, this can be performative. Alabanza proposes that cis-white
people be accountable, hold others to account, listen, act as collaborators
and conspirators, recognise that oppression exists, and champion narratives
that expand understandings of lived experiences such as theirs. Practically, this
means not silencing nor marginalising QTBPOC voices with white walls or
respectability politics, and ensuring their voices are archived.

The oppositional gaze demands to be seen, heard, noticed, listened to—not
necessarily to be understood, but simply to have the space for expression, to
not be erased, to not be side-lined or tokenised. Through their oppositional
gaze, Alabanza proposes to collapse the normativity of the cis-white gaze in
order to end the violence it enacts on QTBPOC, suggesting that collective
action rather than visibility will create proactive dialogical communities able
to interrogate the intersection of power structures and advocate for change.

By focusing on conformity over expression and by emphasising passing,
trans narratives have historically been forced into the cis-heteropatriarchal
gender binary, leaving them erased, omitted or co-opted to the point of
invisibility within the archive. While current understandings of transgender
lived experiences should not be transposed onto the past, problematizing
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archives and questioning why the dematerialisation of trans bodies into confor-
mity—and thus invisibility—continues, is worthy of further academic enquiry.
Increasing visibility of the everyday trauma, violence, hope and resilience
within trans lives might circumvent current cis-normative paradigms, confla-
tions and the fetishization of QTBPOC embodied experiences. Alabanza’s
performed oppositional gaze explores important intersectional disidentifica-
tions and negotiations of QTBPOC lived experiences; however, depending on
viewer positionality, QTBPOC lived experiences may become more opaque.
Increasing the presence of QTBPOC narratives in society and the archive
through performances such as Alabanza’s will contribute to deeper under-
standings of QTBPOC lived experiences while acknowledging their multi-
plicity, fluidity and opacity but most importantly their humanity, which the
cis-white gaze, unless challenged, will continue to erase.
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CHAPTER 11

BetweenMess andMethod: Performance Art
Economix/tures

Esther Neff

To ruin, to ruffle, to destroy, to dismantle, deconstruct, blur, obscure, split
and fray, to spread and scatter, spin out of control and smash against the
wall, these may be the instincts and energies first associated with us. Covered
in glitter, eating a raw pig’s heart, hot-gluing rose petals to her asshole,
making a knee-deep mess of eggs and vomit, performance artists freak out
the norm(ativit)ies with our symptomatic death-throes, our flesh, and our
abreactive counter-cultural flailing. As with “feminism,” some elements of
each “wave” or “movement” or “eruption” of performance art may cool like
lava into hard material advertising aesthetics, documentary images suitable for
museum shows, and single-square paragraphs in historicizing academic hand-
books. Truly effective acts—we are told—are ephemeral, largely futile, any
real “critical” capacities doubtful. Writes Chantal Mouffe (likewise in order
to counter such arguments), “every critical gesture is quickly recuperated and
neutralized by the forces of corporate capitalism” (2013).

Yet, actions that criticize, theorize, transform, construct, tactically address,
strategize, model, demonstrate, program, situate, describe, frame, archive,
index, identify, recognize, resource, design, deliberate, pull it together, take
a stand, are also performance practices. We are also sending emails, writing
and reading texts, giving feedback, holding meetings, forming panels and
working groups, putting a new roll of toilet paper in the bathroom, texting
directions from the airport, formatting excel sheets, making and accepting
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proposals, lettering signage. Further, these actions can be just as, if not more
so, disruptive of, and, alternative to dominant norms and codes.

I don’t want to reify that same old and easy “radicality as chaos vs. the
establishment as order” paradigm. I want to avoid ascription of wildness,
creativity, immaturity, and “the natural” to “the feminine” and/or “the queer”
and the “methodological,” “sane,” “tactical,” “theoretical,” and “rational” to
the masculine, straight, square. This binary, however, roughly that between
“mess” and “method,” (interrelated with other familiar binaries, e.g. male and
female, natural and ordered, and so on) are maintained and reproduced every-
where, even by “queer and trans feminists.” For instance, I have been advised
by this volume’s editors to re-write this piece as an “artist memoire;” they tell
me it is “not necessary to go into the theoretical sections.” They want a binary
structure that positions two spheres (“mess” and “method”), sectileated, rein-
forced, and clarified, even though my thesis is that messes and methods are
not mutually exclusive, and they want my “personal” story, not my dialectical
(political?) participations.

This piece of writing—and my work at large—attempts to practice ways
in which embodied mess-making and strategic method-making are entangled.
Further, methodological mess-making and messy methodologizing drive what
I see as performance art’s most pertinent and radical ways of situating “cultural
economics,” staging “economixtures” that resist and trans*gress (Grey and
Klein 2016) the capitalist mentalities, norms, and codes that both commodify
and devalue our bodies, exchanges, and ideas.

Mess

In 2011 I am standing behind the bar at Grace Exhibition Space in Brooklyn,
NY, talking with a young woman who has recently graduated from an MFA
program in “visual arts performance.” She is attempting to compliment me
on the closing of a performance art exhibition. She says something like “it’s
so great to see these female performance artists getting the recognition they
deserve. I’ll bet you can get a big fat grant now.” This year, “performance art”
is on the rise, popularized by the success of Marina Abramović’s The Artist is
Present (2010–2011) at MoMA, and one doesn’t need grad school to be well
aware of what Nancy Fraser describes as “polarized bids” for redistribution vs.
those for recognition (2001). In confrontation with this nice young woman
at Grace Space, I react badly, declaring that we are not working for such
des(s)erts, our so-called piece of the pie, that this project is “subterfugal” and
that not all of us identify as “female.” I explain that the cultural practices she
is witnessing here are self-immolations rather than business strategies. We do
not recuperate our losses! I employ mixed metaphors involving pie throwing
and pratfalls, capital investments flooding markets, cascade failures. Her eyes
narrow and harden.

My “pro-mess” attitude at this time is in no way new, or surprising coming
from a “queer feminist performance artist.” That toilet-reading tome 20th
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Century Art Book notes in its entry for Carolee Schneeman that “Performance
Art, which could be neither bought nor sold, offered a radical alternative to
the art market” (1999). In the accompanying photo, Schneeman stares wildly
out at us, her face and body smeared with substances, a horn sticking out from
her forehead. Clearly, Schneeman reifies age-old ways in which the “female”
has been seen as feral and grotesque, embodying forms of “unruliness” (Mintz
2007), “leakiness” (Shildrick 1997) “abjection” (Kristeva 1982). Pro-mess
attitudes are predictable as expectations that womxn and queers make art solely
via “antitheoretical intuition” (Hunter 1993).

By 2012, my collaborators and I have lost our space in a 50-person arts
and activism co-operative and eventually (long story) we re-locate our opera-
tions to a small garage “lab,” (Panoply Performance Laboratory 2012–2018).
It is seeming less and less viable to limit our activities to some quaran-
tined thrashing and screaming, neither to some respectable grant petitions.
I want structural change, real agency, not just a lose-lose decision between
self-mutilating mess and packagable, branded “Performance Art” defined and
theorized by already-authorized and empowered gatekeepers.

Method

For the second time in my life, I travel abroad, spending my life savings on
plane tickets to Berlin where folks are organizing a project called Month of
Performance Art, entirely without any institutional support. Inspired, I decide
that we too, New York City performance artists, can manifest something
similar; we can organize as performance in and of itself . The following year,
I convict some 300+ performance artists to a feat of mass self-organization.
We hope (variously) to stage a show of force, a declaration of existence, an
apparitional appearance of the non-discipline “performance art,” a test of our
mutualistic systems, a methodological theorization of how we may be able to
operate “otherly wise.”

In a letter to “the community at large,” initiating Brooklyn Interna-
tional Performance Art Festival (2013), I write that “this festival will be
a collaborative performance” (Neff 2012) describing the organizing struc-
ture as “a small core team of individuals lighting the big pink match in this
room full of gas” and continuing on, at some length, to outline tensions
between order and chaos, ideological coherence and “open-source” prac-
tices. I emphasize negations: de-competition, de-hierarchization, anti-racism,
and anti-capitalism as well as positives: process-based flexibility (“performative
fluxstructure”), in-person social interaction, and the general value of inten-
tionality, that is, doing something on purpose, for a purpose, and aligning
these purposes, reasons, ethics, motivations, with consideration and antic-
ipation of potential implications, affects, and consequences of the actions
done/purposed/proposed.

My collaborators and I carefully select and attempt to mandate what we
believe to be “ethical”—yet not too coercive—structural elements: No two
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events shall conflict or compete with one another. No space may charge a
flat/hard fee at the door or any fee for artists to “apply” or participate. No
artist will be rejected, no organizer can be rejected, no definition of what
“performance art” definitively “is” will be permitted. We try to use a wiki
(which quickly becomes beset by bots and malware) to organize ourselves. I
use funds from a somewhat poorly attended potluck benefit (around $200) to
print booklets listing all of the shows and projects for the month.

Messiness

Anya Liftig is braver than I am. She climbs up and stands on a stool during a
talk with RoseLee Goldberg, organized by Hyperallergic in Brooklyn NY, circa
2015. Why, Liftig asks Goldberg, does PERFORMA continue to commis-
sion performances from famous visual artists (who do not usually work in
performance) and ignore “actual” performance artists. Did you send anyone
to see the work being made during BIPAF? Liftig asks. “No,” replies Gold-
berg, because “so much of the underground work is just repeating the messes
made in the ‘70’s.”

Through this little anecdote and some speculation into Goldberg’s perspec-
tives, we can discuss several types of mess. There is the mess that performance
artists make of Performance Art (capital letters) as an art historical trajec-
tory and “period.” There is the mess that performance art makes of cultural
paradigms regarding who is authorized to make, criticize, theorize, and define
“performance art,” and the mess that performance art makes of art-as-luxury-
objects via constant de-subjection and de-objectification of bodies and bodilies
(Jones 1998). There is also literal mess.

The failures of performance artists and performance art “workings” to
appear as property, as commodity, as subjects of legible discourse or objects
of qualifying and authorized attentions, generate constant “critical” accusa-
tions of performance art and artists as uneducated/raw/unskilled (primitive),
foolish/weak/hysterical (feminine), weird/bad/wrong/disgusting/perverted
(queer) and immature/naïve/childish/uneducated regarding art history and
what has “already been done” (infantile).

On the other hand, “progressive” and “subversive” (-ly branded) artists
and works that do carry the formal and modal properties and qualities of
respectable subjects and legible objects are, in fact, quite consumable by
museums and arts historians. Thus, mainstream (ing) institutions and autho-
rized cultural overseers believe they already own and understand works that
represent “feminist” and “queer” trajectories. By 2018, “Feminist Art” and
more recently “Queer Art” (see Trigger: Gender as a Tool and a Weapon at
the New Museum, 2017) have largely been scrubbed of presence and mess.
Bell hooks writes that “the commodification of difference promotes paradigms
of consumption wherein whatever difference the Other inhabits is eradi-
cated, via exchange, by a consumer cannibalism that not only displaces the
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Other but denies the significance of that Other’s history through a process of
decontextualization” (1992).

For performance art, context is everything. Modes of production and exhi-
bition, demonstration and protest, forms of gathering and event, spiritual
ritual, socio-political configurations, and cultural practices are increasingly
(and ancestrally) integrated with “performance-as-art.” Right before BIPAF
started, Jen Ortiz interviewed a handful of performance art people—including
myself—about whether or not performance art can be “collected” and still
maintain its “original message” (2012). At that time, I responded that perfor-
mance artists can (and often do) deal with their own participation in existing
economic structures. Regarding this intentional “dealing with,” US Amer-
ican artworld folks often refer to Andrea Fraser’s performance prostituting
herself to a collector, which resulted in the video Untitled (2003). Since
2003 however, such practices have only increased, deepened, and proliferated,
including my own most recent project, a collaboration with my mother on
a “biocultural” food and labor system in St. Louis (MARSH), and my solo
work with “affective transaction,” Affaction Research Center (2015–). As I
revise this essay in 2019, Decolonize This Place, Chinatown Art Brigade, and
W.A.G.E. (each operating themselves as branded artists collectives, leveraging
and participating in their own economies of attention and power), mount
performative protest against the Whitney Museum’s “artwashing” and its insti-
tutional, economic complicity with ecocide and genocide. At a town hall
meeting, Alicia Grullón describes the movement as “art-historical,” adding,
“You will be reading about this in textbooks to come” (Greenberger 2019).

Methodological Mess

In 2018 a compendium of performative entities, including BIPAF and the
platform PERFORMANCY FORUM (both “performative organizations” I
mobilize), establish a temporary collective of 20 performance artists under the
moniker CIVIC REFLEX/REFLEJO CIVICO (Neff 2018), as an “institu-
tional” performance in and of itself. As a part of this yearlong project, another
collective, called Undoing and Doing, emerges through the collaborative prac-
tices of Lorene Bouboushian, who brings others (some of whom are also
individual members of the original CIVIC REFLEX collective of 20) into
their Movement Research residency. Myself as lead organizer/artist of CIVIC
REFLEX and Bouboushian as lead artist/organizer of Undoing and Doing
both use institutional forms (both fabricated/staged and “legitimate/pre-
existing” ones) to position ourselves as both responsible and decentralized,
administrative and queer-parental (neé maternal or paternalistic/patriarchal),
dissident and under-standing. Individualistic and competitive modes of
production as well as authorities, hierarchies, artist-curator divides, and institu-
tional engagements are hereby messed up, confused, and reformed, blending
with “daily life” and the “private” spheres of emotional labor, caretaking, and
family. This sort of practice is not “new,” it is part of a queer and trans feminist
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legacy (see, for example, Lesbian Art Project’s The Oral Herstory of Lesbianism
(Oral) 1979).

Yet Goldberg is also right: Performance art(ists) are messy and may not
belong in sterile whiteboxes. Intertwined with clearly classist and racist cultural
conflicts staged by the normative spaces and environments of artworldings
(galleries are retail sites, designed for the comfort and cultural preferences of
an elite, wealthy, mostly white demographic of consumer-collectors) are the
practical needs of performance art and its messes. A performance art space
ideally has a shower. It should also be possible to perform naked, to have fire
and substances inside, and for the artists to participate in structuring access
and bodily relations to and with(in) their workings. The walls and floors of the
Panoply Performance Laboratory (aforementioned) became caked with blood,
honey, and wax. Artists light smoke bombs inside. The smell of piss and sage
lingers. Honey McMoney burns a hole right into the floor, Keijaun Thomas
covers herself with Elmer’s glue and flour, Jon Konkol irons a fish and then
flings the mass into the wall spreading charred guts everywhere, Marcelline
Mandeng brings in compost and rotting meat, Christen Clifford fills the air
with tufts of fur. There is no stage, nor are there tickets, nothing but beer
(suggested donation) is for sale.

We work where we live, we make messes where we eat and sleep. This
literal messiness further bespeaks the blurring and bleeding of “artwork-
ings” out beyond their cleanly identifiable and clearly labeled, disciplined
object/subject-hoods. Performance art is not just an object of experience, it is
also all of the ways it is made and its aftermath, its affects, its remains, indices,
and marks made, the injuries sustained. Performance art becomes a form of life
for those who practice, theorize, and organize it. Here, we can only petition
for more mess, more bleed-out through and around “the work itself” into
considerations such as where materials are sourced, what sorts of persons are
considered performers “in” the work, what, where and how and via whom
performance art occurs.

Performance art mess, of any kind, is not to be contained, cordoned
off, curtailed, or controlled, but rather acknowledged and more consider-
ately made and spread, a’ la Alexis Shotwell’s arguments for starting from
a place of default toxicity. We are indeed damaged and damaging, sickened
(and #sickening), contaminated and contaminating in ways we cannot avoid
(2016), but we organize and support one other through platforms like “queer
trash” (Kamerman and Foster 2016–), and “human trash dump.” (Lamb and
Vendetta 2015–2018); all we can do is make messes in the ways we believe are
correlated with “our own” (self-aligning) value(s).

Methods

Throughout 2018, PPL becomes home to an array of nine thinktanks, collec-
tively entitled 9 PROPOSITIONS. Framed initially by the author of this essay
and launched during Emergency INDEX’s release party at The Kitchen, the
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thinktanks mess with who and how thinking is performed. A “method” is
a way of doing something that has been developed reiteratively over time,
involving processes that attempt to correlate intentions with actions, then
analyze these actions in light of their experienced affects and consequences,
forming modes of correlationship which are then used to adapt intentions to
inform further actions (and so on, indefinitely). We can see methodologies
operating across scales; from micro-relations between bodies and “within” the
performance work, through meso-scale forms of event and organization, and
resonating out through macro-scale affiliations with civic, social, and political
movements.

Through such configurations, performance artists demand the agency and
authority to theorize. Theory is not just the “discursive apparati” that value,
frame, and contain our practices, theorization processes are performed via and
as the work itself (Neff and Gluzman 2020). Without theorization, we can
make neither methods nor messes.

We theorize, for example, forms of deliberate payment of attention and
attendance-to, via acts of paying attention. When audience members make
(free) appointments to sit with Dominique Duroseau (2017), the method-
ological situation of contexts designed specifically for Duroseau’s work are
correlated with intentions to increase socio-cultural attention to emotional
labor, caretaking, and support. Methods for situating artists and spectators
and for recognizing representations and responsibilities are here revised and
re-made, adapting to the needs of those present rather than punishing any
presented “weakness” or “unfitness of form” (disqualification) as do patri-
archal, social Darwinist, capitalist paradigms. Here, affections and attentions
are not “paid” in exchange for goods, services, titillation, or other proper-
ties of experience, but rather used to methodologically hold, theorize, and
substantiate personal experience, to increase feelings and psycho-cultural states
of (self)worth and value.

Nurturant methodologies—through which artists ‘take care’ of those
present and those present ‘take care’ of the artists—involve inter-personal,
collaborative acts and socialities that swing definitions of “value” away from
capitalism and towards meaningfulness, away from legal tender and towards
tenderness as vehicles for exchanges and trans*-actions. Social gatherings
around performance art combat forms of “collective self-hatred and shame”
experienced by those who are societally feared or outcast (Benhabib 1995) by
valuing vulnerable bodies and attending to persons not as commodities but as
agentic entities carrying ideas, experiences, and knowledges worthy of atten-
tion, time, and energy. Hereby, economies of attention and cultural capital are
transformed into sensitive, relational economix(tures).

For example, Feminist Art Group (FAG), lead by IV Castellanos, directly
replaces toxic masculinities and hetero-normativities with trans-masculine
ethos and bodies via collaborative, task-based performance, materializing posi-
tive and personal versions/visions of masculinity. Castellanos writes in a
propositional text for Feminist Art Group’s participation in the project CIVIC
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REFLEX/REFLEJO CIVICO: “Masculine of centered folx can look at each
other and know. Holding to manage to stay on. Holding close but not too
tight but not too light but tighter than with someone else.” (2018) The
experiential value of this work operates through its performed refusal of under-
lying gender expectations, rejecting both dominance and submission, valuing
both knowings and unknowing, enabling both tactical holdings and lettings-
go. Such replacements and reconstructions are visible in concrete exchanges
of cultural resources and values sans capital(ist) value(s) and in performa-
tive (p)articulations of cultural economix that alternate and queer forms of
evaluation and value-assignment.

That’s Messed Up

In 2017, Leili Huzaibah and I (under the name “BIPAF” and “PERFOR-
MANCY FORUM”) organize a conference entitled JUST SITUATONS. JUST
SITUATIONS ’ framing text declares the intention to authorize and explore
performative modes of production and distribution as situational performances
in situ. Huzaibah and I identify “justice” as a generative motivational value,
drawing attention to tactical processes of performance-making that see them-
selves as actualizing “just” (as in “right” and as in “merely”) situations.
Framing text cited Homi Bhabha’s statement “Justice, it is said, must not
only be done, it must be seen to be done” and Hannah Arendt’s “Nothing
and nobody exists in this world whose very being does not presuppose a spec-
tator,” asking whose witness , whose appearances, whose sights and situations,
are deemed as of value and evaluative to and of justice? Further, we invite
performance makers to research and stage “just” relations, especially relations
involving consumption, spectatorship, transaction, and judgment.

JUST SITUATIONS was very partially funded through an “access equity”
crowd-funding campaign and was only able to reimburse out-of-town artists
for their travel. Though full press and marketing was performed, a single work
from JUST SITUATIONS, received article-length critical attention (that of
Miao Jiaxin, a straight, cis-male artist with some existing clout). One of the
few press appearances headlines the project kindly but skeptically as “prodding
participants on performance and politics” (Sutton 2017). After the conven-
tion, performance art community member Polina Riabova also published a
personal account of her experience with the project (2017). Yet it is not the
financial failings of this project or its “cultural invisibility” that are most disap-
pointing, rather the failure of the forms of the “convention” as a whole to
move beyond reproduction of the dichotomy between (1) individual artists
seeking capital through mainstreaming and (2) cultural values seeking forms
of self-recognition enculturated otherwise.

For example, JUST SITUATIONS largely failed to prevent normative
production of organizational hierarchies and individually delineated artists
and “performance objects.” Elaine Thap, Chloë Bass, and Raki Malhotra
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are among those who did (and often do) move in tactical and method-
ological directions, situating forms of performance that negotiate sights and
sites; Thap constructed a performance in situ with those present, Malhotra
brought people to her apartment and situated affectively stimulating emotional
and social processes, Bass held a dinner and discussion with printed cutlery.
Raha Behnam, Danielle Abrams, Sophia Mak, and others situated participatory
actions and personal, poignant moments of collective intimacy and collabora-
tion. Karl Cooney dedicated themselves to the supportive role of providing
documentation. Quite a few of the involved artists, however, persisted in
perceiving the overarching structures and situation(s) as an “opportunity” to
present a 20-to-45-minute solo and self-contained performance work to be
consumed by passive audience-observers (and presumably, ideally/hopefully,
by authorized critics and artworld spectators). Further, all of the organiza-
tional and administrative labor, selection processes, and framing textualizations
were performed by two unpaid organizers while a third handled housing; the
organizational processes became default due to exhaustion and tended towards
exploitation of (womxn’s) labor.

It can be judged that even when such performance art “pieces” and
“modes of production” involve carefully situated participatory and conceptual
elements, exhibit the work of intersectionally “marginalized” artists, are made
by persons who care a lot for each other and little for recognition, and/or
occur within and as off-market contexts, they (at least partially) fail to struc-
turally queer and transition value(s) and engender “Otherly wise” forms of
value.

Such conferences, festivals, and platforms, common to performance art
communities from Houston to Accra are often attempting mobilizations
aligned Emily Roysdon’s oft-used quote about her queer activism and art: “we
are not protesting what we don’t want, we are performing what we do want”
(2009). Yet, it remains to be seen if what “we” (variously) do want is political
solidarity or individual success, and if these are mutually exclusive. Are “we
each” trying to get (a)head, or are “we” trying to head towards something(s)
else?

(In)Conclusion

Performance artists such as myself and my collaborators do not solely work
outside, against, and in critical navigation of the literal and conceptual spaces
of artworld(ing)s solely because these spaces do not “include” or “recognize”
us, rather we re-organize, criticize, theorize, interrogate, mess up, re-structure
and escape their extractive and coercive commodification of our individual
and social bodies in order to survive on and within our own terms, write
up our own social contracts, and trans*form coercive and extractive economic
schematics into more open, proliferative, structurally agentic, generative fields
of survivable performativity.
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In a search for narratives about ourselves, about our tactics, our methods,
our messes, our value(s), in attempts to write a respectful self-representation,
it is easiest to describe negations and grand embattlements between opposing
values and ways of seeing. Both performance art and queerness are often
defined by what they are not; not theater, not normative, not dance, non-
binary, not stand-up comedy, not drag…and it is easiest to describe perfor-
mance art simply as that which opposes commodification of persons, bodies,
life formations, artworkings, and movements. Beyond resistances and nega-
tions however, terms of engagement involving both, and, neither, also come
into play through convoluted syntax and attempts to respect differences and
contradictions. Complexity, nuance, ideological debate, wordplay, and mixed
metaphors may often seem like misunderstandings, confusions, insensibili-
ties, and illegibilities but may also themselves (as intentional artistic practices)
become non-compulsory (“artistic” as well as “performative”) mixtures of
cultural, economic, theoretical, and political navigations.
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CHAPTER 12

Whose Pride Is This Anyway? TheQuare
Performance of the #Black Pride4

Zane McNeill and Kyra Smith

The people who understand any aspect of black life also understand that it is
unspeakable and best expressed in resistant creative acts. Yes, as in music and
dance, but also in concerted social and political action, in banking, in being
stopped by the police, in being shot by the police, in suspicion and mistrust,
and in love (DeFrantz 2017).

Columbus Ohio’s Stonewall Columbus Pride began their 2017 celebration
like most Pride events—it was a beautiful, warm, sunny day. The streets were
full of scantily clad LGBT people (mostly young, mostly white), rainbow flags,
and signs of celebration. However, partway through the march, 10 people
dressed all in Black entered the street, blocking the celebratory parade. These
activists, mostly Black and trans, called for 7 minutes of silence at the center
of the parade to hold space for Black and Brown queer and trans people,
remembering Black people who had been murdered by police in recent years.
Within minutes, police surrounded the activists, building a tight barrier around
them by using their bicycles. Police maced and tackled activists to the ground,
ultimately arresting four of the ten protesters—Wriply Bennet, Deandre Miles,
Ashley Braxton, and Kendall Denton. The Stonewall Columbus Pride Parade
members walked past the demonstration, confused about what was going on,
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while onlookers cheered for the police. In the media discourse that followed,
these activists became known as the Black Pride 4, and a debate around who
belongs at Pride and what Pride should be rippled through Columbus and
through Lesbian Gay Bisexual Trans Queer (LGBTQ) online forums.

The Black Pride 4’s intervention into Stonewall Columbus Pride was not a
spur-of-the-moment interference. Rather, it was a carefully constructed perfor-
mance, each element imbued with meaning. Beyond the performative aspect of
the actors’ costumes, location, and marked silence, the Black Pride 4’s action
relied on the participation of an audience—as we believe all good performances
do. The audience, initially consisting of the confused parade-goers, the police
intervention, and the cheering white onlookers, soon expanded to include the
media, the criminal justice system, and the ripple-effect political actions and
artistic responses that it inspired. The Black Pride 4 acted as a catalyst which
inspired participatory and relational exchanges. These exchanges, following
the initial performance of protest, situate the actions of the Black Pride 4
at the intersection of disidentificatory performance, the performative act of
both being present in and reacting against existing spaces, and socially engaged
dialogic art.

Understanding social movements as a sort of performance is not new—
some political actions have long been envisioned as having a component of
play, a form of spectacle, and a politics of style. Analyzing art as a polit-
ical tool is also fairly unanimously accepted—scholars studying ACT UP, the
Black Panther movement, the Guerilla Girls, and the anti-globalization move-
ment cannot ignore these movements’ embrace of art as a tactic for resistance.
However, the understanding of art as not just a tool of a movement, but art
as a performance of politics has not yet been explored in the context of social
movement studies, having mostly been attributed to dance and performance
studies. Susan Foster, a premier choreographies of protest scholar, has claimed
that “dance studies is itself a form of social theory,” but we go further, arguing
that politics itself can be seen as a performance (Foster 2003, p. 397). Our
research builds on the introductory questions explored by Susanne Foellmer
in 2016:

From when, or in which movement…[can artistic practices] become agents in
the true sense of the word: performative, biopolitical mediators of protest that
can, at least temporarily, subvert establish boundaries of political behavior and
systems. (Foellmer 2016, pp. 58–69)

In this chapter, we will argue that the actions of the Black Pride 4 made
use of politichoreography, a Black-centric performance of protest, to create a
disidentificatory performance and that the following media response scripts the
original event as socially engaged art and ultimately creates a dialogic relation-
ship to the original piece (for more see Rodney Diverlus’ “Black Lives Matter
Toronto: Urgency as Choreographic Necessity” and Jose Munoz’s Disiden-
tifications: Queers Of Color And The Performance Of Politics.) We want to
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explore what could be gained by reconceptualizing political actions and social
movements as dialogic art practices, how these relational practices work within
the political arena, if these visible acts of contention affect relations of power,
and how the “audience” is included in this performative politics and perhaps
changed by this inclusion. In situating the actions of the Black Pride 4 within
the history of the larger Pride movement, we will argue that disidentificatory
performance and socially engaged art practices are productive ways to resist
assimilation in the activist circles of the Pride movement.

Lesbian and Gay Assimilationist Politics:
The Erasure of BQTPOC Queers

The Black Pride 4 reached national fame and received support and declarations
of allyship from Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ), Jewish Voice for Peace,
GetEQUAL, J20, No Justice No Pride, BRAVO, and Socialist Worker. At
first glance, it may seem surprising that a group of queer activists would stage
a protest at an event meant to celebrate their existence. However, a tension
between assimilationist gay and lesbian advocates and radical queer activists
has been brewing throughout the past few decades.

The Stonewall Riots, notably the event Stonewall Columbus Pride is named
for, began as a protest of over-policing in BQTPOC spaces. However, the
murder of Matthew Shephard in 1998, not these original riots, has been
heralded as the event that inspired a wave of hate crime legislation. The
perspective of anti-hate crime legislation and the organizations that push for
it can be understood through the Matthew Shepard Foundation’s mission:
“to erase hate by replacing it with understanding, compassion and acceptance
(Matthew Shepard Foundation 2018).”

Twenty years later, in 2009, President Obama solidified these local hate
crime legislations into a national law, called the Matthew Shepard and James
Byrd Jr Hate Crimes Prevention Act.

Hate crime legislation, similarly to gay marriage, works towards a toler-
ance approach, using the systems in place to expand protections for Lesbian
Gay Bisexual Trans (LGBT) folk. It is a rational approach that rather than
alienate the institutions that can be used against LGBT people builds upon
them (Rimmerman 2008, p. 133). If legal systems have historically been used
to oppress LGBT people, and there is an opportunity to use these systems
to instead protect LGBT people, it makes sense to do so. This tactic builds
upon earlier pushes by LGBT organizations, such as the Mathew Shepherd
Foundation, Transgender Law Project, and Sylvia Rivera Project, to turn
the conversation around LGBT rights into one about civil rights and legal
protections.

These tactics work with, instead of challenging, the broader political and
social systems which are founded on white supremacy and cisheteronorma-
tivity, the institutionalized belief that being cisgender and heterosexual is
normal (for more see Craig A. Rimmerman’s, The Lesbian and Gay Movements:
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Assimilation or Liberation?). It is a slow process for change—prioritizing
gradual long-term goals of assimilation instead of liberation. We operationalize
“liberation” as a political movement fighting against the normative—capi-
talism, neoliberalism, white supremacy, cisheteropatriarchy, a system where
being a cisgender straight man is privileged—and centering queer and trans
Black Indigenous people of color (QTBIPOC). Assimilatory tactics can be
successful, because changing systems that work against LGBT people into
systems that are less harmful. Hate crime legislation can also be thought of as
a “common movement” that unites, instead of fragments, individuals around
a common cause and has the capability to create a large coalition (for more
See Mancur Olson’s The Logic of Collective Action Public Goods and the Theory
of Groups). The larger the group of unified rational actors, the more likely the
movement to succeed, and the more likely that the individuals involved will
gain benefits from said successes. In this case those benefits are survival and
protection via the state (Olson 1965).

The push against tactics of assimilation, however, can represent how frag-
mented the lesbian and gay movement really is. This sort of coalition depends
on a collective identity that ends up prioritizing the “gay” identity over any
others, which erases the multiplicities of other identities and oppressions. This
has led to a politically motivated “historical amnesia” that has centered white
queerness and violently eclipsed the work of Black Queer Trans People of
Color (BQTPOC) in building the gay liberation movement (Greey 2018,
p. 662).

In 2016, Black Lives Matter Toronto enacted a protest similar to the Black
Pride 4. They held a non-violent sit-in and delayed the Toronto Pride Parade
for 30 minutes to “shed light onto the racism and colonialism harming Black
and Indigenous queer and trans people in the community (Furman et al. 2018,
p. 38).” This case arguably jumpstarted the recent conversation on “how
implicit and explicit racism operate[s] within queer communities and in the
construction of the concept queer (Greey 2018, p. 662).” The term “queer”
has become re-written from a positionality of whiteness—erasing BQTPOC
bodies and labor (Furman et al. 2018, p. 38). Instead, queerness should return
to its origins and center Black trans women of color (BTWOC) fighting for
a future in which their lives are valued, the violent police state is dismantled,
and the LGBT movement fights for queer liberation not assimilation into the
white supremacist, cisheteropatriarchal, capitalist State. (We capitalize “state”
to highlight that we use it as a symbol of the system of oppression that is
entangled in white supremacy and was built on genocide, slavery, and other
forms of violence against marginalized people.)

If the lesbian and gay movement prioritizes the identity “gay” and erases
the complexity of being a person of color and queer, queer people of color
(QPOC) may recognize how assimilation by the lesbian and gay (LG) move-
ment into the structures that oppress them may change the LG movement
from their community to an extension of their enemy. As Jasbir Puar has
contended, white queers can be protected by the state as long as they don’t
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challenge the legitimacy of the system (Puar and Amolo 2007). This changes
the framing of the LGBT movement and challenges the collective identity and
the unified movement of LGBT rights—fragmenting the movement as these
groups create cleavages outside of it.

In one way, these protests by No Justice No Pride, Black Lives Matter
Toronto, and the Black Pride 4 are a fight against the whitewashing of
queer history. Simply: Black Queer Trans lives matter and BQTPOC have
historically put their bodies on the line to fight for gay rights—from the
Compton Cafeteria Riots to the Stonewall Uprising. White gays appropri-
ating Black trans labor and calling it their own is white supremacy. White gays
centralizing whiteness and marginalizing BQTPOC in LGBT spaces is white
supremacy. White LGBT folks who focus on assimilation are supporting “the
invisible structures that produce and reproduce white supremacy and privi-
lege,” which we understand as an ideology that prioritizes white life, bodies,
culture, thought, and politics as superior to non-white ways of living and
attempts to dominate, erase, and eradicate non-white bodies, thought, and
culture (Applebaum 2017). Showing up for Racial Justice explains that:

White supremacy culture is an artificial, historically constructed culture which
expresses, justifies and binds together the United States white supremacy system.
It is the glue that binds together white-controlled institutions into systems
and white-controlled systems into the global white supremacy system. White
supremacy culture is reproduced by all the institutions of our society. (Showing
Up for Racial Justice 2019)

But, as Rodney Diverlus, co-founder of Black Lives Matter Toronto, has
written, “Where there are Black People, there is Black resistance (Diverlus
2018, p. 65).”

Queering Socially Engaged Art
Through Queer Antagonism

Diverlus has argued that the Black Lives Matter Toronto protest against
Toronto Pride was “a people-driven performance…[a] show of resis-
tance…[as] an act of political choreography” and that this politichoreography
was built upon a long “lineage of successful and powerful choreographies
of Black political assembly (Diverlus 2018, pp. 63–64).” Black Lives Matter
Toronto, like the Black Pride 4, disrupted white queer space and therefore
disrupted the conflation of queer and white (Diverlus 2018, p. 64). If white
queer space, as an extension of the state, relied “on the control, owner-
ship, and manipulation of Black bodies,” queer space, as removed from white
supremacy, could be potentially imagined as space that centered Blackness and
included that in the fight for gay liberation (Diverlus 2018, p. 64).

We argue that the Black Pride 4’s disruption of Columbus Stonewall Pride
was another experiment in “Black-centric politichoreography [as] a show of
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Black power (Diverlus 2018, pp. 64–66).” Diverlus contends that taking
space in protest as a Black person is inherently “artistic and choreographic
(Diverlus 2018, p. 66).” The act of being Black and present is a performative
tool to mark the difference. We understand this aesthetic component both
as a performance of inclusion and under the umbrella of socially engaged art
practices.

Bodies resisting in public space are inherently political objects—but they are
also aesthetic objects. Bodies in space have long been seen as performative—
such as the Situationist International’s detournement. (For more, see Christine
Harold’s, OurSpace: Resisting the Corporate Control of Culture) Detourne-
ment gave bodies the power of challenging the routine, the normative, and
society at large by simply existing in space. This act of culture jamming, the
act of disrupting the normative, the act of disrupting the normative to reveal
methods of domination (Nomai 2008), is reflected in the Black Pride 4’s
protest. (Culture jamming is another tactic used by the Situationist Interna-
tional to parody cultural symbols and break through “spectacle culture.” It
is most well-known as a technique for object-based art, such as the Dadaist’s
collages, 80’s and 90’s zine culture, or Adbusters, but we argue that it can be
a performance technique as well). The Black Pride 4 disrupted the expectation
of white gay bodies in celebration by forcing attention to the invisible system
of violence created and supported by both straight and gay white society.
Their intervention into this white space with their Black trans bodies inher-
ently transformed the Stonewall Pride parade into a contested “quared” space
of resistance (Johnson 2001, p. 20). Quare is a term coined by performance
studies scholar E. Patrick Johnson to refer to the unique intersection of Black-
ness and queerness. We will discuss this term at length in the following section
but for the purpose of this context, this performance—Black trans bodies in
protest—subverted power hierarchies and “jammed” the cultural invisibility
of homonationalism, the association of (white) LGBT rights with US nation-
alism, white supremacy in gay spaces, and white gay complicity in Black trans
death.

The theories of socially engaged art began emerging in the 1990s. Art histo-
rians like Nicholas Bourriad, Suzanne Lacy, and, later, Grant Kester, Claire
Bishop, and Pablo Helguera became interested in a new art movement that
moved away from physical aesthetic objects and centered on collective author-
ship, community outreach, and relational pieces. This often collaborative and
socially/politically motivated contemporary art movement became known as
“socially engaged art.” In many ways, the ideas of socially engaged art function
similarly to ideas Richard Schechner outlines when he describes non-theatrical
acts as performances (Schechner 2002, p. 31). As we will discuss in more detail
below, the Black Pride 4 protest of Stonewall Columbus Pride was a collec-
tively authored performance aimed at speaking back to Columbus Pride and
the Columbus police department.

In this light, our interest focuses on two specific branches of these move-
ments. Firstly, we will analyze the performance of the Black Pride 4 as a
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disidentificatory performance, understood through the framework of a history
of BQTPOC pride participants. Second, we will examine the protest and
subsequent media backlash through a certain branch of socially engaged art
practices—those understood as dialogic and relational pieces.

The Black Pride 4’s performance was built on a history of Black folks
carving spaces for themselves through community building, hidden scripts of
resistance, and performance (for more, see James Scott’s Domination and the
Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts). Disidentification is a way for queer
people of color to make space for their experiences in spaces that are other-
wise not designed for them (for more on this see Muñoz Disidentifications).
To be BQTPOC, and to exist within multiple categories of marginalization, is
a challenging position to be in. This is explained best by Roderick Ferguson
in his discussion of a queer of color critique (Ferguson 2004). As Ferguson
explains:

…African American culture indexes a social heterogeneity that oversteps the
boundaries of gender propriety and sexual normativity…racist practice articulates
itself generally as agender and sexual regulation, and that gender and sexual
differences variegate racial formations. (Ferguson 2004, pp. 2–3)

Ferguson’s analysis contends that Black culture itself is queered by a society
which draws the boundaries of the normative outside of its group. He argues
that regulation by the formal means of the state and informal means of coer-
cion by society creates a racialized and gendered subject that is inherently
deviant (Ferguson 2004, pp. 2–3). Siobhan Somerville echoes this argument
in her book Queering the Color Line, where she explains that if one was outside
of the norm—the invisible reference point of whiteness and straightness—
the individual would be labeled “deviant” or queer (For more on this see
Siobhan B. Somerville, Queering the Color Line Race and the Invention of
Homosexuality in American Culture).

In the case of the Black Pride 4, this translates to the protestors’ cognizant
choice to use their bodies as a tool of resistance and a performative object
to draw attention to the invisible reference point of the white cis gayness
of Stonewall Columbus Pride. This reference point has a body count—by
creating a gay space constructed through a lens of whiteness, one is inherently
marginalizing trans and Black bodies. In a time where trans Black women are
facing a tidal wave of violence, the white cis gayness of Stonewall pride reifies
rather than deconstructs white supremacy and violence against trans people of
color.

For Johnson, Black queer studies are more than queer, a term that has often
alienated Black LGBT folk, but “quare—” a new vision of queer politics that
embraces a genealogy of Black liberation and afro-feminism and is centered
around the Black queer subject and its politicized identity. As he explains:
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Quare studies would reinstate the subject and the identity around which the
subject circulates that queer theory so easily dismissed. By refocusing our atten-
tion of the racialized bodies, experiences, and knowledges of transgendered
people, lesbians, gays, and bisexuals of color, quare studies ground the discur-
sive process of mediated identification and subjectivity in a political praxis that
speaks to the material existence of ‘colored’ bodies. (Henderson and Johnson
2005, p. 136)

Queer of color critique, or quare studies, offers a way to understand QPOC
as experiencing different forms of oppression and material/social conditions
than other LGBT people. For the case of the Black Pride 4, this allows an
analysis to be conducted based on how systems have been consciously created
to objectify and oppress racialized queer bodies in a different way than white
LGBT bodies.

Spaces built for people of color are often heteronormative at best and
homophobic at worst, while movements built for queer people are often built
specifically for gay and lesbian community members and rely on the privileges
of whiteness to succeed (for more on the assimilatory politics of the LGBT
movement please read Micheal Warner’s The Trouble With Normal : Sex, Poli-
tics, and the Ethics of Queer Life, Ryan Conrad’s Against Equality Queer
Revolution, Not Mere Inclusion, and Matilda Sycamore’s That’s Revolting!:
Queer Strategies for Resisting Assimilation). Disidentification is a tool that
queer people of color may use to exist in these spaces. It is a way of being
that rejects assimilation into a normative sphere (either heteronormative or
homonormative) but doesn’t yet call for an anti-assimilationist separation
either. Disidentification is a performance of identity (be that more or less
theatrical) that integrates sameness and difference in order to resist norma-
tivity while still allowing those who practice it to find ways of being in the
spaces available to (although not designed for) multiply marginalized people.

Pride events are often largely populated by white gay people—finding ways
of being queer while simultaneously being Black and Brown in Pride spaces
requires performances of disidentification. The Black Pride 4 protest began
with this act of disidentification, however it continued to spool out through
relational dialogue (both in person and through the media). To analyze this
continued dialogue, we must find another framework, one that examines this
relational practice—we turn to dialogic art practices.

Dialogic art pieces embody “three overlapping spheres: the artistic, the
public everyday life, and the political (Foellmer 2016, p. 59).” They exist
in a temporality between the political and the choreographical—blurring the
distinction “between art and the everyday (Foellmer 2016, p. 61)”. We want
to explore what could be gained by reconceptualizing political actions and
social movements as dialogic art practices, how these relational practices work
within the political arena, if these visible acts of contention affect relations
of power, and how the audience is included in this performative politic and
perhaps changed by this inclusion.
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In these practices, the dialogue “becomes an integral part of the work
itself.” Helguera has stated that anything from a book club to a town hall
meeting has the potential for being a dialogic art piece. As he explains:

An artist may create a community space in which people are invited to discuss
books; another may propose a town hall meeting; another makes himself avail-
able to have conversations on the street; yet another conducts a series of
interviews among local residents…the goal of the artwork may be to create
a space in which any conversation can take place. (Helguera 2011, pp. 43–44)

The objective for the artists in these cases is to “eliminate formality and
protocol, encourage participants to give, and, hopefully, arrive at interesting
exchanges (Helguera 2011, p. 43).” In dialogic pieces, the conversation itself
is the art piece.

Dialogic art provides a tool that can be used to interrogate what is
considered the normative in society, or, on a smaller scale, what power and
positionalities are at play in certain spaces. By creating a moment of antag-
onism, the Black Pride 4 created a platform for their voices, marginalized
by Stonewall Columbus Pride, to come into dialogue with Columbus gay
society. Dialogic art pieces depend on the performative to create a conver-
sation between the bodies in play or protest and the audience, the spectators.
This form of performance lives and the intersections of the aesthetic and the
political, which makes it so powerful.

In the early 2000s, this “relational” and participatory aesthetic was recon-
ceptualized by Kester and Bishop as a “dialogic” art form—one in which the
process itself as a “facilitation of dialogue” was the aesthetic. Foellmer, a dance
researcher building on Niklas Luhmann’s work (see Art as a Social System),
contends that this exchange as an aesthetic is possible because the “margins”
between the everyday and the aesthetic are “relatively open and loose and can
at any time connect to other system constellations (Foellmer 2016, p. 62).”
This fungibility between the everyday and the aesthetic creates an opportunity
to experiment between the boundaries of mediums of protest and mediums
of art (Foellmer 2016, p. 63). Dialogic art and relational aesthetics exist at
this crossroads—one where performance and the political merge to create
something new.

Dialogic pieces depend on relational antagonism/aesthetics, practices
coined by Bishop and Bourriaud, in which the artist acts as a “catalyst” which
inspires or facilitates a performative exchange between individuals. Bourriaud
created the concept “relational aesthetics” to understand the modern art
movement of the 90s that abandoned object-based aesthetics and bled into
the everyday. His main questions were: how can one critique these pieces and
what makes a relational piece “successful?” He decided that the impact is what
mattered—the lasting dialogue from the exchange between audience and artist
and the encounter as the aesthetic form (Bourriaud 1998, pp. 18–21).
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To us, antagonism/aesthetics are two sides of the same coin—one in which
the exchange is prioritized. The difference between Bourriaud’s and Bish-
op’s conceptualization of relational exchange is the way in which the artist
and audience interact. In Bourriaud’s understanding, the artist and audience
create a sociability that depends on belonging. For Bishop, however, this is
not necessary. She perceived relational art as one that mimics the tension in
greater society—one where antagonism can be a necessity. The Black Pride 4’s
exchange was inherently antagonistic, and better fits with Bishop’s theory of
relational antagonism, but it is also informed by Bourriaud’s theory of rela-
tional aesthetics. The difference is, the option for belonging never existed for
the Black Pride 4—they were pushed aside by Stonewall Columbus. BQTPOC
were not included in the LGBT utopian imagining of Stonewall Columbus
and therefore were closed off from the avenue of relational exchange based
on belonging. To make an impact, they had to create an exchange where they
broke into the space that excluded them, created space there for themselves,
and held it to draw attention to their exclusion and say “trans Black women
are dying—where is the protest?”

The event—the protest of the Black Pride 4 physically stopping the
Stonewall Pride Parade, itself a disidentificatory performance—continues
through a discussion of the media backlash as an example of dialogic art.
Disidentificatory performance is meant to make space for queer people of
color, but through the lens of dialogic art we can see how and where this was
successful. Through this framework, we illustrate that performance, disiden-
tification, and protest can be interconnected to create an impactful aesthetic
political piece that can disrupt invisible systems of violence.

The Black Pride 4: Disidentification
and Utopian Imaginings

Columbus, Ohio has historically been fraught by racial tensions and police
violence. In 2016 Henry Green, a 23-year-old young adult (Futty 2017), and
Tyre King (Chirbas et al. 2016), a 13-year-old boy, were both killed by police
officers who were not indicted. Columbus exists in context with the whole
of the United States, where in 2017 almost a thousand people were killed by
police, a disproportionate amount being people of color (Tate et al. 2017),
and where 2017 was the most dangerous recorded year for trans women yet
with at least 28 trans women murdered (Human Rights Campaign 2018).

On June 16th, 2017, the police officer who killed Philando Castile at a
traffic stop in Minnesota was acquitted (Associated Press St Paul 2017). This
acquittal followed a long line of high-profile police killings of Black men where
the police officer was not indicted (such as Freddie Gray, Michael Brown,
Alton Sterling, Tamir Rice, and Eric Garner [Associated Press 2017]). On
June 10th, No Justice No Pride, a queer liberation organization, disrupted DC
Capital Pride to draw attention to police violence, corporate support/cooption
of Pride, and the silenced voices of QPOC (Key and DiGuglielmo 2017).
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On June 17th, following the verdict surrounding the Philando Castile case,
the Black Pride 4 engaged in an action similar to No Justice No Pride—they
stopped the parade. The protest lasted less than a minute (Fitrakis, Bob. 3
July 2017). Police rode in on bicycles and surrounded the protesters—acting
as what Andre Lepecki “describes as choreopolice (Lepecki 2013, p. 16).”
A dozen more followed on horses (Raphae and Godfrey 2017). The Police
Chief, reportedly a lesbian (Fitrakis, Bob. 3 July 2017), trained by the Israeli
Defense Force, engaged in tactics that have been used to block Palestinian
activists (Jewish Voice for Peace Central Ohio). Four officers were injured—
one tore an ACL and was rushed to the hospital (Gribble 2017). Of the nine
protesters, only the Black protesters were arrested (Fitrakis, Bob. 3 July 2017).
The Black Pride 4 had expected this antagonistic response, and it was an imper-
ative part of the piece—they needed this contention in order to illustrate their
point that LGBT politics where inherently discriminatory to QPOC.

Jose Muñoz describes disidentification as an interjection between Pêchaux’s
theories of subjecthood. Pêchaux, as explained by Muñoz, outlines identi-
fying subjects as those who assimilate into society—they are able to fit within
the system despite being different (Muñoz 1999, p. 11). At the Stonewall
Columbus Pride event, an identifying subject could be a QPOC involved in
the event of Pride. This involvement may take a variety of forms—they may
be in the crowd, cheering on the floats passing by, they may be marching in
the event with their company or organization, or they may even be on the
planning committee. Pêchaux positions this identifying subject opposite to
the counteridentifying subject—this subject rebels against the entire system.
As Muñoz describes, this subject may be seeking an alternative utopian space
where their marginalized identities are dominant (Muñoz 1999, p. 11). A
counteridentifying subject at the Stonewall Columbus Pride would not be at
the Stonewall Columbus Pride. They may be involved in planning a Dyke
March, or hosting an alternative event designed specifically for QTPOC. A
counteridentifying subject would not offer the event the weight of calling for
change in the way that the Black Pride 4 did at Stonewall Columbus Pride.

Muñoz’s intervention into Pêchaux’s work helps unpack the work of the
Black Pride 4. These activists could not act as identifying subjects—it was too
difficult to ignore the police presence, the violence of the department against
people of color, the racism inherent to their presence at Pride. However,
they did not counteridentify either. By intervening at the parade, by directly
blocking their route, the Black Pride 4 are marking the importance of Pride.
The Black Pride 4 themselves identify this importance. Their website states
that they “gathered with the intent of silently blocking the parade for seven
minutes to hold space for Black and Brown queer and trans people (Black
Pride 4 2018).” These activists recognized the importance of Stonewall
Columbus Pride to such a degree that they viewed the event as a space that
deserved an intervention.

Disidentification, as opposed to identification or counteridentification
recognizes the site of identification as flawed, but fundamentally worthwhile
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(Muñoz 1999, p. 12). Disidentification is a way of demonstrating hope. A
disidentificatory performance says this site does not yet include me, but one
day or in some way it could. As Muñoz writes, “disidentificatory performances
and readings require an active kernel of utopian possibility (Muñoz 1999,
p. 25).”

To “hold space” in the parade for BQTPOC is a fundamentally hopeful
action. It says Stonewall Columbus Pride does not yet include multiple inter-
sections of identity, but one day it could. This parade is not devoid of value, it
just doesn’t yet include BQTPOC perspectives. The act of entering the parade
is a performative disruption of the parade that reifies its importance, while
allowing space for what Muñoz describes as “an active kernel of utopian possi-
bility.” The 10 activists, clad all in Black, performed disidentification when
they interrupted Stonewall Columbus Pride. They did not perform compli-
ance or identification through standard participation, but by claiming space
at the parade they imbued it with an importance that the counteridentifying
subject would not offer.

Disidentification is not always received with the idealism it intends. Many
audience members responded to the interruption as an antagonistic act.
Claire Bishop and Nicholas Bourriaud have argued about whether relational
aesthetics are communal and community-building or antagonistic and built
upon tension and conflict. The case of the Black Pride 4 as an aesthetic piece
would fall into the latter category—their work is an “interactive” and a perfor-
mative piece based on conflict between the artists and audience. Like all works
that can be labeled relational aesthetics, it “privileges intersubjective relations”
over, an object-based piece. At the heart of the performance is the antago-
nism between the Black Pride 4, Stonewall Columbus Pride, and the Stonewall
police.

The Black Pride 4, similarly to Black Lives Matter Toronto, “carried out a
series of interventions in public spaces…[as a form of the] performative mani-
festation of space as mobilization (Foellmer 2016, pp. 63–64).” In doing so,
they subverted “state-controlled space” and transformed the white gay parade
into an experiment of afro-futurism and Black trans liberation (Foellmer 2016,
p. 67). Politichoreography empowers the actors to “take possession of other-
wise hegemony-occupied spaces …[and] reorganize them (Foellmer 2016,
p. 67).” The Black Pride 4 created a moment of antagonism that challenged
the “spectacle” or the comfortableness of Stonewall Columbus pride and the
white LGBT visitors of the parade.

The Black Pride 4 pulled these parade observers into their piece and made
them confront the uncomfortable truth that LGBT equality, security, and
rights are not equal. A BQTPOC faces the compounded marginalization of
being historically disenfranchised and racially stereotyped by a police force
supported by the white LGBT community. These issues create a heightened
risk associated with economic insecurity, risk of homelessness, and violence
against BTWOC in America. The parade attendees were active participants
in the Black Pride 4’s piece. Their engagement influenced the piece itself in
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a variety of ways, from emboldening the actors to changing the actors’ reac-
tions. For example, parade-goers applauded the police’s actions and booed the
protesters, pushing the police towards apprehending the activists more roughly
and potentially feeling more justified in their apprehension. If the police had
been booed, instead of the protestors, the piece itself would’ve been altered.
Foellmer argues that this:

…concept of participation contributes particularly to understanding the connec-
tion between movement and politics…the idea of participation as a fundamen-
tally social structure…rises between the audience and the performers in the
performance setting. (Foellmer 2016, p. 65)

The quote above explains that performance can create a microcosm where
larger societal tensions are replicated at a micro-level between the audience
and the artist. In this case, larger issues of race, belonging, exclusion, marginal-
ization, and white supremacy were mirrored in the antagonistic exchange
between the Black Pride 4 and Stonewall Columbus Pride voyeurs. The
response by the audience created the piece and illustrated the macro-issues
of racism and white supremacy in the lesbian and gay movement.

In this definition of relational exchange and performance, the artist as
a facilitator becomes less important than the audience as (un)conscious
performers. As Lacy explains, dialogic artwork “…activates the viewer—
creating a participant, even a collaborator.” The audience becomes included in
the authorship of the piece—both being affected by and affecting the aesthetic
itself.

This dialogue between the Black Pride 4, the parade visitors, Stonewall
Columbus Pride, and the Columbus Police caused by this moment of
contention continued long after the moment was over the Black Pride 4
were apprehended by the police. The media representations of the case illus-
trated a tension over who controlled the dominant discourse—the conservative
pundits, the police, the white LGBT movement, social justice organizations,
and other groups are still fighting over creating the meaning of the case.
Reactions ranged from racist vitriol on Reddit (u/SackyHack 2018) and
the relatively neutral statements made by Stonewall Columbus Pride (which
never condemned the actions of the Columbus Police Department [Stonewall
Columbus 2017]), to statements made by leftist groups about the inherently
racist nature of the violence of the arrests (Alexander 2017). This discourse
continued for over a year—from the original date of the protest through the
trials of the four activists arrested by the Columbus Police Department. Each
of these actors fighting over the discourse influenced the moment of contes-
tation, the work of relational antagonism, making each actor part of the piece
as well.

Helguera has said that in socially engaged projects, “…the boundaries
between artwork and experience are blurred, in the same way that authorship
and collectivity are blended…” In the case of the Black Pride 4, the majority
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of the people who were there saw the event as merely a protest in which they
were not involved. However, the viewers were part of the protest and the
protest was much more than one instant of contention.

In [socially engaged art], it is important to address the role that documentation
plays in the work by thinking about its relationship with the parent form—
performance art—and with the participatory public. (Helguera 2011, p. 74)

The Black Pride 4 filmed their protest, but so did hundreds of people who
were watching, as well as the body cameras on the police and the security
cameras on neighboring buildings. Every individual who filmed the piece had
their own way of retelling and framing their experience. This complex narra-
tive over ownership, autonomy, and participation is what makes this case so
exceptional.

The Black Pride 4 facilitated a controlled, yet seemingly spontaneous, space
of contention. They knew that the police and the parade visitors would
respond antagonistically. As participants in the piece, this was their role.
Choreopolice’s role, as described by Lepecki, is to “function first of all as
a movement controller (Lepecki 2013, p. 16).” Chorepolicing responds to
political demonstrations as a weapon of the state, attempting to reinforce
obedience and “de-mobilize political action (Lepecki 2013, p. 20).” Though
the police attempted to extinguish the Black Pride 4’s political choreography,
they failed to do so. Lepecki explains that choreopoliced movement can be
defined as, “any movement incapable of breaking the endless reproduction
of an imposed circulation of consensual subjectivity (Lepecki 2013, p. 20).”
However, the Black Pride 4’s performance of politics created a dialogue about
race and racism in queer communities, which the attempt of choreopolicing by
the Columbus Police Department actually unknowingly reinforced. Following
the arrests of Kendall Denton, Ashley Braxton, Wriply Bennett, and Deandre
Mills, multiple social justice-related media outlets published articles that exam-
ined the violence these protestors faced at the hands of police within further
contexts of police violence against QTPOC. The Columbus Free Press, a local
news source that describes itself as “an advocate for peace and justice in a
society where all people have the opportunity to achieve their full poten-
tial,” characterized the police response to the protest as “vicious, unnecessary
[and] unprovoked (Fritakis 3 July 2017).” This language is echoed across the
Columbus Free Press’ coverage of murders of Black Columbus residents by the
police department. They’ve used the word “vicious” to describe the murder
of Henry Green (Fitrakis 4 May 2017), as well describing the arrests of other
BLM protestors as the police department “making an example (Palm-Houser
2016)”—language that reflects the “unnecessary [and] unprovoked” nature
of the arrests of the Black Pride 4. Through the politichoreography of the
Columbus police at Stonewall Columbus Pride (especially as described by the
Columbus Free Press), the racially tense relationship between the Columbus
police department and QTPOC in Columbus was reified.
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The antagonism created between the choreopolitical activists and chore-
policing audience fighting for a return to white order illustrates a fundamental
problem in the white LGBT movement—racism and transphobia are still very
much alive. The Black Pride 4 used their own bodies to illustrate how white
LGBT people and the police state viewed Black trans bodies as objects that
they needed to control. The aesthetic piece depended on the violent regu-
lation of the police cracking down on the protesters and the white crowd
cheering them on.

It led to a widespread, national conversation about the violence against
Black trans people and racism within the LGBT movement. News source
from NBC (Gribble 2017) to Huffington Post (Harley 2017) to Teen Vogue
(Shakur 2017) covered the protest and subsequent trials, stretching over
the course of a year. If the piece hadn’t been antagonistic, the conversation
wouldn’t have lasted as long or gotten as far. The conversation among the
audience and participants began at the site of contention and spread to anyone
who heard about the protest. This conversation itself was part of the dialogic
piece. That is why it was so successful.

Without understanding the Black Pride 4’s protest as a “performative,
process-based” aesthetic work that depends on relational antagonism and
dialogic art, the importance and meaning of the protest are lost. If we were
to use traditional social movement theories to attempt to understand this
moment, the importance of the actors as participants, the contestation as
a challenge to the “spectacle” of false equality, and the continued tension
over the meaning of the case and the dominant discourse would be glossed
over or ignored. By embracing theories from the discipline of contempo-
rary art history, social movement studies could better understand politics as
performance.

The Black Pride 4 are activists whose critiques, actions, and repercussions
of their actions were influenced by the complex intersection between their
identities of Blackness and queerness. The disconnect exemplified by both the
Columbus Police department and Stonewall Columbus Pride can be under-
stood through critical race theory which challenges whiteness as an invisible
reference point that is often hidden and unchallenged. Understanding the
LGBT movement as positioning itself as a universal and unified “gay” move-
ment that has an unacknowledged/challenged white reference point can help
understand why QPOC have spoken out about their needs being ignored.

The Future of Pride: Queer
Afro-Futurism or Gay White Supremacy?

Pride parades are not without flaws. For decades, the LGBTQ movement
has shifted increasingly to the right. In her chapter “The New Homonor-
mativity: The Sexual Politics of Neoliberalism” in Materializing Democracy:
Toward a Revitalized Cultural Politics, Lisa Duggan describes this drift as
homonormativity—the creation of a white, patriarchal, wealthy, able-bodied
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gay movement, focused on the needs and experiences of only the most privi-
leged LGBTQ people. The Black Pride 4 tried to demonstrate this exclusion
through an intervention of inclusion. By trying to make space for their own
BQTPOC bodies, the Black Pride 4 performed their own underrepresentation,
creating a disidentificatory narrative within Stonewall Columbus Pride.

The boycotting and protesting of LGBT Pride parades is a decentralized,
but consistent, pattern amongst the most marginalized of the queer commu-
nity. At the heart of the critiques raised by these activists are anti-capitalist
and anti-racist motives. They ask: who is the lesbian and gay movement for?
Similarly, much study of social movements and performativity represents singly
marginalized identity groups. In the same way that the Black Pride 4 activists
asked who is the lesbian and gay movement for, we may ask who are these
theories of queerness and social movement studies for?

Unfortunately, Stonewall Columbus Pride responded violently, creating a
negative feedback loop with police and local media. Given the comparable
histories between pride and academic experiences, the interruption of Pride
serves as a strong metaphor for disidentificatory practices in academia. How
can we also interrupt our Pride spaces? What negative feedback loops may
result in this interruption? How do those feedback loops, themselves, perform
normativity?

Lacy has raised the point that, “Whether or not this work is ‘art’ may be the
central question to some…however, the issues raised by this [socially-engaged]
work are much more profound for the field of art than such reductivism
implies (Lacy 1995, p. 20).” Since 2017 community organizers like the Black
Pride 4, No Justice No Pride, and Black Lives Matter Toronto have created
their own liberatory spaces, such as Columbus’ Community Pride in 2018, as
well as pushed the larger Pride organizations towards considering the poten-
tial consequences of pinkwashing/whitewashing. Black Lives Matter Toronto’s
disidentificatory protest was the sole motivator behind Pride Toronto banning
uniformed police in their Parade in 2016, and current consideration to
prohibit corporate floats and military participation (Rodriguez 2019). Despite
these landmark victories, the Gay Right continues to gain momentum in
partnership with the rise of neo-fascism, far-right populism, and vocal white
supremacists (Denizet-Lewis 2019). The future of the LGBT movement
greatly reflects the future of our larger society—we have the choice to fight
for constant anti-oppression in addition to queer liberation, or appropriate
into a violent system that prioritizes white lives at the expense of BQTPOC.
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CHAPTER 13

It Happened to #Metoo: Queer Feminist
Critique of CisgenderWhite Feminism

Tiina Rosenberg

On November 19, 2017, the hashtag #Tystnadtagning (lights, camera, action)
brought hundreds of Swedish actresses to public demonstrations against sexual
harassment and violence following the call #MeToo. On October 5, 2017, the
New York Times had revealed that film producer Harvey Weinstein had regu-
larly abused women for some thirty years. The article recounted a pattern that
evoked the perennial feminist question: Why does no one put a stop to men
harassing women? Weinstein was fired and the story could have ended there,
but ten days later actress Alyssa Milano posted the message, now legendary,
that went viral on Twitter: “If you’ve been sexually harassed or assaulted, write
‘me too’ as a reply to this tweet.” Thereby global momentum for sharing expe-
riences of sexual assault was set in motion. The situation changed dramatically
and sexist behavior was publicly condemned worldwide (NY Times Editorial
Staff 2020).

The term #MeToo was not a new one but had been used since 2006 by
African-American activist Tarana Burke. In her work against sexual violence
she coined the term to let other survivors know they are not alone and to
create solidarity among victims. But it was Milano’s message on Twitter that
spread around the globe. In just a few days her tweet received thousands
of answers from women in different countries and professions, revealing a
vast structural problem. As for Harvey Weinstein, he became synonymous
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Fig. 13.1 #MeToo
(2017)is a social
movement against sexual
abuse and asexual
harassment against
women

not just for Hollywood’s casting-couch culture, but for sexual assault women
have endured in workplaces for centuries. While #MeToo was conquering
the world, a related movement, #Time’s Up, was launched through the New
York Times. Supporting the project were prominent actresses such as Reese
Witherspoon, Natalie Portman, and Emma Stone. Oprah Winfrey’s #Time’s
Up address, delivered at the 2018 Golden Globes when she became the first
African-American woman to receive the Cecil B. de Mille Award, made the
messianic claim: “A new day is on the horizon where nobody has to say ‘me
too.’”.

Following millions of shared stories of sexual assault, harassment, and
violence, Time magazine celebrated those in the #MeToo movement who
broke the silence as the “person of the year 2017.” Nevertheless, the question
remains whether all women were included in the movement. As journalist and
activist June Eric-Udorie writes, “When white feminists focus their attention
on issues that mostly affect affluent, cisgender, heterosexual, white women like
themselves, they fail to address life-or-death issues facing millions of women of
colour, disabled women, queer women, trans women, poor women and other
marginalized groups (2018, pp. xix–xx) (Fig. 13.1).

This is what happened to #MeToo in Sweden, where the movement was
widespread. This chapter examines whether the testimonial performances of
the #MeToo movement were a liberating feminist revolution or only a social
media hype for white, cisgender, and privileged women. It considers that while
feminists have been organizing against violence for centuries, these actions
have had their limitations with regard to disadvantaged women and under-
represented communities. By using a broad definition of violence that includes
effects on quality of life and leisure, psychological and sexual well-being, and
physical and mental health, I also claim that the mainstream cultural and polit-
ical impact of #MeToo re-focused attention away from violence towards all
women, thus functioning, at least partially, as a backlash against feminism and
women’s rights (Boyle 2019).
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Hashtag Feminisms

Feminist activism is all about timing and context. While this may take many
forms, activists today come together by organizing around social media
communities. Social media is defined as any online space that relies on a partic-
ipatory mode of production to proliferate content. The actual “space” of social
media encompasses countless functions beyond content, such as communica-
tion, networking, and file sharing. There has been a shift between a top-down
style of production, where content was produced by a small elite for mass
consumption, towards a more horizontal approach in which content is created
and shared by those who consume it (Fuchs 2017).

Global outrage prompted by the hashtag #MeToo and the subsequent
outpouring of related hashtags and social media debates about sexual assault
were manifestations the world needed to hear. A hashtag is a phrase on social
media denoted by a pound sign (hash) in front of it and used to identify
messages on a specific topic. Twitter is an online social networking service in
which users are able to read and post messages of 140 characters or less called
“tweets.” Users can choose to “follow” other users, which allows them to read
and respond to their posts. Twitter is primarily designed for speech–strong,
declarative utterance—that makes it an especially powerful vehicle for activism.
This new technology has become an essential tool in social movements world-
wide as a departure from conventional face-to-face networks. Movements
such as the Arab Spring (2010), Spain’s Indignados/15-M Movement (2011–
2012), and the global Occupy movement (2011) pioneered in utilizing social
media platforms, particularly Facebook and Twitter, for organizing activism
(Macías 2015, p. 45).

Political scientist Shlomo Avineri states that social media have made an
enormous contribution to the democratization of public discourse and the
empowerment of people who had previously been rather passive recipients of
traditional means of communication, such as newspapers, radio, and television.

What we are witnessing today is something like virtual direct democracy. This
‘Twitter democracy’ does not even make it necessary for one to stand in the
heat or rain in the Athenian agora. One can comfortably recline in one’s chair at
home or in the pub and address millions above the heads of their elected leaders,
political parties, and newspapers. The traditional mediating institutions, which
helped to moderate extremism and made compromises and coalitions necessary,
are being swept aside by the unfiltered vox populi. (Avineri 2017, p. 32)

However, social media is neither another nor an alternative world. The net
giants’ hegemonic power is one of the greatest problems of our time, as the
internet is the perfect habitat for the monopolistic knowledge of our habits and
emotions. Facebook is a good example of this. Social media has also proven
to be an effective weapon in the hands of powerful public figures like Donald
Trump, the “Twitter president.” The #MeToo movement has emerged in a
political context that has seen the rise of “respectable” sexism and racism
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tied to right-wing populism in a culture largely characterized by appeals to
emotion and disconnected from facts. With Trump’s accession to power in
the US, politics have been defined by his erratic Twitter outbursts, blatant
racism, and sexism, and flagrant lies, forcing his administration to operate as a
government in perpetual crisis. The political climate has changed dramatically:
whereas from the 1970s to the early 2000s the support for such demo-
cratic principles as minority rights and freedom of expression had increased
in Europe, the trend then reversed, with nationalists and right-wing populists
gaining increasing attention. Judged by the results of recent parliamentary
elections, the liberal democratic values of Europeans have declined (Mudde
2016, 2017).

Although there are challenges to how social media platforms are designed
and used, global conversations have undeniably been made accessible to many
more participants than before. While the current generation has been accused
of spending too much time on their cell phones, social media has been key
in mobilizing those who previously felt disempowered to put pressure for
change on cultural and political institutions. Social media activism connects
grassroots activists from many different parts of society with other femi-
nists. Writing about Black Twitter, media scholar Kelly Macías, emphasizes
the importance of this way for women of color to connect with each other
to discuss issues pertaining to Black feminism (2015, p. 14). Black feminist
scholar Joan Morgan says that social media “allows women to get access to
women [such as] bell hooks and even me, without a classroom. It enables
feminism to meet them where they are and where they live, which is actually
where I think they should be getting it” (cited in Lemieux 2014, p. 14).

Although social media is an efficient means, we should pay attention to
feminist activists’ unpaid work. In mapping feminist geographies of digital
work, human geographer Lizzie Richardson, states that we need to closely
follow the development of digital spaces and the role feminist activism will
have there. Social media platforms are used as course reading at universi-
ties and as contemporary sources for feminist research. They report directly
from the field, have a global spread, and are generally a step ahead of journal
articles and books that do not see publication for months or years. In chal-
lenging normative categorizations of work Richardson appends feminist digital
activist labor to the definition of working activities, pointing out that feminist
blogs, tweets, and Facebook updates are often used and plagiarized, while the
feminists who produce this work are neither paid nor acknowledged (2016,
pp. 244–263).

White, Straight Celebrity Feminists

While social media is the place for feminist activists to create and share content,
it is also an influential platform for discussing feminism itself. For some
time now, high-powered women from Hillary Clinton to Beyoncé, have been
identifying as feminists in public. Celebrities such as Patricia Arquette, Lena
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Dunham, Sarah Silverman, Emma Stone, Meryl Streep, Emma Watson, and
Kate Winslet, among others, have used their cultural capital to openly make
statements about gender equality. However, as media scholar Laurel Schwartz
points out, while feminism has had its moment in the sun as many pop culture
icons embraced it, the system in which those personalities operate and gain
power has often degraded them (2015, p. 49).

What makes celebrity feminism noteworthy is not simply that celebrities
come out publicly as feminists. Rather, it is that they are feminist celebrities
who capture the attention of people who might otherwise have had very little
exposure to feminism. But however much-making problems visible is impor-
tant, it might not be the solution to them. Kathy Davis, co-editor along with
Dubravka Zarkov of the European Journal of Women’s Studies, discusses the
unfolding of the #MeToo movement with mixed feelings:

I want to raise the question here of who is able to speak out. There are still
many women who would not be able to participate in what has now become the
#MeToo movement, either because they don’t have access to the (social) media
or because the sanctions would be too great. While it certainly took courage
to come out on #MeToo, it was also a platform for individual women who
were confident enough to stand up and powerful enough to be heard. Many of
the women were well-known celebrities and they situated themselves as agents,
not as victims. This is a very different kind of activism than, for example, Take
Back the Night rallies in the USA, the collective protest in India around the
ubiquitous harassment of women in public (called ‘eve teasing’) or OpAntiSH
(Operation Anti Sexual Harassment) in Cairo where women and men support
women’s access to political demonstrations and religious festivals and rescue
them from situations where they are being harassed or assaulted. This kind
of activism does not focus on the testimony of individual woman, but frames
sexual violence as a collective issue facing all women, which requires raising
public awareness and involving both women and men in grass-root activism as
well as transforming institutions which condone violence against women. (Davis
and Zarkov 2018, 25:1, p. 5)

Literary scholar Sandra M. Gilbert observes that one of the problems with
the #MeToo movement has been its focus on celebrities harassing celebri-
ties. However, as the movement’s rapid growth suggested, the main victims it
attracted were not models, actresses, or other glamourous women (although
they too may be victims), but thousands upon thousands of women in the
quotidian workplace where sexual aggression all too often accompanies power
(2018, p. 18). Therefore, a widespread embrace of pop and celebrity femi-
nism as a symptom of progress is often a decontextualized and depoliticized
marketplace feminism (Rottenberg 2018; Zeisler 2016). The problem appears
to be that the feminist revolution has become privatized, neoliberalized, and
estranged from its original objective of taking collective action to change
whole systems (Zeisler 2016, pp. 249–258; Rosenberg 2018, p. 89).
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Nevertheless, there have been many examples of noteworthy feminist
performances by pop artists over the years. It is significant that celebrities are
involved because celebrity addresses and contemporary pop-feminism reach
large audiences, while more underground actions by feminists seldom make
newspaper headlines. Pop-feminism can, therefore, act as an introduction to
feminism for a wider public. Laurel Schwartz states that “while these celebrities
may simply be people who create public artistic work, they also facilitate a plat-
form for strategic organization that is accessible to a mass audience of people”
(2015, p. 12). She refers to Black feminist theorist bell hooks’s notion of
“organized strategy” within the context of the feminist movement. Feminists
have historically situated gender as the primary cause of inequality for women,
without addressing the multiplicity of ways many women experience marginal-
ization (2015, p. 12). The women’s liberation movement, for example, was
strategically organized to “liberate” a specific group of privileged women. As
hooks explains, “The women’s liberation movement has not only been struc-
tured on a narrow platform, it primarily called attention to issues primarily
relevant to women (mostly white) with class privilege” (2000, p. xii).

Solidarity Matters

“By saying ‘me too’ individual woman makes herself a part of a broader group,
and chooses to stand with others who have been harassed, assaulted or raped.
This solidarity is powerful,” journalist Moira Donegan writes in The Guardian
(May 11, 2018). However, it can be argued that #MeToo missed the chance to
become a truly broad global and intersectional movement, at least in Sweden.
Although many feminists associated #MeToo with solidarity and sisterhood,
not everyone felt included in the movement. #MeToo has been criticized for
being white, cisgender, and heteronormative, and this is the reason why many
LGBTQ+ activists refused participate in it (Dahl 2018, p. 21).

On November 19 and 20, 2017, a group of performers in Sweden called
PoC (People of Color) emerged as a reaction against the first public #MeToo
manifestations, when hundreds of actresses testified of sexual assault, harass-
ment, and violence in the performing arts, cinema, and television (Pascalidou
2017). Although the #MeToo movement did manage to bring about change
in the industry, it failed to include women of color. Miriam Andersson, a
spokeswoman for the PoC group, argued that the public testimonials acted to
consolidate exclusion and invisibility for women of color in Sweden. She writes
that “our concrete and constructive suggestions on actions that would not
seem offensive to us were met with a request not to ‘rock the boat’ and think
positively. Interest was shown by some parts of the movement, but those at the
forefront remained distant” (Andersson 2018; Twum 2019, p. 55; translation
mine).

Andersson urged that we should not forget that it was an African-American
activist, Tarana Burke, who started the #MeToo movement, and that she was
initially deprived of her role in this feminist herstory. Burke has encouraged
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young women to speak up and testify anonymously. When the #MeToo move-
ment was captured by a white Hollywood celebrity, history repeated itself with
white people taking up all the attention (Twum 2019, p. 55). Burke, who
has been running healing circles since 1998 for survivors of sexual violence,
was taken by surprise as women worldwide adopted her notion “MeToo” as a
hashtag in October 2017. Her community-based approach to healing suddenly
had started a global movement. As Burke describes it:

What actually happened on October 15 was people raised their hands to say, ‘Me
too,’ they opened up and said, ‘Yeah this happened to me.’ And it was millions
of people from all walks of life, every stripe, and I really feel like those people
still have their hands up. [....] We are working diligently so that the popular
narrative about #MeToo shifts from what it is. We have to shift the narrative
that it’s a gender war, that it’s anti-male, that it’s men against women, that
it’s only for a certain type of person–that it’s for white, cisgender, heterosexual,
famous women. That has to shift. And I think that it is shifting, I really do. But
that’s a part of our work, too. (Cited in Rowley 2018, pp. 1–2)

Malin Gustavsson, a gender equality consultant in Helsinki, Finland, said that
many women had such an urgent need to share their testimonies that they did
not pay attention to diversity: “The campaign affected many and in the explo-
sive culmination of #MeToo, the majority ignored minorities” (Salo 2018,
p. 16, translation mine). One flagrant example of intersectional ignorance in
Sweden has been the book Historiens metoo-vrål (A #MeToo Roar of History,
2019) by literary scholar Ebba Witt-Brattström. It is a universalist herstory
lession about sexual violence against women in Western literature in which
the author uses the term “black feminism” without knowing what it means.
The subtitle of the study is “Ain’t I a human being,” but Witt-Brattström
also misses this reference to the African-American abolitionist and women’s
rights activist, Sojourner Truth, who in 1851 delivered her famous “Ain’t I a
woman?” speech, and bell hooks’s early book Ain’t I a woman? (1981). In
Witt-Brattström’s version, “Black feminism” means women writers pleasing
male readers, a peculiar interpretation and an embarrassing sign of political,
historical, and theoretical lack of knowledge.

The blind spots of white mainstream feminism are in fact many. June
Eric-Udorie wonders why it is so difficult for white feminists to understand
that they have so much more privilege than the average trans woman, queer
woman, or woman of color. She writes:

As a Black woman, I was offended when I attended a feminist rally in London
and saw a white woman holding a sign that read, WOMAN IS THE NIGGER
OF THE WORLD. In the Women’s March, millions of women and men
marched worldwide to protest at the election of Donald J. Trump as the US
president and rising levels of fascism and xenophobia. Many of the women wore
pink ‘pussy hats’ as a response to Trump’s comments about grabbing women
‘by the pussy’. It was an empowering sight of unity and resistance to see tens
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of millions come together, all of them marching for a common cause. But it
also stung when I thought about the gender-nonconforming people and trans
women for whom the pink pussy hats suggested that womanhood is contingent
upon having a vagina, thereby excluding them. I found it painful to stomach
how many women marched carrying signs with slogans like PUSSIES AGAINST
FASCISM and VIVA LA VULVA. With such signs, did they not see how they
were furthering the cissexist idea that trans women are not ‘real’ women because
they do not have vaginas? (Eric-Udorie 2018, pp. xi–xii)

The concern here raises “troubling questions about how we think about how
we think and learning to learn differently when notions such as ‘giving voice,’
‘dialogue,’ ‘telling and testifying,’ and ‘empowernment’ have lost their inno-
cence” (Lather 1991, p. 75, italics mine). This conflict is not new. In her
essay, “Can the subaltern speak,” postcolonial feminist theorist Gayatri Spivak
wrote that the subaltern has no recognized position in the struggle for hege-
mony and, therefore, cannot be heard (Spivak 1988, p. 271). It is impossible
for a privileged, hegemonic group to represent the subaltern (the powerless).
On the contrary, it is a misuse of power (“epistemic violence”) to believe
that hegemony can reproduce an adequate representation of the subaltern.
Rather than asking the question “Can the subaltern speak?” one should ask
the question: “Can the elite listen?”.

Sexual violence intersects with other social aspects, such as racial harass-
ment, unequal pay, and gender discrimination. The latter is not always the
same as discrimination against women. Many people who do not conform to
gender norms of feminine or masculine suffer from discrimination and violence
on daily basis. Not all gender discrimination can be explained by the frame-
work of masculine domination without an intersectional understanding the
role of age, class, immigrant status, race, religion, and sexuality, just to name
a few possible intersections.

Whitening Intersectionality

The recurring problem with white mainstream feminism, according to June
Eric-Udorie, is the frivolity of the issues it champions: “As they fight these
lesser battles, white women ignore the ways that their Black and brown,
disabled and trans sisters are still shackled by multiple forms of oppression”
(2018, p. xviii). She asks where all the white women were when the #SayH-
erName movement marched in 2015. The #SayHerName movement was put
together by the African-American Policy Forum to make visible the names
of Black women killed by the police, women who were often ignored in
conversations that focused on Black men (2018, pp. xviii–xix).

Do these so-called feminists ever stop to consider the fact that there are women
who can’t even get through the door–whether because racism, fatphobia, homo-
phobia or transphobia–let alone into a boardroom? And when we fail to think
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of these women–to advocate for them, to rally for them, and to listen to them–
it’s equivalent of saying that their lives, their experiences and their struggles are
not important. This kind of feminism is not only wrong but also dangerous.
Mainstream feminism’s lack of an intersectional focus could be a mortal threat
to its very existence if a plurality of women and non-binary folks don’t see it as
a tool that has the power to change their lives. (Eric-Udorie 2018, p. xx)

Feminist legal scholar and anti-racist activist Kimberlé Crenshaw, who in
1989 coined the term intersectionality to describe the way different forms of
discrimination overlap and compound each other, was also one of the leading
activists of the #SayHerName campaign. Media often shines a spotlight on
male victims, passing over Black women who suffer the same fate. Therefore,
when Crenshaw speaks at public meetings, she asks everyone to stand up until
they hear an unfamiliar name. When she recites the names of the unarmed
black boys and men who were killed by the police “virtually no one will sit
down,” but “Then I say the names of Natasha McKenna, Tanisha Anderson,
Michelle Cusseaux, Aura Rosser, Maya Hall. By the time I get to the third
name, almost everyone sat down” (cited in Khaleeli 2016). In her schol-
arly and activist work, Crenshaw writes about the urgency of intersectionality,
saying that propounding this concept has been her attempt to make feminism,
anti-racist activism, and anti-discrimination law do what they should, namely,
highlight the multiple ways to understand and discuss intersecting forms of
racial and gender oppression (Crenshaw 2015).

Feminist scholarship and activism today require transnational and intersec-
tional analysis to enable discussions of overlying complexities. Such debates
have gradually (and, in the case of white feminism, often after much struggle)
expanded to include other dimensions of gendered identities such as age,
class, disability, nationality, postcoloniality, race, religion, sexuality, and more.
However, as sociologist Silma Bilge contends, a whitening of intersectionality
has taken place through depoliticization and neutralization. She points out
that many recent movements for social justice and democratization have fallen
short of intersectional reflexivity and accountability, despite their best inten-
tions of embracing inclusiveness and solidarity, and have also resulted in silence
over the misrepresentation of subordinated groups (2013, p. 405).

Bilge’s examples include the Arab Spring, the Indignados, the Occupy
movement, SlutWalk, and the international student movement. The Occupy
movement, to take one example, was challenged by Aboriginal peoples for
lacking decolonial awareness from an anti-colonialist and indigenous-centered
perspective (p. 406). Bilge states that the appropriation of intersection-
ality by disciplinary feminism is by no means coincidental to the systematic
marginalizing of racialized scholars and activists.

Reframing intersectionality as a creation of ‘feminism,’ an outcome of feminism’s
internal debates, effectively erases a landmark oppositionality from which inter-
sectionality emerged: feminists of color confronting racism within feminism. In
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this disarticulated and rearticulated intersectionality, race also becomes optional,
paving the way to similar oppressions and marginalizations, taking place this
time not within feminism, but within feminist intersectionality studies. (Bilge
2013, p. 420)

Bilge wants to reconnect intersectionality with its initial vision of generating
counter-hegemonic and transformative knowledge production, activism, peda-
gogy, and non-oppressing coalitions. In analyzing several activist trends, she
criticizes work that neutralizes the political potential of intersectionality, such
as confining it to an academic exercise of metatheoretical contemplation, as
well as whitening it by claiming that it requires a broader genealogy than the
one that is explicitly connected with Black feminism.

Testimonials as Genre: Trauma
and “Wound Fetishism”

Although the #MeToo movement largely took place as social media activism,
it also had performance spaces other than the internet. Some testimonials were
performed in more traditional theatrical settings in solidarity with the feminist
slogan “the personal is the political” that dominated the 1970s. During that
era feminists highlighted the importance of participatory processes and collec-
tive meaning-making, and the method used was called consciousness raising
(Reger 2004).

Literary scholar Nancy Miller has observed that “feminist theory has always
built out from the personal witnessing ‘I’ of subjective experience” (1991,
p. 14). Testimonials take many forms and circulate in a variety of media (televi-
sion, radio, internet, social and mobile media, live performances, presentations,
printed material, works of art, etc.).When thousands of women stand up and
attest the sexual harassment and abuse they have suffered, it becomes vital
to investigate what supportive norms exist in contemporary society, in the
historical record, and in the arts. Sandra M. Gilbert writes that the #MeToo
movement raised awareness of the ancient tale of the Minotaur in which “one
lovely girl after another must sacrifice herself to a repellent, all-powerful Ruler”
(2018, p. 14).

Testimonial literature and performance have been stigmatized as too confes-
sional, naïve, private, and sentimental. In the 1980s the rethinking of testi-
monials came from two sources: Holocaust testimonies and Latin American
testimonio. Gender scholar Rosanne Kennedy reminds us that testimony over-
laps but differs significantly from autobiography and documentary. She writes
that “testimonial literature is motivated by the desire to inform the public
about an atrocity. The narrator reveals her personal experience not to express
the ‘truth’, but to bear witness to a collective injury” (2000, p. 470).

Feminist theorists Jackie Stacey and Sara Ahmed find it no coincidence that
according to trauma theory a crisis by or within testimonial cultures has been
most closely addressed (2001, p. 2). They refer to Freud’s work on hysteria
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and mourning, analyzing the way in which the trauma itself is not witnessed:
its truth as an event is never grasped in the present, but comes into existence,
belatedly, through the recurrence of flash-backs. In tracking an archive of
trauma, gender scholar Ann Cvetkovich points out that trauma puts pressure
on traditional forms of documentation, representation, and commemoration.
It gives rise to new genres of expression, such as testimony, and new forms
of monuments, rituals, and performances that can call into being collective
witnesses and publics (2003, p. 7).

“What happens when feminists speak out against forms of violence, power,
and injustice? What role do emotions play in acts of speaking out and in the
‘spectacle’ of demonstrating against such forms of power,” Sara Ahmed asks
(2004, p. 168). She argues that there are good reasons to avoid assuming that
women’s pain provides the foundation of feminism, but this does not mean
that feminism has nothing to do with pain. Rather, the feminist response to
“wound fetishism” should not be to forget the wounds that mark the place
of historical injury. The feminist task is to learn to remember how embodied
subjects come to be wounded in the first place, which requires that we learn
to read that pain (p. 173). When moved into the public domain the pain is
transformed, Ahmed writes; feminism is then shaped by what it is against, just
as women’s bodies and lives may be shaped by histories of violence that bring
them to a feminist consciousness (p. 174).

Violence Performed: Is a Burden
Shared a Burden Halved?

In Violence Performed (2008) Patrick Anderson and Jisha Menon are of the
opinion that scholars of performance studies are ethically obligated to explore
specific sites of violent acts in addition to addressing larger questions about the
performative ontology of violence. Performance studies scholar, Diana Taylor,
points out that analyzing performance is not exclusively about what is, but,
more importantly, what performance does, what it allows us to see, to experi-
ence, and to theorize about, including its complex relationship to systems of
power (2016, p. 6).

Anderson and Menon identify three characteristics of violence performed:
First, performances of violence are both spectacular in their cultural impact
and embodied in their transaction and effect (2008, p. 4) The visual power of
violent acts begins by evoking horror (often experienced with some measure
of delight). The practice of witnessing has been critiqued as “impossible” by
philosopher Giorgio Agamben in his Remnants of Auschwitz: The Witness and
the Archive (1999), but it is neither accidental nor innocent in the context of
contemporary politics. Despite the potential for empathy facilitated by public
performances (the sense of having “really been there”), it is the experience
of suffering that is primarily lost when images of sexual violence enter the
public visual realm. Sexual violence, then, acquires its immense significance
in a delicate pivot between the spectacular and the embodied (ibid.). It is
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this quality that calls for consideration by scholars in queer and transfeminist
performance studies.

Second, sexual violence is a binding affective experience that intersects with
the domains traditionally distinguished as the physical, the psychic, and the
social (Anderson and Menon 2008, p. 5). Suffering that extends from sexually
violent acts cannot be isolated to one single register; it is not simply phys-
ical, psychic, or social. The suffering that extends from violent acts oscillates
between the individual and the collective, and are unconsciously as well as
somatically significant. The #MeToo movement, as its advocates emphasized,
was only to a very small extent about identifying specific individuals. Rather,
it encouraged personal testimonies that revealed repeated social patterns. The
movement exposed how men in positions of power have systematically taken
advantage of women, and how these crimes have been ignored. Many skeptics
protested that it is not easy to know how many men were actually guilty of
these accusations. Nonetheless, the resounding question is how many acts of
sexual violence are there that we have never heard of (Irenius 2018).

Third, the conventional distinctions between “victim” and “aggressor” are
often inadequate for fully explaining the effects of violence (Anderson and
Menon 2008, p. 5) This is not to ignore the destructive, often deadly, inten-
tions behind violent actions. Instead, it is more constructive to situate sexual
violence within a matrix of conflicts whose complexities are often forgotten in
the binary language of domination and resistance. Those who saw the value
of #MeToo emphasized that being subjected to sexual harassment and abuse
has long been shameful for the victims. It is, therefore, a major step forward
for women who have now dared to share their testimonies in public and place
the guilt where it belongs, namely, with the perpetrators. Those who primarily
saw disadvantages in the #MeToo movement objected that the movement was
overwhelmed by sensationalist media hype. Individuals were denounced on
questionable grounds and those who tried to problematize or challenge the
movement were met by resistance and hatred (Irenius 2018).

Thus, manifestations and artistic representations of sexual violence are not
innocently mimetic, and in fact risk extending the very trauma they seek to
expose. According to Anderson and Menon, representations of specific acts
of sexual violence are both descriptive and performative: not merely in their
staging and framing, but also in recreating the context in which these violent
acts are rationalized. They point out that violence can be traced in the inter-
section of lived experience and systematic social structures, and such violence
is also connected to trauma’s place in the social history of sensation (2008,
p. 1). The increasing mediatization of violence saturating the public sphere and
creating spectacular new forms of what cultural theorist Raymond Williams
called “dramatized society” is the result of infusing everyday life with more and
more forms of theatrical, cinematic, and televised reproductions of “reality”
(cited in ibid.).

One of the challenges of using a performance vocabulary in this context is
the contested relationship between theatricality and performativity. It is not
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clear what is “just theatre” and what is “truly performative” that brings about
real change. “Performance,” Diana Taylor writes, “is a wide-ranging and diffi-
cult practice to define and holds many, at times conflicting, meanings and
possibilities” (2016, p. 6). For her, performance is not limited to mimetic
repetition. It includes the possibility of change, critique, and creativity within
frameworks of repetition (15).

Feminist Organizing from the Margins

Philosopher Judith Butler (2018) states that the most significant contribution
of the #MeToo movement was that it has enabled a larger public to grasp the
existence of systematic and pervasive sexual violence against women. Many
perpetrators have managed to carry out their predations under the radar. Even
though “everyone knew” their public secret, they were protected by leaders
and colleagues. In addition, the media spotlight could not cover all the testi-
monials simultaneously. However, the #MeToo movement has been fixated on
high drama and obsessed with perpetrators. Tarana Burke wants to shift the
focus back to survivors:

What #MeToo allowed people to do was create community with these shared
experiences. You have a built-in group of people who automatically gets you,
who automatically believes you, who automatically wants to hear you. That’s
the wildfire of it. […] At the end of the day, there is a body of work that we’re
building to help those people who have their hands raised. And I’m proud of
that. (Cited in Rowley 2018, p. 2)

Burke says the #MeToo movement is actually working when the public under-
stands that there is no expected narrative, standard perpetrator and victim, or
archetypical story of abuse. Not all gender discrimination can be explained
by the framework of masculine domination without an intersectional under-
standing of social injustice. Burke also states that the feminist struggle for
social justice should not be reduced to the take-down of specific individuals,
neither should sexist structures be obscured by media hype.

Although #MeToo anger has been broadly justified, it raises issues about
feminist organizing and feminist solidarity, or its lack of it. Women’s anger has
been instrumental in several political movements as author Rebecca Traister
shows in Good and Mad: The Revolutionary Power of Women’s Anger (2018).
Such anger exists within progressive feminist coalitions and is directed to ways
sexism, racism, and white supremacy set up discriminatory hierarchies with all
their iterations. However, as Traister points out, women’s anger is not always
progressive. Many women of color have been at the forefront of numerous
political movements, but have seldom been given credit for it. Both women
of color and queer women are under-represented in the movements they have
worked for and have rarely had their perspectives, experiences, and priorities
made central. “Because of their proximity to white men, white women have
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been able to grab the microphone and usurp or blot out the work of women
of color when they become involved in the movement (usually very late),”
Traister says (cited in Winchester and Privett 2018). This happened to the
#MeToo movement: white women stepped into the forefront because they
could and because they were likely to be heard.

Queer and trans feminist initiatives should follow the central feminist prin-
ciple that calls for organizing from the margins, that is, prioritizing the needs
of the most vulnerable and multiply disadvantaged (hooks 1984). In addition
to the greater urgency of protecting those groups, failure to think intersec-
tionally can re-entrench other forms of discrimination and sexual violence.
The most vulnerable are already subject to the material and psychic burdens
of an ableist, exploitative, homo-/transphobic sexist, and racist society, and
are the first to get marginalized in matters of social justice (Zheng 2018,
pp. 247–248).

June Eric-Udorie urges straight white feminists to look at who is in the
room and who is not, and at what they can do to draw a more diverse feminist
crowd to feminist gatherings and organizations. “If that fails, go to where
those women are,” she writes and says:

To those women with privilege, this is what we need from you: Organise with
us, but let us be the authority on our own experiences and in our activism.
Don’t speak for us–we can speak for ourselves. And if we can’t, because it is
too dangerous or the consequences might be too much to bear, then use your
privilege to raise our voices and our struggles. Show up and show out for us.
(Eric-Udorie 2018, p. xxii)

A largely unexplored question is what the performing arts can do in combi-
nation with feminist intersectional activism. For one thing, the arts in general,
and the performing arts in particular, can address silenced voices and subal-
tern forms of life. One purpose of the arts is to introduce new things to the
world: voices that have not been heard, bodies that have not been seen, and
relationships that have not been acknowledged. For bell hooks the function
of the arts is to imagine what is possible and she writes, “Art constitutes one
of the rare locations where acts of transcendence can take place and have a
wide-ranging transformative impact” (1995, p. 9). The performing arts are
as multifaceted as democracy, and, are by definition social and collective. As
live performances, the #MeToo testimonies were well suited to communicate
that alternatives, possibilities, and ultimately hope exist. One might argue that
these testimonies are about democracy and human rights more than anything
else.

Feminist Agonist Pluralism

In Toward Democracy (2016), historian James T. Kloppenberg identifies three
key elements of a democratic culture: diversity, negotiation, and mutuality.
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These principles may also be applied to various forms of feminisms. First,
depending on the context, feminist positions vary in their diversity. In fact,
discussing what feminisms are about may constitute the foundation of the
movements. Major shifts are going on in feminisms. Intersectional queer and
trans feminisms, for example, are necessary re-examinations of feminist prac-
tices aiming at strengthening democracy. However, it is unrealistic to believe
that all feminist conflicts and tensions would disappear overnight. Rather, it
means that feminists should learn to live with ideological differences.

Second, managing democratic diversity requires negotiations. Political
scientist Chantal Mouffe (2005, 2013, 2018) claims that an effective demo-
cratic pluralism presupposes an agonistic confrontation between hegemonic
projects. She sees politics as unfolding through antagonistic relationships
between friend and enemy. Mouffe not only distinguishes between the
agonistic and the antagonistic, but wants to replace the concept of antago-
nism with agonism. In an agonistic approach, political conflicts can be worked
out in a way that leaves some of them unresolved; Mouffe believes that not
all divergencies need a solution. She concludes that it is good to let some
disagreements exist because they keep the democratic dialogue alive. The move
from an antagonistic to an agonist approach necessitates a restructuring of
power relations within a given society. Mouffe argues that while agonism is a
real confrontation, it takes place under democratic auspices and is governed
by a set of mutual ground rules approved by political opponents. Rather than
attempting to devise institutions with supposedly impartial procedures that
aspire to unite all conflicting interests and values, democratic theorists and
politicians should consider setting up an agonistic public sphere where various
hegemonic political projects can be confronted. According to Mouffe, this
would be an effective exercise of democracy (2005, 2013, 2018).

Third, democracy is also about mutuality. Queer scholar Jack Halber-
stam proposes that the reactive positions that anti-transgender feminism
has produced should be relinquished and replaced with an affirmative
trans*gender project that builds less on antagonistic standoffs and “instead
favors odd and quirky theories of self, other, home, world, body, identity,
touching, feeling, knowing, being, becoming, and moving” (2018, p. 110).
Halberstam suggests that in order to do so one must both connect with other
intellectual feminist genealogies, and also understand the conflicts between
some feminists and some transgender women. Halberstam sees new landscapes
of power and domination emerging as a result of the shift from neoliberal
inclusion to the post-democratic policies of violent exclusion and the enforce-
ment of homogeneity. The conclusion is that “we need to situate sexual and
gender minorities carefully rather than claiming any predetermined status of
precarity or power. It remains to be seen what the enemy will do, but one
thing is sure, for trans* people everywhere, the true enemy has nothing to do
with feminism” (2018, p. 128).
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Toward Feminist Coalitions

The #MeToo movement shook the world with its anonymous testimonies
of sexual violence, and it created strong reactions in many countries. As the
process is still ongoing, the global outcome is hard to summarize. It is part
of a continuum of feminist activism against the present climate of reactionary
politics and violence. Unfortunately, despite of its successes, it has repeated
many of the mistakes that characterize feminism’s history, particularly in its
failure to include all women. None of us want to return in time to 1969
when the acclaimed straight white feminist, Betty Friedan, argued at a National
Organization for Women meeting that lesbians were a threat to the femi-
nist movement because they were a distraction from the feminist struggle for
economic and social equality.

In Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly (2015) Butler observes
that disenfranchised groups do not share vulnerability homogenously or
equally. Instead, “women, queers, transgender people, the poor, the differ-
ently abled, and the stateless, but also religious and racial minorities” suffer
in different ways and to differing extents from “failing social and economic
networks of support.” In addition, they are “differently exposed to injury,
violence, and death” (33). Thus, the collective feminist “we” is always organic
and dynamic, and non-uniform. Such a diverse assembly brings the sphere
of appearance into being in the first place, so that what counts in resistance
movements is not identity but alliance (60).

Butler has issued a ringing statement concerning the #MeToo movement:

For me, the task is not to find a single or synthetic framework, but to find a
way of thinking in alliance. The alliance is broad, and this is expanding, and it is
a struggle for a more radical democracy. If there is a common political project,
it is to be found in the affirmation of a society that will join together to fight
the new forms of authoritarianism and fascism – women and their allies will
doubtless be at the forefront, but so too will be the queers and the trans, the
sans papiers, and those whose work no longer pays them a living wage. If we
know what we are fighting, and what kind of world we wish to build, we may
find our common cause. (Butler 2018, L’Humanité. March 8. https://www.
humanite.fr/etiquettes/judith-butler)

Sexual violence in society in general, and in the performing arts in particular,
must be resisted through collective solidarity across varying levels of privilege
and vulnerability. Special attention should be paid to disadvantaged commu-
nities. By keeping their interests before us and rejecting proposals that do
not work for them, we undo the gendered and racialized logics at the core
of the system (Zheng 2018, pp. 247–248). In reference to Stefano Harney
and Fred Moten’s book, The Undercommons (2013), Halberstam concludes
that the way to address racism, sexism, and homo-/transphobia is to realize
that discrimination affects everyone, not only the people toward whom it is

https://www.humanite.fr/etiquettes/judith-butler
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directed. What is needed is a coalition that understands that change for some
means change for everyone (2018, p. 135).

Political action is an interaction with others. Sexual violence can create
submission, but cannot rule over queer lives in the long run. The #MeToo
movement was both a media hype and a part of an ongoing feminist revolution
that envisions a truly democratic society. A burden shared is a burden halved.
We feminists need to identify equitable approaches to the diversity within
our ranks, mindful that there may be conflicts, but committed to embracing
complexity with an open mind, and a still more open heart.
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CHAPTER 14

Lip-Syncing for Our Lives: Queering Dissent
in Queer &Now a Lip-Sync Spectacular

Finn Lefevre

A Queer Dissent

In the fall of 2017, Dr. Megan Lewis, a professor of Theater at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts tasked one of her classes with this assignment: create a
performance of dissent. Her class, “Theaters of Dissent” had been studying
various examples of this—from agitprop to protest theatre to invisible theatre.
This prompt sparked an idea in one of her students, Garrett Sager, who started
dreaming up what a queer dissent might look like. The ultimate result of his
process, Queer & Now: A Lip-sync Spectacular developed into a multi-year
project involving students, faculty, community members, four performance
venues, two states, and one velociraptor.

I was brought into the earliest stages of this production as a dramaturg (and
later devisor, sound designer, producer, and more). As such, this piece serves
as a case study for my queer dramaturgical practice in making Queer & Now,
as well as an archive of the provocations, exercises, and theories used in that
practice. As I reflect on the fall 2017 and spring 2018 performances of Queer
& Now, I move between insider, deeply invested in the process, and critical
observer analyzing the relationship between theory and practice, process and
product. From this duel lens, I analyze the ways our queer and trans femi-
nist aesthetics permeate and ultimately shaped our praxis as a company, most
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explicitly through a trans reclamation of drag and lip-sync. Through this reflec-
tion, I hope to offer other queer and trans artists tools, questions, ethics, and
inspirations for working in their own companies.

In an era in which “resistance” has been commodified and sold back to
us, we were deeply skeptical of creating a didactic performance for a paying
captive audience who would be most likely to fill the “the choir” role to our
preaching. With our media fully saturated by trauma and terror, how could we
present yet another story of trans and queer suffering? With company primarily
composed of trans and queer artists, why would we want to focus our atten-
tions on the problems with cisheteronormativity? None of this felt like queer
dissent to us. Instead, our earliest conversations about the project were about
queer happiness as dissent. We are not the first to explore happiness as dissent—
we’ve taken inspiration from a number of others working in dissent, including
what indigenous feminists refer to as “survivance,” or survival as resistance
(Vizenor). We wanted to dissent by surviving, dissent by thriving, dissent by
playing, dissent by dancing, dissent by loving, dissent by fucking, dissent by
existing in our queerest ways. This kind of dissent was not separate from the
activist struggles we are also involved in, but instead of creating a space in
opposition to daily trauma, we wanted to create a space outside of that world
altogether. We wanted to explore dissent as creation of a new world order, a
polyvocal, multiracial, body positive, healing-centered queer world.

From our earliest meetings, we agreed we were most interested in exploring
queer and trans feminist techniques in our process—and most importantly,
that the process would be emphasized over product. To emphasize process
over product in an industry that requires a deep entanglement with capitalism
is tough, to say the least. Our concept of dissent required us to work within
and outside the structures of institution and capital. Though the project was
inspired by a university assignment, it quickly became clear that we had to
work both inside and outside the university in order to achieve our goals.
Every university—or theatrical producing institution—has its own set of guide-
lines, policies, financial requirements, and restrictions to contend with, and
many of these stood in opposition to our goals. We chose to operate as an
independent company in order to establish our own policies and procedures,
but that also meant that we had to find new sources of funding outside the
bubble of academia. This decision limited some of our resources, but it also
forced us to infuse our ethics into our aesthetics, using many found, recycled,
and borrowed materials to build the sets and costumes. This negotiation is
one I’m sure most independent artists are familiar with (choosing what you
are willing to sacrifice in order to fund your work), but for us, the priority was
our creative autonomy. We did not toss the rulebook lightly, and in fact spent
a couple of long rehearsals mapping out our own community agreements,
which we each signed like contracts agreeing to carry the weight equally. Each
company member was asked to name what they felt they needed to feel safe,
respected, and creative in the space, and from there we compiled our own
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company guidelines. We agreed to everything from what we expected to bring
into rehearsal each day, to how we would handle disagreements or conflict.

Dissenting against the formal structures of university also came with some
revelations: for as much as we were trained to meet deadlines and achieve
metrics, working outside that structure meant that our “goalposts” were more
nebulous (how does one measure if a company is communicating well? how
do we quantify respect? joy? community?). It also meant that I had to confront
a staggering truth of my own internalized bias: what it means to be productive.
Queering dissent meant that I had to learn to recognize that “productivity”
itself is a fiction of capitalism, that creating queer space and time is its own
productivity—creative labor.

We also wanted to dissent against formal structures: what could a perfor-
mance look like if it did not have to follow a traditional scripted model, a static
relationship between audience-performer, a linear representation of “truth.”
Our vision started as an extravagant party, a drag show with a plot, a trans
reclamation of drag, a physical theatre/movement based performance. Each
of these visions reflected more about our desires for the process than what
we ultimately hoped to present to the public. Our conversations reflected a
desire to imagine queer and trans feminist ethics in creating performance. We
decided that the way we wanted to explore this queer dissent was through a
gender-bending lip-synced collectively devised drag show.

A Queer Company

Garrett and I were joined by a team of folks serving as “dramaturg” or
“designer” or “stage manager,” but the reality of a devising process is rarely so
cut and dried. Instead, I found myself sweeping floors, programming music,
applying contour and eyeliner, analyzing scenes, adjusting choreography, and
whatever else needed to be done that night. This model is common in devising
companies, and reflects a queerer model of hierarchy that helped us practice
the same kinds of community-building we were hoping to create with our art.
I like to think of rehearsals as having a certain amount of weight to them—the
weight of whatever work needs to be achieved or whatever questions need to
be asked. That weight can be carried by anyone in the room, but it is most
often carried by just a few bodies (the director, stage manager, and maybe a
key member of the artistic team). In a queered space such as ours, that weight
is shifted from body to body, in a give and take reflective of somatic team
exercises.

In practice this is a lot messier, and involved a number of group check-
ins in which we constantly reassessed who was over capacity or needed extra
support and who could offer more of themselves to the project. It was difficult
for some, especially those who were seasoned theatrical performers, used to a
more traditional model and separation of roles. Some of these folks found it
hard to leave behind the focus of the performer for some of the more menial
tasks, but as the long process wore on we started to notice that the more
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everyone took on tasks in other departments, the more we each had a clearer
sense for our project and a deeper investment in practicing queer ethics.

As we dreamed up our imaginary company, still in a stage where we had
exactly zero dollars, we listed out all of the things that made us feel less
at home in cishet-centered performance spaces. We wanted a space where
performers had autonomy over their creations, where we each had stakes in
everyone’s work. We wanted a space where consent and healing were centered,
where we were not forced to relive the traumas we each faced outside. We
wanted to tell stories about our own lives, rooted in the lived experiences of
each body on stage. We wanted to communicate beyond words, emphasizing
the power of performers’ bodies in storytelling. We wanted to make big, loud,
wild, weird, gross, silly art that took risks. We wanted to make a space that
was as queer as we are.

To build this queer space required a radical reimagining of some of the
most basic aspects of rehearsal and performance models. We had to constantly
examine the way we “always” did things, to come up with new “best prac-
tices.” Some of these former practices that we eventually had to discard
included hard deadlines, leadership/hierarchies, the idea that a director is the
person who gives feedback to everyone else, the model of traditional design
runs, and top-down research (where a dramaturg or director hands packets of
information to performers). From daily check-ins about emotional well-being
and self-care, to a new model of scheduling that allowed different performers
to lead the rehearsal, every aspect of the process needed to be adjusted.

The check-ins (and check-outs) became an integral part of our company
building and our aesthetic. We start and end each rehearsal with a circle. We
start with check-ins—sometimes just naming what energies we are bringing
into space, and other times engaging in lively or sprawling discussions of every-
thing from school to politics to relationships to media. These conversations
often can take over a half-hour to an hour of rehearsal time. Each rehearsal
ends with a check-out, though much shorter, usually naming what folks got
out of the rehearsal and what they hope to work on next. From an outside
perspective (and even voiced by the few folks who have watched our open
rehearsals) we have never been efficient with our use of time. And yet, even on
nights we’ve dedicated more than half of our rehearsal time to these conver-
sations, the work still gets done. We developed such an intense shorthand
(#busy), a language built on a deep understanding of how each other’s bodies
work, everyone’s aesthetics, our collective and individual goals, that the work
itself usually seems to go much faster than other devising processes I’ve been a
part of. Process is prioritized over product in how we spend the precious time
we have together, and yet this emphasis on process makes it easier for us to
work towards a product each of us feels proud of.

We worked hard to make our casting process reflect these queered ethics.
We chose cast members not based on who had the most dance experience or
was an expert in lip-syncing, but instead based on who asked big questions,
brought new ideas, dove deep into playing, and brought a willingness to share,
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collaborate, and build together. A year after this first performance, when I
sat in the casting room for the 2019 production, these same ethics appeared
again. We had a wealth of new performers wanting to join the company,
but we made a commitment to all our original company members, making
sure that whatever additions we made for the next production respected the
continued labors of the original company. We did a complete redesign of the
audition sheets to include more questions on gender identity, sexual identity,
and gender performativity. We split our auditions between group exercises and
individual exploration of a drag character or alter ego. We prioritized casting
folks who exhibited a personal investment in these techniques and a commit-
ment to the practice of queer feminism in our spaces. We ended up with an
original company of six performers who represented several races, genders,
body types, and experience levels, but who all shared a desire to build a queer
community together.

Creating a company was embedded into the rehearsal process from the
beginning. Garrett, Afrikah Smith (another dramaturg), and I all lead exercises
that asked the performers to learn each other’s bodies, to understand consent
in performance, to respect each other’s skills and contributions. Nearly every
rehearsal involved a round of “flocking” (an exercise stolen from Anne Bogart
and Tina Landau’s Viewpoints work). The exercise requires the group to move
as one, switching seamlessly between leaders, while others follow. The exercise
requires communication without words—an ongoing practice for us—but it
also allows space for each performer to get acquainted with how others move,
how they lead, and how they follow. Similarly, we often worked in partner and
group movement exercises unrelated to the show’s content, to build up our
physical vocabularies and establish a strong sense of how we all work together.

Queering Drag

Queer and trans theorists have often debated whether drag performances reify
gender stereotypes or resist them (Levitt et al. 2018). The queering of drag by
trans artists is not new to the drag scene, with historical accounts of trans drag
artists in the US dating back to the 1950s (Baker 1994, Meyerowitz 2004).
Trans drag performers were the instigators of many of the earliest queer libera-
tion events, including the Stonewall Rebellion. And yet, trans drag artists have
recently come under attack by some of the most public figures in commer-
cialized drag—namely, RuPaul Charles, of RuPaul’s Drag Race. RuPaul’s
recent assertion that transgender performers are “cheating” if they undergo
any aspects of medical transition (hormones, surgeries, etc.) (@RuPaul 2018)
calls into focus commercialized drag’s focus on the sexed body and erases a
long, beautiful legacy of transgender drag artists.

After years of avoiding replicating the cisnormativity of Drag Race, I came
into this process hoping to find space for drag to be more fluid, with more
gender play, more questions, more exploration. In my experience working
with the cast of Queer & Now, spaces where the performers are transgressing
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gender boundaries in their own lives—transgender, genderqueer, and gender
non-conforming drag artists for example—will propose much more complex
gendered possibilities.

When we started the process of Queer & Now, we did not use our perform-
ers’ genitalia to determine the gender they would present, something used in
Drag Race (as well as a common trope in televised professional drag scenes).
Instead, I led them through exercises to determine what was “drag” for each
of them. I asked them to identify the boundaries of their own genders—
drawing edges around the types of gendered traits and expressions they were
comfortable performing in their daily lives. Instead of attributing those traits
as “masculine,” “feminine,” “male,” or “female,” I asked them to think of
them simply as their “gender comfort zone.” We asked them to think of drag
as not an “opposite” to these boundaries (how can lipstick be the opposite of a
beard?), rather I asked them to think of drag as any of the spaces beyond their
boundaries. Our conception of drag was a performance of gender outside what
was generally part of each individual’s habitual gender performance. For some,
that meant an over-exaggeration of traits they already held—extreme makeup
on someone who normally wears a casual makeup look, for example—but for
others it meant finding a “shadow self” or alter ego to explore.

In an early rehearsal, I led the performers through a series of exercises to
help them explore their alter ego or drag character. I started this process with
a series of self-reflective prompts. Using image theatre (a la Augusto Boal),
the actors transformed their bodies into metaphorical representations of their
“shadow selves.” Shadow self, as I am using it, refers to the parts of ourselves
which we leave unincorporated from our public persona, or aspects which are
still rooted in internalized oppression, shame, and fear. I asked them to explore
parts of their personality which they felt were underdeveloped, misunderstood,
embarrassing, or uncomfortable. I wanted them to find a piece of themselves
that could be transformed into a power, exaggerated to become clown-like or
comedic, or replaced by a trait they wished to have in its place. One performer
was dealing with a lot of physical dysphoria related to their trans identity, and
chose to explore what it would look like if they cherished and cared for their
body instead. While the exercise did not ameliorate their ongoing dysphoria,
it was healing for them to feel what it might be like to live in a body you
treat with reverence and see as perfect or beautiful. This performer, Ethan
Gourlay, as their drag persona Jessie Junk, later incorporated this conflict as
a key aspect of their scene, Tundra. Though all of these exercises preceded
working on show materials, the “success” of this anti-productivity model was
clear in the depth of their scene.

In another exercise, I asked the performers to unpack the ideas of “femi-
ninity” and “masculinity” through movement. I asked them to walk around
the space first as themselves, taking stock of what parts of their bodies are
tense, which relaxed, which parts lead, etc. Once they had a solid inventory of
their “normal” walk, I asked them to walk led by various parts of their body
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(the chin, the chest, the groin). I asked them to assign traits to each walk—
which felt feminine? masculine? why? I asked them to then isolate specific parts
of their body and perform “femininity.” How does a feminine hand move,
touch, feel, grab? How does a feminine hip sway, jump, dance, pose? How
does a feminine face gesture, speak, show emotion? With each step, we took
note of what other parts of our body were impacted by the movement of this
isolated area. The exercise was then repeated using masculinity. Finally, the
actors were asked to combine the traits they assigned to “masculine” and “fem-
inine” piecemeal, moving with structure and fluidity, softness, and strength.
These traits are not inherent to “masculinity” or “femininity,” nor are they
determined by our bodies, and yet combining them within one body felt both
confusing and freeing. The exercise made visible both of our own comfort
with various movements, and how these movements are read and interpreted
by audiences. This exercise then became one of the building blocks to help us
play with gender throughout the performance. The process of making gender
performativity visible in our performance is part of a lineage of transgender
drag performers who highlight and use their gender transgressions in their
performance to “create their own transgender and theatrical identities that
force their audiences to think in a complex way about what it means to be a
woman or what it means to be a man,” (Taylor and Rupp 2004).

This exercise stands in diametric opposition to the training I see queens
undergo on shows like Drag U , another of RuPaul’s network shows in which
cisgender women are trained to be drag queens. In this show, contestants are
made to see their own gender performances as “failures,” as illegible femi-
ninities which need to be rectified through hyper-feminine stereotypes such
as swishy hips and the knee-bend hand-on-hip pose. That these contestants
are cisgender women exposes that RuPaul (as many others) see drag perfor-
mance as performance of idealized gender. The emphasis on the cisgender
female body in Drag U and the cisgender male body in RuPaul’s Drag Race,
and especially the topography of the bodies beneath the costumes, betrays
a foregrounding of the visual illusion of a supposedly “fixed” gender and
sexual binary, at the expense of a number of other significant elements of drag
performance.

Never did our process involve asking participants to transform their bodies
into legible genders—we never asked anyone to tuck, pack, bind, or pad
anything they didn’t feel fit with their identity and character. These “body”
drag aspects were deprioritized in our work, in favor of gender as performance.
Our performance chose instead to explore the other elements of drag as part
of the construction of the gendered self. One of the most significant of these
techniques in Queer & Now is lip-sync.

Lip-Syncing for Our Lives

What was once a favorite method of self-declaration, defiance, and identity
exploration for trans people now often feels exclusionary. While RuPaul asks
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contestants on RuPaul’s Drag Race to “lip sync for their lives” we are literally
fighting for ours. While RuPaul is tearing down transgender drag performers,
our home state of Massachusetts is voting whether or not to revoke trans-
gender discrimination protections, and an October 2018 Trump memo is
trying to eradicate transgender civil liberties altogether. Transgender people
have an extremely high rate of victimization including sexual assault and phys-
ical violence. We have high rates of suicidality, depression, and anxiety (Carmel
et al. 2014). We are fighting for survival every day.

And yet, fighting for our lives is exhausting. Queer & Now created a space
where instead of retraumatizing an already disenfranchised and tired group, we
focused on celebrating our unique creativities. This does not mean we avoided
talking about our trauma. We spent a lot of rehearsal time sharing personal
stories of victimization, violence, fear, dysphoria, and survival. We established
clearly that we wanted to share in the emotional labor of “care” and create
a community that acknowledged each person as an individual rather than a
contributing artist.

But we also agreed not to stage any stories that would not move us towards
our new world order. In the fall 2018/spring 2019 production, Queer & Now:
Sync or Swim, we continued to explore this form of dissent. We tackled our
traumas much more directly in this new piece, but each narrative had a specific
set of actionable responses—ways our characters could fight back, stand in
solidarity with one another, reach for support, and create change.

As a Theatre of the Oppressed scholar, I wanted to use the model of
forum plays as a method of working through some of these oppressions. The
model involves identifying a real-life scenario in which an oppressed person
was unable to secure whatever they needed to survive and thrive, then opens
it up to an audience of spect-actors (spectators who actually get involved in the
process of making change within a performance, rather than simply observing).
The goal of a forum play is for spect-actors to test out alternative methods of
resisting oppression, dismantling structures of violence, or manifesting their
own healing (Boal 1985). In Queer & Now, we experimented with using a
juxtaposition of our own narratives with music that provided an outlet or alter-
native. The lip-syncing would allow the performers to speak words they were
unable to voice in their real lives, occupy positions of power and recognition
that the singers provide, and imagine how the power of those words might
shift and transform our circumstances.

Performance theorist Stephen Farrier suggests that lip-sync can “link to a
body in the past” which allows the singer to haunt the space, co-occupying
the body of the performer alongside self and character (see p. 196 in Farrier
2016). This interpretation of lip-sync was critical to our process. In one of the
first rehearsals, Garrett asked all of us to write about the significance of lip-
sync: what is it for? what is its potential? why do we use it? When we shared
our responses, each of us responded to this aspect of co-embodiment, finding
that somehow singing along to some diva power-ballad, for example, imbued
us with feelings of power and respect the singers themselves evoked.
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Lip-sync also felt like a “bodily extension” (Popat et al. 2017) for many of
us—a tool that extended the possibilities and capabilities of our own bodies.
In the same way that trans theorists refer to penis packers or breastplates
as “bodily extensions,” the voice in lip-sync expanded the limitations of our
bodies. This “assemblage” (DeLanda) (collaging of individual body parts with
external elements, prosthetics, movements, etc.) proposes a queer form of drag
where instead of attempting to create an illusion of gender, gender is shown
to be the construction that it is. The performers in Queer & Now play with
both these kinds of physical bodily extensions (for example, a baguette serving
as a trans performer’s prosthetic penis, which is later bitten by their lover), as
well as the lip-sync voice as bodily extension.

Using lip-sync this way allows the audience to perceive both the reality of
the silent performer/sound of recorded voice and the co-reality of the voice
located within the performer, assembled as a bodily extension. The double
vision is what allows lip-sync to satire, juxtapose, contradict, and become
polyvocal. The scenes I describe in this essay are not the entirety of Queer &
Now, but they showcase some of the critical ways the queer and trans feminist
aesthetics came through in the final product.

Mary and Oxum

When we first spoke about his piece, Lucas La Guardia expressed a desire
to connect with his religious roots, teasing out the relationship between his
Brazilian heritage and the religious beliefs carried in that lineage. He spoke
about his own complex feelings about Christianity and the felt absences of
the kinds of feminist icons his Latinx roots offered. He wanted to explore a
queered Christianity, taking on the role of Mary and offering her a chance to
perform agency and nuance in a way the biblical version of her character does
not. By examining Oxum (also spelled Oshun), an Ifá and Yoruba goddess
figure of water, maternity, love, and sensuality, alongside Mary, both figures
are enriched and expanded.

We started by exploring the figures of Mary and Oxum. In his research,
Lucas was interested in the ways Mary’s sexuality is invisible in the litera-
ture and stuck in the virgin/madonna dichotomy with little opportunity to
explore her own sensuality. Oxum, on the other hand, suffered not from
those limitations, but in that she has been largely been left out of Western
religious studies. Performing the two as aspects of Lucas’ own alter ego and
internalized religious oppressions became a healing space in which the myth-
ical women themselves were raised, commingling their histories just as their
mythologies intermixed within Lucas’ own body. Oxum’s presence within
Lucas’ performance of Mary provided a space for Mary to be both mother
and sensual woman, aching for agency. Mary giving way to a transformation
into Oxum marked a recognition of Oxum’s haunting echoes in African and
Latinx diasporic relationships to Christianity.
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Once the general concepts for the scene were explored through movement
and source work, we began developing a dramaturgy for the scene and pairing
it with music. In some scenes, lip-sync materials came first—for example,
“Bitch 101” by Princess Nokia became the inspiration behind a scene in which
a black woman explored her relationship to taking up space, performing her
relationship to fitting in and standing out through a number of popular “diva”
songs. In other scenes, the narrative arc came well before the music, as in a
scene in which an actor wanted to explore a queering of Marie Antoinette
through her lover—Prince Poppycock. In his scene, Lucas knew he wanted
to work with Eu Vi Mamãe Oxum Na Cachoeira by Umbanda during the
Oxum portion, but wanted to start with something much more traditional to
Western religion before the ultimate transformation.

When the scene begins, two performers enter in base black costumes
adorned with snake-like accessories. They offer apples to the audience
members, providing a Garden of Eden temptation mixed with the tempta-
tion of their very sexuality as they teased and toyed with the potential biters.
The music shifts to a traditional hymn, and the performers take new posi-
tions in prayer. Lucas, in a white gown with Mary’s iconic heart symbol
upon their chest, enters in prayer. The three performers become sullen and
solemn, performing repetitive movements of prayer. The music slowly fades
into Britney Spears’ “I’m a Slave 4 You.” The audience recognizes the song
instantly, as do our two temptresses, but Mary does not. She continues to
focus on going through the motions, while the two temptresses break form
and add—slowly at first—little hip gyrations and winks to the kneeling and
praying. Eventually they pull Mary into their movement too, and she is awak-
ened. The next few minutes are a tug of war between Mary’s desire to be seen
as sexual and to make choices beyond what is expected, and her indoctrination
into the performance of religiosity absent the passion of spirituality. The lyrics
call to images of sexual domination and codependence, but Lucas’ presence as
voicer calls to mind the way Christianity has been used as a source of domi-
nation by European colonizers. The duality of Mary’s struggle and Lucas’ is
a simultaneous narrative within the lyrics, proposing a whole new interpreta-
tion to the song our audience so quickly recognized. This strategy took the
tool Langley describes as using the cultural context to evoke a collective under-
standing, and flipped it on its head to show a new way of interpreting both the
Mary story and a new reading of Britney’s song. Recognition, when queered
in this way, makes it possible to satire, critique, and expose dissonances.

Lucas’ scene continues with a gospel-style syncing to Beyoncé’s “Listen,”
in which the crux of Mary and Oxum’s conflict within Lucas is externalized.
Mary stands atop a soapbox, begging for us to see her, to let her tell her
own story. Despite being one of the least choreography-focused songs, Lucas’
desperate silent belting and achingly vulnerable exposure alone in the space
garners one of the largest responses from our audience each night. As “Lis-
ten” fades and “Eu Vi Mamãe Oxum Na Cachoeira” slides into the speakers,
our temptresses surround Lucas, gently stripping them of the vestiges of Mary.
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As she is washed away, Oxum becomes visible beneath the white habit. A gold
skirt, a gold body chain, and nothing more. Lucas’ own chest is visible, a
doubling of his own raced and gendered body with the bare-breasted image
of Oxum. “By appropriating, editing, and recontextualising song lyrics, placing
them within a frame of reference that creates a dialogue between body, gender,
and race politics,” performance theorist Leila Riszko writes in reference to
the work of a black trans drag performer, boychild, “I read these lyrics as
poignant references to the histories of exclusion that othered individuals have
been subject to,” (see p. 159 in Riszko 2017). Riszko’s analysis of boychild’s
work articulates the goal of the scene: to reinsert our intersectional identi-
ties into conversations of religion. It is not just Lucas’ race and gender that
are foregrounded by the scene, however. Mary’s whiteness, as imagined by
popular culture, is also called into question through the aesthetics and choices
of music.

As Mary is being transformed into Oxum, she holds up a gold hand mirror,
regarding herself in it, witnessing the transformation. When the transformation
is complete, she and the mirror, caught in an unbreakable stare, rise from his
seat and begin to feel the new music. She stamps her feet lightly at first, still
locked in a parallel form with her mirror. As the music builds like the water
around her the dance becomes more passioned, a full-body reckoning. Her
gaze has intensified, love and reverence and finally a recognition—and I am
at once reminded of another gaze, bell hooks’ Oppositional Gaze in which
she describes the way black audience members glances are policed and thus
their continued looking, their gaze that both inserts their own vision into the
field and sees what the white creators wish them not to see. Lucas’ gaze sees
himself in his religion, reinserting the ancestral roots of the Mary figure into
a colonizer’s religion, and finally locking eyes in reclamation of self-love. She
can see himself through her own eyes, performing what Susan Douglass calls
“narcissism as liberation,” (quoted in LeMaster 2015). The dance picks up
momentum and she spins freely. Her gaze in the mirror relaxes and she turns
it to each of us in the audience. Her eyes consume us with love and adoration,
before she selects one audience member to bestow the gift of the mirror. She
places it in their hands, kissing them on the forehead and resumes her dance.
She has become, and she now extends this becoming to us.

Ode to Judy

Though the now-famous #metoo originated with Tarana Burke in 2006, it
was the middle of October 2017 when it went viral, filling our newsfeeds
with stories of sexual assault, solidarity, and survival. At the time, Garrett,
performing in the drag persona Melissabeth, was in the process of researching
source materials for his piece, an Ode to Judy Garland. Judy was a queer icon
in so many respects, from unabashedly surrounding herself with queer dancers,
singers, and artists, to continuous commitment to projects which included
queer themes. Having passed away decades before he was born, Garrett was
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not alive for the fervor and mourning surrounding her loss, but the impact of
this mourning is still deeply felt in many queer spaces. Whether you lived in
the early twentieth century or well after, a “friend of Judy” means being part of
something, a lineage of queer heritage. Replacing a queer body into the histor-
ical past where the body was once absent or invisibilized is an attempt at what
Farrier calls the “heritability” of queer culture (see p. 199 in Farrier 2016).
Though not genetically inherited, queer and trans history and resiliency can
still be passed on through connection to queer and trans elders, and I would
argue that the assemblage of bodily extensions in lip-sync is a healing method
of communing with queer ancestors. In Riszko’s analysis of boychild’s drag
performances, she frames this process of bodily extension mixed with haunting
as “voice channelling,” suggesting a spiritual aspect of the communion (see p.
162 in Riszko 2017).

Garrett wanted to explore Judy both as a way of haunting space with her
figure, bringing her into the present, and as a way of placing himself in her
shoes, offering her a new possible ending to her story. Judy’s story is tragic,
and eerily timely. She was pressured into drug and alcohol usage, controlled
and violated by executives, and silenced when she tried to share her story.
Knowing he wanted to juxtapose some of her more famous songs with her
own words.

Garrett sought out an interview in which Judy had exposed some of the
gaslighting and domination she had been subjected to. Her words, swept
under the rug until after her death, were given new ears through Garrett’s
body. The recording of her voice cracks, its poor quality harkening to her
desperate attempts to tell this story through alternative means. He spews
these words at the audience, accusing us, pointing at us, implicating us. The
audience, Judy proclaims, was equally responsible for victim-blaming her, for
consuming her pain, for only allowing her to be perfect and presentable rather
than flawed, human, and healing. This is not your typical drag show where
everyone leaves feeling powerful and gratified. You will be made to face your
own complicity.

Using his queer male body to embody Judy in this piece, Garrett was, in
effect, reinserting queer bodies into the narrative of survivorhood, making
space for the invisiblized relationship between marginalization (here, specif-
ically queer and trans oppression) and sexual violence. The dramaturgy of
scripting this scene is what gives a narrative arc to the disparate pieces of Judy’s
history. It is Judy’s words, but their rearticulation and expression through a
visibly queer body forces us to read them as Garrett’s own.

The scene is staged as a private moment in Judy’s dressing room, and
the sound of the MGM lion interrupts her diatribe, reminding her that her
public will soon arrive. She recovers herself, straightens up, and bursts through
the curtains once more, this time displaying an altogether different face. She
begins a frantic performance of “Get Happy,” followed briskly by a gaggle
of assistants. One by one, the assistants offer her the vices we know Judy fell
to in life: first a martini glass, then a tray of cocaine, and finally a cup of pills.
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Through Garrett’s body, Judy is able to reject these vices—throwing the drink
in an assistant’s face, blowing the cocaine (baby powder) into the audience,
but in the end she takes the mouthful of pills (tic tacs). With his mouth full
of these pills, Garrett syncs, “We’re heading across the river/Wash your sins
away in the tide/It’s quiet and peaceful on the other side” (Garland) reck-
oning with two impossibilities in one moment: that he can continue to sing
with his mouth full, as we perceive her words continue to belt out from his
moving lips, and that Judy can sing again, though these vices ultimately killed
her. That Garrett can fill his mouth with pills and still be the presumed singer
articulates a question I wonder about Judy myself—how could she continue
to sing under these traumatic circumstances? That her words allude to death
while her tone is gleeful and light mirrors the garish scene of a chipmunk-
cheeked Garrett, spitting pills at us indignantly. His wild wide eyes betray a
more sinister intent than the chipper tap dance would imply, and thus the
image of Judy’s reckoning is complete. She is finally able to speak her truth,
somehow hidden in the lyrics of these “happy” songs.

In the final sequence of this scene, Judy is left alone on a dark stage. She
does not regard the audience, she is in her own world. Garrett starts to seep
through more, and her mannerisms become a melding of Judy’s and his own.
He sits in a small beam of light, removing his shoes, while syncing to a live
recording of “Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” The choice of the live perfor-
mance brings her ghost into the room, her breaths, her pauses, and even the
moment she taps the microphone. From behind his seat, Garrett pulls out a
basket, revealing a pair of ruby slippers, to an audible gasp in the audience. As
he places the shoes on his feet, we see him trying her on—attempting to find
her within himself and him within her. In a quiet, dark moment, he stands,
tapping his feet together three times just as Dorothy had. His eyes open, and
he sees us as if for the first time. He has not been transported “home” as in
The Wizard of Oz, but his reaction to seeing us implies that he has in fact
found his home. He reaches into his bosom, removing the padding that had
been his breasts, revealing a large rainbow flag. As he syncs the last line, “If
happy little bluebirds fly beyond the rainbow” he regards each of us, flying
the flag across space, calling out “Why, oh why can’t I?” (Garland). The audi-
ence erupts, cheering both at production of the flag and the reveal that it had
been part of his perceived body the whole time. I am well past the time in
my queerness where I loved rainbows. Mostly, when I see them now, I think
of assimilationist goals and the overwhelmingly white and cis-centered spaces
that hang these flags. And yet, the flag here feels to me like a reclamation, a
declaration of our own queer space, and a thank you note to those who came
before us.

Tundra

“I am beautifully dressed” (Fever Ray) Ethan/Jessie Junk lip-syncs. Everything
about their costume and sprinkles of icy white light across space makes me feel
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cold. We have entered the Tundra, and before us stands an ice queen. It is a
woman’s voice that we hear in this recording, achieving a pitch Ethan’s voice
could not reach, but Ethan slips between syncing and audibly gasping out the
words, creating a doubled effect of Ethan as actor and Ethan as character, able
to cast multiple voices into being through one complex assemblage. If the
goal of the performance was for Ethan to disappear in the role (as in dramatic
realism), or to create the illusion of some “other,” this duality would be lost.

“I am a reflective surface” she continues, “I am the president. Welcome to
my body, my building, the border. The escalators only go up. You get down
again by throwing yourself off the roof. And the song’s refrain there to catch
you if you’re lucky” (Fever Ray). And she will be lucky, I think, as the whole
structure of this piece is a sonic offering to ice shattering open, melting, and
transforming, a tender and vulnerable physicalization of dysphoria.

The poem was sourced from a queer, gender-fluid Swedish artist, Fever
Ray. Fever Ray’s own performance style utilizes some of the same bodily
extensions and juxtapositions to explore gender, dysphoria, and dysmorphia.
While Fever Ray dons extravagant architectural costumes to explore the topog-
raphy of bodies, Ethan has chosen a layering of white materials beneath sheer
and opaque plastic sheeting, indicating the levels of self-protection that stand
between their body and complete exposure to the cruelty of a transphobic
world. Deeply inspired by Björk, Ethan could have elected to perform this
scene as a tribute or imitation, as is common in many drag performances, but
the real risk was taking the inspiration and using it to reveal something human
and unique to their own experience.

“Even now at my age, preserved as an example in this perfect slab of ice,
can you believe I am still waiting to become real?” (Fever Ray) she begs us
to answer, seeking some kind of support from an audience struck silent. This
same audience that swooned and screamed in the previous raucous scene now
shrinks back from the bareness and confrontation of a single body asking for
help.

The music shifts to a windy instrumental, and four ensemble members
enter the space. They stand atop boxes and become statues, each frozen in
a different posture. In an early devising session, Ethan had spoken about the
aspects of themselves they felt they were missing—the courage and self-love
and power they wished they could embody. In an exercise using image theatre
and tableaux, these four postures came to represent the images they dreamed
of becoming. The audience watches silently as an increasingly agitated Ethan
attempts to mirror each statue, failing, and trying again, and failing again.
The display mimics a Cops in the Head (Boal) exercise in which someone
struggling with internalized oppression must face physicalized forms of the
internal voices, using their own body to resist them. We are at once watching
Ethan encounter their own perceived faults and watching them attempt to
grow and heal themselves right before us. Ethan starts to tear at herself, the
music swirling into a blizzard as the ice begins to fall away from their body.
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Left in only a white bodysuit and white tulle skirt, and with a new determina-
tion, they eye the end of the runway. The music swells into “Chasing Kites”
by Swedish duo iamamiwhoami, and they suddenly leap across the length of
the runway, flying through the air and spinning, taken up by the windstorm.

They once again face each statue, and instead of the self-conscious
mirroring indicative of a conscious effort to be another, this time their move-
ments are a fluid dance, in which brief moments occupy the same physical
expression as the statue before them. The statues come alive, joining hands
with Ethan as they continue on to free the others. Soon the performers are
dancing as one unit, their bodies linked both by white fabric draped across
each. Derived from a physical theatre exercise called “flocking,” the movement
in this sequence follows a leader (in this scene, Ethan) but because the parts
are so intertwined, the leader is not clearly discernible. Instead, the group
seems to move as one, seems to breathe and swell and curl as one. In this
way, we watch Ethan reincorporate aspects of themselves they thought were
outside their body back into themselves—becoming a new multifaceted crea-
ture, expansive and powerful, rearticulated into this queer assemblage, and
now entirely whole within one body.

Bridezilla

In the Spring 2018 iteration of Queer & Now we decided to add a new finale.
The performance opened with a full ensemble piece before fracturing off into
individual stories, and it felt appropriate to bookend with another ensemble
piece, this time proposing the new world—the queer & next. The question of
gay marriage had come up a lot recently as Trump was shifting the balance of
the Supreme Court. Not particularly interested in marriage politics myself, I
wanted to look at what marriages say about our cultural concept of love and
community. In our brainstorm session, we asked what aspects of weddings
felt restrictive, heteronormative, or cisnormative to the cast. We came up with
things like the bouquet toss, the white dress, giving away the bride, the reveal
with the veil, the “obedience” vows, and a whole host of other traditions.
While the idea of gay marriage has been normalized to the point where queer
weddings often include most of these traditions, we wanted to flip these tropes
on their heads. We toyed with various rejections of assimilationist tropes and
came up with a raucous campy party of a wedding.

Before the bride enters, the hostess sets the stage. She, Garrett in a baret,
gloves, and his aunt’s vintage black coat, parades in with her assistants, syncing
Grace Jones’ I Need a Man. She scours the audience, examining the prospects,
as the song explains that she is looking for a certain kind of man that will
satisfy her needs. She pulls up a few prospects onto the runway. Her assistants
measure them, taking stock of every limb, before directing them to model
for the crowd. The audience is instructed to “choose a man” in a contest
that satirizes the mode of beauty pageants. The music shifts to Mendelssohn’s
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“Wedding March” and the surprised beau is informed he is getting married in
one minute. He is quickly outfitted with a bowtie and sign that reads “groom.”

He only waits a moment before the music shifts to Donna Lewis’ “I Love
You Always Forever,” and the door at the foot of the runway opens, making
way for a mysterious bride draped in a heavy lace veil. So heavy, in fact, that
she can’t see all that well and meanders aimlessly in the wrong direction. She is
righted by the hostess and proceeds once more down the aisle before crashing
again into the audience. She is placed firmly at the altar and presented to the
priest and groom.

Each night without fail, the groom says “I do.” Each night in response, the
bride leans forward and lifts her veil, revealing the head of a velociraptor. With
lipstick and eyelashes. We hear shrieks and gasps, only some of which come
from the speakers, and our bride growls fiercely, pushing away the foul groom
who cringed at the sight of her true form. She is simultaneously grotesque and
beautiful, frightening and silly. Her growls turn to belts and she is suddenly
syncing to Lady Gaga’s “Marry the Night.” The reveal of the raptor is a nod
to the technique of the “reveal” in drag performance, in which the performer
suddenly transforms before our eyes (Sasha Velour lifting her wig to release a
cascade of rose petals is a recent example). It also nods to another “reveal,”
the trope in which trans characters expose a piece of their anatomy to “reveal”
their “true sex.” Instead of revealing some immutable facts, this trope actually
reveals the tenacity of biological determinism in the dominant discourse. If
beneath the clothes lie the “truth” of our bodies, then this raptor mask reveals
the truth of trans otherness.

One chorus in, the music halts abruptly and Garrett returns, syncing: “This
is a lip sync for your life, we need to see your lips. Take that thing off of your
mouth,” pointing to the raptor mask covering Ethan’s face (“Your Pilot’s on
Fire”). There is instant recognition in some of the audience—this recording
has been plucked from one of the most iconic moments on RuPaul’s Drag
Race, a “Lip Sync for Your Life” challenge in season 9 in which contestant
Valentina wore a mask over her lips, clearly refusing to lip-sync as the challenge
requires. “I’d like to keep it on please” Ethan syncs to the recording, or we
assume they do, as their face is still covered by the mask (“Your Pilot’s on
Fire”). After the iconic exchange concludes, Ethan agrees to remove the mask
and the music resumes. And yet, the mask does not come off. Instead, Ethan
grips the top and bottom jaws of the raptor’s face, moving them along to
“Marry the Night,” as if the mask is the real mouthpiece.

This act of noncompliance stands as an affront to the assumed supremacy
of RuPaul’s drag model, dissenting against the expectations of their body’s
topography. The bride’s clear refusal to remove the raptor mask flies in the
face of RuPaul, claiming—this IS me, this both is and is not a costume—just
as much as you see us as monsters, we are. The mask becomes an exten-
sion of their body, a physicalization of the monstrosity of the trans body,
and a reclamation of that freakishness. But this moment is not solely a rejec-
tion of RuPaul and her transphobic comments, it is also a recognition of all
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that RuPaul has done for drag. RuPaul’s influence has certainly been compli-
cated, but it has also been a source of inspiration for several members of the
troupe who would have otherwise not been exposed to drag culture. Several
members of the company only discovered drag because of Drag Race, and
this moment acts as a thank you for making drag more visible. The moment
plays on both the audience’s potential knowledge of RuPaul as one of the
most famous American drag artists, and as a clear enforcer of the rules which
limit drag’s potentiality. Even though RuPaul has suggested the earnestness
of gender play for trans people creates a “dichotomy of the trans movement
versus the drag movement” (qtd in Aitkenhead 2018), this moment instead
proposes a way in which the influence of RuPaul’s drag culture can coexist
with a rejection of the transphobia in that culture.

As our raptor bride finishes her next mask-synced verse, the wedding
continues. A dom/sub leather couple enter as the “flower girls” tossing
condoms in lieu of petals. A new bride enters, draped in black lace. The “night
bride” and “raptor bride” run, crashing into one another, fully embracing the
fleeting impossibility of their love. The brides turn their embrace outwards,
and the audience is sucked into the erupting dancing and chaos. Each
performer grabs the hands of audience members, wrenching them from their
position as observers, embodying the real commitment made in this cere-
mony—not to a heteronormative monogamous contract, but to a community .
The lines between audience and actor blur and the performance fades into the
night with no finite ending. What was performance becomes party, what was
stage becomes space, and what was an imagined future becomes real now.

The Dissenter’s Hope

As I write this now, it has been over a year since this initial iteration of Queer
& Now, and the company has gone on to develop a new performance, Queer
& Now: Sync or Swim. The new show, using world mythologies to examine
how queer folk can survive rising sea levels, patriarchy, and capitalism, has
just finished its first New York tour. From origins in a classroom in small-
town Massachusetts, to a sold-out, standing room only runs in Chelsea, a
lot has changed. From this vantage point, I am able to recognize long-term
impacts in our process otherwise unrecognizable in the many shorter freelance
projects I’ve worked on in the two years since I started working on Queer &
Now. The longevity of the process has enabled us to deepen our trust in our
collaborators, but it has also allowed us the space of reflection to look back at
what practices felt most fulfilling.

In our second iteration, we pushed more for equitable recognition of labor
through the division of our resources, we continued to strive for accessibility
in our performances (and managed to maintain free tickets for our NYC tour),
we opened our doors to more outside eyes and community responses, and we
shared our skills in makeup workshops and drag brunches. But we also tossed
some techniques that were not working for us—we still do image theatre,
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tableaux, and flocking, but our source work is more of a collective than indi-
vidual effort. We still give feedback on one another’s work, but some folks have
elected to have more defined roles in the company (a costumer and lighting
designer, for example). We started recognizing our own appropriation of ball
culture (and particularly AAVE and ball slang), and worked towards more
racial parity in our process. We also tackled much larger challenges in this
new version, including respecting the autonomy of our performers enough to
completely scrap two major aspects of the show just a week before opening
night. Part of our core value of dissent also meant recognizing when we
needed to shift focus, grow, and change as a company.

As the old adage goes, practice does not make perfect—it makes perma-
nent. If we continue to allow drag to constantly represent binary genders and
replicate stereotypes about race, gender, and sexuality, this will soon become
the only model of drag we see. If instead, we commit to tenaciously hold onto
the possibilities of drag and lip-sync to destabilize, deconstruct, and dissent,
these performances will seep into our own daily gender performances. If we
continue to ask our audiences to interact with performances by questioning
what is shown to them, rather than absorbing it, we will create a community
of dissenters.

“Much in the same way as Judith Butler proposes that the repetition of
gender performance re-writes gender,” Langley writes, “night after night,
performance after performance, lip-synching—the fakery—becomes the new
reality” (see p. 15 in Langley 2006). If we allow our bodies to coexist through
embodiment with the divas, icons, and powerful figures of our ancestry, soon
our bodies will fill with their power. If we continue to open our mouths to
let their words scream out, soon those words will become our own. If we
adamantly build spaces of queer celebration, soon those spaces will celebrate a
new queerer world. If we insist on writing theatre that imagines queer hope,
queer love, and queer happiness, soon these stories will become futures. And
this queer future is the heart of it all, in the words of one of the world’s
most iconic dissenters, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg: “that’s
the dissenter’s hope: that they are writing not for today but for tomorrow.”
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Queer Crossings and Transformations



CHAPTER 15

The Case of Deborah de Robertis’s Performance
Art, Nudity, and Institutional Reprisal

Sandra D’Urso

Introduction: Deborah de Robertis’s Public
Performances and Some Institutional Reactions

Deborah de Robertis has staged multiple performances in institutional settings
in France since 2014, with the objective of interrupting a tradition of repre-
sentation of the female nude within the European fine art cannon, as well
as highlighting women artist’s undervalued positions within institutional
contexts more generally. In 2014, she staged Mirror of Origin in front of
Gustave Courbet’s L’Origine de Monde; other museum interventions have
included a performance of Olympia in 2016, again at the d’Orsay. This was
staged as a “right of reply” to the museum’s earlier censorship of Mirror
of Origin, and led to her arrest for indecent exposure. According to media
reports, de Robertis was put in custody and spent “nearly two days in a jail
cell” (Abrams 2016). In 2017, she performed twice in front of the coveted
La Jaconde, or Mona Lisa, at the Louvre, earning her the title of “serial Paris
art gallery flasher” as well as igniting court proceedings against her on the
grounds of assault for allegedly biting a security guard’s jacket during a tussle,
and for which she was made to perform “35 hours of community service”
(The Local France 2017).
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De Robertis’s Mona Lisa performances are reminiscent of performance
interventions by Italian artist Alberto Sorbelli at the Louvre titled Tentative de
Rapport avec un chef - d’ovre (1994, 1997). Sorbelli’s 1990s performances are
documented in photographs showing the artist stalking the room and posing
seductively before the painting. Like de Robertis, Sorbelli was also ejected
from the Louvre in the 1990s but was officially accepted back to the museum
to reperform Tentative de Rapport avec un chef - d’ovre, on the condition
that visitors not be present. In 1994, he appeared before the Mona Lisa in
a white slip and straddling the barrier while exposing his buttocks. De Robertis
challenges the museum’s rationale in which the male artist—using a drag
aesthetic—may produce an authorizable even if obscene gesture by showing
the buttocks, but the vulva of the unauthorised artist (de Robertis) is treated
and punished as an offense.

De Robertis returned to the Louvre a second time in 2017, to sit in front
of the Mona Lisa, referencing Valie Export’s 1968 performance Action Pants:
Genital Panic. Like Valie, she wears crotchless pants, shaggy wig, and holds
a megaphone (rather than a machinegun). This time de Robertis appears
with the slogan “Ma chatte, mon copyright” (“My pussy, my copyright”),
printed in bold white text on her costume, which is modelled on Valie. This
performance highlights an anomaly in the museum’s attitudes toward the
authorizability of artistic labour along gender lines: Having been allowed to
return to the museum, Sorbelli ostensibly retains authority over his artistic
gesture, but de Robertis must fight the museum in a legal battle to retain
hers. However, it is not only the conflict over copyright that is at stake in this
battle with the museum, but also the temporary loss of what we might call her
juridical personhood—that is, the destabilization of her feelings of security and
autonomy during episodes of arrest and detention that have followed some
of her works. De Robertis discusses her feelings of legal vulnerability when
sharing her experience of being held for extended questioning in a psychiatric
facility, stating how easy it is for somebody to become lost and forgotten in
the system.

For instance, de Robertis was ordered to stay overnight in a French psychi-
atric facility where she underwent a gruelling psychiatric assessment that
lasted several hours. She was required to answer humiliating questions about
her behaviour, including and especially about the frequency of her pornog-
raphy consumption. Having defended herself successfully in October 2017 de
Robertis was acquitted of the charges of “sexual exhibitionism” when the High
Court of Paris found that the “material element of the crime” could not be
established as her “genitals were obscured by pubic hair” (The Local France
2017). According to the artist, the Louvre had also attempted to seize her
recording of the performance to prevent its circulation on the internet. She
suspects the institution’s motives were not to protect visitors from obscenity
but on the grounds that her recorded material was interfering with copyright,
and in de Robertis’s view, the museum’s brand.
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Methodology: A Speculative Reading,
Combining Radical Marxist Feminism
with Queer Transfeminist Thought

The transgressive character of de Robertis’s performances are not novel, nor
are museums’ attempts at disciplining artists by filing complaints with police
and evoking copyright. Luc Schicharin positions de Robertis’s performances
within a transgressive “visual history of feminist art” (Valie Export, Guerrilla
Girls, Annie Sprinkle then later Femen) and at the same time offers a critique
of the artist’s use of and claims about the vulva in her performances. Schicharin
suggests the vulva takes on a metonymic value in the work, which stands for
a universal vision of woman in a way that might be perceived as smoothing
over differences of race, sexuality, class, and disability. Schicharin respectfully
addresses the critical discussion on the potentially heterosexist schematics of
sexual difference operating in the work, its “cisnormativity” and the potentially
“hegemonic femininity” of the artist (Schicharin 2018).

While de Robertis adopts vulvic aesthetics in her work and in ways that
risk an essentialist and universalising reading of sex and gender, this chapter
discusses the use and management of nudity across a small selection of her
performances as instances of biopower. It will highlight the institutions’
attempts at management of the artist’s behaviour, the museum’s artworks,
and the circulation of affect including offense, disgust, panic, and pleasure,
ignited by her unauthorised performances. I will draw from Silvia Federi-
ci’s study of the biopolitical management of rebel bodies in Caliban and the
Witch: Women, The Body and Primitive Accumulation (Federici 2004), and
briefly from Adriana Cavarero’s study on the uses of the body as political
metaphor, and the exiled position of women figures in relation to political
authority, in Stately Bodies: Literature, Philosophy, and the Question of Gender
(Cavarero 2002). This reading considers how de Robertis’s work not only
operates within a “visual history of feminist art” but how the works pose a
direct challenge to a well-established and institutionally protected imaginary
of the body-politic, in which women and “disobedient” Others are excised
and managed as troublesome and threatening.

The chapter also introduces concepts from the queer transfeminist philos-
ophy and critical theory of Paul B. Preciado and Sam Bourcier who both
take-up and augment Federici’s insights regarding gender, the body, and
biopower, to account for the formation of queer and transqueer forms of
life, structures of intimacy, resistance, and subject formation under neolib-
eralism (Preciado 2013; Bourcier 2017). Silvia Federici’s feminist analysis of
gendered processes of capitalist extraction—also rooted in the 1970s Italian
feminist and international Wages for Housework Campaign (WfH)—is recal-
ibrated by Paul B. Preciado and Sam Bourcier to rethink binary notions of
“sexual difference”, and the relationship of gender, sexuality, and queerness
to neoliberal market economies. While the chapter mainly focuses on Marxist
feminist and queer trans feminist understandings of “capitalist extraction”, it
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acknowledges an indebtedness to Black feminisms, anarcho-feminisms, and
anti-capitalist activisms.

These theoretical threads will come together to inform a speculative reading
of de Robertis’s performances to identify how and where the nude body
figured as a human resource becomes open or resistant to contemporary capi-
talist logics of extraction and policing. It acknowledges that institutional and
market forces implemented as biopower by the museum are disguised as forms
of institutional intimacy and “care” within and for the body. Meanwhile, insti-
tutional censure towards de Robertis’s performances defer to an interpretation
of her presence as troublesome (i.e., uneconomic and pathologized) rather
than artistic.

Mirror of Origin at the Musee
D’Orsay in Paris (2014)

On May 29, 2014, Deborah de Robertis entered the Musee d’Orsay in Paris
and staged her unauthorised performance, Mirror of Origin (2014), igniting
the attention and ire of d’Orsay’s security staff. De Robertis sat in front of
Gustave Courbet’s by now canonical painting, L’Origine du Monde (1866),
which famously depicts the vulva of a reclining and headless figure. The elusive
identity of Courbet’s model has been at the centre of scholarly enquiry since its
inception in 1866—a frustrating and yet seductive riddle to be pondered and
solved. When de Robertis mirrored the pose by spreading her legs and bearing
her vulva to an attentive public, the security staff at the Musee d’Orsay sprang
into action, firstly attempting to convince the artist to break with her pose,
and when failing this, seeking to obscure de Robertis using their bodies as a
barricade.

Later, it was revealed that the security staff, under the auspices of the insti-
tution, sought criminal charges against de Robertis, arguing that she forced
them to be unduly exposed to her nudity. The remediated video documenta-
tion of Mirror of Origin shows visitors at the museum applauding the artist’s
efforts adding to security staff’s frustrated attempts to secure the room. What
ensues is a curious and fevered dramaturgy as security staff move about the
room in a flurry of waving arms: They make multiple attempts at ushering
away applauding audience, while blocking direct sight lines to de Robertis’s
body. In so doing, they display behaviour reminiscent of a kind of moral panic
or paternalism. We can only read from this swift institutional response that de
Robertis’s performance presented from the d’Orsay’s point of view a clear and
present danger, exposing visitors to some yet un-nameable harm.
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Criminalisation and Biopolitical
Management of Gendered Bodies Via Foucault

The problem of the criminalisation of nudity is central to a discussion of de
Robertis’s aesthetics and its reception by officials in recent years, and asks us to
consider how artistic labour becomes interpreted through law as contributing
(or not) to the material element of a crime. The series of movements that
has de Robertis shunted from the status of pest to civil disobedient to poten-
tial criminal can be mapped to Foucault’s analysis regarding the modulations
of power under neoliberalism and its capacity to excite points of disputation
between discrete institutional entities—or enterprises—and the judiciary. The
disputations originate from the museum, and accumulate with de Robertis’s
referral to the police, the psychiatric facility, the courts, to finally arrive at the
point of excitation of the economy. The proliferation of the enterprise increases
society’s capacity for dispute and litigation, a central function of the neoliberal
form of government in which biopolitics is a key method of social control.
Biopolitics is understood after Foucault as an “art of governance” that regu-
lates and manages bodies on the level of populations, rather than plural human
beings, and concerns itself with rates of birth, health, reproduction, and crime
(Foucault 2010).

Citing Stigler on law enforcement in the Journal of Political Economy in
1970, Foucault notes how crime is framed in terms of economic rules of supply
and demand rather than aiming at behavioural modification of the accused.
Crime and compliance are knotted together and figured as a kind of consum-
able resource, which society may procure for itself as little or as much necessary
to strike “a balance between the curves of the supply of crime and negative
demand” (Foucault 2010, p. 256). This assessment of crime and compliance
as subject to the fluctuations of economic chains of supply and demand makes
sense of the often-uneven responses to de Robertis’s public nudity on different
occasions within the same or similarly high-profile museums. Sometimes the
demand for crime goes up and other times it goes down.1 Earlier on in her
performance work de Robertis was issued warnings, then as her appearances
became more well-known and garnered interest in the press the demand for
criminalisation became more fervent.

In a statement to the press d’Orsay revealed that it considered de Rober-
tis’s action an act of sexual exhibitionism and therefore harmful to museum
guests: “This is a typical case of disrespecting the museum’s rules, whether for
a performance or not”. Furthermore, “No request for authorisation was filed
with us. And even if it had been, it’s not certain we would have accepted it

1 Foucault’s analysis fails to explicitly account for the uneven distribution of the require-
ment of supply and demand of crime and compliance across different segments of
population, distinguished along the lines of gender, race, and class. This is an oversight
discussed by Italian feminist, Silvia Federici in her exemplary study on slavery and the
witch trials of sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Europe (Federici 2004). It is also a key
theoretical thread in the writings of queer transfeminist thinkers Preciado and Bourcier.
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as that may upset our visitors” (Artnet 2014). There is a securitarian structure
to the museum’s rationale, which says, we are tasked to protect you from the
harmful effects of witnessing the non-canonical vulva, whether you like it or
not. The imperative to secure visitors from so-called harmful artworks in insti-
tutional and public settings often results in a snap judgement being made by
security staff (art or crime?), and this judgement becomes inseparable from a
triggering of processes in which a legal or criminal judgement is then sought.
The judgement that the artwork is harmful arrives pre-emptively as though it
were common sense that the exhibition of Courbet’s vulva is sanctioned and
de Robertis’s vulva an act of “disrespect”, and potential criminal exposure. We
might say that Mirror of Origin neatly captures in one moment a curious and
yet fundamental division operating in public spaces, which separates autho-
rized from unauthorized presence. The division occurs in this case between
the qualified vulva of Courbet’s original, which has had a complicated relation
to scandal and reproduction from the outset, and the disqualified presence of
de Robertis’s body.

Courbet’s Painting L’Origine du
Monde (The Origin of the World)

Some brief notes on the painting and its purchase history, will help historicize
its troubled reception, as well as illuminate the Marxist feminist theorization
of the gendered process of capitalist extraction over land and bodies, which
is made available by the painting. Changing hands multiple times, Courbet’s
L’Origine du Monde was purchased by psychoanalyst Jacque Lacan in 1955.
Sylvia Bataille, who was the psychoanalyst’s wife at the time, requested that her
brother, surrealist André Masson, create a reproduction. This resulted in an
etching upon a cabinet door used to store the original. The painting has been
described as “too scandalous” for the everyday world and efforts to enclose it
were in fact to hide “such a potentially troublesome work-of-art” (Lacan.com,
n.d.). Masson’s etching transforms Courbet’s realist depiction of the model’s
legs, vulva, and torso into a series of lines and curves resembling the undu-
lating hills typical of a pastoral landscape. The surrealist interpretation makes
explicit a reading of the female nude as synonymous with domesticated land:
the land and the feminine curves of the body are fixed, and open to the tech-
nologies of the gaze. As such, these properties of the painting are available to
the extractive impulses of its viewers. This is to suggest that coiled deep within
the flesh of the painting, synonymous with the model’s flesh and the land, is
an indefinite supply of an unknown quantity, something to excite the viewer’s
desire for gaining (libidinal) pleasure from the image.

In an interview, de Robertis explained that Mirror of Origin was not a
critical response to Courbet’s image as such but an attempt to restore to
Courbet’s model what was expropriated from her body in the first place—
that is, the entirety of her body including her head and especially her gaze. De
Robertis intends to elevate Courbet’s model from a passive and accessible nude
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(domesticated and privatized landscape), to the status of an agential artist.
De Robertis’s use of nudity momentarily suspends the institutional capture of
authority over Courbet’s nude, and thereby she recovers custodianship over
Courbet’s nude’s absented “gaze”. On this front, she says, “…it’s not nudity
in itself that is the subject of my work, but the gaze that this nudity implies”.

Furthermore, she describes Courbet’s representation of the vulva as a
“closed door” enticing the viewer to ponder what lies behind or within
this sexed bodily recess figured as monolithic (and reproductive) woman. As
though there is inscribed a mystery there, an exceptional and shrouded space
outside of temporal logic—thus figuring woman as reproductive resource on
the one hand, and an ahistorical and apolitical aporia on the other—literally
and symbolically, an enclosed dead end. De Robertis is very specific about her
gesture, in which she holds open her labia, noting how typical it is for it to be
misread as pornographic. However, in this pose she hopes to show that “there
is no mystery in it”. You can attempt to mine it, penetrate it with your gaze
but you can never capture it (whatever it is), nor can you will it to show itself.
These impulses to extract, to capture, to force a showing of the properties
of an inside, while at the same time insisting on its containment within the
institutional framework of ownership, seems to point to a desire to ultimately
overcome/overpower the so-called clandestinity of the imagined internal space
of what constitutes universalised “woman”. To want to quantify empirically
what lies beyond these “closed doors” is—among other things—part of an
enduring history of governance over the sexual organs.

Paul B. Preciado on the Governing
of the Sexual Organs

Paul B. Preciado notes that the sexual organs are still imprisoned by the episte-
mological rationalies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries responsible for
the bio-fictions of binary gender, sexuality, and race. Writing on the struggle
to decriminalize abortion in Catholic nation-states such as Spain and Ireland,
the seemingly tangential question of national sovereignty and of its production
in the popular political imaginary is raised. Limiting his discussion to Europe
in this instance, Preciado notes that historically the uterus is approached as “a
biopolitical site”, an “object of a process of privatization, capture and expro-
priation” (Preciado 2020, p. 71), a site which is managed for its capacities and
incapacities to yield and function appropriately within the economic demands
of the political state. The uterus is not only where the potential for labour
power is imagined to be located in its capacity to produce future workers
(via birth of children), but is also managed for its social reproduction of an
homogenous nation comprised of one, usually white, (often parsed as unified)
national ethnic group: “Each woman with a uterus bears within her a labora-
tory of the nation-state, and it’s on the management of that laboratory that
the purity of the national ethnic group depends” (Preciado 2020, p. 74). As
a response Preciado invites us to show impropriety when it comes to the use
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of these captured organs: “I invite all bodies to put their uterus on strike”
(Preciado 2020, p. 76), and paradoxically this is what de Robertis seems to
do by exposing herself. Rather than using her time and energy toward repro-
ductive labour, she suspends her “organs” for their use in productive labour
(art). Preciado concludes, “Let us carry out this strike as we would perform
the most ‘matriotic’ of actions: a way of deconstructing the nation and acting
to reinvent a post-nation-state community of life where the expropriation of
uteruses will no longer be imaginable” (Preciado 2020, p. 76).

Obedience in Hobbes and Androcentric Sovereignty

Preciado’s proposal for a “post-nation-state community of life” invites us to
rethink dominant visions of national sovereignty, and the requirement for
obedience upon which a governing political order depends. It prompts us to
ask what role inventive practices (such as performance art) play in sustaining
or resisting forms of obedience that are hierarchical, gendered, and limit what
kind of person may be classified as human within a given sovereign order.
De Robertis’s performances are frequently punished by cultural institutions,
law enforcement, and/or the courts, such that her artworks are received as
episodes of ongoing refusal. She refuses to obey the warnings of security,
museums, the police, and the courts. The ensuing reprisals are evidence of the
requirement for civil obedience, just as it was central to the Hobbesian theory
of the social contract in the sixteenth century, which forms for him the founda-
tion of the healthy state (Hobbes 2010). There are already extensive feminist
analyses of Hobbes’s political imaginary, and its figuring of political legitimacy
via a mechanized vision of the body-politic, in a distinctly “masculine form”
(Federici 2004; (Cavarero 2002).

Feminist political philosopher and classicist Adriana Cavarero discusses a
curious paradox at the heart of political metaphor of the European tradi-
tion and how it has shaped ideas of sovereignty and legitimacy, in literature
and philosophy, since Greek antiquity. In her book, Stately Bodies; Literature,
Philosophy, and the Question of Gender, she identifies a pattern “whereby poli-
tics expels the body from its founding categories while for thousands of years
the political order has been figured precisely through the metaphor of the
body” (Cavarero 2002, p. vii). This relay of expulsion and reincorporation,
she argues, is a logocentric procedure that conflates “the body as woman and
woman as body” (Cavarero 2002, p. ix). Under the category of bodily woman
(a figure marked for expulsion) the political order “synthesizes…everything it
considers to be its dreaded other” (Cavarero 2002, p. ix). Hobbes offers a
metaphor of the state figured as an Artificial Man with limbs, torso, and head,
each part endowed with its own governing function and a unified temporal
logic. For the purposes of this bodily metaphor, sovereign power is often
associated with the head, seen as the seat of rationality. Outside of this logo-
centric political order Hobbes situates the un-incorporable body of the witch
after whom reigns irrational superstitious beliefs and chaos. Federici observes
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that Hobbes devotes a short passage in his political work Leviathan to the
denouncement of witches and witchcraft in terms that contradict his materi-
alist and scientific worldview, and which at the time provided covert support
to the state sanctioned genocide against mainly proletariat women and other
civically underdeveloped subjectivities—and sometimes men—who were tried
and executed for witchcraft (Federici 2004, p. 143).

For as for Witches, I think not that their witchcraft is any real power; but yet
that they are justly punished, for the false belief they have, that they can do
such mischief, joined with their purpose to do it if they can: their trade being
nearer to a new Religion, than to craft or science. (Hobbes 2010, p. 16)

Hobbes describes witches as powerless in their relationship to the legiti-
mate state. Nonetheless, he insists that they are fundamentally dangerous and
punishable. This recalls de Robertis’s exclamation during her performance of
Olympia, “there is no danger!”. Furthermore, witches can organize effectively,
or as Hobbes describes it, they can become “joined” in their “mischief” and
in so doing exhibit the will and ability to enact their own social contract in
the shadows of political legitimacy. This marks the disobedient as fundamen-
tally at odds with the state. Following Hobbes, the Nazi jurist Carl Schmitt
asserted that “No form of order, no reasonable legitimacy or legality can exist
without protection and obedience. The protego ergo obligo is the cogito ergo
sum of the state” (Schmitt 2007, p. 52). By withholding obedience (that is,
putting obedience on strike) de Robertis resembles the punishable figure of
the witch, and in so doing relinquishes (even if temporarily) the protection of
the state.

Considering Carl Schmitt’s maxim stated above, in which a citizen is
obliged to exchange their obedience for protection, we can imagine how
citizenship may lock the body and the subject into a rigid relation with the
state’s imperative (i.e., obey!). This may be at odds with the subject’s own
volitional needs, desires, and work as an artist. The naturalised requirement
for obedience in order to win the (institutional, social, legal) protections of
the state, ties bodies ontologically to the social contract and therefore to the
state via performance, in which the subject perpetually reproduces or refuses
their acquiescence to the obligo. Performance studies scholar Kai van Eikels
offers an example: “A policeman shouts, ‘Hey, you!’ and you turn around. This
movement suffices to define you as a subject, as one subjected to the state’s
authority […]” (van Eikels 2019). De Robertis carefully crafts her movements
as though in relation to this obligo anticipating the unevenness in the weave of
institutional power across differently sexed citizens.
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Federici, Preciado, Bourcier on Capitalist
Extraction and the Privatisation of the Body

In her book Caliban and the Witch, Federici traces Europe’s transition from
feudalism to capitalism during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, to
show how a vicious multi-pronged Church and State attempt was inaugurated
to target “rebel bodies” including slaves and those considered witches in order
to manage and control reproductive capacities and incapacities, and for the
supply of free labour power fuelling capitalist demand (Federici 2004). Capi-
talist strategies of biopolitical extraction of labour power and what we might
call neoliberal strategies of management over a population, were not only
invention of post-Fordist markets but already evident in early modern Europe.

This period was marked by practices of land enclosure along with an
emerging view of the body and its labour power as a kind of human resource.
Alongside this view a new “social-sexual contract” had developed in which
“… women themselves became the commons, as their work was defined as a
natural resource, laying outside the sphere of market relations” (Federici 2004,
p. 97). These attitudes toward the body are identifiable across the writings of
Descartes and Hobbes argues Federici: “Like the land, the body had to be
cultivated and first of all broken up, so that it could relinquish its hidden
treasures” (Federici 2004).

With Federici, Preciado notes that the creation of the charges of heresy
and apostasy during this period were part of a larger cover-up for the
criminalisation of non-professional knowledges including making use of the
commons and its production of plants, herbs, and other nutritive, psycho-
active resources, used for their health benefits, mind-altering effects, ritual
value and their application for inducing abortion (Preciado 2013, pp. 145–
152). This penal attitude towards non-professional knowledges is echoed in
the institutional responses to de Robertis’s work, which is not accepted as
productive work (art) but received as criminal activity (contra copyright) or
pathologized as a sexual perversity. Charges such as heresy, etc. were threaded
into a colonial rationality embedded in European epistemologies of race, sexu-
ality, and gender. Moreover, Preciado argues that modern taxonomies of the
body continue to be shaped by the colonial rationality emerging from scientific
knowledge production of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Also, via Federici, Sam Bourcier argues that processes of capitalist extrac-
tion and expropriation are co-terminus with the “de-sexualisation” and the
“re-privatisation of sexuality” under neoliberalism (Bourcier 2016, p. 117).
As such, the “neoliberal discipline of sexuality” is on the side of a biopolitical
rationality that not only oversees that the body is alienated from its labour to
become exploited as resource, but that sexed, gendered, and racialized bodies,
queer bodies, are “doubly expropriated” and managed for their energies, sexu-
alities, and other forms of capacity (ibid.). This gives rise to a spatialization
that takes place between the body and state in regulated spaces, separating
legitimacy and authorisability from several marginalised counter-subjectivities
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including “queer bodies, monsters, freaks, crips…and naked bodies”. These
bodies have in common, among other things, an insistence on forms “of
pleasure dedicated to non-reproductive forms of sex” (Bourcier 2016, p. 112).

Sam Bourcier discusses the inventive practices of anti-capitalist, queer, and
transfeminist collectives in Europe that harness performance in a way that helps
to make explicit spatialised logics of capitalist expropriation and extraction in
operation today (Bourcier 2017). While Federici discusses capitalist extraction
as a biopolitical strategy, which directs its energies upon the bodies of women
and racialized bodies, Bourcier and Preciado highlight the nuanced weave and
lateral spread of biopower, its ability to capture, discipline (seduce and activate)
plurally queer bodies. This includes also the undocumented, unemployed,
the stateless, refugees, children, animals, sex-workers, trans people, disabled
folx, all others who are gendered, sexualised, racialized as abject, by virtue
of being excised—either materially, symbolically, or both—from the so-called
protections of national sovereignty.

So, while de Robertis is not trans feminist, there are alignments between her
work and the post-porn, anti-capitalist aesthetics and principles associated with
transfeminist collectives in the French, Spanish, and Italian contexts, cognisant
of the expanded reach of biopower into the lives of sovereignty’s Others. For
instance, de Robertis refers to herself as an “anarchist slut” to a journalist
covering her artistic works (Rea 2018). My reading of this self-nomination
is that it is not simply a reference to a personal identity or reclamation of
a misogynist slur, but rather a threatening political position. It forecasts an
abject (yet not entirely powerless) orientation with respect to power.

While there is little material equivalence between the innumerable rebel
bodies prosecuted as witches during the early modern period in Europe and
contemporary artists such as de Robertis, there is still the residue of Hobbe-
sian anxiety in these institutional and legal reactions towards de Robertis,
which suggests that queerly plural “women” and queered others are assumed
to be disobedient. This operation wants to synthesize an array of differently
gendered and sexed bodies under the civil form of “the body as woman and
the woman as body” (Cavarero 2002, p. ix), while attributing to them certain
de-constituting capacities (disobedience, mischievousness, crime). They haunt
the androcentric image of political legitimacy, becoming figurative obstacles
to the persistence of “modern man as sovereign man” (Weber 2016, p. 193).
The queered form of the disobedient might be viewed through what Interna-
tional Relations (IR) scholarship terms the “queer logics of statecraft” in which
there is an appreciation of “how queerly plural figures might order, reorder, or
disorder national, regional, and international politics and the singular under-
standing of sovereignty upon which these orders have depended …” (Weber
2016, p. 196). As a potential figure of queer statecraft the disobedient is struc-
turally impotent regarding the production of constitutive power and yet is
incorporated into the political order as unreasonable and punishable.
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Foucault on the Heartlessness of the State/Organs

After an artist’s talk for TEDx in Brussels, de Robertis was tackled and
dragged off stage, for spreading her legs. The artist was clothed at the time.
In interview she described how security personnel detained her backstage for
questioning and demanded she produce a sim card containing evidence of the
TEDx official manhandling her (Flanders Today 2018); security also accused
her of using her vagina to smuggle the sim card offstage and demanded she
submit to a cavity search. She resisted their attempts, and with irony offered to
cavity search their “assholes”.2 She explained that it was just as likely officials
had smuggled the sim card offstage, given that they also have bodily cavities.

While de Robertis was not nude during the TEDx presentation, the very
suggestion of her nudity (the gesture of opening her legs) was enough to
trigger the nudity of the force of rule, of TEDx’s policy and management,
which is at other times obscured under the cloak of “care” and normality. The
force of TEDx’s rule, etc. is not simply resisted in and through disobedient
performance, but worse, the institution is shown in its most raw and most
monstrous aspect, i.e., in its emptiness. Analogously, this relates to an obser-
vation about the state’s emptiness as expressed by Foucault in his 1979 lecture
on biopolitics, at the Collège de France, when he said,

… the state does not have an essence. The state is not universal nor in itself
an autonomous source of power. The state is nothing else but the effect, the
profile, the mobile shape of… incessant transactions… modes of investment,
decision-making centers, forms and types of control…and so on. In short, the
state has no heart…but not just in the sense that it has no feelings, either good
or bad, but it has no heart in the sense that it has no interior. (Foucault 2010,
p. 77)

We might surmise via Foucault that it is the emptiness of the state (and of
TEDx’s governance) that determines its rapaciousness over the body, its ener-
gies, and transactions, whether these be classified as resistant or obedient. It is
this traffic that fuels institutional power, and by doing so gives the state etc. its
performative “clothing”, otherwise known as its form. So, when de Robertis
puts on her gro-pro camera, fixes her gaze ahead, and spreads her legs to say
there’s no crime, it is an inventive solicitation of the heartlessness of the state,
and by extension of the cultural institution (also TEDx), which cannot bear its
own abysmal image projected back to it. To look back upon itself through the
“eyes” of de Robertis would produce the effect of a dereliction upon its own
powers, it would be an admission on the part of the institution of its potential
formlessness, an admission of the fact that it contains nothing.

De Robertis is punished for acting as though she were a being in her own
right who presumes to “exist apart from the male gaze” (Fraisse 1994, p. 90).

2 De Robertis kindly shared with me details of her work and events surrounding her
performances in an informal interview.
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Here, I argue that she is stepping outside of her assigned sex by putting “her
uterus on strike” and becoming temporarily unavailable to the biopolitical
requirement that certain bodies be sequestered from the public domain, made
into privatised individuals to perform as reproductive resources or rehabilitated
from their sexual/reproductive failures. To “step out” of one’s sex then is no
longer properly about sex or gender as we have come to understand it via anal-
yses of binary sexual difference within institutional power dynamics but rather
it becomes an instance of a strange kind of property theft. But what exactly is
being stolen and from whom when one “steps out of their sex” (Fraisse 1994,
p. 91)?

Paul B. Preciado in Testo-Junkie
and Potentia Guadendi

When applied to de Robertis’s position on copyright, which is “Ma chatte,
mon copyright” (My pussy, my copyright), Paul B. Preciado’s concept of
the potentia guadendi (orgasmic power) enlivens an otherwise banal debate
around ownership and copyright over artworks (Preciado 2013, pp. 41–50).
Preciado’s writings on the potentia guadendi are nestled within a broader anal-
ysis of biopolitics in the context of “a new world economy” that he names
the “pharmacopornographic regime” for its ability to capture and design
subjectivity according to the production, distribution, and absorption of phar-
maceuticals ordered according to the libidinal dynamics of pornography.
He states; “Potentia gaudendi, as the fundamental energetics of pharmaco-
pornographism, does not allow itself to be reified or transformed into private
property. I can neither possess nor retain another’s potentia gaudendi, but
neither can one possess nor retain what seems to be one’s own” (Preciado
2013, p. 43)

We see traces of Foucault’s notion of the diffuse or empty form of the state
applied in an analysis of capitalist economy by Paul B. Preciado in Testo-Junkie.
Here, the economy is defined by the traffic (real, virtual, technological, phar-
maceutical) that takes place between bodies and markets. It is this traffic that
gives economy its shape or form. Together, these descriptions of the forma-
tions of state and economy also shed light on how the use of nudity by artists
reproduces them as biopolitical subjects to be mined (trafficked) for a type of
human resource that is difficult to identify or name.

Preciado explains that “pharmacopornographic capitalism” is interested in
extracting a kind of virtual property from the body. It wants to operationalize
what lies coiled within/beneath/through the body as its potential, that is, its
capacity for action, its potential for labour power and potential for creativity—
or what the ancient Greeks called dynamis. Preciado names this capacity
potentia gaudendi (orgasmic force), after the legal philosopher Spinoza. As
a force it is “the equivalent to the force of work in the domain of classical
economics”, it is “the (real or virtual) strength of a body’s (total) excitation”
(Preciado 2013, p. 41). As such, the potentia guadendi is not oriented toward
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or located within any given organ (the hands, head, penis, or vulva) but is
“a force of transformation for the world in pleasure – in pleasure with”, says
Preciado (Preciado 2013, p. 42).

When applied to de Robertis’s nude performance works, the concept of
the potentia guadendi opens a reading of the events and of the body in
performance that takes in the entire complex relay set up between the nudes
displayed in the museum, the interplay between their so-called organicity or
synthetic nature, and their operation and management as arousing political
bio-fictions. The potentia gaudendi is de Robertis’s subject matter. Despite
the commentary around her display of the vulva, the performances mobilise
“a total excitation of the body”—certainly, also her vulva, but not without
her head, her eyes, skin, and entire body in relation to others who applaud,
laugh, delight, gasp, fight, resist, pull, and drag at her. This “being in pleasure
with” Courbet’s nude and others is an act of disobedience not because of its
exhibitionism, or because of the so-called realness of her vulva, but because it
competes with and stymies the institution’s illusory quarantining of the vulva,
and of the potentia gaudendi of de Robertis’s nudity, which performs a state
of being “in pleasure with” the nudity of fine art’s models and all others in
the room, despite their feelings of offence, anger, pleasure, or sexual arousal.

While Courbet’s painting is a property of the museum (not of Courbet
or de Robertis) it is permissible to circulate its reproduction under creative
commons licensing from the perspective of French consumer rights law and
creative commons licensing (see the case of French teacher Frederic Durand-
Baissas’ successful court case against Facebook’s censorship of the image, and
the closing of his account). We are to presume however, in light of de Rober-
tis’s encounters with censorship, that the image is not be used in such a way as
to interfere with its optics and sexual economy i.e., the museum’s quarantining
of nudity to the frame; the painting’s potentia guadendi cannot be interfered
with. The museum in this case issues a silent imperative; one may circulate a
reproduction of Courbet’s nude but only in a manner that does not publicly
assume custodianship of its nudity. By inferring that Courbet’s model enjoys
a relation to her own bodily property as a nude artist, de Robertis behaves as
though she has free use of the painting but more significantly, she institutes
a free use of her own body as it performs its artistic labour alongside these
historical nudes. She does not possess the potentia guadendi of L’Origine or
of Olympia etc. but is able to temporarily hold her own potentia guadendi in
trust via performance, which is felt to be a kind of property theft.

“I Will Not Leave”: De Robertis’s Performance
of Olympia Staged as Right of Reply to the D’Orsay

In 2015, the museum d’Orsay launched a public campaign to appeal to
a wider audience, producing promotional posters incorporating humorous
slogans referencing aspects of globalised popular culture, such as superheroes,
sports, animation, and Hollywood film, among other things. The posters were
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to ignite interest in the museum’s already established collections. One of
the nine posters featured a reproduction of Auguste-Pierre Renoir’s reclining
nude along with the slogan, “bring your children to see naked people”. The
promotion couples the idea of nudity and children by way of appealing to the
patronage of edgy parents and in so doing displays a cavalier and enterprising
attitude toward nudity, which was not the reception extended to de Robertis
and her nude artwork a year earlier. De Robertis was struck by the museum’s
hypocrisy.

The campaign spurred de Robertis on; she staged another performance
intervention in 2016. In a similar manner to Mirror of Origin she entered
the museum, this time with a go-pro camera mounted to her head, disrobed
and posed nude before Edouard Manet’s painting Olympia (1863), which was
being exhibited as part of d’Orsay’s block-buster show, Splendour and Misery:
Pictures of Prostitution 1850–1910. Here, the museum trades on the titillating
aspect of historical representations of prostitution, enterprising upon the insti-
tutionally sanctioned optics of female nudity but stops short at de Robertis’s
interpellation of the nude body as reappropriation of the gaze. In a response
to the press de Robertis states:

Straightforwardly put, in 2016, Olympia owns her own copyright. With regards
to intellectual property, it is currently forbidden to take photographs or film
inside the museum. Nevertheless, for the model to be able to keep a trace of
her own point of view, those images are crucial. I therefore ask you to let this
take place. (de Robertis 2016)

The remediated video of de Robertis’s Olympia which runs for nine minutes
can be found online (de Robertis 2016). It begins with a shot of d’Orsay’s
promotional poster on nudity and then cuts to a quote by feminist histo-
rian and philosopher Geneviève Fraisse,3 with whom de Robertis has been
working in recent years to articulate a feminist theory of the body as the
gaze. We see edited footage from de Robertis’s perspective, as well as mobile
phone footage taken by collaborators situated inside the exhibition space.
The Olympia performance resembles more closely a political action including
enacting principles of civil disobedience such as occupying a public space with
the body and issuing a demand for change. Here, de Robertis asks to speak
to the museum’s director, while security staff tussle with her, demand she
“turn off” her camera and attempt to cover her with a blanket while she
exclaims, “there is no danger”. She reads out a right of reply presumably for
the recording but also the spectators, collaborators, and museum staff, which
outlines the artistic aims of de Robertis’s nudity in institutional settings, as well

3 Fraisse’s arguments on the status of women artists within the French context and on
the attitudes to nudity and deregulation have also been influential in my thinking. See her
essay, THE DEREGULATION OF REPRESENTATIONS (traduction Carmela Uranga)
published in French in: Le genre à l’oeuvre, Melody Jan-Ré (dir.) Paris, L’Harmattan, 3
volumes, 2012.
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as identifying the hypocrisy of the museum’s censorship of her previous work
in front of Courbet’s L’Origine. She asserts, “I will not leave until the director
arrives” and “let the audience decide, we live in a democracy”. The audience
applaud and encourage de Robertis to continue reading. Finally, the police
arrive and demand that she “stop everything”. De Robertis is then ushered
away at this point and her collaborator continues to read the right of reply in
her place. This raises the complex question of where does the artwork end and
civil disobedience begin? Who decides? While civil disobedience is not crimi-
nalized in and of itself in democratic societies, protesters and artists are often
charged with a host of other offences from trespass, damage to private prop-
erty and obscenity, to name a few. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy
gives the following distinction between civil disobedience and crimes,

In democratic societies, civil disobedience as such is not a crime. If a disobedient
is punished by the law, it is not for civil disobedience, but for the recognised
offences she commits, such as blocking a road or disturbing the peace, or tres-
passing, or damaging property, etc. Therefore, if judges are persuaded, as they
sometimes are, either not to punish a disobedient or to punish her differently
from other people who breach the same laws, it must be on the basis of some
feature or features of her action which distinguish it from the acts of ordinary
offenders. (Brownlee)

It is unclear why the author genders the disobedient using she pronoun in this
definition. It may just be a scholarly convention of the field. Nevertheless, it
prompts some reflection on what might be the certain “feature or features of
her action which distinguish it from the acts of ordinary offenders”. It appears
this quality is not at all able to be articulated, only that the disobedient—
“she”—is at the mercy of the judge’s interpretation of the “certain features”
of her actions.

While de Robertis has not intended her performances to be acts of civil
disobedience—she refers to herself as an artist, not an activist—she has
nonetheless been summoned so that these “certain features” of her action
might be judged. De Robertis intuits her vulnerability to a criminal finding
on these occasions when she says to the d’Orsay administration, “By filing
a complaint of indecent exposure, it is you that have invented a transgres-
sion that never existed”. Ultimately, de Robertis’s ongoing gestures of refusal
expose the d’Orsay, the Louvre, police, the courts, etc. as they attempt to
synthesise, scan, and then expropriate from the body its raw potential for the
creative act (potentia guadendi) as a crime, and assume for themselves as a
kind of property her capacity/incapacity for performing the obligo (Obey!).
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Conclusion

The chapter has discussed the ways in which de Robertis’s feminist perfor-
mances align with the philosophical and historical critiques of state offered by
Federici, while also showing how the queer transfeminist philosophy of Paul
B. Preciado and Sam Bourcier may enliven an alternative reading of de Rober-
tis’s nudity as potentia guadendi, and as a challenge to the re-privatization of
sexuality under neoliberalism.

The events discussed have attempted to show how institutions can and
often do become sites of accretion where processes of selection and exclusion,
surveillance, and policymaking accumulate over time, displaying a securitarian
impulse that is deeply embedded in broader routines of political governance.
Artists such as de Robertis have the capacity to reveal institutional power and
privilege to unmask zones of bodily extraction, which are otherwise natu-
ralised as friendly and consensual; the institution highlights instead its role
in securing the longevity and value of discrete artworks, and advances certain
alibis concerned with protecting its visitors from harm.

In de Robertis’s case, we can see how copyright claims over the use of
nudity in the museum context are demystified by her uninvited interactions
with L’Origine du Monde (1866), Olympia (1863), and La Jaconde (c.1517)
etc., but also of significance to this analysis has been the fact of police inter-
vention, along with the law and psychiatric institution who were all called
upon to discipline, advise, and coerce obedience from her. The extraction
and quarantining of obedience and of her potentia gaudendi being precisely
what is at stake in their disciplining and manhandling of her body. As such,
I have attempted to show that the moment of performance is expanded
in these cases to include not only the gestures of the artist engaging the
cultural and sexual politics of the canvas and curatorial limits of the contem-
porary museum, but a dramatics of power spanning multiple institutional and
disciplinary environments.
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CHAPTER 16

Deviants, Queers, or Scissoring Sisters ofMen?:
Translating and LocatingQueer and Trans

Feminisms in the Contemporary Arabic-Speaking
World

Joel W. Abdelmoez

Queer pride is a speech act.

Dina Georgis (2013, p. 240)

Introduction

In the last two decades, there have been two overarching themes related to
queer and trans feminist movements in the Arab world1 which this chapter
will explore. First is the increased visibility and proliferation of movements,
as seen in the founding of many organizations and groups such as IraQueer
in 2015, Palestinian Queers for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (PQBDS)
in 2010, the Palestinian feminist-queer group Aswat founded in 2002, and
Meem, a Lebanese group for queer women and non-binary people founded

1 In this chapter, I use the term “Arab world,” as opposed to, for example, “Middle
East.” This is to avoid eurocentrism and the orientalist history of the term, although
that is not to say that “Arab world” is without issues, not least because the countries
and contexts which this chapter covers also include people who do not identify as
“Arab.” That said, emphasis is placed on queer terminology in Arabic and translations
into Arabic, that is why the terms “Arab world” and “Arabic-speaking” are used,
except in quotes and titles where “Middle East” is used.
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in 2007. The second theme, which ties into the increased visibility of queer
organizing, is the contention around the place and authenticity of LGBTQ+
identification in the Arab world. In academic circles, this debate was ignited
mainly by Joseph Massad in his book Desiring Arabs (2007), but the question
of whether homosexuality and other LGBTQ+ identities “belong” in the Arab
world or are Western imports is, of course, much older and is not limited to
academia. Perhaps the most well-known iteration of such a stance came in
2007, when Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad addressed Columbia
University in New York City and stated in response to a question that “[in]
Iran we don’t have homosexuals like in your country.”2

This chapter aims to take a broad approach to performance, focusing mainly
on the performance of political organizing and the performativity and politics
of translation in relation to queer and trans feminist organization. I explore
and outline the activity of a few specific organizations and activists, looking
at their work through a lens that combines performance studies, cultural
studies, and anthropology. This follows Judith Butler’s performative theory
of assembly and Tiina Rosenberg’s work on feminist activist performance,
both of which treat the notion of performance broadly (Butler 2015; Rosen-
berg 2016), as well as theories on translation as performance (cf. Bermann
2014). The chapter will outline recent trends and debates, such as the issue
of language, terminology, and translation, as well as engagements with and
against European and American movements. Particular attention is given to
the interventions of Jasbir Puar and Joseph Massad on homonationalism
and “the Gay International,” and how queer and trans feminist activists and
organizations have engaged with these interventions.

However, the proliferation of queer movements and organizations is gener-
ally centered on cisgender gays and lesbians, and there is a marked lack of
visibility of trans* feminisms in the region, which makes it challenging to
outline trends and highlight organizations or activists concerning that. There
is some work, which I discuss below, but it is also essential to keep in mind
that there is much more to do in this area, and I want to emphasize that I do
not treat queer theory and queer feminisms as necessarily encompassing trans
theory and feminisms. In many cases, the struggles met by trans* people are
not the same as those of lesbians and gays or of queer activists, and thus, the
performances of political activism for trans rights will often look different from
lesbian/gay/queer feminist performances.

2 ABC News/AFP, “No gays in Iran: Ahmadinejad” https://www.abc.net.au/news/
2007-09-25/no-gays-in-iran-ahmadinejad/679604. Accessed 7 May 2020.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2007-09-25/no-gays-in-iran-ahmadinejad/679604
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Cases and Incidents

In May 2001, 52 men were arrested in Cairo after a police raid against the
Queen Boat nightclub. The men were accused of “debauchery,” “obscene
behavior,” and “contempt of religion,” and the arrests and following trials
were highly mediatized (Pratt 2007; Human Rights Watch 2004). Particularly
noteworthy are reports that the men were beaten and forced to undergo anal
examinations, in addition to having their names and addresses published in
newspapers. The case has also become the focus of many debates regarding
the place, politics, and discourse of sexuality in the Arab world, particularly
centering on terminology and translatability as well as the politics of interven-
tion from international LGBTQ+ organizations. These debates have played
out within academia as much as in activist circles, and thus impacted academic
discourse as well as the work of organizations, both international and local,
trying to promote LGBTQ+ rights in the region.

Since 2001, several other incidents have given these debates new life, such
as in 2008 when 46 people were arrested in Morocco for participating in a Sufi
festival where there were allegedly held wedding ceremonies between same-sex
couples (Habib 2016). In 2014, the Egyptian film-maker and controversial
TV host Mona Iraqi coordinated with police to raid a bathhouse in Cairo
and arrest 26 men and broadcast the raid on national television. Another
example from 2014 is the arrest of a 25-year-old trans woman who in a
report in Youm7 , a newspaper traditionally aligned with the Egyptian mili-
tary, was referred to as “the most dangerous shemale in Egypt.” The woman
was accused of offering sexual services through her YouTube account, specif-
ically offering “sadistic sex,” but it is clear that the arrest was part of a larger
crackdown on Egypt’s queer communities. In 2017, at least seven people were
arrested for waving a rainbow flag at a concert of the Lebanese indie-rock band
Mashrou’ Leila, whose lead singer Hamed Sinno is gay.

These incidents, and more, have reignited discussions about LGBTQ+
rights and queer visibility in the region, and I argue that looking at them
through a performative perspective highlights exactly what is so controversial
about them. On the one hand, those following a Massadian argument that
queer activists in the region are discursively creating the subjects they claim to
defend, and thus also create “straightness,” will point to high-visibility cases,
like the flag-waving concertgoers, as examples of performances to establish or
rally around a Western-aligned identity of gayness. On the other hand, exam-
ples such as the broadcasting of police raids against bathhouses, or the arrest
and media campaigns against a transgender YouTuber, also show how author-
ities make performances out of the policing of queer communities as a way to
show themselves as defenders of public morality. In almost all of these cases,
it is precisely the visibility and indeed performativity that is at the heart of the
controversy.

In this chapter, I refer to a number of organizations active in the region.
However, this is not by any means an exhaustive list, but merely acts as
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cases and examples of activism, debates, and performances of queer and trans
movements in the Arab world. What follows here is a brief introduction and
contextualization of the organizations mentioned throughout the chapter.

Aswat—Palestinian Feminist Center for Gender and Sexual Freedoms—is
a Palestinian organization that refers to itself as a “feminist-queer movement
for sexual and gender freedoms in Palestinian society.” It began in 2002 as
an email list for LGBTQIA+ Arab women living in Israel and soon turned
into real-life meetings. While the email list was initiated by only two women,
there were seven from the first meeting who went on to formally found Aswat
in 2003, and later register as a community-based organization in 2018. They
state that their mission is to “enhance the visibility of and empower Pales-
tinian LGBTQIA+ women and trans people; advocate for sexual freedoms
and gender justice; promote a discourse of intersectionality that unites our
struggles for justice and freedom.”3

Al-Qaws, which means “The Bow” but is likely a subtle reference to
“Rainbow,” was founded in 2001 as a subgroup within the Israeli organi-
zation Jerusalem Open House. However, they officially separated in 2007, as
Al-Qaws saw an erasure of Palestinian and Arab queer politics and issues, and
was seeking to distance themselves from Israeli LGBTQ+ politics. The current
full name of the organization is Al-Qaws for Sexual and Gender Diversity in
Palestinian Society.

Helem is an NGO that has been working on improving the legal and social
status of LGBTQ+ individuals in Lebanon since 2004. The name literally
means “dream” but also works as an acronym for “Lebanese Protection for
LGBTs” in Arabic. Executive director of Helem describes the group as the
“institutional evolution of the underground association known as ‘Club Free,’
a collective of young queer activists united by the internet and their desire for
equality with the aim of protecting and improving the lives of at-risk LGBTQ+
individuals” (Zeidan 2019). Their main activity revolves around providing
legal services and devoting resources to securing the release of people charged
with engaging “sexual acts against the order of nature” (Zeidan 2019). They
also conduct advocacy and awareness work, as well as delivering health services
and community building.

IraQueer is an organization founded in 2015 by the human rights activist
Amir Ashour. It works for the recognition, protection, and equal rights of
LGBTQ+ individuals in Iraq. The organization is described on its own website
as an “intersectional human rights organization that recognizes the complexity
of human identities.”4 This means that they also work with Kurdish commu-
nities and provide information, resources, and conduct advocacy work in
Kurdish besides Arabic and English. They also work internationally, such as

3 The website of Aswat can be accessed here: https://www.aswatgroup.org/aswat.
Accessed 21 June 2020.

4 The website of IraQueer can be accessed here: https://www.iraqueer.org/about.html.
Accessed 22 June 2020.

https://www.aswatgroup.org/aswat
https://www.iraqueer.org/about.html
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providing support for asylum seekers outside of Iraq and engaging with inter-
national organizations. For example, in 2019, IraQueer presented a report on
discrimination and violence based on sexual orientation and gender identity in
Iraq to the United Nations Human Rights Council.5

Meem is a Lebanese support group for LGBTQ+ women, which formally
existed between 2007 and 2014, and after 2014 as an “‘informal’ queer activist
community/network in Beirut” (Hamdan 2015, p. 67). The group is known,
among other things, for the publication of Bareed Mista3jil : True Stories, a
collection of stories by queer women in Lebanon. Meem started as an offshoot
of Helem, first under the name Helem Girls in 2006 and then as Meem from
2007. The justification of the offshoot was to give visibility to queer women,
and just like Aswat the initiative began as an email list between a few women.

Palestinian Queers for Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (abbreviated
PQBDS) is as the name suggests a Palestinian queer rights organization whose
works are strongly related to opposing the state of Israel and its occupation of
Palestine. BDS is a movement that started in 2005 in order to promote the
boycott of Israel and pressure the international community in condemning
Israel. PQBDS was founded in 2010, and their work revolves to a large extent
around exposing and opposing Israeli pinkwashing, which is the usage of an
LGBTQ+ rights discourse in order to justify Israeli occupation of Palestinian
territory. As such, they are also affiliated with the website Pinkwatching Israel,
also launched in 2010.

The (In)visibility of Trans* Feminisms

In most of the work on LGBTQ+ organizing in the Arab world, from both
academics and activists, trans* experiences are often overlooked. While orga-
nizations such as PQBDS and Helem welcome trans* and non-binary people,
the groups’ activities are more often centered around other issues. This is a
problem, as it risks blurring the different struggles and challenges faced by
people who are marginalized based on their gender identity and/or expres-
sion rather than their sexual orientation or sexual behavior. We must consider
that just as how activism dominated by a discourse emanating from Western
academia and advocacy groups risks burying alternative forms of sexual and
gender identification, so may activism that is dominated by (for instance) gay
men and the agendas relevant to them risk universalizing their experience at
the expense of others. At the same time, there may be power found in forming
broad alliances and combining forces in fighting common enemies. The crux
is to do this in a way that is intersectional and inclusive, and incorporates
the perspectives of those at the very margins even within the movement. For
example, from a transfeminist standpoint, the issue of pinkwashing (which I
discuss below) becomes even more visible, as the Israeli tactic of mobilizing a

5 The address, and other activities of IraQueer, can be found here: https://www.ira
queer.org/meetings-and-statements.html. Accessed 22 June 2020

https://www.iraqueer.org/meetings-and-statements.html
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gay rights discourse to justify occupation entirely excludes the fact that trans*
people enjoy little recognition in Israel. As such, any organization that suppos-
edly represents the entire spectrum of LGBTQ+ identifications must then
oppose pinkwashing if they are to be credible (cf. Eisner 2012).

Although little has been written about trans feminisms and trans* experi-
ences in the Arab world, this is now changing, to some extent in academia
(cf. Saleh 2020), but mostly thanks to the work of online journals like Kohl:
a Journal for Body and Gender Research, based in Beirut, and the Jordanian
based e-zine my.Kali that publish short stories and auto-ethnographies of navi-
gating life as a trans person in Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt, etc. (cf. Al-Gharib
2020; Hamdan 2015). Furthermore, it should be noted that Meem from its
very inception in 2007 has been very clear that they are a group specifically for
“non-heterosexual women and transgendered persons (in all their sexual diver-
sities)” (Nadine n.d.). They have also organized events and closed support
groups that are exclusive to the trans* community in Lebanon. As such, while
trans activism is not non-existent in the Arab world, it is far less visible than
LGB and queer activism.

The Issue of Performance

When speaking about queer and feminist politics in the Arab world, the ques-
tion of terminology may seem minor, but in fact, it speaks to much larger
issues regarding the discourse of sexuality and the struggle between different
perspectives on the intervention of Euro-American interest groups in such
politics. On the one hand, this relates to speech act theory and performative
utterances (Austin 1962), which refer to how certain utterances, particularly
relating to identity and identification, do not describe a stable and objec-
tive reality or interior reality. It is important here to distinguish between
performance and performativity, although Rosenberg rightly points out that
one depends on the other: “performance is the site in which performativity
materializes” (2019, pp. 1f; Butler 1993, pp. 223–242).

Kulick differentiates performance and performativity by stating that “per-
formance is something a subject does. Performativity, on the other hand, is
the process through which the subject emerges” (2003, p. 140). Performa-
tive utterances, as such, are a form of speech that produces that of which it
speaks, such as in naming sexual desires in a way that produces a subject that
experiences such desire. This is relevant in regard to whether naming the men
arrested for debauchery as gay is an accurate and objective descriptor or if it
imposes a western discourse of sexuality. The other aspect of these debates is
whether or not the intervention done by international organizations, mainly
based in the United States and/or Europe, is to the benefit of those LGBTQ+
communities that they claim to represent.

As previously mentioned, I approach “performance” and performativity
from an anthropological point of view, putting it into conversation with perfor-
mance studies and cultural studies. As such, I take inspiration from Don
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Kulick (2003) as well as Victor Turner (1986), Judith Butler (1988), and
Diana Taylor (2016). I also draw from Charles Tilly (2006) on what he calls
“repertoires of contention,” referring to how specific, individual contentious
performances, such as nude protests or sextremism, compound into repertoires
that share in characteristic political relations. What this means for this chapter,
and how to understand my approach, is that I focus on the effect of perfor-
mances, i.e., what they do rather than what they represent—performances as
things done for real rather than done for show (cf. Rosenberg 2018)—as well
as the political potential of certain repertoires of contention. Taylor writes
that “performance moves between as if and the is, between pretend and new
constructions of the ‘real’” (emphasis in original), which highlights the ambi-
guity of the term and its capacity to contain both a theatrical meaning and a
more real-political one—not quite in the sense of realpolitik, but more in terms
of the reality of conducting politics and performing a protest, for example, as
a way to enact real change (2016, p. 6).

Furthermore, my focus on translation as performance also retains the
emphasis on the effects of performances, as I ask how the translation of sexual-
ities and sexual identifications may open up or foreclose upon a certain type of
politics. Here we depart somewhat from the more traditional understanding
of performance, particularly relating to its ephemerality, or only existing in
a certain point in time. A translation is, of course, made in a certain point
in time, but its life most often far extends the moment of performance. For
example, when an activist decides to use a certain Arabic term relating to their
queer identification, this is likely to be a continuous and repeating perfor-
mance. When an organization decides to name themselves or their members
something, such as Palestinian Queers for BDS, this name will likely follow
with them for a long time, and to a certain extent informs how other people
relate to the organization and what kind of political work they conduct under
that name. In this regard, Tilly becomes relevant once more, as he argues for
the treatment of claims as performances. Claims, in Tilly’s view, are made in
relation to other people’s interests and always “involve at least one subject
reaching visibly toward at least one object” (Tilly 2006, p. 6). However, when
it comes to the terminology explored in this chapter, the claims relate to how
to identify oneself and others in terms of sexuality and sexual behavior. These
claims, I argue, are performances that are also performative in that they inform
the kind of politics and the kind of political alliances that can be built.

The Politics and Performativity of Translation

Debates around terminology and translation are recurring among queer and
feminist activists in the region, and it is a primary concern faced by activists
as they are forced to decide on a set of terms around which to organize. An
example comes from the publication Bareed Mista3jil , which as previously
mentioned was released by the organization Meem. This collection was first
written in English, and the contributors point out the difficulty in writing
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about sex, sexuality, and identity in Arabic. This can be taken partly as a sign
of the hegemony of Anglophone discourse on sexuality, wherein terms like
“gay” and “queer” are more accessible than Arabic alternatives, even for native
speakers.

Amer further points out that “the new terminology that Arab gay rights
groups urge everyone to adopt is modeled on the Western LGBTQIA vocab-
ulary that functions as the hegemonic cultural idiom throughout the Middle
East” (2012, p. 382).

Nevertheless, there are other terms with a varying degree of popularity. For
example, Amer mentions the uproar caused by an Arabic translation of “Gay
Travels in the Muslim World,” which translated “gay” as “shādh,” a word
meaning deviant or pervert. Understandably, many people find this word to
be derogatory, and it was also the word used in the court statement against the
men arrested on the Queen Boat. However, there are some who treat the word
similar to how “queer” is used in English, for example translating “queer femi-
nism” to “nasawiyya shādhiyya,” or “deviant feminism” (cf. Kaedbey 2014).
Just as words like queer, faggot, and dyke, historically, have been used as pejo-
ratives, and later reclaimed by activists and groups like Queer Nation, so there
are those who argue that the same can be done with shādh (cf. Gagné 2016).
In terms of LGBTQ+ organizations in the Arab world, however, these are in
the minority. Similarly, some have chosen to just use the word “queer” and
transliterate it into Arabic.

Amer lists a number of terms which women who have sex with women
have been called and called themselves in Arabic. This includes shādha, the
feminine form of shādh, and lūtiyya, the feminine form of lūti, which refers
to the character lūt (Lot) from the Quranic story of Sodom and Gomorra,
and as such comparable to the English “sodomite.” Another term, which is
also mentioned in Bareed Mista3jil as a pejorative, is sūhaqiyya, meaning a
woman who grinds, which refers to the sexual act of tribadism or “scissoring.”
However, Habib, author of Female Homosexuality in the Middle East, points
out in an interview from 2011 that the root-word sūhaq can mean not only
“to grind” but also “annihilation,” as if being with another woman would be
self-destructive.6

For men who have sex with men, besides the terms already mentioned,
there are also the terms mukhannath, meaning an effeminate man, biyinik in
Lebanese Arabic, meaning a person who gets fucked, i.e., the passive partner of
a sexual act, and khawal , which today is used to mean an effeminate man (an
article in the queer e-zine my.Kali translates it to “fag”), but refers to the tradi-
tion of male crossdressing dancers that “was considered to be a respectable
substitute for female dancers in the nineteenth century” (Amer 2012, p. 383).

Not all terms are pejoratives, however, and in Lebanese Arabic, some use
the term “Ikht el rijel” to refer to lesbian women. This means “sister of men”

6 Interview found here: http://www.feministyaklasimlar.org/en/issue-15-october-
2011/reflections-on-queerness-in-the-arab-world/. Accessed 16 April 2020.

http://www.feministyaklasimlar.org/en/issue-15-october-2011/reflections-on-queerness-in-the-arab-world/
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and may be used as a compliment (cf. Amer 2012), which in itself may be
unpacked, but falls outside the scope of this chapter. Another term that has
gained traction in recent years is junūsiyya mithliyya, which combines the
words for “gender” (al-jins) with a word for “same” (mithliyya). Notably,
mithliyya is the word used by Meem, and indeed, Meem itself refers to the
first letter in each word of the full name: majmū‘at mu´āzara li-l-mar´ a
al-mithliyya, meaning “Support Group for Homosexual Women” (Georgis
2013). The term junūsiyya mithliyya is generally viewed as a neutral or even
positive term:

Based on this alleged positive term, a gay man is dubbed a “mithl̄ı” (a masculine
“same”); a lesbian is a “mithliyya” (a feminine “same”); “queer” becomes “ahrar
al-jins” (literally, “free of gender”); LGBTQIA becomes M.M.M.M. (mithliyya,
mithl̄ı, mozdawij , moghayyir). (Amer 2012, p. 385)

The last two words in the acronym here mean “bisexual” (mozdawij ) and
“transgender” (moghayyir). The problem with junūsiyya mithliyya is that it is
a direct parallel to the English, Graeco-Latin hybrid “homosexuality” and is
therefore disliked by some for playing to the Massadian critique of LGBTQ+
identifications being Western imports. It should also be noted, however, that
it is not a completely new word to Arabic, as it has existed at least since the
work of Freud was translated in the 1950s (Amer 2012).

Beyond the explicit politics of translation, there is also the question of trans-
lation as performance. Bermann (2014, p. 285) discusses, with reference to
Grossman (2010), how translation can be seen as “a kind of interpretive perfor-
mance,” similar to how an actor interprets a script and performs it. The person
doing—or performing—the translation must make an interpretation of the
source text and decide what term most accurately relays the same information.
When translating terms that are used to describe sexuality, sexual acts, and
identification, however, we should also think about the performative aspects
and consider what the act of naming does. For example, what are the conse-
quences of translating “gay” to “shādh” as opposed to “mithli” and what kind
of politics are opened or foreclosed upon as a result?

Does “mithli” have the potential to empower those who advocate for gay
rights in the region, or will it be seen simply as an extension of Western
cultural imperialism? How would queer organizing in the region look like
if it was centered on the identification “sūhaqiyya”? There is power to be
found in the terms used, which is why so many organizations struggle with
this topic. On the one hand, they often want to avoid using words with nega-
tive or derogatory connotations, while on the other hand also avoid relying
on English words. This perspective on translation’s power echoes the work of
Adrienne Rich, who “used translation […] to repeat, highlight, and transform
the American poetic tradition while creating an opening for new feminist and
lesbian constructions” (Bermann 2014, p. 293).
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The Search for Authentic Sexuality

One of the most well-known polemics on the issue of authentic sexuality is
Joseph Massad’s Desiring Arabs, which is based on an earlier article entitled
“Re-Orienting Desire: The Gay International and the Arab World” (Massad
2002). In this article, Massad argues that American and European gay rights
organizations have been seeking a universalization of “gay rights,” similar
to how women’s movements in North America had sought to universalize
women’s experience based on the issues faced by white, Anglo-Saxon, protes-
tant women in the United States. He further argues that these organizations
have been particularly targeting the Muslim world, driven by an Orientalist
view on Islam and gender politics within Muslim communities:

Like the major U.S.-based human rights groups (Human Rights Watch,
Amnesty International) and many white Western feminist organizations, the
Gay International has reserved a special place for the Muslim world in both its
discourse and its advocacy. This orientalist impulse, borrowed from predominant
representations of the Arab and Muslim worlds in the United States and Europe,
continues to guide all branches of the human rights community. (Massad 2002,
p. 362)

Massad (2007) further utilizes Foucault and Said to explore Orientalist and
Arab intellectuals’ representations of Arab sexuality and the ways in which
these acted to construct notions of civilization and culture. Sex, sexuality, and
sexual morality, Massad argues, have played an important, even formative, part
in discourses of progress, heritage, and authenticity. As a history of Arab liter-
ature on sexuality in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this is a work that
is both detailed and groundbreaking, and it is not here that the controversies
lie. What has provoked most controversy with this book is the same as with
Massad’s earlier article, namely the contention that the so-called “Gay Inter-
national” in fact are creating the subjects they claim to protect. As such, quite
ironically, the goal of gay rights organizations according to Massad is to stabi-
lize the polymorphous non-Western sexualities and re-mold them according
to their own Western epistemology by imposing a hetero-homo binary, and
forcing nonnormative sexualities into the category of “homosexuality.”

Some scholars and activists have refuted Massad, arguing that there are
more complex processes of translation and adoption of Euro-American termi-
nology in the Arabic context (cf. Gagné 2016; Li Lundqvist 2013; Georgis
2013). For example, historian Dror Ze’evi argues that, while at its base it is
“an erudite study of Arab literature about sexuality since the beginning of the
twentieth century,” Massad then imposes his argument about the “Gay Inter-
national” which appears irreconcilable with the original thesis (2008, p. 1481).
That is, Massad shows how Arab intellectuals have long dealt with issues of
same-sex attraction and sexuality, long before any possible influence of the
“Gay International.” Ze’evi continues: “If there ever was a moment when
East and West were two completely separate and uncontaminated spheres of
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sexuality, it disappeared the moment the first modern Arab author described
Abu Nuwas as a corrupt homosexual” (2008, p. 1481).

Now, one may argue that referring to Abu Nuwas as a homosexual would
nevertheless be an anachronism and a marker of European, colonial influ-
ence. The problem, however, is that considering that the discourse of sexuality
then already includes variations of same-sex attraction and practice, it should
come as no surprise that some people begin to identify with these, and there-
fore also themselves (re)produce subjectivities that cannot be clearly separated
from their own, non-Western context, yet still are tied to European imperial
influence. This point is also argued by Georgis who asks us to “make concep-
tual room for sexualities lived in between East and West, lived in process
and not yet fully conceived,” and Gagné who writes: “Sexualities travel,
often becoming insinuated into localized and historical fields of formation at
different periods” (2013, p. 248; 2016, p. 186).

Here, I turn to Kulick (2003), who argues that identification (which
must be understood as different from identity) is performative. Identifica-
tion according to Kulick “is concerned with the operations through which the
subject is constituted” (2003, p. 149). Identifications can be authorized and
legitimated, or not. With the engagement of Arab authors with various “alter-
native” sexualities, and with the meeting between these authors and Orientalist
writings on Arab sex and sexuality (and the subsequent introduction of a
discourse on homosexuality), these identifications become authorized, legit-
imated, and included in the sphere of possibilities/sexualities—although this
does not mean that same-sex acts and identifications are socially acceptable,
just conceptually and categorically graspable. As mentioned by Ze’evi, this
would already be the case, as evidenced by the writings of Abu Nuwas and
others, including medical texts on the desire, among certain men, to be anally
penetrated by other men (“ubnah” in Arabic). The only difference that would
come from a meeting with European writings on sexuality would then be an
understanding of “homosexuality” as such a category—but the desire must
already have been understood by the Arab writers, even if sometimes pathol-
ogized in the literature, such as in Abu Bakr Al-Razi’s descriptions of ubnah
and the medical texts by Ibn Sina and Al-Samu’al ibn Yahya. A similar point of
critique is raised by the feminist sociologist Frances S. Hasso, who states that
Massad does not acknowledge “the possibility of indigenous nonnormative
or ‘queer’ Arab sexual subjectivities and identities” (2011, p. 653). In other
words, where Massad sees queerness in the Arab world, he sees Westernization.

There is also another strand of critique against the universalization of
LGBTQ+ discourse and the intervention of Euro-American and global
LGBTQ+ organizations in the Arab world. This critique is mainly asso-
ciated with Jasbir Puar and, unlike the Massadian critique, it sees queer
Arab resistance as a possibility. Particularly, Puar targets the alliance between
white gay identity politics and militaristic, jingoistic ideologies (Puar 2007).
Recent examples of such alliances are, for example, Gays for Trump and
Twinks4Trump as well as LGBTQ+ groups supporting the French far-right
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politician Marine Le Pen and Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro. These utilize
LGBTQ+ rights as a front to advance far-right nationalist and anti-immigration
policies and justify military intervention, often embedded in a broader human
rights discourse. A related issue and another target of Puar’s critique is that
of pinkwashing, which refers to how Israel uses LGBTQ+ rights as a front, in
order to portray Israel as a liberal, gay-friendly haven, thus diverting attention
from its continued occupation and dispossession of Palestinians. Palestinian
Queers for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (PQBDS) puts this at the
center of its activities:

As Palestinian queers, our struggle is not only against social injustice and our
rights as a queer minority in Palestinian society, but rather, our main struggle
is one against Israel’s colonization, occupation and apartheid; a system that has
oppressed us for the past 63 years.7

Similarly, the website Pinkwatching Israel, which is affiliated with PQBDS,
writes:

Pinkwatching Israel – launched by queer Arab activists in 2010, operated as a
hub for information sharing on Israeli efforts to transform public perception of
Israel from an Apartheid settler state to a harmless, liberal, gay-friendly play-
ground by juxtaposing this false image with a portrayal of Palestinian and Arab
societies as backwards, repressive and intolerant.8

The importance to queer and LGBTQ+ feminist organization of opposing
pinkwashing is not limited to Palestinian groups, as other Arab queer orga-
nizations, such as the Lebanese group Helem, often make statements on this
topic. They take an explicitly intersectional and decolonial approach to their
activism, refusing to separate the struggle for LGBTQ+ rights in the Arab
world from the Palestinian cause. In a joint statement with the Palestinian
queer groups Al-Qaws, Aswat, and PQBDS, Helem writes: “Our struggle is
deeply intertwined with the struggle of all oppressed people, and we cannot
accept that we are being used as a tool to discredit the Palestinian cause.”9

Post-2011 Queer and Trans Feminist Activism

In 2011, the Arab world saw a wave of protests, which came to be called the
Arab Spring, that led to the toppling of several dictators who had been in
power for decades. In many places, these protests and revolutions were seen
as an opportunity for progress, for a more democratic society. However, such

7 Website accessed through web cache: https://web.archive.org/web/201503281608
45/http://www.pqbds.com/about/. Accessed 16 April 2020.

8 https://www.pinkwatchingisrael.com/about-us/. Accessed 16 April 2020.
9 https://kersplebedeb.com/posts/arab-queers-say-no-to-pinkwashing-at-the-ussf/.

Accessed 16 April 2020.

https://www.pinkwatchingisrael.com/about-us/
https://kersplebedeb.com/posts/arab-queers-say-no-to-pinkwashing-at-the-ussf/
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hopes have largely dissipated as the strides that were made got hijacked by
authoritarian forces or suppressed by a harsh military response. During such
tumultuous times, movements and activism centered on rights of gender and
sexual minorities are often relegated to the backseat and attempts to bring such
issues to the front are met with accusations of attempting to create division.
For example, El Feki (2013) notes how, while protestors in Egypt were calling
for “freedom, justice and dignity,” there was never any connection of these to
the realm of sexual rights, and one problem is precisely the association of such
issues with Europe. Therefore, attempts to bring gendered perspectives to the
protests were seen as a risk to the otherwise broad appeal they had.

El Feki (2013) recounts walking through the tent camp on Tahrir Square
in 2011, talking to people about sex and sexuality, and being warned for her
safety not to do that:

He shook his head. “This is not our manners, or our ethics. In Egypt, we
are Arabs, we are conservative, we are religious, we believe in the marriage
institution.” El Wakeal was aghast at the suggestion that the political liberation
he and his colleagues were fighting—and, in recent days, dying—for might one
day free Egyptians from all fetters, including sexual. “No one, no one will accept
that. This is not the freedom we are aiming for. The political revolution will
need a social revolution but not a sexual [one].” He shook his head again.
“No, no, no. Not in a hundred years”. (El Feki 2013, p. 95)

This quote exemplifies the attitude many people, even young progressives, in
Egypt held toward the idea that a political revolution has room for social and
sexual dimensions as well. Abouelnaga (2015) also notes how the Tunisian
and Egyptian uprisings of 2011—despite often being presented as a water-
shed moment for women’s liberation in the countries because of the wide
participation of women in the protests—did not list any gender-based rights
or sexual liberation on the agenda, and that this was a mistake. Similarly,
people like Aliaa Al-Mahdy, who used nude protesting as a way to claim
bodily autonomy and protest harassment and sexualization of women’s bodies,
have been accused of causing division and damaging the reputation of young,
progressive activists, and hurting their chances of forming broad alliances
which include Islamists and others who were opposing Mubarak. The activism
of Al-Mahdy is further explored in the next section.

Besides this internal opposition, feminist organizations were soon met by
renewed external resistance. First, through the surge of Islamist parties to
power, such as Ennahda in Tunisia and the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt,
which promised to uphold Islamic, traditional values. However, the more
severe resistance came with the re-introduction of military leaders to political
power. After the Islamist president Mohamed Morsi was ousted in 2013, the
head of the Supreme Constitutional Court, Adly Mansour, became interim
president until the election of Field Marshal Abdel Fattah el-Sisi in 2014.
Sisi was then quick to show that he could be just as effective in upholding
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conservative social values and morals as the Islamists, and repression of queer
communities in the country has increased. Several organizations in Egypt have
been forced to cease or reduce their activity as a result of this crackdown on
civil society. For example, the organization Nazra for Feminist Studies were
targeted and forced to shut down their office in what is known as the “foreign
funding case,” wherein they were accused of illegally receiving foreign funds
and had their assets frozen.10

The Power of Provocation

In October 2011, the Egyptian activist and performance artist Aliaa Al-Mahdy
posted a naked picture of herself on her blog and became known as the
“naked blogger of Cairo.”11 Later, in 2013, the Tunisian activist and FEMEN
member Amina Tyler (then known as Amina Sboui) posted a nude picture of
herself on Facebook. In an interview by the British-Iranian Marxist and ex-
Muslim Maryam Namazie, in which both Aliaa and Amina appear topless,
Aliaa explains that she posted the picture of herself to protest how women are
seen as lifeless bodies, lacking agency, and to be used and controlled by other
people.12 Posing nude was a way to take control and say that she can do what
she wants with her body.

This, of course, echoes arguments and tactics used by European and Amer-
ican feminist activists and could be considered part of the same repertoire
of contention, to use Tilly’s concept. However, because the context is not
the same, it is also likely that the effect is not the same and I would there-
fore question if nude protesting in Egypt or Tunisia is indeed the same as
nude protesting in Europe. This becomes clearer if we compare it to veiling
protests, such as the 2013 campaign against Islamophobia in Sweden in which
non-Muslims wore a hijab to show their support for Muslim women. Such a
protest would not be possible in Egypt, as many more people already do wear
a veil and it carries different meanings and connotations to those who do not
wear it.

Therefore, a protest that consisted of putting on a veil for a day would likely
have a limited reach. Even though it would be the exact same kind of perfor-
mance—veiling as protest—I would not place them in the same repertoire of
contention. Similarly, the effects as well as the consequences of undressing,
painting political messages on your body, and posting nudes on a blog are
not the same when done in Egypt as when done in Sweden, or France, or

10 The case can be read about here: https://euromedrights.org/publication/egypt-clo
sure-office-nazra-feminist-studies/. Accessed 22 May 2020.

11 The post can be found here: http://arebelsdiary.blogspot.com/2011/10/nude-art_
2515.html. Accessed 20 April 2020.

12 Interview can be seen here: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=
File%3AMaryam_Namazie_interviews_Aliaa_Elmahdy_and_Amina_Sboui_(Tyler)_VP8.
webm. Accessed 20 April 2020.

https://euromedrights.org/publication/egypt-closure-office-nazra-feminist-studies/
http://arebelsdiary.blogspot.com/2011/10/nude-art_2515.html
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php%3ftitle%3dFile%253AMaryam_Namazie_interviews_Aliaa_Elmahdy_and_Amina_Sboui_(Tyler)_VP8.webm
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the United Kingdom, and should perhaps not be considered the same type of
protest.

Rosenberg argues that FEMEN, who are well-known for their bare-breasted
protests, “lack a broader social analysis that shares political insight and an
ethos of solidarity” (2017, p. 118). FEMEN thus exemplify a neoliberal and
orientalist non-political form of feminist activism, for example through their
campaign of “topless jihad,” which alienates Muslim feminists and lacks a
critical perspective on power. As such, in their actions they often perpetuate
problematic tropes and stereotypes about Muslim women, which limits those
women’s agency and excludes their point of view rather than giving voice to
the women whose rights they claim to represent. However, these activities of
FEMEN, and the analysis of them, are mainly focused on Europe.

I would argue that while doing critical analysis and exposing power rela-
tions and inequalities should be at the heart of all feminist activism, rather
than making use of sensationalist and high-visibility one-off performances, we
cannot simply look at how nudity and nude protests function within European
FEMEN-style activism and assume that the same is true in the Arab world.
Nude protesting is not necessarily mutually exclusive with critical analysis, and
both Aliaa and Amina used the platform they gained through their protests to
speak of issues such as violence against women and harassment of women in
street protests. Nevertheless, the critique against them and their activism has
been harsh and coming from conservatives as well as liberals and leftists.

In the same interview with Maryam Namazie, Amina points out how their
nudity would not have been a problem if it was in the context of pornog-
raphy, but because it is done for empowerment rather than to be sexy or for
the enjoyment of heterosexual men then their nudity becomes a threat. Kraidy
(2016) also points out that the very same post by Aliaa also contained nude
images of a man, but these were entirely ignored in the responses and denun-
ciations of the post. Indeed, it does appear as if it is not the nudity in itself
that is the issue, but the way nudity is used.

A lot of the critique and backlash against Aliaa and Amina (and there
was a lot) argued that their protests were insensitive and even offensive to
local morals and values, particularly religious ideals of modesty, and that these
women had been corrupted by Western morality. However, the opposition
to Aliaa was so one-sided that even secular groups like the April 6 Youth
Movement denounced her, and more conservative groups called for the capital
punishment. She received death threats and eventually moved to Sweden,
where she continues to work as an artist and has at times staged nude protests
outside the Egyptian embassy in Stockholm.

Kraidy explores the horrified and disgusted reactions to Aliaa’s “Nude Art,”
as the blog post was titled, in relation to Kristeva’s concept of the abject:

[A] concept developed by the French feminist theorist Julia Kristeva to refer
to horrified reactions of disgust toward things that blur boundaries between
ourselves and others. Though the abject typically stems from bodily demise,
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decay, and discharge—corpses, excrement, and fluids—abjection is caused not
by lack of hygiene but by “what disturbs identity, system, order. What does not
respect borders, positions, rules”. (2016, p. 160)

Kraidy argues that it was precisely the violation of boundaries that caused
the fierce backlash and made even leftist commentators claim that Aliaa had
betrayed the revolution of 2011 by attempting to instigate a sexual revolu-
tion before the fulfillment of Egypt’s political revolution. She was also accused
of sabotaging ongoing struggles of the Egyptian left to appear as equally
capable as the Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamist groups in upholding a
moral standard acceptable to the majority of Egypt’s population of near 100
million people. As such, she was seen as damaging the political appeal of the
secularists.

The criticism against Aliaa and Amina as being Westernized echoes some
of the critiques against Arab queer groups who are accused of adopting a
Euro-American discourse of sexuality and Western sexual ideals that are, as
such, inauthentic in the Arab world. Aliaa and Amina are seen as following
the example of European feminists and activists. Indeed, as Rosenberg (2016)
points out, there is a long history of feminist activists employing nudity as a
part of protests. However, while Aliaa’s and Amina’s protests were perhaps
inspired by similar protests by groups like FEMEN, there is also a long history
of the female body being sexualized in the Arab world, not least in Egypt,
meaning that there is truth in Amina’s argument that it is not the nudity itself
that causes uproar, but rather the way it is used. Furthermore, the nude protest
of Aliaa and Amina can also be compared to the public removal of her veil by
Huda Shaarawi in the early 1920s, in the sense that it was an act of taking
control over her own dress and her own modesty as a protest. It was also a
similarly provocative performance and could therefore be placed in the same
repertoire. As such, one can argue that Aliaa was following in the footsteps of
one of the most famous twentieth-century Arab feminists, rather than simply
imitating European feminists of the twenty-first century.

Conclusion

Concluding a chapter on queer and trans feminisms and LGBTQ+ activism
in the Arab world is not easy, not least because of the difficulty of setting
boundaries of what to include and what to exclude; what falls within the scope
of queer feminism in the Arab world? Due to the very term “queer” resisting
definition, this will always be a problem, but it is doubly so in the Arab and
Islamic context. Because of the wide variety of approaches and responses to the
question of how to relate to Euro-American sexual discourse and terminology,
and the reservations against imposing foreign concepts and theories, it is also
difficult to ascertain the “appropriateness” of when and where to conclude.

Obviously, I do not claim to have covered even a small part of the many
activists, performers, groups, and movements that could be included in a
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chapter like this. However, what I have done is present overarching debates
and trends within queer and trans feminist movements in the Arabic-speaking
world, and how they have tackled issues such as the dominance of Western
discourse on nonnormative sexual and gender identifications. A big part of this
work begins with translating or determining terminology, and the different
approaches can have far-reaching ramifications for the politics that can be
formed around the terms. Not least must we consider the performative aspects
of the translation choices and pay attention to who is made invisible when
giving preference to certain translations, and therefore certain identifications,
over others. As scholars, we need to be attentive to the translative work done
by activists and organizations in the region and be respectful of the nuances
in differing terminology than what we perhaps are used to, as well as being
careful to look for subjects who might not want to be seen in the light you
see them.

Similarly, we need to be attentive to the effects of performative action and
activism, particularly how they may differ in different contexts. One might
be tempted to read several acts or performances in a similar way because the
acts themselves are similar, but it must always be considered in context and in
relation to their effects. Just as how wearing a hockey mask on an ice field is
different from wearing one in a bank office, there is also a difference between
waving a rainbow flag in the Greenwich Village and waving one at a concert
in Cairo.
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CHAPTER 17

(Trans-)Forming Gender Ideologies Through
Performance in Russia: Cyberfeminist Somatexts

of theMaailmanloppu Theatre

Tatiana Klepikova

As I put the finishing touches to this chapter in July 2020, Russia has turned
yet another corner in its politics of shaping the nation through the idea of ‘tra-
ditional values’.1 Following the nationwide referendum on July 1, the Russian
Constitution has been amended to affirm the “responsibility of the Russian
Federation and its regions to protect the family, motherhood, fatherhood and
childhood; to protect marriage as a union of a man and a woman”.2 Later
this same month, a bill has been presented to the Russian Parliament that
would discontinue as well as reverse the current practice of changing gender
markers in identity documents of transgender people after a gender reassign-
ment surgery, thereby rendering couples which include a trans partner de jure
same-sex and making them ineligible for adoption.

While the country’s political stage continues its conservative course of
promoting heteronormativity and parading ‘traditional’ masculinity and femi-
ninity, theatre stages—among other cultural platforms—have enriched the
discourse on gender, body and sexuality with more fluid perspectives. In
this chapter, I examine a trans- and queer-inspired cyberfeminist interven-
tion in the hegemonic narrative of a static, immutable, heterosexual and

1 For the concept of ‘traditional values’ in Russian political and legal discourses, see,
e.g., Wilkinson (2014), Muravyeva (2016), and Edenborg (2019).

2 See the amendment to Article 72 in Polnyi tekst 2020.
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cisgender Russian body by the post-anatomical theatre Maailmanloppu—
an independent theatre based in Saint Petersburg. Active since 2016, the
Maailmanloppu is a collaboration between the theatre director Aleksandra
Abakshina (also known as Pistoletova) and the playwright Alina Shkliarskaia.
Their productions, informed by synergetic alliances between cyberfeminism,
post-humanism and contemporary performance, present visual and textual
journeys of discovering the modalities of embodiment that put into question
normative linkages between the body, gender and sexuality.

This chapter focuses on two of Maailmanloppu’s shows which explore
normative limits imposed on the body—‘Zero Gravity: Documentary Read-
ings of t[Torsos]’ (Nevesomost’ – dokumental’nye chteniia t[Tel], 2016; further
referred to as ‘Zero Gravity’) and ‘Seven Predicates of Salome/OYAGG/Oh,
you’re a good girl’ (7 predikatov Salomei/OYAGG/O, ty khoroshaya devochka,
2018; further referred to as ‘Seven Predicates’). ‘Zero Gravity’ focuses on
the fluidity of experiences of masculinity and femininity by transgender and
gender-nonconforming bodies; ‘Seven Predicates’ continues this conversation
and expands beyond it in that it reflects on the limits of our perception of
the body and contests the notion of an allegedly fixed correlation between
individual body parts and the person’s gender and biological sex.

In both productions, human performers who either share life stories on
stage (‘Zero Gravity’) or act as ‘curators of an exhibition’ of drawings of body
parts that are projected as a PowerPoint (‘Seven Predicates’) are minimally
mobile or completely deprived of movement. Their actions are often limited
to reading their lines, whereas it is the text they pronounce that is placed in
the centre of Maailmanloppu’s productions. The text is visually present in the
room (the lines of performers are projected on a screen or the wall behind
them for the audience to see), and it comes to life through diverse tech-
niques of graphic editing, fragmentation, layering and movement that I will
be analysing in this chapter.

The audience is prompted to ‘read’ the text as the material body’s double,
as a text with a body of its own—a ‘somatext’. As a result, the story of trans
and queer bodies on stage cannot be understood without examining the layers
that characterise the digital body of the text in Maailmanloppu’s performances.
In displacing the material body from the spotlight and focusing on delivering
the message through the non-material, often digitally enhanced elements of
the performance, Maailmanloppu follows the traditions of cyberfeminism and
post-humanism. The former theorises inscriptions of the body—most often,
female—into digital and computer-facilitated settings and explores the ways
in which such inscriptions may undermine the existing material realities of
patriarchal capitalism. Meanwhile, the latter seeks to analyse the world through
theories and methods that go beyond human exceptionalism.

My focus lies in examining the ways of embodying trans and queer expe-
rience within the text of the show, understood broadly as a combination of
performers’ lines, visual presentation of the text, and the narrative and struc-
ture of the performance as a whole. In examining what could be called the
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logovisuality of Maailmanloppu’s performative aesthetic, I am interested in
finding out how the digital, fragmented, cyborg body of the literary text
emerges in the first place and how it amplifies the message coded in the
bodies of performers. How do trans and queer bodies translate into a digital
text? What techniques does Maailmanloppu employ to embody the fragmen-
tation and non-linearity of these bodies in their performances, to turn the text
into a cyborg? What stories does this text tell? My analysis is grounded in
the video and photo material of the two productions in question, my private
communication with Abakshina and Shkliarskaia, the media reports about
these productions and other Maailmanloppu’s works, as well as information
available on the theatre’s pages in social networks.

In following this line of inquiry, I argue that, while Maailmanloppu’s work
with the text resonates with or is inspired by the epistemologies of cyber-
feminism and post-humanism that emerged outside Russia, their performative
aesthetic that places the power and message of the story within the text can
be seen as a new take on the most fundamental tradition of Russian culture—
literature-centricity. The turn to the literary text as the primary platform for
political and social advocacy, which became particularly pronounced in Russia
in the nineteenth century and has endowed the literary text with the status of
moral high ground ever since, is well-known (think here, for example, of the
work by Fyodor Dostoyevsky or Leo Tolstoy). I argue that from this perspec-
tive, Maailmanloppu’s textual advocacy against the rigid view of gender and
sexuality does not run counter to the discourse of the nation, as it may seem
at first glance.

Instead, it inscribes trans and queer experience into the story of the nation
through one of its most potent cultural traditions and as a result, paradoxically
turns out to be more traditional than the mythical ‘traditional values’ that
are the invention of the twenty-first century. Therefore, in exploring Maail-
manloppu’s digital somatextual universe that defies one masculinity and one
femininity as the default regimes of seeing the body, I will be reading their
productions as artistic creations as well as performances of a (cyborg) literary
text doing the kind of political work that is as needed today as it was in
the nineteenth century or in the times when Donna Haraway wrote in her
‘A Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science, Technology, and Socialist Feminism in
the 1980s’, “[…] my cyborg myth is about transgressed boundaries, potent
fusions, and dangerous possibilities which progressive people might explore as
one part of needed political work” (2004, pp. 12–13).

I start by briefly examining the main cyberfeminist and post-humanist inspi-
rations of the Maailmanloppu theatre and outlining the Russian context of
their work. I then proceed to examining ‘Zero Gravity’ and exploring the
fluidity and fragmentation of the text on the linguistic and structural levels
as a performance of the trans and gender-nonconforming experience of the
characters of this production. I then turn to study ‘Seven Predicates’, which
predominantly relies on visual interventions in the normative expectations
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of the text, scenography, and performers by the audience to disrupt the
heteronormative cisgender matrix.

Preciado Meets Haraway in Saint Petersburg

Little did Donna Haraway suspect when she was writing her paradigmatic “A
Manifesto for Cyborgs” (1985) that it would not only inspire generations
of feminist scholars but would also serve as a theoretical foundation for the
productions of a theatre company in Saint Petersburg three decades after its
publication. In the “Manifesto”, Haraway advances an idea of a cyborg as
an argument for the legitimacy and emancipatory potential of female activity
in the technological field (which cyberfeminist artists and theoreticians like
VNS Matrix, Nancy Paterson, Sadie Plant and others will further develop in
the 1990s). She also sees it as an “imaginative resource” to revisit binary
oppositions that have driven philosophical thought up to date, to “advocate
for pleasure in the confusion of boundaries and […] responsibility in their
construction” (Haraway 2004, p. 8, original emphasis).

In her essay, Haraway calls the cyborgs “illegitimate offsprings” of state
socialism (as well as of militarism and patriarchal capitalism; p. 10). These
political regimes impose impossible limits on the body—limits that are so
excessively stringent that their inherent structure becomes their undoing by
revealing the unattainability of projections that these limits serve to achieve.
Cyborgs emerge as opposites of these rigidities—Haraway imagines them as
“exceedingly unfaithful to their origins” (10). As she maintains, “[t]he cyborg
is resolutely committed to partiality, irony, intimacy, and perversity. It is
oppositional, utopian, and completely without innocence” (9).

The Maailmanloppu theatre takes inspiration in Haraway’s theory of a
cyborg as a story of mutability and fragmentation and uses this ‘rebel child’ of
state socialism in the granddaughter of state socialist Russia—Putin’s realm of
the twenty-first century. It becomes a perfect tool to intervene in a seemingly
uniform fabric of gender and sexuality that is woven by the state and society. A
utopian space to which the Maailmanloppu strive emerges from their exposing
the fragmented, multiple, inevitably partial nature of the human body in their
performances.

The aesthetic of taking the world apart seems fitting for the theatre whose
name (which comes from the title of a song by the Finnish artist Eleanoora
Rosenholm) means ‘apocalypse’, or the end of the world in its non-religious
sense. The Maailmanloppu zoom into materiality and embodiment while using
contemporary philosophy as the cornerstone of their work, Abakshina explains
in a 2018 interview:

Apocalypse [in the name of the theatre] does not bear a religious or any other
meaning; it is a purely scientific concept. You should not read it as standing for
pessimism; it is just a physical process which happens to have a religious double.
This name means that we explore physical processes, the matter [materiiu].
We brand ourselves a scientific theatre because we examine scientific concepts,
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such as teleport, biohacking, organ transplant. But apart from looking at certain
scientific concepts, we also ground our productions in current scholarly thought.
At present, we are moving away from self-presentation as a scientific theatre
because this wording does not relate to our work as much as it used to. We
have come back to the term that we initially coined to define our theatre –
postanatomical. It means that we uncover the problematic of new corporeality,
of the body as a prophecy; we question the allegedly ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’
character of many processes and concepts. (Abakshina in Alekseev 2018, p. 16)3

Abakshina and Shkliarskaia’s vision is grounded in focusing on the layers and
parts of the body in order to offer new perspectives on the categories of ‘nat-
ural’ and ‘unnatural’ in relation to the body as a whole. As such, it resonates
with a fragmented world imagined by Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari in
A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1987/1980), where the
philosophers write about “[a] strange mystification: a book all the more total
for being fragmented” (1987/1980, p. 6).4

The Maailmanloppu’s theoretical inspiration for their work also comes from
their participation in the Seminar of new philosophical grammar and method-
ology (Seminar novoi filosofskoi grammatiki i metodologii)—a reading group
of post-humanist, cyberfeminist and new materialist texts that was organ-
ised by Yozhi Stolet in Saint Petersburg in 2017 and has been active ever
since. This group can be seen as a continuation of a tradition of the late
Soviet era (1953–1985), when writers, philosophers and artists who aspired
to practice creative freedom unrestrained by the official set of aesthetic guide-
lines (known as socialist realism) gathered in private apartments, discussed
Russian pre-revolutionary philosophy, French existentialism, contemporary
foreign literature and read their works to the like-minded public.

The Saint Petersburg scene was particularly prolific, with poets like Joseph
Brodsky or Viktor Krivulin shining their talent on it. At the same time, it
is important to mention that the city was also home to a strong feminist
movement, a notable representative of which was Tatiana Goricheva (inter-
estingly, Krivulin’s wife for a short while). She stood behind several feminist
underground journal publications in the 1970s, including Woman and Russia
(Zhenshchina i Rossiia) and Maria (Mariia), and was exiled from the Soviet
Union for her practice of what the Soviet government defined as ‘Christian
feminism’. It is therefore unsurprising that in the 1990s, when cyberfeminism
started to take shape in different spots around the globe—Australia, Canada,
the UK, Germany, Saint Petersburg was one of few dots on the world map
where this thinking developed, too. It happened mainly through the work of
Alla Mitrofanova and Irina Aktuganova who started discussions of this topic

3 Here and throughout the article translation from Russian is mine.
4 Cf. Haraway’s observation in the similar vein: ‘The relationships for forming wholes

from parts, including those of polarity and hierarchical domination, are at issue in the
cyborg world’ (Haraway 2004, p. 9).
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in the city as early as 1993 and opened a Cyber-Femin-Club (Kiber-Femin-
Klub) in 1996. Moreover, both Mitrofanova and Aktuganova are still actively
involved in offering commentary on current cultural, social and philosoph-
ical developments from the cyberfeminist perspective in academic and public
settings in contemporary Russia.

It is within the cyberfeminist tradition that Paul Preciado’s transfeminist
work, which, just as Haraway writings, informs both ‘Zero Gravity’ and ‘Seven
Predicates’, has been received in this milieu in Saint Petersburg. A Russian
translation of excerpts from his Countersexual Manifesto (2018/2002) was
published on the platform for contemporary culture and philosophy Sygma in
2019 (Stolet 2019) under the tag ‘cyberfeminism’, which unites it with the
reviews of texts by Donna Haraway, Sadie Plant, Helen Hester, Mark Fisher,
Amy Ireland, Katherine Behar and others.

In his book, Preciado (2018/2002) argues against what he defines as
the “heterocapitalist colonialism” and the “medical-pharmacological indus-
trial complex”, which regulate the diversity of bodies. Just as Haraway uses
the cyborg to imagine opportunities outside of the binaries of heteropatri-
archy, Preciado relies on the dildo as a tool to strip the heterosexual matrix
of its veil and remove the penis—the body part randomly selected to rule the
matrix—from the top of the hierarchy. He suggests that “[t]he dildo is to sex
and to the straight systems of representation of genitals what the cyborg is
to the nature/culture divide”, for it reveals the artificiality of its alleged orig-
inal. Preciado sees his book, Countersexual Manifesto, as a dildo, too (“In this
sense, this book, too, is a dildo”; 2018/2002, p. 2)—a prosthetic intervention
into normative systems of regulation of sex and gender that control access to
hormones and establish an “identitary grammar” (9).

While Preciado’s theoretical arguments directly connect to his transgender
experience, his work is not labelled in Russia as transfeminist critique. A reason
for the reticence in discussing Preciado’s ideas as transfeminist may lie in
the general difficulties of the term ‘transfeminism’ to gain traction in Russia.
Yana Kirey-Sitnikova, the author of the first Russian scholarly book on trans-
feminism, writes in her 2016 article for TSQ that transfeminism in Russia
confronts significant opposition by cisgender feminists and trans people alike.
She explains it by frequent internalised conservatism among members of these
groups or the lack of familiarity with transfeminist theories (she particularly
underscores the latter in the case of trans people whom she polled). In the
discourse of the Seminar of new philosophical grammar and methodology and
in other Russian contexts, where Preciado’s work is mentioned, his theoret-
ical standpoints are usually connected to other philosophical traditions that
are also prominent in his work—cyberfeminism and post-humanism—which is
why I will also use these terms when speaking about Preciado’s ideas in this
article.
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Zero Gravity: Documentary Readings of t[Torsos]

Maailmanloppu’s inaugural production ‘Zero Gravity’ is a semi-documentary
performance based on real-life stories shared by trans persons with Abakshina
and Shkliarskaia as part of their graduate collaborative project at the Russian
State Institute of Performing Arts in Saint Petersburg. It emerged from Abak-
shina’s exploration of the possibilities that the transgender body offers to the
theatre in terms of constructing a relationship between the body and gender,
which she examined in her master thesis. In it, Abakshina reflects on the body
as an object and simultaneously a subject of performance art and also declares
it to be an entity that, at present, “loses its natural borders and expands in the
virtual space” (2016, p. 5). She notes the integration of “extreme states of the
body” into the theatre practice that has been vital for facilitating the “transla-
tion of the body-signifier into the body-signified”; in creating the effect of a
shock to “blend the borders between the bodies of performers and the bodies
of the audience members, to destroy the binary opposition of the observer–the
observed, the subject–the object” (20–21). She also brings in the argument
of Hans-Thies Lehmann,5 who underscores the increasing integration of the
oppressed and the marginalised into performance, which allows elucidating
the narrow limits of normativity (42). Abakshina’s thesis concludes with the
outline of the practical part of her research—the production ‘Zero Gravity’,
which sets out to explore the potential of constructing the body and gender in
theatre through a transgender body, for its “experience most vividly showcases
the discrepancy between the real and the symbolic” (14).

‘Zero Gravity’ had its semi-closed premiere (anyone could come, but no
announcements could be made publicly) in 2016 on one of Saint Peters-
burg’s main stages—the New Stage of Aleksandrinskii Theatre (Abakshina
and Shkliarskaia in Tarakanova 2020). It has since been presented in spaces
as diverse as the Queerfest festival, the gay club Malevich and the Gallery of
Experimental Sound. It has a relatively simple scenography: the performers
sit on stools and chairs on two sides of the stage (they appear to be two
drag queens, a trans woman, a trans man, and two cis women); one of the
women is at the centre of the stage, she assumes diverse positions on a mat
throughout the performance.6 One after another, they read aloud their parts,
which turn to be excerpts from academic texts (penned, among others, by

5 It is important to mention here that Hans-Thies Lehmann’s Postdramatic Theater and
Erika Fischer-Lichte’s The Transformative Power of Performance: A New Aesthetics were
not published in Russian until as late as 2016 and 2015 respectively (original publications:
1999 and 2004; in English: 2005 and 2008). The availability of these texts in Russian
revolutionised theoretical approaches to theatre among performers, critics and audiences
and ushered contemporary Russian theatre into a new era of doing performance.

6 The arrangements I describe here are from the video of the performance that was made
available to me by the theatre. The Maailmanloppu’s performances do not have a fixed
cast: most performers participate in their shows on a volunteer basis; often, they are not
professional actors, and when they are not available, other performers cover their parts (the
reading-based character of their work makes this possible). Therefore, other performances
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Judith Butler, Keti Chukhrov, Paul Preciado, and Gilles Deleuze), personal
stories, a Wikipedia article, and dramatic fiction. The full script is projected
onto the wall behind them and is being scrolled down as they read it (see
Fig. 17.1).

The exposure of the script’s ‘naked body’ resonates with and reinforces
the exposure of trans and queer bodies in this production. It is one of many
elements of the show which place the text in the centre of the audience’s atten-
tion and make it the primary platform for the advocacy against normativity,
thereby prompting me to read the Maailmanloppu’s work in the tradition
of literature-centricity. According to Abakshina, the word seemed the most
appropriate and versatile tool to convey the “radical” experience of a trans
person on stage:

The experience that a trans person goes through is quite radical. Therefore, it
was impossible to render it through mis-en-scènes or body plasticity. To speak
about the body with the language of the body turned out a difficult task. Which
is why the word gained enormous importance. As a result, we defined the genre
of the production as documentary readings of bodies. We tried to translate the
bodily experience into a verbal story, build a narrative. (Abakshina 2016, p. 50)

The production ads in the Maailmanloppu’s social networks repeatedly voice
the maxim of “Zero Gravity”: “the extreme body – the extreme text”

Fig. 17.1 ‘Zero Gravity: Documentary Readings of Bodies’, performance at the
Queerfest 2017 (Source Photo courtesy of the Maailmanloppu theatre)

of this production have often had a slightly different cast and scene arrangements, with
fewer or more participants on stage (Interview 2020; Maailmanloppu Fb).
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(ekstremal’noe telo – ekstremal’nyi tekst; Maailmanloppu’s Fb), thereby under-
scoring the parallels between the body and the text in the show. While thinking
about what an extreme text could look like, Abakshina and Shkliarskaia
develop a concept of a cyborg text, “a text that does not get recognised imme-
diately” (Abakshina 2016, p. 49). This difficulty of recognition is embedded
in the production starting with its title, ‘Zero Gravity: Documentary Readings
of t[Torsos]’.

In Russian, the part that I rendered as ‘t[Torsos]’ is t[Tel], which liter-
ally means ‘t[Bodies]’.7 The letter ‘t’ before [Bodies] and the square brackets
interrupt the reading flow: we are prompted to look at the word closer and
question it due to the technique that the formalist scholar Viktor Shklovsky
(2004/1917) called de-familiarisation, or estrangement (ostranenie). In his
‘Art as Technique’ (Iskusstvo kak priem, 1917), Shklovsky argues that the role
of literature in particular and the arts more broadly is to interrupt the automa-
tism in the reader’s perception of the world by making things strange, by
presenting them as unfamiliar and thereby prolonging the reader’s perception
span—the time of taking in the aesthetic of the work of art.

The letter ‘t’ estranges our reading of the title and, in particular, of the
word ‘body’. It creates an incomplete, truncated body, a body that is not
whole; it is a ‘torso’ that has lost all letters except ‘t’. In doing so, it defies
the normativity of wholeness—the requirement of completion, which is as
often imposed on the speech as it is imposed on trans and other bodies. This
reading is particularly suggestive because, in her master thesis, Abakshina refer-
ences the production ‘MDLSX’ by the Italian Motus theatre company (2015),
which centres on the experience of a trans person and combines documentary
theatre with fiction. She specifically notes the exposure of the “normativity of
language” by the directors of the production who remove all vocals from the
title, which “mak[es] it harder to recognise it [the word Middle Sex] at first
sight – just as the protagonist, Sylvia, does not immediately get recognised in
her gender” (2016, pp. 40–41).8

Through this wordplay, the Maailmanloppu bring to life a kind of language
rebellion that Haraway called for in her ‘Manifesto for Cyborgs’: “If we
are imprisoned by language, then escape from that prison house requires
language poets, a kind of cultural restriction enzyme to cut the code; cyborg
heteroglossia is one form of radical cultural politics” (2004, p. 11). The exper-
iment with the language also connects the Maailmanloppu to the traditions of
the avant-garde (turn of the twentieth century) and postmodernist (around
the 1990s) poetry and prose in Russia that used the language as their primary
tool to cut the ties with the previous tradition and pave the way into the

7 An alternative spelling version of the title that one encounters across social media is
[t]Tel.

8 Such play with the language is also characteristic of one of the most prominent cyber-
feminist art collectives—the Australian VNS Matrix, whose title should be read as ‘Venus
Matrix’.
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future of literature. It also places them within a new tradition of the search
for a language to reflect on the current experience of the world in the twenty-
first-century Russia, which encompasses New Drama in theatre, rap in music,
and digital poetry (including queer and feminist poetry) in literature, among
others.

Moreover, by blending ‘transgender’ and ‘torso’ in the ‘t’ (which could
stand for the ‘body’ (telo) as well as for ‘transgender’ (transgendernoe)), the
Maailmanloppu present the trans body as a counterfoil for reading all bodies.
They turn trans- into “a way of seeing and thinking” that Victoria Pitts-Taylor
and Talia Schaffer suggest in their foreword to the special issue ‘Trans-’ of
WSQ: Women’s Studies Quarterly (Pitts-Taylor and Schaffer 2008, p. 9), as
the opening lines of ‘Zero Gravity’ make clear:

Zero Gravity. Scene One. Documentary readings of bodies. It is a reading of
bodies through the bodies of bodies. It is a production to which you can pose
any questions. A production that was ok when it did not exist and is still doing
just fine. In it, the bodies are free and can modify the production as they wish.
(Zero Gravity, my emphasis)

‘Zero Gravity’ reads all bodies through trans and queer bodies, which, in turn,
are being read through the body of the text. The latter, as the Maailmanloppu
emphasise, extends beyond just words, for it was vital for them “to create this
extreme state of the text not only by words but by other ways” (Interview
2020). In ‘Zero Gravity’, layering and fragmentation of the text on the struc-
tural, visual, sonic and other levels become ways of telling a trans story through
the text. The cyborg text emerges, for instance, out of a variety of audio expe-
riences of the text in the show. Sometimes, the lines are read neutrally, in a
voice deprived of any emotion, by a performer we cannot identify in the semi-
darkness of the stage (opening lines). Sometimes they are being acted out, as is
the case with the impersonation of Judith Butler delivered by the drag queen
Mona Pepperoni (her playful rendition of “Hi, I am Judith Butler!”).

Moreover, as Mona Pepperoni reads an excerpt from Butler and her voice
runs through the microphone, it is electronically split into several sound
streams to create an echo effect. They bounce off of the walls of the room in a
dissonant polyvocal choir. Multiple Monas, multiple Butlers, multiple bodies.
By breaking the text apart, by tapping into polyphony, the Maailmanloppu
challenge hierarchical relations between the allegedly ‘real’ and its doubles.
Which of these audio stories is the one that reaches you? Is it the ‘original’
or is it one of its technologically produced doubles? Where is the difference
between the ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ and is it altogether as important as we
have grown comfortable to think?

This challenging of the natural/unnatural dichotomy, which is central to
the Maailmanloppu’s philosophy, continues in the soundtrack of the produc-
tion played in the middle of the show. According to a performer who narrates
the story of the creation of this soundtrack on stage, the music track is based
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on a DNA sequence, whose symbols were re-coded into music signals. A some-
what mechanic, ambient sound is a sonic story of transformation that echoes
the stories of trans characters in the production. Just as the composer inter-
vened into biology (DNA) to create something new (the soundtrack), the
characters whose life stories we hear also intervened into a seemingly straight-
forward biological narrative of gender and re-coded themselves into the people
they really are. Both narratives—the one in letters and the one in sound—are
testimonies to the artificiality of borders between the ‘natural’, biological, and
‘unnatural’ that ‘Zero Gravity’ elucidates.

The fragmentation of the text on the structural level takes place through a
rapid change of scenes, which rely either on introducing a different performer,
a different type of interaction with the audience, or a different media format
of text presentation. After the announcement about the ‘reading of bodies’ in
the opening lines, when Mona Pepperoni takes on the role of Judith Butler
and reads from her work, she turns the performance into a university lecture
which takes place in a night club (or wherever ‘Zero Gravity’ is presented).
The ‘reading’ and ‘lecturing’ of bodies, in turn, gives way to the ‘skyping’ of
bodies, when a recording of a video call with Professor Deirdre McCloskey
is played. In a Bakhtinian carnivalesque fashion, the University of Chicago
professor who transitioned at the age of 53 leaves it to a drag queen to lecture
and takes on the role of an entertainer upon herself, throwing in jokes one after
another as she video chats with Katerina Messorosh—a Russian trans woman
who is a character and performer in ‘Zero Gravity’.

Before the audience gets comfortable with this constant change of genres
and formats of delivery, the text turns another corner and exits the space
of the stage—Mona Pepperoni resumes her functions of the entertainer and
announces a ‘small interactive part’ [malen’kii interaktivchik]. She brings the
text into the audience as she walks in between the rows and engages the room
in a discussion about the concept ‘cisgender’. This scene directly follows the
one in which Mona foregoes reading the Wikipedia article about the term ‘cis-
gender’ and offers her lay explanation of the term (“if you were born a woman
and aren’t necessarily willing to grow a beard – congrats, you are a cisgender
person”). She invites the audience to claim their cisgender selves (“Are there
any cisgender persons with us today?”), and when some members of the audi-
ence are adventurous enough to raise their hands, she engages in a dialogue
with them: “When did you realise that you were a cisgender person? Was it
the result of somebody’s propaganda that you got to know this word? How
did it go when you came out to your parents as cis? What was their reaction?
Have they accepted you?”

This dialogue with the audience echoes the strategy of multiple mock
polls, in which Russians are questioned about their attitude to heterosexuality
(videos abound on YouTube). Unfamiliar with the term ‘heterosexuality’ but
suspicious of any word containing ‘sexuality’, most Russian-speaking respon-
dents in these videos chastise heterosexuality and declare their support for its
prohibition and eradication. In a similar way, Mona’s ironic use of the concepts
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‘cisgender’ and ‘propaganda’ reveals the arbitrariness of categorisation, of hier-
archies of domination and exclusion. It also draws a straight connection to the
constructed nature of masculinity and femininity. Mona’s request to name five,
or even fewer, characteristics of a ‘real woman’ and of a ‘real man’ is met with
confusion. After multiple stories and lectures, jokes and talks that the audience
have heard up to the moment the question comes, they no longer seem to be
sure of anything.

Therefore, when later in the show the character Polina, a cis woman who
underwent a hysterectomy shares her story with the audience and reveals that
she only started to see herself as a woman when she lost her uterus, her ques-
tion whether she still can be considered a woman and whether the society will
accept her viewpoint rhetorically hangs in the air. When the bar of being a
woman is set high by a society where procreation and motherhood are two
cornerstones of femininity, few women can pass it, her story shouts.

This “torn and bumpy text” [tekst rvanyi i nerovnyi], as Aleksandr Khorun-
zhii characterises it in his review of the production (2017, p. 32), is a metaphor
of the body and gender not being just one thing. Its fragmented structure also
gives volume and shape to the body of the text and brings it to move due to
a rapid change of its diverse parts. The scenes are brief but dense; they offer
questions and experience that cannot be processed within the same amount of
time, in which they are delivered. Abakshina and Shkliarskaia confess that “the
text is so dense that you don’t have enough time to engage with it. You can
only manage this extreme text by being inside it for quite some time [as their
performers do]” (Interview 2020).

The cyborg nature of the text is also achieved through severing the ties
between specific lines and a particular character. The stories told in the show
may have been lived and later contributed to the production narrative by
one performer, but they may be told by another (“Katya, may I tell your
story?”). From one performance to another, they may also be told by different
performers. In this production, the nomadism of stories joins the overall frag-
mentation and flight of the narrative to contribute to the effect of a “fleeting
and fluid queer text and queer theatre”, that Marina Israilova (2017) attributes
to the Maailmanloppu. Just like people to whom they belong, stories in this
show are fluid, the Maailmanloppu tell us, thereby challenging normative
expectations of possession and belonging.

Jack Halberstam and Ira Livingston define post-human bodies as lying
outside linear history, as bodies in crisis (1995, p. 4), and the text of ‘Zero
Gravity’ can be seen as such post-human body. It progresses by oscillating
between genres, media and voices, by moving forward while circling back.
Maailmanloppu’s text of a “slightly undermining character” [s nebol’shim
podryvnym kharakterom] (Maailmanloppu Fb) intervenes into the simplistic
binary framework of society. It rips the audience out of their comfort zone
where the heteronormative cisgender matrix rules and crams it into an “unsafe
space”, a space of “discomfort”, which, according to Oksana Kushliaeva
(2017) has “bodies that cannot pass unnoticed, texts that do not stop running
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on the screen, concepts one never heard before and questions one is not
comfortable to confront”. In doing so, it creates a space—in fact, multiple
spaces—for asking questions (just as it promised in the opening paragraph)
and challenges its audience to start asking them together with their cyborg
text.

In ‘Zero Gravity’, the Maailmanloppu show that “the body is an act, the
body is synchronous: an extreme body, body-subject, body-meaning, body
performed, body in a multiplicity of genders” (Maailmanloppu Fb). By turning
trans bodies into a lens for seeing the world from a new perspective, into a
tool for reading all bodies, Maailmanloppu re-writes the body. It provides a
platform for the trans body to speak, to tell its story, to re-write its story
in the Russian discourse that has either not been told at all or has only
been told by outsiders. In the ‘Cyberfeminism Special Intro’, Pauline van
Mourik Broekman (1997) theorises cyberfeminism as “preferring construc-
tion to deconstruction” and, therefore, “mov[ing] constantly between the
‘reading’ of popular culture and the ‘writing’ of it”.

The Maailmanloppu’s documentary readings of bodies are only made
possible through writing bodies with the text that is itself a body—a somatext.
As this theatre turns to the text to write a story of gender and sexuality that
is rare to hear in the Russian public sphere, it makes itself part of a broader
Russian tradition of turning to literature to advocate for political and social
change. They reinvent the text for the twenty-first century, just as avant-garde
poets did to envision the new Soviet state, or as the postmodernist writers
and poets did to bid farewell to the Soviet Union and usher literature and
with it, the society, into the post-Soviet era. Their performance is a shout-out
to diversity and inclusion and may be seen as radical in comparison with the
public discourse, but in its being radical through the text, it joins a lineage
of Russian literary radicals that have preceded it and inscribes the story it tells
into a long cultural tradition.

Seven Predicates of Salome/OYAGG/Oh,
You’re a Good Girl

Unlike ‘Zero Gravity’, which brings transgender bodies on stage, ‘Seven
Predicates of Salome/OYAGG/Oh, you’re a good girl’ was conceived as an
experimental genre—a performance without human actors. As the description
of the production says, it is a “software-performance” and a “performance-
exhibition”, which unites “theatre, curatorial practices, art history, art criti-
cism, contemporary artistic practices, thereby reflecting about the sacred, the
exhibited, the universal […]” (Maailmanloppu Fb).
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The premiere was staged as a reception on the occasion of an exhibition
opening. The audience who arrived at a hairdresser’s salon9 in Saint Petersburg
on the premiere day were treated to a glass of sparkling wine and invited to
roam around the space, which was filled with a music beat composed by Dj
Helga Zinzyver. Simultaneously, the show’s narrative, which presents a series
of passages on diverse body parts (the mouth, the anus, the breast, the eye)
interjected with the story of a ‘Baby-Accountant’ by the name of Salome, was
being read out loud and projected onto a wall as a PowerPoint. The slides
include drawings that represent the discussed body parts (the anus, mouth,
breast, eye), and at the first performance, these images were additionally made
available to the audience in the form of an ‘exhibition catalogue’—a set of
printed drawings.10 By the end of the story, Salome blends with a mysterious
entity called ‘OYAGG’ (‘Oh, you are a good girl’)—“abbreviation as in the
absolute sexist and most comfortable”, the show explains—which turns out
to be a virus.11 The only ‘person’ in the room beside the production team
and the audience (as well as hairdressers and their clients who were going
about business as usual in the other part of the room) was a white plastic
female mannequin that was standing undressed in the centre of the ‘exhibition
space’—Salome (see Figs. 17.2 and 17.3).

‘Seven Predicates of Salome’ started as a performance without human
actors because its aim is to make visible—to exhibit (from ‘exhibition’
just as much as ‘exhibitionism’)—a cyborg body, a post-human body, the
body-machine. It predominantly builds upon Paul Preciado’s Countersexual
Manifesto (2018/2002) and Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus
(1983/1972) to intervene into the automatism behind our reading of
masculinity and femininity by exposing the body as a combination of parts
which have been randomly assigned a specific meaning (in particular, in rela-
tion to sexuality and gender). In presenting organs as machines in their book,
Deleuze and Guattari (1983/1972) lift the veil over the automatic reading of
organs as parts of a biological system which we think we know well.

Preciado (2018/2002) does similar work in his Manifesto, where he uses
the dildo as a tool to queer our vision of the body and its parts, to challenge
phallocentricity in systems of sex by offering some routines to de-familiarise
body parts and present them as having a dildo potential (he calls these routines
‘countersexual reversal practices’). In exposing our automatised reading of

9 According to Abakshina and Shkliarskaia, the location of the first performance did not
bear any specific meaning; it was just a friendly platform that was willing to offer them
their space for the show (Interview 2020).

10 The music and selected slides from the PowerPoint of the production (in English)
are available on the Russian cyberfeminist zine platform Cyberfemzine (https://cyberfemz
ine.net/salome).

11 Abakshina and Shkliarskaia explain in the interview that OYAGG/‘Oh, you’re a good
girl’ was a popular hashtag on social media at the time when they were writing the show
(Interview 2020). Currently, search results for this hashtag mostly lead to the images of
the Maailmanloppu’s performance.

https://cyberfemzine.net/salome
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Fig. 17.2 ‘Seven Predicates of Salome/OYAGG/Oh, you’re a good girl’ (Source
Photo courtesy of the Maailmanloppu theatre)

Fig. 17.3 ‘Seven Predicates of Salome/OYAGG/Oh, you’re a good girl’, collage
made of PowerPoint slides that are demonstrated during the performance (Source
PowerPoint courtesy of the Maailmanloppu theatre)12
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bodies, both Preciado and Deleuze and Guattari rely on the same technique
we have already observed in ‘Zero Gravity’—de-familiarisation, or ostranenie,
which the Maailmanloppu come to harness again in ‘Seven Predicates’.

The process of estrangement in ‘Seven Predicates of Salome’ begins with
the format of this theatre production—an exhibition-drag-show-autopsy-
disco-performance,12 which reshapes the spatialities of the traditional theatre-
going: Where do I look as a spectator if the stage is everywhere? Who do
I look at if the protagonist is a mannequin? De-familiarisation continues in
the drawings made by Abakshina, which subvert the spectators’ perception
of body organs by offering a new—uncommon—vantage point of looking at
them: the mouth is examined from the inside, from where it visually resem-
bles the anus or the vulva; the breast is presented as viewed in a cross-section
cut, or, as shown in Fig. 17.3, as a product of the engineering thought, with
a detailed blueprint alongside. Meanwhile, in the text narrative of the perfor-
mance, Abakshina and Shkliarskaia take diverse body parts and organs—the
breasts (which Deleuze and Guattari mechanise in their work) and the mouth,
the eye and the anus (organs that Preciado explores as having the anus poten-
tial, for they are all openings in the body that can be penetrated)—and write an
anthem to a mechanic body: “Mouth – Machine / Anus – automatic machine
/ Breast – Device / Eyes – Mechanism / Mouth – Device /Anus – mechanism
/ Breast – Automatic machine / Eye – Device”.

While looking at these organs through the lens offered by Deleuze and
Guattari, they invite the audience to get to know them through Preciado’s
countersexual reversal practices: “This can be considered the reversal practice.
We can take the wide palette of colours of the nipple and mix it in our own
imagination. The obtained colour shows not an imaginary something, but the
essence of the breast”. In doing so, as they explain in the interview, they strive
to create a space where it becomes possible “to understand the whole body
as a machine, as the Other, with the hope that this understanding becomes a
channel for emancipatory techniques” (Interview 2020).

Organ by organ, the human body turns post-human, cyborg. By placing
the mannequin in the centre of the room, the Maailmanloppu seem to prompt
a question: Once you learn to unsee your body as a biological organism and
learn to see it as a set of fragmented parts governed by normative prescriptions
external to it, can you tell the difference between yourself and this mannequin?
The white plastic Salome is undressed—similar to the mythical Salome who,
as imagined by Oscar Wilde, has just finished performing her dance of seven
veils before Herod (1996, pp. 27–29). Drawing inspiration from this story, the
Maailmanloppu reimagine the veils as ‘epithelia’ (in the earlier version of the
title) or ‘predicates’ (in the current version), which Abakshina and Shkliarskaia
understand as something “you take off yourself in a way that only nothing
remains”, or as “your qualities that you take off” (Interview 2020). Like ‘Zero

12 All these genres are listed in the announcement on the VKontakte (Russian double
of Facebook) page of Queerfest (2018).
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Gravity’, ‘Seven Predicates of Salome’ focuses on the layers of the body that are
artificial and exposes/exhibits the non-existent ‘veils’ or predicates’ of sexual
and gender normativity, into which the society has wrapped it.

From the second performance on, two characters in drag were added
to the production—Aleksandra Pistoletova (Abakshina) in drag and a drag
queen Nicole. They act as ‘curators of the exhibition’ and read the text of
‘Seven Predicates’ to the public. According to the performance ads on social
networks, their role is also to “remove predicates” [snimat’predikaty]. Indeed,
as a drag queen, Nicole (who also performs in ‘Zero Gravity’ alongside Mona
Pepperoni) is an invitation for the audience to reflect on the ‘natural’ and the
‘unnatural’ in self-presentation. Drag is just another ‘predicate’; it is, according
to Abakshina and Shliarskaia, “a shell, a helmet that reveals the artificiality of
gender” (Interview 2020). The line of questioning about the natural and the
artificial is enhanced through Nicole’s ‘drag-twin-sister’—Abakshina—who is
styled in an identical way (the hair, the dress, the makeup). A man dressed as a
beautiful woman (Nicole) sits on a stool next to a beautiful woman dressed as a
‘fake’ beautiful woman (Abakshina). Which one of them is more of a woman?
What makes a woman? Is there ‘natural’ altogether? What does ‘unnatural’
mean? Does it characterise Nicole in her drag or does it fit Pistoletova better,
who hid her ‘natural woman’ behind the drag? Who imitates whom? Can we
point to the original in the room? Is Salome-the-mannequin, undisguised and
completely exposed, with nothing to hide – the most ‘natural’ body in the
room?

When Kim Toffoletti looks at a plastic Barbie doll in her Cyborgs and Barbie
Dolls: Feminism, Popular Culture and the Posthuman Body (2007), she notes
that

[l]ike the modern mannequin in the shop window, she symbolises a ‘type’ of
female consumer, as well as an object of consumption. But the ambivalence of
Barbie’s plastic body also anticipates a posthuman form that displaces signs of
body to a space outside of a fixed signifying practice, so that they may circulate
as pleasures, possibilities and potentialities. (Toffoletti 2007, p. 60)

If we read the plastic Salome from ‘Seven Predicates’ through Toffoletti’s lens,
it may stand for the widespread consumption of normative visions of the body
that ‘Seven Predicates’ attempts to interrupt. What started with ‘selling’ body
organs in the normative system where they are designated with an ‘exclusive’
function, grew into ‘selling’ bodies. Mannequins in shop windows sell more
than just clothes—they sell ‘predicates’, visions of how women and men should
look like (usually, unrealistically tall and slim), how they should or should not
dress. They sell stereotypes—“the identity produced by the megamachine”, as
the production suggests.

How can one fight this system apart from intervening into it through
disruptive practices offered by Preciado, Deleuze and Guattari? Just as
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Maailmanloppu did in ‘Zero Gravity’, they offer the text as a site of libera-
tion through cyborg fragmented and anti-normative textuality. While ‘Zero
Gravity’ was focused on reading the text and through it, reading the body,
the exhibition-styled “Seven Predicates of Salome” is about seeing the text,
and through it, seeing the body. It mobilises colours and fonts to create a
somatext that is the Other to itself, that has parts that are foreign to it—
just like the body parts that the production strives to de-familiarise in order
to reveal normative predicates imposed on them. Abakshina and Shkliarskaia
recall that they “started [the work on this production] as a fight with the virus
of sexism” and created a structure which “looked like a text that was itself
fighting something”, “a text that has caught the virus and was fighting it”
(Interview 2020).

Maailmanloppu achieves layering the text, its fragmentation and the exhibi-
tion of ‘body parts’ foreign to it through various techniques. On some slides,
a line or two have a colour different from the rest of the text (for instance,
pink rather than light yellow on the title slide in Fig. 17.3). Additionally,
this text may be italicised or underlined, or its background may be high-
lighted by a colour different from the colour of the text and other background
colours. Some of the slides present a combination of all of these techniques.
An example in Fig. 17.3 (the ‘Breast Slide’) has the combination of blue and
yellow colours with the white and acid green which single out a part of the
text that is already foreign—underlined and formatted in italics.

The acidity of the green ‘eats’ through the text; it contrasts this part with
the rest of the slide and thereby exposes it as a “foreign” part—a part that
is “harmful” to the rest of the text and “very aggressive”, Shkliarskaia admits
in the interview (Interview 2020). Another slide (showcased in Fig. 17.3)
comprises of several stripes in varying shades of pink (ranging from light lilac
to acid violet) before the slide breaks off with an unexpected black colour.
These visualised layers echo the story of the predicates that envelope the body
as layers, which is probably why the visual story of the slide rounds up with
the question ‘Do you see?’, placed into a black stripe to single it out. Do you
see these layers? Here and elsewhere? Do you truly see your body?

The use of pink colour on various slides is not arbitrary: towards the
end of the production, the slides reveal that one of the protagonists of the
show has been a virus called ‘OYAGG/Oh, you are a good girl’. This virus
program initiates a self-installation portrayed on the last two slides as a text
that runs in a small white font in multiple lines against the black background
(see Fig. 17.3)—a visual that is typical of a program installation process on
a computer. The ‘defaced’ parts of the text can therefore be understood in

12 The language of the production is Russian. The slides presented here were translated
into English for the performance at the international festival of queer culture in Saint
Petersburg—Queerfest 2018.
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retrospect as infected with this virus, whereas the pink colour that is stereo-
typically tied to femininity can be read as a visual manifestation of the virus of
sexism that was running unnoticed in the system.

In the introduction to Preciado’s Countersexual Manifesto, Jack Halberstam
reflects on the idea that the success of the heterosexual matrix in governing
the society relies on its invisibility (2018, p. xii). In ‘Seven Predicates’, the
Maailmanloppu strip the virus of normativity of its cover through Preciado’s
countersexual reversal practices and their cyborg text infected by the virus.
The body that OYAGG infects belongs to Salome—the virtual double of the
plastic figure in the centre of the room. It seems that it is her organs that
we have been studying all this time—her mouth, her eye, her breast, her
anus. “Graduated from university at 20” and catcalled ‘baby-accountant’ in
her previous job, as the text on the slides tells us, Salome has fallen prey to
the virus of sexism: the ‘code’ that runs at the end of the show tells the story
of OYAGG who is “an adequate substitute for the ‘I’ parameter and its denat-
uralised equivalent”. Salome has surrendered her self, lost her ‘I’ under the
pressure of sexism.

We can read OYAGG as a tribute to the critique of early cyberspaces by
cyberfeminists of the 1990s who saw them as realms of continued masculine
hegemony. The Maailmanloppu’s OYAGG is a twenty-first-century version of
the ironic and iconic attack on patriarchy that VNS Matrix undertook in 1992
when they presented a project of a computer game “where an omnipresent
supershero [All New Gen] collaborated with her band of DNA Sluts to bring
down Big Daddy Mainframe” (VNS Matrix 1992/1993). All New Gen was a
liberatory code of feminist expansion into new spaces—OYAGG is also a code,
but its feminist message is not as straightforward as that of All New Gen’s. The
1990s Australian game shero was meant as an inspiration, whereas OYAGG is
a cautionary tale of the path not to take and a call to abort this kind of future.
Just as they did in ‘Zero Gravity’, in ‘Seven Predicates’ the Maailmanloppu
place the text in the centre of the story and make it bear the message of hope
and critique. In doing so, they maintain the Russian tradition of literature as
a site of political struggle for the present and the future and reinvigorate it by
experimenting with literature of the digital era—the computer code.

Conclusion

The Maailmanloppu theatre brings together a long-standing Russian tradition
of reverence for the literary text and its role as a platform for social and political
advocacy and the cyberfeminist harnessing of digital spaces as new outposts
for challenging sexism and heteropatriarchy. In their desire to crack wide open
the artificiality of borders between the ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’, this theatre
spreads the message of overall complexity inherent in the fabric of society.
It challenges the simplistic binary code that is often applied to gender and
sexuality in Russia through the emplacement of a non-human performer in
their productions—a cyborg text.
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They mobilise the layered structure of bodies—especially, that of trans-
gender bodies and bodies in drag, which is visibly more complex, more
fragmented, sometimes even openly contradictory to itself—and bring to life
a logovisual universe, where the text acquires its own body. Through their
cyborg, post-human text, the Maailmanloppu tell us that bodies are not one.
They are not uniform, they resist rigidity, revealing instead a multiplicity of
layers and elements that constitute them and interact with one another. Their
work stays true to the name of the company and brings apocalypse—it undoes
the world as we know it by inviting audiences to inhabit spaces of discomfort,
otherness, futurity. And in reading the world from these positions, it writes a
new world of its own.

By reading and writing bodies through the text and in doing so, sending a
political message against normativity, the Maailmanloppu inscribe themselves
and their characters into a long-lasting Russian tradition of literature-centricity.
They stand alongside movements like New Drama, digital poetry, and Russian
rap, among others, in reviving the political role of the literary text in the
twenty-first century and in reinvigorating it with the spirit and opportuni-
ties of the digital era. The Maailmanloppu’s work lifts the curtain over the
potential of integrating feminist theory and queer materiality in contempo-
rary performance in cultural and political contexts where such alliances may
seem impossible. Moreover, by emplacing themselves within the tradition,
they subvert the overall understanding of the traditional and non-traditional
in Russia.

One of their inspirations, Paul Preciado claims that his book, Countersexual
Manifesto, ‘doesn’t start with a call for revolution, but with the realisation
that we are the revolution that is already taking place’ (2018/2002, p. 4).
In a similar way, the Maailmanloppu’s performances testify to the fact that
cultural landscape in Russia is much less heteronormatively uniform than
the media portrayals of the country may have presented. In doing so, they
invite for further exploration of the performance art in the countries with a
predominantly conservative political and social arenas and make a case for the
continued study of independent performance art as a locus of a revolution that
is today.
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CHAPTER 18

I amNepantla: The Bodies thatMatter
in Chicana/o andMexican Art

Amarilis Pérez Vera

Introduction

Within the specialized literature of Chicano Studies in the United States,
researchers usually discuss how the aesthetic of the Muralismo Mexicano
(Mexican muralism) influenced the Chicana/o muralism. However, we can
also find some suggestions to study Chicana/o mural painting as events and
not only as aesthetic expressions of the visual arts. This involves a signifi-
cant aesthetic difference, in the face of the Eurocentric canon and concerning
the Muralismo Mexicano as institutionalized political art, which participated
actively in spreading the message of the integration of people of indigenous
ancestry into the Mexican nation through the ideology of mestizaje (race
mixing).

The Chicano Movement, and the Chicano Art Movement as part of it,
embraced the Mexican ideology of mestizaje. At the time, this ideology
seemed to offer an identity cosmos to reaffirm both a localized ethnic-racial
origin and the mixture of races and cultural backgrounds. Also, these move-
ments were part of the Civil Rights Movement inspired by the independence
wars in Asia and Africa and the revolutionary rebellions in Latin America.
The fight against racist exclusion engaged people from different heritages
toward the recognition of the economic and cultural contributions from Afro-
descendants, Native Americans, Mexicans, Asians, among many others of the
US nation.
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Departing from this key aesthetic difference between Chicana/o and
Mexican muralism mentioned above, it is worth asking the question: regarding
the theory of the new mestiza by the Chicana feminist writer and theoretician
Gloria Anzaldúa, what could we say about the Mexican ideology of mestizaje
if we analyze the murals as pieces of evidence of performances?

The purpose of this chapter is to argue that by addressing the Chicana/o
murals from a Performance Studies perspective, it is possible to define specific
descriptors of the category of mestizaje in the context of the struggles for civil,
political, and economic rights of Mexican-Americans during the second half of
the twentieth century, which confront and challenge the Mexican ideology of
mestizaje.

The chapter has several threads. First, we have a presentation on how I
realized that murals are evidence of the lived experiences of communities
that gather around the murals. This section includes a selection of personal
experiences observing murals in 2018 and examining archival documents in
conversation with ideas and concepts introduced by scholars (De la Loza
2011; Wojczuk 2017). The next section will offer a historical background
on the Chicano Movement and the Chicano Art Movement, to move on to
the theory of the new mestiza by Gloria Anzaldúa. Saying this, we will be
returning again and again to the theory of the new mestiza. Through the study
of Chicano Park, we will see the relationship between muralism as an event and
the concept of the mural environment. Then, considering three performances
by the Chicana/o art collective Asco, we will observe how it emphasized the
idea of the radicalization of muralism as event and also the criticism against
the most conservative Chicana/o identity based on the Mexican ideology of
mestizaje. Then, we will review how racism is expressed in Mexico and the
United States to finally highlight the ideology of mestizaje in Mexico through
the artwork of the Zapotec artist, Lukas Avendaño.

This analysis will allow us to establish a critical vantage point to observe the
shift from the descriptive category of the Mexican ideology of mestizaje to the
analytical category of the new mestiza formulated by Anzaldúa. Accordingly,
it seems relevant to review the literature on mestizaje attending to and distin-
guishing the contexts of use, in this case, of Chicana/o and Mexican groups.
Several authors have contributed to the discussion and this document aims to
play a part in the debate.

Who and How? Do not Miss the Lived Experiences

I went to the San Francisco Bay Area in 2018 to conduct research on
performative anti-racist art practices by Chicana/os. At the time, I directly
experienced the fact that contemplating murals also meant the involvement in
long promenades, spending whole days walking around, following unexpected
pathways. With murals as an excuse, we can always find amusing daily happen-
ings such as paintings or plays, young mariachis singing, pachucas tap dancers
hitting the platform or low-rider exhibits.
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Therefore, when I was at UC Santa Barbara Special Collections’ archives,
navigating through the photographs of the murals of the Shifra M. Goldman
Papers, it was evident to me that the bodies from the living experience were
missing. Those photographs—shot sixteen years ago—only captured fragments
and details of the murals painted by some of the same artists or collec-
tives—Las Mujeres Muralistas, PLACA, Ray Patlan, Juana Alicia, and Irene
Pérez—who still have works that one directly can experience in Mission
District. Looking at those images, one can ask who were the people around the
performance of a mural painting? Were they men, women, children, elderly?
What was their cultural background or ethnic heritage?

I definitely realized that one could study Chicana/o murals as pieces of
evidence of performances by watching the video, filmed by Michael Nolan
(1974), on the opening of the mural titled Para el Mercado (The Marketplace)
by Las Mujeres Muralistas. These pioneers, who painted walls throughout the
1970s in San Francisco, were the Chicanas Patricia Rodríguez, Irene Pérez,
and Graciela Carrillo; the Venezuelan Consuelo Méndez and other women
such as Esther Hernández, Miriam Olivo, Ruth Rodriguez, and the non-Latina
Susan Cervantes.

Nolan started to film before arriving at Paco’s Tacos in Mission District.
The route shows the streets practically deserted. However, when the videog-
rapher gets to Paco’s, he finds Las Mujeres, among paintbrushes and paint, still
working on some final brushstrokes, while children, young people, and adults
are watching, talking, laughing, and preparing food and drinks to share. A
group of mostly African-American musicians join the event by playing percus-
sion and wind instruments. The crowd gathers and begins to dance little by
little around the mural site.

Las Mujeres had been working on the mural for two months in a row to
finish the mural on Sunday 15th of September, 1974, the anniversary of El
Grito de Dolores (The Cry of Dolores) and Hispanic Heritage Month in the
United States.1 Carrillo and Méndez designed the mural; they made some
sketches and scaled the wall, and four women drew and painted the piece.

1 The coronation of Napoleon as King of Spain in 1808, and the coup d’etat headed
by Gabriel Yermo in New Spain on September 15, caused great political instability in
the viceroyalty. Thus, the Creoles organized in conspiracies. One of the conspirators was
the priest Dolores, Miguel Hidalgo, who called the parishioners to fight on September
16, 1810. The standard of Hidalgo was the Virgin of Guadalupe. Hidalgo decreed the
abolition of slavery, indigenous tribute, and tobacconists. Although he was executed in
1811, Mexico became independent from Spain in September 1821 after a decade of wars
(Escalante Gonzalbo et al. 2004). Some organized politically indigenous people honor
Hidalgo until today in Mexico. Contradictorily, the National Hispanic Heritage Month
(September 15 to October 15) was proclaimed in 1988 to celebrate the contributions of
American citizens with Spanish, Mexican, Caribbean, and Latin American roots in the
United States. The date September 15 refers to the independence of Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua, while October 15 refers to Columbus
Day or Día de la Raza (October 12).
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Paco’s Tacos commissioned the mural from Las Mujeres in 1974 because
of the proliferation of chain restaurants such as McDonalds in the neighbor-
hood, which were effectively evicting several local businesses from the area. Las
Mujeres chose the theme of el mercado (the marketplace) to challenge corpo-
rate influence and to send a grass-roots message about the cultural values of
working-class Latin American families with an historical relationship to the
Mission District, which offered a deep connection to and a less predatory
relationship between human beings and their environment.

El mercado is, in some Latin American cultures, a special place because it
is the space to exchange not only merchandise but also knowledge about how
to relate to others, how to live together, how to negotiate, and how to walk
inside a mass of people in a messy place. El mercado is a congregation point
for workers at breakfast or lunch. Besides, it is where the working-class families
live: the sellers are with their children, who grow up in the market, and the
clients go there with their families usually on Sundays to enjoy delicious food
and share the act of buying all that they need for the week at home.

In the Las Mujeres Muralistas’ Para el Mercado mural, there are depicted
exuberant Latin American flora and characters as workers, including farmers
and fishermen, which define the market’s environment. The videographer
zooms in on some of the faces painted on the mural and later on an African-
American observer who happens to be there at that moment, making us notice
the similarity between the characters depicted by the artists and the neighbor-
hood’s real people. This action is telling us that the muralists also allude to
Afro-descendants. Nolan zooms in on another female character on the wall,
and from the glyph near her mouth, one can deduce that the woman depicted
speaks an indigenous language. Finally, the videographer pans out, away from
the crowd to close his vision of the event.

Unfortunately, the mural no longer exists, but the video recording is helpful
to answer the questions heading this section. First of all, we have a gender
issue. At that time, muralism was considered an eminently masculine art
because it required effort to handle heavy tools and climb scaffolding to reach
very high walls. Also, Las Mujeres observed that many Chicano murals repre-
sented men as protagonists of emancipation struggles in various parts of the
world. Without undermining the importance of these struggles, they painted
many other murals representing the participation of women as actors and
revalued their freely given labor in care, education, and reproduction of life in
a diversity of communities, primarily Latina/o, Asian, and Afro-American. In
this way, Las Mujeres, with their bodies and artistic praxis, extended the polit-
ical connotation of the Chicana/o muralism by embedding a gender position.
Another of the core’s members of Las Mujeres, Irene Pérez, comments on
this:

At that time, a lot of the images were of men […] All the heroes were men,
and it seemed like historical events only happened to men, not to families and
communities (Romo 2002, p. 24)
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Even if we cannot fill the gap between the event—the opening in 1974—
and our present knowledge about it, we can turn to the historical documents
that provide significant clues. We now know that mostly young people from
different ethnic and cultural heritages were sharing food and drinks brought
by them. They also were laughing and dancing with music played by local
musicians. It seems the opening itself was a “quotation” of what the muralists
depicted on the mural; it was part of a live experience as well as an expres-
sion of visual arts. This is not to depreciate the aesthetic value of the mural.
On the contrary, it is about expanding our comprehension of muralism as a
performative art.

Mural Painting as a Performative Art

The scholar Sandra de la Loza is thorough in clarifying the idea of mural
painting as event in her essay “La Raza cósmica, an Investigation into the
Space of Chicana/o Muralism” (2011), where she wrote a fragment subtitled
The Mural as Event.

De la Loza focuses on the mural El Mundo de Barrio Sotel (1976),
located in a middle-class neighborhood west of Los Angeles. The piece, which
would cover the walls of the Stoner Recreation Center at Sawtelle Park,
was commissioned by the neighbors for the muralist Judithe Hernández in
order to discourage graffiti. The neighbors considered graffiti as vandalism
by gang members. Therefore, it was recognized as a sign of the presence
of criminal groups in the neighborhood increasing the un-safe environment
of the community. However, Hernández pointed out the importance of
involving the young Mexican descendant members of the community. So, she
summoned the young people to conceive, design, and paint the mural collec-
tively. When they almost finished the piece, a police officer assaulted a child in
the group. Immediately after, several patrols arrived with armed officers who
arrested the young participants as well as the white neighbor who had been
supporting the project.

Two questions related to the mural and criminalization of its young
participants presented above pushed de la Loza to think about murals as
events:

How could an artist and a group of Mexican American teens painting a mural
provoke such a strong reaction on the part of the police? Why did this activity
prove so threatening? (2011, p. 61)

De la Loza said that the only way to explain this strong reaction was to realize
that the murals were something more than an aesthetic expression of the
visual arts. Thus, she encouraged us to understand mural painting practice
as a performative, spatial, and social one (De la Loza 2011, p. 62).

De la Loza remarked how mural performance embodied the everyday life
of the community that they activate the architecture of the walls, but also
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that the physical and social spaces they occupy become a part of the work
itself. The community often participates in the process of painting the mural,
commenting, criticizing, and proposing stories or sketches. Therefore, the
murals create conditions for social interactions to “happen”; meanwhile, they
are opened up to the context in which they are conceived and from which
they receive information. De la Loza concludes:

Murals became a site for existing social dynamics to surface, new relations to
emerge, and new subjectivities to form. The process of painting a mural becomes
a catalyst, the finished ‘painting’ an artifact of the event. (p. 57)

Also, the young muralist Carla Wojczuk (2017) uses the term “mural environ-
ment,” taken from elder muralists, to emphasize the idea of the Chicana/o
murals as a performative aesthetic practice which affects the social and phys-
ical spaces. The alleys along 24th Street in Mission District in San Francisco,
Chicano Park in San Diego, and East Los Angeles are three of the most
significant examples of mural environments in California.

However, at this point, one will be wondering why understanding murals
as pieces of evidence of performances could open a possibility to criticize the
Mexican ideology of mestizaje? The answer could be in the agency of mural
environments to create a proper space for the emergence of new relationships,
opening the possibility to self-invention, creating a sense of belonging and
community, while occupying the land.

The Chicana/o Community at the Crossroad

In 1848, the war between Mexico and the United States ended with the
Treaty of Peace, Friendship, and Limits of Guadalupe Hidalgo (known as the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo), which established the new border and granted
much of the territory of the first country to the second one. Numerous
Mexican citizens stayed in the United States as US citizens or moved into the
new Mexican boundaries within the year of the Treaty. Based on this event
and accusing both countries of colonial occupation, the Chicana/o identity
emerged, proclaiming the activist slogan: We didn’t cross the border. The
border crossed us.

The eminently anti-racist Chicano Movement arose in the early 1960s
when Dolores Huerta and César Chávez founded the United Farm Workers
for the improvement of working conditions and the health of farmers, who
were suffering diseases caused by pesticides. Soon they joined their Chinese,
Japanese, Filipino, and Western Indian peers in the National Farm Workers
Association. In the same decade, young Mexican descendants organized walk-
outs through California demanding the end of segregated education and one
of better quality. During the strikes, people could hear the shout of “Chicano
Power.”
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The Chicano Art Movement (1960s) emerged simultaneously with the
Chicano Movement (El Movimiento) and accompanied it in all struggles for
social justice. This relationship between the two movements directly impacted
the thematic content and the materiality of the artworks produced in this
period. The artists were forced to act in the first person putting their bodies
at the core of the artworks as well as of the social and political actions
making it hard to distinguish between art, artist, and activism. They went
to the street and occupied the public spaces mainly through poster art and
muralism, which eventually became historical documents themselves. Chicano
artist Rubén García said: “I had planned to be an easel painter, but the strike
changed that” (Jackson 2009, p. 66).

Because the doors of the most influential institutions were not open to
artists of Mexican heritage, the main spaces available to them were the walls,
the streets, the squares, the bridges and some houses, galleries or private
theaters, as well as the strikes, the demonstrations, and the marches. If the
museums closed, the murals took over the streets, overflowing from their
communities, neighborhoods, cities, and states to traverse the racial and social
geography of the United States from west to east coast. If there was no access
to the written press or publishing houses, the murals wrote an illustrated liter-
ature on the walls telling local stories and documenting a neglected history
systematically ignored by dominant press and historians. If in schools there
was no criticism of race, gender, and class oppression, the murals exercised
a critical education and pedagogy, becoming themselves gradually and within
the Chicano Movement an arena of struggle, for gender equality, and criticism
of the state-designated idea behind Mexican mestizaje.

Debunking Mestizaje: The Theory of the New Mestiza

Gloria Anzaldúa has been one of those Chicana/o activists, artists, scholars,
and feminists who have most discussed and problematized the issue of mesti-
zaje within the Chicana/o culture. Throughout her life, she wrote several
speeches, essays, and other documents, among them her magnum opus
Borderlands / La Frontera (1987), where she also defends the importance
of self-recognition as Chicana/o identity. Anzaldúa says:

Something momentous happened to the Chicano soul –we became aware of
our reality and acquired a name and a language (Chicano Spanish) that reflected
that reality […] We began to get glimpses of what we might eventually become.
(p. 63)

The starting point of Anzaldúa is the essay La raza cósmica (The Cosmic
Race) published by the Mexican philosopher José Vasconcelos in 1925. He
stated that the crossbreeding of the four major human races will give birth to
a superior human being: the fifth race or the cosmic race. However, Anzaldúa
understands the complexity of thinking about mestizaje in racial terms and
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problematizes it. In “The New Mestiza Nation, A Multicultural Movement”
(1992), she explores the term mestizo—an old expression to refer to the
mixture of blood—in order to create a different category that is more inclusive
than just race mixing. Anzaldúa develops a kaleidoscopic thought around the
new mestiza analytical category, which we will try to study in several parts: the
subject, the conscience, the theory, and the methodology.

First, Anzaldúa took a gender position by twisting the famous phrase of
Vasconcelos in a movement that she calls “linguistic terrorism”:

Por la mujer de mi raza/ Hablará el espíritu (On behalf of the woman of my
race / The Spirit shall speak). (1987, p. 77)

Anzaldúa considers the mestizo subject as a woman by calling her the new
mestiza. To describe this subject, she begins by criticizing the traditionalist
representations of the Mexican woman represented by Malinche (outraged and
traitorous indigenous mother) and the Virgin of Guadalupe (pure and loving
mestiza mother). She puts aside this binary imaginary and recreates another
mythology, mainly by appropriating symbols and icons that allow her to speak
of the new mestiza as a transgressive liminal fragmented subject such as the
Llorona (the weeping woman), who murders her children, and Coyolxauhqui,
dismembered for trying to kill her mother Coatlicue.

It is essential to mention that Anzaldúa introduces the critique of gender
from multiple perspectives. She is not only condemning the hatred toward
women at the heart of the Mexican ideology of mestizaje. She is also
denouncing the thinking of the Anglo culture toward the Hispanic, Latino,
Mexican, and Chicano man, which accuses him of being macho after having
stripped him of his lands, his labor power, and his rights and having subjected
him and his family to extreme poverty:

His ‘machismo’ is an adaptation to oppression and poverty and low self-esteem.
It is the result of hierarchical male dominance. (1987, p. 83)

In this sense, Anzaldúa locates the new mestiza in a suffering body crossed
by multiple oppressions of gender, race, and class. Clarifying this, we can
address what Anzaldúa calls the mestiza consciousness. This consciousness is
in a particular place; it is in an oppressed body in the borderland between
national identities, popular cultures, genders, classes, races, and many other
regulatory ideals. Once again, she handles other signifiers in her explanation:
Nepantla, a Nahuatl word that means in-between, and cenote, a Mayan word
to say hole with water. The mestiza consciousness is fragmented; a product
of a cultural collision; in-between multiple labels, oppressions, and theories
suspended in this cenote memory, which Anzaldúa describes as a dream pool,
a sinkhole.

The mestiza consciousness operates in a pluralistic mode under “code-
switching” (1997, 55:18) by crossing from one culture to another. Anzaldúa
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defines this action as painful because something finishes, and something is acti-
vated. She expresses the impossibility of returning to an earlier, original point
where there is no oppression. Therefore, there is no other option than to be
aware of it:

We can’t leave, we can’t return; we can’t reject las nuevas culturas, but we also
refuse to assimilate […] nos/otras las mestizas contain within us both the voice
of dominator and the voice of resister. (1997, 55:18)

The mestiza consciousness brings out through the body, the voice, and the
hidden stories of oppression of the past, present, and future. Anzaldúa defines
this voice as an orphan, high-sounding, and aberrant tongue systematically
silenced in the United States and Mexico. This Chicana/o mestiza language
provokes prejudices on both sides of the border because it is not purely
homogenously mestizo. Anzaldúa says that the mestiza consciousness does not
police, brutalize, neither condemns the Indian, African, or Anglo. Nothing is
thrust out, rejected, erased, omitted, abandoned, or killed. For Anzaldúa, the
coexistence of these multiple identities inside the same consciousness and the
same skin can be experienced at least in two ways:

a. As a process of fragmentation that disintegrates the psyche and tears the
flesh:

the mill with the razor white teeth wants to shred off/ your olive-red skin,
crush out the kernel, your heart/pound you pinch you roll you out/smelling
like white bread but dead. (1987, p. 195)

b. As an encrucijada (crossroads) that she expresses in these words:

to survive the Borderlands/ you must live sin fronteras/ be a crossroads. (1987,
p. 195)

Once characterized the new mestiza subject and the mestiza consciousness,
Anzaldúa seeks to go a step further and asks:

how do you turn an experience of oppression into a theory of oppression, or
more importantly, of liberation? (2001, 61:23)

She answers her question saying:

Punching holes in their categories, labels, and theories means punching holes in
their walls. (1992, p. 205)

Anzaldúa begins to work on the new mestiza theory to dismantle the
unitary/totalitarian paradigm of the world. A theory offers a place from which
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to look. In the case of the new mestiza theory, Anzaldúa proposes that
we stand from multiple points of view going beyond binary thinking to a
divergent one for opening a medium for alter-narratives:

histories and perspectives of ethnic groups [which] disrupts the fantasy of a
monocultural nation [...] and interrogates the history of internal and external
colonialism. (1992, p. 203)

The new mestiza is a theory in the flesh because it passes through the body
of the new mestiza subject, who is aware of its oppression of gender, race,
and class. Anzaldúa explores some possible methodologies for the theory
of the new mestiza. She suggests crossing between worlds: from reality to
dream, fantasy, and imagination. Anzaldúa also uses the term nagual, which
means shapeshifter in Nahuatl. She develops another subject for this praxis:
the Naguala artist, who can visualize human limitations and offer other
possibilities by resignifying and rewriting stories:

Aware that significant portions of experience escape verbal formulation and fail
to account for or identify certain segments of reality, unnamable categories and
the culturally forbidden, we attempt to shift the frame of reference, produce our
own counter knowledge (contra-conocimiento) and art and write the theories.
(1997, 55:18)

Anzaldúa refers to mestizaje as an experience of dislocation, fragmenta-
tion, contradictions, juxtapositions, dualism, and synergy. These are some of
the descriptors that she uses, which all allude to action or movement. For
Anzaldúa, miscegenation is not synthesis, but an encrucijada (crossroads). On
the one hand, it does not respond to the Mexican State’s ideal of integra-
tion, and, on the other, it challenges the United States’ rejection of “blood”
and mixing of cultures. Her thought has nourished and inspired Chicana/o
artists and theoreticians up to the present. The performance artist, theo-
retician, and educator Guillermo Gómez-Peña proclaimed the death of the
mestizaje model, embracing a Pocho or Chicana/o identity to take them one
step further into what he calls “poly-cultural cyborgs”:

an emerging international sub-trans-culture […] the ‘new barbarians’ invading
the North, contaminating their racial purity and destroying their alleged cultural
and social order. (2009, pp. 251–253)

Gómez-Peña claims that Chicana/o identity is provocative on both sides of the
border for different reasons. On the United States’ side, Chicana/o identity
challenges the Cartesian rationality with their “alien” bodies and behavior,
embodied in a peaceful (shaman) or devil (savage) version. On the Mexican
side, they are traitors, disrespectful, and scrappy because they leave the national
territory, women are hociconas (bigmouths), and all of them are deslenguados
(unhinged tongue) as they do not speak Spanish well. Gómez Peña takes a
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gendered and racialized encrucijada (Anzaldúa), and he says in Ciber Ataque
Aztec, Intervención Pirata Naftazteca (1995): “cruzo, por lo tanto existo” (I
cross, therefore I exist). As Anzaldúa exposed: Chicanoism is a way of being
in the world and crossing (language) borders.

The Mural Environment

Chicano Park, located under the San Diego-Coronado Bridge in California,
began to be covered with murals in 1973 after Barrio Logan’s struggles to
obtain compensation for the losses to families and the community after the
construction of the Interstate 5 Bridge and the California Highway Patrol
station between the 1960s and the early 1970s. These projects divided residen-
tial from commercial areas, causing the relocation of thousands of families and
triggered protests by activists of the Chicano Movement, who finally decided
to occupy the land with their bodies for twelve days, demanding that the City
of San Diego immediately construct a community park (Barnet-Sánchez and
Sperling 1993).

Many actions and events have taken place there, some of them in political
solidarity with struggles beyond the community such as the Chicano Artists
Congress in Aztlán (CACA),2 in the early 1970s, an organization that brought
together the Mexican descendant members of Barrio Logan community and
other different cultures who were fighting against racism. They painted the
Quetzacoátl mural (1973), which represents the struggles of people through
the pre-Columbian deity alongside other spiritual or cultural symbols abroad,
such as the Chinese ying-yang, a Catholic rose, and the United Farmer
Worker’s eagle.

Some other actions demanded environmental improvements like the mural
painting titled Varrio Sí. Yonkes No (1977) by Raúl José Jackez, Álvaro Millán,
Víctor Ochoa, and Armando Rodríguez. Many other events also were done
in defense of the preservation of the murals such as the twenty-day Mural
Marathon (1981), a call to extend the Park “all the way, to the bay.” Besides,
the Marathon included music concerts, low-rider car exhibits, art workshops,
folkloric ballet and Aztec dance performances.

Recently, in 2017–2018, two significant demonstrations were organized
to counter the presence of the Patriot Picnic, a group encouraged by the
open aggression of President Donald Trump against Mexican and Mexican–
American citizens. The Patriot Picnic criticizes the murals as they believe they
promote values against the national interests of the United States such as
communism.

Today, Chicano Park, with more than 90 murals, could be considered a
mural environment. It is not merely a sum of murals. It is the agency of
people to act on the object itself that divided the neighborhood—a set of

2 The Spanish word for “poop.” I have not found any reference to this yet, but it is
evident for Spanish speakers.
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high concrete columns—and turn it into a community park, a meeting point of
exchange of cultural values, knowledge, and memories by and for the commu-
nity. It means the capability of people to take the land and transform it into a
public political space, into a communal territory, which challenges the power
throughout the years up to the present punching holes in their walls. It is
where the sense of belonging and community of people of Barrio Logan,
that is Mexicans, Asians, or Afro-descendants, newcomers, working-class or
queer individuals, permanently are re-actualized and strengthened by incor-
porating the new generations to the anniversary of the Park, to every new
mural painted, quinceañeras party, and the struggles for preserving economic,
political, and civil rights as well as the protests to face racist and xenophobic
grievances. Olympia Temiquiani Andrade Beltrán, artivist of the commu-
nity and editor of the column on the traditional medicine of the La Neta
newsletter, expressed:

Activists and artists have always been connected. In 2016-17, we fought against
the establishment of a shipbuilder in the Naval Base because it would harm the
health of people, and many of them already suffer respiratory diseases because
of the pollution. For the occasion, the muralists painted a mural in Chicano
Art Gallery. Although we managed not to set the shipbuilder company, the
mural was white-washed only 30 days after the opening. (A. Pérez, personal
communication, March 8, 2019)

Olympia thinks that the perception of identity is not homogeneous, that
even within the Chicana/o identity one hears about new identities that are
significant for young generations like Chicanx or Chicanindio. At the same
time, one could also detect a tendency to radicalize the understanding of
Chicana/o muralism, art, and identity in the Chicana/o Art Movement. In
the next section, we will reflect on how the Chicana/o art collective Asco was
deepening this idea.

Walking Beyond the Tradition

In the 1970s, a group of young Chicana/o artists formed a collective in Los
Angeles. They were Harry Gamboa Jr., Glugio “Gronk” Nicandro, Willie
Herrón, and Patssi Valdez, and they called themselves Asco, the Spanish word
for “nausea.” At that time, some Chicana/o artists and community members
disapproved of their work and supported more traditionalist visions.

Gamboa explains, in The Asco Interviews (2013) by Alvaro Parra, that the
Mexican descendants were isolated inside East LA by the free-ways in the
1970s. Chicana/o youth were also forbidden to enter many places, but at
the same time, they were fighting and dying in the illegal wars of the United
States. When they turned on the T.V., they never saw Chicana/o faces, or if
they did, those faces were representing negative stereotypes.
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Asco’s core members were eager to work for a change of narrative and
re-creating the imagery about Chicana/o identity within and beyond the
community through new materiality of art such as performances, photo-
performances, No Movies,3 conceptual art, and theater plays. They were
punching holes in labels and were looking for engaging dialogue with US
society as well as condemning the racism against people of Mexican heritage
and the very Manichean vision of what should be the art produced by
Chicana/o artists and submitted by both the US art and Chicano Art
Movement. Gamboa asked:

How can someone create something that could be understood in your own
voice would be simultaneously translated to the language of the others? (Parra
and Nottingham Contemporary 2013, 01:38–01:49)

They used their voice to talk to others, especially on Walking Mural (1972),
Instant Mural (1974) and Asshole Mural (1975), literally turning muralism
into an action, a performance art. Asco broke conventions and took a step
further with some characteristics of Chicana/o muralism, such as the expe-
rience of a living body, the notion of walking, and mestizaje. They were
shattering myths, icons, stereotypes, politics and the relationship with tradi-
tion, and at the same time (re)creating positive values over the imaginaries
inside/out the Chicana/o community.

Walking Mural was performed during Las Posadas, a Mexican traditional
Catholic celebration. Valdez embodied a Virgin of Guadalupe in a black
crêpe gown with glitter and side slit, platform shoes, and a cardboard halo,
holding a bouquet of red roses. Gronk embodied a Christmas tree in layers of
green chiffon with blue bulb ornaments hanging from him. Herrón embodied
a walking mural decorated with scary multi-faces painted and sculpted on
cardboard, which we could interpret as a parody putting in evidence the
ridiculousness of a literal or straight understanding of how a mestiza/o looks.
Valdez, Gronk, and Herrón dressed glamorously and hilariously and wore
theatrical makeup, strolling on Whittier Boulevard at Christmas alluding to
a procession. During an interview for Berkshire Fine Arts, Valdez commented
on Walking Mural:

We were the work of art that came off the wall. It is like when you paint a
picture on a wall, but we painted ourselves. We physically became the art. Then
we moved through the streets. (Valdez and Giuliano 2012)

3 A kind of conceptual art expressed in photo-shoots which included performances,
interviews, mail art, and other art expressions. The images used to be performative traces
of narrative acts. Gamboa and Gronk made No Movies. Through this art, both artists
also were criticizing the racist and classist exclusionary politic of the Hollywood cinema
industry as well as the dominant culture (Gamboa and Noriega 1998).
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Walking Mural was provocative for conservative people in the Chicana/o
community and the police because the local government forbade the
Christmas parades after the Chicano Moratorium riots. Asco’s members were
mocking Christmas and the Virgin of Guadalupe, but simultaneously they
were challenging power by taking the street, disrupting the essentialism of
the nationalist Chicano identity based on the Mexican ideology of mestizaje,
and the prevailing notions about Chicana/o art such as muralism.

In Asshole Mural, Asco’s members are in an unsmiling pose, stylishly
dressed, and with their hands tucked into the pockets of their natty suits and
standing next to the opening of a large concrete storm drain pipe. Asco again
combines Hollywood imagery and disgust in a scatological joke about Chicano
muralism and essentialized Chicano identity. Putting four young Mexican
descendants and fixing them in a photoshoot, they also opened a door for
photo-performance in Chicana/o art.

Asco embodied an irreverent relation regarding traditional Chicano art
and US contemporary art. Their critical standpoint on Chicano identity and
nationalism pointed to the internal colonialism of the ideology of mestizaje.
Asco’s artworks opened the possibilities for another sense of belonging for
new Chicana/o generations by adding contradictory imageries, categories, and
materialities.

Mexico and the United States: Our Racist Ideologies

Racism expresses itself in different ways on both sides of the border: United
States-Mexico. In the United States, the racial and ethnic nation-building
dominant ideology has been white supremacy: the racist belief in the suppos-
edly superior biological and cultural “nature” of whiteness. At the same time,
this state ideology proscribes the idea of race mixing within the national imagi-
nary. This specific type of racism has regulated the American Way of Life and its
postcolonial nation-building model: promoting white Anglo-Saxon and Chris-
tian immigration, the racial/ethnic segregation of the Native Americans and
the Afro Americans, and the intense xenophobia and racism toward Asians,
Latin Americans, and Middle Easterners.

On the contrary, in Mexico, the dominant ideology is the mestizaje
primarily between indigenous and Spaniards since the Declaration of Indepen-
dence (1821), and throughout the post-revolutionary period. The mestizo
embodies the ideal of collective cohesion to avoid regionalisms as well as
“bloody wars,” indigenous uprisings claiming their communal lands or better
working conditions (Gall 2013).

Among some other benefits offered by the nation-state, mestizaje policies
meant the intention to improve access to education, health, and housing for all
Mexicans that fit this crossbreed racial and ethnic model. However, the poli-
cies accelerated the disappearance of native cultures and languages by raising
the repression against those who insisted on sticking to their differentiated
identities, such as the Yaquis, Mayans, Otomís, and Coras (Gómez Izquierdo
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and Sánchez Díaz de Rivera 2011). Additionally, it brought about the discrim-
ination against national and foreign individuals or collectivities that the state
did not consider to be assimilable, including the Chicana/o identity.

In any case, both white supremacy and Mexican mestizaje are consolidated
ideologies, transformed into public policies pushed forward by the nation-
alist elites during the state-building processes. Despite their differences, white
supremacy and mestizaje are both based on racism, which naturalizes the hier-
archy of people and promotes in all ethnically and racially discriminated groups
the desire to have light skin or be able to prove white ancestry, as both the
guarantor of appreciation and social privilege, in addition to the severe diffi-
culties and harmful consequences in economic, political, and social terms at
both individual and community level.

Although art can take a critical position against racism, fine arts conception
cannot escape from the process of racialization either in the United States or in
Mexico. This could be characterized by (a) dispossession, appropriation, and
commodification; (b) negative and stereotyped representation; and (c) denied
or limited access to the institutional circuits of art.

In the Mexican post-revolutionary years, education, art, and literature
participated very actively in spreading the message of integration through
mestizaje. Some notable examples are Vasconcelos, one of the main ideologists
of the mestizaje project; Muralismo mexicano (1920–1970); and the novel El
laberinto de la Soledad (The Labyrinth of Solitude) (1950) by Octavio Paz, in
which the author wholly removed the African roots from the founding myth of
the nation. Mexican cinema, during its Época de Oro (Golden Era), also dedi-
cated some films to the Mayan and Aztec cultures. However, in general, the
indigenous heroes of the plots were never represented by indigenous actors,
who are destined to embody the role of servants or extras, a tendency that
extends to the present, especially on television.

The sharpest attack against the ideology of mestizaje is the call to fight
made by the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN) in 1994. The
EZLN was the first social movement of political organization to be recog-
nized by the Mexican nation-state on denouncing the existence of racism
in this country. The EZLN also called the Chicana/os in the “Editorial of
the Mexican Awakening”; the Comandanta Ramona denounced the situation
of indigenous women; and the Comité Clandestino Revolucionario Indígena
(Clandestine Revolutionary Indigenous Committee) condemned the racism
toward the diverse indigenous populations in Mexican territory and demanded
changes in civil rights, the Constitution, and the executive, legislative, and
judicial branches.

Many Mexican scholars agree that the ideology of mestizaje has stimulated
the extended belief of the inexistence of racism in Mexico, which supports
why racism has been a delayed topic in the social, political, governmental,
and academic agenda. Although racism remains as a structuring principle of
social (ethnic and class interactions) and institutional life (state policies) up
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to the present, it is a topic almost absent in mainstream bibliographies, direc-
tories, scholarly journals, archives, and elsewhere. Also, as Mónica Moreno
remarked (2016), the intersectional approach to the mestizaje ideology is still
pending. With very few exceptions (Ruiz 2001), it is the indigenous women
who have criticized how they’ve been represented through the ideology of
mestizaje within the nation.

Speaking Out: Does the Mestizo Exist?

Lukas Avendaño is a Zapotec artist, dancer, educator, and anthropologist from
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, Mexico. His art is located in-between
universal, local, and personal references, resonating with his community,
Mexican nationalism and Latin American art. When Avendaño describes the
creative process in interview for Collectiuimes, he turns to a metaphorical
image similar to that developed by Anzaldúa who defines memory as a cenote
shaped by the experience of being in Nepantla (in-between):

It is like diving into a well, swimming, doing some underwater life, and from
there finding gestures, stories, memories. (Avendaño 2018)

Avendaño has made performances in public spaces (parks and squares mostly),
schools, theaters, and cabarets; the photo series with Mexican photographer
Mario Patiño; and more recently a project in multiple directions and formats
because of the forced disappearance of his brother Bruno Avendaño on May
10th of 2018, who was found dead in a illegal grave located 8 miles from his
home on November 12, 2020.

Réquiem para un Alcaraván (Requiem for a stone-curlew) (2012) is
considered by Avendaño as an anthropological performance essay on how he
lives, from the particularity of his ethnicity and muxeidad (muxeness), the
racialization and sexualization of his body directly against the imagining of
Mexican national identity that crosses the individual, political, and religious
bodies. Réquiem offers an alter-narrative as the result of a dualistic search, one
that goes toward the actor’s body and personal experiences and another that
goes to a semiotic and a hermeneutical study, nourished by both a field and
archive investigation.

In this performance, Avendaño presents a muxe, one who participates in
muxeidad, a way of life, “a distinctive cultural gesture from the age-old zaa
culture (Zapotec)” (Avendaño 2019) in his home region, Tehuantepec. In
“La cultura mariposa de Lukas Avendaño en Oaxaca” (“The butterfly culture
of Lukas Avendaño in Oaxaca”), he says that unlike queer, mampo, joto, puto
or homosexual, the muxe is not an otherness in his/her social environment
but participates from within the uses and customs of his/her community.
Although the community forbids muxes from performing rituals such as
marriage and sometimes despised them in public spaces, it does not condemn
them to ostracism, death-in-life, terror, or death. Muxes embody aesthetic and
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cultural roles in their communities: caring for the elderly, decorating, walking,
and speaking with grace. For a Yaconic’s interview, Avendaño explains:

Muxeidad exists insofar as there is a social, cultural, natural, and symbolic
universe that sustains it. (2017)

With our eyes trained on racist ideologies, we see the body of an Indian
man on stage wearing the traditional dress of Tehuana, which has repre-
sented the strength of the indigenous women in the Isthmus but has been
one of the costumes most associated with the image of the Mexican mestiza
woman. However, Avendaño wears only the Tehuana skirt, taking off the
huipil, leaving his male chest exposed, naked as if he were taking off a
mask and, therefore, transgressing. Avendaño re-signifies this costume made
to completely cover the woman’s body, taken to dress the ideal body of the
Mexican mestiza woman. We can see on stage that it is not a total woman’s
dress; it is not a total male body, and it is not a mestizo (Fig. 18.1).

Avendaño is an indigenous and muxe body—both culturally forbidden—
speaking for itself. He challenges, with his only presence, the Mexican
state’s ideal of integration, the main assumptions of the founding myth
of the Mexican national identity: the mestizo son of a heterosexual rela-
tionship between a Spaniard father (conqueror) and an indigenous mother
(conquered). He punches holes in the descriptive but operative category of
Mexican mestizaje. Neither mestizo nor heterosexual, Avendaño responds

Fig. 18.1 Lukas Avendaño performing Requiem para un Alcaraván (Photo by Mario
Patiño)
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in another of his performances, No soy persona. Soy mariposa (I am not a
person. I am a butterfly). Avendaño is challenging the boundaries of power,
interrogating the internal oppression, and speaking up for all those who are
systematically eliminated in the continuous support of the hegemony, because
they are not heterosexual, white or mestizo enough, because they do not have
money, do not speak Spanish or English well, or do not receive schooled
education. As a Naguala artist, who can see and turn human limitations into
possibilities, Avendaño suggests, during an interview for Collectiuimes, that
these boundaries, imposed as borders to separate each other, become borders
where we can meet each other:

What I do is opening a window on the border […] the audience may decide
to keep sitting and observing […] or occasionally to close the window […] or
just assume that there is a glass that allows seeing but not listening, or to open
the window, even entered and then return. The prettiest bet would be to be
willing to jump the window and deconstruct our thinking or judgments a priori.
(2018)

Regrettably, Avendaño has directly and personally experienced one of the
extreme forms that racist ideologies take: the forced disappearance of his
brother Bruno Avendaño, who is one of the hundreds of disappearances in the
state of Oaxaca and one of the thousands in Mexico. The bodies under forced
disappearances are at the service of terror and suffering of the disappeared,
their relatives, friends, and society as a whole. In this sense, these bodies do
matter for the system but as an object, artifact of horror.

Simultaneously, there is all the work, “the performance to embody the
collective pain” (Gómez Peña, 1990–2005) through which the relatives,
friends, and other actors of social organizations put into the public space of the
whole nation and present to the (in)competent authorities the persons who
inhabited these disappeared bodies. They write their full names; they show
their photograph and the whole social network around these people.

Avendaño activated several channels through the social media campaign
“Buscando a Bruno” (Where is Bruno) to let us know about the disappear-
ance of his brother. He made a call to relatives, friends, acquaintances, and any
person sensitized to perform an action without compromising their integrity:
take a picture of this action, stand the sign “Where is Bruno” and share either
by social networks, phone, or email with the Oaxacan authorities responsible
for the impunity in cases of physical disappearances (Fig. 18.2).

Conclusion

As so much of the literature shows, the primary reference for Chicano
muralism is Mexican muralism, an institutional political art that actively partic-
ipated in the spreading of the Mexican ideology of mestizaje, the dominant
racial-ethnic nation-building ideology in Mexico. However, when we analyzed
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Fig. 18.2 Where is Bruno (Photo by Mario Patiño)

Chicana/o murals as pieces of evidence of performances, we did the exercise
of reconstructing as much as possible the live experience of mural painting.
Accessing this experience showed us who were the actors and how they acted.
We observed a tendency to emphasize the creative process over the concept
of the artwork, as well as to criticize the Mexican ideology of mestizaje that
the Chicano Movement embraced. In this sense, Anzaldúa made a significant
contribution in developing what she called the theory of the new mestiza,
through which we approached the study of three cases: the Chicano Park
mural environment, the Chicana/o art collective Asco, and the Zapotec artist,
Lukas Avendaño.

Racism is a persistent problem, which combines today with the
supremacist’s deliberate action against the non-white population. It is evident
in the open and threatening hate speech of President Donald Trump toward
its non-white population, encouraging the people to embrace this hate and
to support inhuman migration policies in the United States and Mexico,
which ends up generating tragic consequences such as the death of twenty-
one persons murdered at a Walmart store in El Paso on August 3rd of 2019
(Beckett 2019).
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The anti-racist struggle has always been urgent. The theory of the new
mestiza invites us to create alter-narratives against the ideal of white Anglo-
Saxon monoculture in the United States as well as against the integrationist
ideal of homogenous mestizaje in Mexico. Moreover, the theory introduces
a critique from a gender perspective that deserves considerably more atten-
tion and reveals the implicit colonialism inside the ideology of mestizaje.
Either way, more and more, researchers, artists, and activists choose to end
the mestizo ideal because it places Mexican indigenous people of the entire
gender spectrum in a devalued position and leaves no place for Afro-Mexicans,
Chicana/os, and many others.
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CHAPTER 19

Queerings and Crossings: The PostNatyam
Collective’s “The Sins of SuchWonderful Flesh”

Sandra Chatterjee, Cynthia Ling Lee, and Shyamala Moorty

Written from within an artistic process, this chapter analyzes and chronicles the
process of making “the sins of such wonderful flesh,” a performance work by
the Post Natyam Collective (Fig. 19.1). The piece choreographs a conflicted
relationship to a non-heterosexual dance ancestor, Maud Allan, while creatively
rerouting the male, heteronormative, and Orientalist gaze. Working with abhi-
naya (South Asian modes of expression), video projections, archival images,
and reviews, the work and its underlying process queer the gaze and an Orien-
talist historical archive while dynamically crossing between past and present
and across the borders of gender, race, and nation.

“The sins of such wonderful flesh” was sparked by the figure of Maud Allan,
a white North American dance artist who toured her “Oriental” dances in
Europe at the turn of the twentieth century. She was particularly known for
her Vision of Salomé and contributed to the Salomé-craze of the early twentieth
century (Caddy 2005, p. 51). Allan was a complex figure. She was anti-suffrage
despite being an unmarried and financially independent woman. She sued the
British MP Noel Pemberton Billing for accusing her of being a lesbian, even
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Fig. 19.1 Natyam Video stills from the Post Natyam Collective’s performance work,
“The sins of such wonderful flesh” (2019). Center is an altar made for Maud Allan.
Left and right are projections of Maud Allan on Shyamala Moorty’s body

though her longest romantic relationship was with a woman named Verna
Aldrich. Onstage, she performed sexuality as a white woman through the guise
of Orientalist spirituality.

The Post Natyam Collective is a transnational web-based coalition of
South Asian-trained dance artists of color whose work triangulates between
artmaking, activism, and theory. Our members consist of Sandra Chat-
terjee (Munich/Salzburg/India), Cynthia Ling Lee (Santa Cruz), and Shya-
mala Moorty (Los Angeles). Former collective member Meena Murugesan
(Montréal/Los Angeles) also contributed significantly to the multi-year
creative process for this work but left the collective before it premiered.

In this chapter, we will outline our process of making “the sins of such
wonderful flesh,” as well as describing and analyzing portions of the work
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itself. The work brought up several fascinating questions: What do you do
when a queer-ish ancestor’s gender and cultural politics disappoint you? How
might we negotiate between desire and feminist-of-color disgust vis-a-vis a
white non-heterosexual dance ancestor? Is it possible to subvert Orientalism’s
racist and colonial power structures through creative reappropriation of Orien-
talist materials? Can we claim power by performing as active spectators rather
than passive objects for visual consumption? How might we centralize erotic
desire between‚ women queering the gaze? How might we implicate and acti-
vate the audience in a queer project? How might allyship and desire inform
the creative process?

The Process and the Piece

The seed for “the sins of such wonderful flesh” emerged from a series of
explorations around the theme of queering abhinaya in a Post Natyam Collec-
tive residency in 2014. Abhinaya refers to emotional interpretations of songs
and poetic texts, often erotic in nature, in Indian classical dance. While abhi-
naya encompasses multiple modes of expression including angika (body),
vacika (text, voice), aharya (costume, set, makeup), and sattvika (internal
state), it is often, as a shorthand, associated with stylized hand gestures and
facial expressions. As Cynthia has previously written, our Queering Abhi-
naya process consisted of praxis-based research “grounded in the embodied
affective techniques of Indian abhinaya [in which] we examined notions of
queering beyond the borders of North American identity politics to include
German notions of quer (‘oblique,’ or going against the grain) and South
Asian embodiments of gender fluidity and erotic possibility that are distinct
from performing Western LGBT identities” (Lee 2018: 99).1

Our format of working, in both in-person residencies and online, is by
formulating choreographic or creative assignments, which we use to create
studies. These studies often become raw materials/seeds for future perfor-
mance work. For the articulation of one such assignment that we worked on
during the residency, Shyamala was inspired by Lionel Popkin’s investigations
of the early modern dancer Ruth St. Denis in his 2013 dance work, Ruth
Doesn’t Live Here Anymore. Ruth St. Denis was a pioneering American modern
dancer, who is known and critiqued for her so-called “Oriental dances,” which
were inspired by and appropriated ethnicized forms including themes and
motifs of Indian dance (Desmond 1991). In a gesture toward reappropri-
ation, Popkin’s approach to St. Denis’ dance scores/notation is based on
deliberate misinterpretations, mirroring the liberties St. Denis took with the
forms she appropriated (Popkin 2013). Shyamala associated his approach with

1 For more on the German notion of quer, see Hark (2001) and Sedgwick in Edwards
(2009, p. 62). Interestingly, in the current context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
recent demonstrations against the measures to contain the pandemic (the so-called ‘Corona
Protests’) have been organized by an initiative that adopted the idea of quer in the sense
of going against the grain: Querderken-711 (https://querdenken-711.de/).

https://querdenken-711.de/
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the German definition of quer/queer that Sandra had introduced to the group
and asked the other PostNatyam members to find an original text about dance
and choreograph “alternative interpretations that may open up, subvert, or
even create contrary interpretations to the original text and the dance that the
text was written about” (Moorty 2014).

In response to Shyamala’s assignment prompt, Cynthia chose a 1908 piece
of publicity describing Maud Allan’s2 Vision of Salomé that was originally
circulated by Alfred Butt, manager for London’s Palace Theatre (Lee 2014):

The pink pearls slip amorously about her bosom and throat as she moves,
while the long strand of pearls that floats from the belt about her waist floats
languorously apart from her smooth hips. The desire that flames from her eyes
and bursts in hot flames from her scarlet mouth infects the very air with the
madness of passion. Swaying like a white witch with yearning hands and arms
that plead, Miss Allan is such a delicious embodiment of lust that she might win
forgiveness with the sins of such wonderful flesh. As Herod catches the fire, so
Salome dances even as a Bacchante, twisting her body like a silver snake eager
for its prey, panting hot with passion, the fires of her eyes scorching like a living
furnace. (Butt cited in Buonaventura 2004, p. 34)

Cynthia asked the group to subvert the text, and Sandra’s interpretation of
a South Asian femme desiring Maud Allan captured the group’s interest.
Cynthia, Sandra, and Meena proceeded to create a dance-for-camera explo-
ration in which Meena moves the camera as if embodying the dancer in the
text read by Cynthia, while Sandra dances her desire to the camera/Meena.
Both of these Maud Allan Studies—Sandra’s original gestural choreography
and the concepts of reciprocal desire and subverting the male gaze of the
camera explored in the dance-for-camera work—were later developed into the
live performance of “the sins of such wonderful flesh.”3

Resuming: Long-Distance Creation and Development of the Piece
(2018–2019)

Four years later, we decided to reconnect with the choreographic studies
created during the 2014 residency with the intention of developing them for
a performance in a queer dance festival, EXPLODE, planned for 2019 and
curated by Clare Croft with input from María Regina Firmino-Castillo and
Jacqueline Shea Murphy. At that time Shyamala rotated into the position of
creative process facilitator and was motivated to introduce the idea of creating
from a place of desire into our collective process. One of the strategies she used

2 Cynthia originally came across Maud Allan during another Post Natyam Collective
process called Cabaret Travels, which examined translations of cabaret across South Asia,
Europe, and the United States with Delhi-based director Aditee Biswas.

3 The dance-for-camera Maud Allan study is viewable here: https://vimeo.com/108
827663.

https://vimeo.com/108827663
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to delve into our desires was a tightly structured process of collaboratively
brainstorming, articulating, categorizing, and focusing, a series of questions
using the “Question Formulation Technique,” which was originally developed
for educational purposes.4 Some examples of the questions that we chose to
guide our process were:

• How are we asking the audience to participate in desire? Can we ask the
audience to participate in desire?

• Who is the subject and who is the object?
• Do the participants ever change roles? Does the dancer become camer-
aperson, etc.?

• What can we do with pearls?
• How does this triangulation between speaker / camera / spectator-
performer relate to the three roles of dancer / singer / percussionist
in abhinaya improvisation as articulated by Avanthi Meduri (2003)?
Avanthi Meduri writes about abhinaya as an improvisatory practice of
interrelationship in which dancer, percussionist, and singer engage in
simultaneous improvisations on a set text (2003).

• How does the past influence the present and vice versa? (Moorty 2018).

The questions took us into unexpected avenues like working with pearls,
which became a major motif in the performance. From there we conducted
scholarly research on Maud Allan and Salomé, created improvisational scores
that engaged the audience as active participants, generated creative writing,
and choreographed studies interacting with Maud Allan’s image.

In spring 2019, we conducted a long-distance choreography lab using
video-conferencing in which we integrated our ideas in real time and created
the score for a trio version of the show. Unfortunately, Sandra was unable to
travel to California for our residency and premiere due to visa issues, and so
Shyamala and Cynthia fleshed out the piece as a duet with extensive long-
distance input from Sandra. This duet version of “the sins of such wonderful
flesh” premiered at UC Riverside’s EXPLODE! Queer Dance Festival on May
31–June 1, 2019, and serves as the basis for all performance description and
analysis in this chapter.

One of the major aims of “the sins of such wonderful flesh” was to confront
the Orientalists on our own terms. We accomplish our critical choreographic
reception by articulating our complex feelings toward Maud Allan as East
and South Asian women trained in Indian classical dance, by repurposing
ritual for critique, by performing spectatorship of “Oriental” dance, by making
Maud Allan the object of queer brown women’s desire, by shifting the erotic
focus from Allan to sexual intimacy between women of color, and by wildly
exorcizing Allan’s Orientalist legacy from our dancing bodies.

4 For more on Question Formulation Technique, please see https://rightquestion.org/
education/.

https://rightquestion.org/education/
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Getting to Know Maud

In the rest of this chapter, we will first give some background on Maud Allan
and then analyze particular moments from our piece. Historical research on
Maud Allan was an integral part of the process of creating “the sins of such
wonderful flesh.” While we are not attempting a comprehensive biography
and dance historical analysis of Maud Allan, in this section we highlight some
aspects of her life, politics, and critical reception which we found interesting
and provocative for our piece.5

Born in Toronto in 1873 and raised in California, Maud Allan’s birth name
was Beulah Maude Durrant. Her brother Theo was involved in a high-profile
murder case involving the brutal killing of two women, for which he was
sentenced to death by hanging. According to the press, his mother, Isabella,
kissed her son’s lips in public right after his death, sparking rumors of mother-
son incest (Hoare 1998, pp. 66, 69). A common interpretation is that this
traumatic event not only led Allan to change her name and leave North
America for Germany, but it also served as inspiration for Allan’s later work,
The Vision of Salomé. In this piece, Salomé kisses the lips of John the Baptist
after he has been beheaded—this action aligns with Oscar Wilde’s interpreta-
tion of Salomé as in love with John the Baptist in his play, Salomé, which is
based on but significantly different from the Biblical story.

The Vision of Salomé, Allan’s most popular work, aligns her with other early
modern dancer-choreographers working in the realm of “Oriental” dance. As
dance scholars such as Jane Desmond (1991) and Amy Koritz (1994) have
noted, performing Orientalist tropes allowed these white Western women
dance artists to embody sexual expressivity onstage through the guise of
“Eastern spirituality” while enforcing projects of cultural imperialism at the
turn of the century.

Reviews of The Vision of Salomé reveal a complicated and sometimes contra-
dictory historical reception of Allan and her dance. As Cynthia has written
elsewhere:

In her article, “Dancing the Orient for England: Maud Allan’s ‘The Vision of
Salomé,’” Amy Koritz describes how [Allan] toed a tricky line between titillating
audiences with images of the erotic, exotic Eastern femme fatale and performing
Victorian propriety for critics (Koritz 1994). Koritz includes several excerpts of
reviews, which, while varied in their assessment of the work’s aesthetic quality,
comment on her “lady-like performance [that] is absolutely without the slightest

5 This section draws heavily on Cynthia Ling Lee’s blogpost, “Real Life or Fake
News? Glimpses into Maud Allan’s Tabloid-like Life.” Posted on 12 September 2018
on https://postnatyam.blogspot.com/2018/09/real-life-or-fake-news-glimpses-into.html
(last accessed 9 September 2019). For more on Allan’s biography, see Cherniavsky (1983a,
1983b, 1984, 1985, 1986) and Allan (1908); for dance historical analyses, see Koritz
(1994), Walkowitz (2003), and Malnig (2012); and for more on the libel trial, see Bland
(1998) and Hoare (1998).

https://postnatyam.blogspot.com/2018/09/real-life-or-fake-news-glimpses-into.html
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suggestion of the vulgarities familiar to the tourists in Cairo and Tangier.”
(Koritz 1994, pp. 74, 70 cited in Lee 2014)

Building on Koritz’s argument, Julie Malnig sees Allan as “tam[ing] her
Salome” by etherealizing the femme fatale and thus soothing contempo-
rary male anxieties about the sexually aggressive New Woman while offering
(presumably white) class-privileged women a model of “positive sexuality”
“cloaked in a veneer of modesty and grace” (2012, pp. 135, 132). Walkowitz
offers a more complex picture of Allan’s popular reception in England, arguing
that Allan’s dance and its ensuing reception reflected two meanings of pre-
World War I Edwardian cosmopolitanism: as a form of imaginative cultural
mobility associated with the elite and as “a debased condition of deracination,
hybridity, displacement, and racial degeneration” (Walkowitz 2003, p. 340).

Allan’s early performances of The Vision of Salomé, which included 250
shows at London’s Palace Theatre, later led to her being invited to perform
the title role of Wilde’s play, Salomé, in 1918. This in turn led to the contro-
versial “Cult of the Clitoris” trial that contributed to the downfall of her
career. While England was in the depths of World War I, an MP named
Noel Pemberton Billing published a conspiracy theory in his newspaper, The
Imperialist (formerly The Vigilante), about a black book allegedly containing
47,000 names of powerful highly connected British subjects, who were vulner-
able to blackmail by the Germans because they were homosexual. Associating
foreignness, specifically Germanness, with homosexuality, elite decadence,
and national betrayal, the fictitious black book supposedly included Margot
Asquith, wife of the former prime minister, who was suspected of being Maud
Allan’s lover. Shortly after “The 47,000” was published, Billing published a
short enigmatic paragraph related to Allan’s performance of Salomé:

The Cult of the Clitoris

To be a member of Maud Allan’s private performances in Oscar Wilde’s
Salomé one has to apply to a Miss Valetta, of 9 Duke Street, Adelphi, W.C. If
Scotland Yard were to seize the list of those members, I have no doubt they
would secure the names of several of the first 47,000. (Hoare 1998, p. 91)

While it seems well documented that Allan had romantic and sexual relation-
ships with people of varied genders, Allan responded to Billing by suing him
for libel. In essence, she sued him because his article accused her of being a
lesbian, since according to the logic of the day, only lesbians or medical doctors
would know what a clitoris was (Bland 1998, p. 188). Similar to Wilde’s libel
trial a couple of decades earlier, Allan ended up being on trial for her queer-
ness, even though she was the one who brought the suit. Billing was found
not guilty, and Allan’s career never fully recovered from the negative press.
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Letters to Maud: “So, Why Do I Even Write
to You, a Queer Ancestor I Cannot Respect?”

This historical research on Allan was used extensively in the opening section
of our performance, “the sins of such wonderful flesh.” We introduce our
relationship to Maud Allan by reading letters to audience members during
intermission, prior to the performance of the piece itself. These letters were
inspired by love letters written to Maud Allan by her lover and secretary, Verna
Aldrich. Written by Cynthia, Sandra, and Shyamala from our specific posi-
tionalities, the letters reflect the Post Natyam’s Collective’s commitment to
multivocality by highlighting aspects/issues of Maud Allan’s biography and
politic that we individually chose to comment on, such as her relationship to
the German cabaret, her conflicted relationship to same-sex desire and lesbian
identity, and her exotifying Orientalist performances. We also included a letter
written in the voice of Aldrich.

The opening section began as, arm-in-arm, Shyamala and Cynthia descend
the grand staircase of the Culver Center in Riverside, California, entering a
spacious room with high ceilings and ornate pillars. Cynthia wears a tuxedo,
a curly Marilyn Monroe style wig, and an ostentatious blue mesh hat adorned
with feathers. Shyamala is wrapped in a sheer red saree, her head covered with
a bright red wig and a tiny black velvet hat with delicate feathers, clutching a
small purse. Both performers wear long strings of pearls. Meanwhile the audi-
ence mills about, perched on a chair or leaning against a column, chatting
with each other over a soundscape of dreamy strings punctuated with femi-
nized giggles, whispers, and snatches of phrases from the love letters. Cynthia
and Shyamala separate and join three other volunteer performers wearing pearl
necklaces in walking about the audience, each performer eventually making
eye contact with an audience member and approaching them. “Would you
like to have a love letter read to you?” the performer asks seductively, warmly,
or straightforwardly, depending on the emotional affect they read from the
person’s body language.

After the audience member says yes, the performer takes off their string of
pearls and adorns them. Since the letters vary in tone from playful flirtation
to harshly critical to anxious longing, each performer chooses a letter in the
moment based on what they sense about the audience member’s openness or
reticence. While reading the letter, the performer might make eye contact with
their audience member, give them playful little touches, or give them space to
respond if they are so inspired, activating the audience member and hailing
them as the object of their desire.

When Cynthia reads a love letter written in Verna’s voice to an older, white,
masculine person, they respond to her grief-stricken longing by dramatically
sighing and professing their love for her. A middle-aged white woman dance
scholar expresses giddy excitement when Cynthia addresses her as “Darling
Maudie,” gasping and interjecting, “Maudie Allan?!?” After Shyamala reads
to a Mexican American male dancer/scholar, he looks at her teasingly saying
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that he thought it was a love letter and he was shocked at the harsh words.
After finishing the letter, each performer removes the pearls and walks away
to find another person to read to, leaving the audience member to process the
experience on their own or with their friends.

Here are the letters in full. The first, written in the voice of Verna Aldrich,
is compiled from two different letters from Aldrich to Allan as documented
in Felix Cherniavsky’s biographical study of Allan’s life and career (1986,
pp. 207, 209).

Darling Maudie,

Well, I have had an anxious few days trying to get news of you-and I feel
quite exhausted. This evening I got the cable and it is some reassurance – I
can’t imagine you having gallstones – you never have had. Maudie dear, I didn’t
know how much I love you until I heard you were critically ill. Now take care
of yourself and don’t do anything startling, go easy.

I know how hard it all is but you must be brave and carry on like my
little soldier. You have had a wonderful life-and more than all else you are a
wonderful person yourself and you must not let a feeling of pity and lethargy
overwhelm the real, fine brain that is down under all this trouble-I don’t mean
your fame and all that greatness-but every bit of you I have known has shown
a great, marvelously lovely character-and I want that to come out. Darling, you
don’t think I would have loved you all these trying, worrying years if you had
just been a vain shallow creature-there is something in you that is great and
lovely-that overcomes! Now, my Maudie, you have a definite work to do, now
do it!

Love always,

Your Verna6

May 8, 1915/2019

Dear Maud,

You look stunning! I wish I could pull off an outfit like that! Wherever did
you get it from? Part harlot, part orientalist imagination…you are a master of
fulfilling people’s fantasies. And what a femme fatale. I mean I’m a femme and
I feel kind of fatal when I think of you carrying the severed head of John the
Baptist on a platter…did you really kiss it? Well, I suppose I would kiss it too if
it were the head of patriarchy that I could sever and kiss goodbye.

I keep thinking of all these men swooning after you and your spectacular
performance of Salomé. I really don’t understand the hype around Salomé. The
craze around you, on the other hand, is another story, … though I’ve heard
that you were not into men, but lavish your attentions on your female secretary?

So why do you do it then – cater to their fantasies? Are you in it for
the money, for the fame? Did you feel the raw seductive power of your bare
skin? The power to behead men? Or do you feel liberated wearing nothing

6 See also Lee (2019).
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but pearls? I always thought pearls were for the conservative type, but no, you
brought them back around, like the liberal woman that you are. Always breaking
stereotypes aren’t you? Breaking them and making them!

Well, I know you’re busy suing against the “Cult of the Clitoris” defamation.
But I do hope you write back. Maybe we could get to know each other better.
I’ve heard you’ve toured India and have an interest in Indian dance. I could
help with that.

See you in the theater,

Shyamala7

Darling Maudie,

So, how was the garden party? I am sure you were the perfect hostess, just
the quality Verna adores in you- and I am sure you looked stunning.

I wonder how it felt for you to host The Ladies Committee (…) for (the)
Relief of Jewish Children from Germany. I mean you lived in Germany – and
you know German, right? Of course you were there earlier, before the Weimar
Republic, when Berlin was just awakening into its subversive glory of the early
20th century. When the horrible times to come could not be foreseen. Do you
remember the amazing avant-garde cabarets?

And wasn’t it in Berlin that you became a ‘barefoot dancer,’ and where you
saw the production of Wilde’s Salomé which inspired your Vision of Salomé? I
mean, Berlin is all over your career. I guess MP Billing did his homework. I
mean accusing you of being a German-sympathizer, a sadist AND a lesbian all
in one breath?

True, you really were a femme fatale. Bold. And queer. And it looks like you
were really obsessed with pearls. To be frank – I kind of hate pearls. Your style
really isn’t my cup of tea.

But I digress. Where were we? Oh yes, the trial of the Cult of the Clitoris.

Tell me, what were you thinking denying your own identity and your lover
by suing Billing? And what was that about Lord Douglas testifying against you?
I mean, wasn’t he Wilde’s lover? So much for queer solidarity – between the
ways you treated Verna and Douglas treated you – so disappointing. One could
never take queer solidarity for granted I guess.

Well, goes to show that not every queer icon is to be admired automatically.
So, why do I even write to you, a queer ancestor I cannot respect?

Sandra8

Dear Maud,

This was supposed to be a love letter.

7 See also Chatterjee (2019), drawing on Moorty (2019).
8 See also Chatterjee (2019).
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At first I was fascinated and a little horrified by you: your unapologetic sensu-
ality, your skin, your queerness, your blatant Orientalism, this aura of the “Cult
of the Clitoris” that smolders around your image.

But the more I learned about you, the less I liked you. I hated that you were
a liar and a leech and a manipulator. I was irritated that you fell into the trap
of suing Billing – you denied being a woman-loving woman in court, which
resulted, of course, in the destruction of your career. But mostly, I hated how
you treated Verna, your loving and devoted partner, how you kept her under
your thumb, using and abusing her, demanding that she maintain those pala-
tial quarters with money neither of you had. I wonder how your relationship
with Verna was affected by your affair with the prime minister’s wife. Your life
is this nightmarish mix of tabloids and conspiracy theories: from your brother
murdering those young women and leaving their naked bodies in the church,
to your entanglement during World War I with that non-existent Black Book,
which coupled Germans, Jews, gays, and the highest echelons of power in
England. It feels, so weirdly, like the fake news of today, the precarity of truth.

So what possible pleasure can I take in thinking and dancing about you?
How do I make a piece about queer pleasure, about women reclaiming desire
for women, when all I feel for you is revulsion?

With queer disgust,

Cynthia9

These letters implicate the audience by intimately addressing them as Maud
Allan, while also (sometimes) activating them as objects of desire. The letters
also situate ourselves as performers in the “now,” engaging in a transhistorical
dialogue with Maud Allan from our idiosyncratic present-day positionalities:
we do not adore her, and Sandra’s and Cynthia’s letters, in particular, express
disappointment and disgust with the fact that Allan’s lesbian desire does not
align with ethical behavior or contemporary queer politics. But somehow we
remain interested—even fascinated—by her story, her dance, and the scan-
dals and anecdotes that surround her. Positioning Maud Allan as queer elder
and dance ancestor, therefore, is a fraught and ambivalent move. Indeed, the
letters already gesture toward one of the main emotions underlying the entire
performance: bibhatsa or disgust, which will be fully explored in the following
section of the piece, which takes place on stage.

Performing (Dis)respect

After the opening letter reading, the audience takes their seats and the stage
is dark, slowly filled by the sound of a violin, playing a melody that seems
mysterious, yet increasingly familiar. A spotlight comes up on an altar-like
arrangement in the downstage left corner: a small red box decorated with
sequins, in which a cardboard cut-out bust of Maud Allan is mounted on a
mini tripod. The two dancers, Cynthia and Shyamala, enter, walking casually.

9 See also Lee (2019).
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Shyamala wears a red saree covered with a brown Indian style wool shawl and
carries a round steel tray, while Cynthia is wearing black pants and a red shawl.

Sitting and kneeling down on either side of the bust, they begin to adorn
the black-and-white print cut-out with pearls: putting a necklace around Maud
and pouring pearls over her head. As the music turns into a recognizable lyrical
orchestra version of the song “Misirlou,”10 we hear a voice-over of Shya-
mala’s and Cynthia’s voices, speaking the following lines calmly, with varying
intonations:

“May I disrespect you” (S)
“May I take liberties with you” (C)
“May I misrepresent you?” (S)

While the text is spoken, Shyamala takes out makeup—powder and eyeliner—
and hands Cynthia a powder brush. Gently, Shyamala covers the black-
and-white image in powder, followed by Cynthia adding more powder,
vigorously—almost violently—with the brush. They paint horns and a goutee
with the eyeliner on her and then proceed to alternately caress her with pearls
or throw them at her.

“May I seek revenge on your image” (C)
“May there be pleasure in taking you down a notch” (both)
“May there be pleasure in imagining you as you never were” (C)

Upon the last sentence they bring down the bust by folding up the tripod,
putting her along with the tray, makeup and pearls in the box, and pushing it
to the side until it is offstage.

This opening section of the part of “the sins of such wonderful flesh”
happening on stage sets up the conflicting tension between respect and
disgust, which is a central emotional tension throughout the piece. It is
inspired by the format of the ninda stuti from classical Indian dance, but
translates its concept into a non-religious, non-classical context. Ninda stuti
is a primarily South Indian tradition of devotional composition, which artic-
ulates blame and disrespect towards a deity, which is found in Indian epics,
but also in musical and classical dance (Bharatanatyam) repertoire (Mandala-
parthy, 2016). Ethnomusicologist Matthew Harp Allen refers to ninda stuti
as “‘praise-blame’ compositions,” in which the deity is “indirectly praised
through sometimes biting wit” (Allen 1992, p. 107). A central aspect of a
ninda stuti is an antithesis:

10 Another version of “Misirlou” is used for the ending section of the work: Dick Dale’s
frenetic surf-guitar arrangement, made famous by the Pulp Fiction soundtrack, is used
to accompany a wild campy combination of queer exorcism and girl-on-girl sex. We are
thankful for our colleague Meiver de la Cruz’s suggestion to use “Misirlou,” which she
described as the most re-recorded and abused Orientalist piece…originally a Greek song
about an Egyptian girl who is ‘sweet’” (19 February 2019). https://www.facebook.com/
cynthialinglee/posts/10156484401968052.

https://www.facebook.com/cynthialinglee/posts/10156484401968052
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The Sanskrit word ninda means “abuse, blame.” Stuti is a general term for
devotional literary compositions, but literally means “adulation, praise.” Putting
these two together, we get what [religious studies scholar] William Jackson calls
a “song of praise by way of sarcasm.” (Jackson 1991, p. 367 in Mandalaparthy
2016)

In his extensive, well-referenced blogpost, South Indian classical musician
Nikhil Mandalaparthy explains further:

Quite a few ninda-stutis are presented in performances of Carnatic music and
Bharatanatyam dance. The Tamil composers Muthu Thandavar (16th century),
Papavinasa Mudaliar, and Marimutha Pillai (both early 18th century) were espe-
cially known for their ninda-stutis. An online Carnatic radio station11 notes that
“these compositions are seen as passionate outbursts of the devotee, who takes
liberties with [the] Lord because of the special relationship between them. Even
though the [lyrics appear] to criticise the deity, the songs are an expression of
affection, with the composer treating the deity addressed as an equal” (emphasis
mine).” (Mandalaparthy 2016)

One of the outstanding features of ninda stuti, which Mandalaparthy empha-
sizes, is that:

the composers of ninda-stutis are addressing their chosen deity as an equal, and
I think this is a really unique and fascinating way of imagining a relationship to
the divine [an] attitude that is not totally unique to Hinduism: “there are also
examples of this complaining to the deity going back to the Old Testament: Job
XVI 6-17 and XXI, 1-6.” (Jackson 1991, p. 367 in Mandalaparthy 2016)

Well-known Indian mythologist Devdutt Pattnaik emphasizes the ninda stuti’s
importance as a moment of catharsis, to expel “negative energy” from “your
system” (Pattanaik 2014). Inspired by this oppositional duality inherent in the
format of ninda stuti and the format that facilitates looking at a revered figure
as an equal, and thereby opening door to critique, we decided to translate
the premise of ninda stuti, i.e. the dichotomy between reverence and disre-
spect, away from a religious context, but into the context of looking at Maud
Allan—a dance ancestor. This opened a space for us to contradict the expec-
tation of magnifying her into a demi-god status as a dance ancestor, instead
allowing her to be remembered though certainly not revered. Many classical
dance practitioners and rasikas (connoisseurs) view ninda stuti as a form of
veneration hiding beneath a veneer of abuse: according to K.R. Madhavi, in
ninda stuti “the Lord is held up to blame and ridicule; but it is all praise and
prayer to the Lord if we penetrate through the surface to the depth beneath”
(Allen 1992, p. 122).

11 Nikhil Mandalaparthy here refers to: Srividya. “Ninda Stuti.” RadioWeb Carnatic.
RadioWeb. 30 January 2016. RadioWeb Carnatic. Web.
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By contrast, in our choreography, the performers initially appear to be
engaging in ritual acts of reverence to a dancer from the past, not a deity,
which unexpectedly give rise to playful disrespect and pointed critique. As
such, we translate ninda stuti’s capacity to hold together seemingly incom-
patible affects of admiration, desire, disgust, and abuse for our own secular
and queer purposes. As Cynthia, who wrote the text for the ninda stuti in an
earlier draft of her letter to Maud, asks:

So, where does desire come into play? What possible pleasure can I take
in thinking and dancing about you? How do I make a piece that wants to
be about women reclaiming desire for other women, about queer pleasure,
about flipping the script with a wink and a naughty glance, when all I feel for
you is disgust and revulsion? How can spending time with you be generative,
life-giving, fun, sexy? (Lee 2019).

Performing Spectatorship:
Rerouting Reception and the Gaze

After the ninda stuti-inspired invocation, we continue playing with the
emotional dichotomy of desire and disgust toward Maud Allan in the next
section of the piece. Instead of performing as faux-devotees, however, the
performers become spectators in the audience, a move that allows us to
multiply positionalities while rerouting the Orientalist, male, and heteronor-
mative gaze.

The performance space is dark, and we hear the recorded sounds of a
bustling audience and an orchestra tuning. The lights fade up on an empty
stage as we hear the dramatic, urgent strains of Strauss’ Dance of the Seven
Veils, an iconic piece of Orientalist music that some scholars claim was
arranged by Marcel Remy for Allan’s Vision of Salomé.12 At the same time,
a light fades up on a spectator (Cynthia) seated in the front row. Wearing a
tuxedo and a top hat that code the character as a Western elite man from
the early twentieth century, he wields an old-fashioned pair of mother-of-
pearl opera glasses. He looks pointedly at the different areas of the stage, as if
following an unseen dancer’s movements, while a voice narrates with dramatic
accentuation and long dramatic pauses: “To Maud Allan, swaying like a passion
flower in the last steps of the Seven veils, a servant brought upon a great salver
Jokanaan.” The voice-over accompanying the music quotes an historical news-
paper review of Allan’s performance that describes the Biblical scene of Salomé

12 Clair Rowden summarizes the uncertainty around the music that accompanied The
Vision of Salomé: she states that Allan is widely believed to have danced to Remy’s arrange-
ment of Strauss’ Dance of the Seven Veils from his opera, Salomé, but that some sources
suggest she may have danced to original music by Remy (Rowden 2013, p. 75). Regard-
less, it is unquestionable that Allan’s performance, Strauss’ opera, and Oscar Wilde’s play
Salomé were closely associated in the public imagination of the time.
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receiving and kissing the severed head of John the Baptist in sexualized, over-
wrought terms (Hoare 1998, p. 74).13 The spectator appears skeptical at first
but soon is drawn into the action, eventually slapping the inside of his thigh
and leaning back in an unmistakably masculine expression of ecstasy.

Shortly after the masculine spectator appears, there is a minor disturbance
in the back of the audience: a tittering woman (Shyamala) in a red wig and
tiny hat enters, excusing herself to audience members as she takes her seat
and freshens her makeup. We hear in the voice-over: “Her eyes half closed,
the dancer raised by its dank hair the ghastly prize of Herodias’ daughter. She
leaned towards its lips. Gently the severed head touched her wrists, and there
shot through her a terrible tremor, a shivering of the soul.” As she watches
the unseen performance, she is deeply invested: biting her lip in worry at a
difficult moment, smiling and clapping her hands at its successful execution,
and then eventually being sucked into a reverie of scopophilic pleasure.

As the voice-over continues with “Upon her white flesh were the stains,
dark crimson clots,” Cynthia takes off the tuxedo to reveal a masculine dress
shirt, walks to a different part of the audience, and dons a feminine pink and
green bandhani14 scarf, resulting in a contemporary gender-fluid look that
mixes Indian and Western clothing. The new character responds to Allan’s
performance with delicate, breath-filled hand gestures and facial expressions
animated by sringara or erotic desire, drawing on abhinaya’s embodied codes
for a feminine character: “White flesh. Dark crimson. It was blood. Her body
rigid as though carved in marble, the dancer slowly forced her eyes to the
face she held aloft.” At the same time, the tittering woman has exited and
Shyamala reappears wrapped in an Indian shawl, her clothing and measured
body language now suggesting a conservative, high-class South Asian woman.
Her face indicates expressions of disdain and disgust that contrast sharply and
humorously with the desire and pleasure expressed by the other performer,
as the voice-over continues with its vivid description of Maud Allan’s perfor-
mance. “It was the face of a man not long since dead. As one from whom
life passes very quickly, she crumpled to the floor. From her hands dropped
the head.” A black-and-white image of Maud Allan appears on the back wall:
Allan-as-Salomé kneels on the ground scantily dressed, leaning away from the
severed head of John the Baptist with outstretched hands. “It rolled upon her
breast and fell beside her, leaving upon her white body a crimson trail. Her
white body. A crimson trail.” The conservative South Asian woman performed
by Shyamala leaves in a huff of disgust as Cynthia continues performing as the
ambiguously dressed spectator. Shyamala then reappears without the shawl,
now dressed in a sleeveless red sheer saree. This sensual, womanly character
sits on the floor in a wide stance, also clearly expressing sringara toward Maud

13 The voiceover is slightly edited from the original review. See Hoare (1998, p. 74) for
the original review.

14 A traditional form of tie-dye from India.
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Allan, as the voice-over concludes “Her white flesh. Dark crimson clots. The
stains. Her white flesh. Her white body….”

This section exemplifies one of the main choreographic tactics of “the sins
of such wonderful flesh”: strategically layering different forms of reception
related to Maud Allan’s performance and the larger Orientalist tradition from
which she hails. These include: (1) textual reception of The Vision of Salomé in
the form of reviews by eyewitness critics of the time, (2) the affective layer of
music, which references how the West has fantasized about the East through
sound, and (3) our critical choreographic reception of Allan. This spectator
section does not allow the audience to see visual imagery of Maud Allan’s
performance until the end, instead using the layered music and textual descrip-
tion to invite the audience to imagine what the performance may have looked
like. As such, Allan’s dance remains largely unseen, leaving her to be repre-
sented primarily by the fetishizing review. The reviews that we draw upon here
and elsewhere in this work are from both European and American newspapers
and do not focus on Allan’s chasteness or ethereality. Instead, they empha-
size sensual voluptuousness, animal-like carnality, wild orgasmic ecstasy, sexual
“perversion,” and a morbid focus on death. They are consistent in forwarding
an Orientalist and fetishizing reception of Maud Allan and her dance.

Rather than dancing onstage and subjecting themselves to a potentially
Orientalizing gaze in relation to the review and music, Cynthia and Shya-
mala perform as spectators from multiple positions reflecting different genders,
sexualities, classes, cultures, and historical eras. The variety of spectato-
rial positions that we occupy can be seen as resonating with the actual
diversity and cosmopolitanism of Allan’s audiences in England as noted by
Walkowitz (2003), though our prioritizing of South Asian perspectives is
our personal critical choreographic intervention. Performing from multiple
spectatorial positions allows for a range of complicated emotional responses
including sringara (erotic pleasure) and bibhatsa (disgust), which map onto
the emotional dichotomy first established in the ninda stuti-inspired invoca-
tion. It fractures a system of racial representation whereby white artists are
afforded a universality that allows them to play any character, tell anyone’s
story and dance anyone’s dance, while artists of color are saddled with the
burden of racial self-representation. Wielding spectatorial power as Asian
women and genderfluid people thus allows us to rupture racialized systems of
representation while rerouting masculinist, heteronormative, and Orientalizing
scopic regimes (see Lee 2018).

Desire and (Dis)identification

Immediately following the spectator section, the projection changes to a
sensuous image of Maud Allan: clad only with a few pearls and a transparent
skirt through which we can see her butt and legs, she looks over her shoulder
with a come-hither expression. Cynthia picks up a wireless microphone and
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starts to speak—“the pink pearls slip amorously about her bosom”15—as she
gazes at Shyamala, whose sheer saree and string of large pearls subtly relate
to Maud’s costume. A series of soft recorded sighs punctuate Cynthia’s words
as Shyamala reaches toward the projection of Maud, gesturing with gently
twisting mudras to suggest the pearls adorning Maud’s body. Shyamala’s
gestures draw on Sandra’s original choreography, which uses abhinaya to inter-
pret the spoken text and establish her character, an actively desiring South
Asian feminine spectator who is strongly aroused by the image of Allan and
her unseen dance. In this new performance context, the text, an historical piece
of publicity for Allan’s Vision of Salomé, acquires additional meaning by occa-
sionally corresponding to Shyamala’s movement, such as when Cynthia says
“[s]waying like a white witch with yearning hands and arms that plead” and
Shyamala’s hands and torso sway in an s-curve in admiration of Maud. This
ambivalence is compounded by a triangulation of the gaze: Cynthia gazes at
Shyamala as she speaks, treating her as the object of her (possibly voyeuristic)
desire, while Shyamala looks at Maud, actively expressing her desire for Allan
through her body language.

As Cynthia says, “the sins of such wonderful flesh,”16 Shyamala gently cups
Maud’s butt cheek in alapadma hasta17 while a set of strings play a vibrato
figure, creating a sense of sexual tension. The projection changes to a frontal
image of Maud, and Shyamala starts to caress Maud’s side, lingering deli-
ciously at her breast and hip. The soft moans and breathing in the soundtrack
now suggest Maud responding with pleasure to Shyamala’s touch, growing in
intensity and frequency as Shyamala reaches up Maud’s crotch, fisting her and
rubbing her nipple. The projection shifts to an image of Maud with her head
thrown backwards in languorous ecstasy, while Shyamala spreads her legs wide
in a dominating stance. Shortly thereafter, Shyamala turns away from Maud in
a teasing manner and starts a seductive striptease, slowly removing the pallu
(loose end of the saree usually draped over the shoulder or head) and circling
her shoulders suggestively as Maud watches transfixed. Cynthia does not focus
on Maud, but watches Shyamala intently, luxuriating in her sensual power and
taking photos with a cell phone.

Shyamala holds the pallu in front of her, the image of Maud now appearing
small on the saree, which has become a miniature screen. The shift in scale
is striking: they have shifted from being the same size to Shyamala’s large
body looming tenderly over Maud’s tiny one in a literal top/bottom relation-
ship. The soundtrack shifts into a rhythmically insistent musical recording from
Lakmé, an opera by Léo Deilbes that accompanied Ruth St. Denis’ Radha, a

15 The text spoken by Cynthia in this section of the piece is taken from Alfred Butt’s
publicity text for Vision of Salomé which we originally used in our 2014 Maud Allan
Studies (see Buonaventura 2004, p. 34).

16 The title of the piece, “the sins of such wonderful flesh,” is a quote adopted from
the publicity material narrated here (Butt, as quoted by Buonaventura 2004, p. 34).

17 Alapadma is translated as the fully bloomed lotus, but as a hand gesture can refer to
a multitude of abstracted meanings.
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1906 dance work that choreographically appropriated elements of Hindu ritual
and Indian dance. Maud’s image shifts into a reverential namaste position,
which reads as humorous given the context, before her “dance” begins, which
consists of a black-and-white slideshow of changing dance poses projected
onto the saree. Intrigued, Cynthia starts to film the dance on her phone.
Maud leans to one side, her arms outstretched, as Shyamala, whose body can
be seen through the sheer cloth, mirrors her in the opposite direction. Maud
starts to embody poses oddly reminiscent of North Indian classical kathak:
with one hand raised above her head, Maud appears to be rubbing Shyamala’s
crotch, while Shyamala’s lower body undulates in response. Shyamala dances a
sequence of bharatanatyam (South Indian classical dance) rhythmic footwork,
as Maud begins to rotate in time with the escalating music. Shyamala backs
up in rhythm, wafting the saree up and down as Maud’s image grows larger.
As the music reaches a dramatic climax, Shyamala ends with her back to the
wall, the red saree covering her head, face, and body. Eerily, we see the image
of Maud superimposed upon Shyamala’s saree-covered body: Maud’s face is
projected where Shyamala’s face once was, her white limbs replacing Shya-
mala’s brown ones, her pearl-studded bustier now adorning Shyamala’s body.
Rather than serving as a sensual object for Shyamala to admire, seduce, plea-
sure, and dominate, Maud Allan’s exaggerated image of Orientalist sexuality
now inscribes Shyamala’s body.

Cynthia puts away her camera, disturbed. Shyamala tentatively touches her
face, then clutches at her body, eventually pulling the saree off her head. As the
music ends, we see her vulnerable upper body naked except for her dark tube
top and white pearls, with Maud’s image still on her bare skin. Shyamala steps
aside and tries to smash Maud’s face with an open palm, only to find Maud’s
face still on her hand. She looks out toward Cynthia in the audience, who
returns her gaze with sympathy and solidarity. Shyamala slowly walks down-
stage, keeping Maud’s steadily shrinking face on her hand, as Cynthia walks
to the projector. They make eye contact, and Shyamala emphatically closes her
hand in a fist as Cynthia covers the projector, together causing Maud’s image
to finally disappear.

In her earlier article analyzing the 2014 Maud Allan Studies that inspired
this larger work, Cynthia notes how Sandra’s original study enacts a double
queering, infusing classical abhinaya’s often heteronormative love stories with
same-sex femme desire, while also quer-ing the Orientalist intention of Alfred
Butt’s publicity text (Lee 2018, pp. 110–111). Sandra achieves this double
queering by performing sringara or erotic desire from the position of a South
Asian femme spectator, “overturning Orientalism’s power structure by appro-
priating the spectatorial power of the objectifying viewer while maintaining an
unmistakably South Asian feminine persona” (Lee 2018, p. 112). Shyamala’s
performance, which Cynthia directed, expands upon Sandra’s expression of
queer femme desire by explicitly depicting sexual acts of pleasure between
herself and the projection of Maud Allan. The addition of Cynthia’s live
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reading addressing Shyamala and the ensuing triangulation of the gaze multi-
plies and complicates subject-object positions and the portrayal of desire
between women. The ambivalence first suggested in the beginning of the
section, whereby the publicity text seems to describe both Maud Allan and
Shyamala, comes to a disturbing climax when we see Maud’s image projected
directly onto Shyamala’s body. This inscription of Shyamala’s body with
Orientalist imagery powerfully evokes how we, as Asian women trained in
Indian classical dance, have often been seen through the distorted lens of an
Orientalizing and fetishizing gaze. It begs the questions: When does queer
desire for an Orientalist figure transform into disgust at having Orientalism
projected upon one’s body? What is the difference between desire and iden-
tification (aka self-exotification)? Lastly, the ending suggests the power of
working together in solidarity as women of color, an act that enables us to
extinguish, for the moment, the white fantasy of the so-called “Orient.”

Conclusion and Future Possibilities

Throughout “the sins of such wonderful flesh,” we employ a variety of choreo-
graphic tactics to critique, reroute, and reappropriate Maud Allan’s legacy: we
hail and activate the audience as objects of desire, articulate our complex indi-
vidual feelings toward Allan’s life and politic, perform spectatorship of Oriental
dance, and make Maud Allan the object of queer brown femme desire. We do
so from our positions as South and East Asian diasporic women trained in
Indian classical dance, embodying and invoking translations of South Asian
performance aesthetics, particularly abhinaya’s performance of erotic desire
and femininity and ninda stuti’s capacity for emotional dichotomy. Yet further
archival research after the performance’s premiere has revealed rich new veins
for exploration, suggesting how we might further develop “the sins of such
wonderful flesh” in the future.

We therefore end by gesturing toward the possibilities of continued artistic
research and possibly an expanded performance work that multiplies and
lifts up non-dominant voices in the archive of reception of Maud Allan and
her dance. As Judith Walkowitz notes, Maud Allan attracted an extraor-
dinary variety of spectators during her tenure in London. These included
“sodomites,” who cruised each other in the back of the Palace Theater, and
“school girls who exchanged picture postcards of her and wrote of their
‘crush’” (Walkowitz 2003, pp. 362–363). Women and girls would try out
Allan’s poses in the privacy of their homes. Her dance also inspired drag
queens and female impersonators, for whom “Salomé and Maud Allan were
popular nicknames” (364). How might we integrate these historical voices
of women and gay men into our work, thereby complicating a monolithic
Orientalist gaze that assumes a male, straight, class-privileged perspective? Can
we mobilize the ways in which Maud Allan’s dance blurred the line between
performance and participation by inviting the audience into embodiment?
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How might we invite critical reflection even while making identification with
Maud possible?

Of course, the diversity of Maud Allan’s London fanbase still privileges a
white Western perspective that regards Allan as an icon of exotic femininity
and sexuality. The archive offers another resource for reworking the racialized
and imperial dynamics of an Orientalist gaze in the form of Maud Allan’s tour
in India. Consider the following review of Allan’s performance in a Basumati,
a Bengali-language newspaper, during Allan’s tour of India:

I think myself very fortunate to be able to see the dancing of the nude lady,
which is appreciated by the Western communities...She moved her hands and
feet in a very peculiar manner which we could not appreciate. It may be a
good sort of dancing but to an Indian her art is not so good or attractive.
(Cherniavsky 1985, pp. 30–31)

This reversal of the colonial gaze suggests the possibility of a situation where
white viewership, Orientalizing appropriations, and exotifying gazes are not
the default. For diasporic Asian artists such as Post Natyam who live and work
in “the West,” what critical interventions must we choreograph before that
kind of utopia can be conjured into being?
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CHAPTER 20

Performing the ‘Pleasure in the Poetic’

Cassils in dialogue with Sandra D’Urso

I had the opportunity to see Cassils perform their work Tiresias (2019) at
Dark Mofo in Tasmania—an annual arts festival held on a small island at the
southernmost tip of Australia, known for its particularly dark colonial history.
This would be the second iteration of Tiresias, a live durational performance
staged 10 years after the original. Cassils notes that in that 10-year gap an
entirely new grammar for describing gender variation and trans experience had
emerged—a new language, which simply didn’t exist before.

So, when I first performed it, there was no word like non-binary or even
trans-masculine. Those vocabularies didn’t exist. Now those are in the Oxford
dictionary. These words exist now.

Cassils bases this performance on a figure of Greek myth, the blind prophet
Tiresias who spends seven years under the yoke of a curse, which transforms
his gender. Cassils’ adaptation of the myth includes a cyclical choreographic
phrase, in which they periodically enter and exit the performance space to
press their body against a classical bust carved from ice. This simple action of
entering and exiting takes place over the course of an entire evening, punc-
tuating the space with episodic absences. There is a lyrical quality to the
choreography. Every entry and exit accumulate like the stanzas of a poem,
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as lines cut into space. Meanwhile, the heat from Cassils’ body incrementally
melts the ice until only a thin watery crust remains, which eventually falls from
its plinth. Each stanza contains the possibility of collapse, leaving us to ponder
the limits of form. What happens when the form of the ice sculpture dissolves,
and human action is exhausted within it? Cassils produces a gestural landscape,
which reinterprets the linear-narrative shape of myth, to delve into its sculp-
tural and poetic sense. They carve the performance space with their body, in
the same way that poetry carves through the utility of speech and language,
to create troughs and shadows across meaning.

There is also a state of physical trembling in Cassils’ live performance that
contributes to its formal quality. The trembling draws the eye in, as it attempts
to register the incremental transformations across human and non-human
materials, in their encounter with each other. In Tiresias, the effect of the ice
bust thawing creates pressure upon the figurative. Under pressure of bodily
heat, the ice produces a surface play of shadowy contortions and refracted
light. The flesh appears to undulate, not unlike internal bodily tissues and
pulses of blood imaged through ultra-sound—it creates the eruption of new
bodily horizons, shadowy organs, and uncanny contours.

Aside from its aesthetics, there is the very real risk of hypothermia for
Cassils as they perform Tiresias, if not timed correctly. Cassils explains that
after 15 minutes of being in contact with the ice frostbite begins to set in—
an important factor influencing the timing of their duration with the ice, as
well as the entrances and exits. Cassils explains how creating Tiresias involved
consultation with a medical doctor, who was able to test their body’s ability to
mitigate the effects of the ice. The testing was/is a crucial layer of Cassils’
research into the effects of their engagement with and behaviour of their
chosen materials. The process is scientific and deeply corporeally engaged—
an intimate form of knowledge production conducted at the threshold of a
bodily limit. Cassils describes wanting ‘to engage with it [the ice] to the point
where I can create the image I desire, but not to the point where it causes me
harm’.

Along with trembling, the concepts of darkness and absence play a role
in Cassils’ work. In Becoming an Image—a multi-stage work, registered in
the sculpture The Resilience of the 20%—Cassils beats into an approximately
900 kilo block of clay before an audience shrouded in complete darkness. A
photographer intermittently takes shots of the action creating surges of light
with the camera’s flash, capturing Cassils in various states of combat and exer-
tion. The form and force of Cassils’ body are imprinted across photographic
and sculptural media, in effect archiving moments of physical struggle, which
may be read as indexical of broader social and political struggles (Getsy 2015).
These include struggles against rigid gender norms, as well as the violence of
political borders, which often work towards the incarceration and incapaci-
tation of the lives of migrants and asylum seekers in the U.S. While Cassils
shines a light on experiences of trans identity, and the state of politics in the
U.S., the formal qualities of their work are equally significant, from both an
art historical and performance studies perspective.
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David J. Getsy offers a compelling reading of Cassils’ performance of
Becoming an Image and how it archives bodily presence in abstract form, as
opposed to settling on the figurative. There is a strong formal quality to the
work despite the arresting influence and presence of the body. Getsy links
Cassils’ use of abstraction to a precedent set in the 1960s, where consider-
ations of gender and transformable person hood were filtering into artistic
practice. Getsy aligns Cassils’ mobilisation of abstraction with what he terms
‘transgender capacity’ such that these artworks refuse the potential for bodily
foreclosure, evident in other minimalist or figurative works (Getsy 2015,
p. 278). The power of abstraction problematises ‘the human’ while remaining
in conversation with the particularity of a body elsewhere. Getsy states: ‘No
one morphology could be offered for all transgender lives. Cassils wrestled
with the need to document and the problems of evidence, arriving at a work
that refused to image the human form but evoked it as an object of work,
transformation, and purpose’ (Getsy 2015, p. 274).

In this refusal ‘to image the human’, there is invariably a concern with a
human rights landscape in crisis. Violent border policing is one expression
among many, in a range of government policies that attempt to iron out the
ripples of gender, and other forms of non-conformity. Cassils’ work then is not
simply a refusal of the human per se, but rather, a registration of its tremulous
production and reproduction at the point of crisis. We see this tremulousness
of form under pressure expressed across multiple works, some of which are
discussed in the following interview.

Cassils: I don’t resist performance as a label because I do think we’re in a moment
where there is an increasing fracturing of ourselves due to technologies and
due to the fact that we’re always staring at screens. And there is something
that’s really different about live work now than, say, in the 1970s. I think the
stakes and the emphasis and the need for it is heightened now, it’s also very
different. I think it’s more important, actually, in terms of a strategy. I think
that live presence and radical presence and forcing people to pay attention and
be in the moment is actually much more radical than it used to be.

D’Urso: The distinction between live performance and its documentation in other
media has been highly contested in performance studies, and perhaps still is.
But what I’m hearing from you now is that in a space of technological satu-
ration, including in social media, that the live is coming to be re-emphasised
as an idea or as a key principle in the work.

C: I think it’s just that live plays a different strategic form than it did before. I
think that I don’t see the document as equal to the performance. I would
argue that it’s impossible for a document to ever give the same sort of sensa-
tion or feeling of a live performance. But what I will do is I will translate the
idea of the live performance into other media so that the thread of the idea
is there, but it’s taking that failure and that grafting from one discipline into
another into account.

D: Can you describe how intergenerational and intersectional collaborations
enrich your practice? I was thinking of your recent collaboration on the
performance Cyclic with Ron Athey and Fanaa at Moca in December 2018.
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C: I was working initially in a collaborative for 10 years, in a group called the
Toxic Titties. - I call it a monogamous collaborative. Then I stopped collab-
orating for many years. And I’ve started again in the last year or so. But I
would say that most of my work is not collaborative, although it does relate
to works made by artists from different generations and subjectivities.

Most of my works are in relation to an art historical work; making reference
to and kind of paying homage, or breaking down, or maybe sometimes a
little bit of both. But the collaborations that I’ve done, like working with
Ron, for example, was something I wanted to do. I was interested in having
an exchange with an artist who’s worked so closely with the subject of the
AIDS crisis. There’s so much invisible burden in queerness and queer histories,
sometimes the work is about passing on this invisible burden.

So much of histories are not written down when it comes to people that are
not in centralised positions, so it’s important to have these kinds of exchanges
because you get an experience that you wouldn’t have otherwise. You get a
taste of history. And maybe it doesn’t look like you think it would. Maybe
it doesn’t look like that artist mentoring you. Maybe it looks like that artist
being unable to perform certain aspects because of the trauma of a certain
moment, historically, that unwound them because the world is so unfair, and
actually that exchange looks like holding each other together as opposed to
this top-down learning experience.

D: The word mentorship does have that feeling of the top-down. Whereas what
you’re describing sounds more lateral – and indeed – more psychic and
affective.

C: Yeah. I really do think certainly there is a hierarchy. I respect that. So, there
is this trickle downwards, I’d say. But it just doesn’t look like what you’d
expect, I’d suppose is what I would say. And in terms of intersectionality, I
think, honestly, I just work with artists whose work I really like. So, if they
happen to be a brown person, well they happen to be a brown person; so
it’s not so much about that, but sometimes I am thinking about it, in a
way. But if I am thinking about it in that way, I’m trying to problematise
it. For example, the work that I made for the Station Museum in Houston,
Texas, last year is called Solution. It was a performance that was made shortly
before the mid-term election here in the U.S last November 2018. We’re in
this moment in the United States where the politics of religious freedoms
are actually being used to trump discourses over civil rights. So, I made this
exhibition responding to that.

For example, in the state of Missouri a woman cannot have an abortion,
but they can identify as a Satanist. Under the doctrine of the church of Satan,
foetus is just matter. It’s just bones and matter according to the sacred texts of
the satanic bible. Therefore, as a Satanist she cannot be imprisoned for having
an abortion. But as a woman, deciding what to do with her own body; she’s
going to jail. And that’s the moment we’re in right now in this country.

So, the exhibition proposed this idea; what if we had a new religion where
our deities were Muslims, queer people, First Nations people? You know,
where the various people who are the recipients of misogyny and xenophobia
and transphobia were actually revered with the sanctity that we would bestow
upon a religious figure. Would that change the way these bodies are treated?
So, it was an exaggerated and ironic, yet still reverent work.
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So, I asked Fanaa, Rafa Esparza and Keijaun Thomas to all work with
symbols (drawn from sacred traditions or mythology) like I had done with
Tiresias. I asked them each to choose a sacred symbol and we made these
films that (document the performers’ interactions with these symbols), which
is similar to the way that Tiresias is documented. The films were installed in a
semi-circle, like the nave of a church. The way that I installed it made it look
like the architecture that you would find in a divine temple of worship.

I try to complicate it. And using this idea of ice is something central to
the work, it’s something that freezes. An identity is something that freezes
discourse. We get very caught up in saying I’m transgender, vegan, or I’m gay
and all these signifiers don’t really talk about the work. And they are important
because we do come into the world with very subjective opinions, but I feel
like we’re in a moment of identity splintering that is un-useful actually.

So, for the opening, we had these four films displayed and then we had a
huge 7 foot by 40-inch block of ice; a huge block of ice and the four of us
melted the block of ice throughout the duration of the evening. So, it was a
collective action. And our backs were always turned on the audience, but they
could see through the ice to the performers’ faces, but it would always work
their identity. And over the course of this performance, the work was melting
with our heat.

D: Did you go through a training process together or did you all come with your
own sets of training practices to perform that endurance piece?

C: Well I was very familiar with all of their works and so I approached them
all. First, I needed to make the films. So I actually worked with them, each
one-on-one, to realise their symbol that they wanted to choose and the way
that we would frame it. I had this intimate experience of having them do
this one-on-one performance with their chosen symbol which was then edited
and made into films. Then there was the sculpture, and the melting of the
sculpture; where we all flew into Houston, Texas, and performed the next
day.

I want to clarify that Solution is a collaborative work. That’s not my work.
That’s not me using other bodies to author my idea. I did supply the envelope
of a context and I did submit a prompt for them to respond to, but I wasn’t
making my work with their bodies.

D: Okay. And that’s an important distinction to make, I suppose, because there
are artists or works that have used, or do use distributed labour as a model.

C: I think it’s very important to be thoughtful about those things; to not rein-
scribe systems of white supremacy or authorship or egoism. It’s just not
something I’m interested in at all.

D: This next question is about restaging performance and how meanings might
change in different geopolitical contexts, such as reperformances of Tiresius,
Inextinguishable Fire, and Becoming an Image in Hobart and Perth, Australia
How does geopolitical context shift or enhance the effect or meaning of your
performance for you and or the audience?

C: Well some of that you can control and some of that you can’t. Right? I think,
for example, I haven’t performed Tiresias many times and I think there has
been something like a 10-year lapse between the two performances. So, when I
first performed it, there was no word like non-binary or even trans-masculine.
Those vocabularies didn’t exist. Now those are in the Oxford dictionary. These
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words exist now. There’s a vernacular with those that help describe what you
see. So that’s different. Right?

In terms of restaging Tireseus, I’d never been to Tasmania. I had no idea
what to expect from Dark Mofo Festival. It was a very strange audience for
me. It was kind of like this music festival, arts festival, kind of identity crisis
festival. A lot of bros on MDMA, not used to performance art. It was not
quite the right context and I just tried to hold space for the work. Sometimes
that happens. But then there were people who were really present with it
and really got something out of it. But it was not like other spaces where
people come to see the work with an investment already. It’s more of an
entertainment situation. Which is not my usual way of working, or the kind
of place I normally present works. So that was a bit weird.

I’d say that going to Perth, for example, or some of the other places I’ve
gone that are quite isolated, quite far away, the main thing that really informs
the work is that you have these very isolated queer communities that aren’t
used to having a show in a museum that deals with reflective subjectivity,
with the places where the LGBT centre’s been firebombed and blood’s been
thrown on the door.

I had a show in Macedonia which was the first show with queer content
in 10 years and the Minister of Culture came to open it. I was like, what?
I didn’t know that. I mean, I just happened to waltz in after the fall of a
dictatorship. Not to say that I’m naïve or clueless about these things, but
there are certain things that I couldn’t have predicted that that would happen
while I was there. You know what I mean?

There have been times where I’ve performed the works where people will
say, this is the largest gathering of queer people I’ve ever experienced in a
room together. I’ve been to a lot of places where people are not free. To
bring the work there does something really different than it does to show it
in Los Angeles. I’ve also brought work to tiny towns in the middle of the
United States and worked with communities there. Again, it’s about creating
a work and community, either purposefully or not even, just by being there,
the audience that shows up is self-selecting often. That creates a kind of shared
kinship that is important. So, it looks very different depending on where you
are geographically.

But I would say that that is something that does happen in very different
ways wherever I bring the work. I also try to build that into the work, for
example, when I built the sculpture from Becoming an Image, I always work
with a queer youth group, or young students, arts students. I try to integrate
local communities. Usually when it’s something like Becomingan Image, it’s
usually young folks. In the process, I have them also usher the performance
and really get a very in depth inside experience as to what goes on to create
that work and share that with them.

In other works, like Monument Push, I worked with so many different ages
and striations of class and race and gender, and all of that to negotiate the
different sites that we pushed the sculpture to. It really varies. I’d like to say
that I do take into consideration, some works more than others, some are
more specific and site specific than others.

In Inextinguishable Fire, when it was performed at the National Theatre
in London, part of that work was to perform live and then, for the same
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audience, to experience an outdoor projection on the side of the South-
bank Centre, which is a very heavily tread pedestrian walkway. That audience
had just felt like they were going to vomit watching me perform, albeit a
consensual act; however, there were also hundreds of people walking past this
projected image and not even looking. But then that same film, which was to
be programmed on the side of the Southbank for the next four Saturdays, was
pulled once the Paris bombings occurred. So, there are things like this that
occur.

D: That can’t be anticipated really.
C: Or maybe it can be anticipated, like you could anticipate that they would

pull the work. But you can’t anticipate that the work would coincide with a
bombing.

D: Well this next question hooks onto that one a little bit. I think you mentioned
earlier about a ‘state of emergency’ approach in the current administration in
the U.S; that its disdain for migrants and undocumented is couched in the
language of state security but its policies are really about rolling back human
rights and civil rights protections. These are troubling political developments
that artists seem to be engaging with more and more. So, off the back of that,
would you describe yourself as a political artist, first of all? Then would you
say that trans activism is connected to that kind of political message in your
artistic practice?

C: I’d quote the work of Emory Douglas, who was the minister of propaganda
for the Black Panthers. Now he’s 70 and I saw him speak at a Los Angeles
contemporary exhibition. He says that the purpose of art is to inspire our
culture to change. I agree with that. I’d say I’m political in that way. I believe
in inspiring a culture of change. I kind of step away from the term ‘political
artist’ because I have so many friends that are lawyers and nurses and do
that frontline, boots on the ground type work and I think that’s more critical
than the work of metaphor and symbolism. So, I would say I see my job as
inspiring change and often that is political. I don’t think I would say I’m a
political artist.

Trans subjectivity is read into my work because I am trans. It would be
nice to have a time where people just looked at my work. That being said, I
do feel it is important to talk about the issues of trans-ness because nobody
else is. Or very few people are. Or very few people are given a platform. So
yes, I’d say that it’s not just trans activism that is central to my work, but I
try to be ethical across the board, whether it’s the rate I’m paying people, or
the contracts I have, or the way I share copyright, or the percentage of a sale
that I give to a grassroots movement. I try to build that kind of ethics that I
feel are present in my artwork into my business practice, and into the way I
live. I don’t really think that’s political; I just think it’s a way of being and a
choice of being. And I think it would be nice if it wasn’t political. It would
be nice if just everybody did that. Yeah, I see it as doing what I feel to be the
right thing.

D: I had some examples of your performances I thought you could expand upon.
For instance, how you feel about them now. So there’s Pissed, which was
about trans rights to use bathrooms and how that was revoked under Trump
in 2018. Then 103 Shots, which came in the wake of the mass shootings at
Pulse nightclub in Orlando in 2016. Then ThePowers That Be that discusses
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the lack of civil protections for LGBTQI+ folk in Russia under Putin. How
do you feel looking back on those works? Are they pieces you might continue
to re-perform?

P: I think they’re all still pretty relevant over here. And there have been two
iterations of Powers That Be. There was one that was made for Kuopio in
Finland to speak about the proximity of the ANTI Contemporary Art Festival
and where that performance took place. It was all about using the radio signal.
So, it would use the sound to pick up the local radio station and the top 40
and also pick up the radio station of the Russian border town, which is 210
Kilometres away. So it was talking about proximity and distance and how –
even through this analogue technology – we could show how there’s just this
fine line of a border that separates where your life as an LGBTQI person will
be supported, and where it will not, and how absurd that is really.

I think we’re in a moment of increasing fascism, and I don’t think that’s an
outlandish thing to say. I think that fascism is rearing its head globally. And
so is fear. So again, I think I try to make works where, yes, there is a political
sentiment to them, but there’s also, I hope, a deep poetic. Because you don’t
get traction with didactic, Trump type sentiments. You have to have something
that pulls people in. So, I try to really think about having a pleasure of the
poetic even when engaging with difficult subject matter. Because it gives me
and, I think, the viewer something to graft onto in all this madness.

D: The next question is about aesthetic traditions. Do you see your work as
operating within a longer aesthetic tradition within the visual arts and/or
performance art? If so, which one or which ones?

C: I do very much, of course. There’s so many, it’s hard to say. I’m looking at my
bookshelf here. So many. For example, obviously something like Becomingan
Image is playing off the history of photography. It’s playing with semiotics. It’s
playing with different sculptural traditions; it starts with this perfect obelisk,
the most ancient of sculptural forms, but also looks quite minimalist. Because
traditional sculpture is in dialogue with early feminist practices, like Eleanor
Antin and Faroke’s structuralist film making traditions. Powers That Be is in
dialogue with Edward Kienholz’s Five Car Stud (1969–1972). 103 Shots is in
dialogue with ‘Kissing Doesn’t Kill: Greed and Indifference Do’, which was
a campaign that was run by Gran Fury in 1989 in New York, which was the
Act Up organisation.

All of them have direct ties to very specific works. Then beyond that, there’s
all the works that I look at, which are pretty vast and span anything from
reading about cephalopods to listening to jazz music to, it’s a pretty broad
spectrum of what informs my practice.

D: Can I ask you what you’re reading now?
C: What am I reading now? I’m reading a book called “Dawn”, which is a science

fiction book written by Octavia Butler. It’s a really beautiful book. I love it.
I’m on a novel kick, which is really new for me. I haven’t read novels in
10 years. But I recently read a really beautiful book called “On Earth We’re
Briefly Gorgeous” by Ocean Vuong. He’s a young writer who just won the
MacArthur Genius award here. It’s a very beautiful book. Before that, I read
Tommy Orange’s “There There”. I usually read a lot of theory. I just need a
break right now.
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D: I wanted to ask you a question about scholarly collaboration. I noticed that
Julia Steinmetz works closely with your work and I wonder what this kind of
relationship brings to what you do.

C: Sure. Julia was one of the founding members of the Toxic Titties. We worked
together for 10 years as artists. Then she went off to do her PhD in perfor-
mance studies at NYU. We stopped making work, but I think she’s such an
amazing writer, she’s such a gifted writer. And because we worked together
for so long, we have what I call a mind tube. She understands exactly what
I’m on about and can trust her to do the exact right thing. We don’t even
have to speak about it. It’s kind of incredible.

For example, when I made 103 Shots, which was made on a Saturday and
released on a Monday on the tail end of pride after that Pulse shooting (June
12, 2016, Orlando Florida), I wanted it to be a fast turnaround responding
immediately to this event. I called her up and I was like, I’m going to shoot
this movie tomorrow. I need an accompanying essay. It needs to be written
and ready by Monday. Can you have it done by Sunday night to send to the
Huffington Post? I mean, I didn’t even read her essay before we posted them
both online. I just trusted, I explained to her exactly what I was going to do.
She didn’t even see the film. That’s really crazy. I could be wrong, but I don’t
think so. I think I was able to describe what I wanted to do, because I had
such a clear vision of it, and executed it, and she was able to do likewise. I
think it’s quite a rare relationship to have.

We also bounce a lot of art ideas off each other. She’ll answer the phone,
contemporary art crisis hotline, how many I help you? [Laugh] You need one
of those hotlines when you’re in my world.

D: [Laugh] I wish there was one.
C: I’ve been trying to tell her you need to start this. Yeah. like a podcast or

something.
D: Absolutely! You’re a very prolific artist, so what new projects are you working

on right now?
C: Oh my God, I’m working on so much right now. I have three main works I’m

working on. Some are smaller. The first one is a piece for a ceramics museum
in Canada. They’re doing a show on raw clay and invited me to participate.
I was really tickled to be invited based on material versus identity, so I said,
absolutely. I’m doing a sort of homage, again, to the late Carolee Schneemann;
the Up to and Including Her Limits (1973) work that she made. There’s a
corner of paper and she can only make a mark on the paper as far as her body
can swing.

I’m doing a work like that, but I’m creating a plexi cube which I’m lining
with the same clay that I used in Becoming an Image, which is a stop motion
animation clay. It’s actually petroleum based and doesn’t harden. So, there’s
this plexi cube and the internal walls of the cube are lined with about maybe
6 inches of this special clay. From the outside, you can’t tell what the material
looks like, maybe it looks like cement because the plexi kind of flattens and
smooths it so perfectly. Then the top of the box is ensconced with something
called divotene, which creates a black kind of porthole.

There’s a very strong latent design inside the box and, outside, it’s
extremely dimly lit and I am suspended on the inside of the box in a harness.
And I basically manipulate my own body so that I can start to ricochet off the
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walls and, eventually, pull chunks of the material away, making holes in the
wall, which are also windows. Because the clay lifts right clean off the plexi.
It’s not a viscous sort of surface that you can really see, and then the white
light bursts out. So that’s what I’m working on right now is that piece.

Then I’m also working on my first work for stage. Which will be three,
I’ll say acts, but they’re not acts. It’s like a triptych of images, basically. But
it’s really using the experience of working in a theatre, which is a distinction I
made earlier; it’s a world I know nothing about. But when I have performed
in theatrical environments, I appreciate the formal control. Because you can
really maximise a lot. I’m thinking of this as a chance to have a real poetic,
formal development. I’m making a triptych that speaks to troubling the politics
of visibility. I’ll just leave it in a nutshell like that.

Then the third is something that may or may not happen, depending on
funding. But it is a massive, massive media spectacle that I’m trying to organise
to raise awareness around the increasing use of internment camps that are
present here in the United States. Most left leaning, educated people have
no clue how many internment camps exist in this country. They are filled to
maximum capacity. And there are hundreds in every state in this country.

I’m working with sky typers, people that can write messages in the sky. I
found a sky typing corporation that can do 80 messages in a single day. I’m
going to hit the 4th of July this year and I’m going to pair 80 artists with
80 internment camps. And the messages that the artists come up with, for
example, my friend is going to write in Arabic the word for freedom. But
you imagine Americans seeing Arabic sky typing. They’ll freak out. They’ll
be terrified. Or someone like myself will do something more indexical, like
internment camp here or ICE detention facility here.

Because so many of these camps are very disturbingly woven into our urban
landscape. There’s one packed to capacity next to the IKEA in Red Hook,
Brooklyn. We’ll just know that these spaces exist, so there will be like this
massive day that raises awareness about the presence of these camps.

Then I’m working on partnering with non-profit organisations that are
already doing the work to get people out of these situations and provide legal
support and all the other things that need to be provided. But this will raise
mass, mass awareness and then also provide a direct pathway for anybody
who sees the sky typing to support those organisations fiscally or with their
presence or politically or however. But it’s about really trying to create a space
of agency for people in a moment where people just feel tired and apathetic
and are actually ignorant about what’s going on. So that’s what I’m working
on.

D: That sounds amazing. We’ve got similar internment camps here in Australia
on the mainland and offshore. People are basically left to languish and die and
be stuck in these really terrible bureaucratic processes where they can’t access
medical care or be settled anywhere. There’s been some attempts to create
something called Medevac, where people in Australian detention can fly to
Australia from offshore facilities to have medical care, basic medical care. But
conservatives in this country are trying to block even that from happening. As
you said before, saying that there is fascism is not an exaggeration.

C: Yeah, it’s terrifying.
D: But bringing a poetic to these political problems raises awareness, but it’s

also done within this field of pleasure. There is something pleasurable about
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the work, doing that kind of work which takes us out of that sense of being
politically constrained, I suppose, as well.

C: Well I think I’m also just thinking about the sky and how everybody’s algo-
rithms are being so manipulated. If you can see these messages, like millions
of people will see these messages. A single message will reach over 2 million
people if it’s done over Los Angeles. It’s wild the amount of access the work
will have. So that’s like, yeah, that’s really exciting. But it’s very expensive
[laugh]. So, I’m in the midst of doing something I’ve never really done
before in my life, which is trying to really shake up some rich people with
a conscience and see if I can get some major foundations to support this. I
feel like it’s going to happen.

D: Yes, keep me updated. Do you mind if I ask you one more question? So,
I’m picking up on what Jack Halberstam has said about the pitfalls as well
as the positive outcomes of the recent spike in mainstream interest in trans
representation. I wanted to ask you, do you notice this tension and how do
you negotiate it?

C: Yes, of course I do notice it. There’s a really great book called Trap Door:
Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility by Reina Gossett
(2017). The opening statements are something along the lines of like, that
we’re in this moment of heightened visibility for trans people, but we’re in a
moment of heightened violence too. That is, we’re not in a space societally
where, people think this ability equals access to or acceptance by society. We’re
in a space right now where we’re having heightened visibility but we’re in a
society that is so deeply transphobic still that to have that visibility is actually
dangerous.

Maybe for someone like myself, it’s different. I’m white. I mean, first of
all, I don’t pass. I look kind of like an angry lesbian. I don’t have a moustache
or have a deep voice. You know what I mean? So, people aren’t like, uh-oh,
is that a man? They are perplexed by my gender presentation for sure, but it’s
not the same thing.

I think the people that receive the most violence are people who are
assigned male at birth and don’t pass as a woman. They are punished for
disobeying the law of masculinity. I have friends that live in parts of LA where
they have to keep a moustache because they’ll get beat up otherwise. Inside,
they are a trans woman, but they cannot present as such because it is not safe.
So that is a real fact and it is something that I think about a lot.

I also think about the fact, more and more, that I am a white person who’s
educated. And I am one of the few trans artists that are given a platform. So,
I often, yes, I work very hard. Yes, I take my art very seriously. But also,
there are other artists that do too, and I do wonder where structures of white
supremacy fit into my success. I do think about that. And in doing so, I try to
leverage my position. By that, I mean create opportunities for others whenever
I can, bring people along, bring money along; all of that. Because this is the
world we’re in, so how do we leverage our position. That’s something I think
a lot about.

Then I think about it, in formal terms, say like in Becoming an Image where
the images you see on my website are not the experiences of the performance,
where the space is in darkness. You’re blind for 98.99% of that performance.
You’re just blasted. So, in the performance it’s playing with what is seen and
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what is erased. Whereas in the photograph the body is captured by the light
of the camera’s flash and forever displayed.

I think that’s one of the reasons why I’ve moved more towards the abstract
and away from my body, because I don’t want to be the body that stands and
speaks for trans experience. Number one, I can’t. And number two, that’s
not right. Right? I’m working towards the indexical, the imprint of what a
formal quality of a beating looks like. The indexing of how much liquid a
single body has to contain as a result of an oppressive government ordinance.
The dropping of the image from a timeline in 103 Shots; all of the works are
playing with troubling visibility and troubling representation.

And absence. I work a lot with absence; you don’t see it on my website
because they’re audio pieces; but I’ve been working a lot in making these
blackout containers that are surround sound works where you walk in and
there’s a complete artwork that’s in there, that also uses sometimes olfactory
sensation. But it’s a way of invoking subjectivity without hanging upon the
flesh of a body.

D: Do you see that as a kind of poetic or aesthetic expression that moves slightly
away from identity into a more spatial or material way of doing art?

C: It’s not so didactic like that. It’s more that mainstream politics feel that visi-
bility and the recognitions from the state are what’s going to answer our
crisis. But I actually don’t believe that. I don’t believe that gay marriage is the
solution. Everybody should have equal rights, but why are we preferencing a
partnership that is historically rooted in a woman as property? Why aren’t we
preferencing a mother and a son living together? Like the son is taking care
of his elderly mother; why aren’t they getting tax breaks? you know what I
mean? Why aren’t we thinking more holistically about what kind of breaks we
get societally?

Zach Blas talks about this and I spoke about this with Halberstam as well;
this concept of queer darkness. There is a tradition and a history of strategically
reverting into the darkness, like the Black bloc protestors, Anonymous, the
masks of the Zapatistas. But then there’s also the chalk outline of the AIDS
body, there is David Hammons’ crushed body, and Yves Klein’s imprints of
women. There’s this other thing that can be done with the trace, with the
material trace. It’s not like a denial of identity politics in my work, because I
believe identity politics are present in my work. I just think there’s more to
my work than that. So it’s about both of those things; not either/or.

The blackout chambers are about not allowing people to get hung on and
stop at a fetishised muscular body that’s easy to consume.

D: Thank you so much, Cassils. That’s wonderful.
C: Yeah, pleasure.
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CHAPTER 21

Towards a Queer Laboratory

Ben Spatz

In this chapter, I offer practical suggestions and considerations for the imple-
mentation of a “queer laboratory”: an artistic research space that emphasizes
and actively explores the circulation of powers, roles, and identities. These
proposals are based on my own practice, which incorporates audiovisual
embodied research as well as the critical theorization of embodiment and
identity (see Spatz 2015, 2019, 2020). I first describe my own journey in
performance-based embodied research and share how my genderqueer and
other identities have led me to push against the edges of what currently counts
as “performance.” I then share a set of proposals that represent my current
practical ideas for designing a queer laboratory—or “laboratory of powers”—
in which gender and other identities can circulate across subject/object
boundaries. I close with a consideration of the audiovisual body in the era
of digital audiovisual networks, hoping to synthesize my personal account and
practical suggestions with provocations to further study.
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Queering Grotowski

First, I should name and locate my own embodiment in this context. On
the one hand, it seems necessary to identify myself as a straight, white, able-
bodied man, in recognition of the multiple privileges and complicities that
have supported the development of my artistic and academic career. On the
other hand, I also want to introduce myself as a Jewish, mildly disabled,
nonbinary artist-scholar, in order to highlight the ways in which I experi-
ence myself as an outsider to hegemonic structures with a specific critical
voice. I can best explain the connections and disconnections between these
two sets of identities by evoking the lifelong search I have undertaken for
my own embodiment, which led me through a circuitous route to the work
and legacies of Jerzy Grotowski: a Polish visionary who is usually glossed as
a theater director but whose core interests lay beyond theatrical institutions
in a kind of rigorously focused embodied research. My interactions with prac-
titioners working “after” Grotowski brought me into numerous spaces and
moments of performer training in which I felt acutely alienated and marginal-
ized: too fat and disabled to be a physical actor, too critical and intellectual to
be an ensemble performer, and too nonbinary to fit within prevailing gender
schemes. Yet, paradoxically, these were some of the same spaces and moments
in which I had the most revelatory experiences of my own embodied vulner-
ability, queerness, and grace. Living in Poland from 2003 to 2005, I found
my queerness and politics illegible, my body inscribed much more strictly into
binary gender, racial, and aesthetic systems than it had been in the north-
east United States where I grew up. But it was also in Poland that I found a
different kind of queerness and a different idea of politics.1

When asked what aspects in the lives of historical philosophers he would
like to know more about, Jacques Derrida replied: “Their sex lives” (Dick
and Kofman 2002).2 I have a similar question for Grotowski, whose sexuality
was never publicly visible and whose personal history has not been revealed
by any of those who were close to him (see Cioffi 2010, p. 124). However,
my focus here is not biographical and what I mean by queering Grotowski
is not a historical rereading of his sexuality or even the homoerotics of his
work. It is clear in the performances and practices he guided that Grotowski
understood the importance of sexual energy in embodied arts. It is equally
clear that he was not interested in making sexuality an explicit focus of his

1 Jerzy Grotowski died in 1999. My experiences with post-Grotowskian practitioners
include significant encounters with the Gardzienice Centre for Theatre Practices, The
Grotowski Institute, Song of the Goat Theatre, The Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski
and Thomas Richards, Odin Teatret, New World Performance Laboratory, Double Edge
Theater, Rena Mirecka, Zygmunt Molik, and Ang Gey Pin, among others. See Spatz
(2008, 2015, pp. 132–147).

2 Derrida continues, in translation: “I would like to hear them speak about their sexual
lives. […] What is the sexual life of Hegel or Heidegger? […] Because it’s something they
don’t talk about. I’d love to hear about something they refuse to speak about. Why do
these philosophers present themselves asexually in their work?”
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public work, but rather in using it as an avenue through which to draw out
the inner being of performers—understood as a quality of dynamic aliveness,
rather than a static self or “autonomous foundation” as Philip Auslander incor-
rectly suggests (2002, p. 30). The queerness I recognize in Grotowski is his
dedication to practices of intersubjectivity that are deeply embodied, although
rarely involving touch. It manifests in relations between performers and direc-
tors when both find themselves profoundly devoted to the emergent embodied
processes of the former. In that moment, as Grotowski famously described, the
body of the performer becomes a site at which two selves intermingle:

There is something incomparably intimate and productive in the work with the
actor entrusted to me. [. . . .] His growth is attended by observation, astonish-
ment, and desire to help; my growth is projected onto him, or, rather, is found
in him—and our common growth becomes revelation. This is not instruction
of a pupil but utter opening to another person, in which the phenomenon of
“shared or double birth” becomes possible. (Grotowski 1982, p. 25)

By invoking this relation of care, I do not mean to diminish the patriarchal
and misogynistic ways in which contemporary actor-director relations often
play out (Malague 2012), including in some post-Grotowskian contexts, or
to excuse the way in which women have been systematically left out in the
construction of Grotowski’s legacies (Magnat 2015). Yet I want to focus
here on the potential for complex nonbinary gendering that can arise when
Grotowski’s approach to actor-director relations is further developed as the
basis for a queer laboratory.3

My encounters with post-Grotowskian practitioners led initially to a clarifi-
cation of what had always frustrated me in theater, namely the strict division of
roles between “actor” and “director” and the apparent impossibility of inte-
grating them. It is easy to see how this split—institutionalized in countless
production processes as well as in the tracking of MFA students into sepa-
rate degree programs—reflects and reinscribes a basic “Western” body/mind
dualism, which is also gendered and racialized. This became clear to me
through a number of post-Grotowskian encounters in which I found myself
pleasurably enabled and freed not only in both roles but specifically in moving
back and forth between them. My first intensive experience of such “switch-
ing” took place in 2004, when I directed a newly formed theater ensemble
while simultaneously participating in workshops led by a former core member
of Grotowski’s Theater Laboratory. On some days during this period, I would
spend nine hours in the role of director followed by five or six hours in the

3 My use of queer in this context evidently does not refer to binary homosexuality. What
I mean by queer is more like what Eliza Steinbock calls “trans-inter-queer”: a kaleidoscopic
and shimmering range of negotiations with “divided embodiment, illegible sexualities, and
indistinct morphologies” (Steinbock 2019: 19–21). Steinbock examines the shimmering of
trans-inter-queer embodiment in cinema, a context that turns out to be highly relevant
for my own form of audiovisual embodied research. I return to the shimmering of the
audiovisual body in the final section below.
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role of performer. A few years later, working with a partner in New York
City, we developed a collaboration based on taking turns as each other’s
director, witness, or “outside eye.”4 It was then that I made a connec-
tion between actor/director switching and the “switch” role in BDSM/kink
culture—someone who enjoys both “topping” and “bottoming”—and began
to realize how deeply gender was at stake in these dynamics. When I came out
as nonbinary in 2016, putting a name to a lifetime of previously inarticulable
experience, it was obvious to me that the embodied research methods I had
been developing were as much about gender and power as about song, move-
ment, or any kind of performance technique. It was the switching itself, the
movement between topping and bottoming roles, that fulfilled my desire for an
ethical and truly experimental embodied practice.

With this in mind, C. Jacob Hale’s description of the entrance to a
BDSM/kink play party as “a spatial and discursive boundary between cultures”
(Hale 1997, p. 333) can be read alongside descriptions of post-Grotowskian
“theater laboratories” (Schino 2009) as “floating islands” (Barba 1985) or
“microcultures” (Cioffi 2008): Both are “heterotopias” (Foucault 1986) dedi-
cated to inventing and practicing alternative ways of being together. I realize
that such parallels could be met with protest from both sides. Critical theo-
rists of kink might point out how often European theaters, not to mention
academic laboratories, have been sites of gender and sexual policing and
normativity. At the same time, champions of theater laboratories and academic
artistic research might wish to distance their relatively culturally valued work
from the abjected spaces of sexual play.5 But it is wrong to dismiss BDSM
as a fantasy of cruelty or, alternatively, as a spontaneous act of mere pleasure-
seeking. Ethical kink (Weiss 2011; Bauer 2014) is underpinned by complex
structures of negotiation and scripting, as well as by the establishment of
trusted relationships through shared embodied practice. And while the care-
taking activities of an ethical teacher, director, or choreographer likely cannot
be sexual in form, they do involve an erotic or energetic dimension that values
the sensory and perceptual pleasure of those involved. There is then nothing
untoward about recognizing the dynamics of consensual power exchange
and role division that take place in contemporary practices of theater and
dance collaboration, or in naming techniques of topping, bottoming, and
switching outside sexual contexts. Indeed, a queer and trans feminist critique
of performing arts practice could take such a naming as its starting point.6

4 These experiences are described in the excerpted journal entries “The Door is Open”
(about working with Rena Mirecka) and “Letters to an Empty Room” (about working
with Michele Farbman) in Spatz (2020).

5 As a recent peer reviewer, based in theater studies, asked me: “Can BDSM ever be
detached from (the fantasy of) cruelty?” If not, they wondered, then how can it legitimately
be combined with pedagogical ethics or with the artistic aims of theater-making?

6 I have written extensively about post-Grotowskian actor-director relations as a type of
consensual power exchange or “touchless erotics” in Spatz (2010), reprinted in Spatz
(2020). On collaborative practice and formal negotiations of power in contemporary
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To my knowledge, there has been no substantive philosophical treatment
of switching that considers how it might be applied as concept and tech-
nique outside BDSM. However, a recent article by Katherine Martinez does
recognize—given the statistical tendency of kinky roles to follow conventional
gender identities, with men more often playing as tops and women more
often playing as bottoms—that “role fluidity” in BDSM has the potential
to destabilize and deconstruct hegemonic binaries of gender and sexuality.
Martinez argues that “BDSM offers the space, both literally and metaphor-
ically, for non-dualistic presentations of the self” and could therefore “have
a potentially transforming effect” on how participants navigate gender iden-
tity and experience, “especially for those who switch roles” (2018, pp. 1304,
1319). Applying this insight to processes of performance-making allows us to
approach actor/director relations from a new and perhaps usefully alienated
perspective. Rather than assuming the naturalness of these roles, we might ask
how they are being constructed and practiced in particular situations. Is the
same person always in the role of director? If individuals do find themselves
remaining in the same roles from day to day, is that a result of desire and
negotiation or is it an assumed premise of the working milieu? Are performers
recognized as having their own distinct powers and areas of freedom? How
does the distribution of roles and powers within the practice map onto more
static dimensions of social power and identity such as race, gender, age, and
(dis)ability? To what extent do the artistic goals and implicit aesthetics of a
project determine how roles and powers are distributed? Such questions lead
us towards the need to think of switch as more than a role, orientation, or
identity. Here I propose to understand switching as an epistemic technique, a
realization of queer and trans feminist standpoint epistemologies in the context
of experimental practice: switch as method.

A Laboratory of Powers

When Foucault coined the phrase “laboratory of power,” he was referring to
a controlling panopticon in which living beings are pinned down and objecti-
fied in order to be controlled—as in a prison, school, or military organization
(1995, p. 204). But Foucault was also a practitioner of BDSM who carefully
distinguished its fluid and dynamic power relations from those of social domi-
nation (1997). Inasmuch as ethical BDSM practice, unlike abuse, is defined by
the negotiation of hierarchical roles in the name of mutual and therefore egal-
itarian pleasure, it offers an illuminating model of equality without symmetry
that can also be applied to nonsexual embodied research. The queer labora-
tory I propose here would be the opposite of a medical, forensic, or colonial
(Smith 1999) laboratory. Whereas the latter divides beings into subjects (the

theater and dance, see Colin and Sachsenmaier (2016), Hansen and Callison (2017), and
Bannon (2018).
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researchers) and objects (the researched), the former uses techniques devel-
oped in BDSM to work in ethical and productive ways with disaggregated
modes of power and vulnerability. Although my initial goal in developing such
a laboratory was to bridge the divide between scholars and practitioners in
academia, I now see that this bridging cannot be separated from the healing
of other gendered and racialized splits that separate colonial, patriarchal, and
logocentric disciplines and methods from those linked to embodiment, vulner-
ability, and what recent theorists of blackness have called “affectability” (Silva
2007) or “the flesh” (Weheliye 2014). Of course, the circulation of powers
within a queer laboratory can never entirely break from the relatively static
configurations of power that pertain outside it. Even the most radical hetero-
topias are by definition part of larger worlds with which they must negotiate.
At the same time, we should not underestimate the power of a laboratory to
radically transform the world through the development of concrete techniques
(Latour 1983).

In a “laboratory of powers” as I mean it, roles such as top and bottom,
or director and performer, are understood as incarnated modes of power that
can circulate between and across bodies when they are not stuck in place. This
means breaking down the unitary concept of power into a diverse range of
powers: the power to direct, of course, but also the powers to act, to express,
to feel, to respond, to sing, to reveal, to touch, to write, and many more. There
are affective embodied, inscriptive, and other powers which may or may not
align with that of the “director” or “choreographer,” and all of these powers
together constitute performance. Once we acknowledge this multiplicity of
powers, it may seem strange or even surprising that, in so many performing
arts practices, the roles of performer and director are distributed once at the
beginning and then do not change. Why is this? Why are negotiations around
the distribution of powers so often excluded from consideration? One partial
explanation might be that our attachment to the fixity of roles is linked to the
presumed need to generate a coherent artistic “work” (Goehr 1992) with a
single author—usually, in European-influenced theatrical arts, the director. As
soon as we allow roles and powers to circulate, the implicit teleology of perfor-
mance creation that underpins most performing arts practices is destabilized.
It is no longer clear that a single work is being created, nor who would be the
author of such a work. This problem arises not only in single-authored artistic
creation but also in social science projects that attempt to grasp the “messiness
of sexuality and gender in the contemporary world” through quantitative or
qualitative methods (Browne and Nash 2012, p. 12). If the idea of the labo-
ratory can be useful here, that is because laboratories do not necessarily rely
upon the same principle of individual authorship. While they are in no sense
free from power relations, laboratories do often follow more complex logics
of authorship (Knorr-Cetina 2003).

It may seem counterintuitive to offer concrete guidelines for a queer lab,
but only if we think of methods as static forms that must be implemented the
same way every time. If instead we recognize that methods are toolkits for
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getting messy in a rigorous and generative way, then there is nothing strange
about a set of proposals for the circulation of roles in a laboratory of powers.
The first step in my proposal is the disaggregation and definition of powers.
Instead of visualizing a linear or pyramid-shaped hierarchy of power, with the
director at the top, we must recognize the many kinds of power at work in any
practice and draw at least a provisional map of their horizontal and rhizomatic
relations. This is not the same as attempting to collapse power relations into a
single horizontal line, which after all is just as linear as a vertical hierarchy. It
is more about noticing and naming distinct zones of freedom, within which
diverse individuals may act and interact, in order to disaggregate them. The
relation between these zones is not horizontal in the sense of being sepa-
rate, each locked in their own sphere. Rather, we might think of each zone of
power, or even each individual participant, as a whole dimension of practice.
In a hierarchical power analysis, the opposite or counterpart to “power” must
be something like weakness, or at best resistance. But in ethical actor-director
interactions there is something like a complementary relation between two
forms of power, which we might call structural and embodied. To understand
these kinds of relations, we have to recognize the particular ethical contexts
in which positions of bottoming (Easton and Hardy 2001) and vulnerability
(Butler 2016) can be empowering.7

Disaggregating powers means separating powers both from each other
and from individual bodies. For example, consider how powers are stacked
together in standard undergraduate theater productions, where the instructor
(institutional power) is also both the director of the show (compositional
power) and the most experienced theater practitioner in the room (epistemic
power). What other possibilities for practice might emerge if we intentionally
disaggregated these powers, so that other kinds of expertise, other composi-
tional intentions, and other institutional arrangements came into view? What
if we took as much care to name and define the powers and freedoms of
those on the bottom of these axes as those on the top? What indeed are
the specific powers and freedoms of the students, performers, and novices?
In my own queer laboratory research, I have primarily worked with four roles
or disaggregated modes of power: the practitioner or performer); the “direc-
tor” (or choreographer, conductor, facilitator, guide, witness, provocateur…);
the videographer; and the video editor. These are only provisional or working
terms and I am certainly not suggesting that these are the only or most impor-
tant roles and powers that one might explore in a queer laboratory. Indeed,
figuring out which powers are relevant to a given project or practice is a crucial
and substantive task. But I will start with these four as they are grounded in
my experience.

7 I would like to thank Pedro Alejandro, who in a dance studies course twenty years ago
at Wesleyan University was the first person to gently tease me and other (mostly white)
students for conceiving of power only in a narrow, hierarchical sense that equated it with
domination.
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Between the practitioner/performer and the director I perceive a relation
that is sometimes assumed to derive from performing arts but which is actually
prior to them. It is not the need to create public performances that require
a hierarchy to be implemented between director and performers (or analo-
gous roles); rather, the creation of public performances is one possible context
for a more fundamental relation, which from a queer kinky perspective I will
call topping and bottoming. From this perspective, relations as divergent as
teacher/student, therapist/client, and performer/audience can be analyzed in
terms of shared and divergent power dynamics. There is something intention-
ally critical and deflationary in such a move, as it allows us to recognize the
energetic and erotic energies that fuel even the most social and public relations.
Especially in patriarchal situations, where multiple kinds of power—institu-
tional, compositional, epistemic, and often sexual—accrue to individual men,
it can be useful to recognize how an individual’s personal desire for topping
contributes to the situation. But the complementary possibility is just as impor-
tant: Articulating power as multiple modes and roles allows us to think, plan,
and strategize in a different way about the ways in which we would like to
structure our practices and institutions. If the roles of director and performer
are conventionally gendered as masculine and feminine, then the disaggrega-
tion of those roles can make space for the invention of nonbinary genders and
relations. Only if we understand practitioner-director relations in this wider
context can we grasp the significance of what happens when we introduce a
third power: the videographic.

Like directorial power, videographic power is historically and conventionally
masculine. Moreover, the history of cinema demonstrates how videographic
power has always been subsumed within compositional power, which is
supported from the start by economic power. The classical (straight, white,
male) film director has always controlled and directed not only the work of the
actors but also that of the videographer/cinematographer and, perhaps most
importantly of all, the editor. Here again, multiple powers are brought under
the control of a single individual in order to produce coherency in form and
authorship. In my own queer laboratory practice, all of these roles are disag-
gregated and allowed to circulate. The practitioner/performer, director, and
videographer share a common temporality of improvised or emergent action,
but they need not share a coherent vision, nor are they brought under the
authority of any single person. The editor, working in a different tempo-
rality, in a sense has power over the other three through the medium of
video. But this power is not linked to any of the other powers or to any
individual. In principle, it is the practitioner or performer—historically a femi-
nized, racialized, and disenfranchised role with the least degree of control over
the editing and publication of their own audiovisual body—who should retain
“first-person authority” (Bettcher 2009) over the generated video materials.
But there are no strict rules that regulate the distribution of these powers or
the links between them. The director can also direct or be the videographer;
one of the performers can also be the director; there can be multiple directors
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and multiple videographers; and any of these, alone or collaboratively, can take
on the role of editor later on. Other powers can be recognized and formal-
ized also: the power to create written descriptions of what is happening or to
write scripts or scores for others to follow; the power to draw, photograph,
audio record, or otherwise document the event; the power to witness in the
role of spectator; the power to introduce objects such as books or clothing,
or to design costumes and environments; etc. All the powers that implicitly
structure performing arts practice are available to a queer artistic laboratory,
but without the conventional hierarchical assumptions that so often keep them
stuck in particular relations and static configurations of roles.

Going further, one can disaggregate the performing arts themselves—
character-based acting, movement-based dance, singing, instrumental music—
as distinct powers. One can introduce other orientations of practice—martial
arts, healing arts, ritual arts, sexual arts—as disaggregated powers. Even
cultural identities can and should be recognized as powers, through an inter-
sectional analysis that acknowledges both the explicit privileges of certain
identities and the hidden or suppressed powers and abilities of others. These
all may seem complicated, but in fact it is no more complex than any collab-
orative artistic practice. It is simply that the complex dynamics of power have
been rendered explicit and technical so that they can be actively explored.
For the purposes of my own research, I have developed a quasi-algebraic
notation system that allows a group of collaborators to discuss, debate, and
agree upon particular configurations of the roles and relations described above.
Groups wanting to work with other sets of powers should develop other
means to formalize and discuss them. Marked objects like a talking stick, or
technological instruments like a microphone, can also be used to disaggre-
gate and circulate specific powers without having to bring everyone under a
single authority.8 Whoever holds a camera possesses photographic and video-
graphic power in that moment. Whoever does not speak gives up the power
of verbalization, but this may allow them to access distinctly nonverbal powers
of movement, musicality, and touch.

The disaggregation of powers does not just add generic “messiness” to
artistic creation or research. Rather, it shifts the locus of the practice towards
emergent embodied interactions as well as the intersectionality of identity
and technique. If this seems messy, that is only because it opens up partic-
ular zones of meaning and interaction that have previously been repressed.
Allowing powers such as “director” and “videographer” to circulate across
bodies immediately reveals the way in which those relations have always been
gendered and/or racialized. The question then becomes: How to structure

8 The Long Table format developed by Split Britches https://www.split-britches.
com/longtable, and the Open Space format https://openspaceworld.org/ developed by
Harrison Owen are two recent examples of “technologies” that support the formalization
and distribution of (still mostly discursive) powers.

https://www.split-britches.com/longtable
https://openspaceworld.org/
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the circulation of these powers across time in the context of a given collabo-
rative project or laboratory? Referring again to the techniques of ethical kink,
my proposal is that queer laboratory practices should be iterative, alternating
between emergent or improvisational moments and moments of negotiation
that are relatively distanced from the laboratory. A queer method of course
does not guarantee equality within a group that uses it. Questions about what
to discuss, how to discuss, and who is framing the discussion will continue to
be sites of potential conflict and inequality. But at least, in this kind of labora-
tory, some important power dynamics will have been made explicit and there
will be no assumption that what happens in a given lab session is owned by
a particular individual or wholly defined by its place within a given project.
As a result, when it comes time to create public works—whether these are
live performances, articles and books, or edited videos—the group will be able
to begin again each time from the distribution of roles: Who composes and
frames the performance? Who writes, edits, and structures the book? Who
edits the video? Who is understood as an author or co-author of each of these?
In a laboratory where embodied and artistic powers are disaggregated, all of
these questions can be asked multiple times, leading to multiple “products”
articulating multiple perspectives, rather than a single work.

Audiovisual Embodiment

The preceding description of a queer laboratory as one in which “embodied
and artistic powers are disaggregated” only briefly touches upon the specific
power of the videographic, treating it as one power alongside many others.
But videographic power is markedly new. Existing in some form since the late
nineteenth century, becoming widely available only with the portable video
cameras in the 1980s, and growing exponentially through the rise of online
digital video over the past two decades, videographic power requires its own
special consideration here. We still barely understand the implications of this
new power, but among them is certainly the need to return to fundamental
questions about embodiment and knowledge from an audiovisual perspective.

For decades, artists and theorists have asked how the body and embodi-
ment can appear in writing. This question has animated not only feminism
but also anthropology (Stoller 1997), sociology (Wacquant 2006), and other
fields. Today we are still asking: “How do trans and genderqueer poets write
the body onto and against the page?” (Blackston 2014) But the rise of
networked audiovisual technologies prompts us to recognize the specificity
of writing as a technology and requires to ask the question of embodiment all
over again, with a focus on transmedial forms of inscription rather than just
writing. From today’s perspective, it is increasingly clear that the mind/body
or theory/practice dualisms we so often encounter are largely an artifact of
writing. That is, what we are accustomed to calling mental, intellectual, or crit-
ical work—and even “thought” itself—is more accurately defined as that which
can be expressed in writing. Today, not only is it possible to see music videos
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and other specifically audiovisual forms as expressing thought (e.g., Kyrölä
2017), but the entire notion of a public sphere in which ideas are formu-
lated and bodies appear needs to be reimagined in audiovisual terms (Gossett
et al. 2017; Mirzoeff 2017).9 In emerging audiovisual forms, the dualisms
of mind and body or theory and practice simply do not function. Instead,
we are confronted with a new set of questions about the relations between
audiovisuality and embodiment, foregrounding what I call the audiovisual
body.

Since the advent of cinema, there have been attempts to take seriously the
idea that audiovisuality constitutes a distinct type of thought. This is evident
in the history of the film essay or video essay (Papazian and Eades 2016) as
well as experimental and documentary film and video. But too much thinking
about audiovisuality takes for granted the aggregation on one side of the
camera of directorial, videographic, and economic—as well as gendered and
racialized—powers. In order to understand the kinds of works that can be
generated from a queer laboratory, we need an alternate history of audiovi-
suality that starts from the position of the performer/practitioner and which
recognizes the inscriptive power of those whose bodies are traced and inscribed
by the camera. This history is necessarily queer because it centers the femi-
nized, racialized, and vulnerable body of practitioners whose bodies undertake
audiovisual thinking without historically having been recognized as authors
or granted the power to edit (or even retain rights over) their own audiovisual
bodies. As with other queer histories, that of the audiovisual practitioner-as-
author is more or less submerged or incomplete. Gilles Mouëllic, for example,
traces a history of “improvised cinema” that focuses on the work of French
auteur filmmakers who “allow the actors greater freedom” and even attempt
“to make the technical constraints bow before the actor” (Mouëllic 2013,
p. 31). These practices suggest a limited disaggregation of powers insofar as
the actor is empowered to be more than just a compositional element in the
resulting film. However, Mouëllic finds ultimately that “the role of the director
is not only unchallenged but reinforced” (24) in these works—a point unin-
tentionally illustrated by his descriptions of evidently abusive interactions in
which senior male filmmakers perform in their own films in ways that further
consolidate their own aggregated powers (e.g., 125). If these practices are
queer, they are so only in a hidden and unacknowledged way that is quickly
contained and recuperated by individual directorial authority.10

Elizabeth Steinbock offers another alternative history of cinema, in which
the transmedial fragmentation of the audiovisual body is foregrounded and
“trans-inter-queer” embodiment is understood to be “not primarily about
sex or gender, but about experimenting with the aesthetics of corporeality

9 For more on this argument and the “video way of thinking,” see Spatz (2018).
10 For another attempt to read mainstream film history against the grain by recognizing

the substantive authorship of contributors other than the director, see Koresky and Reichert
(2015).
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in terms of efficacy and political purpose” (Steinbock 2019, pp. 19, 6). Stein-
bock’s development of “shimmering” and “flickering” as modes of audiovisual
appearance that disrupt both gender and genre conventionals has much to
offer a queer lab when it comes to understanding the complex and multivocal
forms of video that are generated when powers are disaggregated. Yet Stein-
bock’s analysis, as they acknowledge, proceeds from the perspective of “the
appreciating cinephile” and only rarely touches on the techniques and methods
of the audiovisual works studied (145). What would it take to implement shim-
mering and flickering at the level of method as well as analysis? To what extent
do the practices of contemporary queer and trans feminist filmmakers—who
may already recognize that “Bodies are inherently cinematic” while “cinema
is inherently corporeal” (Madsen Minax in Rosskam 2018, p. 22; and see
Chen and Olivares 2014)—offer queer and trans feminist methods that could
be applied and adapted more broadly? Like Steinbock, Elizabeth Freeman’s
analysis of trans/queer video art “connects experimental video’s temporal
dissonance to queer sexual dissidence” and “links the malleability of filmic
time to the sexually experimental body.” Are we at a stage now in which
digital video technologies compel us to reach beyond the division between
identity and technique that still underpins most analyses of cultural politics?
What if the queer laboratory were a site at which queer identities and queer
techniques became indistinguishable, proliferating in currently unimaginable
ways?

Freeman argues that “what makes queer theory queer as opposed to simply
deconstructionist is also its insistence on risking a certain vulgar referen-
tiality, its understanding of the sexual encounter as precisely the body and
ego’s undoing” (Freeman 2010, p. 1, 11). Indeed, there is a great deal of
post-dramatic theater, dance, and filmmaking that attempts to disaggregate
and deconstruct collaborative authorship without being explicitly queer, trans,
or feminist. My own Judaica project focused on the intersections of racial,
national, ethnic, and religious identities rather than those of gender and sexu-
ality. During that project, I developed and clarified, in close collaboration with
colleagues Nazlıhan Eda Erçin and Agnieszka Mendel, many of the techniques
and methods shared here—but without explicitly understanding or naming
them as queer.11 I was surprised at first when more than one witness to the
project inquired about the place of gender and sexuality in our practice. Yet
looking back, it is obvious that gender and sexuality were equally at stake in
our embodied research and that this could be the basis for future co-authored
publications focusing on that dimension. Indeed, when I watch the lab videos

11 “Judaica: An Embodied Laboratory for Songwork” was a Leadership Fellowship
project supported by the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council at University of
Huddersfield (2016–2018). The core of the project is six months of full-time embodied
research involving three skilled practitioners in a studio laboratory. Co-authored video
works generated by the Judaica project lab include Spatz et al. (2017, 2018a, b). For
more information, visit https://urbanresearchtheater.com/judaica/.

https://urbanresearchtheater.com/judaica/
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now and ask myself how gender could be analyzed in them through a nonbi-
nary lens, it seems to me that, with the circulation of three distinctly gendered
roles across three distinctly gendered bodies, at least nine genders are at play in
those audiovisually traced moments. Teasing these out, I believe, will require
more than qualitative, quantitative, or even hermeneutic analyses of the video
data. To reveal these multiple nonbinary genders in action, we will need to
present their audiovisual embodiment—and this will require the invention of
new forms of audiovisual thought and publication.

Despite decades of written academic work on the presence of the body
in research, scholarly treatments of “trans-inter-queer” audiovisual practice
mostly continue to operate from an external position of critical analysis. And
despite an increasing recognition that theory/practice dualism replicates many
of the social hierarchies we want most to unmake, artists and scholars still often
see their work as unfolding in separate worlds rather than coming together
to invent new institutional forms that would accommodate the queerness
of bodies in all senses: formal, artistic, sexual, and more. In proposing a
queer laboratory, I am primarily writing for academics who have experienced
the institutionalized marginalization of their own embodiment, whether as
artists or as queers or both. Secondarily, I wonder if the idea of the labo-
ratory—with its emphasis on method and ecology over individual creative
vision—could offer both strategic leverage and substantive inspiration to non-
academic contemporary queer and trans feminist artists. Could the queer lab
move beyond the confines of performing arts and filmmaking, becoming a new
type of space in which the sustained experimental interaction of bodies and
powers is understood and valued as critical embodied research in its own right?
Could something like this be recognized as a transdisciplinary method that
crosses boundaries not only between academic disciplines but also between
what we understand as “scholarship” and the increasingly vast domain of
audiovisual cultural production? What would it take for queer, trans, and kink
to shift from being objects of study to become methodological frameworks
that define new institutions? Could this be the future of thought?
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Part IV

Healing and Revolution: Activism as/inHealing



CHAPTER 22

Healing Chaos inMotion

Sydney Flynn Rogers a.k.a. Miss Barbie-Q

When I was asked to write about my experience being an artist in the
performing arts, I kept wondering what to talk about because of the climate of
2020? I have been a performer for over 30 years, and I keep wondering how
do I channel my anger that has upgraded to rage these days? When I heard
about the man that was found hanging from a tree, it tipped me over the edge of
how patient I have been with all this protesting. A man, hanging in a tree, in
California. Not one, but two of them. And they are labeling it a suicide when
there is a history of lynching Black folx throughout the history of America? How
do I channel my pain? Where do I put my tears? Where do I learn how to put
pen to paper and funnel it into my art? It feels like I’m going in blurry circles,
because it feels like every once in a while (like every 10 years it seems in my
experience) that all of a sudden people realize that racism exists! Prejudice and
racism exist and this awareness seems to transform the dialogue people have
had of the concept and want to try to make a change. Perhaps it is because
there are people who are coming of age every 10 years who realize they have
a voice that is stronger than the last generation. Or at least think that they are
(Fig. 22.1).

With the pandemic, the constant videos of police brutality going viral and
the protests in the tumultuous year 2020, people’s eyes and hearts are being
opened to see that there are certain people who haven’t been listened to, who
have been passed over, ignored. Those who have been angry for years for
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Fig. 22.1 Sydney Flynn Rogers a.k.a. Miss Barbie-Q (Courtesy of Sydney Flynn
Rogers)

being marginalized and tokenized. People are opening up to the reality of an
unspoken injustice that needs to be looked at through a world soul microscope
that needs to be felt wholly.

#IRealizedInMyYearsThat’sNotHowTheWorldWorks
#SocialJusticeIsNotAPhase

And I realize that there needs to be a consistency and continuity when it
comes to social justice. How we express it, look at it and where we want to go
from there. Anger and ego are not enough to create change. It’s not enough
just to sit there and complain and bring up all these issues. It’s important to
understand that we have to come up with better solutions, so we do not repeat
them again.
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It’s not enough to tear down a statue because of its prejudicial significance;
it is important to create a dialogue to discuss the deep-seeded hurt and betrayal
of slavery, for instance, and a plan for future monuments that celebrate society
equally. But I have found that there are some who will want to keep the chaos
in motion. Chaos for me is the constant instability of structures of society.
Never having a settled feeling. Yes, there is an important, recognized struggle,
but we don’t have to let it define us constantly. Yes, there is a justified anger.
But there is righteous madness on both sides (if there are “sides”) that feed
each other’s emotional violence. It brings some sort of twisted satisfaction to
keep each other gaslit. That has to be looked at equally, acknowledged and
healed as well. Healing looks like real conversations that lead to new perspec-
tives and, eventually, change. When it comes to the arts, healing looks like
some sense of motivated equality. These are just examples of what healing can
look like.

Healing Chaos in Motion Through Performance

Where it started for me as a young Black performer, I started performing
on the theater stage when I was 18 years old in community musical theater.
The only reason why I got into theater is because they needed more boys
in this musical play I was roped into auditioning for. Little did I know then
that I was only a boy on the outside, constantly feminine on the inside, but
I found a home in theater! Oh, how I loved going to the theater! I loved
going to rehearsals, tech and the performances! I was lucky enough to get
a work study scholarship so I learned how to strike sets, sweep floors, paint
flats, hang lights, work the sound board, learn lighting cues, take dance classes,
learn how to use my voice, put on stage makeup, learn improv, tear tickets,
pop popcorn and usher people into their seats. Another important skill was
learning how to laugh at myself! I had so much fun learning all the ins and
outs of theater production and being a part of something bigger than myself. I
love the fact that I was able to use my talents and that people saw something in
me. They wanted to nurture the talent and magic they saw in me and pushed
and challenged me in ways that I’ve never been before.

I look back on those times now and I remember all the conflict that I
had internally from growing up poor, understanding that I wanted to be an
artist. I loved the whole process. But a lot of non-theater, non-artists (like
my mother and cousins) didn’t understand why I spent so much time at the
theater in rehearsals, tech and performances. Why did I devote so much time
to something that may or may not be profitable in the long run? In my Black
family, we were taught to want to be something that was realistic, like a lawyer
or doctor. Going into the arts was what we did as a hobby while we did
our real jobs. Not a career. I realize now it was just growing pains—pains of
growing into myself and expressing myself as a person and as an artist. The
pains of letting go of who I thought I was. The fear of what I thought I
might be becoming. Queer? An artist? There was this major pressure in my
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family to do better than my single mother did. Growing up on welfare, many
of us wanted to escape by any means necessary and I have to admit, spending
time at the theater was such a wonderful way to escape!

When I got into performing in drag in 1991, I thought I was only relegated
to performing in nightclubs. I didn’t realize that I was able to take these talents
from theater, use my voice and use my drag as a platform. I had to work on
myself to break free, and through encouragement, be able to go to the next
level as an artist whatever it looked like in my own brand of art expression.
One example is when I was the host of the AIDS/LifeCyle in 2016 and I had
people come up to me from all walks of life, wanting to discuss their children,
partners and friends riding in the event and I would highlight their stories
on the microphone with love. The response was so beautiful, a moment of
discovery that I was able to help people at that performative moment and it
wasn’t about me (Fig. 22.2).

Once again, I realized I was putting my own self in a box. Holding onto
what I thought society thought a drag artist should be. A Black drag artist
was seen, not heard. We could be raunchy, funny and ironic, but not heard in
any serious manner. We were meant to be tokenized and not there to ruffle
too many feathers. It would upset too many people, including queer people.
But I realized while this may be true, I still needed to speak up, speak out
and do it on my own terms. Speaking my truth, putting my name to what I
feel in my heart and understanding that I am not everyone’s cup of tea. And I

Fig. 22.2 Sydney Flynn Rogers a.k.a. Miss Barbie-Q. “Strength” (Courtesy of Matt
Rose)
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did, but I had so much baggage! It took some time, with a lot of stumbles—
homelessness, addiction, alcoholism, recovery and tons of spiritual work. I had
to reflect and see I needed to heal. I needed to look at what others were telling
me how I should be, see if there’s any truth to that and let go of the rest. To
become whole and complete right where I am. Right now.

Letting go has been one of the hardest things as an adult. Letting go of
who I used to be. Not being afraid of releasing the concept of who you think
your future self is supposed to be. Forgiving yourself for the mistakes you
make along the way. I think this pandemic and the protests have brought up
some issues because we are at home a lot more and that gives time to think
and ponder. Digging into our own psyche and letting go of the resentments
are what a lot of people are going through right now it seems. We are on the
precipice of a long intersectional resentment. Feelings. Epiphanies. All coming
to the surface.

Lately, I find myself in this swirl of rage that I am not sure how to express
because frankly, I’m afraid of it. I’m afraid of what I might do, say or what I
might do to myself. What I might do to others. I’m not talking just physically,
I’m talking about emotionally, spiritually, sexually. I find myself acting out
internally and externally. Staying in bed, eating all the food or not eating at
all. Going to bed early or staying up late. It’s been these weird feelings of
extremes and I’m realizing that as a Black trans femme nonbinary artist, I
have to learn how to funnel that somewhere. People aren’t going to like to
hear this, but when people are not able to heal, we tend to be self-destructive
and that means putting ourselves in harm’s way. It’s important that we address
the victimization vs. empowerment of Black trans people and understand that
we have a choice. Consciously or subconsciously. My solution? Use the gifts I
have been given and create.

I’m still not sure how to, so I’ve found when asked to participate in artistic
projects, I am pouring myself into them to get it out. I’ve been asked to join
boards and committees, write, act, speak, be on panels, realizing that this is
the universe giving me a way to do my art. My art is my protest.

So I say to those of you who are white and/or cis gender performance
artists, academics, programmers, directors, producers, curators, art adminis-
trators, executive directors and those in higher positions in the art world who
are reading this and wondering what do I do? What can I say to help marginal-
ized people in the arts right now? I say support, encourage, nurture, challenge,
heal, laugh, cry and try to come to a universal understanding that we all want
to be able to express our art. Be paid for our knowledge, skills and talent.
Pay our dues equally. To be on the same level as everyone else. We are not
asking for special privileges, and we’re not asking you to get rid of rules and
regulations that we’ve all been taught. I am asking for a fighting chance. I
am asking for real diversity. It’s about making a commitment to keeping a
balance. it’s not about what’s convenient. I am asking for a place at the table.
So, if your perspective has been only one way, only one shade, then it is time
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to take action. Appreciate that there are many other shades and other perspec-
tives that are just as beautiful, delicious, desirable and profitable. No one is
trying to take anything from you, we are part of the whole lovely picture.

As we see things change in the arts and going more digital every day, I
am wondering where are we headed? Is everything going to be regulated to
Zoom, Twitch or some other digital platform? Are all the theaters going to
become small spaces? Will people still paint, draw, dance and sing? We will be
able to enjoy live theater ever again? And the answer is yes! A resounding YES!

There’s something about the thrill, love and chills that come with live
theater. Going to art galleries, going to the movies and having that personal
intimate experience are something that has been universal throughout the
ages. There will never ever be a substitute, but I think there is a major shift
that is happening when it comes to how we think about ourselves as artists.
What digital media can do for us and what we as artists can do for the digital
world. How people of color, queer people, trans people, factor into all of that
is an opportunity at this moment! We can envelop inclusion from the ground
up. Reinvent and develop stories that reflect all of us. Really take a look at
how we see ourselves universally. Make a change. We are in the middle of a
cultural revolution right now; the question is what are we going to do with it?

You are the solution.
What are you gonna do?



CHAPTER 23

Adrian Piper’s Psychedelic Drag

Deni(se) Li

Introduction

How can altered or expanded states of consciousness in performance, writing,
and quotidian life, especially as read through a queer-feminist lens, allow us
to rethink and “re-vision” notions of self and reality? What forms of knowl-
edge and narratives might emerge from these states of consciousness? In this
chapter, I will mobilize the “psychedelic” as a queer-feminist analytic, in order
to explore the relationship between gender and psychedelic cultural, aesthetic,
and knowledge production. As part of a larger project of reimagining the
queer-feminist “psychedelic” archive, I will approach altered and expanded
states of consciousness in Adrian Piper’s work as discursive sites of alterity,
bringing queer-feminist epistemologies into conversation with psychedelic
(and more broadly, consciousness) studies.

Adrian Piper is a conceptual and performance artist, in addition to philoso-
pher, whose work often addresses issues of race, gender, and otherness, in
addition to themes of social engagement, self-transcendence, and perception.
Her work encompasses quite a range of approaches, from performances in
public spaces that involved provoking reactions from spectators, to participa-
tory art such as “Funk Lessons” (1983), during which she taught her audience
how to dance to funk music, thereby raising awareness of race and class in a
way that was both social and pedagogical. “The Mythic Being” (1973–1975),
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which this chapter analyzes, explored issues of identity through drawings,
photography, performance, as well as newspaper advertisements in The Village
Voice. Drawing from her background in yoga, Piper has also created works
that have a spiritual dimension. Piper’s work in analytic philosophy, which
has informed her art practice (i.e., “Food for the Spirit” (1971) references
Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason), includes Rationality and the Struc-
ture of the Self , which consists of Volume I: The Humean Conception and
Volume II: A Kantian Conception. She received her PhD in philosophy from
Harvard University in 1981. Piper lives in Berlin, where she founded the
Adrian Piper Research Archive.

Although only Piper’s early work in drawing and painting was directly influ-
enced by LSD, I contend that we can find traces of this influence in her
subsequent work in conceptual and performance art. Focusing on “Food for
the Spirit” (1971) and “Mythic Being” (1973–1975), my analysis explores
how Piper’s work performs a “queering of consciousness” through a “disiden-
tification” (in José Esteban Muñoz’s sense of the term) of gender and self, as
well as an articulation of psychedelic embodiment through the “archive” and
“repertoire” (in Diana Taylor’s senses of these terms). I will explore the erotic
dimensions of psychedelia (especially in “Food for the Spirit”) by grounding
Piper’s work in a transaesthetic framework, similar to L. H. Stallings’ deploy-
ment of funk. Then, I will explore how Piper performs “psychedelic drag” in
“Mythic Being.” In both cases, I consider the interplay between interiority or
psycho-spiritual and embodied (as well as socio-political) aspects of such expe-
riences by delving into notions of embodied cognition and what I call “cosmic
affect.”

The Queering of Consciousness

In this chapter, I read Adrian Piper’s works as psychedelic performance, a
term I use broadly to refer to psychedelic (or “entheogenic”) dimensions of
culture, but also to creative practices and technologies of self that catalyze
the consciousness-expanding (or “psychonautic”) impulse—i.e., dream work,
mask work, ritual and trance in performance, shamanistic healing, intuitive
practices, extrasensory perception, certain forms of cross-genre and perfor-
mative writing, and performance art that involves practices of “cultivating
perception” (enacting shifts in cognition). The “cultivation of perception” is a
concept I draw from Jay Johnston, who deploys the term in Angels of Desire:
Esoteric Bodies, Aesthetics, and Ethics to explore spiritually transformative
aesthetic practices. Johnston suggests that “These practices—which include
various meditation and ritual activities—are undertaken to enable the appre-
hension of realities that are understood to exist in immanent and transcendent
relation to this everyday phenomenal world. Such activities are employed
specifically to enact a change in cognitive ability which in turn are understood
to enact a change in subjectivity” (Johnston 2008, p. 89). “Entheogens” are
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psychoactive substances or plant medicines that often catalyze spiritually trans-
formative or existentially meaningful experiences, but they are not the only
way of accessing such altered or expanded states of consciousness.

In “A Declaration of Psychedelic Studies,” Neşe Devenot locates
Psychedelic Studies in proximity to queer theory. Drawing upon David
Halperin’s notion of queer as “whatever is at odds with the normal, the
legitimate, the dominant,” Devenot argues that psychedelia is queer, “as a
multiplicity of social groups, interests, and worldviews, psychedelia is a ‘queer’
deviation from dominant cultural norms” (Devenot 2013, p. 188). Further-
more, Devenot approaches psychedelia as a “queering” of consciousness,” in
that it troubles normative states of consciousness. Expanding upon this queer
reading of psychedelia, I want to suggest that psychedelia performs “disiden-
tification,” in José Esteban Muñoz’s sense of the term. According to Muñoz,
“disidentification” is a strategy that neither identifies nor counter identifies
with dominant ideology. Muñoz suggests that, “Disidentification is the third
mode of dealing with dominant ideology, one that neither opts to assim-
ilate within such a structure nor strictly opposes it; rather, disidentification
is a strategy that works on and against dominant ideology. Instead of buck-
ling under the pressures of dominant ideology (identification, assimilation)
or attempting to break free of its inescapable sphere (counter identification,
utopianism), this ‘working on and against’ is a strategy that tries to transform
a cultural logic from within, always laboring to enact permanent structural
change while at the same time valuing the importance of local or everyday
struggles of resistance” (Muñoz 1999, pp. 11–12). I want to suggest that
psychedelia performs a “queering” of consciousness through “disidentifica-
tion” with consciousness and reality. One way it does this is by troubling the
binary opposition between “ordinary” and “nonordinary” states of conscious-
ness. Both “Food for the Spirit” (1971) and “Mythic Being” (1973–1975) are
“durational” performance pieces—a term used to refer to performance that
occurs over an extended period of time, often interwoven with everyday life.
In both pieces, Piper engages with altered or expanded states of consciousness,
while remaining in the quotidian world.

From LSD Self-Portraits to Psychedelic Performance

Although only Piper’s early work in drawing and painting was directly influ-
enced by LSD, I contend that we can find traces of this influence in her
subsequent work in conceptual and performance art, as well as in the recur-
ring theme of “self-transcendence” in her work. In approaching Piper’s work, I
draw from both photographic and other archival documentation of the perfor-
mances, as well as performance texts written by Piper that were associated
with these pieces but were published later. Arriving at a similar conclusion
in “Adventures in Reasonland,” Jörge Heiser suggests, “For if the paintings
are seen as documentation of an experimental delimitation of experience, of a
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venture into expanding the mind - expanding into anomaly, from the perspec-
tive of conventional cognition - they form a logical precursor to Piper’s later
work, which dealt with the same venture” (Heiser 2018, pp. 15–16). Heiser
cites Piper’s commentary on the genre of “psychedelic art” in relation to her
art in an interview conducted by Matteo Guarnaccia (Guarnaccia 2003):

The paintings are very much about what it was like for me to go beyond the
surfaces of things - to concentrate so intently on the fine detail and structure of
a meditational object - on any object, really, any perceptual reality - that all of its
surface sensory qualities, its conventional meanings and uses, its psychological
associations and conceptual significance, all begin to move, breath, vibrate, break
up, and fall away. (Guarnaccia as quoted in Piper)

Here, Piper describes a fracturing or breaking open of reality, by delving into
the perceptual, psychological, and conceptual processes involved in the experi-
ence of reality. It is this interplay between the perceptual, cognitive, affective,
and conceptual aspects of consciousness in aesthetic and knowledge produc-
tion, as well as in social change, that I am exploring in Piper’s work. Here, I
want to foreground the double meaning of “consciousness” in Piper’s work. I
argue that the aesthetics and philosophy of Piper’s work are driven by both a
“consciousness-expanding” sensibility in the psychonautic sense, as well as an
ethics of “consciousness raising,” as Piper’s work draws attention to issues of
gender and race while also exploring philosophical concepts such as “transper-
sonal rationality,” which “consists in hard-wired cognitive dispositions that
define us as human beings: to consistency, coherence, impartiality, imper-
sonality, intellectual discrimination, foresight, deliberation, self-reflection and
self-control.” In the psychonautic sense, “consciousness” refers to a synthesis
of mind, body, and spirit in the experience of reality (or multiple realities),
as well as the processes of perception, cognition, and affect involved in the
production of knowledge.

Arguing that the cognitive shifts produced by Piper’s LSD paintings
catalyzes socio-political change, Heiser suggests, “In that sense the LSD paint-
ings document the activation of cognitive equipment as a precondition of—or
balance to—the activation of social and political consciousness. Just as her later
‘actual’ conceptual work followed the artist through a self-prescribed instruc-
tion (“Take LSD and paint what you see”) and her documentation of the
process and outcome” (Heiser 2018, p. 16). Here, I want to delve further into
the “cognitive” dimensions of socio-political change (via aesthetic and knowl-
edge production) by turning to Victoria Pitts-Taylor’s queer-feminist critique
of neuroscience in The Brain’s Body: Neuroscience and Corporeal Politics, in
which she explores the “diverse family of theories that describe cognition as
variously embodied, enactive, embedded, and extended, as well as emotional
or affective” (Pitts-Taylor 2016, p. 46).

By emphasizing the relationship between the mind and lived experience,
as well as epistemic multiplicity (multiple ways of knowing), Pitts-Taylor
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suggests how the four dimensions of the embodied mind resonate with femi-
nist epistemologies: “A mind that is embodied, potentially, can mean it is
immanent (tied to the capacities and worlds in which it is enacted); rela-
tional (affected by its position to and interaction with other minds, bodies,
and objects); affective (shaped by feeling and emotion); and situated (tied to
specific places, needs, and circumstances)” (Pitts-Taylor 2016, p. 44). In chal-
lenging the universality of bodily experience through epistemic multiplicity
as well as complexity, Pitts-Taylor foregrounds “dissonances in how minded
bodies and worlds fit together” by positing an assemblage theory of disability
and the embodied mind (Pitts-Taylor 2016, p. 46). In this model, Pitts-Taylor
draws from Andy Clark’s notion of extended cognition, Donna Haraway’s
notion of situated knowledge, and Rosemarie Garland-Thomson’s notion of
disability as mis/fitting (Pitts-Taylor 2016, p. 125). As Pitts-Taylor writes,
“The embodiment of cognition allows the mind to be understood physically
and materially without reducing it to neurons alone. In the embodied mind
theories I address, embodiment refers variously to the significance of emotion
and feeling, the dependence of the brain on the rest of the body and its
practical entanglements in the world, and the active character of perception
and thought” (Pitts-Taylor 2016, p. 125). I want to suggest that the brain’s
dynamic relationships to the rest of the body, world, as well as to perception
and thought, reflect a sense of interconnectedness characteristic of “cosmic
affect,” which I will delve into later in this essay. One might also consider
the multiple worlds to which Piper belongs—the art world, the world of
academic philosophy, and the world of spirituality and yoga, and the cognitive
dissonances produced through the tensions between these worlds.

One theory that Pitts-Taylor explores is Miriam Solomon’s notion of “situ-
ated cognition,” which argues for a reading of neurocognitive embodied mind
theories in tandem with feminist epistemologies:

as part of a transdisciplinary movement advocating situated cognition. Situ-
ated cognition, according to Solomon, overturns classical ideas of cognition
as general and universal, abstract, and symbolic. Instead, meaning emerges
from the interaction of the minded body with its environment. Rather than
abstracting what is common in all cognition, situated cognition is best suited to
examine ‘the epistemic significance of particular routes to cognitive accomplish-
ment’ (413). And rather than reducing the mind to the brain, situated cognition
minimally sees mind as dependent on the body as a whole, or maximally as a
fluid assemblage of brain, body, and world. On these points the two traditions
resonate. Yet in feminist thought the situated character of knowledge results in
multiple truths and ways of knowing. (Pitts-Taylor 2016, p. 50)

Following this notion of “situated cognition,” I argue for a reading of
psychedelic performance that embraces epistemic multiplicity (multiple ways
of knowing) at the same time that it recognizes universality through “cosmic
affect.” “Situated cognition” offers a useful lens through which we can explore
how “set” (mindset) and “setting” (environment/cultural milieu) influence
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the tone and content of psychedelic experiences. It is this tension between the
universal and the particular (the latter of which can be conceptualized through
“situated cognition” as well as through the “situated character of knowledge”)
that Piper foregrounds in “Food for the Spirit” and “Mythic Being.” Although
this tension initially seems rather ambivalent and paradoxical, I approach it as
a productive site of tension where such contradictions can be reconciled, and
from which alternative forms of knowledge can emerge.

Psychedelic Embodiment and the Erotic

In addition to her work in art and philosophy, Piper is a longtime practi-
tioner of yoga and meditation. I contend that Piper’s early work in painting,
LSD-inspired self-portraits, anticipates her performance of “self” through
altered/expanded states of consciousness in “Food for the Spirit” and “Mythic
Being.” In “Food for the Spirit,” Piper’s altered/expanded state of conscious-
ness is induced by fasting, yoga, and the act of reading a philosophical text
(Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason), which causes Piper to ques-
tion her physical existence. In “Mythic Being,” the drag persona catalyzes
an altered state of consciousness—its capacity to do this is what I will refer
to as “psychedelic drag.” Additionally, the repetition of mantras (culled from
Piper’s journal entries), which has a spiritual or ritualistic quality, creates an
opening for difference to emerge. For Piper, this difference takes the form of
self-transcendence.

Piper’s work examines intersections and tensions between transcendence
and immanence, immateriality and materiality, and private and public, thereby
blurring distinctions between subject and object, and the universal and partic-
ular. I want to suggest that these intersections and tensions are articulated
through elements of “archive” and “repertoire” (in Diana Taylor’s sense
of these terms). In The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural
Memory in the Americas, Diana Taylor foregrounds a certain tension between
written/discursive texts and “embodied knowledge,” which Taylor both
articulates and troubles through the concepts of the “archive” and the “reper-
toire.” The term “archive” is used to refer to “supposedly enduring materials
(i.e., texts, documents, buildings, bones),” and “archival” memory “exists as
documents, maps, literary texts, letters, archaeological remains, bones, videos,
films, CDs, all those items supposedly resistant to change” (Taylor 2007, 19).

“Repertoire,” which places an emphasis on doing, “enacts embodied
memory: performances, gestures, orality, movement, dance, singing - in
short, all those acts usually thought of as ephemeral, nonreproducible knowl-
edge” (Taylor 2007, p. 20). Taylor suggests that performance functions as
a methodological and epistemological lens that explores how “Embodied
and performed acts generate, record, and transmit knowledge” (Taylor 2007,
p. 21). Both the “archive” and the “repertoire” function as forms of knowl-
edge production. I will return to this issue later when I examine the
performance texts of “Mythic Being.”
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However, Taylor also resists a reductive reading of the “archive” and “reper-
toire” in which the two exist in a binary opposition to each other, “with
the written and archival constituting hegemonic power and the repertoire
providing the anti-hegemonic challenge,” or as articulated through other
binary oppositions, such as “true versus false, mediated versus unmediated,
primordial versus modern,” as well as past versus present (Taylor 2007,
22). Furthermore, the “repertoire” troubles the relationship of “embodied
knowledge” to time through its ephemerality.

As “Food for the Spirit” was a private loft performance, viewers are left up
to their imaginations to reconstruct the performance using the archival mate-
rial that was exhibited in a gallery. Piper describes her state of disembodied
self-consciousness as follows: “To anchor myself in the physical world, I ritual-
ized my frequent contacts with the physical appearance of myself in the mirror
through Food for the Spirit. I rigged up a camera and tape recorder next to
the mirror so that every time the fear of losing myself overtook me and drove
me to the “reality check” of the mirror, I was able both to record my phys-
ical appearance objectively and also to record myself on tape repeating the
passage in the Critique that was currently driving me to self-transcendence.
The sign and sound of me, the physically embodied Adrian Piper, repeating
passages from Kant reassured me by demarcating the visual, verbal, and aural
boundaries of my individual self, and reminded me of the material conditions
of my mental state, that the Critique was a book with good ideas in it that
I had chosen to study, and not (only? necessarily? really?) the entrance into a
transcendent reality of disembodied self-consciousness” (Piper 1999, p. 55).

Here, Piper’s performance of self is also located in the various pieces of
documentation that delineate the boundaries of her material existence—the
annotations in the Kantian texts, the audio recordings (portions of the text
that she read aloud when they led to her questioning of her materiality),
and the simultaneously intellectual and erotic photographs (taken during these
“reality checks”), as well as the writings that although are not technically part
of the work of art itself, offer a glimpse of the artist’s interiority and processes
involved in the generation of the work. The viewer’s interpretation, then, is
a synthesis of all these mediums and involves a stitching together of all these
pieces through a synaesthetic (multi-sensory) engagement. Thus, we imagine
Piper sitting in her loft that summer, reading Kant, occasionally getting up to
snap a selfie or assume a yoga pose.

Let us take a closer look at the meaning of eroticism in Piper’s work. By
“eroticism” I am referring both to the presence of Piper’s naked body in
the photographs in “Food for the Spirit,” and to notions of the “erotic” as
conceptualized by Audre Lorde and L.H. Stallings, which takes a more holistic
approach. In her conceptualization of the erotic as a source of power and infor-
mation in “Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power,” Audre Lorde suggests,
“When I speak of the erotic, then, I speak of it as an assertion of the life
force of women; of that creative energy empowered, the knowledge and use
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of which we are now reclaiming in our language, our history, our dancing,
our loving, our work, our lives” (Lorde 2007, p. 67).

Additionally, I want to draw from L.H Stallings deployment of funk in
Funk the Erotic: Transaesthetics and Black Sexual Cultures in order to rethink
relationships between gender, sexuality, labor, knowledge, and power. I locate
psychedelia in proximity to “funk,” which Stallings grounds in the analytic
framework of “transaesthetics,” a reinterpretation of Jean Baudrillard’s sense
of the term. Stallings suggests that transaesthetics “[requires] a reorganiza-
tion of the senses and sensorium, which funk offers.” Stallings goes on to
suggest that “Funk studies uses transaesthetics to demand that critics and
scholars come up with research aesthetics that can overcome the science/art,
politics/art, and art/culture divide still held in place by methods and ethics no
matter how interdisciplinary. Funk serves as my research aesthetic for the study
of black sexualities and black sexual cultures because sexual acts and desires
are not monosensory experiences” (Stallings 2015, p. 13). Transaesthetics
seems to function as both a research methodology and information processing
style, perhaps moving from sensory perception to cognition and knowledge
production. I argue that the expansion or queering of consciousness through
“psychedelic performance” is erotic because of this “reorganization of the
senses” into alternative pathways of critical inquiry and knowledge production.

Additionally, Stallings mobilizes Susan Stryker’s notion of “transing” in her
aesthetic methodology, thereby approaching funk as “multidimensional” and
“multisensory.” Funk most often refers to a genre of music, but Stallings
has a more expansive definition of it which encompasses other contexts. In
this sense, Stallings goes beyond existing approaches of funk “as philosophy,
epistemology, and ontology” in order to explore what it means to “funk the
erotic.” Additionally, funk “produces alternative orders of knowledge about
the body and imagination that originate in a sensorium predating empires
of knowledge” including the sense of smell, thereby challenging the privi-
leging of vision in knowledge production. In its intersectional epistemology
of knowledge about embodiment, aesthetics, sensory experience, and labor,
funk embraces the notion of the erotic as power and foregrounds processes of
imagination and creativity (as well as memory and movement) in an attempt
to subvert power and knowledge and challenge the ocularity that dominates
“power-knowledge.”

Like funk, psychedelia takes a “multidimensional” and “multisensory”
approach in producing alternative orders of knowledge about the body and
imagination. After all, the term “psychedelic art” perhaps evokes imagery
of bright, colorful, swirling, geometric, or fractalized patterns. Psychedelia,
however, is oriented toward the neurocognitive dimensions of the body,
knowledge of the nature of mind, consciousness, and reality, and the processes
of perception that inform such knowledge production. Psychedelia does not
privilege any one sense over the other; it operates in a synaesthetic fashion
and amplifies the senses. If we turn to the etymological definition of the term,
“psychedelic” is a synthesis of the Greek psyke (the “mind”) and deloun (to
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“make visible, reveal”). Psychedelic performance reveals the invisible aspects
of mind, consciousness, and reality.

Next, I want to turn to foreground the role of “cosmic affect” in
psychedelic knowledge production. I define “cosmic affect” as a sense of inter-
connectedness with the universe, sometimes articulated as an experience of
“ego-death” (dissolution of the self) or a “loosening” or plasticity of the self.
I am interested in the circulation of “cosmic affect” in aesthetic, cultural,
and knowledge production, as well as the processes of production and recep-
tion involved in psychedelic art and performance. The notion of “cosmic
affect” points to a tension between notions of universality and the partic-
ular in the rhetoric of psychedelic experiences (and more broadly, to spiritual
discourses). In “Psychedelics and the Problem of Experience,” Sarah Shortall
suggests that the psychedelic experience is marked by a certain ambiguity
due to its subjective effects, as influenced by “set” (mindset) and “setting”
(environment/context). Shortall writes:

I shall argue that it was precisely this ambiguous experiential space which
enabled psychedelics to be mobilized for such disparate ends—as both a cause
and a cure for mental illness; both a medical tool and a countercultural agent.
Faced with these aporias, proponents of the drugs sought to distance their bene-
fits from their limitations, rooting the authenticity of the experience in its ability
to transcend the specificities of race, class, and gender. Even as the countercul-
ture vaunted the emancipatory power of psychedelic drugs, it thus occluded the
way certain power relations shaped its own engagement with the drugs. This
aspect of the discourse on psychedelics, I argue, is particularly significant for the
theory and practice of history more broadly. The paper accordingly concludes
with an argument for the suggestive parallels between the psychedelic counter-
culture’s appeals to the rhetoric of ‘experience’ and those of historians who have
made this a paradigmatic term since the 1960s. (Shortall 2014, p. 189)

This emphasis on experiential knowledge is shared by feminist epistemolo-
gies, as well as the spiritual orientations mentioned in this essay. Piper explores
these tensions between race, class, and gender, and universality (through self-
transcendence) in both “Food for the Spirit” and “Mythic Being.” I am also
curious how much the development of feminist thinking/performance art and
psychedelic culture in the 1960s and 1970s may have influenced each other—if
not directly, at least through their proximity to each other.

On Psychedelic Drag

In my reading of “Mythic Being,” the performance texts are as equally
significant to the photographic documentation of the performance (and the
“embodied knowledge” of the durational performance piece). “Mythic Being”
is a durational performance piece because it takes place over the course of
several days. With these sets of texts, there exists a queering of the “archive”
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in two ways—first, the performance text is not a documentation of the “reper-
toire”; second, my intention is to include queer-feminist artists and writers in
the psychedelic “archive.” I am using the term “performance text” to refer to
a genre of writing that is a cross between a set of notes, instructions, and/or
observations or insights that support or drive the performance itself. It may
also offer viewers additional information about the piece that they might not
otherwise have from seeing the performance, such as the interiority or mental
space of the performer (as is the case in “Mythic Being”). It is not a script,
although it has some similarities to event scores associated with Fluxus or
Happenings. These performance texts are also part of the “archive,” although
play a different role than the photographic documentation.

In “Preparatory Notes for Mythic Being,” Piper writes:

9/2/73 Sun. Identity dispersion, object dispersion/fragmentation. Transcen-
dence of the personal through 1. Chanting mantras, 2. Publicizing & isolating
parts of my journal, 3. Reproducing my identity in a widely distributed news-
paper, 4. Becoming someone else, someone without a personal history. – >
Giving my alter-ego a personal history!!? Perhaps writing and publishing some-
thing about him? Possib. Of an offshoot piece – the mythology of the witness:
his background, tastes, family, friends, pursuits. (Piper 1999, p. 103)

“Mythic Being” performs self-transcendence and explores the notion of an
ahistorical self, at the same time that the mantras are culled from Piper’s
autobiographical material. Piper attempts the impossible: to transcend the
particularities and challenges faced by Piper as a black woman in the philos-
ophy and art worlds. The Mythic Being is, after all, mediated through the
lens of Adrian Piper; it is what Piper perceives to be her own otherness. It
has been argued that Piper’s drag appearance is racially ambiguous; one might
suggest a nonbinary (or genderqueer) reading of the Mythic Being’s gender
as well. Taking into account the paradox of transcending one’s self, Piper’s
work problematizes the masculine transcendental subject, which maintains a
hierarchical relationship to the lived experiences of women and nonbinary and
genderqueer subjects. This reading also suggests that such an interpretation
stems not only from what Piper claims to be her intention—to perform mascu-
line drag—but exists in the intersubjective space between the processes of
production and reception of the work of art. As the mantras are based on frag-
ments from Piper’s journal, they blur the lines between past and present, thus
turning what may initially have been a chronological project to a nonlinear
one, thereby performing a queering or transing of temporality.

In Female Masculinity, Jack Halberstam explores alternative masculinities
in drag king performances and taxonomies of female masculinities. Halber-
stam troubles the connection between masculinity and the male body. Piper’s
masculine drag, however, takes place on the street (and in the art world) rather
than at events such as drag king contests or in venues such as drag king clubs.
This form of psychedelic drag also troubles distinctions between “high art,” of
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which conceptual art is often associated with, and art genres closer to lowbrow
or pop art, which exists in everyday or quotidian spaces.

Comparing drag king performances to drag queen performances, Halber-
stam suggests that “Performances of masculinity seem to demand a different
genre of humor and performance. It is difficult to make masculinity the target
of camp precisely because, as we have noted, masculinity tends to manifest
as nonperformative. When drag king performances are campy, it is generally
because the actor allows her femininity to inform and inflect the masculinity
she performs” (Halberstam 1998, p. 238). As Halberstam suggests, this
inflection of gender is an example of layering, which “really describes the
theatricality of both drag queen and drag king acts and reveals their multiple
ambiguities because in both cases the role playing reveals the permeable
boundaries between acting and being; the drag actors are all performing their
own queerness and simultaneously exposing the artificiality of conventional
gender roles” (Halberstam 1998, p. 261).

I want to suggest that the masculine drag in “Mythic Being” is
“psychedelic” rather than “campy” because it articulates an alternative form
of masculinity rather than exaggerate masculine attributes for the purposes
of humor or critique. Piper experiences this alternative form of masculinity
as an altered or expanded state of consciousness. Additionally, much of this
articulation occurs on a cognitive or psychological level rather than in the
form of gender presentation, even though it also has effects on embodiment.
Psychedelic drag foregrounds the psycho-spiritual dimensions of gender, while
troubling the binary opposition between “ordinary” and “nonordinary” states
of consciousness.

Conclusion

Through the intertwining of mind, body, and spirit, Piper’s work partici-
pates in consciousness-raising through consciousness-expanding practices in
durational performance art. The relationship between one’s interiority and
the socio-cultural and discursive aspects of spirituality is also addressed by
Donnalee Dox in Reckoning with Spirit in the Paradigm of Performance, in
which Dox observes a shift in how models of the mind are oriented toward
spirituality and performance. Dox writes, “Western modernisms’ emphasis on
empirical observation shifts the kind of internal sensing associated with spir-
ituality (feeling, intuition, insight, imagination) into aesthetics and affect”
(Dox 2016, p. 24). Dox attempts to integrate spiritual “internal sensing” with
aesthetics and affect by bringing notions of the sacred, numinous, and ineffable
into conversation with performance theory, which privileges visibility, materi-
ality, and the constructedness of meaning (influenced by social, cultural, and
discursive dynamics) in its understanding of embodiment. Dox suggests that
“Replacing the dualistic metaphor of a mental theatre with dynamic and inter-
active models of sensation, perception, and cognition invites orientations to
performativity that can accommodate spirituality” (Dox 2016, p. 126).
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Elaborating further on these models of consciousness, Dox writes, “The
model of the human mind as an internal theatre that represents reality
has given way. Newer models broaden our understanding of how seem-
ingly oppositional mental capacities - such as computational thinking, flights
of imagination, and a sense of spirit - might share common neurological
processes rather than occupy regions of the brain (see chapter 3). Mark C.
Taylor advocates shifting to a ‘hierarchical yet nonlinear model of cognition
that incorporates ‘intuition, perception, consciousness, self-consciousness, and
reason’ equally and without prejudice” (Dox 2016, p. 18). This “nonlinear
model of cognition” seems to reflect the processes of perception, thought, and
intuition that Piper engages within both “Food for the Spirit” and “Mythic
Being.”

Like “Food for the Spirit,” these energetic and affective aspects of “Mythic
Being” are present in the archival elements of the piece that function as docu-
mentation of the piece but also as part of the piece itself. These archival
elements extend Piper’s self-consciousness from her body to the materiality of
art objects and texts (including the Village Voice ads and drawings that part of
“Mythic Being”). However, these aspects also exceed what can be archived or
grounded in language and the discursive—that which belongs to the transper-
sonal, numinous, ineffable, irrational, and non-discursive. In this sense, Piper
performs both the archive and “embodied knowledge” of the “repertoire.”
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CHAPTER 24

Narcissism andHealing in Queer Feminist
Cabaret in Australia

Sarah Ward in dialogue with Sarah French

Introduction

The convergence of queer and feminist themes is a prominent feature of
much Australian independent theatre and performance, especially within the
genres of cabaret, burlesque and drag, where a performative approach to
gender is often employed to disrupt and challenge cultural norms relating to
gender and sexuality. The critically acclaimed, comical yet provocative cabaret
performances of Sarah Ward offer an especially compelling example of the
intersection of queer and feminism, as well as a unique instance of femme
drag that highlights the subversive potential of the queer femme.

Sarah Ward is an award-winning Australian actor, writer and cabaret artist,
best known for her performances as the larger-than-life diva Yana Alana
(Fig. 24.1). Since 2006, Yana Alana has featured in a vast range of cabaret
shows developed by Sarah Ward in close collaboration with Bec Matthews and
Anni Davey. Her performances showcase Yana’s queer feminist identity and
politics, subverting normative assumptions about sexuality and gender, and
critiquing instances of sexism and heteronormativity in contemporary society.
Yana Alana has acquired a significant cult following in Australia, especially
within the queer community, and her performances contribute to generating
affective queer feminist spaces through performance.
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Fig. 24.1 Sarah Ward is an award-winning Australian actor, writer, and cabaret artist,
best known for her performances as the larger-than-life diva Yana Alana

Sarah Ward’s show Between the Cracks (2013–2018), with piano accom-
paniment from Louise Goh and Direction from Anni Davey, for which Ward
received two 2014 Green Room Awards as well as the 2014 Helpmann Award
for Best Cabaret Performer (Australia’s most distinguished performing arts
awards), has toured nationally and internationally since 2013 and stands as
her most popular and critically acclaimed show. The performance focusses on
the theme of mental illness, allowing the audience into the mind of neurotic,
narcissistic diva Yana Alana. It is comprised of a series of original cabaret-
style songs interspersed with dialogue in which Yana exposes her inner-most
thoughts and feelings and reads sections from her self-help book entitled
“Go Fuck Yourself,” by Yana Alana. The performance is characterised by
a camp sensibility and aesthetic, and humour is used throughout both for
entertainment and as a strategy to raise political issues.

As discussed below, Sarah Ward characterises her performance as Yana
Alana as drag, reflecting a relatively recent and more expansive definition
of drag, in which drag is no longer limited by the need to cross a gender
boundary. Female-to-female drag, also known as bio-drag or femme drag, has
the potential to employ gender parody or performativity without replicating
elements of some male-to-female drag, which has attracted several critiques for
perpetuating stereotypes, misogyny and gender binaries (Dolan, 1985; Phelan,
1993; Solomon, 1993). Ward’s performances illustrate this potential, while
also demonstrating the subversive function of femme drag within a queer
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performance context by strongly resisting binary approaches to sexuality as
well as gender. As Ward explains, she and Yana identify as pansexual, an inclu-
sive term that incorporates the sexual identities of people who are bisexual,
intersex, transgender and genderqueer. By positioning Yana’s sexuality within
a pansexual framework, Ward creates a character who is not limited by
object choice, thereby disrupting homonormative as well as heteronormative
constructions of sexual identity.

Between the Cracks demonstrates Sarah Ward’s most developed use of queer
femme drag through its pairing of a heightened depiction of femininity with a
queer identity expressed through dialogue as well as through embodied queer
gestures and acts. Yana performs completely naked in the show, “clothed” only
in blue body paint, fake jewels, a blue bouffant wig and blue platform high
heeled shoes. Her stage presence, strong singing voice, exaggerated move-
ments and gestures, and her extreme self-absorption all contribute to the
depiction of a confident woman, who is simultaneously highly neurotic and
highly empowered.

In my analysis of Between the Cracks in Staging Queer Feminisms (2017),
I argued that in Ward’s performances as Yana Alana narcissism is employed
as a critical parody and as a tool of affirmative identity for the queer female
subject. Building on this previous work, the following chapter provides further
insights into the performance via an interview with Sarah Ward that illuminates
the personal relationship between the performer and her performance persona.
Returning to the theme of narcissism, the discussion focusses on the potential
for a dysfunctional, narcissistic queer identity to both offer a political chal-
lenge to heteronormative society and its restrictive models of femininity, and
open up possibilities for healing. For Yana Alana, narcissism offers a method of
survival with which to combat a social world where the queer female subject
is vulnerable to the effects of a patriarchal, heteronormative and homophobic
culture. For Sarah Ward, adopting the narcissistic performance persona of Yana
Alana plays a more personal role, one that demonstrates the vital role that
queer performance can play in the process of healing.

Sarah French (SF): There has been an increasing overlap and merging of queer
and feminist politics in Australian theatre over the past decade or so, and your
performances as Yana Alana stand out to me as a quintessential example of this
intersection of queer and feminism. I also find that Yana Alana’s performances
lend themselves to an analysis via the lens of feminist and queer theories.

Sarah Ward (SW): How exciting to hear that, because I’m not very academically
driven. My feminism comes from my lived experience in the world, not from
books, or any study of feminism. I’m inspired by my own life and the lives of
the people around me—and by a lot of art as well.

SF: How did you get into performing? Can you tell me a little about your
background?

SW: I studied acting in school. I started off as a state gymnast actually, when I
was very young, and I realised I liked performing. Then I went to an all-girls
school. It was good that I wasn’t around boys and that helped me develop
as an artist, because my relationship with boys was extremely unhealthy. I was
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always giving them the power in any situation. I felt too self-conscious to be
myself or to be funny. At an all-girls school I was given great roles in the
school musicals. I was able to play parts like the lion and be the clown. I
think that my confidence really developed there. Then I did outside classes,
like the NIDA young actor’s studio and different voice courses. I did one
year at Wollongong University at the acing school, then quit and spent a year
working as a waitress. Then I did two years at the actor’s centre, which is now
called ACA (Actors Centre Australia). When I left there, I started working with
a woman named Candy Bowers (see also French, 2019), and her sister Kim
Bowers. We stared a feminist hip hop act called Sista She and we toured all
around Australia and had quite a few hits on radio. I didn’t realise at the time
that it was feminist. I remember Candy saying: “you know this is feminist,”
because she had studied feminism at university, but I didn’t know it was. That
was when I was in my early 20s. I wasn’t out then either. I came out when I
was 26 and I started being with women. I suppose my ideas of queerness were
very narrow when I came out. It took me a while to realise that queer people
can be really conservative. That’s why I like the song in Between the Cracks
with the lyrics “some of the queerest people I know are straight, some of the
straightest people I know are queer”—because it’s not radical to be gay. Sista
She was great for my development as an artist and it helped me to find out
that I could write. After that ended, I decided to write some angry poetry,
because I was pretty angry about the state of politics.

SF: And then Yana emerged… She was invented in 2006—is that right?
SW: Yes, her first performance was in 2006 at Drag Kings [a queer club night in

Melbourne] and then her first show was in 2007 [Bite Me by Yana Alana and
the Parana’s premiered at the Melbourne Fringe Festival in 2007]

SF: How did she emerge?
SW: When I am asked this question I always say that I was watching a Young

Liberals documentary [the youth wing of the conservative Australian Liberal
Party] and they were saying that gay people shouldn’t have rights. That’s
true, but also, I think when I started with Yana Alana, I had a personality
disorder. I had depression, I was self-harming. I was dealing with some heavy
shit in my life and I was potentially headed towards suicide. I was having
suicidal thoughts. Yana Alana for me wasn’t just a way to make people laugh
or to vent about politics, she provided a way to integrate, because I was really
fragmented. To create an alter ego, someone outside myself, who was really
unapologetic, angry, confident—sexually confident, good in her body, loved
herself, narcissistic, self-obsessed and unapologetically so, was a tool for me to
heal as a person. I was able to explore all of those traits. I’m not narcissistic,
because I have empathy, perhaps even too much empathy. I don’t think Yana
understands empathy and I think that’s what makes her narcissistic.

SF: I’m interested in how narcissism works for Yana Alana. Her narcissism is so
extreme; it’s like a parody, but I also see it as a tool of affirmative identity
formation. A number of feminist and queer writers have suggested that narcis-
sism can offer a productive form of identity construction for women (Jones,
1998; Tyler, 2005; Jenzen, 2013). It was once a pejorative term that was
applied to “liberated women,” as a way of delegitimising feminist politics, and
to queer women as a pathologising term, but it is argued that narcissism can
be reclaimed in feminist and queer representation in a subversive manner. For
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example, Amelia Jones has argued that narcissism allows female body artists to
take back the body as object of the male gaze and “link it to the contingent
but active subjectivity of the woman artist,” (1998: 50) while also under-
mining oedipal structures through an emphasis on self-absorption in place of
an attachment to the male other. Similarly, Olu Jenzen argues that “narcissism
has been discursively coded female and queer” suggesting that “narcissism is
expressed as an indifference towards men” rendering the narcissist “inconceiv-
able in the heteronormative logic,” (2013: 348) and therefore threatening to
that logic. Do you think narcissism has this kind of subversive function in
Yana’s performances?

SW: I don’t think narcissists identify as narcissists. I have never known a self-
identifying narcissist. I know a woman who is a narcissist, and I actually don’t
mind that she’s a narcissist—because she’s a woman and part of that narcissism
in her is about creating. Whatever she needs to do to create amazing work
she will do it. I think Yana is probably a bit like that. Men can take up space
and men aren’t called narcissists—men are called “geniuses”—so I think Yana
thinks she’s a genius, not a narcissist. Why can’t she be given that title? I don’t
know one woman, not one woman, who is called a genius.

SF: Yana is certainly self-absorbed, but she’s also very vulnerable, and that might
be an aspect of her narcissism?

SW: Hugely, don’t you think? Narcissists need people to help prop them up. She
absolutely uses people as crutches. That’s probably where I am similar to Yana.

SF: How much fluidity is there between your own identity and hers?
SW: There’s a big difference. First, in a physical sense, I don’t present in the same

way that she does. I don’t want to be famous, I want to be successful. But
if fame is the only way forward then thank god I’ve got Yana. I don’t have
that same drive to be the centre of everybody’s universe. But I do have a real
drive to be the centre of my own universe. I feel like I need to spend a lot of
time on my mental health, working on myself. Yana’s working on herself all
the time as well, but it’s bent. She’s got different objectives to me.

SF: And she doesn’t care about what other people think of her.
SW: Exactly… but then she does… but she doesn’t… it’s hard to explain.
SF: Does she allow you to do things that you couldn’t possibly do?
SW: I wouldn’t put on blue body paint and do a full hour show in front of people

and allow myself to be groped. I look at photos of that sometimes, and I
think, what am I doing? That’s insane! That’s so vulnerable, so grotesque and
so unattractive.

SF: But not to her?
SW: No, not to her. It’s such an immediate show I don’t even really have time

to think about what Yana thinks. She obviously wants to communicate some-
thing. There’s a desperation in that show. A desperation and a celebration at
the same time.

SF: I love the moment in the show where she breaks down and realises that
she doesn’t have any clothes on and everyone’s watching her—after confi-
dently performing naked for an hour—as though her self-absorption prevented
her from seeing the reality of her situation until her inner vulnerability seeps
through. There’s such a warmth and affection from the audience towards
Yana, especially in queer spaces. I saw Between the Cracks three times, but
the first was my favourite, when the show was performed at the Substation
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[a large warehouse space in Melbourne’s inner-North] as part of Midsumma
[Melbourne’s Annual Queer Arts & Culture Festival] with hundreds of people
in the audience. There was a strong sense of a queer community.

SW: Yes, it was part of Midsumma, it was full of all the people I love in the world,
and it was sold out. They were in Yana heaven. I have had some beautiful
highs and some insane lows with that show. It feels like live art, because it’s
so dependent on how the audience are with me. Because I’m so vulnerable
and uncomfortable—actually physically uncomfortable in the paint. I feel like
if the audience are ungenerous or unfeeling, cold, or even cruel, the show’s
not that fun for me or anyone.

SF: Before Between the Cracks, in your earlier shows like Bite Me (2007), Bite Me
Harder (2008) and Yana Alana and Tha Paranas In Concert (2010), Yana
was different, she was…

SW: She was angrier…
SF: Yes, but she’s not angry in Between the Cracks.
SW: No, she’s slightly disoriented but she’s feeling fabulous. I think the show

is about mental illness. Yana’s depressed and she’s neurotic. She’s also got
delusions of grandeur while at the same time feeling… she’s feeling exactly
how I feel. You see, I don’t think I’m going to get into the Adelaide Cabaret
Festival. I feel like there are people fighting to get me into that festival and I
don’t even feel that I’m being egotistical in thinking I should be able to get
in. I feel confused by it. How is it possible to win a Helpmann Award and
then to not even be considered for Australia’s leading cabaret festival? I can’t
see how that works. Despite all of the awards, all the critical acclaim and all of
the five-star reviews, Yana still only exists on the fringes of Australian theatre.
I have had a couple of successes at international festivals, but there is no flow.
That is so disorienting for me, and it feeds into paranoias. I start going into
spirals and I have to work really hard to stay positive.

SF: I was surprised to see Yana Alana Covered (2015) in the Melbourne Fringe
Festival. It was a very popular and polished show. I would have expected it to
be in the main festival.

SW: Someone asked me why I was doing the Fringe Festival and I said if I didn’t
do Fringe I wouldn’t perform this year in Melbourne—I don’t get asked to
do the Melbourne International Festival, I don’t get asked to perform at the
major venues.

SF: Was it sold out at the Fringe?
SW: Yes.
SF: Given the popularity of your shows—they are always sold out—there does

seem to be a disconnect. What do you think the issue is? Do you think there’s
a lack of acceptance from the industry in the performances that you do because
they are queer?

SW: I think it’s more likely that men will succeed in the industry, and that male
representations of queer will succeed rather than women’s representations of
queer. I think people are quite confronted by women’s stories in general—and
by gender defiance.

SF: It is certainly true to say that much of the queer theatre that has emerged in
main stage settings in Australia over the past decade has been work created by
men.
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SW: In fact, I think a lot of the strong female roles are now taken by men—
men dressing up as women in drag. Queer is “in,” but only queer for men.
It’s frustrating, because we’re losing great roles. I wouldn’t have a problem
with that if as they were then offering some of the male roles to women but
that isn’t happening. When producers and artistic directors don’t want to back
you, it makes you question what you do. Some people have said things about
me like “she’s just trying to be Meow Meow,” because we’re both big divas
who are slightly neurotic, but divas are big and slightly neurotic—that’s what
a diva is.

SF: I would suggest that the distinction is based in a different approach to
gender performativity or feminine masquerade—Meow Meow’s heightened
performance of femininity is a heterosexual one (her persona resembles the
femme fatale), whereas your performance of femininity is queer. There’s an
argument that was put forward by the feminist theatre critic Sue-Ellen Case
that a queer performance context dramatically changes the performance (or
masquerade) of femininity (1988–1989). She suggests that the performance
of the lesbian femme is more subversive than the heterosexual masquerade
because the lesbian femme is playing to another woman. She destabilises
heteronormativity. Would you describe Yana Alana as a lesbian femme?

SW: In many ways, yes. She is femme. But I think she has to be intimately related
to both [women and men] because in some way that blows people’s minds
more. Bisexuality is not accepted in queer communities or in straight commu-
nities… She is definitely bisexual but with a leaning more towards being with
women than with men. I would say she goes back to men to give them a go
again, and they disappoint again. I wouldn’t say that’s the men’s fault, I’d say
that’s a dynamic she sets up. Actually, I think it would be more accurate to
say that Yana and myself are pansexual. Pansexuality refers to all genders and
sexualities so it’s not as binary as bisexual.

SF: Would you describe her as camp?
SW: Yes! Because I would say I’m not inspired so much by Bette Midler, at least

not directly—I’m inspired more by Divine and by Taylor Mac, who is really
exciting.

SF: I want to ask you about drag, and whether you would characterise your
approach to performing femininity as drag. It makes me think of what is
known as femme drag queening, or bio-drag—female-to-female drag. I don’t
think drag necessarily has to be about crossing.

SW: I agree. I saw a recent documentary about female drag queens in the UK—I
think they use a word like faux-drag, fake drag—but they said: “I’m not fake—
I’m doing a heightened version of femininity in the same way as men are and
I also happen to be a woman.” I’ll tell you why Yana is drag: when I get off
stage, the first thing I do is remove her. I like to go to extremes with costume
and make-up. Her wig started off as black and straight because I think at first
Yana Alana was almost rockabilly and more contained, but she has become
wild and her wigs now need to represent that. She started off as a femme and
now she’s absolutely drag. She is a heightened version of femininity, almost a
bit clowny, larger than life and grotesque. The first thing I do when I come
off stage is take of the lashes, take off the make-up, take off the wig, take
off the heels. When I go to meet people, you’d think I’d put in more of an
effort, but I’m tired after being Yana Alana.
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SF: There’s a quote from the feminist critic Mary Russo that I’d apply Yana
Alana—she says: “To put on femininity with a vengeance suggests the power
of taking it off” (1995 [1986]: 70). She’s talking about claiming and flaunting
femininity, but also pointing to the ways in which “putting on femininity”
like a mask can reveal the constructed and performative nature of gender. Of
course, a great deal of drag doesn’t do this. Much male-to-female drag is
misogynist, it turns femininity into a joke, and it often re-enforces binaries.
Female-to-female drag often avoids such tendencies while still showing the
constructed nature of gender.

SW: Wow, how amazing. That’s really exciting actually. That really helps define
and condense what I’m doing and define it in a way that I couldn’t.

SF: Are you consciously playing with that idea about femininity being a social
and cultural construct?

SW: Yes, of course I am, because I’m constantly subverting it, I’m constantly
sticking my finger up at it, which is why I get nude in Between the Cracks,
and why I run around on the floor screaming and clucking like a chicken, and
rolling around in my undies, and why I try on undies that are too small for
me…

SF: And why you sing an entire song number wearing a fat blaster…
SW: And the fat blaster!
SF: There is a lot of commentary in Between the Cracks about body image.
SW: Yes, there’s heaps of commentary. It was really important for me in Yana

Alana Covered to sing the song “if it don’t fit, don’t force it” and put on
clothes that were bought at a supposed “women’s store.” They say they sell
size fourteen, but really it’s a size ten, and these stores make women feel
like shit about their bodies. It was also important to have my scars showing.
I’ve got scars from my pubic area from a big operation I had in 2013 and
then from another big operation in 2014. It’s added to my lethargy and my
anxiety about mortality. So, I just strip back to my underwear and I don’t try
to cover up my scars: this is my body, this is what it looks like. I have had
cancer. I have had physical and mental illness and both of them have been
chronic. My response is to say you’re not alone. Life’s hard, but also because
of that, laugh at it. In my mid-late 20s I outwardly blamed other people,
and in my shows I was attacking capitalism and bureaucratic structures and
gender binaries and straight, linear inflexible thinking… social constructs like
what makes you successful, what makes you a woman, what makes you a man,
what makes you acceptable to the world and what makes you outside what is
normal. Now I’m so different, and I’m really glad I have had the opportunity
to live that long and to do that much work on myself.

SF: Does Yana Alana evolve as you do?
SW: I wouldn’t say she’s evolved but she’s changing. I think I’m evolving, in the

sense that I’m becoming a more integrated person who has a sense of self, and
a sense of purpose, and an acceptance, and I’m beginning to love myself for
the first time. I have true friendships now, I understand what community is.
I’m connected to the world now. And I’m connected to reality in a way that I
wasn’t before. Yana’s not and she never will be. She’s the kind of person who
will do a yoga class—she’ll buy all the yoga gear and she’ll go to one yoga
class and never go again. She’s interested in talking about personal growth,
not actually growing. But she is changing.
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SF: Do you think the political agenda of the shows has changed?
SW: Yes, the very first show, Bite Me, was about attacking cultural constructs, and

about attacking the government. The second show, In Concert, was about cele-
brating difference and diversity, and then, Between the Cracks was where Yana
really got vulnerable. The agenda is about inclusion, about showing people
that they are not alone and reaching out to people. In the finale, I sing
Leonard Cohen’s song “Anthem” (1992) with the lyrics: “there is a crack,
a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in.” For me this means that
we all have flaws, but maybe some of those flaws make us who we are, maybe
they make us unique and special in some way.
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CHAPTER 25

Discursive Contortion andHealing Inhabiting
Yoga Bodies Queerly

Camilla Damkjaer

Entering the Shala
As I had just moved to another city and had not yet found the rhythm in my yoga
practice, my yoga addiction for a while expressed itself through a larger-than-
usual yoga Internet browsing. While reading about other people’s practice, I came
across several queer and trans feminist accounts of how yoga can be a helpful
tool, or a supportive environment, when transitioning to another gender. In Jase
Cannon’s account the ashram becomes a place for self-scrutiny and decision-
making: “So in the safety of the ashram, I let everything arise. My intention was
to come to the ashram and be authentic” (McKillop, 2015). For Teo Drake, yoga
became a way to become more embodied: “I learned that yoga is a ritualized
process of allowing yourself, in good time, to show up” (Drake, 2017). I also
realised that queer yoga camps have been organised regularly.

At the same time, I could not help wondering how these experiences can coexist
with the discussions of how to deal with sexual abuse in yoga teaching (in the
wake of MeToo, or NOmaste) (Nyberg, 2018). As an Ashtanga practitioner
specifically, I am of course wondering what to make of the accusations that have
been directed posthumously against Pattabhi Jois , by female practitioners who
have found his physical adjustments offending and sexually abusive (Remski,
2019).But even the heteronormative gender expectations that one meets when
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reading his texts can be hard to digest, when you find yourself almost daily prac-
ticing a sequence of movement he has passed on. Also, yoga is not exempt from the
neoliberal discourse of bodily self-management and the gender norms it involves
(Markula, 2014). What I could not help wonder is how it is possible to find refuge
from normative gender understandings in yoga despite of this.

In between these two extremes, I was trying to place my own experience of
the Scandinavian yoga environment, where the absence of mention of gender
and sexuality seemed to be the most current way to relate to it (at least until
MeToo), though specific gender expectations are of course implicitly constantly
present. A question that kept coming back was whether pretending that anyone
can engage with yoga, without actively promoting inclusivity, could be seen as a
sign of openness or a lack of awareness of the actual exclusivity (bodily, gender-
wise, financially) that surrounds yoga.

I also started wondering if entering the shala (yoga studio) had in any way
transformed my bodily experience of gender. In fact, I started yoga to comple-
ment my circus training where my lack of flexibility made it difficult for me
to do some of the things that were considered comme-il-faut for an acceptable
circus body. Yoga’s focus on the inner body at first seemed like a timely relief
from circus ’ focus on the performance of tricks. It also seemed to be a relief from
the display of the overly able body, with its roots in circus ’ (colonially related)
history of being the place where the mastery of the bodies, animals, other humans
and the world could be shown. But I was very soon to discover that yoga is just
as caught up in colonial world histories , and that there was no easy relief from
normative, strictly gendered body images in yoga either.

Yoga as a Support Technique in the Performing Arts

Yoga is one of most current “support techniques” in the performing arts.
Just as some engage with fitness, running, swimming or mindfulness, many
performers use yoga as part of their general maintenance regime. Many
performers practice yoga either during or after their training as performers,
as a tool to stay bodily fit, to develop mental focus, or to balance the many
demands of a performer’s career. Thus, yoga is no uncommon technique for
dancers, actors, musicians, performance artists and others who work on stage.
However, whereas we, hopefully, discuss the political consequences of the
representations we are responsible for on stage, it is less common to discuss
the consequences of the support techniques that we engage with as a part
of our training and preparation, but that do not necessarily show in the work
itself. Thus, one may wonder what kind of body images and representations of
gender that a support technique such as yoga sneaks into a performer’s body.

That the performing arts entertains a relation to yoga in this way is not a
new phenomenon, even if it has become more common with the increase in
yoga’s popularity and, at least apparent, accessibility. As Jennifer F. Aubrecht
(2017) shows in her work, American modern choreographers have been
engaging with yoga, and have let their techniques be influenced by yoga, since
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the beginning of the twentieth century. However, as she points out, these
influences have remained fairly hidden, and the knowledge of the yogis that
these choreographers have learned from has not been sufficiently credited. In
the introduction to her work, she also suggests that this use of yoga in dance
has contributed to the mainstream image of yoga “associated with thin white
women in elaborate poses and tight pants smiling on the beach at sunset”
(Aubrecht, 2017, p. vii).

Also in theatre, the connection to yoga goes back to the beginning of
the twentieth century. For instance, Stanislavski knew of yoga and used some
of yoga’s principles within the technique he developed (White, 2006). Some
practitioners today continue to pursue the possibilities this opens. For instance
Dorinda Hulton and Maria Kapsali propose that “yoga can act as a bridge
between different models of actor training and thereby affect a shift towards
possible future models” (Hulton and Kapsali, 2017, p. 38). When such a
bridge is needed it is because the contemporary performer is asked to master
a wide range of techniques, rather than being specialised in one. This is also
something that has been highlighted in dance research. For instance, Susan
Foster (Foster, 1997) has problematised the hired body of the dancer, and also
others have discussed the effects of eclectic systems of training on the dancer’s
body (Bales and Nettle-Fiol, 2008). Indeed, when performers are expected
not to be one with only one technique, but to master and be able to move
between multiple techniques, support techniques such as yoga gain a more
important role as they become part of the fundamental training regimes. But
this also requires that we become more aware of what it is that we practice,
also beyond the rhetoric of the practice itself. This is especially important, in
a field such as yoga, where myths circulate abundantly.

Planning Which Postures to Perform

As I suggested at the beginning of this article, there seems to be a contrast
between the transformative potential of yoga, making it one possible site for
social activism and queer and trans feminism, and the normative ideals and
mechanisms of exclusion that are also part of the yoga environment. I would
like to claim that it is only when openly addressing that gap that the possibility
for queer and trans feminist uses of yoga within the performance environment
becomes possible.

In the following, I would like to address this fragmented non-alignment
that plays out between the believed transformative potential of yoga and the
social structures that are at play in the environment, as experienced in a Scan-
dinavian context. As Burley writes, “Attitudes to sex and sexuality within the
milieu of contemporary yoga are both confused and confusing” (Burley, 2008,
p. 184). Especially interesting to me is how the yoga world can harbour
both gender-conform histories and social structures and hope of refuge and
transformation for those of us who need to variously realign our bodies,
genders and sexualities. More specifically, I will examine the fragmented and
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often contradictory ideas and assumptions concerning gender and sexuality
that meet a yoga practitioner entering into the yoga environment in Scandi-
navia. Thus, I will be addressing the following questions: Which fragments
of ideas, discourses and practices concerning gender and sexuality circulate in
the (Scandinavian) yoga environment? And which structural and phenomenal
aspects of yoga provide the ground for further negotiations, reinventions and
projections?

As my own experience is mostly within Asthanga yoga, I will focus primarily
on the Ashtanga yoga environment as an example of what critical yoga studies
have come to call transnational postural yoga. However, I will also be refer-
ring to other parts of this development of yoga, that took its forms with
Tirumali Krishnamacharya (1888–1989) and his students, especially Pattabhi
Jois (1915-2009) (Ashtanga yoga) and B.K.S Iyengar (1918–2014) (Iyengar
yoga). What I hope to understand further is how this fragmented non-
alignment between the social reality and potentiality of yoga makes space for
curious and problematic contradictions, and how we can possibly deal with this
as performance practitioners. Though I look critically at the healing aspects of
yoga due to the complex discourses yoga is part of, I’ll also try to unravel
what I see as the embodied transformative potential in discussion with the
trans feminist idea of “transsomatechnics” (Stryker, 2015; Sullivan, 2009), and
in discussion with Leela Gandhi’s discussion of the possibilities of “affective
communities” as a way to cross the barriers created by colonial geo-political
relations (Gandhi, 2006).

Rolling Out the Mat---Addressing Gender
and Sexuality in Critical Yoga Studies

As the field of critical yoga studies has evolved, more and more light has
been shed on the transnational trajectories of yoga practices and discourses.
Especially, these studies have underlined how the development of transna-
tional postural yoga has been heavily influenced by the development of modern
biopolitics, and the way this has been expressed within a colonial world struc-
ture. These studies have underlined—contrary to the myths of yoga that
easily circulate—that postural yoga practice is a fairly modern phenomenon
(though it has continued and reinvented longer yoga traditions), and that
yoga cannot be understood as “genuinely” or “authentically” Indian, as it has
evolved under highly transnational conditions. Especially, it has been shown
how transnational postural yoga practice evolved through the incorporation
of Western exercise systems—such as gymnastics, early forms of body building
and stretching—into the yoga tradition. That some of these systems had been
brought to India through the British military only underlines the extent to
which yoga has been inscribed in colonial relations (Alter, 2004; Singleton,
2010; Goldberg, 2016).

Also, the role of gender and sexuality has begun to be addressed within
this field of research. It is hard to avoid noticing the interesting fact that
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the physical yoga that has shaped transnational postural yoga was developed
mainly for young boys (at least if we look at T. Krishnamacharya’s heritage),
but is now practiced mostly by adult women. Some writers have also begun
to pay more attention to the women who have contributed to the develop-
ment of yoga (Goldberg, 2015, 2016). Some research also focuses on gender
representations and body images in the American and European yoga environ-
ments, where thin, white, cis women, mainly heterosexual and higher middle
to upper class have become the norm and dominate the image of global,
metropolitan yoga in line with neoliberal discourses (Markula, 2014; Godrej,
2017). Though the question of sexual harassment in yoga has begun to be
addressed in public, research on this topic is unfortunately scarce. Recently,
though, Matthew Remski’s interviews with Ashtanga practitioners who have
been sexually harassed by Pattabhi Jois, and his analysis of those processes, has
given access to documentation and discussion of this topic (Remski, 2019).

Another line of research concerns how the historical understandings of
gender and sexuality have influenced and continue to influence the yoga envi-
ronment today. Joseph S. Alter has investigated the concept and practice of
brahmacarya (celibacy) in yoga in ascetic orders in Northern India (Alter,
1997). This concept is also central when Mikel Burley looks at the way this is
understood by Krishnamacharya’s students Pattabhi Jois and B. K. S. Iyengar,
and the way such ideas “oozes into the contemporary and transnational yoga
milieu in intriguing and problematic ways” (Burley, 2008, p. 196). In this
article, I will not so much look into the history of gender and sexuality in the
yoga tradition, as I will look at the way this “oozing” happens and how this is
expressed in some of the contradictions in the transnational yoga environment,
as I have experienced it in Scandinavia.

However, research concerning the way specific groups may feel excluded
from yoga because of this, and what could be done to address that, is less
current. However, especially in the North American yoga context other voices
are beginning to claim the necessity of making space for other bodies and body
images in the yoga world. Some of these voices are gathered in Internet fora
such as for instance the “Decolonizing Yoga Blog” (Anon., u.d.), where yoga
for inclusivity—both in terms of gender, sexuality, colour, ethnicity and body
type—is advocated (Sajovich, 2015). Here, a specific discussion of the need for
classes and spaces that deliberately welcome trans and queer people has been
opened. These discussions also highlight the way yoga classes—even when
pretending to be open to everyone—may be felt as excluding through the
use of gendered language, display of normative assumptions and lack of atten-
tion towards variations in gender and sexuality (Krieger., u.d.). Such questions
are necessary within many kinds of physical activity proposed in studios, clubs
and associations, but some questions are specific to yoga, due to its histo-
ries, ideas and discourses. It is these specificities concerning gender and yoga
that I will attempt to address in this article. But instead of directly focusing on
what a queer or trans feminist yoga environment could offer for a performance
context, I will focus on the contradictory meeting with yoga’s normative and
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transformative potential that a performer may encounter if engaging with yoga
as a support practice.

One of these difficulties is the “oozing” of multiple ideas, that Burley speaks
about. Indeed, in my experience this “oozing” leads to some quite compli-
cated discursive contortionism when as a queer yoga performer you try to
make sense of yourself and your practice within the yoga environment. There-
fore, I will look at some of the fragments of ideas and discourses concerning
gender and sexuality that circulate, also in the Scandinavian yoga environment,
in order to then analyse which structural and phenomenal aspects of yoga prac-
tice that provide the ground for further negotiations, reinterpretations and
projections.

“It Can Be Practice by Anyone… Regardless of Sex”?
As a circus practitioner I must admit that I have been specifically attracted to
the physically intense and quite acrobatic form of Ashtanga yoga—even if this
has led to intense battles with myself and my body, in terms of how to deal
with the possible “performance effect” of this form. This means, that I have
entered into a yoga environment where practicing according to the lineage is
considered important, and where the “Ashtanga police” (other Ashtanga prac-
titioners correcting you when they think you do not practice in the right way)
is never far away. It also means that I have then had to consider what kind of
lineage that may be, and how to deal with the ideas of the authorities in this
tradition, whether or not I agree with some of their standpoints. It is one thing
to deal with the orthodoxies of the postures, though that may be challenging
enough as the recommended form may not always be recommendable for all
bodies—including a rather stiff-hipped circus practitioner such as myself who
is light-years away from the figure that gives you access to all: lotus pose. But
it is even more complicated to deal with all the other assumptions that come
with such a lineage—for instance the ideas about gender and sexuality that are
part of the practice’s history. This is not made easier by the witness accounts
of Pattabhi Jois’ sexual misconduct, which have now also been documented
my Matthew Remski (2019). Here, however, I will look at some of the “ooz-
ing” that happens through Pattabhi Jois’ writings that are often quoted in the
Ashtanga environment.

When summarising his approach to yoga in Yoga Mala, Pattabhi Jois claims
that yoga is for all bodies:

There is no age limit for the practice of yoga and it can be practiced by
anyone – by women, men, the weak, and those who are sick or disabled (…)
Indeed, only lazy people find the practice of the yogic limbs useless. Other-
wise, yoga is extremely useful for everyone, regardless of sex (Jois, 2010,
p. 27).

Apparently, yoga—also Ashtanga yoga though it is considered quite stren-
uous—is for all bodies equally. And as the “yogic limbs” that Jois refers to
comprise not only the practice of asanas (yoga postures), but also different
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ethical principles for guidance in life, of course some yoga can be practiced
by all. But when we look more closely at the history of Ashtanga yoga, and
the way it comes out of the yoga sequences that Krishnamacharya fashioned
for young boys at the Mysore palace (Singleton, 2010, pp. 175–210), this
universal claim needs to be qualified somewhat. Furthermore, Jois has had
special recommendations for how women should practice. Most well-known
are the ladies’ holidays (during menstruation), but also pregnant women can
find advice for how and when to practice (Jois, 2010, p. 27). So even if there
is a claim that Ashtanga yoga can be practiced by all bodies, these bodies are
clearly gendered, and female bodies are closely linked to procreative abilities
and functions. Also, just the fact that there are only special recommendations
for women and people of age, shows that the relatively young male body is
considered the default position.

This way of combining a universal claim with highly gendered and
heteronormative assumptions is anchored in the development of yoga as
a form of health regime to foster the nation. When we look at transna-
tional postural yoga historically, yoga has been part of a larger bio-political
shift (Alter, 2004; Singleton, 2010) involving clearly gendered—but also
racialised—understandings of the body. Indeed, as both Alter and Singleton
show, the development of postural yoga borrowed from European physical
culture, while attempting to redress and strengthen especially the male Indian
body (Alter, 2004; Singleton, 2010). However, this contained a paradox that
Singleton points to, namely that these forms of physical culture “at once rein-
forced stereotypes of Indian effeminacy and at the same time offered methods
to rebut that image” (Singleton, 2010, p. 82). But just as physical culture was
promoted in Europe to keep the population fit and strong, a similar discourse
developed but with a nationalist Indian touch. As Singleton points out, this
led to a demand for a system for developing “Physically fit, healthy citizens
of good character dedicating themselves to the betterment of Mother India”
(Singleton, 2010, p. 97).

Most of the Ahstanga teachers I have met have never addressed gender
differences in practice as such. For instance, none have mentioned or recom-
mended the “female holidays”. Whether such questions have been simply
omitted or carefully avoided is hard to say. But the omission is nevertheless
a sign of significant selection, for at the same time other rules of the practice
may be recommended—for instance the one according to which one should
not practice on moon days (new or full moon). Interestingly, this idea applies
to all bodies, so though it is far from a most people’s belief system in Scan-
dinavia, it seems to be somehow more appealing in its cosmological relation
to nature than the idea that only women cannot practice at all times. Thus,
even if Ashtanga practitioners refer to the lineage of the form, there seems to
be a strategic selection happening as part of the process of making sense of
Ashtanga today. It seems that such “strategic selection” is an important part
of the “oozing” when it comes to the way gender and sexuality is addressed
in the Ashtanga environment.
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“Women Need Yoga Even More Than Men”?
Though the male body was specifically in focus when fashioning a modern
Indian body through the reconstructed history of a traditional Indian yoga
practice, women have not been totally absent (though often ignored) in yoga
history. Maybe the “oozing” from their stories and teachings can help me find
some other anchor-points when doing my discursive contortion, and making
my yoga practice make sense within a queer and trans feminist understanding?

Several Indian women (daughters of the students of T. Krishnamacharya)
have played a role in the development and continuation of this line of yoga.
For instance, R. Saraswathi Jois (1941-) has been teaching in Mysore for
many years following her father’s principles, and Geeta Iyengar (1944-) (also
teaching for many years with her father B. K. S. Iyengar) has published a book
called Yoga: A Gem for Women (Iyengar, 2013), focusing specifically on advice
for women practitioners. Here, it is quite interesting to see how the yoga as
health-for-duty-discourse continues, now with an emphasis on women. On the
one hand, Geeta Iyengar’s work contains a strong image of the role of women
as the “daughter, wife, mother, and friend” (Iyengar, 2013, p. 35), and yet
her work can be seen as an attempt for women to take space in yoga. Geeta
Iyengar seems to see yoga as a possible improvement of women’s lives. She
writes: “An Indian woman’s life is a veritable tight-rope walk. (…) The more
I thought about my sisters – women and their particular problem the more I
was convinced that Yoga was the answer” (Iyengar, 2013, p. 4). Indeed, she
claims, that yoga might be needed more by women. As she writes, “Yoga is
beneficial to both men and women. Women need Yoga even more than men
as the responsibilities thrust upon them by Nature are greater than men’s”
(Iyengar, 2013, p. 31). But not only women need it more; she even suggests
that they are more apt for it. As she writes, “Yoga demands tremendous elas-
ticity and it seems as if the Creator has favoured woman in making her body
fit and suitable for Yoga” (Iyengar, 2013, p. 43).

The condition of women in India during the middle and late twentieth
century that have shaped Geeta Iyengar’s account is of course very different
from the conditions that my fellow women yoga practitioners in Scandinavia
today live. That also means that the difficulties that they may seek answers to
in yoga are of a different kind—whether they are looking for a practical form
of exercise, spiritual development or a window to Indian culture. Maybe they
need yoga more than men, too, but possibly for different reasons. Personally,
I find an interest in finding different voices around the immediate lineage of
Ashtanga yoga, voices that open up different perspectives. They may not solve
my problem of how to make Ashtanga yoga make sense within my physical
practices as a whole, but such reading may open another dialogue than the
immediate encounter with the orthopraxis of the Ashtanga series.
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Asceticism Reinterpreted---The Absence of Sexuality

If we look at the way Ashtanga yoga is presented by Pattabhi Jois, the guide-
lines given for how to live a yogic life also contain certain ideas of how to
deal with sexuality. Or at least: how to deal with sexuality as a male hetero-
sexual yoga practitioner, practicing within the householder tradition, that is:
without abstaining from worldly life and joining an ascetic order. One of the
concepts that becomes crucial here is the one of brahmacarya. As both Alter
(1997) and Burley (2008) have discussed in different ways, how to deal with
the guideline of brahmacarya has been a recurring question within the yoga
tradition. Though brahmacarya strictly means celibacy, the concept has also
been interpreted to mean restrictive use of sexual drives.

“Too much sex (…) should be given up as much as possible, as they are
obstacles to the practice of yoga” (Jois, 2010, p. 28), Pattabhi Jois advices.
As Burley notes, Pattabhi Jois has a soft interpretation of brahmacarya,
negotiating it to make sense in a householder context. However, following
the principle of brahmacarya for Jois does not only mean abstaining from
unnecessary sex, it contains many other forms of restrictions:

If he is to achieve it, however, he must avoid the following as much
as possible: mixing with vulgar people, going to crowded areas for recre-
ation, reading vulgar books which disturb the mind; going to theatres and
restaurants; conversing with strangers of the opposite sex” (Jois, 2010, p. 8).

When I include this whole list—that may be very difficult for a contem-
porary citizen of a Scandinavia to follow—it is to try to understand that for
Pattabhi Jois the logic of brahmacarya does not only have to do with sexu-
ality in a strict sense. But moreover, it again shows that though Ashtanga yoga
studios tend to be very particular about tracing the lineage and observing
certain rules of the practice, they still make strategic omissions in order to
adapt the practice to their time and context. Again, we could maybe interpret
this as a silent and strategic omission that allows the yoga community to inter-
pret and develop the parts of Ashtanga yoga that make sense to them and leave
aside the parts that are difficult to negotiate as a contemporary practitioner.
Not mentioning or not passing on specific advice concerning sexuality may
indirectly be chosen in order to provide a more (to a Scandinavian audience)
inclusive interpretation of Ashtanga yoga; one that does not intervene in this
part of people’s private lives. But it also means that there is (to my experi-
ence) little common discussion about how to deal with these aspects of yoga
thinking and these parts of the Ashtanga lineage.

Filling the Gaps---Corporeal Experience
as the Ground for Reinterpretation

As I have tried to highlight above, strategic omissions are a part of local inter-
pretations of transnational postural yoga. These strategic omissions may take
the shape of lack of information, deliberate or accidental omission or selective
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choice of emphasis. I would say that these strategic omissions and selections
are part of the structural conditions that form the possibility of local interpre-
tations of yoga. As Burley points out, however, the various interpretations of
sexuality in yoga are not necessarily linked to ignorance. Indeed, yoga practi-
tioners—especially those who are involved professionally—are often very well
informed. Instead, he sees these reinterpretations as a kind of creativity. As
he concludes: “Though this reimagining is indeed confused with respect to
its multiple understandings of the traditions from which it draws, it is also
dynamic and innovative” (Burley, 2008, p. 199).

However, what I would like to point here are the conditions that make such
dynamic reinterpretations possible. Strategic omissions and selections make
up one such condition. But in order to fill the gaps of these omissions, re-
interpretations are also carried by the addition of new discourses (such as
discourses on mindfulness, stress-relief, healthy food habits and so forth) and
by individual experiential content. Here, I would like to focus on the idea
that it is the richness of corporeal experience that helps fill the gaps. Or at
least: the richness of corporeal experience provides one of the motivations for
reinterpreting the yoga tradition. Therefore, I would like to take a closer look
at these corporeal experiences that may provide the ground for reinterpreta-
tions of the yoga tradition, also to the point of making yoga the vehicle for
renegotiating the relation to one’s body and sexuality.

Breathing, Bhanda, Drsti---Guided
Perception and the Bodies Within

In an earlier mentioned quote, Pattabhi Jois speaks of bodies in terms of sex,
age and ability. And indeed, the Ashtanga environment has developed ways
to adjust the practice depending on the individual body’s constitution. But on
the other hand, the principles that guide the more technical layers of Ashtanga
are not focused on these aspects of the body, leading to the possibility that
the bodily experience of practicing Ashtanga does not constantly remind you
of your attributed sex, perceived gender, chronological age and so forth. As a
practitioner, it could be that the focus on these other aspects of the body leads
to an experience of your own body that at least for a while lets you forget how
even yoga is saturated by strong gender-reinforcing discourses. Let me take a
closer look at that experience.

Though Ashtanga yoga practice to a large extent deals with the anatom-
ical body, also other understandings of the body are intertwined with the
practice. Already within the technique itself, other approaches to the body
become apparent in the way instructions guide perception. For each asana
(yoga posture), there are other aspects than the anatomical body to focus
on: breathing, bhandas, and drsti, and each of these focus points guides the
practitioner’s perception in specific ways.

Focus on the breath, we might say, leads the focus more towards the
internal body and body functions that are generally pre-reflective. The feeling
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of the breath may be located in specific parts of the body (the diaphragm’s
movements and the expansion of the lungs), and yet it influences the percep-
tion of the entire body. As you focus on your breath while you are moving
in and out of different asanas, the breath at times changes the perception of
other parts of the body. For instance, when breathing in positions where you
bind your arms or legs around the torso, the changed space for breathing may
make you differently aware of the internal body. Also, on a less concrete level,
the deliberate use of slow breathing can be experienced to have an effect for
instance on muscle tonus and tension, as one is generally trying to use the
breath to relax the muscles and go further into certain stretches.

Bhandas, or muscle locks, is another way to direct the attention inwards.
In most asanas uddiyana-bhanda (abdominal lock) and mula-bhanda (locking
the pelvic floor) are considered part of the technique to perform certain asanas
in a stable way and safely. Though these muscle locks refer to specific regions
of the body, they cannot be understood simply as the activation of one muscle,
and even if we would describe exactly which muscles they activate, we do not
always have the capacity to sense exactly how these activations work. As the
locks are also working on the deeper layers of muscle tissue, some parts of the
activation cannot be sensed directly. Again, this leads the attention towards
the interior, and sometimes diffuse, but nevertheless concrete internal body.

Contrary to the two above-mentioned aspects, drsti, the focus of the gaze,
seems to work on the way the external world is perceived. Nevertheless, it
also has an effect on the sensation of the interior body. Within Ashtanga yoga
practice, drsti can be seen as one of the ways in which we are trying to reduce
sense information in order to sense differently. Focusing on the tip of your
nose, your eyebrows or your fingertips of course ensures that your gaze does
not flicker in all directions, leading you away from the focus on the asana. But
by reducing the impressions of the world around us, it also gives a different
sensation of the body. Especially, nasagra-drsti (gazing on the tip of your
nose) can be experienced to have this effect, as focusing on your nose tip
activates the peripheral sight, in a way that sets the exterior world in a different
relation to your own body.

Understanding, finding and sensing these three parts of the Ashtanga tech-
nique can be challenging in the beginning. Not all aspects of it make sense
immediately, and some of the sensations that they generate may be long
to discover. However, when you enter further into yoga discourse you may
discover yet other bodies to look out for, “bodies” that have their roots in
philosophical ideas of the body that yoga has accumulated over time. For
instance, the second Ashtanga series (Nadi Sodahana) is supposed to purify
the nadis (energy channels)—a “body part” that is difficult to imagine for
most Scandinavian beginners steeped in a Western anatomical understanding
of the body.

Thus, when entering yoga practice, we are not only learning to move the
body we know, but we are also learning to sense other aspects of the that
body, or to sense bodies within that body that we may not be accustomed to
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localising. But in this search for new bodies, we may also find sensations and
understandings that can help re-imagine, re-sense and re-constitute our bodies
in new ways, leading to specific interpretations of what yoga is and what it can
do. Personally, I do not think that yoga has given me the tools to completely
come to terms with my gendered body. Even if I have become addicted to
it and appreciate the slow deepening of bodily experience that it allows, it is
in some ways just another field of life where silent battles around gender are
played out—in my ongoing discussion with the “oozing” and even within my
own body. But: I do enjoy the way this focus on the internal body constructs
a return to the body repeated over time, in such a way as to also flesh out an
abstract but corporeal map of sensations that are not immediately attached to
the social body.

Embodiment and Technique---Possible
Bodily Transformations

What this phenomenal experience of one’s own body while practicing yoga
and the possibility of re-imagining the body point to is the fact that we need
to consider yoga as technique that affects embodiment. However, rather than
considering embodiment only as a process that sediments and materialises
habits and social dispositions over time, we need to understand how embod-
iment also can involve an element of both imagination and transformation.
This is what Susan Stryker points to, when highlighting the possibilities of the
Nikki Sullivan’s concept of “somatechnics” within trans feminism, and the way
it works as “a shorthand label for a robust ontological account of embodiment
as process” (Stryker, 2015, p. 229). What the processual opens for is exactly
the possibility for change and transformation.

In this context we need to remind ourselves that “somatechnics” does not
only need to address our trans-bodily relations with (medical, electronical,
digital, etc.) technologies, but that also that bodily practices are in themselves
techniques that may change and transform bodies. If anything, bodily practices
such as yoga are example, of what Stryker (with reference to Foucault) reminds
us is the chore of embodiment, namely the “nexus of techniques of subjective
individualization and techniques of totalizing control of populations” (Stryker,
2015, p. 229). In other words: in the process of embodiment, social-material
sedimentation meets the possibility of individual agency and transformation.
Yoga’s history and current development shows us that yoga has been and is
part of a (totalising) biopolitics, and yet its techniques open up for critical
transformations, too. Thus, when we try to understand yoga practice’s relation
to gender we need to understand what Nikki Sullivan in this characteristic of a
“transsomatechnic” approach calls the “double movement”; one which both
invokes or relates to given social categories and opens up for contesting these
(Sullivan, 2009, p. 283). One of the starting points of this possible transfor-
mation lies in the phenomenal experience of other “bodies” within the body
and their possible relations.
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Towards Self-Realisation---“Practice”
as the Site of Self-Transformation

Yoga practice may make it possible to create various, local, socially informed
and personally lived interpretations of yoga. But these phenomenal experi-
ences are dependent on discourse (understood both as linguistic articulation an
institutionalised practice) in the sense that specific techniques, linguistic artic-
ulations and ideas guide bodily perception. But also other discursive elements
of yoga may contribute to the possibility of reinterpreting yoga. For instance,
certain concepts within yoga history and yoga communities have allowed for
different kinds of discursive translations and superpositions making such rein-
terpretations possible. It seems that especially one of these is related to the
possibility of interpreting yoga as a vehicle for personal negotiations of gender
and sexuality: self-realisation.

A yoga studio in Stockholm presents Ashtanga in the following way: “It is a
self-therapeutical method for personal development. (Det er en självterapeutisk
metod för personlig utveckling)” (ashtangayoga.nu, u.d.). Another studio in
Copenhagen writes: “Regular practice is a genuine path towards meeting your
true self, where you are happy and already content with the present moment,
as it is” (mysoreyogacph, u.d.). When looking at the interrelated ideas of self-
development, self-realisation and therapeutic practice and how current they
are in the yoga world, it is not hard to see why yoga can be combined with
projects of personal transformation. And as these terms are rarely presented
in their historical context, they become like open signifiers that can be filled
with different needs and fuse with a range of different ideas. Interestingly,
these kinds of discursive shifts and overlaps have participated in shaping yoga
history and continue to do so.

As Elisabeth De Michelis (2005) shows in her work, this idea of self-
realisation is itself an example of the translation and transmutation of ideas
happening already in the nineteenth-century development of yoga. Whereas
in a Hindu conceptual world, self-relation has to do with the relation between
the individual self and the universal self, self-relation came to be interpreted in
a much more individual way. This happened through the interest in American
transcendentalism that certain interpreters of Hindu thinking held in India,
and the merging of ideas that happened when communicating Hindu thought
to American and European audiences. As De Michelis shows, these kinds
of blends allowed a shift from the spiritual to the psychological level, thus
making self-realisation not only a spiritual matter but a psychological possi-
bility (Michelis, 2005, p. 83). Also within Ashtanga yoga today, it is possible
to see this at stake as several ideals may be active at the same time: practi-
tioners may refer to Pattabhi Jois’ understanding of self-realisation in a more
canonical Hindu interpretation (as the mind that “will seek the Universal Self”
[Jois, 2010, p. 4]), and at the same time Ashtanga yoga may be believed to
be a means towards personal, psychological self-realisation, or as I will call this
psychologised idea: self-transformation.
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One both structural and phenomenal condition that makes the idea of self-
transformation so open for different interpretations is its relation to “practice”.
As yoga discourse builds on the idea that self-transformation happens through
“practice”, it opens the possibility that self-transformation is something it is
possible to do, not something you have to sit around and wait for. This
makes it particularly suitable for self-therapeutic purposes, and the fusing with
self-help discourse also has a long history and is prevalent within the yoga
world. Another reason why this idea of practice as self-transformation may be
attractive is that this “practice” does not necessarily say towards what we are
transforming. Thus again, self-realisation (and its various expressions) becomes
an open signifier that can be filled with many needs and aspirations. Thus, this
understanding of “practice” becomes a structural element that can combine
the discursive understanding of self-transformation with the phenomenal and
corporeal experience of yoga training.

As both a practitioner and a scholar, however, this becomes a double-bind,
when I try to engage with yoga as support practice within the field of perfor-
mance. On the one hand, I would like to go along with the possibility of
self-transformation through yoga and see where that takes me. On the other
hand, I am only too aware of the self-transformation discourse, and there-
fore engaging with self-transformation through yoga becomes impossible. I am
approaching the same wall here, as I encountered in circus. The wall where the
social hopes of the practice meet its social reality. In circus, I hit the wall when
the idea of subverting social norms by running away to the circus confronts
the fact that the same social norms are just as prevalent in circus history and
contemporary circus. In yoga, I hit the wall for instance when the promise
of self-transformation hits the fact that self-transformation is a historical social
construction that is anchored in a complex transfer of ideas within a set of
colonial geo-political relations. Nevertheless, there is a moment when I need
to relax the scepticism triggered by my approach and focus on the transforma-
tive potential that could be offered by yoga , and how these could be enhanced
in an inclusive way. This would involve concluding that a universalising yoga is
not sufficient. As long as we do not deliberately consider how more inclusive
spaces can be actively created, for instance trans and queer communities may
feel excluded, even if this may not be intentional.

Possible Affective Communities

If there is one thing in yoga that I have been struggling just as much with
as with the representations of gender, it is the question of how to deal with
the complicated historical heritage. Questions such as the following become
inescapable: am I as white European yoga practitioner participating in the
afterlife of colonial relation? Is there a risk that I participate in some kind
of appropriation or exotification of yoga? Though we may do our best to be
aware of such questions, inform ourselves of the complex history of yoga and
act with nuance and awareness, there are no easy answers to these questions.
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But at least I try to tell myself that avoiding all engagement with yoga does
not solve the problem either. Instead, I try to imagine if it would be possible
to see yoga as a site for possible alliances, across time and space—in the style
of what Leela Gandhi has called “affective communities” (Gandhi, 2006).

In her book Affective Communities—Anticolonial Thought, Fin-de-siècle
Radicalism and the Politics of Friendship Leela Gandhi shows how at the
end of the nineteenth century alliances were created across different single
political struggles, through affective encounters and friendship as a part of
utopian socialism later deemed immature and unpolitical. Instead, she argues
that “it is precisely in their ineligibility for the drama of mainstream poli-
tics, their lexical inadmissibility within a “developed” or established political
vocabulary, that is the crucial revolutionary ingredient of utopian socialism?”
(Gandhi, 2006, p. 178). Even though yoga today is also part of strong neolib-
eral forces, reinforcing stereotype representations of bodies and reproducing
patterns of exclusion, we may also be attracted to yoga because underneath all
of that many counter-discourses cross as well. Once you dive further into not
only yoga training, but the history of yoga and its practices and philosophies,
new dialogues and encounters are created.

The affective communities that Gandhi points to in her work primarily
happen with people living in the same period, but I would argue that sites
such as yoga also open up for cross-historical imaginary dialogues with a
utopian touch. In yoga (as forms of practicing and thinking) we may engage
in rethinking a diverse range of topics: diet, bodily norms, gender, spiritu-
ality and religion, politics of the self, humans’ relation to the environment,
politics of attention, to mention just some of them. And as such it may be a
site for reconsideration and critique, also of the question of how yoga can be
rendered more inclusive, and what it has to offer for instance of when it comes
to providing a space for queer and trans people sensing their bodies.

Discursive Contortion and Healing
Relaxation---Towards a Conclusion

In the Ashtanga yoga environment that I have encountered, it is common to
speak not only about practice, but about the practice (meaning the Ashtanga
yoga practice, consisting of specific yoga sequences and principles), and
also your practice (understood as your individual experience of conducting
yoga asanas, yoga postures, on your mat, preferably regularly). What I have
suggested here are the possible contradictions, projections, hopes and reinven-
tions that are possible between the general, normative understanding of the
practice, and the multiple, open-ended understanding of the many variations
of your practice.

A reading of transnational postural yoga and its inherent contradictions
when it comes to gender and sexuality may seem to deny the healing possibil-
ities of yoga. But despite the confusions and contradictions, yoga may contain
concrete tools to obtain bodily experiences that can be de-stressing, soothing,
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that may bring relief or even self-transformation—also to bodies that have felt
the weight of gender normativity. However, these capacities are not inherent
in yoga as such, but as Alter points out we need to understand how “yoga’s
performativity indexes the possibility (…) of a ‘pure and authentic’ practice”
(Alter, 2008, p. 47), that is: it is not a particular kind of yoga that provides
these capacities, but the way we practices and what that does. Though the
selective omissions that are part of the transfer of knowledge within yoga may
be seen as a kind of lack of information, they are also part of the conditions
that make such reinterpretations possible, opening up for the contemporary
performative possibilities. Then the question is not so much what yoga is, or
has been, but what it can be. Therefore, queer and trans approaches to yoga
are necessary in order to imagine what yoga can be and how it may evolve
inclusively.

However, in order to understand what yoga can be and can do, we cannot
ignore the histories it carries, the multiple discourses it has picked up on the
way and the contradictory ideas it can embody. In order to continue to take
care of the possibilities of yoga, we need to be aware how all these aspects
are carried by the practice, and how we want to deal with them. Just as we
are careful about which technical guidelines to work with in order to enhance
the experience of yoga, we need to be aware of the selective omissions and
strategic emphases on a social and discursive level we use when choosing how
to continue our yoga practices. Though the bodily experience of yoga may give
us the motivation to continue practicing, the way discourses are dealt with are
not irrelevant for the possibility of creating a yoga that we can continue to
inhabit, also queerly. Discourses settle in our bodies, but with attention, they
can also be shifted through bodily practices.

It is not easy to both be aware of the historical meanderings and geo-
political trajectories of yoga and the way they have influenced the fragmented
and contradictory ideas that concern gender and sexuality and at the same
time continue one’s hope for yoga to be a practice that brings relief. But
luckily critical yoga studies have slowly made it easier to access information
about the historical background of the discourses we are navigating in. And
yet there are moments when we need to let go of these tensions and difficulties
and focus on the experience of yoga practice and what it makes possible. For
me personally, this may be the most difficult yoga pose of them all: how to
accept the contradictions of yoga and yet embrace its possibilities. As a circus
practitioner, I cannot help but to think of this as a kind of contortion, but
one that is not only physical but also discursive. However, I did not approach
yoga only to do more (discursive) contortion, but also to maybe still my mind
just a little bit. But so far, my mind has been very active trying to negotiate all
the paradoxes of yoga. Hopefully, the technique itself, the practice itself, may
at times provide just a little bit of healing relaxation.
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CHAPTER 26

Witnessing Rawness: Community &Healing

D’Lo in dialogue with Anna Renée Winget

Introduction

D’Lo is a queer and transgender Tamil Sri Lankan-American
actor/writer/comedian based in Los Angeles. He is a co-producer for
DisOriented Comedy (mostly female Asian-American nationally-touring
stand-up comedy showcase) (see D’Lo’s website dlocokid.com). In spring
2015, D’Lo performed to sold-out crowds at the Los Angeles LGBT Center’s
Lily Tomlin/Jane Wagner Cultural Arts Center for the LA premiere of his
show, D’FunQT (pronounced defunct) at the Davidson/Valentini Theatre.
The Broadway World announcement of the event that was posted on March
10, 2015, ascribed additional labels to D’Lo who performed and wrote the
show: “acclaimed political theatre artist,” “director,” and “music producer.”
D’FunQT had already been performed on D’Lo’s international tour (SF, NY,
Manchester, UK, and a seven-city tour in India and Sri Lanka) (Broadway
World). When questioned by Time Out Mumbai about the numerous labels
D’Lo ascribes to himself, he explains, “I purposely say that I am all of those
things, so that through my hyphenated experience, one can understand that
how I’ve lived, how I live, what I choose to create my work around, is not
necessarily all that I talk about, but the lens through which I see it” (Phukan
2012, TimeOut Mumbai). His newest solo show, To T or Not to T, has been
performed in Los Angeles and New York and is receiving high acclaim.
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In the description of himself above, D’Lo describes his own intersectional
identities and encourages a greater awareness and understanding of intersec-
tional experience. Furthermore, this kind of pride in his braided identities is
affirming to those audience members who share either some or all of these
identity positions, and, as I argue elsewhere in my work on D’Lo, by this
mirroring affirmation, he thus opens a possibility for a healing experience
for such audience members. In the seminal work on queer autobiographical
performance, O Solo Homo by Holly Hughes and David Román, David Román
puts it in this way: “[Queer solo performances] provide their audiences both
an affirmation of our own struggles around kinship and an expansive identifica-
tory grid from which to consider our own realities and possibilities” (Hughes
and Román 1998, p. 7).

I had already seen excerpts of the show when D’Lo came to UCLA for
a performance of his show D’Faqto Life (de facto life), a combination of
his earlier show, Ramble-Ations and D’FunQT , followed by a Q&A. Upon
my first interaction, what most struck me about D’Lo’s performance was his
embodiment of im/possibilities—he refused to be tied to or constrained by
a particular category, and immediately signaled to the seemingly paradoxical
nature of how he understands and identifies himself. Significantly, postcolo-
nial scholar-artist Sandra Chatterjee also highlights forms of “impossibility” in
D’Lo’s performance in her 2008 article, “Impossible Hosting: D’Lo sets an
Undomesticated Stage for South Asian Youth Artists.” Both Chatterjee and
myself draw our term “impossible” from Gaytri Gopinath’s work in South
Asian queer and diasporic studies, and Gopinath, in turn, has borrowed the
signifier more generally from José Rabasa who referred to the impossible as
“a utopian horizon of alternative rationalities to those dominant in the West”
(Rabasa as quoted by Gopinath 2005, p. 4.)

In the conversations I’ve had with D’Lo, it is clear that he is very much
interested in opening up possibilities for healing in his performances—both
for himself and for his audience members. He dedicated his show D’FunQT
to “the communities I identify with: Fierce Folks of Color, Queers, QT’s, and
yes, Islanders. I want to give my people a break. A moment to exhale in peace,
to celebrate in laughter, to feel accepted in all your glory amongst other good
people” (D’Lo’s website). In the following phone interview, I ask him to delve
further into these such intentions and the process through which he works to
accomplish goals such as acceptance and peace.

The following interview is taken from a phone conversation between Anna
Renée Winget and D’Lo on January 2, 2019.

Anna: I’d like to talk about the communities that you’re a part of and how healing
plays a role there that you’ve witnessed or that you think needs to happen,
that you think is the most urgent kind of healing needed.

To start, can you offer some reflection on your creation process? You’ve
talked about comedy being a medicinal thing for you. For instance, you’ve
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said a la Carol Burnett, “comedy is tragedy given time,” right? What parts of
your performance process do you think have been healing for you, if at all?

DLo: Yeah absolutely, well, I have seen trans, queer, gender non-conforming folks
use performance in various ways that bring healing. For me personally, it starts
with the writing and scripting of the piece. And while I feel like I am down
to create/write for all sorts of performances, what I’ve seen that carries a lot
of energy and the possibilities for personal, transformative, sort of effects, for
both myself and my audiences, is a deeper delve into my personal journey
and struggles. There’s some element of transformation that occurs from the
minute that an artist says “I want to explore what’s going on inside of me and
I want to explore that through performance.” From that point of desiring to
create work, up to the actual performance in front of an audience, that process
and each stage is transformative.

I’m not going to script or even attempt to write something if I don’t have
an idea of what it is that I am trying to pick apart, whatever is happening
inside in my body that I feel like I need to get some sort of clarity on, right?
Or I guess it could be that maybe I’ve already gotten clarity about something,
and now I want to actually make it a point to share this with the world because
I feel like we don’t talk about it enough.

I think that especially for queer and trans people, we’re so on the margin—
and even given the many privileges we might have, if you’re a trans person
in general, if you’re a trans person of color, like you’re kind of more sensi-
tive to the fact that the world doesn’t create space for you right? So this
performance/scripting or excavation—it is historical or queer-storical because
Queer/Trans people have a grip on that storyline from way before the world
was even talking about mental health or healing… Historically the queer
community has been so in tune with how the world doesn’t make space for
them that they’re just like “okay I need to create the space for myself.” And so
those spaces were created in community and through art right? And so, that’s
the root of why I say that trans and queer people are the most creative, magical
motherfuckers on this planet because you know, art was never a luxury. It was
a necessity.

So anyway, that’s the backdrop. For queer people of color it was really
about, “okay how do I put all of this out there? What do I do with all the
things that I’m feeling and our community is feeling because we are struggling
with so much individually and collectively?” The neglect, the violence, the
ostracization, and then because of it, substance abuse is so rampant. We are
literally doing everything we can to feel rooted in our body. And the only way
we can feel that is by being under the influence of some sort.

And so, art then might be a point where the creation of that “thing”
that ultimately gets performed—its like you’re either working through how
you cope or your coping mechanisms, your defense mechanisms—all of the
things that you have done to survive existence, both the healthy and the not
so healthy. So, once you start writing, it is like that person has faced every
single way of trying to make sense of the nonsense, theirs and the world’s.
That initial point of “I’m going to write about this, I’m sitting down” like
you know, however you fucking write, from that point to when it’s done is
generally a painful process. But through that painful process, there is relief and
release. You know what I’m saying?
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And again I’m going to talk about me specifically—by the time that I
have taken the work to the stage, there is some space between the process
of understanding my feelings, and then the understanding I have after I’ve
written or expressed it on paper the best way that I could; there’s some space
from that point to when I get on stage to perform it. And that’s where I’m
at presently.

I’m currently dealing with a whole bunch of other shit now that isn’t going
to make it into the piece I’m working on right now because I am not ready
to share that. It only makes it in the next piece.

So knowing that this process is painful, and it is yet so cathartic and thera-
peutic—the act of sharing it/performing is the payoff for all that hard work. I
try to make sure that even in how I teach my writing for performance classes,
that I take these folks on a journey that is to guide them—yeah of course, I’m
going to always help with the writing process—but it is to hand hold during
the time that it is so painful to dig deep. Do you get what I’m saying?

And so that finally when they are able to present this work, this presentation
is another stage of the spiritual process of clearing, a ceremony if you will.
These students of mine are doing it both within a community of other writers,
with community guidelines and agreements, and with me as facilitator in a
therapeutic process; and while they are asked to present to a community that is
comprised of mostly friends/close chosen family, I also ask that they challenge
themselves in inviting folks they normally wouldn’t invite, or be deathly afraid
to be vulnerable in front of i.e. straight or cis family members, co-workers,
bosses etc., so there’s ultimately a mix of allies and potential allies in the
audiences.

Then the performance not only becomes transformative for the person who
is reading/sharing on stage but it’s also a transformative experience for the
audience.

Because the audience is witnessing the final product of a process that was
wrought with emotions that haven’t been given the light of day to process,
you know like all the shit that people in general lock up inside themselves
and don’t have time or space to unpack in this busy-ass world you know?
Kinda like how my immigrant parents didn’t have time to process all the racist
shit happening to them, so they just were angry or told us to never kick up
dust—shit to help you survive the world. So, while queer and trans audience
members are getting their stories reflected in the story lines being shared, I
feel like the hardest hit audience members tend to be the straight cis people.
Because the writing itself is so deep, so raw, that people who are generally
taking life or their existence for granted, have never been witness to or very
rarely witness to rawness—you know what I’m saying? Those folks are like,
“woah, this taps places in my own life that I have felt pain in similar ways”
or “oh my god, I never thought of life through this other lens” or “this is so
deep, I wish I had community like this.”

I think that the goal is to give the inner circle—queer and trans folks—a
place to be seen while also giving a place for cis and straight people to build
empathy for our queer/trans community.
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But the healing goes by rings or circles, if you will. For example, if I’m
talking about my life as a queer, trans Sri Lankan Tamil person1, the first hit
is gonna be that trans Sri Lankan Tamil person in that audience, the second hit
is gonna be a South Asian trans person, the third ring is going to be the South
Asian queer person. Meaning that there’s layers and rings to how people are
affected by it and how they see themselves reflected in the story. But what I’m
saying is that the transformation, the power of the piece is not necessarily just
in reflection. We know we are going to get those hits because we are being
detailed in our writing. But the transformation happens in the straight people
because there’s something about art that can transmit experience directly—like
I can’t have a conversation with somebody and elicit the same response in the
way that performance elicits responses from people.

So all of that ends up becoming what started off in just being very singular
and almost selfish in sharing—but selfish in this self-loving way because
without it you wouldn’t have been able to write—but ends up becoming
transformative on a larger world level.

Anna: I want to acknowledge that you’ve said a lot of really powerful things
and there are quite a few similarities with what other artists have said about
creating art for survival. I am wondering if you had to narrow down to define,
for you, in this moment what healing means to you? You’ve used words
like “transformative”—is that describing a healing process? How would you
describe it to someone who hadn’t experienced the kind of trauma you have?

DLo: Healing and transforming can be as simple as graduating from an under-
standing of a situation to another—like when I was a young queer person,
I had an understanding of my relationship with my parents. They were the
people that gave birth to me, they were the ones who were teaching me things.
But the healing came in my understanding of my new relationship with my
parents: instead of assuming that my parents were perfect because they were
just older to me, my understanding of the fact that they were equally flawed
human beings suffering from their own unpacked pain, was what allowed me
to heal—both for myself and I would even say, a little for my parents, because
I could offer them empathy over their pasts when they couldn’t.

So when I realized that, I then could understand that this was not about
me at the end of the day necessarily. Yes, it was about me but it was so much
more about them right? And that, just knowing that and understanding that
was healing for me. And actually allowed me to understand them more in
order to create healing for us all.

Anna: That makes lot of sense. So it’s a lot about new understanding and
processes around creating new understanding. Like in relationships and diffi-
culties you’ve had in the past on a personal level. And transformative justice
is experienced personally but are you saying it more addresses trauma that’s
come from systemic injustice?

DLo: Yeah, yeah totally. You know the thing is we put all these fancy words on
ways of doing community-based art, community healing, etc. and the truth
of the matter is that all of it is two-fold. There’s one kind of healing process
that’s about not being okay with whatever situation you have had to deal with.

1 D’Lo’s parents left Sri Lanka just prior to the 25 + year long civil war. They were
part of the Tamil minority trying to win independence from the Sinhalese majority.
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And then there’s the other part where it’s like, “oh but it wouldn’t have been
like this if it wasn’t all stemming from institutional bullshit.”

To sum it up, I’ll just say that healing is understanding all the factors in
play.

When you think how do I make this shit better for myself, actually moving
from self-blame to understanding all the factors in play? Or from blaming
others, and taking ownership of what’s mine? How do I reflect on my traumas
and how they’ve played out in wronging people or hurting people?

And just stepping up to question all this—is the healing, is the transforma-
tive shit, you get what I’m saying? Most every single one of us believes that
we have the capacity to change and to move past certain traumatic shit that
has happened in our lives, or on our psyche. We know this, we feel that in our
bodies, in our souls. And while we may know that we have this capacity, we
are stuck most times. And then we want to immediately go into that activism
spot of, “Oh, but it’s the system or these institutions that are set up against
us, the way that we have been programmed to think we should be existing in
this world.” But then certain communities of social justice-minded folks, they
don’t move past that, we get stuck there. And that’s where the medium of art
that I’m involved in—that’s where this art dismantles and disrupts even those
narratives. Because it’s saying, “Yes, I know that those things exist, but I need
to look at my own part, while not doing self-blame.” Because the blame was
still there. See that’s the thing, it’s like blame and social justice circles are still
there. It’s easy to say “Oh, it’s the mess…”

Anna: Right. But then you’re left with, now what?
DLo: Exactly, now what? And also it’s not just next steps, when we think of being

agents for social change and healing, we have to be able to talk about all our
privileges, even as queer and trans people, even though a lot of us swim in
pools rife with oppression and void of a lot of basic privilege. If we want to be
agents of social change, how do we make it a point to complicate narratives
of trans and queer people, so that we aren’t only seen as victims, so that we
can share with our communities, our stories of triumph, of deep excavation
and soul searching to find our truths and what we are made of? Complicating
the narrative is what art gets to do, because good art, or more impactful art,
is in the details… all of them. Because no matter what we do out in the world
to bring political change for our communities, at the end of the day we are
all stuck with ourselves. And we need to know that our political work gets
stronger when we get to share from the most personal places.

Anna: Or how much we internalize transphobia, homophobia, racism…
DLo: Exactly.
Anna: That’s a never-ending process.
DLo: Yes, yes. You mentioned about systemic injustice, but that’s one of those

things that
I’m less inclined to talk about because I feel like it takes up too much space

sometimes. It takes away from the magic we create, given the fact that yes,
these things are in play.

Anna: Like giving your power away a little bit maybe?
DLo: That’s definitely there to some degree. I’m more interested in figuring it

out, given that those things [systemic injustices] exist. I’m always going to talk
about this: queer magic is about, regardless of what is happening out there
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in the world—or the ways in which the system is set up against us, what are
those beautiful magical ways that we transform people, minds, community?

Anna: Yeah shifting the focus to that. That’s beautiful.
DLo: I just want to mention something else about healing. It’s amazing to me

that queer and trans people of color have been talking about trauma and
healing for so long, and now for the first time in forever, within the past
2 years maybe, it is just being explored in mainstream because of social media,
because of the way that young people use social media and they’re trying
to figure out why they’re not happy. A lot of young artists who don’t fit
the mold, whether they’re cis, straight, or some version of something that is
creatively expressive—maybe not queer, but something that doesn’t necessarily
keep them in line with what the straight cis narrative society is. All these young
artists are talking about how they’re suffering with not being happy, and for
the first time they’re talking about, “I thought that something was wrong with
me.” And now the narrative is changing to “What? No, nothing is wrong with
you, something is wrong with the world.” And this has been something that
queer and trans people of color have been talking about forever! Because we
knew that we were golden, regardless of how the world treated us.

And so it’s almost like again, yet again, when queer, black, brown and
queer people of color, have been saying something for years, it is only listened
to when it’s the cis-straight person saying it right?

Anna: Right, kind of like the #MeToo movement as well. There’s plenty of
examples.

DLo: Yeah exactly. We’ve been talking about this stuff since forever and some
of us had to learn to talk about it, because we learnt it within our commu-
nity because we didn’t come into the world knowing this shit. So within our
community, calling us in or calling us out right? It’s so deep that you know
this stuff is getting talked about in the mainstream, and through young people
and through young artists because they have social media as a platform. But
I was watching the red table talk with Jada and her mother and her daughter
and they were talking about mental illness and I was thinking it’s beautiful
to see this forum addressing these things. And yet, I feel like queer and trans
people of color have found a different way. Through community. I feel like
community is where it all begins. In the beginning of my artistic career, I knew
if I shared my story, it was in community. You get what I’m saying? Now I
perform for all sorts of people—straight, cis, whatever. But it was because
therapy wasn’t even close to an option when I was coming out. Like to get a
therapist, who did that? Who even talked about that? Who talked about their
depression?

So what I’m saying is that queer and trans people, we found another way,
and I’m not saying that it’s only queer and trans people of color who are
doing this. I’m saying that this is why you cannot talk about healing in just
ways without saying that a huge component of that is community for queer
and trans people.

Anna: Yes, absolutely. And you know I was thinking about how Audre Lorde gets
so appropriated—for instance, her “self-care is an act of revolution” quote.
And she was saying that in the 1970s. And now it’s this hot topic that’s been
appropriated by white people, cis people. I think that those were really great
points and really important to keep in mind as conversations around mental
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health and healing are on the rise. And definitely community is something I’m
writing a lot about in reference to how to open up spaces where healing can
happen. Thank you so much for your reflections, your time and your wisdom.
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CHAPTER 27

Cuir Sudak Transpossessions andOtherMagical
Mutations (or, About the Practice of Healing

the-Selves Otherwise)

Krizia Puig

Important

This piece explicitly refers to state violence, death, suicide, psychiatric hospi-
talizations, eating disorders, self-harm/cutting, chronic illness, sexual assault,
racism, and transphobia.

Cuir: In “Feminismos Descentrados: Paul B. Preciado Leído desde Latinoamérica”
Mabel Alicia Campnoli explains that “cuir” as a “phoneme” “registers as a geopo-
litical inflection towards the South made from the periphery. It tries to make
visible different practices of dissidence in relation to hegemonic perspectives—
specifically, in relation to the Anglo-American historiography that tends to be
imposed in Ibero/Latin America” (Pag.33). “In cuir exist a critical intention
where it is possible to see the symbiosis between an abigarrated symbolic imag-
inary that belongs to excolonial [syc] cultures, and the representative languages
of the sexual dissidences […] creating a ‘multicultural and kaleidoscopical mosaic,
where violence and celebration co-exist¨ (Trimegisto, 2013, p. 5). “Queer &
Cuir Politicas de lo Irreal”. Compiled by Fernando R. Lanuza and Ralul M.
Carrasco. Pag.33.

Sudak: Racist term used by Spaniards to refer to people from South America. “Eres
un(a) sudak de mierda.” It is slur that comes from the word(s) “Sudamérica”/“Sur
América.”.

© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature
Switzerland AG 2021
T. Rosenberg et al. (eds.), The Palgrave Handbook of Queer and Trans
Feminisms in Contemporary Performance,
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1

Pre-Text: Fooling Academia

“Memory is not the recording of events held by a mind but market historialities
ingrained in the world’s becoming. Memory is a field of enfolded patterns of
differentiating-entangling. Remembering is not a process of recollection, of the
reproduction of what was, of assembling and ordering events like puzzle pieces
fit together by fixing where each has its place.

Rather, it is a matter of re-membering, of tracing entanglements, responding
to yearnings for connection, materialized into fields of longing/belonging, of
regenerating what never was but might yet have been. This article is dedicated
to re-memberings, to reconfiguring anew seemingly disparate parts.”

Karen Barad—

“The fool isn’t necessarily new to adulthood or responsibility: the fool is new to
their recognition of the spirit. As they write their destiny, they question whether
their truth actually lies in a world outside of everything they have ever known”

Cristy C. Road—

This not a paper, nor an essay, nor a chapter of a book. This is not
a “chronicle of my experiences”—nor a “reflection” of the “communities I
belong to.” I have nothing to reflect. You will not find any truth, but the
(un)certainties emerge(d) when trying to inhabit some of the complexities that
constitute me. When trying to find verbs for my existence, traditional forms of
academic writing are not enough, not for me, not anymore. They never were
enough. Since I was a child, words/worlds come to my mind. I can see them
growing like plants—sense them, crawling through my arms. They flourish
on the page, in the walls, on the floor—even before I can notice they inhab-
ited me— before I can apprehend I was/am [with] them: they whisper. Can
you hear them? Sentences complete themselves: speaking—I just stitch argu-
mentstories from & within somewhere-somewhen else. This is not to say that
I write effortlessly. On the contrary, these wordsworlds never cease to demand
care, attention, work, energy, pain…a lot of pain. They are the reason for my
joys, obsessions, anxieties, and illuminations—ever since I can re-member.

What you will find here is transpossessed academic knowledge: wisdom
coming from energies I cannot fully grasp. This is healing artistic-spiritual
work for and by me: embodied unintelligibility made of polvo de estrellas.
Cosmic. Irreducible. Forgive me if you do not understand, I do not either—
nor am I writing for me or you to understand. Follow your bodymindspirit if
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you thinkfeel you want to stop reading. Do it—come back later, only if you
feel up to it. This was always for and by me but ended up being about you
too: about all the me(ss) I am, the ones I was, will be, and never will be.
Picking what is left, the debris of an explosion: I wordworld make for you a
ritual I decided to forget. Scattered thoughtsfeelings: here you have incomplete
pieces of my broken bodymindspirit. Each word you read: pain fossilized, an
offering—a prayer.

I share with you a written retablo—vignettes that write themselves while
breaking apart: incomplete gestures that aim to also hold some of your
wonder, only if you want. This is printed magic: Do not read if you do not
find a reason for that. Beware: I am one of the crazy ones. I have been locked
down because I paint altars with letters, forget to eat, talk to animals, and
hug plants. I also sing to the stars. All the tears this world holds sit in my
stomach—and the wonders of the galaxy we currently inhabit are entangled
like roots with(in) the blurred me(ss) I think myself sometimes to be. Do
you? I believe in Aliens, ghosts, and in brujería. My friends are my faith. And
Joy: Meera’s smile when running across these green fields among the deer. I
love to see her playing fetch: dog’s happiness makes the grass tickle…

I cannot run anymore—my body falls apart with each step. Secretly, I
always had the suspicion—but I just recently confirmed it. I am a legitimate
mutant. Nature’s genetic rarity: an anomaly. I was born disintegrating—consti-
tuted by particles that hold themselves together miraculously. I am a leap of
faith. Gravity tears me apart, and my joints struggle daily to keep me entan-
gled. Bruises decorate my skin when I am touched: Exploding stars made of
bourbon blood. Most doctors didn’t believe me when I say repeatedly that
living in this world tears me in pieces. But I was right.

They don’t believe this either, but I can perceive people’s thoughtfeelings:
like reading minds—but reading spirits. They say I am paranoid. I am not. I
can seetouch universes from other universes. All my fears and your fears become
snakes crawling on the walls of my room. They are synchronized swimmers,
shredding what I thought to be me—what I thought to be you. They scare me:
but I have always been scared of my splendor. Our bodymindspirits transcend
humanist notions of time, space, matter, and meaning. We expand—painfully
stretching all theselves across all erased histories, irregular heartbeats reaching
towards the magic of those made of wonder. Creating networks of care across
different realities: We are the ones who imagine-make futures whenwhere stars
sparkle with love for all who have been deemed valueless. We the crippled,
the crazy, the idiots, the fools, the stupid, the dumb, the lame, the lunatics,
the mutants, the monsters: We are the energy that nurtures any possible trans-
formation. We time travel transcending the im/possibilities of the present.
We are the shapeshifters holding the cosmos. We are the alchemist of change
(Figs. 27.1, 27.2 and 27.3).
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Fig. 27.1 Courtesy of Krizia Puig
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Fig. 27.2 Picture courtesy of Krizia Puig during the performance
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2

Envisioning What Is Yet to Come—

“Write with your eyes like painters, with your ears like musicians, with your feet
like dancers. You are the truthsayer with quill and torch. Write with your tongues
of fire. Don’t let the pen banish you from yourself. Don’t let the ink coagulate in
your pens. Don’t let the censor snuff out the spark, nor the gags muffle your voice.
Put your shit on the paper”

Gloria Anzaldúa.—

The Queer Futures Collective (www.queerfutures.com) is a radically
vulnerable and trans centered multimedia knowledge hub/activist labora-
tory exploring the intersections of disability studies, feminist technoscience,
queer arts, transformative pedagogies, and spiritual activisms in practices
of Future Making. It is a platform to create communal knowledge about
what is yet to come—while centering disabled queer/trans folks, disrupting
traditional ways of teaching/learning, and blurring the borders between
non-academic/academic conocimientos.

The collective was co-founded by me and my beloved friend and brilliant
colleague Sav Schlauderaff. It emerged as a project of experimental activism
about making-keeping alternative spaces to heal once we finished our M.A.
degrees, and moved away from each other to start our Ph.D. programs. It
started as a rehearsal about how to maintain and nurture los vínculos que
importan cuando no se está cerca: an attempt to hope, made from the fear of
losing each other when distanced. We wanted to find ways to create networks
that could sustain us, and the people we love (queer/trans & chronically ill
folks) when kindness and care aren’t accessible.

We decided to experiment with radically vulnerable modes of teaching-
learning and scientific-humanistic research. We take the risk of vindicating the
value of work that is in progress, imperfect, unfinished, incomplete—to create
opportunities to reimagine notions of healing and spirituality. We make peda-
gogical tools (handouts, syllabi, etc.) to create #RadicallyAccessible spaces—
and offer workshops, lectures, Livestream Conocimientos Sessions (online
experimental lectures), and performances that tend networks of care. We also
publish our weekly #SundaySentiments: Which consists of poetry, reflective
journal entries & educational articles that center the #ThoughtFeelings of
people of color, & queer, trans, disabled-chronically ill folks.

Our commitment to find creative ways to disrupt structures of power within
Academia is the cornerstone of our last project: The performance “Painful
knowledge/Knowledge in pain—An Elegy-Offering”, which we presented at
the Society for Disability Studies conference in April 2019. This is a multi-
media installation that questions the understanding of graduate school as a
process of debilitation in which pain, suffering, and unwellness are considered

http://www.queerfutures.com
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a “ritual of initiation” to academic life—and a necessity for knowledge produc-
tion. Through a live performance of the experimental video poems “graduate
school has made me sick”; “Spectacularly Crippled: On Academia, Disability
and Institutionalized Pity”; and “Fractal Families/Queer Debris”—we theo-
rize/explore the affects-effects of ableist practices of knowledge production
within academic spaces. We create an intimate and generative spacetime to
honor the many nonlinear processes of birth, slow death, and re-birth that
become an unrecognized quotidian offering made for/by disabled scholars.

What is yet to come does not start with a topic sentence. Through gestures
of academic, activist, and artistic mischievousness, we enact serious disobedi-
ence to question the relevance of current institutionalized modes of knowledge
production, validation, and distribution of conocimientos—while becoming
a concrete and symbolic site of creative disruption, intellectual fulfillment,
and community building for/by disabled queer/trans folks. We are constantly
searching for collaboratively vulnerable research-artivist practices able to foster
the integration of our thoughts, feelings, intellectual curiosity, and spiritual
(un)certainties as sources of knowledge for/in the conceptualization and
materialization of radically accessible future(s). We aim to re-articulate notions
of futurity and accessibility through our radically vulnerable way of inhabiting
Academia. Accessibility must be understood as a constant practice of caring
for which we become accountable as a community. It requires networks made
of consensual and thoughtful loving gestures. We work to create a complex
understanding of what accessible knowledge can be, and to explore the poten-
tialities that collective accessible knowledge holds to attend to the core issues
affecting the lives of people existing at the intersections of diverse systems
of oppression. We must question ourselves what can we as activists, artists,
scholars-teachers do to make disabled, Black, Indigenous, poor/working class,
trans, undocumented, and/or queer people feel loved when creating learning
spaces. Conversations about accessibility should center the needs of disabled
folks, but also transcend: (1) the notion of “disability” as a single life issue—
and (2) the white supremacist and cis heteronormative neo-liberal systems that
mediate traditional understandings of accessibility. Traditional practices that
aim to foster accessible spaces within U.S. academia consist of the deployment
of institutionalized pity as a procedural performance of empathy activated
to deal with disability, difference, dissidence, and conflict. We decided to
take the risk to unsettle these systems by unapologetically navigating the
B/borderlands that constitute us with raw openness.

Sav and Krizia are sitting on a bed of dirt and multicolored carnations.

They are covered in flowers connected by metal wire. Krizia is holding
Meera.

Picture taken by Shoshana Schlauderaff during

“Painful knowledge/Knowledge in pain—An Elegy/Offering”

Society for Disability Studies conference. April 2019.
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“Cuir Sudak Transpossessions and Other Magical Mutations”

“Para dar luz, hay que prenderse fuego”

Susy Shock—

***
Painpoems For Coyolxauhqui

I, broken/
my body
scattered,

no borders for madness…
lunáticx/locx

In pieces/In pain
Dolores
Dolor/es
Dolor/eres

Y en dolor te convertirás..

I have postponed writing this sentence for months. I do not want to write
what I set myself to write: about myself when I am not myself, or when I am
myself the most—depending on how you see it. This was never meant to be
a tale about that performance—even though I promised to write that in the
first abstract I wrote about what you are reading. What I am trying to say is
that I do not want to talk about me when I am fleshed vulnerability. Se me
hace un nudo en la garganta cada vez que trato de escribir sobre esto. Every
time I try to write about the pain(s) that exists within me: I fail. I cannot
stop thinking about the genre(s) of my experience(s). Maybe that is why I am
choosing to write you about this like this: affective-effective theorizing that
creates emphatic ripples. Maybe in another universe—you would be receiving
this in a different way. I would have done a romantic gesture: A love letter. But
I am typing with one finger on an iPad, using a neck collar, and I lost track of
the multiple medications I have taken to numb the pain I feel. I am sick. So,
please, bear with me. Not for pity: for kindness. It is late at night, so do not
trust what I write. This was never meant to be a tale about the performance I
did. Here, I am honoring what I learned those days—without knowing.

Am I the only one who feels this tension always lingering around in here,
among those who “think.” Our fingertips seem to be always about to touch. We
are almost together. Here, loneliness is what weighs the most, y la nostalgia no le
hace bien al corazón…

Caracas, my hometown, is a broken woman. For her, most days are tears,
blood, hunger, and death. But at sunset, her eyes become magenta and there
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is one second in which peace can be discovered. Suspended among purple
clouds and orange lights, the mountain “Waraira Repano”—also known as “El
Ávila”—surrounds her with its arms open with a gentle hug that holds the sun
and the moon at the same time. I miss that sun, now erased from my skin and
my mind—now a fractal memory that still heats my soul when I decide. When
I want to go home, my mind and my soul go therethen—to that moment
when the day and the night meet. Within the B/borderlands of spacetime(s)
whenwhere pasts, presents, and futures tomorrow(s) can be forefelt.

Therethen…

—while breathing the salt of the sea…

—and hearing the guacamayas sing…

Where do you go when you go home? Take me
with you (answer below)

———————————————————————————————

Painpoems For Coyolxauhqui
Is Scar-ed/
lunáticx/locx
afraid of words

of what I set myself to write—
stillwithinme—
hurtingbleeding—
woundingasking—

Why did I do this to myself?
I could have written something else…

***

“Cuir Sudaca Transpossessions and Other Magical Mutations” emerged as
a performance art piece created while I was experiencing a severe mixed
episode of manic-depression. I was also in an excruciating flare of chronic pain
and dangerously dissociated. I know now that my mood swings, my physical
pain, and my history of trauma are connected by my connective tissues. At
that time, I was desperate, hurt, and full of incertidumbre. This performance
was comprised of 5 days of intensive production in which I did not sleep
and/or eat because I couldn’t (I threw up everything I tried to eat) and/or
forgot—while preparing for what I think now was a ritual for myself. I needed
witnesses: so I did it publicly, I guess. But to be honest, the whole “this is
a performance art piece” was a pretext. My practice is about tracing healing
prayers.

The concrete hour-long ceremony occurred after those five days—on June
6, 2018, at a queer of color community center in San Diego, C.A. I thought
that to be the right place to do this—a space where my work could be received
with kindness. It was not. We are only welcomed when our madness is palat-
able. The mixed episode that I was experiencing when I did the performance
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started the first day I experienced frontal/violent transphobia from a partner.
This prayer was a limpia: cleaning the bodymindspirit is not comfortable—
nor is to see someone in crisis. That raw openness was, actually, the point of
the “performance piece” in itself. This ritual was un acto de rebeldía against
the fixed notions of love, belonging, gender, spirituality, and disability that
have severed my bodymindspirit. It was un acto de sanación—an exercise that
explored the mutations that my trans, queer, disabled, and migrant bodymind-
spirit has undergone since I left Venezuela 10 years ago. It was also a statement
against the institutionalization of crip bodymindspirits—against the require-
ment of being hidden, locked down, and under observation when I am not
apprehensible for/within humanist understandings of the self/the world.

I can stop time when I am depressed. But I am buried: my organs are
rocks. I do not have the energy to die when I am depressed, though. Mania
is a thunder—an illumination that hits me from the sky, usually at night. It is
lighting that harnesses the magic within me connecting with yours—making
multiverses from stardust. Together, I can envision the invisible and touch the
im/possible. Mania is a form of conjuring: All the words/worlds transpos-
sess me at once. Mania is addictive, as pleasurable as cutting—as dangerous
too. Mixed episodes are wildfires: uncontainable. Too much heat, too much
lucidity. Mixed episodes are self-destructive, painful, but usually regenerative
and dangerously fruitful states of raw openness. It is too much cordura and
too much locura all at once—wisdom that comes from someone somewhere
somewhen else: Blinding energy. Inhabiting that in betweenness I have been
ruthless, mean, and cruel with myself. Mixed episodes are explosive—relentless
pain burning everything around. Desperate sadness that keeps me crying for
days and pacing for days and thinking and thinking and thinking for days and
not sleeping for days and not eating for days over and over and over again tears
bursting all day y un dolor que me atraviesa el cuerpo y no me deja respirar
and all the energy the willpower the wicked creativity to let myself die—or to
kill myself which is the same.

Doing this performance was intuitive self-preservation: it kept me alive
while I was transpossessed by some sort of desperate lucidity that was burning
me from within. The spirit that guides the Queer Futures Collective comes
from that burning lucidity: but that fire was turned into a project made
of loving empathy that many consider something foolish. The result of the
performance doesn’t matter. Inhabiting that lucidity, I realized the complex
entanglements of intergenerational trauma that connect the few certainties I
have now. My sense of being genderless, my sense of not belonging to this
world, the feeling of being an unlovable being, and my sense of having a wise,
old, magical—but broken soul that needs kindness, and care are connected.
Most doctors do not care about entanglements, kindness, love, or ghosts. And
for horror or for magic—I am haunted. I usually decide to go to a hospital
whenwhere I am on a crisis like that one: whenwhere I notice that I am over-
loaded with senses, symbols, thoughts, presentiments, and emotions—when I
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realize that my suicidal thoughts become painless automatic acts of self-harm—
a curiosity: experiments of delusional/illusional “liberation.” That day, instead,
I bought (too many) paper yellow butterflies and metal wires online. I decided
to move to the bathroom until the priority shipping I paid arrived. Water is
healing for me, it has always been. Since I was a kid: the music it makes, the
ways it hugs me—it saves me. Doing something with my hands saves me too,
it distracts me—especially when I want to die.

What saves you? Take this timespace (answer below)
————————————————————————————————

—————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————
I bought tons of them, tons of butterflies. I bought them with one purpose:
to keep my hands busy. Transgressing that first step, the line of harming
myself when I want to die, is extremely pleasurable—and that is the issue.
I love it, and that is dangerous. When I got out of the psychiatric hospital
last time, I made the commitment with myself of not crossing that line again.
I still struggle holding myself accountable, and many times after I made that
promise, I have found myself with a blade in my hands. Then I remember que
esa es la única promesa I have made to myself: I light a candle, Meera and I
pray/play with the ghost of Mamá Pita (my bisabuela), I take a shower—and
then, I realized how much I have grown in the last few years—lost, wondering,
expelled from a place that became a home only after I left.

That is why I needed butterflies—a lot of them: butterflies and water. And it
worked. Instead of cutting myself—I started to attach yellow paper butterflies
to a metal crown using wires. My fingers bleed with a purpose. That gesture
did not have any “artistic intention” behind—but for me that is raw art. I
magically stayed alive—with María Lionza, Oshun, y Yemayá—singing to the
moon all night. My hands were flying for me while stitching my soul. After
eight hours of doing this labor llorándome la vida, in the exact instant when
the sun was rising, I forefelt a home within me. It was at that moment when
the portals open, between day and night when suspended in orange lights,
that I noticed how twisting wires—patiently and carefully to make a butterfly
fly—became also a way to suture my heart.

After several traumatic experiences in psychiatric hospitals, I decided that I
wanted to inhabit that ambiguous state of vulnerability without being caged.
But taking the risk of experimenting with ways of healing the-selves and the
world(s) otherwise requires being accountable for my own existence. I am
privileged enough to have found a therapist who respects my agency, who
understands my economic limitations as a disabled trans migrant, and who
cares about the spirit. That morning I called her, and my psychiatrist—with
whom I have worked for almost 5 years—and told them how I was feeling.
Both supported my decision of trying to stay outside the hospital—after devel-
oping a plan of action in case I did not feel well staying outside. My therapist
shared her care, knowledge, and wisdom with me every day that week.
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After doing inner work for ten years, I have acquired tools and strategies to
keep myself alive when I cannot breathe, when I am psychotic or dissociating—
when I am suicidal. I am not recommending anyone to navigate a crisis like
the one I had this way: doing a mediocre performance that absolutely no one
understood, that made people uncomfortable, that I do not remember. Nor
am I recommending staying outside of the hospital to anyone who has the
means and/or wants-needs to be at one. I stayed out responsibly, consciously,
with a purpose—sustained by the love of my chosen family. I did not decide to
stay outside por malcriada. Taking care of myself, in my own terms, was a
necessity—the same way that writing in our own terms as queer/trans disabled
scholars is a necessity too. At that moment I was aware that I needed to heal
otherwise: in ways the psychiatric industrial complex does not value and/or
understand.

My commitment to staying alive in a bodymindspirit that hurts this much
has become a daily choice. I am committed to finding ways of creating knowl-
edge to foster our magic: For us who feel too much to strive in a world that
was made to kill us. By now, I have learned that what nurtures us comes from
consensual acts of love—quotidian and silent, vulnerable symbiosis. I have also
learned that the pain in my joints is the echo of the violence I have experi-
enced, and—unbelievably—also the echo of your pain. I knew many pasts,
presents, and futures in five nights—flying among butterflies. I touched the
nuances of the cosmos that constitutes me: traced the entanglements among
the elements, the animals, the rituals, the spirits, the goddesses, the voices, the
people, the books that save me. My bodymindspirit does not long for a story
to tell. There is no story that can contain me, nor do I want to be contained
by the limits of the tellings I/we create. I was never interested in writing a
fiction of a moment I do not re-member (the performance or my crisis) just
to fill these pages. What matters to me is to find ways to heal in commu-
nity, responsibly—while having access to the care we need. We must explore
the potentialities of unfinished, unpolished, incoherent, and radically vulner-
able artistic-spiritual work within academic spaces to learn, together, how to
heal otherwise.

Free writing exercise (15 min)
Try to write the first thoughtfeelings that come to your mind when answering

these questions. Allow yourself to explore what comes to you—without judging it
even before it is on the page.

1) Is performance art a form of prayer?
2) What are the challenges/potentialities of exploring strategies of self -

community care that (could) exist beyond, outside, or along with the medical
industrial complex? What are the dynamics of power that mediate who, how, and
when people have access to care?
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Fig. 27.3 Picture courtesy of Krizia during the performance

3) In which ways can we—as scholars, artists & activists—create spaces (for
ourselves and our communities) to learn how to heal otherwise?

————————————————————————————————
—————————————————————————————————
—————————————————————————————————
—————————————————————————————————
—————————————————————
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CHAPTER 28

Decolonizing the University with DarkMatter’s
Healing of/in Failure

Anna Renée Winget

I think it’s time we break up with success.

—Alok Vaid-Menon of DarkMatter. Ted X Talk: We are Nothing, and that is
Beautiful

Norms surrounding whiteness then are the measure for success or failure, and
rewards for whiteness are not critiqued for the benefit and rewards it gives to a
few and the kinds of punishment and low outcomes it gives to those who are
different in terms of skin colour, religion or non-religion, sexual orientation,
abilities, age, or class status.

—Marie Battiste, Decolonizing Education: Nourishing the Learning Spirit

As you may know, the colonial system of education in addition to its apartheid
racial demarcation had the structure of a pyramid: a broad primary base, a
narrowing secondary twiddle, and an even narrower university apex. Selections
from primary into secondary were through an examination, in my time called
Kenya African Preliminary Examination, in which one had to pass six subjects
ranging from Maths to Nature Study and Kiswahih. All the papers were written
in English. Nobody could pass the exam who failed the English language paper
no matter how brilliantly he had done in the other subjects. I remember one
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Fig. 28.1 “DarkMatter: Clark University 2016” Alok Vaid-Menon (left); Janani
Balasubramanian (right) (Courtesy of Alok Vaid-Menon. Taken on their #ItGetsBitter
Tour)

boy in my class of 1954 who had distinctions in all subjects except English,
which he had failed. He was made to fail the entire exam.

—Ngugi wa Thiang’o, Decolonizing the Mind (Fig. 28.1)

Introduction: DarkMatter and the Case for Failure

Alok Vaid-Menon and Janani Balasubramanian make up the trans South
Asian American performance duo, DarkMatter. In the process of writing this
chapter, DarkMatter has disbanded on good terms, and both Alok and Janani
have continued their solo careers. They are well known in queer and trans
communities internationally and have performed to sold out audiences all over
queer and experimental stages around the United States, Europe, and Asia.
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They (especially Alok Vaid-Menon) have a huge fan following on social media
where they use Instagram for BIPOC (black, indigenous, and people of color)
queer and trans activism and as a venue for sharing artistic work such as poetry
and gender-fluid fashion. DarkMatter is known for their piercing spoken word,
biting cultural critiques, humor, and fashion sensibilities. Both Alok and Janani
identify as nonbinary1 and use gender-neutral pronouns (they/them) and I
will therefore refer to them with these pronouns. Like so many millennial
queer students, I first encountered DarkMatter on the social media platforms
of Instagram and Facebook, and I couldn’t have been more thrilled when my
university (University of California, Irvine) announced they would host the
brilliant duo in May 2016.

As trans people of color invited into the neoliberal institution, their pres-
ence is an act of resistance and a demand for decolonizing the university.
They utilize a radical pedagogy and spoken word to both educate the students
and “recruit” them as disruptors and decolonizers. The possibilities of such
a performance are healing—if we understand healing as a community-based
process which entails truth-telling and opening space for liberating change
while finding ways to care for oneself, each other, and our respective traumas.
In the context of this chapter, healing is that which resists for the sake of
(re)discovering an inherent interconnectedness with all life, embracing what
decolonial feminist scholar M. Jacqui Alexander calls a “metaphysics of inter-
dependence.” This type of healing is decolonizing and can also be the result
of decolonial labor.

This chapter departs from the existing scholarship on DarkMatter, which
primarily focuses on their textual poetry and social media presence, and instead
grounds itself in performance studies and queer and transfeminist studies, with
an attention to theories of decolonization and pedagogy, in order to specifically
highlight the performative nature of DarkMatter’s artistry. A performance-
focused examination of the group will throw light on the physical, emotional,
and spiritual labor of the artist-activists while exploring what happens in their
performance that makes it a radical pedagogy of decolonizing, and also what
might happen in—that is to say, the potential of healing and change in their
performance. Decolonial / indigenous education scholar, Marie Battiste, refers
to education as “the belief in possibilities” (Battiste 2013, Kindle book loca-
tion 3470). I examine the significance of the possibilities of this performance
in the context of the neoliberal university, and specifically my own University
of California at Irvine, at the performance I witnessed on May 7, 2016.

1 According to Trans Student Educational Resources (transstudent.org/definitions
accessed 10 November 2018), nonbinary (also non-binary) refers to a “preferred umbrella
term for all genders other than male/female or woman/man, as used in an adjec-
tive…Not all nonbinary people identify as trans and not all trans people identify
as nonbinary. Sometimes (and increasingly), nonbinary can be used to describe the
aesthetic/presentation/expression of a cisgender or transgender person.” See glossary for
more terms.
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Significantly, Alok and Janani met at their undergraduate university—Stan-
ford—where they were disillusioned with the lack of antiracist activism as well
as the lack of people of color in their classes. Upon moving to New York
City, the duo performed regularly at La MaMa Experimental Theater, the
Brooklyn Museum, and the Asian American Writer’s Workshop. DarkMatter
has also been part of the Public Theater’s Under the Radar Festival, the
Lincoln Center’s La Casita Festival, as well as the Queer International Arts
Festival. In their #ItGetsBitter (a critical riff on #ItGetsBetter) tour in 2016,
they returned to their interest in university-based activism and an interrogation
of the institutional racism and elitist university policies and practices. To resist
and make steps toward decolonizing institutional and pedagogical practices at
US universities, DarkMatter performs a radical trans/gressive pedagogy—or
what transgender communications scholar Benny LeMaster calls a “pedagogy
of failure” (LeMaster 2018, pp. 81–96).

I examine DarkMatter’s radical trans/gressive pedagogy of failure and
how it unlocks possibilities of healing, particularly within the context of the
neoliberal university2 (Slaughter and Rhoades 2000). This chapter builds
upon the rich theoretical site of failure (which has a long history in queer
studies) to examine how decolonial practice, pedagogy, and activism open
up healing possibilities, which, I argue, is precisely what happens in Dark-
Matter’s university tour. Firstly, I shall contextualize these terms within the
neoliberal university context. I situate this paper within transfeminist perfor-
mance, understanding transfeminism in part as work which centralizes trans
voices of color and challenges normative formulations of gender. With this case
study, I offer possibilities for trans-healing (Winget 2019) in the university and
encourage educators and students to take up this challenge, best articulated by
Alok Vaid-Menon, who asks, “What are you doing to liberate trans people?”
(2016). Of course, for trans people, this includes one’s own liberation. I argue
that this liberation work is both healing and decolonizing.

The potential for healing that this chapter argues for is more specifically
concerned with what I’ve referred to elsewhere as “trans-healing.” Trans-
healing is a term I utilize to address the particular needs and experiences
of people who self-identify as trans to heal themselves and their queer and
trans communities. Decolonial labor that leads to healing is a community-
based process which entails truth-telling and opening space for liberating
change while finding ways to care for oneself, each other, and our respec-
tive traumas; trans-healing grounds this process in gender. The trans with
the hyphen gestures to the process and movement of healing, grounded in
Susan Stryker’s work (building off of Lucas Crawford) on transing as a verb,

2 See Sheila Slaughter and Gary Rhoades (2000, pp. 73–79). They argue, “Public college
and universities emphasize that they support corporate competitiveness through their major
role in the global, knowledge-based economy…In the process, the fundamental social roles
of public higher education, including providing increased upward mobility for underserved
populations, have been displaced by the economic role of serving corporations’ global
competitiveness.”
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“a process which takes place within, as well as across or between gendered
spaces…a practice that assembles gender into contingent structures of associa-
tion with other attributes of bodily being, and that allows for their reassembly”
(Stryker et al. 2008, p. 13). Thus, while the focus is on gender, the move-
ment signaled in the trans prefix is across and through structures of power
which transgender people navigate in their efforts to heal. The type of healing
this chapter is concerned with is from the personal and social impact of trans-
phobia (both external and internalized), (colonial) white supremacy, and more
broadly, normativity. These social ills can be reflected in trauma, depressed or
inflamed mental states, in acts of violence, in suicidal thoughts and behavior,
exclusionary practices, minority stress compounded with pressures on contem-
porary university students, and microaggressions which over time manifest as
trauma in the brain.

When arguing for a pedagogy of failure, and ultimately, a healing of failure,
Berlant’s point that, “normativity is violent” is particularly apt. A pedagogy
of queer failure may be a weapon for minoritarian subjects to survive systems
which predicate their suffering or elimination. As is consistent with LeMaster’s
theory of pedagogy of failure, Gust Yep likewise argues “healing from the
violence of normativity requires ‘understand[ing], unpack[ing], and demys-
tify[ing] its invisible power’” (as quoted in LeMaster, p. 86). These words of
Gust Yep suggest that the practice of a pedagogy of failure is a healing prac-
tice. The effects of the “violence of normativity” can manifest in a myriad of
mental and physical illnesses. With mounting expectations of success, climbing
tuitions, and global-scale competitiveness, the neoliberal university market-
place is a useful site for examining failure as it relates both to dis/eases and to
potentials for healing from stress and trauma.

I build off the important discourses of failure in gender and performance
studies, along with the performative and pedagogical theories of failure from
DarkMatter toward a theory of healing in/ of failure. The tension in the slash
“/” signals both the paradoxical nature of this project and the need to heal
oneself in an atmosphere which casts one off as a failure—this is also a healing
from failure. The “in” also suggests that in taking on failure as one’s own,
immersing oneself for instance in a community of society’s rejects or failures,
one may find healing. The “of” in healing in/ of failure contends that it is
through failure that one can heal. The “of” also places the subject position
upon failure; that is, this is Failure’s story, not the story of overcoming Failure.
This discourse of failure will help examine the limits and potentials of healing
in a university context for queer and trans subjects, and particularly those of
color. Furthermore, due to the decidedly pedagogical nature of DarkMatter’s
performance praxis and their subversive position within the university on a
national university tour, I employ pedagogies of failure to examine the perfor-
mance methods and potentials of DarkMatter’s workshop. These performance
practices are generally resistant to dominant modes of healing and educating
and may therefore be looked upon as tactics of “failure,” but this begs asking,
failure for whom?
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In a TEDx talk Alok Vaid-Menon gave at Middlebury College, they speak
at length about the corruption of the current university system and its collu-
sion with the capitalist value of success. Vaid-Menon laments, “I think it’s
time we break up with success, or at least our current definition of it” (Vaid-
Menon 2016). They continue, “Success is a violent or manipulative process”
(2016). They even go so far as to argue for failing. Why? They tell their
audience, “By failing, a whole new world of possibility opens” (2016). This
world of possibility is a utopic, anti-capitalist one. If, as Sheila Slaughter and
Gary Rhoades argue, success in a neoliberal university context is the degree to
which the university is able to transform “raw materials” (students) into “prod-
ucts” (professionals) which are “purchased by corporate employers” (Slaughter
and Rhoades, 74), then “failing” would be an anti-capitalist, anti-corporate,
anti-neoliberal move. Failing would be an act of dissent, an unwillingness to
participate in a system that dehumanizes students for capital gain. Of course,
it is also important to note that the degree to which student “products” are
dehumanized is not equal among all students, but is modeled on colonial
systems that privilege wealth, whiteness, ability, cisgender maleness, etc.

The picture seen at the onset of this chapter serves as a tangible depiction
of the kind of intervention DarkMatter brings to the neoliberal university. The
reader will notice the sterile, white and beige background, a blank chalkboard,
harsh fluorescent lighting. This is Clark University in the U.S. but there is
a sense that it could be any university. The duo’s presence as trans people
of color disrupts the sterile environs pictured and suggests alternate ways of
being in a corporate space. They don’t smile, for instance, but one can witness
a playful eroticism from Alok. Janani shows a more defiant unwillingness to
participate in the institutional expectations. However, there is another side to
this visual reading. In his book, The Reorder of Things, on diversity politics in
the university, Roderick A. Ferguson troubles the idea of minorities getting
“invited” into the university. There is a kind of “calculus” as he calls it to
allowing resistant rhetoric and embodiments, but only in chewable chunks for
the institution to consume, manage, and redistribute as a palatable product
and a symbol of open-mindedness and “commitment to inclusivity.” I will
explore this complex dichotomy throughout the chapter.

The decolonizing, teaching, and healing DarkMatter engages in their
activist performance are interwoven processes, each one integral to the other.
Indeed, as Catherine Walsh and Walter Mignolo put it in their important
new work On Decoloniality, “I am thinking here of the practices, strate-
gies, methodologies, and ways of making and doing that interweave with,
and that are constructed in, resistance and opposition, as well as in insur-
gence, affirmation, and re-existence (as rehumanization), in imagining and
building a different world” (Mignolo and Walsh 2018, ebook loc. 2291).
Specifically, the decolonizing methodologies which DarkMatter utilizes in their
pedagogical performance include practices of reframing, (trans)-gendering,
remembering, and connecting. For DarkMatter, decolonization is used more
metaphorically as a form of activist practice that (re)centers trans folx of color’s
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voices and experiences while exposing and interrogating the insidious ways
white supremacy and oppressive norms move through and dominate socially
glorified spaces such as universities. For DarkMatter, this decolonial work is
intertwined with their pedagogical and healing work. These methodologies
of reframing, (trans)-gendering, remembering, and connecting are among the
25 “indigenous projects” Linda Tuhiwai Smith puts forward in her seminal
text, Decolonizing Methodologies. She wrote them with indigenous research in
mind, but I am extending her imperative to artistic and healing practice toward
reclaiming rights and personal power for trans people of color, still subjected
to colonial violence.

The Belief in Possibilities: Failure as Utopic

Failure has long been associated with queerness and transness, and since José
Estaban Muñoz’s rich account of the interconnectedness among queerness,
failure, and utopia (Muñoz 2009), failure has found itself staunchly situated in
queer theory. While failure may seem a strange topic for a project on healing,
it is important to understand the function of failure to better understand the
function of healing. A queer healing, much like a queer failure, is simulta-
neously a utopian project and an urgent refusal of the oppressive / painful
realities of the here and now. One of the foremost scholars on queer and trans
studies, Jack Halberstam, in The Queer Art of Failure, builds on the work
of Muñoz and merges “low theory and high theory” and various cultural
contexts to argue for failure. For Halberstam, “Failure presents an oppor-
tunity rather than a dead end; in true camp fashion, the queer artist works
with rather than against failure and inhabits darkness. Indeed, the darkness
becomes a crucial part of the queer aesthetic” (Halberstam 2011, p. 96). This
aesthetic certainly holds true for DarkMatter who tells us to “fail more.” A
trans-healing performance of failure is particularly concerned with this queer
notion of employing failure as an opportunity and how that notion might play
out in a pedagogical activist performance. I can think of no more apt a site
to test theories of failure than the success-obsessed neoliberal university, a site
which DarkMatter repeatedly refers to as colonial.

When Alok and Janani step onto the stage in the Crystal Cove Audi-
torium—what UC Irvine students have described as “a sterile university
auditorium within a beige building on the very beige campus of University
of California, Irvine”3 they softly, patiently proclaim the first words of their
#ItGetsBitter show: “Rewind my body.” I am immediately trans/ported and
consider the rarity of a trans person of color paid to be performing at this
university. Alok and Janani present themselves as the stylish, sexy nonbinary
desi professors you never knew you always wanted (or maybe you did)—Janani

3 Interview with undergraduate student present at the performance in the context
of discussing the significance of the presence of DarkMatter on UC Irvine’s campus,
conducted on December 7, 2017.
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in khaki shorts, a beige starched button down with a funky bowtie; Alok in
a colorful floral dress, a generous supply of makeup, and large earrings. The
lighting in the Crystal Cove Auditorium is harsh and white, while the house-
lights remain on, though dimmed, to present more of a lecture feel than a
performance. A whiteboard is positioned upstage center. As in a classroom,
the duo occasionally asks their audience of students questions and writes down
answers offered on the board. When one of them wishes to emphasize a
point, the other takes the role of “teaching assistant” and writes down any key
concepts on the whiteboard—though, with the occasional off-handed doodle
and a flare of humor.

Alok and Janani command the stage, speaking with such fluidity and
synchronicity that the affect is two bodies, one mind, or perhaps two sides of
one queer coin. Their name, DarkMatter, they explain, is that “space between”
that gave birth to us. The nothingness of the phenomenon of dark matter
could be read as “failure” since it has not realized itself as anything. Yet
nothingness or emptiness, as Buddhists and some scientists would argue, liter-
ally contains worlds of possibilities. The natural phenomenon of dark matter,
which scientists theorize accounts for approximately 85% of matter in the
universe is unknowable by western scientific standards, since all direct experi-
ments have failed. Failure, then, allows the possibility of exploring freely that
which has been dismissed by western paradigms of knowledge. This is very
much at the heart of what the performance duo DarkMatter is about, and
what decolonial praxis (a la Walsh and Mignolo) and trans-healing are about.

Between lectures about the university’s indoctrination and the still-wielded
tools of colonialism, Alok and Janani share their poetry with the audience—
sometimes individually with the other listening intently, and usually dividing
up verses lines, or speaking words in unison for emphasis. “Rewind my body”:
the duo repeats this as a revised echo, with Alok’s voice resounding louder
and clearer. They begin slowly, calmly, and the pace along with the tone
and volume gets more intense and frantic as the poem continues. The final
climactic verse is delivered directly to the audience, punctuated with their
synchronized claps:

Alok: Before police there was peace (Janani: after peace there was police)

Alok: Before nation there was God (Janani: after God there was nation)

Alok: Rewind my body (Janani: Rewind my body)

Alok: Before marriage there was empathy (Janani: after empathy there was
marriage)

Alok: Before sex there was pleasure (Janani: after pleasure there was sex)

Alok: Before gender there was people (Janani: after people there was gender)

Alok: After me there was us (Janani: After us there was me)

Alok: After universe there was riot

Janani: bang/ Alok: bang / Janani: bang/ Alok: bang.

(DarkMatter 2016)
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This introduction paints a contradictory prehistoric utopic vision while jolting
their audience with the final violent punctuations of “bang/ bang/ bang/
bang.” On one level, the severity, volume, and rhythm of “bang/ bang/
bang/ bang” relates to the audience the audial experience of gunshots, a
violence that emerges when “after peace there was police.” In the silence
following the echoing “Bang!” it is difficult to not think of the black, brown,
and trans bodies that have succumbed on the other side of the bullet—who
have suffered and died from the “bang,” or who are still living with its threat.

In the silence following, that sorrow and heaviness is felt, and likely inten-
tionally so. Even as the workshop performance begins on this note, due to the
sort of “creation myth” element of this poem, there are further possibilities
to explore. This repeated “bang” in the context of the universe also evokes
the “big bang theory,” and thus the creative force of the universe, a nod to
the duo’s name, DarkMatter. Implicit in the words and their voracious perfor-
mance of them is both destruction and creation performed with a melancholic
utopic longing which grows more and more intense throughout the poem. In
their article on trans poetics, Oliver Moore points out that, elsewhere in their
work, Vaid-Menon “employ[s] the word ‘trans’ itself as a kind of metonym or
synonym for ‘utopia’ or ‘dream’” (Moore 2017):

Our trans means the end of imperialism

Our trans means the end of militarism

Our trans means the end of police

Our trans means the end of borders

Our trans means the end of the white man’s house (Vaid-Menon)

This utopic function of transness has been a prevalent theme since the emer-
gence of trans studies itself and continues to be important for transfeminism.
One of trans studies’ founding scholars, Susan Stryker, admits that the utopian
potential she had yearned for in the 1990s has not been realized, but she
continues to put hope in “radical queer potential” (Stryker 2004). That poten-
tial—the dream space of transness seems to be crucial for an understanding of
what it means to be trans and what it means to be an activist. In a decolonial
context, opening such a space of utopian potential is part of the process of
decolonizing the imagination and what Battiste calls “nurturing the learning
spirit.” The jarring finale of “bang/ bang/ bang/ bang” in DarkMatter’s
first poem is likewise “enmeshed in a complicated set of contradictory mean-
ings” (Valentine 2007). From the perspective of DarkMatter’s activism, this
early moment in the performance suggests that it was the rioting, exploding,
contrary conditions that erupted into our universe. Thus, change is forged in
the sphere of riot, the pain that comes with resisting the way things have been
to yield the way things must be. It is with this same energy and urgency that
DarkMatter continues their workshop performance.
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The “rewind my body” poem gestures to a utopic past before gender, even
as it invokes the violent “after” temporality that attempts to erase the trans
utopic longing almost as quickly as it is expressed. Holding onto a utopic
vision elsewhere of a queer time while suffering the particular realities of the
here and now in which transness and queerness are consistently threatened is a
predicament of queer and trans subjectivity, scholarship, and activism. Implicit
in this contradictory struggle is failure—since contradiction and paradox are
defined by Western models as being logical failures. To advocate for a “logical
failure” like a paradox is to reject a kind of educational model that is defined by
“this, not this,” a categorization that is tied up with colonialism. Alternatively,
the decolonial is about “creating and illuminating pluriversal and interversal
paths” (Walsh and Mignolo, Kindle book loc. 150). Thus, DarkMatter can
have both a utopic past “before gender” which is alive now in lived experience,
even as that same lived experience can be one of gender-based discrimination
and violence.

To “rupture” the “foundational containers of desire” and “release a raw
erotic power” (Stryker a la Lorde) would, in fact, be a failure of modernity,
and arguably even post-modernity. Indeed, as queer studies scholar Heather
Love describes in her book, Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer
History, in order for modernization “to move humanity forward,” it honed
“techniques for mapping and disciplining subjects considered to be lagging
behind” (Love 2007, pp. 5–6). She lists those “lagging behind” as sexual
and gender deviants, women, colonized people, nonwhite, disabled, poor, and
criminal which were “all marked as inferior by means of the allegation of back-
wardness” (2007, p. 6). Disciplining these subjects who “lagged behind” (or,
put another way, were failing) may be considered acts of violence—whether
the discipline happens externally or internally.

We can conceptualize Stryker’s “containers of desire” as tools of colo-
nialism—containing, regulating, controlling cravings, sexuality, even dreams.
According to Walsh and Mignolo, decolonial practice (at least in part) “seeks
to…disobey the universal signifier that is the rhetoric of modernity, the logic
of coloniality, and the West’s global model” (Mignolo and Walsh, Kindle book
loc. 167). The “raw erotic power” Stryker mentions, evoking Audre Lorde’s
theory of erotic power, is an enemy to the colonizers, an enemy to the so-
called progress of modernization. Thus, to yearn to “rewind my body” is to
yearn to go what Love refers to as “backwards,” a utopia that is not a progress
narrative. The healing potential in this failure seems to be in the striving, the
decolonizing of the imagination and healing of the spirit. New possibilities are
opened, along with new connections, and these are not necessarily in spite of
the violence, but through and from the violence/ disease of normativity that
they emerge.4 This is not to advocate for violence, of course, but rather to

4 This is not to advocate for violence/ oppression, but to point out the strength and
resiliency that can come through confronting it. Singh and McKleroy similarly state with
regard to the resilience of trans of color communities, “not to endorse this oppression, but
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comment on the resilience of trans people of color who are subject to this
violence regularly.

Decolonizing and Inciting/Insighting:
Pedagogies of Failure

Following the powerful and emotional opening of the performance work-
shop, Janani buttons their collar, mockingly offering a stiff professorial affect.
Simultaneously, Alok tosses back their absent long hair (like they just don’t
care) and adjusts their floral dress coyly as they collectively address the audi-
ence/students at the whiteboard. DarkMatter reminds us that we are currently
standing on stolen land. They lecture persuasively about the fact that insti-
tutions of higher learning were funded on slavery and indigenous murder,
and that black and indigenous people should therefore go to college for free.
“The university exists to indoctrinate you” (DarkMatter 2016), they warn.
They explain that the university teaches us we have a mind but not a body
or a heart and encourage the students to interrogate and resist that. Much
as bell hooks does in Teaching Community: A Pedagogy of Hope, they call
for a feelings-affirming classroom space and firmly contest that kindergarten
is where the most radical training happens due to such pedagogies such as
kindness, friendship, and hope. They point out that there are very few trans
people of color at universities because if you are trans and a person of color,
the university teaches you to hate yourself. Alok later argues that the univer-
sity institutionalizes the most corrupt people and calls them smart. Not only
does DarkMatter highlight the injustices of the history of American universi-
ties, they provide a trans people of color narrative and encourage students to
likewise “understand, unpack, and demystify” (Yep) the invisible power of the
institution.

The structure of DarkMatter’s performance workshop is interweaving
decolonial pedagogy consisting of reframing, (trans)gendering, remembering,
and connecting while teaching students about the neoliberal university’s colo-
nial past insidiously spreading its violence into the present—all of which is
punctuated with their poignant poetry—creative embodiments of the decolo-
nial rhetoric they are teaching their audience. They forcefully speak out about
how most schools are paid in part by the Department of Defense and broach
the subject of eugenics and the corrupt history of medicine in the United
States (such as experimentation on slaves). Bringing their audience to the
present, they exclaim, “you’re too busy reading rather than revolting” (Dark-
Matter 2016). Both Alok and Janani are well read and well educated, but they
are provoking their audience to take action, since the university won’t do it
for them.

Guernica author Kevin St. John writes of DarkMatter’s performance:

to rather to understand how to work with these strengths in healing from these oppressive
circumstances,” page 35.
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In a 1979 interview with Adrienne Rich, the writer and activist Audre Lorde
argued that ‘the learning process is something you can incite, literally incite,
like a riot.’ To watch the trans South Asian performance art duo DarkMatter
perform, and to speak with Alok Vaid-Menon and Janani Balasubramanian in
person, feels like both an education and an incitement—an incitement to think,
question, dismantle, reassemble, perhaps even to riot.” (St. John 2016)

Kevin St. John quoting from Audre Lorde here is particularly appropriate since
Alok Vaid-Menon has worked at the Audre Lorde Project where they still
volunteer to this day. In her essay, “Poetry is not a Luxury,” Lorde argues for
the necessity of poetry for the survival of black women in particular.

However, the applicability may also be appropriate for other queer, trans,
two-spirit, and gender non-conforming people of color, which is the popu-
lation that the Audre Lorde Project in fact serves. Poetry, for Lorde, is a
pedagogy and epistemology, a way of life, “a vital necessity of our existence.”
She continues, “It forms the quality of light within which we predicate our
hopes and dreams toward survival and change, first made into language, then
into idea, then into more tangible action. Poetry is the way we help give name
to the nameless so it can be thought” (Lorde 1984). DarkMatter certainly
utilizes their poetry toward change-making. Alok Vaid-Menon goes so far
as to say that their creative work is a matter of living. They supplement
their poetry with piercing politically charged comedy and with efforts to rally
their audience, charging them with the rage, hope, and communitas neces-
sary to lead a protest. We see similar arguments from feminist theorist and
poet, Gloria Anzaldúa, who boldly asserts, “Our [oppressed women of color]
survival depends on being creative” (Anzaldúa 2009, p. 135).

Alok Vaid-Menon themself draws connections among their activist work in
the transgender community, their performance art, and healing. In an email
interview with them on the subject of activism, healing, and their QTBIPOC
(queer trans black indigenous and people of color) community in New York,
they told me, “Care work, emotional justice work, healing work – are all deeply
political projects. Holding space, bearing witness, processing grief, creating
beauty – these acts sustain and fulfill us. In a world that targets us and treats
us as disposable I believe that fighting for our wellness and dignity is a polit-
ical project” (Vaid-Menon 2018). While Alok acknowledges that healing is not
“one size fits all,” they told me “I do believe in the power of artistic expres-
sion and I wish our movements would take art more seriously” (2018). They
explain that “performance in particular has given me the confidence to take
up space, to listen to my body (and tune it out when I need to), to speak with
intention, to read nonverbal cues. So much of the transmisogyny I experience
makes me feel divorced from my body and art helps me return to it” (2018).5

Traumatology teaches that trauma is located in the body and therefore
physicalized remedies may be needed. Decolonial feminist scholar M. Jacqui

5 Read the full interview in this book, preceding this chapter.
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Alexander in writing about diasporic and intergenerational trauma, argues that
healing must begin in the body (Alexander 2005, Kindle book chapter 7).
Taken in a performance studies context, the performative nature of the trans-
healing is significant, not only to the possibilities for healing, but also with
regard to the labor of activist performance. This is physical labor, healing work
is spiritual and mental labor, the creative work of sharing personal narratives
is emotional labor, and the pedagogy is intellectual labor. These multifar-
ious layers of labor are often overlooked in analyses of activist performance.
Acknowledging such labor is part of the decolonial methodological practice of
claiming and reclaiming what is taken for granted because of dominant white
settler narratives which decide what’s worth claiming and what isn’t.

For their own trans-healing, Alok physicalizes and verbalizes their poetry,
offering their truth and perhaps new perspectives to their audience. Sharing
their own trans-healing work with others who may be in need of guidance or
representation of their identity markers, helps create an environment where
both learning and healing can emerge. When Alok is leading workshops and
classes, they invite in what normativity would dictate as “failure.” In articu-
lating their process, they relate, “Rather than approaching anxiety, depression,
and dysphoria as obstacles to the creative practice (as many formal art institu-
tions do), I welcome them into the space and incorporate them in my creative
process and pedagogy” (Vaid-Menon 2018). This was their approach when
arriving at UC Irvine for a student activism workshop. For instance, they tell
the audience whatever their struggles, their pain, their trauma, whatever they
are grappling with in this moment is okay, allow it space, because “none of us
fits into this dystopic reality called reality” (2016). They gesture to the impor-
tance of imagination and play, which most people stop engaging with as adults,
but that it’s a matter of survival to (re)turn to pretending, imagining (2016).
Put another way, for some, it may be a matter of survival to decolonize the
imagination (a la Ngugi 1986).

In fact, DarkMatter here employs L. T. Smith’s decolonizing methodolo-
gies of reframing, creating, and remembering. It is reframing work because it is
shifting the focus of from obstacle to transformative art, thereby also engaging
in creation. Traumatologists Singh and McKleroy cite Burstow who refers to
this kind of shift as “radical” trauma work, which focuses on the voices of
survivors and does not rest upon a “deficiency model” (Singh and McKleroy
2011, pp. 35–36). The decolonizing project of remembering is also signifi-
cant because of the “frequent silences” following traumatic events. According
to Smith:

[R]emembering is painful because it involves remembering not just what colo-
nization was about but what being dehumanized meant for our own cultural
practices. Both healing and transformation become crucial strategies in any
approach which asks a community to remember what they may have decided
unconsciously or consciously to forget. (Smith 2008, p. 146)
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Typically, with clinical mental illness, there is social stigma and an expecta-
tion to suppress or hide it. There are often feelings of isolation attached to
mental illness, and the majority of mental health practitioners fail to examine
the societal factors that contribute to conditions like depression and trauma
symptoms. However, new, radical traumatology research echoes the impor-
tance of remembering and confronting societal (colonial) oppression in the
healing process. Indeed, as Alok and Janani do, welcoming depression, anxiety,
trauma, and other mental states into a creative, performative space, allows for
a trans/formative healing process while holding space for acknowledging both
individual, personal struggles and the very real societal factors present in those
struggles. Traumatologists Anneliese A. Singh and Vel S. McKleroy, writing
on trans people of color’s trauma and resilience (2011), emphasize the impor-
tance of recognizing and negotiating gender and racial/ ethnic oppression in
the healing process.

Alok and Janani remind the audience to decolonize not only the violence
of normativity brought on by privileged majority groups, but in their own
communities. For instance, they lecture about the mainstream LGBTQ move-
ment, which still identifies itself as a minority group, but too often continues
to erase people of color with myths such as cis white gay men started the
Stonewall Riots. Alok also raises complexities such as the ways in which trans
people who “pass” may discipline non-passing trans folx, or heterosexual
cisgender people of color may punish queer or trans people of color who don’t
conform, or how cis gay men fight for equal rights at the expense of queer
and trans people of color. In an email interview with Alok Vaid-Menon, they
explain, “Rather than being able to name this fear [of violence] and sit with it
I found that we often deputized our trauma on one another. It was the peren-
nial cycle of hurt people hurting people” (Vaid-Menon 2018). Voicing this in
a community of predominately queer folx and allies can help open opportu-
nities for greater understanding. This is crucial since as Singh and McKleroy
argue, community is a huge source of trans of color healing. If trauma isn’t
named and addressed there is a risk of community divisions and compounded
trauma instead of solidarity and support.

Trans Performance Art
and the Neoliberal University

The Cross-Cultural Center and Associated Students at University of California,
Irvine invited the duo as part of their Critical Consciousness Speaker Series.
Marketed as a student activist workshop at University of California, Irvine,
DarkMatter’s promotional poster (which aforementioned student emailed me)
claimed the performance would teach students “how we can use the univer-
sity and its capital to our advantage to be in solidarity with social movements
happening within and without” (see image below: Cross Cultural Center, UC
Irvine 2016). Thus, even before the performance begins, it is clear that Dark-
Matter’s work is explicitly pedagogical. As promised in the poster, the duo
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uses the performance opportunity to raise questions about how and to what
end we are educated in the United States and other Western societies. Never-
theless, in circulating an image of trans people of color under the headline of
“Resist!” is also an example of the way the university can “enhance its multi-
cultured public image” (Ferguson 2012, Kindle book loc. 70) in a celebration
of cultural diversity and an apparent commitment to student activism, even as
it reduces such representational markers “to the terms of hegemony” (2012,
loc. 178). The image is a spectacle itself, now situated in the archive of UC
Irvine’s celebrations of cultural diversity.

In her book, The Spectacle of Japanese American Trauma: Racial Perfor-
mativity and World War II , Emily Roxworthy theorizes the spectacle-archive
as a space where the regimes of the archive perform their dominance even as
the dominated other (in this case, Japanese Americans imprisoned in intern-
ment camps) subvert the spectacle by performing resistant cultural codes. The
spectacular images reproduced in this chapter from DarkMatter’s university
tour, depict the subversive “feminist kill-joys”6 with excessive, gender-bending
fashion and serious expressions at once vacant and provocative in their refusal
to conform to any sort of normative category. This spectacular resistance
becomes both a coded call to like-minded queer, trans, and PoC to respond
and attend, even as it is subsumed in university archival property—an archive
by the way which is only accessible to the Cross-Cultural Center; the library’s
archival database did not show a record of this performance nor these images
(Fig. 28.2).

Even as a graduate student active in the performing arts, Cross-Cultural
Center, and LGBT Resource Center, it was an undergraduate student in my
theater history course who informed me about DarkMatter’s performance
on campus, enabling me to attend. She learned about the event because
she interned at the Cross-Cultural Center which sponsored DarkMatter’s
performance. In part, perhaps because of this limited publicity, the audience
consisted of only between 30 and 40 people in an auditorium that seats
hundreds. Of course, another plausible explanation is that those members of
the campus community who would most resonate with the message and tactics
of DarkMatter tend to be queer, trans, people of color, or activist allies, all of
whom are statistically more likely to take on service projects on campus such as
diversity and sexual harassment training, multicultural education, department
obligations, or may have their own wellness to tend to or family members to
care for. Whatever the explanations surrounding sparse marketing and atten-
dance, it is worthwhile to question when a neoliberal university boasts a
“commitment to diversity” or “inclusivity,” how does that manifest, and who
benefits most?

6 A phrase taken from Sara Ahmed but one which Alok and Janani have evoked in
numerous interviews, including one interview entitled “Be the Kill-joy,” which was also a
direct quote from Alok Vaid-Menon in that interview.
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Fig. 28.2 Reprinted from UCI Cross-Cultural Center’s circulated email courtesy of
the Cross-Cultural Center at UCI

In the introduction to his book, The Reorder of Things: The University
and its Pedagogies of Minority Difference, Roderick A. Ferguson offers an
illustrative example in a complaint (among a full dossier containing docu-
ments from 1993 to 2007) to Diana Chapman Walsh, president of Wellesley
College from Adrian Piper, a professor in their Department of Philosophy.
After combatting illness and repeatedly being rejected for institutional support,
she states “Wellesley has used my public visibility to enhance its multicul-
tured public image while in reality actively preventing me from doing the
multicultural work it publicly claims to welcome” (Ferguson 2012, loc. 70).
Ferguson shows how neoliberal universities are able to celebrate difference
while suppressing oppositional movements, reducing them “to the terms of
hegemony” (2012, loc. 178). Similarly, Gloria Anzaldúa, bell hooks, and Sara
Ahmed tackle the problematic structure of multicultural and diversity educa-
tion within existing university frameworks, which tends to put additional,
not less, pressure on precisely the people it is meant to serve.7 Similar argu-
ments have been made in a decolonial context by Marie Battiste, M. Jacqui
Alexander, and L. T. Smith.

7 See Sara Ahmed, On Being Included: Racism and Diversity in Institutional Life
(Durham, NC: Duke UP), 2012; bell hooks’ trilogy on pedagogy; Gloria Anzaldúa,
“Diversity and Difference: Tactics to Avoid Confronting Racism” in The Gloria Anzaldúa
Reader ed. AnaLouise Keating.
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Universities like UC Irvine may fund cultural “products” as part of their
allocated diversity funding, but also turn a deaf ear to those “diversity
projects’” critiques that more fundamentally address structural concerns. This,
in fact, becomes part of the mechanism of university operations. Ferguson
argues that neoliberalism in the university has become “a means of using differ-
ence to foster capitalist distribution while curtailing social redistribution for
the underrepresented folks” (2012, loc. 3763). Therefore, while universities
inviting in a trans nonbinary South Asian American performance duo can be
decolonizing and may open a space for alternative possibilities, a critique must
remain open to analyze, caution against, and attempt to resist the ways neolib-
eralism “get[s] hold of and neutralize[s] difference” (Stuart Hall as quoted by
Ferguson 2012, loc. 4175).

DarkMatter’s trans pedagogy of failure performs both decolonizing and
healing labor which resists such neutralization. Their critics chalk up their
insurgency and incitements to youth and idealism. But indeed, what scholars
of radical and decolonial pedagogy urgently argue for is precisely an education
predicated on imagination, dreaming, and a feelings-affirming pedagogical
space, rather than consumer driven, outcome-based model. Such a space could
be viewed by dominant pedagogical discourse as a “failure,” if the measure is
capital-based productivity and the emphasis is a successful product (e.g., test
scores, grades) over process (e.g., embodied learning, compassionate under-
standing). If imagining, dreaming, feeling, and inciting are indicative of failure,
what kind of success does that leave us striving for? Failing, when claimed in
this empowering way that resists systems fraught with violent and traumatizing
effects of (neocolonial) capitalism, can perform a trans-healing. In this way,
trans-healing suggests affirming alternative models to the Eurocentric colonial
success model. A trans-healing of/in failure stops trying to “measure up” to
the impossibility of the “mythic norm” (Lorde 1984) of wealthy white (and
otherwise privileged) male, to free oneself from the colonial expectations and
colonized imaginary attached to success. To be an artist, to be creative, to be
spiritual is a “failure” in the neocolonial, neoliberal model which views higher
educational institutions as corporate suppliers valued by the degree to which
they participate and compete in the global marketplace.

Trans Erasure and the “Will
to Institutionality” (Ferguson 2012)

The stakes of decolonizing work on campus that challenges systems of power
which perpetuate the failure of trans students of color in a university environ-
ment is quite literally a matter of life and death for some. It certainly was for
transgender student and activist, Christien Rodriguez, a former student at UC
Irvine. In March 2013 in broad daylight, Christien Rodriguez took his own
life by jumping off a major campus parking structure. The administration’s
silence was deafening. I began my studies at UC Irvine in September of the
same year, and only verbally heard about it from a fellow queer student. In
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my research, I found archival comments from students on unofficial blogs and
statements issued from the Rodriguez’s department (Social Ecology) as well as
Gender and Sexuality Studies and the LGBT Resource Center, but otherwise
very little by way of official remarks from UC Irvine. Perhaps in part because
the community was reeling from grief, trans activism on campus has ostensibly
slowed since Rodriguez’s untimely passing.

In their workshop at UCI, Alok Vaid-Menon performs an emotional poem
reflecting on a stranger’s suicide on a New York City train track, the plat-
form upon which Alok had been standing too. “we just sit there in silence
/ as they remove his remains” (Vaid-Menon 2016). Alok is disturbed by the
Americanness of the silence, “this is america / where pain is a ritual we are
required to conduct in private: / an elaborate symphony on mute” (2016).
Alok’s voice grows louder with their own pain, their own anger, “to live in
america is to blame the / dead for their own death, not/ the country for
creating the very/ conditions that already killed them” (2016). They look out
at their audience-pupils with desperation and concern. They seem to be talking
to the cis majority when they say that as a trans person or someone who loves
trans people, there is a “constant worry about safety. We shouldn’t have to be
doing it alone” (DarkMatter 2016).

Later in the performance, Alok and Janani specifically acknowledge the
rapid death rates, including suicides, of trans people. In an urgent crescendo,
they share, “Trans people are murdering themselves more than anyone else
in this country because you’re told from the minute you’re born you’re
wrong…I don’t believe in depression, I believe in oppression…You see, there
is no difference between suicide and homicide. In both cases society erases
queer and trans people” (DarkMatter 2016). For society to acknowledge this
would be to take responsibility for murder. Much easier to remain silent
wherein the violence can continue and power remains unquestioned. The
decolonizing practice of remembering, in part, honors those who have been
brutally and unjustly taken from us, while demanding change now. If true
education is a “belief in possibilities,” then education can help us “rehearse
the revolution” as Augusto Boal and Paulo Freire have famously written, can
decolonize the imagination, and therefore help “nurture the learning spirit,”
envisioning and enacting new ways of connecting to each other and our world.

M. Shadee Malaklou, a critical race, gender, and sexualities scholar and
former graduate student at UC Irvine, composed a brief and poignant article
for the UC Irvine journal, Trans-Scripts written in remembrance of Christien’s
life and activism. In her piece, she argues that “UC Irvine [is] a university
that has pursued neoliberal goals at the expense of student education and the
California Master Plan’s commitment to the creation of an educated public
citizenry” (Malaklou 2013, p. 1). Of course, UC Irvine is merely following
the public university trend toward privatization of knowledge. In their article
on the neoliberal public university, Slaughter and Rhoades argue, “Academic
capitalism, as with capitalism generally, reduces the calculus of public interest
to the economic health of capitalistic enterprises” (Slaughter and Rhoades
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2000, p. 79). Malaklou also points out that Christien’s sole support system
was located in the pockets of security at the LGBT Resource Center and
Cross-Cultural Center; therefore, leaving the university was not solely about
education or career opportunities, but about a community that was integral to
his resilience.

In the case of Christien Rodriguez, not enough has been said to acknowl-
edge the conditions that killed him. As Alok asks their audience in the poem
“Trans/Generation,” “Isn’t gender always about being blamed for your own
violence?” (Vaid-Menon 2016). It is easier to isolate the incident as a singular
tragic event, rather than a lethal effect of colonialism still inflicting the univer-
sity. This ideology plays out in institutional racism, which Sara Ahmed argues is
individualized precisely to facilitate the perpetuation of this racism. She argues,
“[T]he very identification of racism with individuals becomes a technology
for the reproduction of racism of institutions” (Ahmed 2012, p. 44). Part
of DarkMatter’s intervention, then, is revealing the systemic problems behind
individual incidents—such as pointing out they were invited to this school as
performers, not professors. They ask the audience to consider how many trans
professors they’ve encountered. Responding to “none” or “almost none,” they
then put the blame on institutional transmisogyny.

The failure of the university to fulfill its emancipatory goals, or even the
implicit presumed goal of student survival is importantly and convincingly
argued by feminist scholars of color such as L. T. Smith, Battiste, Ferguson,
Ahmed, and Anzaldúa to name a few. Ahmed critiques (among other things)
the language around diversity and argues, “Equality can be treated as an insti-
tutional performance and as contributing to the optimal performance of the
institution” (2012, p. 85). These scholars argue that while some diversity
initiatives may engage in important work, typically the labor is primarily on
those already at the margins, precisely because, as Ahmed notes, “diversity
and equality work is less valued by organizations than other kinds of work”
(p. 135). In part, this is due to the institutional claim that equality and diver-
sity work is “already mainstream when it is not” (p. 135). The overburdened
and underrepresented at the neoliberal university, then, may need healing from
the failure of the university.

From a neoliberal perspective, the “successful” way of managing “differ-
ence” in the university, would be, as Ferguson describes it “to cannibalize
difference and its potential for rupture” (Ferguson 2012, Kindle book loc.
4183). Those who are labeled “failures” by the university would be those
who were unable to be consumed and neutralized by the neoliberal model.
They have failed the university’s “calculus test” of what Ferguson calls “a will
to institutionality” (2012, loc. 4190) or the negotiation of the incorporation
of difference. Unable to be “subjects” of the neoliberal university, these “fail-
ures” are objectified; however, they are not subordinated by its power (Butler
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and Ferguson).8 The life and death of Christien Rodriguez is a tragic example
of a student whose difference was unable to be negotiated and incorporated
by the neoliberal university. He wrote a poem which addresses the systemic
problems that exclude and oppress him (Rodriguez as quoted in Malaklou
2013, p. 4):

What do you do with a ‘glitch’ in the system?

An incompatibility with a world that has formulated

its own exemption from inquiry?

…They ask all the wrong questions when I fail to compute,

When the appearance of my structure resists placement by mocking it,

When my sign is absent of meaning.

Malaklou argued that it was “from th[e] oppositional and counter-hegemonic
groups that Christien drew his life blood; these groups served as a reminder
that he was not alone—that he was not the only body that failed to easily
‘compute’” (Rodriguez). Due to lack of funding and institutional support,
Christien was forced to drop out of the university, where his friends and oppo-
sitional groups were located, which were so important to his resilience and
healing as a trans student of color. Three months later, he returned to the
university to commit suicide.

The trauma of colonial practices that are at the foundation of educational
institutions,9 which as DarkMatter boldly states to their UC Irvine audi-
ence, have been “funded on slavery and indigenous murder” (DarkMatter
2016) have left festering wounds that demand healing work. They fester
because cycles of violence, of trauma, and continue through lack of access,
through silence at harassment and discrimination, through always already
failing students of color and queer and trans students, disabled students,
poor students, indigenous students (and otherwise underprivileged students).

8 This is adapted from Judith Butler’s statement in The Psychic Life of Power, “’Subjec-
tion’ signifies the process of becoming subordinated by power as well as the process of
becoming a subject.” Quoted in Ferguson, 4197 Kindle Book.

9 In Decolonizing Methodologiesi, pp. 2–3, L. T. Smith offers further arguments posi-
tioning the Western university as a colonial site: “This collective memory of imperialism
has been perpetuated through the ways in which knowledge about indigenous peoples
was collected, classified and then represented in various ways back to the West, and then,
through the eyes of the West, back to those who have been colonized. Edward Said refers
to this process as a Western discourse about the Other which is supported by ‘institu-
tions, vocabulary, scholarship, imagery, doctrines, even colonial bureaucracies and colonial
styles’. According to Said, this process has worked partly because of the constant inter-
change between the scholarly and the imaginative construction of ideas about the Orient.
The scholarly construction, he argues, is supported by a corporate institution which ‘makes
statements about it [the Orient], authorising views of it, describing it, by teaching about
it, settling it, ruling over it’. In these acts both the formal scholarly pursuits of knowledge
and the informal, imaginative, anecdotal constructions of the Other are intertwined with
each other and with the activity of research.”
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Nevertheless, in spite of festering wounds, educational work must continue,
and Battiste is interested in strategizing ways to move forward with meaningful
and realistic change to educational systems. She notes some examples of good
attempts at institutional change and encourages more of this. For instance,
she requests to bring indigenous content into curriculum, improve access,
recruitment, and retention of indigenous students. She acknowledges efforts
made but also urges for educational strategies that encourage a transforma-
tional approach to learning. According to Battiste, voices of indigenous people
must be legitimized, for instance, and indigenous knowledge and experience
embraced, while respecting mainstream knowledge and experience (Battiste
2013, Kindle book loc. 4685). Perhaps diversity initiatives at universities like
UC Irvine, and other public universities, could accomplish this, if there are
willingness and openness to take action toward a healing tool such as transfor-
mative justice, that can ethically answer Alok’s question, “What are you doing
for the liberation of trans people”? of indigenous people? of queer people? Of
black people?

The paid invitation of queer trans PoC bodies to UC Irvine to perform,
speak their truth, and instruct on activist resistance is an affirmation for other
students who share some or all of these identity markers, and sharing that
experience in a group of primarily queer and trans people of color opens a
possibility for healing from the university’s failures and in finding solidarity
among those who have also “failed” to comply with (neoliberal) dictates of
success. When queer and trans students’ lives are very literally at stake, there
is an ethical call to action to take some responsibility and ask what actions
have we taken? As Marie Battiste puts it, “hope is a cause and a consequence
of action” (Battiste 2013, loc. 3480). Thus, the hope that has the poten-
tial to lead toward healing is not possible without an action that can usher
in such a hope. Furthermore, traumatologists Singh and McKleroy show in
their work with trans people of color that community-building and mean-
ingful connections with transgender communities of color is crucial to healing
from trauma.10 (Singh and McKleroy 2011).

DarkMatter’s decolonizing performance offers not only theories and tactics
of resistance, healing, and queerness, but through their radical pedagogy of
failure, offers hope through connection (a la hooks and Smith), and encour-
ages insurrection, bucking the colonial practices of the neoliberal university.
Though current neoliberal university models fall short, such programming
is certainly needed on campuses. Because the neoliberal model undervalues
liberal arts, it is crucial to open spaces to critique the university and
encourage reflection—including the decolonizing projects of remembering

10 Further, in an article on trauma, social justice, and arts therapies, Owen Paul Karcher
quotes Van der Kolk who explains, “Trauma almost invariably invokes not being seen,
not being mirrored, and not being taken into account. Treatment needs to reactivate the
capacity to safely mirror, and be mirrored, by others…” (as quoted in Karcher 2017,
p. 124).
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and reframing—and together imagine counter-models to the capitalistic,
student-consumer education structure.

(Trans)Gendering: A Decolonizing
and Healing Project

For the duo, decolonizing gender is of central focus to their poetry and
performance art. I would further argue that for DarkMatter, to trans11 is a
decolonizing act, since decolonizing gender is enmeshed with the decoloniza-
tion of class, race, ability, sexuality, and so on.12 Furthermore, “gendering,” is
one of the decolonizing projects that L. T. Smith calls for in her Decolonizing
Methodologies concluding chapter. She explains “gendering” as showing speci-
ficity of gender experiences, but since gender itself is a colonial category, one
can build on this notion of decolonizing through “gendering” to be decolo-
nizing through trans-gendering, which challenges essential aspects of gender
and reframes the gender category all together. Alok Vaid-Menon argues the
following in an interview with Guernica: “What happened in the gay move-
ment was that trans became the space for gender non-conformity, whereas
gay became nice, palatable, assimilate-able…What’s difficult is that gender has
become only the domain of trans people and women. But we all have gender,
and we all have a stake in ending gender” (St. John 2016).13

For Alok and Janani, there are as many genders as there are people.14 For
them, decolonizing gender means decolonizing education and all colonially
grounded systems of power. In their workshop at UCI, Janani strongly states
that “Gender is a racial construct” (DarkMatter 2016). Similarly, for South
African feminist decolonial scholar, Oyeronke Oyewumi, patriarchal regimes
are inextricably bound with colonialism. She argues that “gender categoriza-
tion emerged during the colonial period” (Oyewùmí 2010, p. 9). which,
though located in Yoruba traditions, has been echoed in South Asian contexts
by Lata Mani, Gayatri Gopinath, Superna Bhaskaran, and others who point

11 The use of trans as a verb comes from Lucas Crawford who denotes trans as an
“operation that works (like ‘queer’) against the very imperative to maintain strict propriety
in relation to the identity categories, bodies, lives, and movements that gather around the
concepts of gender and sexuality” (Stryker et al. 2008, p. 13).

12 This point was perhaps most famously and critically argued by Maria Lugones in her
article, “The Coloniality of Gender.”

13 DarkMatter has employed similar sentiments on the Laura Flanders show in an
interview. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4fZGPuJm4w. Accessed 18 February
2018.

14 They mention this in the #ItGetsBitter tour at UC Irvine upon which this chapter is
focused, but Alok is also recorded saying it on the documentary film Decoding DarkMatter
(director: Krystal Waterton).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4fZGPuJm4w
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out the colonial Indian penal code section 377 and criminalization of gender-
based and sexual behavior contrary to Victorian principles in colonial India
that continue to impact postcolonial India.15

Many moments during DarkMatter’s #ItGetsBitter performance gesture to
gender as a colonial category rooted in violence. “Would you accept me if I
told you /my gender came from violence? //because sometimes I wonder
/if there would be gender if there /were no violence.”16 Elsewhere, in
their “Trans/Generation” poem about taking a photo with their transphobic
grandmother, Alok softly states, “You see in my culture we have learned
that/there is no difference between silence and violence. /We inherit both
from our men.”17 For Alok, gender is racialized, patriarchal, and oppressive.
Succumbing to gender is voicelessness, and DarkMatter’s words and perfor-
mance explicitly combat that. Later in the same poem, they further identify
gender as violence when they describe the “underground economy of rage”
in their culture: “[W]e hate our men so much that sometimes/We even hate
ourselves for them: /Call it gender for short” (Vaid-Menon 2016). The poem
Trans/Generation crystalizes the cyclical nature of violence with an epicenter
at the colonial project of gender. It further depicts both the cyclical flow
entering inside from without directed from sociocultural paradigms, and the
flow from within, manifesting without, inflicting hatred and violence, infecting
gender on those around us—even in our own families and communities.

This particular poem seems to elicit deep emotional responses from the
audience who become witnesses to a traumatic memory when Alok’s grand-
mother painfully blames them for the violence enacted against them. Alok
somberly recounts, that she calls them the “biggest disappointment in her
life.” But, in their reflection, Alok understands how gender oppression has
enacted its own violence on their grandmother.

15 Though in the course of writing this chapter, the sodomy law in section 377 of the
penal code in India has been overturned, the point these authors echo in particular is the
colonial project of adherence to gender and sexuality roles as a requisite for citizenship,
and therefore at least a perceived inclusion into the colonial nation-state. As Gopinath
points out a la M. Jacqui Alexander, “heterosexuality is a prerequisite of ‘good citizen-
ship,’ since it depends on the family as a reproductive unit through which the stability of
gender roles and hierarchies is preserved. Heterosexuality, in other words, is fundamental
to the way in which the nation imagines itself” (Impossible Desires, 262). Implicit in this
statement is that post-colonial regimes (which of course emerged out of and not separate
from colonial ones) adopted the colonial means whereby the nation imagines itself, specif-
ically in relation to preservation of “stable” gender roles. Thus, one of the most common
backlashes from the Hindu Right in response to LGBT rights demonstrations or even (as
Gopinath has famously documented in her book) through depictions of non-normative
genders and sexualities in Bollywood and other public cultures, is that such displays are
“unIndian” or “anti-Indian” (see Bhaskaran, p. 71, Gopinath), or are “vectors of this
polluting Americanization” (Shah 53).

16 Vaid-Menon “When a Birth Certificate hijacks a body and tells it to speak or forever
hold its peace” in It Gets Bitter Chapbook.

17 Vaid-Menon, “Trans/Generation” in Ibid.
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You see, I come from a long legacy of women punished by men

who continue to push the man inside of me.

How good it feels for the hurt to hurt someone else. (Vaid-Menon 2016)

Alok refuses to call their grandmother transphobic, and instead finds “soli-
darity in the silence” (2016). In the performance of the poem, the audience
may feel the sorrow and lamentation Alok feels—not only to be victim, but to
be caught in a systemic cycle of violence much greater than any one or two
individuals. As LeMaster importantly argues, a paramount feature of a peda-
gogy of failure is its self-reflexivity such that one may become more intricately
and intimately aware of how one is complicit in the multi-faceted systems of
oppression. All are inextricably linked from these systems of violence, thus no
matter how privileged or how underprivileged, all are in need of some form
of healing from these invisible forces of power. This echoes bell hooks’ asser-
tion that education must be “about healing and wholeness” (hooks 2003,
p. 43). Similarly, for Battiste, to decolonize education is for indigenous people
to embark on a “transformative journey, but this time it is not assimilative;
it is a therapeutic education process of healing of the relationships within
and among communities” (Battiste 2013, loc. 2118). This kind of healing,
connection, and decolonial activism is the work of DarkMatter and this is the
possibility of a pedagogy of failure.

Reclaiming their own traditions, Alok and Janani look backwards (Love)
to temples in India thousands of years old which depict images of queer
and same-sex eroticism but have been hidden and largely forgotten. They
boldly argue that part of colonization was enforcing gender binaries, and that
transphobia began with Columbus—a time often marked as a turning point
in “modernity,” yet marred by the mass genocide. DarkMatter’s turn back-
wards is a queer and trans turn, and also a decidedly decolonizing one in its
remembering, reclaiming, and challenging dominant principles and logics of
modernity.

This decolonizing-backwards turn opens an experience of trans-healing,
a utopic hope and possibility in the energetic exchange between performers
and audience. Though it can be a powerful experience to read the poignant,
insightful poetry alone in a cozy armchair, the collective experience of coming
together to learn and resist in solidarity is something else entirely. The
radical queer potential Stryker describes feels more real than the systematic
oppressions waiting for DarkMatter’s audience members when they leave the
auditorium. That the group found its way to this “beige,” neoliberal univer-
sity only to dismantle its multi-layered models of oppression instills hope even
in the face of inevitable failure. That is, though upon DarkMatter’s exit from
the neoliberal university, the university is not healed of its failure, perhaps a
change has been made that can spark future possibilities nonetheless.
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Toward a Healing of/in Failure

In Cruising Utopia, José Muñoz discusses at length the utopic potentiality of
failure. “The history of actually realized utopian enclaves is, from a domi-
nant perspective, a history of failures. Hope and disappointment operate
within a dialectical tension in this notion of queer utopia. Queerness’s
failure is temporal and…potentially utopian” (Muñoz 2009, p. 155). He uses
performer Dynasty Handbag as an example of “failure and bad sentiments”
which are also “active political refusal.” To defend this claim, Muñoz utilizes
Paolo Virno’s theory of ambivalence. Virno suggests that the laborer may
employ “negative sentiments” such as cynicism and depression as an escape
from capitalism’s values. Muñoz further argues that:

Negative sentiments such as cynicism, opportunism, depression, and bitchiness
are often seen as solipsistic, individualistic, and anticommunal affective stances
associated with an emotional tonality of hopelessness. Yet these bad sentiments
can signal the capacity to transcend hopelessness. These sentiments associ-
ated with despondence contain the potentiality for new modes of collectivity,
belonging in difference and dissent. (Muñoz 2009, pp. 176–177)

One can also view Ahmed’s “feminist killjoy” in this category of “failure and
bad sentiments” which resist and disrupt the oppressive status quo.

It is this collectivity of difference and dissent that Alok and Janani are
building through their performances. They name their tour #ItGetsBitter
which is a cynical refusal of the famous campaign #ItGetsBetter started by
cis gay white male Dan Savage. With a tone of confidence, mockery, and yes,
bitterness, Alok and Janani recite their poem “It Gets Bourgie Project” read
to Dan Savage in the format and style of a breakup letter to an abusive ex you
can’t quite seem to shake.

You see, Dan,

It’s so much easier to love yourself when you use the #equality filter

on Instagram and come out white!

Like. Share. Colonize. Repeat.

What you forgot to mention is that it only gets better

if it gets bourgie. (DarkMatter 2016)

They continue with sharp criticism and piercing sarcastic humor, feeding each
other lines, overlapping, hopping energetically from one side of the stage to
the other. The audience eats up the humor with roaring laughter and snaps of
recognition. “These days you can’t tell the difference between a gay party and
a cheesecake: they’re/both rich, white, and bland.” They repeat “Dear Dan:”
followed by an interrogation of who he is leaving out of the conversation and
hopeful sentiment that “It gets better”:
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What about the trans women of color who started Pride?

Oh darn! They couldn’t afford the cover fee to your party,

Didn’t have a good enough credit score for the Gay Visa Equality Card,

Guess the only change you believe in is the one in your bank account!
(DarkMatter 2016)

In an article for Guernica magazine, Alok’s ultimate answer for “How do I
help the transgender community?” is to “Be the kill-joy” (as quoted in St.
John 2016).

When overcoming serious physical injury or surgery, it is quite common
to complain that the healing process is more painful than the initial injury.
Perhaps this is another paradox of trans-healing that part of the healing process
can be the experience of trauma itself. In their poem, “Trans/Generation,”
Alok Vaid-Menon vulnerably asks their audience, “Can I show you what /it
means for an entire body to be a wound? /Can I tell you what it feels like
to /watch a gender rewind itself?” (DarkMatter 2016). Gender, body, and
wound seem to be in a contentious but interconnected relationship. Here,
Vaid-Menon paints a portrait of a tenuous healing—one in which gender is a
dis/ease and, when trans/ported to another time, or another understanding,
can be a healing process.

When I interviewed Alok Vaid-Menon on their artistic process, activism,
and healing for the purpose of gaining new insights into their performance,
they shared with me their own articulation of healing:

For me healing is about developing a relationship with myself unmediated by
the trauma and violence I experience. Because the violence I experience is
constant, the healing work I have to do has to be constant. It’s cyclical in that
way. Healing isn’t the same thing as happiness or even functionality, it’s about
bearing witness, actually reckoning with. So many times I have to desensitize
myself in order to get by. Healing is about re-sensitizing myself, falling apart so
that I can build myself back together again. I’m not sure I believe in defining
healing for other people. I think we have to break out of the idea that there’s
one way to look/be/act “healed,” (which is already always informed by ableism,
racism, classism, transmisogyny, etc.). I’m more interested in holding plurality:
what does healing look like for you and how can I help you get there?18

Here, Alok articulates the violence of normativity they experience constantly
which, for Alok, necessitates a trans-healing process. Part of this healing
process, then, is a pedagogy of failure that affirms connectedness and hope
while decolonizing the power structures which continue to enact violence.
As Alok rightly states, it is important to break out of potentially oppressive
formations of healing, which tend to be grounded in colonial structures that
don’t consider systemic power in relation to violence, nor the importance of

18 Vaid-Menon, interview with Anna Renée Winget, 19 April 2018, email transcript.
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addressing such structures in one’s healing process. Since my project inten-
tionally resists static definitions of healing in order to honor the nuances of
variation and the fluidity in individual healing processes, I argue only for
healing possibilities and potential, based on articulations from queer and trans
artists and arguments asserted by pedagogical and decolonial scholars. I do not
claim to have answers to what will bring transgender death tolls down, but
the fact that murders and suicides disproportionately happen to transgender
people (and especially those of color) demands a response that must include
discourse on healing—not only with hopes of prevention but also for those in
the community left grieving even as they continue to endure violence in daily
life.

DarkMatter’s workshop performance closes with a call to action consistent
with the decolonizing project of “connecting.” They urge the audience to see
people in the world as friends, not as strangers. They tell them to organize
with groups doing important work for racial justice and trans rights. They
encourage them to speak with their families about these issues, to listen to
trans people. “Don’t let people die in social isolation” (DarkMatter 2016).
This encouragement of connection is also a decolonizing aspect of their peda-
gogy of failure. Colonizing is dividing, separating, prompting individualism
for capitalistic ends. For Battiste, part of decolonizing education is:

about restoring a balance in relationships and undoing the hegemonic authority
over our lives. We are interdependent in our ecology and environment, and we
will have to develop institutions, policies, and practices that go beyond signaling
respect for cultural diversity and acknowledge their own interdependence with
our place and the people of this place. (Battiste 2013, loc. 2123)

Battiste writes specifically from the prospective of an indigenous educator and
theorist in Canada; however, perhaps we can extend the application of this
powerful statement to UC Irvine, the very campus which houses a Cross-
Cultural Center that hosted DarkMatter’s Resist! performance workshop.

The experience of recognition between an audience member and performer
during an exchange of truth in which the audience member recognizes some
of their own story/feeling/experience in the words and energy from the
performer has potential for healing audience members, who feel understood,
and performers, who feel seen and heard. Furthermore, engaging university
students on a level of aspiration toward a creative vision of a world where trans
people belong—while simultaneously deconstructing the oppressive forces that
seek to demean or annihilate trans people—is a significant pedagogical tool.
Students experience for a brief moment not the world as it is, but as it could
be, as it must be.
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CHAPTER 29

Healing Through Art and Activism

Supplemental to the Chapter “Decolonizing the
University”

Alok Vaid-Menon in dialogue with Anna Renée Winget

Introduction

The following interview took place via email on April 19, 2018, between Alok
Vaid-Menon and Anna Renée Winget. It is printed here intended to supple-
ment the chapter “Decolonizing the University with DarkMatter’s Healing
of/in Failure.”

From Alok Vaid-Menon’s website: alokvmenon.com
ALOK (they/them) is a gender non-conforming writer and performance

artist. Their eclectic style and poetic challenge to the gender binary have
been internationally renowned. In 2017, they received the Live Works Perfor-
mance Act Award granted to ten performance artists across the world and
released their inaugural poetry chapbook FEMME IN PUBLIC. They have
been featured on HBO, MTV, The Guardian, BBC, CNN, and the New York
Times and have presented their work at 500 venues in more than 40 countries.

Anna: In an interview for Majarto I caught on YouTube, you said the
following: “I do think arts should become a core foundation of every
creative person’s life because if it doesn’t, they live profoundly unhappy
lives because there’s a sense of urgency to being an artist for many of us,
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where if we do not do this we do not live. I mean we might be existing
but we’re not living, and it’s a really crucial distinction.” I’m hoping you
could elaborate more on the urgency of creative expression, particularly
within QTBIPoC (queer and trans black, indigenous, and people of color)
communities.

Alok: I believe that when you do not scream it still goes somewhere. For the
majority of my life I couldn’t speak out against the harassment I was going
through and so it remained stuck in my body. Art has been my way of not only
expunging this toxicity from me, but also turning it into something transcen-
dental. This process of emotional alchemy—taking all of the hostility directed
toward me and refashioning it—has been foundational to my healing and
sustainability. In a very real sense my art practice allowed me to give birth
to myself.

Anna: Based on your activism at Audre Lorde Project,1 what do you consider
the most significant needs for healing (in the communities that ALP
serves) that should be addressed?

Alok: At ALP I spent a lot of time working with fellow trans women and gender
non-conforming people of color. We came with a lot of trauma from the
constant racialized transmisogyny we have been forced to endure. For many
this manifested as PTSD—being in a constant state of anxiety and fear of being
attacked. Rather than being able to name this fear and sit with it I found that
we often deputized our trauma on one another. It was the perennial cycle of
hurt people hurting people where you would see trans people police other
trans people. I really believe that healing is not linear and that it has to be a
constant process. For communities like mine we can heal from one incident
and then another one happens right after it. There is no “break,” so the
healing work has to be integrated, has to be about: How do I prepare myself
to go outside not *if* I will be harassed, but when? How do I understand
that I am worth more than this mistreatment, that I am not the problem, but
them?

Anna: Do you consider your own art to be healing for you? How or how
not? Do you think it’s healing for your queer, trans, and BIPoC audience
members?

Alok: Yes absolutely. I started writing poetry when I was 12–13 years old because
I had nowhere else to go with my pain. I didn’t call it “poetry” at the time,
I was just writing in my journal. But it was an outlet for me to externalize
what I felt, rid myself of it. I still feel the same way. Performance gives me the
stamina to keep on going despite all of the aggression that I experience. It’s
so cathartic to be able to just scream and cry and laugh on a mic in front of
people who affirm you. In many ways I dream of a world which is more like
the stage: open to experimentation, play, vulnerability, affirmation.

1 From their website: “The Audre Lorde Project is a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Two Spirit,
Trans and Gender Non Conforming People of Color center for community organizing,
focusing on the New York City area. Through mobilization, education and capacity-
building, we work for community wellness and progressive social and economic justice.
Committed to struggling across differences, we seek to responsibly reflect, represent and
serve our various communities.”
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Anna: What do you see as the potential for artistic expression/ performance
to serve, heal, or in other ways help queer and trans communities?

Alok: I often facilitate writing and performance workshops and classes. Rather
than approaching anxiety, depression, and dysphoria as obstacles to the creative
practice (as many formal art institutions do), I welcome them into the space
and incorporate them in my creative process and pedagogy. Performance in
particular has given me the confidence to take up space, to listen to my body
(and tune it out when I need to), to speak with intention, to read nonverbal
cues. So much of the transmisogyny I experience makes me feel divorced from
my body and art helps me return to it. I think we all have our own strategies
and trajectories toward healing and healing is not a one size fits all. But that
being said, I do believe in the power of artistic expression and I wish our
movements would take art more seriously.

Anna: How do you define healing? For yourself? For your various communi-
ties? In what ways do you think institutionalized and/or clinical “healing
practices” can be oppressive for QTI and BIPoC folks in particular?

Alok: For me healing is about developing a relationship with myself unmediated
by the trauma and violence I experience. Because the violence I experience
is constant, the healing work I have to do has to be constant. It’s cyclical
in that way. Healing isn’t the same thing as happiness or even functionality,
it’s about bearing witness, actually reckoning with. So many times I have to
desensitize myself in order to get by. Healing is about re-sensitizing myself,
falling apart so that I can build myself back together again. I’m not sure I
believe in defining healing for other people. I think we have to break out
of the idea that there’s one way to look/be/act “healed,” (which is already
always informed by ableism, racism, classism, transmisogyny, etc). I’m more
interested in holding plurality: what does healing look like for you and how
can I help you get there? So many of my QTI BIPoC friends have been
retraumatized by institutional/clinical healing practices which constantly locate
culpability in the individual—as if it’s our fault we are struggling and not
structural oppression. I think depression comes from oppression and most
medical institutions don’t have a theory of systemic power and understanding
of mental health as mediated by power.

Anna: Do you think there’s a relationship between healing and activism?
How so? Or Why not?

Alok: Absolutely. So often the only work that we elevate to the status of the polit-
ical is work associated with whiteness and masculinity. Care work, emotional
justice work, healing work—are all deeply political projects. Holding space,
bearing witness, processing grief, creating beauty—these acts sustain and fulfill
us. In a world that targets us and treats us as disposable I believe that fighting
for our wellness and dignity is a political project.
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CHAPTER 30

Conclusion: Towards Queer and Trans Feminist
Solidarity

Sandra D’Urso, Tiina Rosenberg, and Anna Renée Winget

Dialogues with Queer and Trans Feminists Emi Koyama and Eric A.
Stanley

As we close this Handbook amidst a global pandemic, historic marches in
support of black lives, climate change causing unprecedented destruction, and
fluctuating political movements, we examine their relevance and our ethical
responsibility as queer and trans feminist performance studies scholars and
practitioners. Reflecting on the range of approaches, methods, backgrounds,
linguistic, cultural, and racial contexts of our contributors, some common
themes nevertheless emerged. It is clear that there must be a plurality of
feminisms, which are intersectional and open to cross-coalitional building. Of
course, factoring in the breadth and scope of the differences—several of which
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are explored in this Handbook, tensions and hostilities naturally arise. Never-
theless, toward sustainable change, we must learn to, in Donna J. Haraway’s
words, be open to “staying with the trouble” and follow the multiple trails of
performance, however circuitous or paradoxical, that lead us there. This means
remaining open to fluidity and disciplinary shifts. This also echoes performance
artist Miss Barbie-Q/MJ Brown’s call to examine the “righteous madness”
on all sides of a movement to avoid chaos allowing systemic oppression to
perpetuate.

This kind of openness that commits to systemic change yet remains open to
plural and sometimes clashing perspectives is, in part, a decolonial approach
to feminisms. In their book, On Decoloniality: Catherine Walsh and Walter
Mignolo argue for a pluriversal approach to decolonial praxis:

The pluriversal opens rather than closes the geographies and spheres of decolo-
nial thinking and doing. It opens up coexisting temporalities kept hostage by the
Western idea of time and the belief that there is one single temporality: Western-
imagined fictional temporality. Moreover, it connects and brings together in
relation—as both pluri- and interversals—local histories, subjectivities, knowl-
edges, narratives, and struggles against the modern/colonial order and for an
otherwise. (Walsh and Mignolo 6, p. 3)

Perhaps, then, a pluriversal approach to queer and trans feminism may offer
the relational approaches that hold space for paradoxes and tensions needed
to move forward today.

The question “who is the contemporary feminist subject” is both a neces-
sary question and an impossible one. Subjectivity itself is a contentious term
and cannot be considered without accounting for stateless, undocumented,
or otherwise state-sanctioned “illegitimacy.” Furthermore, feminism has had a
history of exclusionary practices, and for it to remain relevant and its demands
urgent, it must keep critique toward itself open and active—decolonizing its
own colonial matrices and holding together paradoxes such as articulations
for gender and genderless society. Decoloniality and intersectionality must not
only be buzzwords but necessary actions integral to the theory and practice of
feminism itself.

The editors have corresponded with trans feminist scholars and artists and
focus this conclusion on 3 parts: (1) where we have been as a field; (2) where
are we now; whose voices are still being silenced?; and, finally, (3) where are
we going; what are the most urgent questions we face today? The following
dialogues are situated in this context.

Emi Koyama is a multi-issue social justice activist and writer synthesizing
feminist, Asian, survivor, dyke, queer, sex worker, intersex, genderqueer, and
crip politics, as these factors, while not a complete descriptor of who she is,
all impacted her life. She is author of the groundbreaking text, “Transfemi-
nist Manifesto” which highlighted trans-exclusion in feminist spaces. Emi is
currently the Coordinatrix of the Coalition for Rights & Safety for People
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in the Sex Trade, a network of about 20 community groups in Seattle/King
County area, Washington, promoting rights and safety for people in the sex
trade through public education and policy change.

Eric A. Stanley is an assistant professor in the Department of Gender
and Women’s Studies at the University of California, Berkeley. Eric received
a Ph.D. in the History of Consciousness Department at the University
of California, Santa Cruz. Their research and teaching work with radical
trans/queer critique, anti-colonial feminisms, and critical theory. They are
currently completing their first manuscript Atmospheres of Violence that argues
racialized anti-trans/queer violence, including direct attacks, prisons, suicide,
and HIV/AIDS, is foundational to, and not an aberration of, western moder-
nity. Along with Tourmaline and Johanna Burton, Eric edited the anthology
Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility (Cambridge:
MIT Press, 2017). With Nat Smith, they edited Captive Genders: Trans
Embodiment and the Prison Industrial Complex (AK Press 2011/2015), both
of which garnered many awards. Eric is also an artist and in collaboration with
Chris Vargas, they directed the films Criminal Queers (2019) and Homotopia
(2008).

Where We’ve Been

Emi, nearly 20 years ago, your trans feminist manifesto was a crucial piece in
carving a place for trans womxn in feminist discourse. In your 2008 follow-up,
you spoke out about the manifesto’s limitations with regards to addressing issues of
race, trans men, and gender nonconforming folx. Can you reflect a bit about the
journey of transfeminism from the time of your manifesto to today? Do you have
any thoughts or reflections about your decision to utilize the form of a “manifesto”
when you wrote the trans feminist manifesto? Certainly, manifestos have a long
tradition in feminism, but what do you believe is the benefit/ function of that
form?

• Emi Koyama:

The Manifesto was written in response to a specific incident that happened
within Portland’s lesbian community to give the community a coherent femi-
nist perspective supporting trans women in order to help ease a conflict that
my friend and mentor was involved in. Instead of writing an essay directly
addressing the specific incident or calling for trans women’s inclusion in femi-
nist spaces, I used the format of “manifesto” as a performative strategy to
promote a broader understanding that trans women are not just to be included
and tolerated, but offer unique contributions that benefit all women.

Reactions to the Manifesto mostly came from cis feminists who were strug-
gling with anti-trans attitudes among their friends and colleagues. It gave them
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a tool to push back against banal transphobia that caricatured trans women as
creepy men in dresses or overfeminine bimbo-wannabes and not “real” women
navigating and negotiating the sexist society like all other women. Reactions
from trans women were rare but often emotional, as many trans women told
me that the Manifesto helped them accept and validate themselves as women
and as feminists.

That said, I feel that the greatest mistake I made was that I wrote the
Manifesto prematurely. At the time of writing the Manifesto, I only knew one
other trans woman (the friend I mentioned above) and had little knowledge
of the history of trans people or community except for what I had read in
radical feminist text (Raymond, etc.) and few early trans books (Bornstein,
Feinberg). I did not know about Marsha P. Johnson, Sylvia Rivera, and other
trans women of color who stood up against police violence and supported
their communities even though I was also involved in anti-police and sex
worker rights organizing at the time, which should have connected me to
their work. And the lack of knowledge or awareness shows in the whiteness of
the Manifesto.

Eric, your research profile on UC Berkeley’s website uses the phrase “anti-colonial
feminist” to describe you. Can you talk about the choice to include this phrase?
What does anti-colonial feminism mean for you as an academic, activist, and
filmmaker? What other words are you using now to describe yourself?

• Eric A. Stanley:

The question of colonialism and its destruction are always at the center of
my more properly academic as well as activist work. In terms of my writing, my
most recent book primarily thinks with Frantz Fanon. As a practicing psychi-
atrist and militant freedom fighter his work continues to offer us much in our
thinking about racist structures of violence and their gendered contours which
produce the terror of modernity. While “anti-colonial feminism” is an intel-
lectual and political commitment, I’m not sure if it’s an identity I would use.
I tend to use as few words as I can to identify myself, which is a problem with
language and its representational lockdown.

Nearly 10 years ago, Eric, you and Nat Smith published Captive Genders: Trans
Embodiment and the Prison Industrial Complex. This was a crucial contribution
to queer and trans studies and threw light on how the racist mainstream LGBT
movement has in fact relied on the prison industrial complex to criminalize trans,
gender variant, and queer folx. Therefore, you conclude, queer/trans liberation
and prison abolition must work together. Can you reflect a bit about the journey of
abolition within queer and trans communities (including the mainstream move-
ment) from the time of your book to today when #defundthepolice is being amplified
through/alongside #BLM?
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• Eric A. Stanley:

Nat Smith and I first conceived of what became Captive Genders in the early
2000s. Nat and I were both working with various abolitionist projects and we
knew many if not most of the people doing the work were queer/trans but
as an analysis it was often sidelined. To that end, we wanted to create a space
for all the organizing we were hearing about and a part of to have a written
home. We first envisioned it as a zine, then it grew into the book. At that time
there was still not much published in what would become “trans studies” or
even all that much in prison studies, and so we wanted our book to be firmly
abolitionist. We wanted abolition to be our collected place of departure, our
ground, so that we could see what other worlds might open from there.

We also wanted to include as many currently or formerly incarcerated
people as we could, so we sent hundreds of calls for submissions inside.
Another thing that was important to us was making the book materially acces-
sible to people inside, so all of our editors’ profits have been used to send
copies to incarcerated people for free. That has been a really exciting part of
the project, watching it circulate inside and outside.

Now, almost 15 years later, much has changed in that abolition has become
part of our collective vocabularies, even if it does not always take that name.
We saw this perhaps most vividly in the 2020 Minneapolis uprising and all the
cities that followed. People were not burning cop cars because they wanted
the police to have more “diversity” training, they were/are demanding the
end of the condition of Black death that is policing itself.

However, in mainstream LGBT politics we have seen little actual change,
and perhaps they have become even more entrenched in carceral logics. We can
look at all the Pride celebrations that remain more dedicated to celebrating the
police than they are to making space for Black and Brown trans/queer people
to get free.

Can you talk about the relevance of abolition to trans feminism (both in terms of
the activism “on the ground” and in the academy)? Is abolitionism trans feminist?
Is trans feminism necessarily abolitionist?

• Eric A. Stanley:

I generally like to assume people I’m in conversation with are abolitionists,
otherwise we have to confront the fact that they are deeply committed to
anti-Black, ableist, anti-trans/queer mass death. I guess that tendency finds
me believing that if trans feminism is a project of liberation, which I believe it
to be, then it must be abolitionist. That said, I know the force of “reform” is
so strong because it slides into and supports our preexisting world views. It’s
hard to dream toward the end of the world so that we might survive it. But
building toward that is a vision we must always hold, and a part of holding this
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line is fiercely pushing back on the violence of policy and the insidious ways
“prison reform” continues to be among the primary ways the prison industrial
complex grows.

In the U.S. there has been a legal regression of trans rights in the midst of massive,
fervent protests demanding rights for Black lives, including the more recent “all
Black lives” protests. Emi, you’ve written about the racism in trans inclusion
discourse, but can you talk about the connections between the struggles of racism
and those of transphobia? For instance, on an activist level how are the movements
connected, or are they? Should they be? What does an intersectional approach to
trans feminist activism look like?

• Emi Koyama:

What I really appreciate about the Black Lives Matter movement is that it
was founded by three experienced queer Black women activists—Alicia Garza,
Opal Tometi, and Patrisse Cullors—and is intersectional by default. There is
always a difference between movements that are intersectional by design and
those that try to embrace intersectionality as an afterthought (if that is not
oxymoronic), and it is particularly notable that the BLM movement included
and supported Black trans women and other Black trans people who are under
constant threat of State violence. I think it’s beyond time explaining why
racism is a trans issue or why transphobia is a feminist issue and begin assuming
that all movements must be intersectional “or it will be bullshit” as Flavia
Dzodan famously said.

Focusing on Black trans women’s and other particularly marginalized trans
women’s experiences of State violence forces us to recognize actual day-to-day
experiences of transphobia intermingled with racism, sexism, and anti-poor
and anti-sex worker sentiments. It pushes us beyond abstract philosophizing
of who are or who are not woman or civil etiquette of appropriate pronouns,
which I think are distractions, and to actually alleviating violence and poverty
many trans women face. Feminist theory is incomplete without a movement.

Eric, you are also a filmmaker, and have co-edited with Tourmaline and Johanna
Burton, Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility
(2017), an important volume on trans representation. Since this handbook is
situated in performance studies , one important issue we are taking up is repre-
sentation of queer and trans bodies. You, Tourmaline, and Burton in Trap Door
argue, “One must also grapple and reckon with radical incongruities—as when,
for example, our ‘transgender tipping point’ comes to pass at precisely the same
political moment when women of color, and trans women of color in particular,
are experiencing markedly increased instances of physical violence.”

Can you briefly discuss the paradoxical position, or “trap” of trans represen-
tation? How can activists and academics help construct and open doors of future
possibilities for trans folx while excavating those of the past?
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• Eric A. Stanley:

Sure, Tourmaline, Johana and I are all intimately bound to visual cultures
in terms of their production and exhibition as well as the ways they make
spaces of collective pleasure. However, we also know that representation can
and does work as a disciplining technique that violently forecloses as much as
it offers. So we decided to highlight that impasse rather than attempting to
hide it under the liberalism of inevitable progress. This is perhaps another way
of saying that we are deeply committed to pushing against the belief in the
austerity of the image as the sign of radicality. So then the question is how do
we work through these structures without simply becoming a cover for their
harms?

This is really an unanswerable question. But that does not mean we give up;
we hold it as we continue to do the work. However, as least for me, I believe
that this antagonism must disturb the process and the outcome, or it has done
little more than accommodate difference under the name of normativity. It
has to fuck us up.

Where We Are Now? Whose
Voices Are Still Being Silenced?

What’s your view about the relationship between queer and trans feminisms today?
What are the current tensions and potentially fruitful points of connection? Can
one be both a queer and a trans feminist?

• Emi Koyama:

In my (progressive urban) circles, feminism is queer, not in the sense that all
feminists I know are not heterosexual but in that most reject the prescriptions
of normative gender roles and life trajectories. But is feminism trans? Certainly,
most people in my circles support trans rights or at least remain silent on the
subject around me, but I don’t feel that trans feminisms have influenced their
lives the way queer feminisms have. In other words, queerness is no longer
salient in my (again, progressive urban) circles, but transness continues to be
something that must be accommodated.

After the legalization of same-sex marriage, I feel that both pro- and anti-
gay political groups have latched onto the issue of trans inclusion or exclusion,
mostly around women’s restrooms and sports, as a new battleground to
perpetually fundraise and mobilize their supporters. Disproportionate media
attention given to anti-trans lesbian or radical “feminism” in the last few
years is directly attributable to ultraconservatives’ shift of focus from marriage
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(which they have mostly conceded) to gender. (In fact, I attended a large anti-
trans “feminist” gathering at Seattle Public Library last year and found the vast
majority of attendees were conservatives, not feminists.)

• Eric A. Stanley:

I’m both a queer and trans feminist, but I’m still unsure about the ques-
tion of being. My new book, Atmospheres of Violence, attempts to take up
some of these contested histories within the idioms of structuring abandon-
ment and direct attacks. I think we have to begin with asking if these are
identities or perhaps other categories we are provisionally using because our
lives always live beyond language? For example, neither of those terms were
operative during STAR’s time, but I see them as working the space between,
what we might now understand as trans/queer. This is not to disappear the
antitransness of many that might identify as “queer”. For example those that
tried to kick Sylvia off stage in her infamous 1973 “Y’all Better Quiet Down
Now” speech that Tourmaline first uncovered in her archival work, or the
seemingly unending waves of TERFs, but, are those our people anyway? Just
because we might attach to the same object or live under the same (limited)
sign does not mean we share any space of relationality.

Eric, in Trap Door, you talk about the early split between activists of STAR and
the white middle class gay community. Can you talk about the connections between
the struggles of racism and those of transphobia? For instance, on an activist level
how are the movements connected, or are they? Should they be? What does an
intersectional approach to trans feminist activism look like? Do you believe queer
and trans liberation movements are increasingly intersectional, or is that ideology
another “trap”?

• Eric A. Stanley:

Yes, there is no trans liberation under settler colonialism. There is no trans
liberation under a structure of antiblackness that ensures chattel slavery lives
on under its assumed abolition. This is something that STAR made clear,
although they used different language then. They were fighting with and as
street people, people in jails and so on. In other words, their analysis was
only available through an approach that understood the relationship between
transphobia and racial capitalism.

I think that an enduring commitment to decolonization and to anti-
capitalism is still missing in much of our current conversation around trans
politics and organizing. This is not to say that people are not making these
connections, they are! Yet, I think the remystification of capitalism has us
believing it will offer us anything other than degradation.
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The scope of this book is a global one and we have been tracking some global
perspectives of trans feminist performance and activism. Have you engaged with
any trans feminist networks globally? Do you think your intersectional approach
to transfeminism can be applied transnationally? What kind of coalition building
might be useful?

• Eric A. Stanley:

As I live on stolen Ohlone land, in what is called San Francisco, I like to
always begin my thinking about transnationalism with the fact that those of
us living in the “United States” are living in a transnational space of over
500 federally recognized tribes and many others who are barred from such
recognition. This is to ask; how does that question unfold differently if we
undo the fantasy/nightmare of the US nation-state?

With all that said, yes. We always must be thinking and acting against the
imposition of borders to build a transfeminism that is also anti-imperialist. I see
this taking different forms all over the place. For example, while the projects
are not exclusively trans, I know a number of people that worked to build
migrant squats in Exarchia, a neighborhood in Athens. Although many of
them have been destroyed by the police, I get really excited about organizing
that is done through a trans/queer analysis but builds out beyond identity
and toward a horizon of struggle. There is also a really rad needle exchange
in Mexico City that began primarily for trans people, but now is accessible to
any and every one that needs clean syringes. We should also include the Black
trans women who helped organize the Pelican Bay prison hunger strikes, which
built solidarity among many factions of people locked up. While these are just
a few and rather disparate examples, they point toward the kinds of work I
think we need more of. They are mostly outside non-profit models, usually
non- or under-funded, organized through an anti-authoritarian practice and
see themselves as mutual aid, not charity.

On the subject of global networks, can you comment on global political trends you
are seeing, as they relate to trans feminism and trans rights? For instance, the
homonationalism we are seeing growing in the Global North and its impact on
the Global South.

• Eric A. Stanley:

While in the early 2000s the inclusion of gay and lesbian people into
projects of national securitization, or what some people call homonation-
alism, became much more apparent, we can now see similar trends with the
ways trans people are used in equally nefarious ways. This included, but is
not limited to the imposition of colonial gender and sexual categories on to
Indigenous peoples all over the world, or using the same categories as false
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measures of “progress.” It’s a mess and always needs to be resisted while also
supporting people that are directly impacted. For example, we can work on
trans people’s asylum claims while knowing that the reason they left their
country of origin is, in part, an effect of the US’s foreign policies of destruction
and destabilization.

Where Are We Going? What Is
the Most Urgent Work? How Can

Performance Studies Take Up This Work?

Given this current political moment where we are seeing a global pandemic and
a global demand in defense of Black lives, what do you see as the most urgent
questions queer and trans feminisms face today (in terms of scholarship, activism,
politics, and/or art)? Put another way, what are the questions that trans feminists
must take up toward the future of trans feminist movements?

• Eric A. Stanley:

I think trans feminism must do the everyday work of growing prison
abolition. To me, this means everything from building networks of care to
responding to violence without the police and defunding local police depart-
ments to redistributive mutual aid projects. We must also continue to support
incarcerated people including everyone that has been around in the wake of
the most recent uprising. We have to get all our people out, which includes all
people. This, of course, can and must also include various forms of group
study, but we really have to move it beyond, which is to say against, the
university form.

I also believe abolition to be a practice of the present and not a deferred
future. What this means to us is that it is built in the fashioning of all these
seemingly small actions; we are living the end of the prison now.

• Emi Koyama:

During the brief period around 2014, Black trans women became the face
of the trans community in mainstream and progressive media. It started with
the January 2014 release of CeCe McDonald, a Black trans woman who was
incarcerated for defending herself against racist and transphobic attackers, who
became an activist for prison abolition as opposed to simply putting trans
women in women’s prisons. In February 2014, Black and Native Hawai’ian
trans woman writer Janet Mock’s bestselling book, Redefining Realness: My
Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love, & So Much More was published. Actress
Laverne Cox, a Black trans woman who became a star of the drama series
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Orange is New Black and supported McDonald, was featured on the cover of
TIME magazine in June 2014 as the magazine proclaimed the “transgender
tipping point.” The media momentum for Black trans women continued to
early 2015 when the film Tangerine featuring two Black trans women sex
workers came out.

The year 2014 was remarkable not just because Black trans women domi-
nated media representation of trans community, but it revolved around
multiple Black trans women rather than just one. But the momentum quickly
subsided with the Vanity Fair cover of Caitlyn Jenner, a white trans woman and
former athlete turned reality television star and the arrival of reality television-
style unchecked voyeurism. Gone were McDonald’s and Cox’ call for prison
abolition, replaced with Jenner’s enthusiastic endorsement of the candidacy of
another reality television star, Donald Trump. Jenner was even quoted in an
interview that the “hardest part of being a woman” for her was “figuring out
what to wear,” erasing Black trans women’s radical critique of the status quo.

I think 2020 is the year in which our attention to the frivolous need
to expire and the focus needs to return to Black trans women’s and other
particularly marginalized trans people’s experiences of societal oppression. For
too long, we gave cis feminists a pass for merely complying with the very
basic requirements of public courtesy such as the use of “preferred” names
and pronouns and failed to demand that they take concrete steps to ending
violence and poverty experienced by Black trans women and other trans
people.

In general, what are you reading right now? What other forms of cultural
activities are you drawn in by or influenced by recently?

• Eric A. Stanley:

I tend to hate the Internet. I’ve lived almost my whole life in San Francisco
and have seen the ways tech has destroyed so much trans/queer sociality in
the Bay via gentrification and its intended effects. But we are in a pandemic
and I’m lucky enough to still have my rental apartment to shelter in and so I
end up on social media way too much. Perhaps I sound as much, but I’m not
exactly anti-technology, but the ways it’s used in the services of the antiblack
and ableist police state cannot be removed from our seemingly innocuous
participation in it. All the “anarchist hackers” from the 90 s now build drones
for the military; it’s really depressing.

I do watch a lot of TV and movies, usually the worse the better. I’ve also
been returning to June Jordan’s poetry a lot lately as well as Marlon Riggs’s
work. There was something about that moment of the early 90s Black Bay
Area cultural production, in the height of the AIDS pandemic, that has a lot
to offer us now.
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Eric, as a film artist yourself, do you have any thoughts about how trans feminist
artists could complement, amplify, or broaden the trans feminist movement? Do
you have examples of art you have created, seen or witnessed that you would
describe as trans feminist? What are they and why would you describe them that
way?

• Eric A. Stanley:

I think people are making really rad work, and we should support it in
whatever ways we can. However, I think we have to be really careful how our
work can, and is used to artwash violent colonial intuitions from museums to
new condo projects. I think what this requires is a reassessment of what consti-
tutes success. I want all of my artist friends to have the means of production
for their projects, and that includes the ability to live and eat and enjoy life.
But, the “art world” as it now stands will always take more than it gives and
so how can we abolish it too? So much work to do.

Do you have any final thoughts, words of advice, warning, encouragement for
young scholars, artists, and activists interested in the trans feminist movement?

What organizations, podcasts, books/ articles, zines, Instagram accounts, hash-
tags, etc. do you recommend for folx interested in trans liberation and prison
abolition? How/ to where should folx donate their time and their resources (both
in the U.S. and globally)?

• Eric A. Stanley:

I’m always just trying to learn, with all of you, how to get free. So I don’t
know if I should be offering much advice. However, I do think people should
support small, very local groups and better yet become a part of them. If you
don’t have one near you that you feel like it fits what you are into, start one. It
does not, and probably should not become a big non-profit, just some people
organizing together can do a lot with no money. That said, I also think the
best places to support financially are books to prisoners orgs that you feel are
accountable and even better, just give money to houseless people asking for it
on the street. That’s a practice of prison abolition and trans feminism.

• Emi Koyama:

We have allowed political conversations to center around trans women’s
salience in spaces designated for women, such as restrooms and athletics, which
forced us to prove that trans women are not a threat to cis women, instead
of imagining radically transformed public spaces that protect everyone’s safety
and dignity simultaneously.
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While the trans movement itself has accomplished exponential growth over
the last 20 years in terms of societal acceptance and legal changes, I feel that
trans feminism has not kept pace with the development and proliferation of
intersectional feminism or radical imaginations in the prison abolition and
Black Lives Matter movements. Instead, being pro-trans in feminist spaces
is equated with respecting individual identities and preferences, which is
necessary to a point but becomes indistinguishable from neoliberalism in its
ahistorical extreme. In order to become relevant again, trans feminism needs
to be anchored to the history of feminist struggles, especially those of Black,
indigenous, and people of color, trans people, and others who had to establish
spaces within feminism as well as in the larger society.
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